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PREFACE
TO THE THIRTY-SIXTH VOLUME.

coronat opus : i. e. the conclusion of our XXXVIth Volume i

*
its crown, and thus dignified, it comes forth, the honest representative

of our six months' labours for the benefit of the reader (and we hope, in

some respectSi of the country), who will therein find the flight of time ar-

rested in its sweeping course the past rendered as it were present and
the future occasionally anticipated by the analogical inference of like effects

from similar causes.

From this general or bird's-eye view of the Volume we shall now descend
to a more close and particular consideration of its various contents. Our

Biography is less varied than usual, but we trust it will be found not less

interesting, as the record of, probably, all that will ever be known of our

worthy but ill fated countryman, Captain Wright we felt it a duty espe-

cially incumbent on us, to vindicate his character (now all that remains with

us of him) from the aspersions of his enemies, we had almost said his

friends and we have availed ourselves for the purpose, more of facts than

argument.
In our NAUTICAL SELECTIONS, page 458, we have given an extract from

the recent publication of Dr. Warden, late Surgeon of the Northumberland
and medical attendant on Buonaparte, in which will be seen an attempt by
the latter to wash his hands of that blood, but so weak, that it would seem
there is

" the smell of the blood still." He asks " For what object? Of all

men he was the person whom I should have most desired to live. Whence
could I have procured so valuable an evidence as he would have proved
in the trial of the conspirators in and about Paris? The heads of it he
himself had landed on the French coast." This might have been true

enough if he could but have made him speak. But his honourable prisoner
had given proof sufficient that, as such an evidence, he would be dumb;
and, therefore, it may easily be supposed that the object was the gratifi-
cation of a tyrannical resentment, by rendering him dumb for ever !

In the Memoir of Sir David Milne will be found, briefly recorded, the

public services of a gentleman who, by his admirable conduct in the attack

at Algier, has merited and obtained a distinguished niche in the Temple of
Fame. We regret the documents from which it was drawn up were not
more copious of information.

The memoir of Captain Campbell also evinces the justice of his title to

an honourable memory in the minds of his countrymen ;
and we sincerely

lament that a longer life was not allowed him to enjoy, in a period of peace,
the grateful retrospect of a long course of honourable warfare in the ser-

vice of his country, and the honours and emoluments by which it had been
o duly acknowledged.
The SELECTIONS will be found various and interesting, culled with a view

to the gratification of the diverse tastes of our numerous readers, and we
tiope they will in no instance be found wholly void of interesting informa-

tion or amusement.
Xiie next department of our Publication demands a more especial notice,
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us it is capable of doing much good or much harm. Our professed princi-

ple of impartiality binds us to the admission of candid argument and
observation on both sides of every question, and if the general tone of
our CORRESPONDENCE has too much of the Cronk, it is the fault of those

who should answer the Croakers, if their croaking be answerable. That of
the present Volume commences with the remarks of Br, in reply to some
observations from H. C. relative to Falmomh harbour as a naval station,

page 27. At page 32, Mentor, on a redress of certain grievances existing
in the navy. Nestor, on the payment of King's ships on foreign stations,
as a measure highly necessary to be adopted, page SS.~Alfredt

on the im-

proved regulations of the navy, and suggesting farther improvements, page
26. Navatis. on the neglect of the navy, page 37. A Seaman, on the in-

efficiency of our superior class ffigates, ibid. At page 38 will be found an
extract of n letter from an officer at St. Helena, relative to Buonaparte, to

which we have subjoined a counter- statement, to shew how difficult it is

to know the true stale of persons or things at a distance. At page 4'2, the

monumental inscription of the late Captain Beaver, at the Cape of Good
Hope, communicated by Mr. John Bayley. Albion, on the necessity of

watching the progress of the American navy, and building ships on a com-
mensurate principle, page 41. The observations of A Friend to Naval
Merit, on the situation of old Commanders and Lieutenants, are very just,
and the list of t

: ose who, he thinks, are officers entitled to an ameliora-
tion of condition bears its own recommendation with it, page 125. At

page l',!7, A Constant Subscriber reproves us for the admission of otiensive

personalities, hut we assure him it is never our wish to indulge in any
thing of the kind Page 129, an interesting extract from the Journal of the

lion. E. 1. Ship Chambers, communicated by J. H. The General Direc-
tions of the [pswich Humane Society, for the recovery of Persons appa-
rently Dead from Drowning, Hanging, Intoxication, &c. transmitted by our
old friend, T. II. will he found at page 133, and especially worthy of notice.

Our friend's proposal respecting the insertion of monumental inscriptions,
we think eligible under his judgment of selection, to which we are no stran-

ger-; and, from our other Correspondents, a judicious selection would be
in like manner acceptable. Page 212 presents a letter from N. T. T.

stating, indeed, a real grievance,
" Private Punishments.'" -so private as

tube i>.'!t-n unknown to the Captain himself; this is clearly a crime when-
ever it occurs, and we have no hesitation in saying, that the inflictors of
Mich

jirii-uft' intnishtnents are amenable to the laws of their country for all

such transgressions. At page 213, Trafalgar, on the comparative advan-
tage of naval Surgeons above naval Lieutenants in the Retired List.

Ail-iun, on tiie white shivery and the abolition of naval impressment, page
'Jl I; against the latter of which evils our worthy Correspondent evinces a

generous and just warmth, considered abstractedly from its necessity. We
most cordially wish, with him, that all possible means should be adopted
i<> set a-nle th.u odious violation of personal liberty, but when we consider
t'i<? leiii-th of time it has existed, we are induced to fear the difficulty of its

total abolition ^reat. So early as the reign of Richard II. we find the

practice of arresting mariners and retaining them for the King's service
usual and u it hout dispute. By subsequent statute, any waterman using
tin.' River Thames, and hiding himself during the execution of any commis-
i-ion ot [ires-iii;: tor the Kind's service, was liable to heavy penalties. By.
t-tatnto :t I'.h/. c. 5, No fisherman shaii betaken by the Queen's cominis
simi to sera- as a mariner ;

but the commission shall be first brought to

two justices of the peace inhabiting near the sea-coast, where the mariners
are to he taken, io the intent that the justices may choose out and return

such a number of able-bodied men as in the commission are contained to

v. : i e her Majesty. And, during the administration of Sir Robert Walpule,
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this evil was considered with an evidently sincere view to its abolition, but
found impracticable.
We merely mention these things to shew that impressment, as an evil of so

long standing, seems to imply that ir is from absolute necessity,Rnd anecessity
very difficult to remove. The plan ofbinding apprentices ofmerchant ships to a
service of seven years, in a time of war, woulo certainly go far toward lessen-

ing the evil
; but, then, might it not be considered a kind of impressment by

anticipation ? Vcritas, on the disparity of pay between the Army and Navy,
216. Alfred, on a proposed History of British Men of War, from the year
3700, ib. N<ivi,a:or, query respecting the Mediterranean pass ! p. 218.

Veritns, on Corporeal Punishments, ib. Mentor, on the same subject,

219. Navails, on the expediency of abolishing all superfluous Iron Work
on board Ships of War, and on the deficiency of Medical Aid in the Navy,
p. 220. Joannes Critique on the Inscription for Captain Wright's Monu-
ment, p. 281. Another, proffered by an Anonymous Correspondent, ib.

Viator, on the great inconvenience of sending Baggage to London for in-

spection at the Cusrom-Flouse, p. 222. An Officer of the Leander, in de-

fence of the Pasteboard Fifties, p. 295. fieptunus, on the building of

Ships, p. 297. Gracchus, recommending the communication of Biogra-

phical Documents to the NAVAL CHRONICLE, p. 298. Nestor, on the ne-

cessity of a fixed System of Naval Command, p. 299, a very excellent

letter, written in the spirit of wisdom and candour, and entitled to official

notice. Orion, on the Mediterranean Trade, p. 301. Victor, on the Vic-

tory of Lord Exmouth, p. 303. Albion, on the same subject, p. 305.

An Enemy to Slavery, on the state of Algier after the Battle, p. 307.

G. T. T., on the Conduct of the Algerines in the Attack of Lord Exmouth,
p. 308. T. C. P., on the Construction of our Frigates, p. 377. Alfred,
on various subjects of Improvement in Naval Regulations, p. 384. Grac-
chus' second Letter, recommending Communications of Naval Biography,

p. 385. Y., on the propriety of bestowing Medals on theOfficers and men
who fought at Algier, p. 387. Men! or, on Naval Punishments, p. 387. Oce-

anus, in reply loan Officer of the Leander, p. 389 Albion, on the Practice of

bringing Sugars from distant Estates by ships' long-bouts in the West In-

dies, 390, highly creditable to Albion's humanity. A Friend to Naval

Merit, on an Extension of the Retired List. ib. Aestor, on the Duty of

Naval Members of Parliament, p. 394. Sol, on the Incorrectness of the

Nautical Almanack, p. 394. Scrib/ems, advising the Publication of our
Memoir of Captain Wright as a Pamphlet, p. 395. S,, Remarks on the

Sun's Eclipse, Nov. 19th, 396,Thessaly, assigning the credit of first Break-

ing the Line in Naval Action to the Earl of Sandwich, on the 3d of June,
1665, p. 462. ; we avail ourselves of this opportunity to return our thanks
to Tfiessaly, for several valuable communications accompanying this letter.

Quaestor, on the introduction of Corporeal Punishments in our Commer-
cial Marine, ib. Thcssa/y, extract of a letter from Sir Charles Douglas
to Admiral Greg, giving an account of the actions on the 9th and 12th of

April, 1782,, p. 464. Candidus, asserting the late Lord Nelson no Marti-

net, p. 468. Nestor, on Naval Punishments, and the Employment of OUF

Seamen, p. 469. Albion, on the necessity of watching, with a jealous
eye, the growing Navy of the United States, p. 470,a truly patriotic letter.

Triton, on the improved regulation in the issues of Naval Pay, p. 472.

Occasional, correcting error in our Memoir of Sir David Milne, and trans-

mitting a correct list of officers, promoted on occasion of the victory at

Algier, p. 473; we return him our thanks for his favour. Neptunus, urg.
ing a continuation of Beatson's Memoirs, p. 475. Orion," on the present
distressed condition of our Seamen, p. 476 ; we most cordially coincide
with Orion in his observations and suggestions.
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Having gone through our multifarious Correspondence in the way of re-

spectful notice, we request our worthy friends to accept our grateful ac-

knowledgment of their favours, and our hope that their exertions will be

continued, and ultimately tend to the general benefit of their country.
We have now to advert to the Hydrography of the present Volume ; in

doing which, we cannot but feel the weight of obligation to our indefatiga-

ble friend the Hydrographer, who seems resolved that words shall sooner

fail, than cause, to thank him. But while thus we acknowledge his liberal'

and obliging industry in aid of our endeavours to render the NAVAL
CHRONICLE worthy of the reputation it has acquired, we are most ardently
desirous that his labours might be lightened by the communication!) of our

ingenious Correspondents, on hydrographical subjects. The importance of

such communications must be unquestionable. The opinions of the Lords

of the Admiralty, on this branch of nautic information, will appear from

the following circular, which we here reprint, from page 321 of this

volume:

(Circular.)

sin, Admiralty-Office, 2Qth May, 1810.

A PRACTICE having obtained among captains and commanding officers of hit

Majesty's ships and vessels, of applying to this department, as a matter of course,
for certificates to be gnntcd upon ktatements furnished by themselves, of obser-

vations towards the furtherance of hydrograpliical knowledge that they have

mack-, though the opportunity of nnkmg such remarks may not have occurred ;

lam commanded bj my Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to acquaint you
that they have directed that, after the 1st of July next, no certificate of remarks

shall be granU-d, until the Hydrographer of the Admiralty shall havf; reported
whether there was an occasion for making remarks or not, or (should any be

lurmshni) upon the value of the remarks which may have been made; and I

have further 10 acquaint you of their Lordships' direction that you transmit half-

yearlv, to Hi;- office, a remark-book, which shall contain, at least, the latitudes

nd longitudes of all places (out of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and

Ireland) in which the ship you command may have been ; and, whenever time
and circumstances will permit, particulars of bearings, soundings, tides, currents
and all other circumstances of nautical utility, are to he carefully entered there-

in : and I am also to apprise you, that no certificate of remaiks will be issued

from this department, unless the observations in the several remark-books shall ap-

pear to their Lordship's to be such as, with reasonable diligence and accuracy,
might be made. And my Lrds trust that you, with the other officers in his Ma-
jesty's naval service, will see the advantage of collecting a body of hydrographi-
es! information, and that you will exert yourself to the utmost of your power ia

contributing to an object so necessary to the general advancement of science, and
so highly ad vantageous to the best interests gf a great maritime people.

I am, &c.
To the respect i vi Captains, Com-

manders, and Commanding Offi-
cer* of his Majesty's Ships and
t essets,

Finally, we return our grateful acknowledgment* to our numerous PA-,

IRONS for thcr liberal support, and hope, by our unremitting endeavours u
render thu \.\VAL CiiROMCLE worthy of their acceptance, to obtain thf
Continuance of it.



TO THE

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR

OF

JOHN WESLEY WRIGHT, ESQ.

CAPTAIN IN THE ROYAL NAVY.

[Continued from Vol. XXXIV. page456/j

HISTORY
affords us but too many instanceSj proving !

the bane of Sovereigns, unless when endowed with an

extraordinary portion of repulsive wisdom, to be not only flat-

terrd in their virtues, but in their vices, fostered. Be the dispo-

sition of the Sovereign pious or profane, temperate or voluptuous,

mild or tyrannical, it is the interest of parasites to study and pro-

mote it. He is solicited to indulgence urged in his propensities

and precipitated in his passions, until, with unlimited means of

gratification, he becomes extremely that to which he was originally

but inclined until his virtues become weaknesses, and his initiate

vices dangerous and detestable. The necessity of a barrier to all

extremes of human conduct is so rationally obvious, that whenever

the consciousness of that necessity is lost, we may affirm, the Man
is lost, and the monster appears in magnitude proportioned to hij

power.

In the instance of Buonaparte, the flatteries of his fortune

were of themselves sufficient to generate in him all that extrava.

gance of character and conduct which has so long disturbed and

distracted the peace of Europe and which has exhibited instances

of tyranny and cruelty in him, so monstrous, that they can scarcely

be considered as the acts of a human being.

But although the flatteries of his fortune would account forthg

exorbitancy of his conduct and character, his great power and

recent elevation at the time of Captain Wright's second captivity

. erjjroiu Vol. XXXVI.
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operating on the hopes and fears of his officers, drew forth, as an ad

ditional source of intoxication, and, consequentially, vicious excess,

a various, an abundant, and in some instances impious adulation

from all around him, or who wished to be within the circle of his

immediate notice, maugre truth and honor ; and of this ordinary

class of courtiers was the base, ungrateful Julien, whose original

letter here follows as a comment on our text, and in continuation

of the Narrative :

" Le General de Brigade, JULIEN, Prefect d Vanncs, au Grand Judge,

Monsieur REYNIER, 24 Floreal, 14 May, 1814.

"
Ayant appris que les officiers et 1'equipage d'tiue corvette Anglaise prise,

il y a peu de jours, par nos chaloupes cannouieres, passoient a Vannes pour

se rendre a Epinal, je fis demander le capitaine dans 1'intention d'obtcnir

adroitement de lui quelques aveux ou quelques renseignemens sur les

traitres qui pouvoient le servir sur la c6te, ou sur les complices de la con-

spiration qui auroient pu se sauver a son bord et de la passer en Angle-
terrc. Je m'attcndois pcu, a trouver dans le capitaine un personage assez

important : c'est Mr. Wright qui a j6te Georges, Pichegru, et com-

plices sur la cfite de Dieppe ; je Pai beaucoup coiinu en Egypt, ou il etoit

lieutenant dc Sidney Smith, et charge par Je commodore de toutes seS

negotiations avec I'arme'e Francaiie. J'ai pens6 que ce Mr. Wright, pour-

roit faire des revelations utiles, ou au moins declarer, pour mettre sa

responsabilite a 1'abri, que c'est par ordre de son gouvernement qu'il a vomi

sur nos cotes cette bande d'assassins, et fournir ainsi une nouvelle preuve

authentique de la participation du cabinet Britannique a cette atrocite.

J'ai done cru devoir vous 1'envoyer de suite par la diligence, etsous 1'escorte

de la gendarmerie, en recommandant toTitefois d'avoir pour lui les egards
dus aun prisonnier de guerre.

" Mr. Wright est le meme qui echappa du Temple, il y a quelques annees,

avec Sidney Smith
;

il est tres fin et ruse", ennemi fanatique des Francais,

assez vain pour se croire destine" a jouer un role, insolent tant qVil croira

que la position le met a 1'abri de tout danger, mais qui pourroit foiblier

si on le placoit dans 1' alternative de mettre authentiquement sa mission sur

le compte de son gouvernement, ou de passer pour un couspirateur non

avoue, et des-lors justioiable. J'ai cru devoir vous soumettre ma maniere

de voir a cet egard. II partira ce soir par la diligence de Rennes, et

nrrivera a Paris presque aussi-tot que ma lettre ; il est accompagne d'un

tres jeune neveu et de son domestique, que je n'ai pas cru devoir separer d

lui. Quoique j'ai voulu lui cacher le motif de lamesure extraordinaire que je

prenois a son ugard, il n'en a pas fete la dupe, et j'ai lieu de croire d'apres
la conversation que j'ai eu avec lui, qu'il a d'avance etudie son role, et

qu'il est decide
1

a garder le silence, s'appuyant sur le principe qu'il ne doit

compte de ses operations militaires qu'si son gouvernement. Au reste, de

quelque utiliU; qu'il puise vous e"tre, ou quelles que soient les mesures qua
TOUI prendriez a son ^gard, j'ai pease, qu'a tout evenment;

il aeroit
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interessant de vous envoyer un homme qui a jou^ un role dans l'affreus

conspiration qui vient d' allarmer toute la France, et que la Providence,

toujours propice, afin de donnera Buonaparte un nouveau tmoignage de sa

surveillance, semble avoirjette surla cote duMorbihanoft son batimentbien

arme, a etc pris per des simples batteaux, et lui meme reconnu dans la foule

des prisonniers, parmi les quels il auroit reste confondu dans tout autre

endroit que celui-ci.

"
J'ose esperer, Citoyen Ministre, que vous approuverez la mesure qui

j'ai prise.

"
J'ai 1'honneur de vous saluer.

To feel the full force of what relates to this man's conduct, it is

necessary that this his letter to the Grand Judge should be present

to the memory, I shall now abandon him to his infamy, and pro-

ceed to- describe the treatment I received in Paris.

Conducted by two soldiers, one by my side in the carriage, and

the other upon the coach-box, I arrived in Paris after ten days'

painful journey, accompanied by my little nephew and my ser-

vant, whom Julien had permitted to go with me : the agitation of

the journey had extended the inflammation of my wound to the

bladder, and produced an excruciating strangury that had nearly

forced me to remain at Handan, near Paris. In this situation, on

the morning after my arrival, I was transferred from Real's police

office, to the Temple, and suddenly conducted, under a guard,

before Judge Thnriot, presiding at a court of inquisition, attended

by numerous secretaries, and surrounded by a military guard.

This man's countenance and brutal demeanour, brought to the

memory the savages who, issuing from that hot-bed of the violent

passions, the South of France, at a too memorable epoch of the

late disgraceful revolution, rushed upon Paris to massacre thou-

sands of innocent victims confined in its corroding prisons, with-

out trial or even examination. He appeared, like another

Jefferies, panting for blood, and cumulating insult, artifice,

falsehood, and menace, to disconcert, betray, and intimidate the

weak or unwary.

To his first questions,
u
my name, profession, &c." I an.

swered, that being taken in arms, I had perfectly satisfied the

* For Translation, vid$ JB. <. vol. xii. p. 15.
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military men to whom I surrendered, upon all these points ; that

as this novel mode of proceeding was in direct hostility to re-

ceived principles, and the practice of civilized nations towards

their prisoners of war, I was determined not to give it the least

sanction, by my acquiescence, and should therefore decline

answering any questions.

A pretty animated conversation ensued, upon general princi-

ples, the law of nations, and customs of war, in which he very

indecently loaded my government and country with the most

unjust and gross abuse, and concluded by declaring, that the laws

and customs of France alone should be applied to me. Waving
what immediately concerned my government, whose defense I ob-

served it was unnecessary for me to undertake, as it was fully

competent to justify its own measures, and would, no doubt,

prove to Europe the falsehood of these aspersions, 1 pointed out

to him the injustice of applying to me the laws of France, which

I was totally unacquainted with, to which I owed no obedience,

and would yield no submission
; confining myself within the sacred

character of a prisoner of war, claiming personal inviolability, in

virtue of the law of nations, I denied the competency of any

authority in France to interrogate me, and again declined answer.

ing any questions. This disappointment of his hopes increasing his

TinitalUy, and his rage getting the better of all judicial decorum,
h" liad the insolence- to couple me with persons he called conspira-

as^s'ins, employed by the British government; and

lie would force me to answer, or send me before a military

ioii, to be instantly shot as a spy, if J persisted in my
To ihis I answered, with a mixture of, indignation and

f. tliat 1 had never been afraid of my enemy's shot, that

my per. o.i was in his hands, and he might do with it as he thought

j> sopor; lnii no power on earth should force me to betray my
Kii.j, a:ul Country, or dishonor myself. Finding at length that

was p:v|,:trr.i tor e\ery violation, and, lest my total silence

Mould, in ra.-e. of my becoming a probable sacrifice to my prin-

ri, ! favo'.ii- mi induction of criminality, which this government
would no! Uil to propagate, for its own justification, I deter.

min -d t > lea-.e in hind me, consigned to the records of this country,
.-;.i'i-i:i iif of the battle in which I was overpowered, as

would i-tablijii my ckiui, and that of my officers and ship's com-
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pany, to the honorable treatment due to prisoners of war.

With this view, I particularly described the action ; and entirely

confining my replies to what related to it, whenever he inter-

posed, as he often did, any subject foreign to this, I referred him

to my former answers, declaring my resolution not to reply to

any questions of such a nature, either negatively or affirmatively.

He strongly urged me lo acknowledge having debarked conspira-

tors and assassins in France ; to recognize thirty or forty persons,

who were confronted with me, and of whom he as falsely as impu-

dently asserted, previous to their appearance, that they had all

acknowledged having been landed by me, under orders from the

British cabinet, for the purpose of murdering the First Consul,

overthrowing the government, and creating a civil zcar in

France. I replied, that I would not recognize any person what-

soever that might be confronted with me
;

and should the whole

emigration of France be brought before me, I would not acknow-

ledge ever to have seen one, though I might have known many of

them ; that, ignorant as I was of the precise object of this extra-

ordinary and obviously sinister proceeding, which I demanded to

know, but was refused to be told, I wotdd make no answer that

could have even the remotest tendency to commit any unfortunate

men ; and he need not, under such circumstances, expect any

thing from my mouth that might, under his interpretation, attach

delinquency .to myself : I rejected with indigna-ion those horrid

imputations, and felt it necessary to exhibit the Mayor of Auray's

letter, in proof of the humane principles which governed my
actions. With respect to my orders, I declared tliat I had been

wherever they had led, but I would render no particular account

of them to the enemies of my country : I was quite indifferent, I

told him, as to what others might be described to have said of

themselves or of me, and my conduct should be regulated alone

by my own ideas of honour and rectitude ; being in the presence

of my enemies, I had reason to suspect the purity of their inten-

tions, and should of course be upon my guard against their

treachery.

Of the persons confronted with me, three only said they knew

me to be the captain who had landed them in France : two of

these 'were suborned witnesses, who had been threatened with

death if they did not affirm they knew me, and were screened
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from the effect of prosecution, for haying, under this menace,

consented to give the evidence required : the third, in a letter to

Real, afterwards explained away the whole force of what had been

stated as his deposition, by asserting, that, far from declaring I

was the captain of the ship in which he came from England, he

meant to say, merely^ he had been acquainted with me in London.

This examination lasted almost five hours, until I was nearly

exhausted, by the fatigue of six days' journey, an increasing

inflammation, the great heat of a close and crowded room, and

the ebbs and flows of contempt and indignation, excited by a sue*

cession of insult and provocation.

It is necessary to remark, that Thuriot directed the secretary

to commit to writing such parts only of this examination, as suited

his particular purpose, entirely omitting his menace to send me

before a military commission, or my answers, which, on the one

hand, would expose his departure from principle and decorum, or

on the other, might leave some favorable impression of my cha-

racter and conduct. But incorrect and mutilated as the written

examination was, I thought proper to subscribe my name, as it

really contained a narrative of the battle, and demonstrated the

claims of myself and my people.

General Savary, whom I had spoken of to the gcnd'arraes,

during my journey, and expressed a desire to see, came to me,

soon after I was dismissed by Thuriot. After a vain attempt to

draw from me some avowal injurious to the unfortunate men before

mentioned, he endeavoured to irritate my feelings, to throw me
off my guard, by an unjust and ungrateful attack on my friend,

Sir Sidney Smith, to whom thousands of his countrymen arc

UIKKT lasting obligations ; but he managed this so clumsily, that

in condemning my friend's politics, as detestable, his heat betrayed

him into an unwilling eulogium on Sir Sidney's private character.

Finding me very unyielding, and quite prepared to support the

public and private character of my friend, he shifted his ground,

and pointed his attack at Mr. I. Spencer Smythe, to whom he seemed

resolved to give no quarter. He brought to my mind the fable of

the wolf and (lie lamb, who having proved his own innocence, to

the savage beast, was still doomed to expiate the faults of some

remote part of the family. He vainly boasted of having formed

his judgment of Sir Sidney Smith in tzso days; and 1 must confess it
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bore the stamp of a very hastyjudgment. After menacing me, and

threatening Sir Sidney, as well as ether British officers who should

be found equally devoted to the service of their sovereign and

their country, he had the folly and atrocity to declare,
" nous no

ferons plus la guerre aux Anglais honorablement et loyalement^

mats nous sommes determines a leur faire tout le tnal possible, paf

tous les moyens imaginable! ;" to this I replied,
" des que vous

me faites cet aveU) il faut prendre son parti:" he quitted me,

saying,
" vous pouvez m'ecrire :" but as his conduct had left an,

impression upon my mind extremely unfavorable to a military

man, I entertained not the least idea of having any further com.

munication with him.

I was immediately locked up in an upper tower, guarded for

about a week by a centinel in my room, who was relieved every

six hours : my nephew and servant were separated from me.

Two days after the first examination, I was again conducted

before Thuriot, who recurred to the same artifices, falsehood, and

insult, through the course of an equally tedious and tiresome

*'
interrogatoire^ under which I several times dozed in my chair ;

but changing the terms of his menace, he declared that I should be

considered as a member of the conspiracy, and be tried for my life ;

coupled, he said, with conspirators and assassins, whom I had

voluntarily landed in France, unauthorized by my government,

who would disavow me, and to whose protection I could have no

claim. I told him it was not difficult to answer him victoriously ;

repeating, that in the whole course of my services as a cap-

tain of the British navy, I had acted under orders which were ever

eminently humane
;

but not being responsible to my enemy, I

should decline entering any further into particulars ; satisfied that

I had honorably performed ray duty, I was ready to meet th

Tery worst consequences of it, and felt no apprehension of being

disavowed by my government. I was again confronted with many

persons, whom I refused to recognize, and declined to answer

any questions concerning them. As a last experiment, Thuriot

affected to suspend over my head, in terrorem, a criminal prose-

cution, for having formerly escaped from the Temple, by means

of a supposititious order for transferment. But I suffered nothing

to warp me in the least, from the line of conduct I had early pre-

scribed to myself; and which is as follows : Deprived, as I was,
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of counsel, or communications of any kind ; secretly imrnurett$

without access to any information of what had already taken place*

or was under intended with regard to the unfortunate, but

respectable men I was coupled with ; equally ignorant whether I

was to be shot as a spy, arraigned as a criminal, or exhibited as a

witness, and brought from my cell, occasionally, as part of the

mechanism of the political tragedy then getting up for representa-

tion, I determined generally to withhold all information which

the enemy should appear solicitous to obtain ; to recognize no per-

son whatsoever that should be presented to me for that purpose ;

to decline making any declaration that could, even remotely, im-

plicate others ; and finally, to refuse to answer any question not

immediately connected with the description of the battle in which 1

was taken. Thuriot, having completely failed in all his eflbrts,

wound up his labours, by saying
" U est done inutile de vous

iii!err,">gcr ;" to which I readily replied,
"
parfaitement /" and

vMS recommitted to secret confinement. My nephew and my ser-

vant were, also interrogated by Thuriot, touching my services for

some ye.irs hack, my family and connexions, .my nephew's family,

(.Vc. with an indelicacy that, I believe, has no parallel; and, I

have reason, to believe, with a view of serving the purposes of the

police, through the medium of spies which this government enter-

ta;:ib in England, hanging upon the skirts of society, to pick up and

report private conversations. A few days after, my nephew was

permitted to be with me.

Considering it beneath the dignity, and inconsistent with the

snarly character of a British officer, to cover his personal respon-

sibility by fable or artifice, I imagined -no tale of deception, I

<li-(Uiir.cd uMPg the least prevarication, and stood alone upon the

Around of the incompetency of the power that wished to subdue me

to its authority ; refusing to declare, either negatively or affirma-

thely, whether I had formerly been confined in the Temple, as

lia.l been proved before me, by the evidence of many ; and having

reason to apprehend that my recognition of the persons who gave

the ev'r.lence, might become ground of prosecution, or persecu-

tion, against them, I equally declined saying whether I knew

th 'in or not. After some time the perpetual centincl was with*

draw p.. :

In the course of the week, General Savary, . accompanied by
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two superior officers, repeated his visit, He seemed disappointed

that I had not written to him : he gave me to understand that my
case was very critical, and insinuated a menace. I told him, with

marked contempt, that it was impossible, in justice, to refuse my
claims as a prisoner of war

;
but if the enemy must have a British

victim to grace a triumph, I was ready to shed my blood for my
Sovereign and my Country, but never would betray them, or

sully my honour. He then changed his ground, saying,
" Je sais

que vous ne craigncz pas tu mart, mats vous etes deshonnore dans

toute TEurope, Von"vous regards comme complice d1

assassins,

votre reputation estjletrie." I replied indignantly, that my re-

putation was not in the power of my enemy ; it was in the keeping

of my country, and of my friends, who, being well acquainted

with my character, would defend it ; many of his countrymen had

ample reason not to be ignorant of it : it could not be tarnished

by any thing that fell from his mouth, and I was not then in a

situation in which an honorable man would permit himself such

observations. That the calumnies it might be the interest of my
enemies to circulate, would yield under the manifestation of truth,

which could not long be concealed ; in the mean time, I was per.

fectly indifferent to them, whilst I retained an approving consci-

ence, as they would not be believed by those whose good opinion,

I valued. He remarked, that the mere approbation of my con.

science was not enougli ; to which I replied, it was quite suffi-

cient for an honest man. He attempted to wrest from me some

declaration touching the nature of my orders, and asked me whera

they were ? I told him I would give him no account of them,

farther than that they had been destroyed, as my duty dictated.

He insinuated a pretended doubt of my being an Englishman, or a

British officer.*

"
Ridiculing this folly, I declared I was born in Ireland, and

shewed him my uniform : but he remarked, that was no proof of

my being a British officer, for the brigands I had brought from

England had uniforms. I replied, that I had no connexion with

brigands, and that my title to the uniform I wore, was derived

* This man dined for near a month with me at Sir Sidnej Smith's table, on

board the Tigre, during the treaty of El Ariah.

. Cfcron. Vol. XXXVI. c
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from the commission in my pocket. He now attempted to past

some compliments on my personal character, but glancing, at the

same time, some unjust censure on the national character, I re-

jected with disdain all praise that was offered at the expense of my

country, whose reputation, I affirmed, was far superior to that

of his country, for enlightened humanity. He appeared to regret

the indecorum of his conduct, and begged this altercation might

cease, on perceiving that it tended to his discomfiture, instead of

humiliating or disconcerting me, as he intended. I readily agreed,

reminding him, however, that it did not originate with me, and that

I had been reduced to the necessity of repelling an indecent attack.

Foiled in all his attempts to throw me off my guard, he at length

suddenly said, with great affected emphasis,
"

tcncz, Monsieur

Wright^ si fetois a votre place, je monlrerois encore plus dt

caractere que vous ri'en montrez meme, car je dirois, oui
y

c'est

wot, qui les at debarques :
" to which I replied, calmly,

<; ce ri>esl

pas de son ennemi qu
1 un qfficier Anglais, doit recevoir des lemons

sur ses devoirs."

The situation of this man, and the part he may yet be destined to

take, in the public affairs of this country, have imposed it almost

as a duty upon me, to describe him accnrately, in his own words.

His conduct obviously suggests the epithet that alone suits him, and

makes me forbear to apply it.

He left me abruptly, saying,
u vous ne vous reclamerez pas de

moi done, Monsieur Wright ;" an implied menace, which neither

deserved nor excited more than silent, though not less manifest,

contempt.

The keeper of the prison has since informed me, in a manner

that bore the air of a message from Savary, that tha latter had an

intention of repeating his visit tome. Entering into a recapitula-

tion of this man's ignoble conduct, I told the keeper, that of all

the despicable wretches it had been my misfortune to meet with,

Savary was the man for whom I had the most sovereign contempt :

that his conduct was disgraceful -to a military uniform. I recom-

mended him to desist from his intention, as he would hear from me
such .sentiments only as would make him blush, if be were yet sus-

ceptible of the feeling of shame.

1 told the keeper, that being myself a man of no resentments,

which is strictly the case, I feJt no other sentiment but pity for
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my persecutors, whose conduct I should nerer imitate: and I

really have a feeling of honest pride, in the conviction, that if it

should ever again be in my power to follow the duties of my pro*

fession, this miserable persecution, void of any practical or de-

sirable object, will never provoke me to vengeance, but stimu-

late me to such humane and benevolent treatment of my prison.

ers, as will establish a contrast creditable to the national charac-

ter of England, and to the reputation of the navy, which consti.

tute my chief pride and comfort.

I have no doubt that the repetition of my sentiments to Savary,

has prevented his hearing them from my own mouth, for he has

not appeared since.

A summons being shortly after brought me to appear on a fixed

day as an evidence against the persons accused of conspiracy and

plot of assassination, subjecting me to certain penalties expressed

in case of non-compliance, 1 protested against the authority of any
court in France to bring me legally before it : declared, that as a

British officer, a prisoner of war, I could not be compelled to

give any evidence, and that subject as 1 still was, though a pri-

soner, to the martial law and discipline of the navy, it was

impossible for me to comply with the summons without being

guilty of high treason against my King and Country, and incurring

(he penalty of death ; that I could have no hesitation, in this

dilemma, as to the preference of being shot by the enemy, in the

execution of my public duty, and the support of my personal

honor, rather than be shot in my own country for the violation

of both ; and upon this ground I refused to receive the summons :

but this protestation not satisfying the messenger of the court, who

had delegated his power to one of the guardians of the prison, I

was conducted to the guichet, where repeating my protest, with

my reasons at length, to the messenger, I finally refused to re-

ceive the summons. He said he must leave it,
to perform his

duty ;
to which I replied, that I must equally reject it, to comply

with mine, and we might probably both be right : this scene

closed by his leaving the summons with the guardian, and by my
ridiculing the absurd farce, of pretending to summon me judicially

to give evidence before the court, when I was known to be a

secret prisoner, without the possibility of exercising a free will,
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and under such circumstances as must invalidate any evidence, irt

a civilized court of justice.

*' In a few days after, I w^s brought down from an upper turret

to a better apartment, and my servant was permitted to attend

me. On the first day of the trial I was taken to the guichet, where

a messenger was waiting with a gend'arme, to conduct roe before

the court, in conformity with the summons I had rejected. I re-

peated my verbal protest, exposed my reasons, asserted my rights,

denied the competency of the court, claimed the law of nations,

and customs of war, and refused to accompany them. The mes-

senger then told me he had orders to use no violence, and to tr< at

me with respect, and begged me to address my protest in writing

to the president : this I refused, upon the ground of having

nothing to do with the court or the president, either immediately

or remotely ; assuring him, that neither violence nor civility

should induce me to do a voluntary act -of the nature of that

required : upon this he left me, to make his report, but return-

ing some time after, accompanied by an officer and guard, he

announced his having positive orders to take me before the court

by force, if it was not to be accomplished by gentle means. The

officer made the same declaration, entreated me not to place him

under the necessity of recurring to violence, which he wished to

avoid, and pointed out how ineffectual the resistance of one

unarmed man must be against his guard. Having formally re-

peated by protest against this violation of the law of nations, and

feeling that I had done my duty to my King and Country, to the

utmost of my power, sustained my honor, and satisfied my con-

science, as a private man, I declared, that under compulsion of

superior force, my appearance before the court must be quite

involuntary, and that nothing should compel me to give any evi-

dence whatsoever. I was then conducted to the court, and after

hearing the act of accusation read, which occupied the whole

sitting, I was remanded to my secret confinement, without having

been examined
; notice being given me, that on a future day I

must re-appear, to undergo an examination. In the mean time,

my officers, including two very young midshipmen, after having

been threatened with torture, I believe at Real's police-office, as

wilj appear by Lieutenant Wallis's letter, were brought to tta
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Temple, and put under secret and solitary confinement, and were

again examined by the keeper's son, who took a minute of their

answers. In a week after my first appearance at the criminal

court, I was again forced to appear, as had been announced tome,

after formally protesting nearly in the same manner I had done

before.

" I was for some time left in an antichambcr, where the wit.

nesses were collected : these being for the most part what are

technically denominated temoins forces, may be considered as

such in the most literal acceptation of the phrase, for they were

describing to each other the different kinds of torture that had

been applied to them, to extort confessions contrary to the truth,

and against their consciencies, for the purpose of making the pub-

lic believe in a plot of assassination, of which the non-existence

cannot perhaps be better proved, than by this circumstance of the

government having totally omitted that charge in the official indict-

ment, causing it to be published throughout the provinces, and

using it in all the preliminary proceedings, as an engine of the

inquisition, to intimidate the weak and unwary, and attach some

popularity to measures that were every where reprobated. Some

of these poor people had their thumbs screwed together by the

cock of a musket, operating as a vice, while gunpowder was

placed upon their nails and fired ; others had burning coals, or hot

embers applied to the soles of their feet ; the most shameful vio-

lence had been used to others ;
all had been threatened to be shot ;

the houses of many had been rifled, their furniture destroyed in

icarch of written evidence, and their families put to the rout ; all

these atrocious arts, the government agents were charged with in

my presence, and in that of 50 soldiers, some of whom having been

actors in the inhuman outrages, denied a part, although much the

gravest part was still re.asserted, and remained undisputed ; and

from what I and my officers have experienced, there remains not

the least doubt in my mind of the facts maintained. On leading

me into court, the messenger informed me that I should be tried

for ray life, with the other prisoners, if I should refuse to answer

the questions to be put to me, or to confirm my examination be-

fore Judge Thuriot : to this I replied : soycz persuade quej'e rfen

ferai rien. By this menace, I first discovered the use intended

to be made of the written interrogation. I had signed j
and the
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comfort I immediately felt reflecting upon the conduct I had pre-

scribed to myself in the earliest stage of this painful and delicate

business, and which had strictly regulated all I had said and

signed, tended greatly to support and fortify my mind, under a

spectacle as novel to me, as it was imposing in itself; forced un-

der implied delinquency into the presence as it were of a whole

nation, nay even of Europe, my name artfully and most unjustly

connected with pretended plots of assassination ; opposed as a

witness against 40 unfortunate men arraigned for their lives ; the

character of my country manifestly the primary object of the

enemy's attack ; and not a little dependant upon the conduct I

should hold, and the issue of the trial.

It being observed that I walked lame as I was led into court, a

chair was offered to me ; seating myself perfectly at my ease, with

my leg in a resting posture across the opposite knee, I employed

my eyes, previous to the examination, all round the hall, examin-

ing its structure, ornaments, and audience. The president, calling

me by name, enjoined in a certain formula, to answer all the

questions that would be asked me, without partiality, hatred, or

fear. I replied, in French, that I had to observe, in the first

place, that mililary men knew no fear ;
that I was a British pri-

soner of war ;
that I had surrendered by capitulation, after an

action with a very superior force; that knowing my duty to my
King, and to my Country, whom I loved, and to whose service I

had devoted myself from my youth ;
and owing no account of my

public services to any authority but my own government, I would

not answer any one of the questions that might be put tome: that I

claimed from him the law of nations, and the customs of war

among civilized nations, those laws and customs which I had

always extended to the numerous Frenchmen who had fallen

within my power. The approbation, and the cries of silence from

the vergers of the court, alternately interrupting me, I several

tiiiir,, suspended my speech until silence was restored, and resumed

it always where I had left oft', in order that the public might hear

the whole of what I had to say, and to defeat the trick that I

observed was about to be practised, to permit me to say only
what might answer the enemy's purpose. After this, theinterro*

gal ions 1 had undergone before Thuriot, were ordered to be read :

the secretary had not finished the preamble, when I interrupted
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him, by saying, I had a preliminary observation to make : the

president granted me la parole* and I seized the opportunity of

declaring aloud, that those writings were incorrect, as, amongst

other omissions, they did not contain the threat to send me before a

military commission, to be instantly shot as a spy, if I did not

betray my government, and dishonor myself. The rage and

agitation of Thuriot at this moment became extremely remarkable

to every body ;
he rose, and addressed the president with great

gesticulation, interrupted me ; I still insisting, and succeeding

to express myself loud enough to be heard by the whole audience,

notwithstanding the reading which at times continued, and at

others was suspended, until Thuriot's continued instances with the

president induced the latter to call aloud iterativcly and precipi-

tately, faites retirer les temoins ; during some of the interrup-

tions, the secretary took a share in the debate, by telling me,

first, that what I insisted on would occur in the course of the

reading ;
but being contradicted by me, he then said it was in the

second interrogation, which he would at length read ; this pro-

Yoked me to turn round and tell him, sternly and loudly, that he

himself knew it was not in either, for he had written them both.

The witnesses being ordered to withdraw, I descended two or

three steps from my seat, then turned round, bowed to the man

who had the civility to offer me a chair, then saluted the prisoners

all round, and retired, bowing to the counsel and to the audience

as I passed, without once turning towards the court. I have endea-

voured to give an exact picture of this proceeding, to shew how

little the ends of substantial justice were the object in view ;
and

how exactly it resembled apiece de theatre^ where les convenances

had been the chief object in contemplation, to deceive the public,

and give a false colour to the scenery, that it would not naturally

bear. I believe no European court of justice ever exhibited a

scene of such base, criminal, and indecent artifice. I was re-

manded to my secret prison. There is reason to believe that my
enemies regret ever having brought me into it. I have since told

some of their agents that there was no little maladresse, in letting

me into their secrets behind the scenes, where I contemplated all

the traps and wires that set their puppets in motion : some have

frankly acknowledged the fact, whilst others have almost blushed

in silence j but they are a very unblushing tribe. It is impossible
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for me to feel towards such people any other sentiment than the

most sovereign contempt; and after the base and ungenerous

falsehoods they hare published against my reputation, for public

purposes, knowing them at the sane time to be falsehoods, I

must, at the expense of every private and personal consideration,

manifest that sentiment on every occasion, by all the dignified

means in my power.
" I find I have omitted to state, that the former keeper of the

Temple, his wife, the present keeper, the emigrant before men-

tioned, as well as the suborned witnesses and others, were called

upon again in court, to recognize, and to be recognized by me :

they gave similar evidence to that they had previously given, but I

refused to answer either negatively or affirmatively, when asked

if I knew them.*
" It is manifest that the enemy at first meant to make me the vie-

tim of my devotion to my country ; but finding that the engine of

his inquisition had failed to produce the materials he sought for,

to give a colour of justice to so flagrant a violation of the law of

nations, and apprehensive, perhaps, of the application of the law

of retaliation, to some of the present prisoners in England, he laid

a^de this intention, though he stiff hoped to wrest from me decla-

rations that, being artfully woven into the plot of assassination

conjured up in Paris, might be shown to the world as presumptive

proof that it had originated with the British government, as a

British officer would appear to have been employed to land in

France, the persons to whom the execution of it was assigned by

the French government. He seems also to have expected some

avowal that he might strain into an unnatural form, in some

degree to justify the destruction of men as respectable for their

public character, as they were for their talents and energy, whose

influence he was jealous of, as capable of thwarting his ambition,

and of opposing his usurpation : another desire, not less uear his

* Tims tndcd the attempts of Thuriot, in the garb of Justice, and ofSavarv,

h'.s coadjutor, us the Director of Civil Order, lo divest a British officer of all

thiti remained v, it h him as their captive his Hu^or. But in this they failed

i. ever was British honor more nobly maintained or more disgracefully

attempted. But although he had stood the test had passed the ordeal it was

or.ly as a destined victim to the place of sacrifice not a victim to public policy,
!>*,( lu personal resentment.
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heart, was, to hold up to Europe an ignoble example of disloyalty

and pusillanimity, in the conduct of a British officer, yielding

under the terror of his brutality, to support the calumnies he

daily causes to be published against the national character of

England, and the reputation of its incomparable navy ;
for the

whole of his conduct, wherever that character and reputation have

,been concerned, has demonstrated it to be a fundamental principle

of his factique, to discredit, degrade, and endeavour to destroy

them by base means, convinced that they are the only strong bar-

jicr to the progress of machinations, schemes of conquest and

usurpation, which, in the weakened and debased state of the con-

tinent of Europe, is still left ; convinced that England, while

respectable and respected, at home and abroad, can alone check

Jus newly usurped influence, by her long established credit; that

she only is yet capable of bringing into the struggle the unimpaired

athletic force of independent adolescence.

u After a month's secret and solitary confinement, my officers

were permitted to walk about the court-yard; they profited af

facilities occasionally found, to have access to me ; and the boys,

whose education I was anxious should not be neglected, came to

me daily several times, to repeat the tasks 1 had set them, through

the small opening of the door ; apd I do not recollect their being

more than once or twice interrupted in their visits.

*' In July, my officers were directed to prepare for their departure,

and it was announced to me that my nephew and my servant were

to join the party. On this occasion I wrote the letter to the

minister of war, which some time after the departure of my officers

produced me the visit partly described before. In the course of

conversation, Colonel Curts told me, that hopes of peace had been

conceived by them, I suppose he meant his government, at the

period of the King's last illness, on the prospect of the Prince of

Wales's accession to the throne ; and he expressed his desire tq

know mj opinion of the probability of his Royal Highness being

so inclined. I replied, that I had not the least doubt the Prince

of Wales would mark the first moments of his reign, by his energy

jn support of the honor of the country. The conversation turned

upon the invasion, which he said he believed would immediately

Eat. Cfjron. Vol . XXXVI.
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take place : I told him, the only reason I had to regret this cir-

cumstance, arose from the little hope I had of being one of the

party. I observed that it had been the fashion here to speak

lightly of our soldiers, but I recommended him not to indulge

such an illusion : he replied, that he was himself very far from

undervaluing our army. He had been in Egypt, and I believe

was at the capitulation of the French army there. He seemed to

lay considerable stress upon the hopes they entertained of support

from an English mob, in the expedition, and magnifying the

importance of the factions by which he said the country was dis-

turbed, glancing also at the opposition to the ministry. With

respect to the first, I told him he appeared to be under great error j

he would find a very masculine resistance, where he expected suc-

cour ;
and asking him -what advantage a French army could possi-

bly offer to Englishmen, to induce them to join, or favour it ;

I remarked, that surely he could not, now at least, pretend to

meet Englishmen, with proffers of Liberty in his mouth ;
on

which he replied, rather hastily, system ; it was quite unneces-

sary to carry this subject further, than to wish him the enjoyment
of his liberty.

" With respect to the opposition, I told him the French had

always misconceived it ; they looked upon it as a faction aiming

at the destruction of the constitution and government ; when it

was, in fact, the sentinel over the public purse ; a torch to

enlighten the minister ; a constitutional barrier, that every true

Englishman venerated and cherished in his heart; and an abun-

dant source of national energy, that produced the most beneficial

effects. He appeared to have some particular nnostensible mis-

ion ;
he had my letter to the minister with him, and another ha

referred to occasionally as his instructions. Speaking of the con-

duct of the war in Egypt and in Syria, he glanced a little censure

at my friend Sir Sidney Smith (for whom, however, he professed

profound respect), for joining the Turks at St. Jean d'Acre,
when Buonaparte's army was advancing against that place. I ob-

lervrd, that it was quite legitimate to support our ally, and very
natural to Englishmen to follow their enemy wherever he led them ;

that it would be very lair to ask what business had a French army
jr.uki'.iij war in a neutral country, without permission of the
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sovereign : and I took occasion to tell him, that he had better not

go too deep into that subject, for he was speaking of a man who
was perfectly acquainted with all that had passed in Syria : he

rentured to ask me what ? 1 cited Buonaparte's ordre dujour to

his army, accusing Sir Sidney Smith of having sent to Constanti-

nople for ships infected with the plague, for the premeditated

purpose of destroying the French prisoners he had captured ;

although he was actually sending them to France most humanely,
at great expense, accompanied by his own officers : Colonel Curts

acknaw lodging the truth of this, I immediately observed,
" I sup.

pose he will not think proper to retract this calumny." He then

attempted to retort some ridiculous charges against Sir Sidney

Smith, which induced me to say, I was ready to avow and take

upon myself every act of Sir Sidney's. Here this conversation

ended, and considering the situation I am in, and the person I

have to deal with, will perhaps be thought that I went quite far

enough ; but I had in the rear of this fact such a corps de reserve^

as would have petrified him where he stood, if he had given me

any very strong reason for bringing it forward. He said he had

BO doubt the minister of war would, from his report, make such

a representation to the Emperor, as would operate a change in my
favour ; it was at this period of our conversation, that I told him

I would receive no favour or pardon, je ne veux pas de grace,

plutot la rnort sur le champ; and I discovered that he wished

to know that very circumstance. He professed upon introducing

himself to me, to have a mission of delicacy ;
and Jwill say that

he did not depart from it ; but I entered into all the reasons I had

for reprobating the conduct which had been held to me. These

are the most essential circumstances that have presented them,

selves to my recollection.

4f 1 have omitted to mention a circumstance or two, which will

strongly characterize the regime these barbarians kept me very

long under. I requested permission to have a flute for my amuse-

ment, which was positively refused :
v

but during the time my
officers were here, I procured one clandestinely, which has not

been taken from me. I believe I mentioned (to you) verbally, that

for ten months I was not permitted to obtain books for my umuse-

Bierit; on requesting that permission, through faucoauier, a good
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many months ago, he told me I had nearly every thing I could

vant
;
and casting his eyes on a few books my officers had left me,

he replied, that I had already more than I could read. On ano-

ther occasion, he told me, that they had a right to treat their priw

soners of was as they pleased : this is the very answer made to

Caesar by Arioviste, king of the savage Celts, during the war in

Gaul ;
and it is not, by many, the first proof I hate had, that the

present rulers of this unfortunate country derive their principles

from the barbarians. I practise patience, and the burthen of my
song is : dulce et decorum eat pro patria mori.

"
Confining myself to the more important facts, as much as pos-

ble, I have omitted a multitude of minor, though not less charac-

teristic circumstances, in order to avoid trivial details, which,

though not destitute of their peculiar interest, derive all that I

attach to them, from the extraordinary conduct they contribute to

elucidate*. I have purposely forborne to scatter flowers as I went,

to embellish the tedious path ; and preferring the opinion that

will result from the operation of an unbiassed judgment, I have

avoi-.lvcl any attempt to excite an interest by an appeal to the

feelings.
'

I have now to declare, that perfectly resigned as I am to ray

fate, T am able, <o support the worst a barbarous enemy can farther

int /in] against me; that the character of my country, and the

reputation of the navy, are the dearest considerations to me, and

that in no possible circumstances will I ever lose sight of them,

but make my deith, should I die in the hands of the enemy,
as disgniceful to him as it will be creditable to my country ;

and the

history of that country will afford me a thousand examples to imi-

tate, from the catalogue of British martys, and that the only cir.

(instance that iMiild give me pain, would be to see my government,,

h'g to the unjust pretensions of the enemy, make any undue

sacrifice 0:1 my account.*'

SIK ;-, was the final appeal of Captain Wright to his countrymen ;

and Jtiou^h he disavows any design on their feelings, callous

KUjt llii'ir's be \\l\o can read it unaffected.

pTo be continued.]
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NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.

TREATY WITH THE BARDARY POWERS.

[From the Independent Whig.']

THE
late Treaty concluded under the auspices of a British Admiral with

the piratical Stales of Africa, has been the subject ofmuch animadver-

sion in many parts of Europe, and numerous are the letters we have received

on the subject. It Certainly did appear extraordinary to us, that so crying an

evil as the depredations committed by these States, should he so long
suffered to continue almost unmolested, and still more so that when other

Powers of Europe were disposed to lend a helping hand to rid the civilized

world of such a nuisance, and to effect it under the direction and by the

instrumentality of a British officer, that officer's own country should not

only not accede to the proposition with alacrity, but should even, by pur-

suing a less decisive and much less effectual course, be the one to prevent

that course which the new world had taken with success, and the rest of

the old one were desirous of adopting. All this did, we repeat, appear to

us one of the most extraordinary mysteries in the governments of modern

times. How far it has been solved ny one of our Correspondents, we pre-

sume not to judge, but will afford our readers, by the insertion of an

extract from his letter, the means of judging for themselves:

" You must know in England, long before this time, that our admiral

has been honoured with a mission to the Prince of Ruffians at Airier, and

I hat he has patched up a something, which is called a Treaty with him, as

if the ringleader of a banditti of Corsairs would adhere to any treaty longer

than necesbity and a superior force compelled his observance of it. It i

quite a farce to talk of a treaty with this rascal, and that too by the very

man who said that Napoleon Buonaparte was a man incapable of the rela-

tions of peace and amity. Leaving such sort of nonsense, however, to be

digested by those who have stomachs to swallow any offal which drops from

ministers, let me say something of this notable treaty itself, and its execu-

tion. In the first place, ii is extremely partial, if I am rightly informed,

JIT its firofisiomi, -ami 1 know that it is still more partial in its execution.

Then as to those countries, on which it was designed by our wise governors

to be conferred as a favor, they are loud in reprobating it. They think the

benefit small and temporary, and the expense burthensome and lasting ;

aad they know that the execution of the treaty, after all, will be so capri-

cious, that unless every demand be backed by a Briiibh fleet, it will be

very soon a mere dead letter. But what is worse in a national point of view

than all this, to us British at least, is, that this adds one to the many
causes for which our government is held in contempt, and we poor wan-

derers are twitted wiUi it every day. They say our ministers never do any

act but with a view to serve themselves and their own friends, and that

utiitas some such object is held uut to them, all the world may go to the
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d 1 for any thing they care. I was told yesterday liy an ecclesiastic

here, the only reason why this nest of barbarians was not routed when the

rest of Europe were willing to lend their assistance, and to entrust the

execution to a British officer was, because Sir Sidney Smith was too inde-'

pendent a man to please them. That if the enterprising Lord G ,

or the patriotic Sir H P had mr.de the offer, it would have

been accepted, not for the merit of the project, or the humanity of the

object, but for the emolument of the projector ; but that good however

great, would be an evil, if effected by such men as Lord Cochrane or

Sir Sidney Smith ; because, although they would neither " shear off" to

avoid an engagement when they were bid, nor "
smuggle" \vhen opportu-

nity offered, they were " intractable" and troublesome, and must there-

fore be discouraged.

The remainder of our Correspondent's letter contains a mere illustra-

tion of some of his positions, drawn from Sir Sidney's bickerings with a

diplomatic Lord at Brazil, and from Lord Cochrane's with a gallant

admiral, who thought his lordship too rash and adventurous, but as they
do not throw any additional light on the principle subject of the correspon-

dence, we omit them. The old apology forgiving any tiling like support to

the Barbary Powers,
" their utility to us, by supplying Gibraltar with pro-

visions whenever we were at war with Spain," can no longer hold ; for as

we have been giving, and transferring, and exchanging territories all over

the continent of Europe, we might very well have disposed of a slice of

Af; ica to any one that would have been quite as friendly as the Dey of

Algicr.

\Ve cnnnot help recurring for a moment to a sentiment which escaped
us at the commencement of this article, in which we have attributed to the

liberality of political opinions, many of the most philanthropic propensities

which have no immediate connection with political subjects. When the

reader recognizes in the character which we have been barely attempting
to do justice, but whom we are not in possession of language to eulogize;
in Mr. Wilberforce, the friend of the Negros in Sir Sidney Smith, ofthe

captive slaves on the coast of Afric in Lord Holland, of the unprotected
Aliens in two of our Royal Family, the universal friends of man, in every
state and station, and the supporters of every benevolent institution for his

benefit, he will fully understand our meaning, and appreciate our feelings.

A DEPLORABLE CASE.

WHAT would be said of the King of France, if a French officer, pro-
ftsain;; the Protestant religion, after having in various battles signalised

himself, and obtained the high approbation of his commanders, had been
refused the rewards of his valour, because he was not a Catholic? Would
not every officer shrink back with dismay ? Would not every Briton, be
hi* religion what it may, justly exclaim "

See, the Bourbons and fanati-

cism and bitiotry are inseparable !

" And still, in tins our native land, a
British Oliver, having served nearly twenty years in the navy, having sig
i:.:!i5L\l himself in various battles, having his honour reported most
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honourably by his commanders, being on the very point of receiving the re-

ward of such deeds, a reward, to the credit of the Lords of the Admiralty,
intended for him, is told "

Sir, you must renounce the Catholic religion

or the profession in which you are engaged." Officers of Great Britain !

such is the fate of your fellow officer, Mr. White. At the close of near

twenty years service, this gallant officer is obliged to retire ; because, foi-

sooth, his honour and his conscience will not permit him to deny that

religion, which in the hours of danger was his comfort, in the midst of

battle his solace of Mr. White, too, whose numerous brothers have

fought, and bled, and died in the glorious fields of Spain, in defence of

their King and country ! Is this to be the law of the United Empire in the

nineteenth century ? or will not his Majesty's ministers turn their minds,

whilst they are engaged in consolidating the taxes, to consolidate at the

same time the interests, feelings, and exertions of every class of his Ma-

jesty's subjects ? This hard case is certain to make a deep impression on

the public mind.

VOYAGE OF DISCOVERY.

THE ship Swarrow, Captain Lazaroff, belonging to the Russian East

India Company, arrived at Spithend on Tuesday, whence she sailed on the

10th of March, 1814, on a voyage of discoveries in the north Pacific

Ocean, but more with a view to form two military and commercial

establishments on the West Coast of North America namely, at the

Island of Kodiak, in lat. 55 N. long. 160 W. which is the nearest part

of the American Continent to the Russian establishment at Kamtschatka ;

and upon a neck of land called California. From these they will be

enabled to carry on their fur trade with China, with greater advantages ;

and their homeward-bound voyage, with the produce of China, will be

likewise greatly facilitated.

The Swarrow has been so far ns 58 SO' north lat. 190 50' east longi-

tude. She touched at Kamtschatka. On the 10th of October, 1814, she

discovered an island in lat. 13 10' S. long. 163 20' W. It is about

eight miles and a half long, and seven miles wide. Cocoa-nut trees and

sea-fowl were found upon it. The rocks around it appear formed of solid

coral. It not being laid down in any chart, Captain Lazaroff named it

after his ship,
" Swarrow Island." It appears from Captain Vancouver's

track, upon his published chart, that he must have passed tliis island in

the night time. The Swarrow has a valuable cargo of furs, which she took

on board in Norfolk Sound, with many articles, the produce of the coast

of Peru. She lay two months at Lima. The cargo is not estimated at less

than one hundred thousand pounds ; and so prosperous has been the entire

of the voyage, that she has not sustained the loss of even a rope or spar of

any description, since she sailed from Spithead. She has about fourteen

rare animals on board species of the Llama, Vigonia, and Alpaca. They
are intended as a present to the Emperor of Russia.

DIVING-BELL, AND OTHER TRANSACTIONS AT PLYMOUTH.

THE first trial of this ingenious machine, which is attached to the

Jltsolute brig, under the direction of Mr. Sedley, King*is harbour-master
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for Plymouth-Sound and Caiwater, took place in the latter harbour on

S4th June, in the presence of numerous spectators in boats. Being

lowered from the vessel with Fisher (of Yorkshire), the diver, it remained

suspended under water nearly half an hour, in order that he might ascertain

the fitness of the apparatus. Finding all correct, he made a signal of re-

call, and then went to the bottom in 27 feet water, accompanied by Mr. Pope,

*hip-builder, of Turn-chapel, and two of Mr. Sedley's boat's crew, as

volunteers. After exploring the marine regions for half an hour, they rose

and brought up with them a very large iron ladle, which had apparently

lain in the water a considerable time, highly pleased with their adventure,

and without having sustained the least inconvenience. The light from the

bull's eye reflectors enabled them to see clearly every thing just around,

and when they wished either to shift their situation or rise, it was done by

striking the side of the bell one, two, three, or more times, with an iron

hammer, which was distinctly heard by the persons in attendance on board

the vessel. Mr. Fisher has frequently remained four hours under water,

and will shortly go down in the Sound, to examine the base of the Break-

water.

Two frigates have been ordered to be laid down at Plymouth Dock-

yard, upon the largest scale of any yet built. They are to be called the

Lancaster and Portland. Their main decks are to be flush fore and aft
;

to be built without ceiling (on Mr. Sepping's plan), to be filled in between

the timbers, -and to be rated at 50 guns ; they will, however, carry 60 guns
each, ;

the long guns to carry S2-pounders, and the short guns 42-

poundcrs, besides one 68 pounder.

The Resistance, a large frigate, has been hauled up by powerful ma-

chinery on the
slip near Mutton-Cove, in which the Nereide was lately

broken to pieces.

TO WHAT BASE USES MAY WE NOT RETURN !

THE Royal Danish yacht, which fell into our possession .at the battle

of Copenhagen, is now employed as a collier from Newcastle to

Plymouth.

WASHING LINEN BY MEANS OF SALT WATER.

Mr. GARNET has sent to the Bath Society an account of. the American
mode of washing linen by steam, which is more simple than the method

;Ht>|)tid in this country. The steam is of the intensity of bulling water,
and the compensation is made by a longer exposure to its intlueuce

;
ia

general about two hours answer. The utensils consist of a boiler, nearly
tilled with water, with a copper convex cover, inserted 3 or 4 inches in the

water, ami fitting the boiler sufficiently tight, though it is not essenciid that

it should be completely close ; a pipe, to indicate whta.the water has eva-

porated so low as to endanger the burning of the boiler; a. steam pipe, in

parts, conveying steam to the washing-tub, which has a faUe bottom,, pertu-
rbed to let tiie steam ascend to the clothes; and a washing-steaming iub,
iLe cover of which need not be very close.
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GENERAL CONFLAGRATION*

THE Italian Astronomer, who foretold that the world would be destroyed

by fire on the 18th of the present month,, July, is not the first who has ven-

tured upon such outrageous fooleries. In 1712, Mr. Whiston having calcu-

lated thata comet would appear on the 4th of October, added, that a total

dissolution of the world by fire would take place on the following Friday,

As the comet appeared exactly at the time specified, it. was concluded that

the conflagration would as certainly take place, and many ludicrous eventa

are s&id to have occurred. A number of persons seized all the craft on,

the river, sagaciously inferring that during a fire the water was the safest

place! One gentleman, who had never before prayed in his life, directed

that family prayers should be regularly performed. The stocks fell con-

siderably, and there was a great run on the banks. A Dutch captain then

in the river threw his powder overboard, that the ship might not be

damaged. The Archbishop's palace was crowded by divines consulting
their chief as to a form of prayer on this novel occasion. Some of the

maids of honour burnt their profane books, and there was a great demand
for Taylor's Holy Lining and Dying. On Thursday morning the churches

were thronged by the nobility and gentry who came with their kept mis-

tresses to be married. No conflagration, however, took place the follow-

ing day, to the great mortification of the Illuminati, and the prophet in

particular.

DEPUTATION TO THE ADMIRAl-TY ON THE TRAI^E TO NORTH

A DEPUTATION of Merchants in the Quebec trade had an interview

with Lord Melville, and this other members of the Board of Admiralty,
at two o'clock on Saturday, June 29th. They represented to the Board,
that in consequence of the seamen belonging to the merchant vessels

arrived out at Quebec having been, offered 90s. a month to serve in his

Majesty's ships on Lakes Erie and Ontario, whilst they received only 35s.

per month in the merchant's service, the whole of the crews had left their

employ and joined the navy. No seamen could be had in North America

to supply their place, and the result was, that the ships were detained rft

Quebec to the great loss of the owners of the vessels and cargoes. Undet

these circumstances, the deputation were desirous to learn what stepi

government were disposed to take in order to relieve them. Lord Mel-

ville expressed great concern at the inconvenience the trade to North

America had experienced by the circumstance mentioned ;
biit his lordship

reminded the gentlemen, that it had invariably been the custom' during

peace, to obtain men for his Majesty's ships of war in the colonies, by
means of the merchant service. With respect to the wages given, at the

rate of 905. per month, his lordship was totally at a loss to explain, as

only 45.5. per month was allowed by government. If any advance ws&

made beyond that siim, it must have beeu done by way of bounty. It

was enquired of his lordship why the men in time of peace, for the service

f the navy generally, could not be procured at home instead of ibk

. Vol.XXXYL E
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colonies, by which system the trade to all quarters would be les incom-

moded. To this his lordship replied, tha. the thing was impracticable.

Very few hands are required at home at the present moment, but even

these could not be procured by the custom of volunteering. The gentle-

men next intimated a wish to learn from his lordship to what extent the

government wanted hands, and for what purpose they were to be em-

ployed: but these questions his lordship declined answering; he, however,
assured the deputation, that no time should be lost in writing out to the

proper officers to allow all the accommodation in their power to the mer-
1

chant vessels, and promised, at the same time, that government would as

speedily as possible send out a transport, with men, to supply the defi-

ciency of hands in North America.

MINISTERIAL ECONOMY".

THE number of Clerks in the Admiralty, Navy, and Victualling Offices

on the war establishment, was 445, and the amount of their salaries

90,840/. Ministers have reduced the number of clerks to 421, and their

salaries amount to 101, 170/. so that the public lose 10.230/. by this econ&>

mical plan /besides this, the public has to pay all the superannuation

(3,392/.) of the 24 clerks reduced ! ! ! This is economy with a vengeance t

NEW METHOD OF PRESERVING SHIPS.

A NEW method has been lately adopted in all the King's dock-yards,

with regard to the means of preserving such ships as may in future be buih

or repaired, ft consists in the whole of the ships on the stocks, or in dock,

being completely under cover by means of a large and capacious shed being

erected over them, to keep off the effects of the sun and weather : win-

dows and sky-lights are placed on each side and the top, by which at all

times a free circulation of air can take place, and the men employed are

kept dry.

ALGERINE ATROCITY.

IT is stated in letters from the Mediterranean, that a Captain of one

of His Majesty's frigates had, by going on shore, fallen into the hands of

the Algerines, who, with the most refined cruelty, nailed him to a cross,

making him suffer the most excruciating tortures. Some Turks who were

present, moved to pity by his sufferings attempted to release him, but

were shot dead for their humane interference. The -captain's name is

given in the letter which communicates the intelligence ;
but we forbear

to mention it without further corroboration of the fact.

By a vessel which arrived at Malta the 17th of May, from Coron, it

appears that the piratical squadron from Tunis had sunk an English mer-

rhant brig near Naravina, and murdered the crew; that a British and a

Russian vessel had been found offMilo, deserted, and from their decks

being strewed with arras and ammunition, it is supposed they had been

tikii by the pirates.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

MR. FDITOR,

/"VW1NG to particular circumstances, the writer of the biographical
^-^ memoir of the late patriotic Mr. Budge had not an opportunity of

perusing the animadversions of your correspondent H. C. until about four

days since; and notwithstanding they are altogether founded upon miscon-

ception, yet the subjects they embrace cannot be permitted to pass without

observation.

When men of choleric habits imagine that representations which have

been made allude to them, or any whose cause they espouse, although
neither may have even been thought of, they will combac the fancies of

their imaginations with as much earnestness and fury as if they were

realities. Such appears to have been the case with your correspondent
H. C. ; for, the circumstances to which he alludes do not appear to have

any connexion with that related in the biographical memoir. The writer

has no reason to doubt of their authenticity, as they came through a chan-

nel whose veracity will not yield even to that of your correspondent.

Any unbiassed mind, in perusing this part of the memoir, will not per.

ceive any desire in the writer to reflect upon the officer alluded to for his

ship being placed in the situation\she was, whatever might have been the

cause; but that it is mentioned solely to shew what kind of arguments
have been used to condemn the harbour of Falmouth, even by experienced

officers, who suffered themselves to be borne along by the stream of preju-

dice. But perhaps H. C. thinks this is impossible ;
and that the assertion

is
"

infamous.'" Those who know any thing of the world, and of mankind,
will not be at all disposed to listen to his suggestion.

He says,
" naval men do not require to be told it is the captain alone

who is answerable for the conduct of his ship, even with a pilot on

board.''

This assertion requires much qualification and limitation. Cases cer-

tainly may occur, where the captain's knowledge and duty require him to

act promptly, and contrary to the pilot's advice; but in anchorages, where

captains have never before, or seldom been, in intricate channels that re-

quire patient experience to examine, and confident knowledge to navigate,

naval men have yet to learn, that in such situations the "
captain alone is

responsible," or at all responsible, farther than in directing the necessary

evolutions required by the pilot. Uence " naval officers of the first talent

and ability
"
may receive instruction even from a fisherman

; what disgrace

then if he could receive any from the suggestions of the late patriotic

Mr. Budge, or his biographer, in any point where no reflection could be

justly attributed for the want of it ?

But allowing the writer has been misinformed with respect to some of

the circumstances, still the objection made against the anchorage continues

to stand on the same ground, and must so appear to every impartial mind,

which is die only inference ihe writer had in view j not the aspersing any
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officer's character, as H. C. seems to imagine ;
and then cr/njures op ^

phantom, on which, in a rage, he deals his blows of " calumnious ritarges

base calumny infamous aspersions little minds no merit of their own

deficient of those virtues guilty of the crimes, &c &c. Surely after l)eing

bespattered by such filth and dirt, and all this too from the h.^id of
" Christian charity," Mr. Budge, his

biographer, and the advocates of Fat-

mouth Harbour, must appear in a woeful plight, which, according to li. C.

they highly deserve. But he seems to forget that the subject on which h

has issued forth, no doubt in a gust of friendly zeal that may have roused

him into unusual agitation, is a national subject ; and therefore ouuht not

to shrink before "
talents and experience;" much less before the i luster-

ings of those who only possess them in imagination Perhaps H. C. in

another pholoric fit, may be so deceived as to imagine this is also an
t(

ixfamous aspersion
" on some phantom of his imagination, and then sally

out, armed cap-a-pie, to attack it
;

but his labour will be lost, as you,
Mr. Editor, anii by far the greater part of your readers, will be at no loss

to make the application, from but a small acquaintance of men and their

transactions.

Your impartial correspondent informs the readers of the JB. <. that
"

lie is not inclined to call the MERITS ofFalmoulh Harbour in quettion;*'

but immediately after this declaration he says,
" We have now before our

eyes a man of war in perfect order and condition, capable of making every

effort, with the wind more favourable than when she anchored (and such

a wind as would enable the enemy to sail from Brest, as it had drawn round

to the northward and westward at 3 P.M.) commanded by one of the first

officers the naval service ever produced ; yet notwithstanding all these

favourable circumstances, the ship was unable to leave the port."

If this be not calling its merits in question (no reason being assigned as

the cause), few men will be able to comprehend what cajjing the merits of

any anchorage in question means
;

and as the covert attack rs upon a

national subject neither unknown to many naval men, nor to his Majesty's

government, it cannot be amiss to examine what the assertion means.

A X.W. wind is a leading wind from Falmomh Harbour into the Bay of

Bi'.-cay, a leading wind from Carrick outer road; but as the inner road

leading to St. Just's Pool runs nearly i the direction of east and west along
tlie north edge of St. Maw's Bank, it follows that a N.W. wind will blow

across the inner road upon this bank ; hence, if the wind be strong, as the

channel is narrow, it might be dangerous to move n ship at suck a tiniet

drawing more water than on St. Maw's Bank, more especially after the ebb

tide has he^un, as it sets over the bank. This is the amount of the diffi-

culty ; but what is it compared with the general advantages arising to naval

operations fiom the situation of the harbour, as it respects the western

coasts of France and Spain, and its vicinity to the Atlantic Ocean ? The

force or weight of the difficulty can only be appreciated by looking at other

anchorages \viih the wind acting upon them in a similar manner.

The suling from Carrick outer road with a N.W. wind cannot be called

in question bv any man, let his talents and experience be what they may;
therefore, it is only to the anchorage running along the north edge of St,
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Maw's Banks, that the objection applies, during a strong wind from th

N.W. Now, Mr. Editor, let a fleet of ships of the line be moored at

Spithead, one of the first naval anchorages ; and " let us have before our

eyes this fleet, in perfect order and condition, capable of making everj

effort, commanded by the first officers the naval service ever produced,**

waiting for a wind to carry them on service of emergency into the Western

Ocean
; let a gale of wind come on from S.E. what would be the situation

of the fleet? No doubt most of vour readers can easily answer the ques-

tion, having witnessed what the anchorage is at such a time, when the

French may sailfrom Brest. But who would reckon that man wise, or who
would admire his nautical experience, or his patrioiism, who should tell

the country, that for this reason Spithead ought to be forsaken ? Do not

general advantages far outweigh objections on minuter points in all the

affairs of men ?

Let a squadron be placed in Cawsand Bay, in every respect equal to thaf

supposed to have been at Spithead, and a strong wind come on from S.E.

what would be its situation ?

Let one be placed in Plymouth Sound, and a strong N.W. wind arise
; h

may put to sea; but before it could weather Ushant, if a French fleet had

sailed from Brest at the same time, as H. C. says it miglii, the latter might
be at Lisbon before the former could clear the English Channel. Yet who
would object to the general advantages of Plymouth Sound on that account,
or others which might be noticed ? But it seems, Sir, as if the operation

of particular winds were all reserved by the wise- acres of the present day as

objections against^Falraouth harbour, and against it only. No matter

what effect they may have upon other anchorages; no matter how they may
retard or delay naval movements in any other situation, there, and there

alone, are they to be attended with serious consequences. These, and these

alone, are the objections (which apply in some degree to all anchorages
in the known world) to be considered as of any force; and there, to

futility are the interests of a country to be sacrificed.

Respecting this subject, there has been such a ringing of changes upon
the points of the compass, and so loud at Charing Cross, that it would

appear as if the Land-Lords had been completely scared from making anj

lodgement near the Land's End.

We have long had a S.E. wind sounding in our ears, and the sailing of

the French from Brest
;
but now, behold, we are assailed by a black north--

wester, and the old bug-bear, the sailing of the French from Brest,

Mr. Editor, will any of your intelligent correspondents, or readers, give

to the country an account of the French fleets or squadrons that sailed

from Brest during the war, with a S.E. or N.W. wind ?

Your correspondent H. C. says, that he considers the late patriotic

Mr. Budge, and his biographer, to have espoused the cause of Falmouth

harbour,
"

right or wrong, otherwise they would at least have listened

with attention to opinions founded upon experience."
Where are these "

opinions founded upon experience'* recorded ? Youi*

correspondent ought to have informed your readers, that they may atten-

tively peruse them. That the advocates of that anchorage might read-,
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reflect, and be convinced of their ignorance, their arrogance in attempting
to draw the attention of their country to a subject connected with her best

interests ; from which they could derive no benefit, but on the contrary,

unreasonable opposition, and unmerited censure, from those who had other

objects in view.

The opinions of those who espoused the cause of their country when pro-

posing Falmouth harbour for a naval station, are before the public ; they

have not shrunk from, but courted investigation. They have not been prc*-

pagated in private circles, where their errors could not be confronted $

but they have openly desired the nation would try them by that impartial

experience and ability equal to the task ; not by flimsy arguments and

petulant confidence, unworthy of serious consideration.

The advocates of this cause proposed a remedy for any case of emer-

gency, to obviate the difficulty mentioned by H. C. which was to remove

the bank on the west of St. Just's Pool, and on the north of Carrick inner

road, so that ships of the line might have water enough at any time of tide;

when this space, with the outer road, would have contain' d a strong fleet,

that could have put to sea, without experiencing the difficulty that must

arise from lying near the north edge of St. Maw's bank during a strong

N.W. wind; which is, in other respects, a leading wind out of the har-

bour, proved beyond all controversy, by the numerous convoys and expe-

ditions that have sailed from that same port with such a wind.

The advocates of this anchorage, so favourably situated for maritime

operations connected with the Atlantic Ocean, are in no manner con-

vinced by the head-strong, and hitherto successful opposition they have had

to encounter, that any sum which would have accomplished this national

object, could have been so advantageously applied to promote the interests

of the country in any other situation. So far from this, they not only think,

but are certain, they could point out naval expenditure, where it has been,

and may be, comparatively thrown away as to national advantages,

however beneficial it may prove to individual interest.

The Opposition, which was forced to crouch at the foot of the firm and

comprehensive mind of a Pitt, being permitted after his death to rear its

head, by clamouring and insinuation, triumphed over the interests of the

country ;
but had the Sovereign disposer of all events seen fit to prolong

the life of the Right Hon. William Pitt to the present day, the question of

tlii> merits of the harbour of Falmouth as a naval station would have been

placed beyond all dispute; and probably some of the bitterest of its ene-

mi< s fiom becoming local residents, would, before this time, have ranked

with it-> warmest advocates.

.As your correspondent II. C. has been in an error with respect to th

construction he has put upon the writer's meaning and intention when men*

Moiling the objection made to Falmouth by a naval officer; so likewise he

h.-is erred in bis view of the phalanx opposition. It must be obvious to

those who calmly reflect, that he could never mean to condemn a patriotic

opposition to any measure of government that was apparently hostile to the

interests of the country ; that he never meant to condemn a disinterested

jpposki-.jn, that was purely 30 from principle.;, that manfully resisted all
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Despotic attempts against the liberty of the people, and encroachments

upon the British constitution, that had a tendency to invade this inestima-

ble privilege : such an opposition deserves the applause of every subject in

the realm ;
but that he must have had in view an opposition that would be

an opposition,
t(

right or wrong ;" an opposition, that for this reason, would

harass the executive on every measure upon which it could lay its hand
; a

selfish opposition, that would exult and rejoice in the failure of any mea

sure of government, although the consequences might be ever so disastrous

to the country : an opposition that could give the government no credit

for unparalleled efforts and firmness amidst gigantic dangers and the deso-

lation of surrounding nations, and led their country safely into the haven

of triumph, amidst the acclamations of the wondering and astonished world.

An opposition, some individual of which might
********

The writer had particularly in view a transaction that took place above

twenty years since. Let any one who is acquainted with it, search th

English language, and call it by its proper name.

The writer was not actuated by any partyfeeling when he made use of

the language he did ; he had in his view transactions practised under the

cloak of patriotism, which could only excite his indignation ; and, most

probably, he is as little obliged, or it may be less, to the present members
of his Majesty's government as II. C. or any other individual.

When national subjects of recent date are brought upon the carpet,

and somefacts connected with them unavoidably touched, it needs excite no

surprise that they call forth animadversion.

The recent death of Mr. Budge, for obvious reasons, must have been

the rause of suppressing facts interesting to his country; and ihe writer

regrets with your correspondent, that his memoirs had not fallen into more

able and intrepid hands, that might have done more justice to his patriotism,

and memory ;
and his biographer should unfeignedly lament, were the

insinuation true, that to
"

his memory
" he had " done more harm than

good." A memory unsullied by chicanery ; a memory in whose mind

burnt the pure flame of patriotism ;
a memory that bore wants itself, ra-

ther than stoop to wring unrelenting fees of office.

But I trust, Mr. Editor, that many of your readers .ore of a different

opinion. I trust the pages of the Naval Chronicle would never be the

mean of disgracing the memory that deserved the approbation of the

country. I trust your judgment could clearly discern between national

topics and their actors, and those purposely introduced to gratify illiberal

insinuations and personal invective ; between the amor patria, and the foul

niauth of calumny.
:

I am, Sir, your humble Servant,
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MR. tftiron, 6<A Jttrfe, 1816.

F11HE many recent improvements in various branches of the naval

A department which have taken place during the administration of the

present and preceding Boards of Admiralty, have received, as they^

deserved, the approbation and applause of not only professional men, but

also of the public in general, who very properly consider the navy as the

palladium the invulnerable bulwark of Britain : but although so much

has betn done, it is very certain, that much has yet been left undone and

unnoticed, or, if taken under consideration, still left unchanged ;
the various

grievances (some of them very serious ones) pointed out in your last num-

ber by Alfred, Arion, and Nestor, incontrovertibly prove that It is o, and

I fear there are many others besides. The suggestion of these various

correspendents, as well as those of Albion, Anti-torturcr, &c. respecting

the abolition of impressment, the polishing system, &c. are unquestionably

entitled to the attentive consideration of the Board of Admiralty; for

they treat of subjects of vital importance to the British Navy, which I will

venture to say, if left unredressed much longer, will lead to the most

serimis evils and difficyilties ; if an attentive consideration is not speedily

bestowed on them by those at the head of the naval department, they

will have assumed such an aspect, as to alarm and appal even the most

lukewarm and thoughtless. During peace (especially the first years of it)

the service expects the whole country expects that the undivided atten-

tion of the Board of Admiralty will be bestowed on these matters; I

trust, therefore, these hopes, so well founded, will not be disappointed ;

the Board will be responsible, and must expect to meet with the censure,

with the condemnation of their countrymen, if they are not looked into,

with the an\ious wish and determination of rooting out every noxious

weed, every absurd practice, which has crept into the system during a long

period of war, and which practice has made nearly tantamount to law and

justice iu effect, although decidedly wrong and unjust in principle.

The present session of parliament is about to close, and certainly the

navy estimates were never more feebly, nor in my opinion, more injudi-

ciously defended than during the late sitting of the house; the naval mem-
bers have been put on the alert, and I anxiously and earnestly hope, (hat

by the time it meets again, great progress will have been made in carrying
into effect various suggestions for the good, unquestionably, of tiie service;

which I think were only thrown aside because they did not originate with

Mr. Croker in the Board. When, however, I have in my eye such men as

Sir IV. J. Hope, and Sir J. Moore at that Board, I certainly do feel very
much persuaded, that, if much has been already done, much more will

be sooti added to it; and, 1 think, those who shall set their shoulders to

the wheel with the firm determination of doing all they can for the good of

the sernce, combining the reward* of the officers with the comfort of the

seamen, and who fear not nuking innovations, where they tend so certainly
to promote their ends; such men, Sir, will deserve, and will receive a

*
By promotion, I allude to uieu of no interest, but long semce.
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nation's praise-*-?!, nation's gratitude. I trust, Mr. Editor, we possess such

men, and I shall only add, that too surely the state of the British Navy
and the naval service call, imperiously call, for their immediate services.

At present, I shall conclude with only one suggestion, which has before

been mentioned, but is still, I believe, not put in practice. In the French

navy, commissioners are regularly furnished with the necessary and useful

charts and atlasses of every description at the expense of the government.
These are delivered into their care, previously to the ship leaving port;
when a ship is paid off, or a captain superseded, he returns them to the

proper office, or to his successor. Why does not the British Admiralty
follow this example? it i surely a good and right one. All ships of war

are also required to lodge at the Admiralty correct journals of their pro-

ceedings on the voyages and cruises, with all their observations, which, if

possessing interest or valuable information, are invariably published in

their nautical journal this also is worthy of imitation.

The Admiralty have very recently adopted some regulations for examin-

ing and passing lieutenants; if they look a little further, a little higher up f

some other very useful regulations might be put in force for the guidance
and direction of very young captains. You have told us, Mr. Editor, that

5000 seamen have already gone to America; if we lose them in such a

rat;o what will be the consequence the question is momentous.

Yours, &c.

entor.

MR. EDITOR, 14/A June, 1816.

ALTHOUGH
the motion lately made in the House of Commons to

regulate the payment of king's ships on foreign, as well as home sta-

tions, has unfortunately failed for the present; yet, I must hope, apian
to evidently and eminently calculated to promote the^- comfort and hap-

piness of ihe warrant officers and seamen, will, yet, at some future and

early period be adopted; and the more especially as I perceive, although
the Admiralty oppose it as an innovation, as an inconvenient innovation \

yet s>mie of the ministers, including Lord Castlereagh, admit it as a desir-

able arrangement, could it be carried easily into effect. It is very gratify-

ing to me, to find that your correspondent Arion (and yon have none

superior to him, either in composition or powerful reasoning) agrees so

completely with me on this subject; his opinions have alwavs appeared to

me remarkably sound and well founded, and I therefore, in the present

instance, derive additional confidence in the correctness of mv own from

this striking coincidence of sentiments, which induces me, although I

before took leave of the subject, to say a few words more, merely to re-

mind the naval lords (should they have short memories) that the utility^

practicability, andfacility, which the plan of paying our seamen on foreign

stations affords, have been each and ail fully, and I think incontrovertibly

proved , and it remains with them to account to the country, for refusing to

**. CT&ron. Vol. XXXVI. F
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adopt what the good of the service requires. Arion appears equally con-

vinced with myself, itiat if the system pursued at the A y Board if

not one of conciliation, encouragement, and attention to merit, the best

interests of the navy must suffer deeply, perhaps irretrievably ; and

although at the conclusion of the war, rewards * were bestowed on seamen

wlm had served long, and fought and bled for their King and Country, yet

I am of opinion, that there is stijl much wanting, to reconcile our sailor)

to the king's service ; and I think it is clearly shewn, by the astonishing

backwardness manifested by them to re-enter the service, even six and

eight months after being paid off, when they were in a state of poverty, and

almost want; it is very certain, it is known to the service (however th

naval lords may seek to hide or veil the fact, and it is an important one)

that most of the ships lately fitted out for the peace establishment, waited

some of them sir months for one or two hundred seamen
;
and I know at

this very time a frigate,t commanded by one of the most popular men in the

navy, is still, or was very lately, incomplete in men, after fitting for four

or five months : the fact I look upon as certain, that a general dislike and

repugnance to the king's service pervades the whole body of our seamen ;

it may he said, perhaps, that the late long war sufficiently accounts for it,

and that it never was otherwise
;
but if this is true, and it may very possibly

be so in part, my conviction is, that it is full time the exertions of the

Board were directed to attract men to the service ; if the late war was so

long and arduous, as to give our seamen an almost invincible repugnance
to it, certainly there can be no object better deserving the attention of the

Admiralty, than to listen to and promote every scheme which may tend to

improve tlie comfort of the men and officers throughout the service; and

to enable government to reject in future the power of impressment, and to

man our men of war by other means, more worthy of a great and free

nation.

1 tear, Mr. Editor, the late conduct of the Board, if examined atten-

tively, will be found more self-willed than wise, more absolute than liberal ;

I go no farther ; my object is to advise and warn, not to abuse or vilify.

No, Sir
; could rny humble voice be heard, it would only call on them

earnestly to protect, cherish, and encourage our seamen; to treat them as

men, as Englishmen, who are much changed for the better, and much im*

proved of late years ; and who, I am sure, would not be ungrateful to their

country. What have they not already done for her ? They have saved her

from invaMon, from pillage, and desolation. England is invincible in arms

by land and sea; but the navy saved her shores from being polluted by the

invader's tread.

Grievances do unquestionably still exist in the service ; Alfred has named
several, hut there are more. t It is surely not too much to hope and ex-

pect, that in time of peace the Board will turn its attention towards

* Pinsions.

f The Madagascar, Sir J. A. Gordon.

J I shall hereafter mention them more fully.
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redressing them
;

tlie sooner it is Hone the better : let them not be startled

at the difficulties which may stand in their way; let them not talk of that

tug-bear, innovation, any longer ; it is unworthy of (scientific, enlightened
men

; whom can it starde, except men with strong prejudices, or old

women.

The charge which the A y Board have, is a heavy one, and de-

mands, their best exertions, and their unwearied attention
;

for much is

required to be done to bring back our navy to a state of pro-eminent su-

periority, which every Englishman wishes to see her sustain : both men
and ships require much to be done for thorn. Your's, &c.

'

eator.JV,

MR. EDrroft, 22rf June, 1316.

IN
a former letter I adverted to the very important discussions which

had arisen in Parliament on the consideration of tlie naval estimates

for the present year; from which, I am hopeful, some uliimute benefit wilt

arise to the country, and to tlie service ; for, ho.wev; r much the naval

administration may have chosen to undervalue the suggestions of others,

there is no doubt that many of these Suggestions were not only well meant,

but decidedly and clearly for tlie good of the service. I have, therefore,

strong hopes, that they will very soon become the adopted children of

th e A y Board itself'; and as this Hoard has already done so much,

surely, when it is manifest that their work is not yet nearly finished, they

Tvill not leave it only half done ; but persevere until the naval service h pu*

into a complete state of re\ision and improvement. The grievances of the

navy vcere many, now, [ am glad to say, they are comparativelyfew, but a

few still exist ;
those I enumerated, and it is useless to revert to them

again so soon, except to express the sincere hope I entertain of seeing

them speedily removed, by the wi->e and judicious regulations of the Board

of A y ; at which I am glad to observe seated two first-rale,favorites

in the service
;
viz. Sir G. Hope, and Sir G. Mwre

;
from whom, however,

J give them notice, much is expected, and I trust not without just reason
;

for I am convinced they are tbf stamens' friends, and the officers' stay. It

may be proper at present to enumerate a few of the improvements lately

introduced into the service, which will shew, that much has certainly been

done; and at the same time proves the necessity and justice of continuing
the same system of redressing the grievances of our officers and seamen,
whenever and wherever they are proved to exist.

Tle pensions bestowed on seamen after serving a certain number of

years, is certainly a very great, if not the greatest improvement of all. as

it shews the high sense government entertain of their meritorious services,

and will enable worn out and disabled men to live comfortably in their old

age, after serving twenty years in the King's service.

With respect to officers, their half-pay has also been increased, and

their promotion has certainly been great beyond example-; but it has still
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excluded many most meritorious officers,* of very long slanding, who ought

unquestionably to he attended to as soon ns possible.

The permission given to lieutenants to wear an epaulet, is also an

improvement of the first consequence to the comfort and respectability of

that class of officers, especially abroad, where an officer without epaulets

vns quite incomprehensible to foreigners, who indeed seldom believed

they had any title to the claim, without possessing the proper badge of such

rank. The midshipmen have also had much done for them, both as to

promotion nd in other respects : by a late regulation, the examinations for

lieutenants are ordered to be much more particular and stiict than for-

merly, and none are now allowed to be introduced into the service without

the approbation of the Board, which will tend to improve the race, and

exclude admirals* and captains' favorites, often of low degree, very often

nu-D devoid of education, and of every quality entitled to gain him advance-

ment, save that h was a useful person to some very great man. I entirely

approve of the observation of an old officer t on the subject. I think, how-

ever, there is still much might be done for the comfort and improvement
of these young tars, from whom we hope to see arise future Nelsons ; they

ought to rec*ive their pay abroad, at least quarterly, as well as at home
;

and proper masters ought to be obtained at any rate for large ships, in time

of pence for every ship ; and a part of their time of service ought to be

spent at naval academies.

In the House of Commons, I was sorry to see it mentioned, that the

Naval Asylum maintained only seventy boys; this to me appeared astonish-

ins;, and certainly requires investigation ; an Hon. Member slated, that one

of these poor boys cost the country 500/. [ believe he did not add per
annum

;
but as the funds are ample, there must be a most ruinous system

of management, when so few are reared ; and I trust Sir Charles Pole will

sift it lo the bottom. How much it is to be lamented that the country
knows so little of these matters ! In Chelsea Hospital there are, I believe,

only 500 worn-out veterans maintained ; when out of the salaries and

accommodations of a governor, lieutenant-governor, and other officers

(most of them useless), at least a thousand more might be supported : I

fear there is a canker worm a' the ront of these excellent institutions, which

i<- too often experienced in this country, and converts them into join, instead

of milking them asylums solely for helpless old age, and indigent youth.

Ir is full time, then, to bestir ourselves, and to see that we have a navy J

wherein the dry rot has cented to exist ; and naval and military asylums
and institutions for the support of our worn-out veterans, and the educa-

tion of tin ir children, where the money is properly expended, and appro-

priated solely to the benefit of the deserving objects they were originally

designed for. I tlo not mean to say that improper people are admitted to

the fienefits of them, but I do mean to say that their funds are eat up by

*
Particularly lieutenants and commanders.

f Vide JQ. <&,. vol. xixiv. page 483.

J My last letter related to ita decayed state.
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hungry governors and a variety of officers with enormous salaries, which

they do not require, and which prevents these institutions doing half the

good they might effect. I hope ome cf your correspondents, possessed of

information on this interesting subject, will come forward with it, so as to

make these cursory remarks only the prelude to others giving minute

details, and leading to public- exposure.

Neglect of the Navy.

MR. EDITOR, Chatham, 10/A July, 1816.

IT
is seriously to be lamented, that there is scarcely a ship or vessel in

the British navy, whose pumps are not of very inferior quality. This

great defect is of the more consequence to be remedied, because as many
of our vessels are built of fir only, they must necessarily, when opposed in

action to others built of oak, and with infinitely stouter bulwarks, become

in a short time comparatively very much cut up in their hulls indeed ; and

consequently make much water. But "
experientia docet ;" and it would

f>eem nothing but experience of the most bitter kind, can work any amelio-

ration in our much-neglected naval service. Let me not be told,
"
they

have done very well hitherto :** the fact is, our navy is just retrograding in

a ratio proportionate to the improvements in other States; and unless the

eyes of the country are opened to this incontrovertible fact before very

long, God knows what will become of us.

I am Sir, your very humble Servant,

[/* /'

Inefficiency of our a
Superior Class Frigates."

MR. EDITOR, llth July, 1816.

AFTER
the loss of our three frigates, government ordered ships to be

constructed to match the American forty-fours. Two, built of fir,

were lately on the American station. The Leander, one of them, although

she measured 1571 tons, and mounted 58 guns, long 24N ;
and 42-pounder

carrouadcs, had top tufas nut thuktr than a 36-gun frigate J * Among
her crew, consisting oi 426, she h.id 44 boys !

This ship, commanded by a gallant officer, was fitted out to engage a

ship like the President, with top sides tu-enty-two inches thick at the port

tills, made of oak, and perfectly solid. How fortunate perhaps that a

meeting did not take place. The valour of the officers and men could not

prevent the recoil of her own, nor the shut from the enemy's guns from

tearing to pieces her flimsy sides. Slie must either have sunk beneath her,

devoted crew, or surremleted ! What could we have said then ? ! !

I am, Sir, your's, &c.

* About sixteen inches.
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Extract of a Letter from an Officer, brought by the Havannah, lately

arrivedfrom St. Helena :

Si!. Helena, April "I.

STR
HUDSON LOWE arrived here a few days back, in the Phaeton,

after a tedious passage, and took upon himself the reins of govern-
ment. The day after his arrival, he proceeded to Longwood, accompanied

by the admiral, and his own staff, at nine o'clock in the morning ;
nut in

consequence of some want of form in waiting on him (such as not having

first asked at what hour it would be convenient to receive visitors, and pro-

bably the unreasonableness of the hour pitched upon), Napoleon refused

to see either him or the admiral ; for the latter of whom it is said, by the

bye, he has no great affection. The next day, however, the mistake,

whatever it-was, ws rectified, and Sir Hudson Lowe was introduced to

him; but it appears that he would nut see Sir George Cockburn, whether

designedly, or through some mistake of the servant who was stationed to

announce visitors, I cannot find out. but shrewdly suspect the former.

After a few minutes conversation, Sir Hudson withdrew, and Sir Thomas

Reid, ami the rest of his staff, were introduced, who were received with

great politeness by Napoleon. It is whispered, that an offer has been made
to all, or such of his suite as might be desirous to return to Europe, of

allow iii: them an opportunity of doi.ig so, by proceeding to the Cape in

the first instance, where Lord Charles Somerset has orders to see them pro-

vided with a pas-age; and that such of them as are not willing to abandon

their old master in his adversity, must sign a paper, the purport of which

is, that they are willing to remain in the island as I >ng as Napoleon shall

be detained in it, and to undergo similar restrictions to such as it may be

thought necessary to impose on him. I understand that they have all pre-

ferred remaining with Napoleon to forsaking him, under even his present

calamitous circumstances. It is also reported, that he may have Planta-

tion House, instead of Lonewood, should he prefer the former
;
and that

on the at i iva! "f the whole of the 66th regiment, he will have the liberty of

extending his rides over the entire of the Island, saving and excepting the

batteries. It is truly ridiculous to read the contradictory accounts with

which the newspapers are crammed respecting Napoleon, many of which

contain gro.-is falsehoods
; and one would suppose at first that they had

never been written by persons in the Island, but rather had been fabri-

cated in London. Such are the stouts of his recounting to young ladies

(with wh >e archness and ingenuous candour, particularly the youngest,
he (.t rtainly was considerably amused), the history of his campaigns, with

all i lit- ioqnaciuu* vanity of a school-boy, describing the hair-breadtli

escapes he hid encountered in his first fox-chase; when the fact is, that it

is a subject which he scarcely ever touches on, and never without being-

wxtv- I sonic question concerning them. I have heard from persons who

i ..i I) (ii as often in his company, when with them, as most people in the

Island, and have had opportunities of hearing him converse for hours, that

ti-ty ..L.i..
1 heard him touch upon that string. In fact, it is of a piece with
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the Munchausen historian of his breakfast, who modestly states that h

drinks a pot of porter and two bottles of claret at that meal ; when the fact

is, that there are few men more temperate than him in the use of wine.

I understand from unquestionable authority, that he never exceeds, during
the day, from a pint to perhaps two thirds of a bottle of light wine ; and

never has been known to taste malt liquor. The stories ahout his voracity

of appetite are entitled to a similar share of credit. It is certainly unge-

nerous to villify a fallen enemy in such a manner, particularly when iti

your power.

With respect to the external appearance of the rock destined for hi$

future residence, imagination the most exuberant in the terrible, could not

picture to itself an abode so dreary and frightful. Stupendous and perpen-
dicular volcanic rocks, without a morsel of vegetation, elevated 2 ,5 'JO feet

above tlie surface of the ocean, having their summits crowned with rugged
and enormous rocks, eternally menacing destruction to the passenger

cradling up the zig zag paths which the hands of slaves have laboured in

the steep sides of these hideaus masses of rock
; diversified, certainly, by

deep and horridly yawning ravines, whose lava-coloured sides impart to

the terrified beholder a good idea of as many gaping hasms bursting forth

from the infernal regions. As you advance into the country, the eye,

fatigued with the view of such a complication of all that is frightful, con-

templates with sa;isfaction the less horrible scenes which present them-

selves, and which (in comparison with ihe first) even gives a transitory idea

of beautiful scenery ! Such, in fact, is St. Helena, that the absence of

that which is horrible constitutes beauty ! If the Devil was ever allowed

to emerge from the infernal regions, and was afterwards obliged to choose

an abode similar to the one he had just quitted, he would certainly fix his

paw upon St. Helena, which carries upon its red sides undoubted proofs of

having derived its origin from that element with which his Satanic Majesty
is supposed to be eternally surrounded

; and, excepting the absence of

that, I do not know that he would gain much by the change.

The salubrity of the climate has been as much exaggerated by fanciful

writers (some of whom have been only two days on t!e Island, and have

after wards given a description of beauties v\hich never existed but in their

own brain) as the topography. In comparison with such climates as Bata-

via, and some others in the Ea?t Indies, destructive to life, it is certainly

considerably salubrious; and in consequence of having been principally

resorted to by persons on their passage from the above-mentioned baneful

climates, and afflicted with scurvy, which readily yielded to the water-

cresses with which the sides of the scanty brooks dignified with the name
of rivers abound, it has acquired an undeserved reputation. However if

cannot (at leitst in the mountains) be termed a very unhealthy climate,

though it is certainly a very disagreeable one, as it is extremely humid, and
for a great part of the year you are either enveloped in dense fogs, or if

you budge out, encountered by heavy showers, which penetrate in a mo-
inent a good fearnought. If you wish to ride out, without a certainty of

being wet to the skin, you ought to have men stationed with relays (if I
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may use the word) of great coats every mile. Buonaparte, it is said, bar

christened it
" The Isle of Mists amid Desolation."

Previous to Buonaparte's arrival here, such was the scarcity of fresh

meat, that when any of the famished inhabitants wanted a little fresh beef,

not then being permitted to kill even their own cattle without leave from

the governor (which was not always to be obtained), it was well known to

be customary with them to precipitate some unfortunate bullock, while un-

suspectingly grazing on the side of some of the ravines in the interior, down
into the gulf below, in order to break some of his bones, and thereby ob-

tain a pretext to cut his throat, and partake of his flesh ! Since, however,

Sir G.Cockburn has arrived, men of war have been appointed by him for

the purpose of bringing cattle from the Cape. This cruel method of ob-

taining fresh meat is no longer prevalent, as the restrictions upon slaying

bullocks have been taken off. Nevertheless, the desired object of supply-

ing the Island with a sufficient quantity of fresh beef cannot be attained,

as great numbers of the Cape cattle die suou after their arrival. Long-

wood, where he resides at present, is the only plain in the Island : upon it

grow numbers of melancholy looking useless trees, called by the natives

gum-wood, which being all of nearly the same height and shape, give to

the whole a sombre appearance. This, when connected with the secluded

state of the person inhabiting it, separated, as it were, from this life, im-

presses you with an idea of being in an immense charnel house. It is,

however, the only spot in the Island where a carriage can be driven with

horses ; for you must know that, previous to our arrival, the only vehicle

of the kind in the island was slowly dragged along by bullocks ! Planta-

tion House and Grounds are an instance of what art can effect in a place

denied every thing, but mists, by nature. His limits are now about four

miles in extent, where he may go without being accompanied by any
British officer, and by dint of tacking, like H^itoner Trunnion working up
to church to be married, he may considerably lengthen his ride.

Had lie ever any intention of effecting his escape from this cage, the

view of it, and the precautions taken by Sir G. Cocklmrn, must ere now
have perfectly convinced him of the utter impracticability of it. Those

about him say that he never had. any intention of the kind, and that his sole

ambition now is, to be permitted to end his days in England. He isgreatly

dissatisfied with his sojourn here, and frequently, I understand, expresses
his indignation at the conduct of the ministers, in sending him to this

remote and hideous rock. The letters you have seen in ih*> papers, de-

scribing the ladies of the Island to be grossly ignorant, and only able to

articulate 3 or no in answer to * question, are false and scandalous, as

there are several very fine sensible and entertaining girls on the Rock

(some of whom have eveirbeen educated in England), and who form the

princip.il ornament in society here.

We are ei.iilled, from good authority, to state, that the circumstance
f Buonnpartc's refusal to see Sir Gtorge Cockburn, whtu he went to
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Longwood, for tlie purpose of introducing Sir Hudson Lowe to him, was

immediately afterwards explained to Sir George, by Generals Bertrand and

Methoulon, as having originated in a mistake made by the porter of the

lodge. The circumstance here alluded to was published in most of the

papers, in a letter received by the Havannah. It is not correct that

General Bertrand had signified his intentions to abide by the fortunes of his

fallen master ;
he had expressed a wish to return to Europe at the expira-

tion of a year (for which period only, he says, he pledged himself to

remain with Buonaparte), for the purpose of attending the education of his

children. It was expected, in consequence, when the Havannah sailed,

that he would be sent to the Cape of Good Hope, in the Phaeton, for

Lord Charles Somerset to provide him with a passage to Europe. It is a

known fact, that the behaviour of Buonaparte toward Madame Bertraml

had, for some time, been marked with thai offensive coarseness and aspe-

rity, known to be so easily excited in him by his dependants, upon any

discovery of their defection in attachment to his person and service. He

actually forbade her to appear at his table, unless specially invited, though
he knew she had no table of her own provided. General Gorgan did not

sign the pnper which pledged him to stay with Buonaparte during his cap-

tivity, until after considerable deliberation, which was not at all approved

by Buonaparte, though he had affected to bid all his followers not to con-

sider themselves as being shackled by the situations they held toward him.

It is not correct that Buonaparte seldom speaks of his campaigns : he

speaks frequently of all of them, except that of Waterloo; and when that

one is noticed, the loss of it is invariably attributed by him to a treasonable

panic. Colonel Wilkes (late governor), previous to his leaving St. Helena,

had a conversation with Buonaparte, which lasted an hour and a half a

circumstance that was considered the more extraordinary, as he had for

some time shewn a steady disinclination to converse more than a few

minutes at one time with any person ; and he had, likewise, discontinued

taking exercise in those limits which he knew would subject him to the

surveillance of Captain Popplewell, of the 53d regiment, who commands

at the advanced posts. This new regimen, the product of his own per-

turbed state of mind, had given him a very pallid look, previous to the

sailing of the Havannah. It will be remembered that Bertrand "was

included by the King of France in the Ordinance of the 24th of July last,

as being charged with waging war against France and the government ; and

that his subsequent condemnation was founded upon a letter which he

wrote to the Duke of Fitzjames, offering fealty and allegiance. Bertrand

says, in reply to this, that his letter was dated on the 19th of April, and

vas written to the Duke of Fitzjames when the Comtc lie Lille (Louis

XVIII.) was in England ;
that it could aftord no proof of his treason to

Louis XVIII. as it promised fealty only to whoever mi^ht be chosen to the

head of the government by the voice of the French pcnple ; arjd it was not

this voice, he says, that placed the present King on the throne.

. Vol. XXXVT. *
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MR. tenon, H. A/5. Wellaley, Spitkead, MaylSlh, 1816.

HAVING
recently touched at the Cape of Good Hope, on my return

from India to England, sentiments of exalted regard and esteem for

a friend while living, led me lo contemplate the spot containing his

remains, and I experienced a consolatory degree of satisfaction, in finding

a head-stone, with the following inscription, pointing out the place of hit

interment :

" Here lie the Remains of PHILIP BEAVER, Captain of his Majesty's

ship Nisus, who, after a short but painful illness, which he bore

with his characteristic firmness, closed an enterprising and virtuous

life, 5th April, 1813, aged 48 years."

Although thi is but a modest and humble record of the decision and

ability that marked his character as a naval officer, with so much promise

of future greatness, yet I am desirous it should find a place in your intelli-

gent and widely circulating Chronicle, till such period as a further memoir

of his useful and honorable life may occupy a larger portion of it.

I am, Sir, your very humble Servant,

Jonn

v*. EDITOR, SO/A June, 1816.

IT
was with infinite satisfaction I read a paragraph in the papers a few

days ago, stating, that orders had been given by the Board, to lay

down immediately two large frigates, capable of mounting 60 guns, in the

King's yard at Plymouth, to be called the Portland and Lancaster,

Having, in conjunction with Nestor, Arion, Alfred, and my old antago*

nibt, J. C. strongly recommended the building of such ships of durable and

well-seasoned timber, I feel very great pleasure (and I think the country
will approve of it) on seeing our suggestions adopted ; mid I have little

doubt it is intended to follow up the system, by completing as many as

possible every year ; and I trust it will be pursued until the British navy it

put into a completely efficient state, fit to cope with the united naval mean*

of all the powers of Europe and America. To the measures of the latter

country we ouht to pay particular attention, and keep a very watchful

eye, as the quickly increasing navy she is contemplating to complete
as fast as possible, must in a few years be not a little formidable.

\Vc must be prepared to crush it, if war breaks out, in the beginning of

the contest ; and if peace continues, let us diligently increase and strengthen
our navy by ships fit to maintain our naval superiority ; for our officers and
men will do their part, and conquer or die like Britons.

ton.
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PHILOSOPHICAL PAPER,

VOLCANOS IN THE SUN.

A GERMAN Journal contains the following curious facts, by Count
^^

Mascnti, and his assistant, Mr. Quiro Mauri, which were drawn up at

Milan, having been deduced from observations of the former in that

city :

" On the 3d of October (says that astronomer), the craters of three vol-

canos lately discovered on the surface of the sun, appeared quite distinct,

but elliptical ; they were situated about the edge of the sun, in the form

of a tran verse belt.

" On the 4th, the two nearest to the edge were invisible, owing to the

sun's revolution, and the contour of the other was less distinctly marked

than before. On the opposite edge, however, appeared very plainly on the

sun's disk, two detached planetary masses, in conjunction ; on the 6th,

was observed a single but thicker mass of the same kind, likewise in con*

junction.
" On the 7th, half ,

of the middle crater of the third was seen nearly cir

cular, because it had approached to the centre of the solar disk.

" On the 9th, the circumference of this crater appeared lengthened, and

the crater observed on the 4th seemed almost round, and nearest to the

centre of the disk ; as did, in its turn, the last and only one visible on

the 4th.

" On the 18th appeared three small, but probably similar masses; on

<he 19th, three smaller; on the 23d, three still smaller ; on the 29th, five,

little different from the preceding ; and finally, on the 30th, near the edge

of the sun, a small portion of one of the craters described above. All these

masses, without exception, were in the above mentioned zone. The

powers of the telescope would not allow of any further discoveries during

the time specified."

From these phenomena Mr. Mauri deduces the following inference :

" The sun must be considered as a body containing a matter capable of

producing distinct volcanos, because it has recently exhibited traces of

such craters, and the projected masses really, or at least to appearances,

covered the luminous surface in several places. There is every reason to

believe that the sun is a solid, not a fluid body ; because the volcanic era*

ters were distinctly to be seen open for a considerable time together. The

sun is, on the other hand, a cold body, not so hot as to melt or produce a

red glow, because the part observed in these al>ysses were not fiery, but

Hack. The sun has, for the promotion of fertility, a luminous, slightly fluid

envelope, like tbe green carpet that covers our fields ; because some folds
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of luminous matter inclined downward, in order to cover the hard places o

some of the interior edges of the crater. The sun underneath the above-

mentioned envelope is not luminous
; because the interior of the newly

opened craters was quite dark, as well as the masses thrown up by them.
"

The sun has, probably, a warmth nearly approaching to the temperature of

our earth
; because volcanos, which are hotter than the rest of the mass

of the earth, make their appearance there. The sun reproduces the lumi-

nous envelope, wherever the hitter is broken through ;
because tbe volca-

jjos are gradually covered again with it, after the manner of an organic,

and to us, unknown matter. The sun accomplishes its daily revolution in

about 108 hours of our time. This period is ascertained by the re-appear-

ance of the individual craters discernible by us on the surface of the sun,

and on this occasion it may be affirmed, that the spots, as they are called^

upon the sun, which have hitherto been considered as attached to its body,

are either atmospheric phenomena, or aerolites, passing about it, because

they change their situation with respect to each other.

"
Perhaps they may be wrecks from that remote catastrophe described

by Moses ; perhaps fragments, though of smaller dimensions, yet of a

similar nature with those which we have in a former place denominated

planetary masses
; fragments of that kind, which I remarked in diverging

columns, more or less fanshaped, which accompanied the last beautiful

comet, like an atmosphere illuminated in opposition with the sun, and

through which, on account of the inferior power of reflecting light, I dis-

covered the real opaque nucleus of that meteor. I could appeal for the

truth of Uiis to the testimony of various eye witnesses, and among the rest

of a professor who observed it with me, and who entertains no doubt of

the reality of the phenomenon.- The sun has on its surface prodigious con-

cavities and proportionate protuberances, because the situation of the

elliptic axis of the crater differed from that of those which would have been

produced on a perfectly level sphere. Besides its annual and diurnal mo-

tion, the sun has a conical revolution round its pole, which is performed

by its axis in about twenty-seven days of our time
;
because the last portion

of crater, in the zone originally discovered, re-nppeared in that period,

after the positive baggage of the crater in other zones.

"
I might mention some other discoveries worthy of notice, but this

letter is already long enough. Allow me, however, to express my ardeiit

wish that astronomers, possessed of the requisite instruments and skill,

would examine and confirm the discovery of the latest planets that have

issued from the sun. 'The three largest seemed to me to belong to tbe

class of Venus and Mercury. If the sun's light should preclude observa-

tions of them at present in their elliptical situation, they might be found

hereafter in a more favourable position. The discoverers might then give

them what appellation they please, with the exception of the three largtss,

which I reserve to myself the right of naming.
1 '
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PLATE CCCCLXIV.

Port Royal, Jamaica.

JAMAICA,
of which island the subject of the annexed engraving is \$

principal port, was discovered by Columbus on the 3d of May, 1494,

in his second voyage to the New World, as it was then justly termed ; and

so beautiful and attractive was its appearance, that it became in that

respect the favorite of his discoveries, and his sou chose it for his

dukedom.

In the year 1509, it was settled by Juan D'Esquivel. Most of the ori-

ginally built towns are gone to decay. St. Jaeo, now called Spanish Town,

is, as it was anciently, the capital. Jamaica was possessed by the Spa-

niards 160 years, during which time the chief commodity was cacao. On
the llth of May, 1C54, Perm and Venables lauded, and reduced the island

to the dominion of the English. Cacao was still the principnl commodity,
until the old trees decaying, and the new ones failing to thrive, the sugar

cane was introduced by the planters of Barbadoes, and has continued the

staple ever since.

This View represents the northern part of Port Royal Harbour, Jamaica,

with Musquito Fort, and the first range of the Liguanea mountains: the

vessels are, the America and Abcnjavenny prison-ships, and Le Lodi

brig, captured in 1803, by H. M. brig Racoon, Captain Austen Bisiel,

after a spirited resistance. The present Sir James Alexander Gordon

w.as then first lieutenant of the Racoon ;
she has been hauled upon the

shoal ground, and converted into a vessel for fitting gunners' stores. The
road from Kingston to Spanish Town, considered the best in the island,

runs along the level ground at the foot of the mountain (which is repre-

sented in the piece) ; and at the extreme, to the right, is the pass at Stony

Hill, where there are barracks for the military; those in a state of conva-

lescence are sent up there, the air being salubrious : the view from this

t'oiinence is perhaps one of the most sublime, grand, and picturesque in

the world ; the whole prospect is an association of the finest and most

interesting object?, pleasingly diversified, and expanding over a vast space;

lofty mountains, extensive plains, towns, harbours filled with shipping, a

Jong line of coast, and the boundless ocean, are seen at one view.

An anonymous author, who, in 1809, publi>hed an " Account of

. Jamaica and its inhabitants," speaks of that island in the following

terms :

" Jamaica being situated within eighteen degrees of the equator, its cli-

imate will naturally be expected to be of a degree of warmth considerably

above temperate. In these tropical regions it has been wisely ordained by
Providence, that the heat, which would otherwise be insufferable, should

be tempered hv appropriate causes. While the inhabitant of the moun-

tains of Jamaica enjoys a purer and more wholesome air than he who re-

sides nearer the ocean, the latter is refreshed by the daily sea breeze which

periodically sets in. So peculiarly grateful and welcome is this friend of

man, that the poor half-parched seaman, when he eye* the distant rippling
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of the ocean, and the dark blue streak on its farthest verge, indicative of

its approach, hails it by the healing appellation of the Doctor. To speak

poetically, health sits perched upon its wing, and joy and cheerfulness

follow in its train. It is also observable, that during the hottest tiroes of

We day, and the most sultry months, a succession of light flying clouds

.continually pass over and intercept the sun's fierce blaze. It is> cooler and

more salubrious on the north side of the island than on the south. The
medium temperature of the air may he said to be75deerfesof Fahrenheit J

during the hottest, times it is often as high as 96, and sometime* upwards
of 100. In the mountains the author ha* known it to he as low as 49.
" There is little variation of the seasons here, except what is occasioned

by the alternation of rainy ami dry weather. In the months of December,

January, and February, the air on the mountains is indeed sensibly colder;

l-iit this is chiefly observable in the morning; and at this time it is here so

keen, at times, as to cause one to shiver, and almost wish f r a fire. In

the low vallies, and level grounds, this coldness is not so observable. In-

deed, between the high mountain and sea-side air, there is a difference

f many degrees, which is verj perceptible on passing from one to the

other. July and August may bo considered the hottest months of the year.

The rainy weather does not always take place in the same months ;
some-

times the spring rains do not set in till the beginning of June, and some-

times later; sometimes they begin in the month of March, sometimes even

in February, and continue for two months, perhaps, or more.
' The autumnal, or fall-rains, as they are here called, usually happen

in October and November, sometimes earlier, sometimes later. The spring

rains are by far the most violent; during the prevalence o! these, the air is

most insufferably sultry : this extreme heat, joined to a still unagitated

atmosphere, is a presage of the coming deluge. These rains, often fof

works together, set in regularly at the same hour, and continue about the

same length of time two or three hours; sometimes, however, they will

continue whole days and nights, with little or no intermission."

This author gives the following description of the interior of the Island :

" Here the barren and the fertile, the level and the inaccessible, are

mingled. In one place a fine valley, or glade, fertile and irrigated, stretch-

ing along the foot of craggy and desolate mountains, covered with immense

rocks, slightly intermixed with a dry, arid, and unfruitful soil ; in another,

a narrow nd frightful defile, or deep and gloomy cock-pit, where the rays

r>f the sun never penetrated, both inclosed by abrupt precipices, ovr-

hangi;ig rocks, and impervious woods."

A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF GENOA,
BY THE AUT1IOR OF THE GENOESE CAMPAIGN.

GENOA,
the former capital of a Republic, now subject to the king of

Sardinia, is situated at the bottom of a gulph, on the declivity of a

plen^iiit lull, appearing to great advantage from the sea. It is a large and

populous city, having h:.da considerable trade in damusks, velvets, and silks.

T;JO streets are generally narrow aud crooked; paved with tht utmost care,
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and from their steepness of ascent, are always clean. The Strndo di Baliio,

and another, are composed of magnificent palaces, built of marble, from

adjacent quarries; the churches and conventsare also handsome, and ther

are several welt-regulated hospitals. The church, dedicated to Saint Man*
de Caugna, is perfectly unique, both in structure and ornament, and was

built by a private ramilyj it is a striking monument of religious ostentation

and its site peculiarly interesting, the approach to ic being by a grand

bridge, connecting two elevaied hills; and under it are houses of six or

seven stories high. The interior is adorned with several master-pieces of

painting and sculpture. The University stands in the centre of the Baliio,

nearly opposite the splendid palace of the Doge ; from its steps the view

of mansions and palaces strike the stranger with admiration and delight.

The interior is admirably calculated lor the purpose to which it is devoted.

The different schools are fitted-up in a plain manner, but with ajustatten.
tion to effect. The philosophical apparatus are of the first order, and
were sent by Bonaparte from Paris. Particular apartments are assigned for

the instruments and professors. The library occupies several extensive

rooms, containing nearly one hundred thousand volumes, classed in the

different departments of science; there are also a number of illuminated

manuscripts ; on the table were several lives of the emperor, by different

authors. One, an immense folio, illustrated with plates of extensive di-

mensions. The palace of Andrew Doria, without the walls, is converted

into an academy ;
the gardens are handsome, and open to the public; the

statue of the founder stands in the middle, of white marble, plain and re

publican, with very few ornaments ; to the westward of the town, at the

distance of a mile, is a museum of natural history, and rare things be-

longing to Senior Duraffo, or prince, as he is termed, by the courtecy of
the Cicerone ; the arrangements are strikingly beautiful, equal to that at

Portici, and superior to any private collection in Europe. There are, also,

many other magnificent collections, but the French had transported the

best paintings and statues to Paris. The altar pieces of many of the

churches are by the greatest masters; the Cardinal Archbishop of the noble

house of Latour is respectable from his charity, and the amiable
affability of

his manners ; the latter part of his character has retained him in his situ-

ntion, though supposed to be attached to the ex-emperor. Most of the

clergy are respectable ; in the pulpit, many of them very energetic and

xpressive preachers; without, the violence or rant of the generality

f Italians; a handsome opera and theatre, with delightful singers; several

handsome public gardens and promenades afford agreeable but ex-

pensive amusements. The interior of their houses unite every convenience ;

those of the nobility are really worthy of their rank; many (if the prioress

Lave baths, billiard rooms, ball courts, and chapels, uniting in their own
habitations every comfort and reasonable gratification ; their gardens are

laid out in an unostentatious taste, peculiarly pleasing. The country, in

the immediate vicinity, is very fertile, interspersed with delightful pala-

ces, villages, and hamlets ; towards the Bochetta, it assumes a more sterile

appearance, the scenery around it is derated and barren, the grand road,
built by a private family, adds to its beauty and convenience, but natarall?

injures its independauce by rendering tu territory more accessible.
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The fortifications are old and elevated works; the ramparts are a de-

lightful promenade, commanding a fine view of the surrounding country;

the sea-face is a continual line of guns and mortars; that of Zerbing and

Chiaio had suffered considerably from our fire ; the fort De Ecule, or

school for the youths, is admirably fitted for instruction, arid is built

upon piles. 236 beautiful brass cannon, highly ornamented with the city

arms, are the pride of ihe walls; the inhabitants determined to purchase
them again from us

;
two moles defend the harbour from all winds but the

S. E., which drives in a heawjf se ; Ine light house, 420 feet above its level, .

and two small ones of direction re its chief ornaments; the arsenal is ex-

tensive ;
close to it is the galley basin, where the unfortunate Conte di Fierro

lost his life in the moment of victory, over the liberties of bis fellow citi-

zens. The French Dock-yard is a small distance to the eastward of the

walls, at Saint Martino; the water near the launching slip is shallow for

some hundred yards, but has a small descent; platforms of oak are laid

from the ways to the deep water; great attention to the weather is there-

fore necessary: the Gmelin had lately been sent to Toulon; the Brilliant,

Lravc, and a frigate, were on the stocks at the capture; the former

was finished, and launched
; the frames of the others were taken down

and shipped; Montaigne, in his Essays, says of this city and peo-

ple, mountains without wood, sea without fish, men void of faith, women
without virtue ;

and yet Genoa, the superb; to the latter denomination,
the suburbs called de Albaro, fully entitle it; in many other points the

learned author is mistaken; the country is not so divided, nor the seas so

totally devoid of aliment as he pretends. The black dresses ofthe women
combined with the fairness and brilliance of their complexions is not dis-

plcasing, and if the army or navy were successful in their attempts, virtue

anil modesty were as common as in England ; the manners and dress ofthe

men arc elegant and tasteful ; French and English were frequently spoken

by both sexes, a proof that the preservation of their dialect ofthe Italian

arises from local prejudices and feelings. Having themselves contributed

to our capture, they vied with eacli other in hospitality and politeness; a.

correspondent feeling was evinced by the naval force, who returned their

civilities by numerous balls and festivities. The general wish of nil orders

were for a constitution similar to that imposed by the French before their

incorporation with the kingdom of Italy as an independant state, protected

by Great Britain
;

this they expected would alone renew their former afflu-

ence and renown, render them the great dcpfit ofthe coast, mid be equally

advantageous to the kingdom of their adoption. The different proclama-
tions had so fully assured them of independance, that the annexation of
their city to S.ivoy was a stroke wholly unexpected and undesired

; the re-

ception of the king of Sardinia was that ofthe British General mixed with

tbo-e sentiments of respect due by the Inhabitants of a neighbouring state,
to :\ sovereign, participating their sufferings; the only source of satisfaction

to tl.e inhabitants was their emancipation from tiie Austrians; but to either

of those powers they prefer tin- French ascendancy, pregnant as they say it

was with greatness. If we are subject to any foreign power, said an en-

Jiiiiireiicd Genoese, let us return to one whose arts, arms, and science, eu-

ured i = commerce and protection.
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SERIES OF THE DOCUMENTS ANNEXED UNTO THE 71EPOKT MADE BY THE

PRESIDENT OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE MEMBERS OF ALL THE ORDERS

OF KNIGHTHOOD IN EUROPE, CONVENED AT VIENNA ON THE 29TH

DECEMBER, 1814.

[Continued from Vol. XXXV. page 483.]

No. XI.

Circular to the subscribers unto the charitablefundfor (he abolition of the

white slavery in Africa.

Paris, 20 April, 1816.

THE Knights-subscribers for the abolition of the enslavement of the

Whites, as well as of the Blacks, in Africa, and other persons invited

by them, held a festive assembly at the street Grange- Bateliere, on 15th

April.*

The Viscount CHATEAUBRIAND, immediately on his arrival, delivered to

the President (Admiral Sir SIDNEY-SMYTHE), printed copies of the speech

* The contemporary prints afford us the following more detailed account of this

truly philanthropic/t'fe.

A letter from Paris informs us, that " on the 15th April last there was a nume-
rous meeting of the friends of Sir Sidney Smith and other Gentlemen, desirous of

co-operating with the gallant Admiral, in the destruction of that system of piracy
and cruelty exercised by the Barbary States on the coast of Africa. After the pe-
rusal of several authentic documents, giving an account of the horrors and suiFer

ings to which Europeans of both sexes and all ages were exposed, and proving the

absolute necessity of putting an end to this horrible and inhuman system, the com-

pany partook of a very elegant dinner, provided by Robert, so long famed as the

Chef des Gastronomes. Among the distinguished personages present, we noticed,

the Spanish and Portuguese Ambassadors, les Viscomtes de Montmorency, and de

Chateaubriand, both Members of the Chamber of Peers ; M. le Comte de Far-

gues, Comte Alphonse de Burfort, Sir \Vihiam WoJselcy, M. Hyde de Neurille,

and M. Blesi de Bourdon, Mr. Q. Dick, &c.
" Sir Sidney Smith, who was 'called to the chair, adhered to the Old English

custom of giving one, two, or more toasts after dinner, and as soon as the dessert

was set on the table, he proposed the health of his Majesty Louis XVIIL which

was drank with three times three, amidst enthusiastic acclamations of applause.
M. Hydede Ncuville soon after begged permission of the President to propose the

health of the Sovereigns of that country, where the proscribed and nnforluuale

ever found asylum and protection. He then gave
' the health of the Prince Re-

geut, to whose firm and vigorous Councils we owe the deliverance of Europe, and

the restoration of our legitimate Monarch." I need scarcely add, that the plaudits
which followed this toast were long and reiterated. The cries of ' Vive Le Prince

Regent' resounded from every part of the room."

$ato.bron. Vol. XXXVI. H
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addressed by him to the Chamber of Peers of France : the same were

forthwith distributed among the company present.*

The President, on opening the sitting, read several extracts from his

report, which will be printed and distributed unto the subscribers ; and he

also made known the different heads, together with translations of his very

extensive correspondence in the oriental as well as in the occidental lan-

guages, from Lebanon to Atlas, from Yafla to Tangier, and moreover of

divers other interesting documents in his hands. After the banquet, the

President continued the perusal of the principal pieces, among others of

certain letters from Algier, particularly a letter from an officer of the

British iiavy,f to a member of the Parliament of Great Britain, and com-

municated in form to the President, containing distinct details of the

situation of the unfortunate Europeans suffering in chains at Algier, of

whose sufferings that officer was recently an eye-witness, and also contain-

ing some well-founded reflections ort the impolicy of those nations which,

having been or still being in a position to annihilate the naval force of the

Algerines at pleasure, have instead thereof entered into ephemeral truces

(for they cat.not be regarded as treaties of solid peace), merely making
some partial stipulations for commercial interests, without regard either t

their own glory, or to the rights of humanity, and leaving to the Algerines

t'-o faculty of re- commencing their depredations, as is,
no doubt, their

*
'I he alarm excited by the excesses of the Barbary Power* in the Mediter-

ranean, spreads rapidly. A motion was made in the French Chamber of Peers,

on tin- 9th, for an Address to the King, praying him to order his Minister for

Fortign Affiiirs, to write to the several Courts of Europe, for the purpose of

opening general negotiations with the Barhary Powers, to determine them to res-

pnct the fliips of foreign nations, and put an end to the reducing of Christians to

slavery. This proposition was well received, and will be shortly discussed in th

Peers. Tt is indeed a disgrace to Europe, that the existence of this system of pi-

riiev should have been so long tolerated. England and Spain are, we believe,

t! c only Powers that have not experienced their aggressions ;
and this favour

shewn, not from love, but fear, operates to the extension of their commerce, by
giving them so decided an advantage over the other European States. It will be

5(ion seta whether the policy of England is really influenced by this selfish con-

sideration.

t See No. XIII. of this geriei.

J How true a prophet was the president of the Knight's liberators, on the 15tk

April, let the following advices from Italy testify :

Cifiuia, June 10. " Several Captains of merchantmen from Sicily and Malta

.affirm, that the Bey ot Tunis has been assassinated by his son at the head of a mob,
enraged ;ii die Treaty concluded with Lord EXMOUTH, and particularly at the

.i.H.-i- which stipulates the abolition of the slavery of the Christian prisoners. Im-

meiliuiely litter this revolution, the Tunisians sent to sea a great number of

C UISCTS.

About the same time we received authentic information of the massacre of all

! ..' Europeans engaged in the coral
fishery near Buna, on the coast of Algier.
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Sardinia, not having any military marine, had perhaps no alternative ;

but we have a right to expect from the first rate powers who have the

The details are horrible ;
the following account, which was drawn up by the

British Vice-Consul in Sicily, will be read by every Briton with feelings of n

common description:
"

Trapani, May 28.

" The following is a translation of a letter written in Italian by the English Vice-

Consul at Trapani, to the British Vice-Consul at Palermo :

" Sir I am truly afflicted at being obliged to announce to you the arrival yes-

terday and to day, at this port, (W several vessels from the Coral Fishing, which,

had the good fortune to escape from Bona with the dreadful intelligence of the

tragedy which had taken place in that barbarous country, where 79 vessels were

assembled at one point, and 280 at another some from Naples and otiiers from

Corsica, and the island of St. Marguerite all carrying the English flag, and all

lor the purpose of the coral fishing : allowed them by the English establishment

at Bona, as well ashy passports from the British Consul-General at Algiers, Mr.

O'Donnell, or from jour Consul at Bonne, M. Escredero, who is appointed by
the Engl sh Consul; every vessel contributed 200 crowns to the support of this

establishment.

*'
Having personally examined several masters of vessels, to ascertain still

more fully the circumstances of this disastrous event, the following are the par-
ticulars with which I was made acquainted :

All the ship masters, immediately on their arrival at Bona, having paid the

duties and obtained the passports above-mentioned, landed, and proceeded to

take from the magazines of the British Consulate, where the provisions are kept,

those which were necessary to them for six months, as well as all the articles used

in coral fishing. They had peaceably begun to fish, and had already deposited in

those magazines the coral obtained.

' On the 23d, being Ascension- Day, an hour after sun-rise, when all the crews

were making ready to go to mass;, a c,union shot was heard from the castle, and

at the same instant 2000 Turkish, Levantine, and Moorish troop--, both cavalry and

infantry, made their appearance ; part rushed up the country, and immediately
another band made towards the river, where the fishing vessels were moored, and

fired, as well us did the forts of the country, on the unfortunate crews, who were

partly on board their barks and partly ashore, and all were massacred. They
seized several English flags, which they tore in pieces, trampled them underfoot,

and dragged them on the ground as in triumph.

'Those who wrre in the country succeeded in saving themselves by flight :

they said that they saw those troops plunder the house of the Consul, and the

magazines in which were the provisions, as well as the coral, and they also saw

them cut oil' the head of the cousin of the Consul, who was flying, almost naked,
to a Neapolitan felucca. The brother of this unfortunate person, Mr. Fiancis

Escredero, after having left tied down in the midst of these Uandnti the Consul

himself, joined a Sicilian ship-master, and they embarked together, steering for

Galeta and Sardinia. This intelligence has filled us all with grief, both on ac-

count of the absent men, who were thought to be massacred, a> by the loss of

about 70,000 ounces of money.
' There have this instant arrived three more barks ;

the master of one of them

relates, that after the arrival of a courier hostilities were suspended, and the Vice-
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means of stipulating for those of inferior magnitude, the protection of all

the coasts of habitable Europe for the whole Nazarene nation (according

to the musulman phraseology).* The ambassador of his Sardinian Majesty
at the court of France, has notified unto the President, this day, the con-

clusion of peace between his said Majesty and the regency of Algier, by
the support and intervention of his Britannic Majesty.

These additional pieces are to be annexed unto the series of documents

which have been already circulated, and will be in due course distributed

among the subscribers. Those who may wish to have complete sets, can

be supplied gratis, by Messrs. PERREGAUX, LAFFITTE, and Co. upon

exhibiting the receipt by any banker, of their donation for the current year,

to the charitable fund,t amounting to any given sum equivalent to the

expense of printing the number of copies which they may require ; leaving

to their benevolence any augmentation of their subscription towards this

grand work of Charity.

On the day after this meeting of the Knights-liberators, the President

having the honor to be admitted to an audience of the Kins:, to make his

Consul who survived was set al liberty, but without being permitted to quit the

town, and several shipmasters and seamen, who had taken refuge in a magizine

<luring the massacre, and the Vice-Consul advised them to fly to the barks, which

\vcrc laying without crews.

' The same ship-master, who speaks the Turkish language, adds, that having

asked a Turk the cause of these hostilities, the latter ansvveied, that the Dey of

Algiers had declared war against the English, because the English Admiral had

made a demand that the Algerine fleet should be burnt. GOD knows if this be

true ! The master of the hark last arrived (on board of which was a master bar-

ber, an intelligent man,) relates that the fortrsss had immediately recommenced

jirini; without any one knowing the reason.

' in such a state of uncertainty, I can say nothing positive, but I shall not fail

to interrogate further the crews of such vessels as arrive in future, and which are

expected to bring the wounded. I shall not fail to make you acquainted with any
further facts I may learn. '.!*,*

I am, &c

' SALVADORE MALATO, English Vice-Consul."

\Ve learn to-day that the tartan The Holy Trinity, commanded by Captain

MARIO Ar.nrnTii.t-T, was taken under the battery of which she was moored, near

Ostia, on tl'o Roman coast. The crew escaped to the shore in the tartan's boat.

Tin- ship which committed this act of piracy is a small Barbary vessel, carrying a

black flag. This capture was made 28lh May, and the Assurance Company at

Messina had to pay a loss of TOO golden ounces for the same.

All thp-c facts prove the necessity of taking more efficacious and more general

measure against the Barbary Regencies. Very moderate, but unanimous mea-

sures on the part of Italy, France, and Spain, would be sufficient to deliver the

Mediterranean from tiiis intolerable tyranny.
* "

Tl-.'tifnt
at \nssurtt."

f-
The central treasurers are Messrs. G A uti and brothers, at Genoa. Sub-

?i- rip;
ii nis to ihia institution are received in London by Messrs. THOMAS COUTTS,,

t;:i>l Co. bankers.
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report to his Majesty as a subscriber to the Charitable Fund, and to lay

before H. M. the correspondence and its documentary vouchers, took

occasion to solicit the attention of H. M. to the energetic and affecting

words which conclude the address of the House of Peers of England to the

Prince-Regent, on the 15th May, 1814 ;* viz.

" No moment, we think, was ever yet so favourable, for stipulating a joint

and irrevocable renunciation of those barbarous practices, and for promulgating',

by the assembled authority ot the whole civilized world, a solemn declaration,

that, to carry away into slavery the inhabitants of uuoffending countries is, to

violate the universal law of nations, founded, as that law must ever be, on the

immutable principles of justice and religion. It is on those sacred principles, the

safeguards of all lawful government, the bulwarks of all national independence,

that ^ye wish our proposal lo be rested ;
on them we rely for its success : recom-

mended, as it will be, not by the exhortation? only, but by the example of Great

Britain, and addressed to the rulers of those states, which have themselves so sig-

nally been rescued by Providence from danger and destruction : from internal

desolation, and from subjection to a foreign yoke. On all it must, we think,

impres itself with equal force
;
whether they be ranked among the deliverers or

the delivered; among those whom a merciless oppression had already over-

whelmed, or among those whose moderation and justice in success have added

lustre even to the firmness of iheir resistance, and to the glory of their victories.

No worthier thanks, we confidently believe, can be offered to Providence for past

protection; on no better grounds can future blessings be solicited, than by the

recognition and discharge of the great duties which we all owe alike, to the

rights, the liberty, and the happiness of our fellow-creatures."

On this the President remarked to H,M. that the blacks not being exclu-

sively specified, the whites could not be deemed to be excluded from the

wishes therein expressed for the abolition of slavery in Africa in its most

enlarged acceptation.

The President also seized this opportunity to place under the eye of

H. M.atid to lay upon his table, one of the copies of the eloquent and

energetic appeal made to the Chamber of Peers by the before-mentioned

Viscount de CHATEAUBRIAND, en the 9th instant f The President accom?

punied the same by the following respectful remonstrance : viz.

" If the House of Peers of one nation had already declared its wishes, as has

been quoted, and if the Chamber of Peers of another nation had concurred in the

vote, ihat the subject was fit of being entertained, the respective Sovereigns
would probably deem it worthy of their royal consideration

;
and if in their wis-

dom, they admitted the principle, they perhaps would at once deign to act upon
bi* representation, and operate the desired good by their own spontaneous sove-

reign act, without waiting for diplomatic formalities; which could not be fulfilled

in time to admit of introducing the business before the French legislature tiiis

session, or before September next; which would leave the defenseless coasts of

Italy a prey Jo piratical incursion, at least during the whole of the summer."

II. M. did not hesitate to admit the justice of this reasoning, and Jo

recognise the justice of this cause ; evidently participating in the indigna-
tion which the President did not dissemble, in submitting to II. M. the

* See Ny. XIV, t See No. XV.
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authentic proofs of the recent taking and carrying away many inhabitants

of the coasts of Italy and of Sardinia, and the murder of twenty males,

whose corpses were found massacred on the shore.

On the same day the President had the honor to make the same repre-

sentation (as above described) to H. R. El. MONSIEUR, the Kill's brother,

and to obtain from that Prince a similar assent to the benevolent views of

the institution for the abolition of white slavery in northern Africa.

The following intelligence has been received at Lloyd's :

"
SIR,

"
Madrid, May 29.

I profit of a courier dispatched bv our Minister, C. K. Vaughan, Esq. to

inform you that three Spanish vessels have arrived at Cariha^ena, from

Oral), and the following is an extract of the report made by the Captain, as

contained in a letter I have read, received from the former place :

" On the 16th May, an English brig, loading at Oran, was seized by the

Moors, and the captain aud crew, with the English Vice-Consul, sent pri-

soners to Algier. On the 17th or 18th, two Gibraltar vessels arrived at or

near Oran, and shared the same fate. The Spaniards, informed the same

thing was likely to happen to them, immediately left the place, to the num-
ber of eleven vessels, leaving all their property behind them; the three ves-

sels arrived at Carthagena are part of- the eleven escaped as above said ;

aud the captains also report, it was given out at Oran that the measures

had been adopted in consequence of orders received from Algiers.
" From the above intelligence it is the general opinion in this city, that

the Algerines are cruising against our vessels, all which particulars I have

immediately communicated to all my Vice-Consuls on the coast, and de-

sired them not to dispatch any ships' papers until further information is re-

ceived, unless the captains insist thereon at their own risk; in which case,
to ive yon advice of the particulars ofthe vessel, cargo, &c. This measure,

although without instructions relative to this unforeseen event, will, 1 flatter

myself, be approved at Lloyd's, and also by ship owners.
"

I am, truly, your obedient humble servant,

"His Britannic Majesty's Consul-General at Barcelona, and for

the Province of Catalonia, and Agent for Lloyd's.
" To 3/r. John Bennett, Junior."

'^'^*^

ABOLITION OF THE BLACK SLAVE TRADE.
Additional Article to the Definitive Treaty of Peace.*

TIIF. Hijb Contracting Powers, sincerel) desiring to nive effect to the
me.a-ures on which they deliberated at the Congress of Vienna, relative to

* Tor the Treaty, see B. <. Vol. XXXV. p. 484.
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the eomplete and universal abolition of the Slave Trade, and having, each

in their respective dominions, prohibited without restriction their colonies

and subjects from taking any part whatever in this traffic, engage to renew

conjointly their efforts, with the view of securing final success to those

principles which they proclaimed in the declaration of the fourth of

February one thousand eight hundred and fifteen, and of concerting, with-

out loss of time, through their ministers at the Courts of London and of

Paris, the most effectual measures for the entire and definitive abolition of

a commerce so odious, and so strongly condemned by the laws of religion

and of nature.

The present additional article shall have the same force and effect as if it

were inserted, word for word, in the treaty signed this day. It shall be

included in the ratification of the said treaty.

In witness whereof, the respective plenipotentiaries have, &c.

Done at Paris thisf20th November, 1815.

[Signed and sealed as per Treaty.]

Note from Viscount Castlereagh to Prince Talleyrand.

PRINCE, Paris, July 27, 1815.

THE official order to the Admiralty, which I had the honor of transmitting

to your Highness on the 25th, having suspended hostilities against the

coast of France, and against French ships carrying the White-flag, I have

been directed by my Court, without delay, to call your attention to the

necessity of guarding, under these circumstances, against any possible revi-

val of the Slave Trade.

The British government conceive, that under the operation of the Law
of France, as it now stands, it is strictly prohibited to French subjects to

carry on a traffic in slaves
; and that nothing but a specific Ordinance couKl

again revive that commerce ; hut, whether this be the true construction or

not of the state of the law in a technical sense, they feel persuaded that

his Most Christian Majesty will never lend his authority to revive a system
of this nature, which has been, defacto, abolished.

I have desired Sir CHARLES STUART to communicate to your Highness
what passed on this subject at Ghent; the assurance the KING was at that

time pleased to give to the British ambassador, entirely tranquillized the

PaixcE REGENT'S ministers on this subject ; but now that his MAJESTY has

been happily restored to his throne, they are most anxious to be enabled

at once to relieve the solicitude of the British nation, by declaring, that

the KING, relieved by the state in which this measure now stands, from

those considerations of reserve which before influenced his conduct, does

not hesitate to consider that question as now for ever closed, in conformity
with those benevolent principles which are at all times congenial with the

natural feelings of his MAJESTY'S breast.

I have the honour to be, &c.

Hit Excellency Princg Talleyrand, <$c.
\Da4tfereaqfl.r
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Note from Prince Talleyrand to Viscount Custlcreugh.

(TRANSLATION.)
MY LORD, Pans, July 30, 1815.

I have the honour to acquaint your Excellency, that the KING, in con-

sequence of the conversation he lias had with Sir CHARLES STUART, and

of the letter which your Excellency did me the honour to write to me on

the 27th instant, has issued directions, in order that, on the part of France^

the traffic in slaves may cease from the present time, every where and for ever.

What has been done in this respect by the Usurper was in the first place

null and void, as were all his decrees, and moreover had been evidently

dictated to him by personal motives of interest, and by hopes, which he

would never have conceived, had he been capable of appreciating the

British government and people. It had not, therefore, and could not

have, any weight with his MAJESTY.

But it was with regret, that, last year, his MAJESTY stipulated the conti-

nuance of the traffic for a few years. He had only done so, because, on

the one hand, he was aware that on this point there existed in France pre-

judices, which it was at that time advisable to sooth ; and that, on the

other hand, it was not possible to ascertain with precision, what length of

time it would require to remove them.

Since that period, these prejudices have been attacked in several publi-

cations, and with such effect as to afford his Majesty, this day, the satisfac-

tion of following, without reserve, the dictates of his inclination, the more

so, since it has been proved, by inquiries made with the greatest care, that

the prosperity of the French colonies not being compromised by the imme

cliate abolition of the trade, the said abolition is not contrary to the

interests of his subjects, interests which, above all, his MAJESTY thought

himself bound to consult. This satisfaction is increased by the idea, that

his MAJESTY, at the same time, does what is agreeable to the government
and people of g; eat Britain. Accept, my Lord, the assurance, &c.

J ^ I // J
e crmce de ^atteitrand.

ff

Ilia Excellency Lord Viscount Castlcrcagh.

Notefrom Viscount Castlcreagh to Prince Talleyrand.

Paris, July 31, 1815.

The undesigned, his BRITANNIC MAJESTY'S Principal Secretary of State

for Foreign Affairs, has the honour to acknowledge Prince TALLEYRAND'S

note of this date, conveying to him the decision taken by his MOST
( unisiiAN MAJF.STY, finally to abolish the Slave Trade throughout the

French (!orninion?i.

The undersigned will not lose a moment in transmitting the communica-

tion to his Court ; and he ventures, in the mean time, to assure his High-
ness, that the KING could not have taken any determination more per-

sonally grateful to the PRINCE REGENT, and to the whole British nation.
'

The undersigned, &c.

(Dattfereaqn*
His Highness the Prince Talleyrand, 4-0. /
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HYDROGRAPHY, PILOTAGE, &c.

EUROPE.

ACCOUNTS RELATIVE TO THE TRINITY-HOUSE OF DEPTFORD-STROND
',

18051815.

[Ordered, by the House of Commons, to be printed, 28 Slay, 1816]

Xo. 1. An Account of (he Revenue of the Corporation of Trinity-House

of Deptford Slrond, for the year 1815 ; showing, what part thereof

arisesfrom t he Profits of Lig ft '.-Houses, distinguishing each; and how

much from the following sources; viz. Ballastage j from Landed Pro'

fcrty ; andfrom Money in the Funds ; together zcith the Expenditure

thereof; showing how much is applied in salaries or allozuances to any
Members of the Corporation,

REVENUE. 1815. . S. d.

Net Profits of the Ballastage * 3,079 1411
Net Produce of Buoyage and Beaconage 2594 8 9

Rents of Estates 2
:
284 15 1

Dividends of Stock in the Public Funds .,. 2,925

Benefactions of Elder-Brethren 202 10

Total 11,080 8 9

Net Produce of the Lights ;
viz.

Lowestoft 1,060 3 7

Foulness 2,267 5 10

Haisbro* Shore 2,626 3 5

Do. .. Floating 2,242 410
Well 3,818 6 5

Scilly , 3,191 ^ U
Caskets 2,82313 7

Portland 2,430 J8 11

Needles 777 110
Owers 2,443 8 7

Nore 1,46810 8

Edystone 5,604 6 6

Flambro' 3,848 6 2

South-Stack 5,938 16 2

Mil ford 5,33819 3

Lizard ........................
Goodwin 2,412 8 6

Sunk 3,531 5 S

. C&ron, Vol. XXXVI. i
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REVENUE (continued.) . s. d.

Rents: Smalls, St. Bees, Flatholm, Lon<*ships

ton, Mumbles, Buoys at Wisbech, Beacons at Wood > 128 5

bridge ........ . .......... .

^
>

J

Total of all the Lights 51,951 14 5

Ballastage, Buoyage, Rents, &c 11,068 8 9

Produce of Stock sold . .

Total Receipts *... 63,038 3 2

EXPENDITURE.

Almshouses, Building, Repairs, &c. of 2,656 13 7

Pensions to Alms People and Monthly Pensioners, Prisoners ~| 0<J tf)A <e
/! u o o f *O,JOTr JO *

or \\ ar, &c. KC ozc .... J

Salaries* and contingent Expenses in the Business of the"! .... .

C'orporation and Management thereof .j
'

Law Charges 2,583

Taxes, Flepairs, New Buildings, nrid other Disbursements^
in Relation to the Houses and other Property of the > 1,962 12

Corporation ........ ........................J
Income Tax and Property Duty 2,657 19

41,689 7
Cash laid out in the Purchase of Stock 19,900 3

Total Disbursements 61,589 9

No. 2. Account of the Number of Almshouscs provided by the Trinity

House of Deptford-Strond, for the Residence of Old qnd Decayed

Masters (>f Merchant Ships, and their Wives or Widows, and of Old and

Decayed Pilots ; showing hou- many have been built within the last Seven

Yim-s, and I he ulwle Annual Expense of all the Houses, including the

Annual Alluiranccs to the Inhabitants.

The Total Number of Almbhouses at present provided
and maintained, is ........ 144

The Annual Expense of maintaining which, including

Pensions and Allowances to the Alms people resident

therein, amounts to =.8,000

* Li those ;iTf included Salaries paid to Members of the Corporation filling

Jiucs rc'i'iiru^ OHisaaut attendant,".;, amounting to l,090i. per anuuiu.
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Number of Almshouse*.

At Deptford there are ofAlmshmises, built many years

since, and inhabited by old decayed Masters and

Widows . 82

At Mile-End ditto . 34

116
Of which there have been built within the last se-

ven years, foi Decayed Pilots, their Wives and

Widows, at Mile-End 10

Additional ditto for Decayed Masters 8

For ancient Widows and Daughters of Decayed

Masters, relieved under Mrs. MARY GRIGG'S

Legacy 10

Total newly built Almhouses . 28
28

Total Number of all the Almshouses ........ 144

No. 3, The Number of Pertons receiving Pensions from the Trinity House,

being Old and Decayed Mariners, or the Wives, Widows, or Children of
such; showing the Increase thereof' nil/tin (he lustJtfteen years.

Number.

In 1815 7,01-2

1800 3,682

Increase 3,330

Exclusive of the Allowances to Prisoners of War in France.

No. 4. Account of Monies expended by the Corporation of Trinity- House

of De/n ford- Strand, out of their Surplus Revenues, in the Improvement

of Lights, the Erection and Establishing of new Light-Houses and Float"

ing Lights, and for the Repair and Preservation of Sea-Marks ; from
1790 to 1816.

1790. For the Improvement of Portland Lights, by . s. d.

putting up two laiuhorns. with the then new-

invented A rgand lamps and reflectors 2,000 -

. For the establishing of the Owers Light-Vessel .. 4,500

. Haisbro* Light", erection of .... cost ..... 5,500

. Do. Floating Do. ,. cost 4,500

1792. Foulness Light improved and converted to an Oil

Light, with Lamps and Reflectors .......... 2,000

1705. Goodwin Light-Vessel established, cost.... .... 5,000

1801 }
Sunk Light- Vessel Do Do 6,000
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17r. Milford Lights improved at the Expense of the .. s. -d.

Corporation (14 years being unexpired of the

Lease) by an advance out of their Funds, in

order that Navigation might have the benefit of

an improved Light without delay 2,600
1806. Flambro' Light-House built, and a grand Revolving

Light, with 21 Argand Lamps, exhibited thereon 8,000
1807. Scilly Light-House repaired, and a new Lanthorn

ana* grand Revolving Light erected and exhibited

therein, with SO Lamps and Reflectors, at an

expense of . 5,000
1809. South-Stack Light- House built, and a grand Re-

volving Light erected and exhibited therein, with

21 Argand Lamps, Reflectors, at an expense of 12,000
1810. Three new Light-Houses erected at the Fern

Islands, and improved Lights exhibited therein,

with Argand Lamps, Reflectors, at an expense of 8,500 -r-

1810. The Edystone Light having reverted to the corpo-

ration, by the expiration of the lease, 24 lamps
and reflectors erected in the lunthorn for exhi-

bition of the light, on the improved principle

(instead of a candle-light, as put by SMEATON). . 3,000 ^-
1812. Lizard Light-Houses repaired, and new Lanthorns

with Argand l^amps and Reflectors, put up in

each to exhibit the Lights, on the most improved .

principle 12,000

181 r^ :i/e Tower, near Harwich, repaired 350

1314. Reculver Cliurch towers being in danger of being
wished down by the encroachment of the Sea,
for Groins and Embankments, and other De-
fences for its prscrvation, the Corporation ex-

pended the itim of 1,260

81/210

No. 5. .-1 Sla!ement of the Time when the U*e of Argand Lamps and

Reflectors teas introduced into the Light-Houses ; showing the proportion

(>f /I.e. J-'.rpenxc incurred
l>y the use of those, compared with the Lighting

The use of Argand Lamps and Reflectors wns first introduced into the

Lipht-IIotisrs in the- year 1790. And the expcn>e of maintaining a Ligh$
exhibited wiih Argand Lamps and Reflectors, burning Spermaceti Oil, is,

to the i:\penre of m-intaining the best possible Light that can be produced,

L>y (Jo;i!-, in thy proportion of about four to one.
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No. 6. List of Appointments within the Patronage of the Trinity-House of

Deptford-Strond.

The Appointment of Collectors of Light Duties at London and the

several Out-ports; of which there are in the whole 70

Agents superintending the Light-Houses and Light-Vessels, of which

there are 20

From 30/. to 50/. a year.

Light Keepers, who have charge of the Light-Houses, and Masters of

Light-Vessels, who have the care of the Floating Lights ;
in all, who

reside in the Light-Houses and Floating Lights ................ 42

No. 7. Account of the Disposal of the Balances of Surplus Rates of

Pilotage, stated in the Accounts that have been, annually, presented to

the nondurable House of Commons, pursuant to the Pilots Act

52 Geo. 111. c. 39.

The Balances (as stated in the several Accounts) are in Amount as

follow ; viz.

. s. d.

1st Account, from 1st October 1803, to 31st December 1809 610 7 3

2d ditto .. from 1st January to 31st December 1810 12,310 18 11

3d ditto., from 1st January to 31st December 1811 7,581 7 6

4th ditto., from 1st January to 31st December 1812 5,441 14 5

5th ditto., from 1st January to 31st December 1813 3,250 1 8

6th ditto., fromlst January to 31st December 1814 4,434 \& 6

7th ditto .. from l&t January to 31st December 1815 6,412 7 10

40,041 14 1

Laid out, in the purchase of 50,OOOJ. 4-per-cent. Consol.

constituting the present Pilotage Fund ...... .... 38.720

Balance of Cusli, remaining on 31st December 1815, to be

applied, as directed by tlie Act, in payment of Pensions

to decayed Pilots
;

and in the Election and Endowment

of Almshoust'S for them ;
of which ten additional ones are

now begun, and in progress of erection 1,321 14 1

40,041 14 1
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No. 8. Additions made to the Trinity-House Pension List, from 1800 to

1816.

Per Annum.
< March 1800. Yearly Pensioners transferred to the M . s. d.

List, amounting to, per annum 700 -

4 Decemr 1800. 100/. per ann. added to each of the M
Books, amounting including Wives) to 1,200

4 June 1801. A like addition made 1,200

1804. Block Ship Bounty established 200

- Decemr 1805. Trafalgar Bounty do 300

6 March 1806. 100/. per ann. added to the Ea. M Book 1,200

3 July 1807. Addition to Alms-people Pension 430

- March 1808. Pensions to eight additional Alms-people
in eight new Almshouses now built . 400

4 Angust 1810. 100/. per annum added as before to the

M Books 1,200

- Decemr 1811. 100/ do. .do 1,200

- Ft-by 1815. 100/ do do 1,200
- March 1316. 100/. do do l,2i>0

1815. Pensions to Children, under 12 1,500

Total added to the Pension List, per annum, since 1800 .. 11.930

In 1312. Wives of Prisoners of War (temporary) 800/. per annum.

No. 0. Account of the. Income arising to the Trinity-House of Deptford-
S/rond, from the Duties of Lights, Buoys, and Beacons in the three

/ant Yt-nts (1813, 1814, and 1815) ; showing the Gross and Mett

Rtrript, -tcith the Poundage* allowed to the Receivers for collecting the

YEARS.
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ASIA.

^Memoir on the Geography of the coast of China, end the sea Eastward
;

illustrative of a chart, comprehending the coasts and seas from the

river of Canton to the Southern Islands ofJapan. By JAMES BURNEY,

Esq. R.N.

AUTHORITIES.

A.D.

CHART of the China Seas, manuscript. By HESSEL GERRITZ 1632

Oost IndienZee Ftiikel. JOANNES VAN KEULKN 1699

Missionary Survey of China > . ,-. -,,

Korea, by natives of the Korea . . . . J
m Du HALDE 1708 to 1716

Plan of the Island Sancian. P. CAROCCIO 1688

Island Sancian. By an Officer of the British Ship Shaftsbury 1747
Between Sancian and Macao. Chart by J. PASKAL LARKINS, published

in Mr. DALRYMPI.E'S Collection of Plans 1786

Plans of the River of Quang-tong. Capt. J. HUDDART 1785

By M. de GUIONES 1808

Macao to Km-ngao Point. Mr. DAI.RYMPLE'S Survey 1759 to 1764

Macao to the Lamos I>les. By Capt. DAVID INVI-- RARITY . , 1793

Various Plans of parts of the Coast of China, wiihin the last mentioned

extent. Published in Mr. DALRYMPLE'S Collection.

Chan of the China Sea. By Capt. JAMES HORSBURGH 1805
Plan from VAX RECIITEHKN 1639

Part o! the Coast of China. Published by Mr. BELLIN, from a Dutch

manuscript 1764

Chart of Tchusan, the Quesan, and Hesaii Isles, published by SAMUEL
THORNTON. Without date. ...>*.

Copy of the last, with Additions, by J. BARROW, Esq. Published with

STAUNTON'S History of Lord MACARTNEY'S Embassy 1796

Banks of Formosa, and Formosa. VA^KEULEN previous to 1699

Chart of Formosa. Published in Mr. DAI.RTMPLH'S Collection ; from a

Dutch manuscript. Without date.

Pong-hou Isles. VAN KF.UT,EN previous to 1699

From Dutch manuscript without date.

From Journal of Capt. ROBERT DUFFIN 1792

The two last art- in Mr. DALRYUFLK'S Collection.

Japanese Chart of Japan. Given lo Capt. BROUGBTOX, in 1797

Dutch Charts of Firando, Nangasaki, and the Gotto Islands ; published iu

Mr. DALUYMPLE'S Collection. Without dates.

Charts and Journal of M. de la PE ROUSE 1786 7

Manuscript Chart, by Capt. JAMES COLNET .... about 1789

Charts and Journal. Published, and manuscript, by Captain W. R.

BUOUGHTON 1795 to 1798

Chart of the Lieou-Kieou Islands, By P. GAUBIL, from the Memoir of

SUPAO KOUANG, a Chinese Doctor 1721

(In Lettres Hdijiantes, Vol. xxiii. Edit. 1781.)

Manuscript Chart and Journal. By Captain JAMES TORBT... ......... 180S
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Northern Bahce Islands. By Mr. W. WILSON ...................... 1797

........ , ........... Chart N 43, of de la PB HOUSE'S Voyage .... 17&7

............... .... . Manuscript Chart, by Capt. ANTH. MURRAY, of

the Earl Howe East India ship .......... 1805

Chart of the Channel between the Bashee Islands and Formosa By

Capt. JAMES HORSBUROH .............................. . ..... 1810

THE great accesssion of geographical knowledge within the last fifty

years, has effected a gradual and very beneficial change in the character of

maritime geography. Whilst much of the surface of the globe remained

unknown, and our knowledge of the rest was extremely defective, the

boldest conjecturer was sometimes reputed the best geographer, as was

evinced in the reception given to maps of a southern continent, and of

navigable channels through North America. Much, it may with truth be

said, yet remains unknown, and much is yet very imperfectly understood :

but the progress in discovery co-operating with the improvements in nauti-

cal instruments, has been sufficient to produce the alteration alluded to,

and at this time, the acknowledged excellence of maritime geography con-

sists in minuteness of detail, and in cautiousness to avoid error, qualities

very distant from the presumption and exercise of inventive genius for-

merly countenanced.

To the attainment of correctness, much patient study is necessary ; for

it ought to be held as a fundamental maxim in hydrography, that a chart,

as far as lies within the power of the hydrographer, should be the sum total

of all the existing geographical information respecting the space delineated.

A plan made from a particular survey, if so specified, is not answerable for

more than was verified in that survey ; but a chart witbout such qualifica-

tion in its title, ought to contain whatever in preceding surveys is presumed
authentic, or which subsequent surveys have not invalidated. A first sur-

vey, or even a sketch of land newly discovered, or of any place not before

surveyed, is to be used and may be esteemed a good chart, until it is super-
seded by another ; and it is afterwards valuable as an original document :

but every future chart of that place must be pronounced good in proportion
as it is a careful and judicious compilation. The want of industry in this

respect has occasioned, anil does continually occasion, good surveys to be

productive of bad charts. Numerous are the instances which occur of a

succession of surveys of the same place, wherein each surveyor after the

first, lias dropped a portion of what his predecessors had gained. The

process at eucli step may be stated to have been gaining much, and

'osing some.

The diligence in examining and compiling which is here recommended,
becomes eicry dny mure and more expected and required.

[To be continued.]
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Remains of the late JOHN TWEDDELL, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge ;

being a Selection of his Letters, written from various Parts of the Conti-

nent, together with a Republicntion of his Prolusiones Juveniles ; to

which is adjoined, an Appendix, containing some Account of the. Author's

Journals, MSS. Collections, Drawings, &;c. and of their extraordinary

Disappearance. Prefixed is a brief Biographical Memoir by the Editor,

the Rev. ROBERT TWEDDELL, A.M. Illustrated with Portraits, pictur-

esque Views and Maps. London: Mawman. 1815. 4to. pp. 480 and
180. price 31. 3s.

[Continued from Vol. XXXV. page 503.]

CONFIDENT
that we have not eulogized the author beyond his merits,

and that our opinion of that portion of the Prolusionvs given in oar

last number has been sanctioned by a concurrence of judgment in the

reader, we shall proceed in continuation of the Speech on the Character

and Memory of Kins WILLIAM III. an essay evidently written con a/nore,

as may be inferred from the extent of the observations therein contained,
but which, we regret to say, renders it incompatible with our limits to

give entire :

" Yet, before we proceed after this manner to obviate the arguments
adduced by his several opponents, there is one circumstance, the mention

of which it were unpardonable in this place to forego. During the whiile of

those divisions, which ensued on the abdication of James, relative to the mode
of succession, amid ft all that fluctuation of interests and counsels, and the tem-

porizing politics of contending factions, William never attempted to iuterpose h.s

authority in parliament, to restrain their deliberations, nor even to gain any 0113

person to his party, refusing to accept of the supreme magistracy of the nation,

tiil the offering should be voluntarily confirmed by an assemblage of the two

legislative powers. For a similar instance of public delicacy and moderation,

displayed at a season when these principles are too apt to yield to the more pru-
dential suggestions of policy, we shall iu vain search in the history of earlier or

of later times.

" Of the objections urged against William, the first in order of time, as well

as, perhaps, in magnitude, is the massacre of Glencoe. Macdonidr), the arch-

rebel of the North, was represented as breathing an obstinate and inveterate ran-

cour against him, which nothing but death could extinguish; and he WHS said to

have infused the same spirit of hostility into the numerous and hardy clan of his

own name, whom tins enterprising leader commanded with absolute sway. The

necessity of stifling the seeds of this rebellion, by crushing the only surviving

hopes of the party, was strongly insisted upon l;y
th jse who conducted the Englisu

affairs in Scotland ; and William, whose active spirit busied about the wore ex-

tensive concerns of Europe, could ill stoop to confine its attention to every
minute variation of domestic politics, among other papers hastily signed the man-

date which allowed no quarter to the rebels, probably without knowing tha exact

, Cfcrcn. Vol. XXXVI. x
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tendency or content? of the order, but certainly without being previously informed

of Macdonald's submission. Hence his adversaries have taken occasion to ac-

cuse him of indulging a vindictive and sanguinary temper, and of exercising a

cool deliberate cruelty, by no means compatible with chat generosity and magna-

nimity which have been usually ascribed to him. The measures of the monarch

depended, doubtless, on the representations, and even the misrepresentations,

of his servants, upon that which they exaggerated from prejudice, and upon that

which they concealed from perfidy. What he heard from them must have

alarmed his fears ; what he did not hear, would have operated on his clemency.

In truth, we cannot fairly suspect William to have been capable of an act of such

base and unfeeling revenge, unless we suppose, that in a paroxysm of unmanly

rage he departed from the regular tenor of his whole life, which, even amidst the

horrors of war, was eminently distinguished for the unwearied exercise of huma-

nity and mercy. Such a conclusion would too widely deviate from the

established rules of fair and impartial inquiry ; and, indeed, the whole transac-

tion, aggravated as it is by the impudence of malice, and the petulancy of invec-

tive, affords but very slight grounds for a serious charge against him, who is

allowed from defect of intelligence to have been but partially concerned in its

execution.
" A second accusation against William respects his conduct towards thu Scots,

relative to their settlement on the isthmus of Darien. The Scots, it is true,

might have reaped the promised advantage of their scheme : but the Spaniards

complained of that scheme, as a direct infringement of the treaty subsisting be-

tween them and this country, and it tended, moreover, materially to injure the

trade to the West, carried on by the merchants inhabiting the southern part of

this island. And as the king had been imposed upon by false representations of

the Scots, in order to induce him to countenance the settlement, on discovery of

the fr*ud it became him, as a friend to equity and substantial justice, immedi-

ately to revoke a grant, partial in its operations, and ruinous to the general

interests of his dominions. Tins is a rule that prevails even in the strictness of

legal proceedings ;
for in every contract between the king and the subject,

where the sovereign has been deceived, the law will intend, that tie deed was

ob initio void.

" HP is also charged with an excessive partiality for the place of liis birth.

But this, so i';ir from being imputed to him as a crime, should, surely, be con-

sidered as an amiable attachment, unless it can be proved, what his bitterest

encinifs durst never even remotely insinuate, that in any instance he sacrificed

the re.tl iiri rests -..}' Great Britain to a violent predilection for his native country.
And uiiy, but from a portion of that captious and pertinacious temper, which

was wont to mix with the suhlimcr habits and more generous sentiments of that

illustrious age, was the people such a niggard of the kingly countenance, as not

to allow him gomctini.-s to dissipate the rays of loyalty within the confines of his

original hemisphere ? When the beautiful and luminous planet of Liberty had

shone so long upon us with such constant and unvaried lustre, should it not seem
invidious to restrict its revolutions within the narrow circle of a single nation, and

to repine at t'.e !it'!t> irregularities of its course, and the occasional eccentricities

ol its motion ? "! iii> v.as that quiet retreat, remote from the turbulence of fac-

tion, arid the 1-i-lty
warfare ol domestic feuds, where he projected the most

etficient tiK'iii.s lo; tlie attainment of his ends, and planned the several arrange-

ment* that ti-iulf :d lo secure the general peace and welfare ol Europe. It was not

tiie kol't aud jjlta$ur<tlie asylum of inactive sovereignty, accommodated to the
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rlegance and refinement of a royal voluptuary, but the calm recess, where, free

from interruption, he laboured to undermine the insidious purposes of his rival

Louis.
" And here it may seem most proper to remark, that William is accused of un-

necessarily involving this country in a long and bloody continental war, merely
to gratify his private spleen and resentment ayamst his declared and inveterate

enemy, the king of France. In answer to this it must be observed, that the cri-

tical situation of affairs in Europe indispensably demanded an immediate and

active opposition to counteract the machinations of that restless and ambitious

prince. Charles the Second, indeed, with his usual profligacy and supineness,

had actually consented to sacrifice to the intrigues of Louis the rights of the Low

Countries, and together with these his own interests, and those of all the other

powers of Europe, by allowing the United Provinces to be absorbed and in-

gulpbcd in that universal monarchy, which it was evidently the design of the

French monarch to ini reduce. But William, who more accurately understood,

and more sincerely regarded, the relative interests of the several European

powers, heroically stood forward the patriot of the universe, and the guardian

and defender of the rights of mankind. He saw, when the despot of the North

threatened to overwhelm all Europe, as it were with an irresistible torrent of con.

quest, that the Low Countries stood, like their own dykes, opposed to the ocean,

the only firm barriers to resist the encroachments of the tide of tyranny. He,

therefore, cheerfully undertook their defense, and his arms were crowned with

that success, to which he was amply entitled from the rectitude of his intention,

and from the merits of his cause. Nor is it too much to say, that to him must be

ascribed that precise and intimate comprehension of the balance of power in

Europe, which might even at this day have preserved it in exact and steady

equipoise.
" It may be thought advisable by some, though it appears almost needless,

to obviate the supposed evil principle, upon which lie undertook the deliverance

ef this country. His adversaries allege, that the Revolution, so far from being
the result of patriotic motives, was brought about by William, solely with a view

to indulge his private ambition and inordinate hist of power. But those who seek

to trace this prince's conduct to such unworthy springs of action, will do well to

shew, why he positively rejected the proifered sovereignty of the Low Countries,

when Louis undertook to make him absolute master of them, and this at a time

when he was but a youth, and when even his legal authority trembled in the ba-

lance. If, therefore, at an age when man's pulse beats highest in the cause of

ambition, and while the wayward soul is most apt to be allured by the insidious

caresses of delusive fortune, he so disinterestedly refused to trample on the

rights of others, when perfect security and even reward awaited their violation,

can we for a moment suppose, that he was capable of forming and executing a

deliberate plan of usurpation upon the basest and most unjustifiable principles,

and at the unmme.it hazard of his own reputation and authority at home ?

" But I disdain to comment on these and similar artifices employed by the

prevaricating tribe of sophistical disputants, who have occasionally distorted even

virtues into vices by the overstraining ingenuity of accusation. Such of the faults

objected to him as appear to have any loutKlatiou in truth, are for the most part

too venial to require a refutation t those which are founded in falsehood, contain

their own : the former cannot influence the man of candour, nor the latter the

man of discernment. The detractors of William, by thus catching >t every sha-

dew of accusation, do but prove their inability to produce a tulid and substantial

charge.
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" Tliis commemoration, however, is not, I conceive, of such a nature, at tff

requiro an indiscriminate encomiast of the chaVacter which T have undertaken to

delineate. The mil faults as well of men in more exalted, f.s of those who are ill

humbler stations, ought not to escape remark in a review of their lives and

actions. I may go farther, and say, that the conduct of princes and of all public

servants ought to be more severely scrutinized, than that of men who have walked

in the sober shades of sequestered life. For these are the persons, in whose good
or ill actions the public are too deeply interested, not to wish to sec the former

applauded as an incitement to imitation, thr latter censured as an example to

deter. And where can freedom of inquiry be more consistently indulged, than

in scrutinizing the memory of him, whose whole life tended to establish the

Jihertv of thought and action ? Since, therefore, it cannot be supposed, that

.William had an especial charter of exemption from the ordinary frailties of hi

naiure, we may congratulate ourselves, that such frailties as appeared in his

administration, seem to have been rather the result of
(

a defect ofjudgment and

foresight, than the offspring of deliberate design. They were partly ewing to his

being Ies conversant in the operations of internal polity, than in the plots and

counterplots ofjarring powers, but principally to his want of knowledge in the

nature of limited monarchy, which was not then understood by any nation but

our own.
" To these causes alone must be attributed the attachment which he early

imbibed, and long retained, to a standing army. Educated in a foreign land,

and inured by long experience to the manners and habitudes of military life, he

was necessarily rendered much less quick to discern, and, by consequence, more

*!;>\v to remove, those enormous and countless evils, which flow from that gigantic

system of moral and political turpitude, that sanctified patronage of murder and

rapacity, that dissolute institution for tlie nursery and propagation of all that is

jilarinj;iy <i.'p:aved and sordidly abject among men. But in a standing army
\V,mam solely behr-ld the advantages which result from security against sudden

invasion, without considering the superior and preponderating mischiefs which

a. crue from ihe san.e source to national liberty and virtue. His ardent desire of

ri-jK iling rtiih promptitude and vigour those aggressions, which he might

reasonably apprehend from llie jealous perfidy of the court of Versailles, ob

scaicd Ins perception of the private vices and the public injuries, of the rapine
auii the profligacy, of the slavish tenets and the pernicious example of un

established and permanent soldiery. The motives, therefore, and the conduct of

\Villiam, in ist, en tluse accounts, be exempted from any share of thai general
execration wb.ch all intelligent and virtuous citizens are warranted to bestow upon
nil kuij- und upon all ministers, who have at anytime avowedly or insidiously

countenanced a phtn of such transcendental iniquity, a measure so absolutely re.

piig!i;>.;n
;o i'\<

13 feeling of genuine humanity, and to every principle of sound
a:ii! pi die. i fiiciiom. That he never considered a standing army in the light in

vbic.'i it is now ./em rally understood, as a scheme for the secure interchange of

ennui, .My 1,1 I'.M-CII tyrants and robbers, as a reciprocal guaranty of plunder and,

(>|,[irei'
n In t iveen i he chief magistrate and a licensed banditti, is clearly

oinc..'d l'\ she following fact. When Trencliard, that unwearied champion of

p'ih!i'- Mti-r'v, iln srourt.'e and the dread of temporal and spiritual domination

P'.i
is e-. In- (vlrl,ra:t d History of Standing Armies, Lord Halifax moved in

ci-" cd. ii at hi should be tiiken into custody for (be opinions contained in it.

l}i:' ^ i

;

i ni H n.sed ID l.slrn to a measure so unjust and so tyrannical, declaring
.urn- '.mi-, 'hat he believed Trenchard to have a clear comprehension of

tin Mini -
-, a HI a sincere attachment to the prosperity of bis country. Th*

ariiv '.vui disbuudcd.
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" William seems to have been defective in his attention to naval affairs, and
to have neglected the empire of the o eun, not being sufficiently aware, that the

strength of England, like that of Athens, resided in her woeden walls, and that

Lcr natural element was the element surrounding her."

We shall conclude this extract with the energetic paragraph which con-

cludes the Speech, beautiful in its language, but in its matter certainly

more speculative than possible in the present constitution of men and

things:
" My mind exults and glows within me, when I contemplate that auspicious

day, when tyranny shall lie laid lw, and mingle with the dust; when '
all na-

tions, and kindreds, and people" shall assemble together under the victorious

banner of independence, and when the sun shall not shine upon any region
ancle iieaven, where it may not witness a harmony of desire, and a communion
of die same generous and exalted spirit. Then, and not till then, may the

world be allowed to forget, what it is to execrate the name of a tyrant, and to

languish under the oppression of slavery. Whenever that day arrives, mankind

will not fail with one applauding voice to bestow their blessings or> the memory of

HIM, who laid the fouiiiliition of so good a work, by rescuing Holland Jrom her

foreign foe, by emancipating England from her domestic enemy, by labouring t

preserve and perpeiuate the collective liberties of all Europe."

Although in our selections from JOHN T\VEDDELL'S prize-essays we have

intentionally confined ourselves to that language most adapted to convey to

the generality of readers of the j&. <J. an idea how superior his produc-
tions were to the common run of academic effusions

; yet we cannot dis-

miss the subject without certifying our ample gratification from an abundance

of passages which the Prolusiunes contain in both rhe learned languages, not

only on the score of their intrinsic merit, but also as witnessing the liberality

of the illustrious University of Cambridge, in not only tolerating, but re-

warding so stout a defense of doctrines, from the very first unpopular at

Court as are to be found in the oration for equal liberty (Pro/us, pp. 148-50) ;

wherein is a vehement, but in some respects unmeasured, attack upon the

celebrated work of BURKE, sounding the alarm against that species of

political
licentiousness termed "jacobinism:" and in a subsequent part of

the same oration (pp. 173 4). which alludes to the partition of Poland.

Th'.U the professor of such sentiments as are therein proclaimed from the

rostrum of Trinity-pollege should receive, in a succession we believe unpre-

cedented, all the honors with which the system of that University en-

courams and rewards literary excellence, is not only highly honorable to

this learned body, hut is in trutli matter of patriotic exultation, that that

generous love of liberty which breathes through these and all his other

writings, should be crowned in a seminary', which raises so large a propor-

tion of our senators and churchmen as Cambridge. Florcat!

*
#
* During the period that the foregoing literary critique of TWED-

DEI.I.'S Remains has been in course of publication, a second edition of the

same work has appeared, containing much new matter, and specifically a

most triumphant vindication of its Editor (the Rev. ROBERT TWEDDELL),

against certain publications by the Earl of ELGIN and others : to which we

purpose to hold our literary torch, for the true direction of our readers, at

the earliest convenient season.
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Remarks, fyc. &;c. &c. on the Safe Conveyance and Preservation of Gun-

powder. By JAMES WALKER, Inventor of the Improved Patent Copper

Barrels for the effectual Preservation of Gunpowder and Cartridges in

his Majesty's Royal Navy, &c. &c. &c.

THE great utility of Mr. Walker's Invention is too obvious to need any

introductory comment from us. The purpose of our review is there-

fore rather to lay before our readers testimonies of the Inventor's accom-

plishment of his object, than to prove the value of the invention. Almost

as long as from the time when the composition of this powerful grain was

first contrived, it has been the defense of nations
; the importance of

its preservation roust therefore be commensurate with that of its employ;

and in this point of 'view Mr. Walker thus considers the necessity and

utility of his invention in his initiatory address :

" The capture of the British ships of wsr by those of the Americans, has been

attributed by gome to their ships being so superior in size by others to their

having a greater number of men and Ly many to their guns being of a larger

calibre ;
but the possibil'ty of the American gunpowder being more effective than

that with which the British ships were defended, appears to have escaped all who

have written on those events. The total destruction of The Guerriere, J^VH, and

Peacock, while the American ships were so little injured, as well as the capture

of the Macedonian, Boxer, and Dominica, are subjects, notwithstanding the

Yictories obtained by the Shannon and Pelican by boarding, that demand serious

consideration. These remarks are therefore written to shew, that the British

gunpowder, although extremely well manufactured, is so soon deteriorated, as to

leave no doubt that the ascendancy gained by the Americans is to be attributed

in a very great degree to its defective state; and to the American powder being

nrwly made, better preserved, and more immediately used, than that with which

the British fought."

The advantages of Mr. Walker's Patent Copper Powder Barrels are thus

stated :

" These barrels being calculated to prevent the deterioration of gunpowder,
and to preserve its strength as well as the cartridges in all climates and situations,

without, which no ship can be properly equipped for battle, serious attention to the

following remarks, setting forth the vast advantages to be obtained by the adop-
tion of them, is requested.

"
First. The strength of the gunpowder will be preserved, its ignition will be

instantaneous, and its elfect will be complete.
" Second. The dangerous operation of driving the hoops on and off, or

c inpenng the powder-casks, will be done awny.
" Thud. As it is proposed to fill the cartridges on shore ready for action, the

dangerous operation of filling on shipboard will be remedied; nor will there be

any nere-Mty for shifting the gunpowder into fresh cartridges, which will cause an
immense saving, as well in them as in powder.

"
fourth. There will be no necessity for sending gunpowder on shore to be

tlrud, ai norm- or abroad, which is a circumstance of the greatest importance, as

The service will not thereby be impeded,
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Fifth. No more llian one barrel need be opened at a time, as the operation

is expeditious, and the cartridges can be so arranged in them as to be suited to

the length of the action.

" Sixth. The barrels are admirably suited to boat service, or to cases of

invasion, as the water cannot get into them, although the boats be upset.
" Seventh. There can be no scattering or waste of gunpowder, on board

ships or elsewhere, which it is evident must produce great safety, as well as great

saving.

Eighth. The barrels are constructed to prevent theft, as also the very common
and pernicious attacks of vermin, which the present wooden barrels and their

attendant articles are ever liable to.

" Ninth. In case of a hip taking fire, the magazine maybe filled with water,
and the gunpowder cannot be injured.

" Tenth. Tliey will be particularly useful for the conveyance of combustibles

for burning ships, or any purpose that may be required.
" Eleventh. The patent barrels, from being cylindrical, contain, with ease,

in cartridges, the quantity of gunpowder allowed by act of parliament to be con-

veyed loose in any package, namely, lOOIbs. The wooden barrels sent on board
his Majesty's ships are filled with 901bs. so as to allow the powder to be hook, to

prevent its being set or lumpy ;
but notwithstanding every care, it is ever found

to be the case, in consequence of the damp, which the patent barrels entirelj
exclude.

"
Twelfth. As the patent barrels contain more gunpowder than the wooden

barrel*, without occupying a greater space, the quantity required for a seventy-
four gun ship will be held in three hundred, in place of three hundred and thirty

barrels
; so that there will he more spare room in the magazine, and no increased

weight to impede the sailing of the ship, and all the following articles will not be

required ; vis.

Wooden Barrels, Copper Sieves,

Copper Hoops, Copper Funnels,

Copper Powder Measure*, Copper Shovels,

Copper xAdzes, Bouge Barrels,

Copper Drivers, and

Copper Vices, Horse Hides,

which are ever liable to be lost and pilfered, and are most expensive.

" Thirteenth. Wooden barrels are a dangerous and useless conveyance for

gunpowder ;
when returned to the magazines, they require repair and coopering :

the breakage and loss of copper hoops is very great ;
and when the barrels are

worn out, they are not of the least value : the patent barrels, on the contrary,
are a perfectly safe conveyance for gunpowder ; they require no repairs, and

will last for a great many years.

" Fourteenth. As gunpowder, when returned from onboard ship in wooden

barrels, is valued only at hall-price, the saving which will be produced by the

adoption of the patent barrels will be immense, as gentlemen of the highest che-

mical knowledge are of opinion they will keep it dry for any length of time ; by
which means they will render the drying-houses, and all the attendant expenses,

unnecessary.
"

Fifteenth. The powder rnngazines of men of war occupy a large portion of

the ship, and prevent, from their closeness, a proper circulation of air, whick
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verv frequently causes the dry rot underneath them; by the adoption of the

patent barrels it may be avoided, as a greater circulation of air can be

admitted.

" Su'teenrft. The recent occurrence on board II.M.S. Tilbury, (late La Pru-

dente), stationed at Plymouth as a powder magazine, by which an inimene

number of barrels of gunpowder were spoiled, owing to that ship having fallen by
tfce stern, so as to adniit the water, could not have happened, had the powder

been put into the patent, instead of the wooden barrels
;
nor is there a possibility

of a similar accident recurring, in the event of the patent barrels coming into

general use, as they preserve the gunpowder even under water.

" Seventeenth, It is presumed (including all th-? attendant expenses of drying-

houses, &c. &c.) that gunpowder made by government costs infinitely more

than it does at the private mill*
;

but supposing each barrel of podr was to

cost 81. exclusive of copper hoops, sixty thousand barrels, the quantity stated by
the Hon. Wellesley Pole to be annually required, would amount to 480,OOO/. per

annum, one-fourth part of which, at the very lowest, may be annually saved by

adopting the patent barrels.

"
Latlly. The patent barrels (being constructed of copper, and bound witli

hoops, to strengthen them, in conformity with tlie spirit of the act of parliament),

will, at any period, produce three-fourths of the price of new copper ; the ex-

pense of them, therefore, can be no obstacle to their being brought into use,

particularly as they will do away the necessity of re-making gunpowder, and by
Uiat means will pay for themselves, with inconceivable rapidity."

[To be continued.]

PLATE CCCCLXV.

Copenhagen.

CONCERNING Copenhagen, that amusing:, but concc-ired traveller,

Mr. now Sir JOHN CAKR, presents us the following references :

"
Copenhagen is a small, hut very neat city ;

its circumference between

r,ur and rive English miles: the streets are broad and handsome
; ilia

houses, of which there are about four thousand, exclusive of the quarter

belonging to the sailors, and garrisons for three regiments, are gent rally of

Lrick, stuccoed, to resemble stone
;
ami some are of free-stone, and in an

dfgaiit tt\l(j of Italian architecture: the slioph are in the basement story,

pad by making no prominent appearance, do not disfigure the beauty of

the rest of tl.e building. Such is the case UJIOD every part of the Continent

1 have visited. The streets are divided by canals, which afford great

facility to the transport of goods, but have narrow and inconvenient foot-

paths: the population is esteemed at eighty- two thousand. Ln Rue de

(>oths is ;i beautiful street, and is about three quarters of at) English mila

long. Tli*-1

Kongensnye Tow, or King's Palace, which is also the market-

place, is a uoblf, spacious, irregular area, adorned with many fine bouses,

several of which have been raised since the late fire. The only theatre iu

?.hc city is Lcre : it was not open during our stay. The building is detached,
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small but handsome without, and within is elegantly decorated : in the sea-

son, the performers play four times in the week, alternately opera and play,

which is generally in the language of the country. On account of the vast

number of persons who have free admission to it, among whom are all ma
rine and land officers, the receipts are but very little, and the deficiency,

which is supplied by the king, generally amounts to about one hundred thou-

sand rix-dollars per annum. Upon the whole the Court is not a very mu-
nificent patron of the Drama, and the performers seldom exceed medio-

crity. One of the large buildings in this place is the Castle of Charlottenburg-,

part of which is devoted to the Royal Academy of painting, architecture,

and sculpture; it has eight professors and four masters: the day fur the

annual distribution of the prizes is the 31st of March, the birth-day of the

prince, Frederick, who is the patron. Those pupils who obtain the golden

medal are sent to travel at the expense of the Crown. Such of the pro-

ductions of the pupil and professors as 1 saw, did not excite a very high

opinion of the Arts in I>enmark.
" No respectable stranger can enter Copenhagen without speedily becom-

ing the object of its frank and generous hospitality. The day after our ar-

rival enabled us to partake of the hearty profusion of a Danish dinner; it

was given at the country house of one of the most respectable inhabitants

of the City, and appeared in the following succession: soups, top and bot-

tom; Norwegian beef, boiled; ham, strongly salted; fish, pigeuiis, fowls,

stewed spinnage, and asparagus. The meat is always cut into slices by the

master of the house, and handed round by the servants. Etiquette pro-

scribes the touching of any particular dish out of its regular course, although
the table may lie groaning under the weight of its covers; this ceremony is

occasionally a little tantalizing ; creams, confectionary, and dried fruits

followed; the wines were various and exctllent. The repast lasted a for-

midable length of time: it was two hours of hard stuffing in a fog of hot

meats. The appetite of the fair ones present, was far. I might say very

far, from being puny or fastidious, but in the homely phrase, what they eat

did them good.
" The Danish ladies are en bon point ,

and possess that frank and generous

countenance, which the moment the eye sees, the heart understands and

loves; they much resemble the higher class of Wuiiverman's figures, and

very largely partake of that gay good humour, which is so generally the

companion of a plump and portly figure. Having said so much in their fa-

vour, which they eminently deserve, I cannot help hinting that they are not

so attentive to neatness of dress s their neighbours ; they want such a man
as Addison to rally them with his delicate satire out of a slovenly habit,

which induces them, when they buy a gown, almost always to prefer a dark

cotton, because it does not want washing. They speak English with its pro-

per accent, as well as French and German fluently. The English language
forms a prominent part of female education. Here, asin Fiance, the com-

pany rise and retire with the lady of the house.
" On our return to the city, and about a mile from it, a turfed hillock of

small poplars attracted our notice : it was the national tomb. of die herue

Vol. XXXVI. L
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who fell in the memorable battle of Copenhagen Roads, on the second of

April, 1801, and stood in a meadow about two hundred yards from the

road, and looked towards the Crown Battery. As we approached it, we

saw a small monumental obelisk, which was raised to the memory of Capt.

Albert Thurah, by the Crown Prince. It appeared by the inscription, that

during the heat of that sanguinary battle, a signal was made from one of

the block ships, that all the officers on board were killed
;

the Crown

Prince, who behaved with distinguished judgment and composure during

the whole of that terri6c and anxious day, and was giving his orders on

shore, exclaimed,
" Who will take the command ?" The gallant Thurali

replied,
"

I will, my Prince," and immediately leaped into a boat, and as

he was mounting the deck of the block-ship, a British shot numbered h;m

amongst the dead, which formed gastly pile before him, and consigned his

spirit and his glory to the regions of immortality.

"As the battle, under all its circumstances was as awful and affecting as

any in the English and Danish history, the reader will, I am sure, feel no

reluctance minutely to contemplate the larger tomb which first attracted

our notice: it is a pyramidal hillock, neatly turfed and planted with sap-

ling poplars corresponding with the number of officers. At the base of the

principal front are tomb-stones, recording the names of each of these offi-

cers and their respective ships. A little above is an obelisk of grey nor-

thern marble, raised upon a pedestal of granite, bearing this inscription:

To the niemmy of those who fell for their country, their grateful fellow.

citi/.ens raise this monument, April 2, 1801; and beneath, on a white

marble tablet, under a wreath of laurel, oak, and cypress bound together, i*

inscribed :

u ' The wreath which the country bestows never withers over thegravq

of the fallen warrior.*

" The whole is enclosed in a square palisado : as a national monument,
it is too diminutive.

" The next day I visited the spot where so much blood was shed. A
young Danish officer upon the Crown Battery t>bligingly pointed out the

disposition of the ships, and spoke of the battle with great impartiality.

1'rom the position of the British fleets, before the squadron under Lord

Kelson bore down, am) rendered his intention indubitable, the Danes wera

tlrr.ily
of opinion that the British commander intended to proceed either to

Calscrona or Revel, and made no preparation for defense; their ships

were lying i;> ordinary: they therefore trusted solely to their block ships
in(l batteries. On that day the Hero of the Nile surpassed those achieve-

ment* which an admiring and astonished world conceived must for ever

remain wiihout imitation, as they had been without example, in the annals

or the British navy. Favored by a most fortunate change of wind, and at)

extraordinary elevation of the tide, which at that time was higher than the

Danes had long remembered it, he placed his unsupported squadron, end,

as it is said, with an uiiobservd signal of retreat flying at the mast head of

^lic ship of the chief in command, in a most advantageous and formidable

position.
The citizens of Copenhagen in a moment flew to their ports ;
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all distinctions were lost in the love of their country. Nobles and mecha-

nics, gentlemen and shopmen, rushed together in crowds to the quays :

the sick crawled out of their beds, and the very lame were led to the sea-

side, imploring to be taken in the boats, which were perpetually going off

with crowds to the block-ships.
" A carnage at once tremendous and novel only served to increase their

enthusiasm. What an awful moment ! The invoked vengeance of the

British nation, with the fury and velocity of lightening, now falling with

terrible desolation upon a race of gallant people, in their very capital,

whose kings were once seated upon the throne of England, and in the

veins of whose magnanimous prince flowed the blood of her august family.

Nature must have shuddered as she contemplated such a war of brethren :

the conflict was short, but sanguinary beyond example ; in the midst of

the slaughter, the heroic Nelson despatched a flag of truce on shore, with

a note to the Crown Prince, in which he expressed a wish that a stop

should be put to the farther effusion of human blond, and to avert the

destruction of the Danish arsenal and of the capital, which the Danes, he

observed, must see were at his mercy. He once more proposed their

withdrawing from the triple league, and acknowledging the supremacy of

the British flag. As soon as the Prince's answer was received, a cessation

of hostilities took place, and Lord Nelson left iiis ship to go on shore.

Upon his arrival at the quay, he found a carriage which had been sent for

him by Mr. D. a merchant of great respectability, the confusion being too

great to enable the Prince to send one of the royal carriages : in the former

the gallant Admiral proceeded to the palace in the Octagan, through
crowds of people, whose fury was rising to frenzy, and amongst whom his

person was in more eminent danger than even from the cannon of the

block-ship ; but nothing could shake the soul of such a man. Arrived ac

the Palace in the Octagon, he calmly descended from the carriage, amidst

the murmurs and groans of the enraged populace, which not even the pre-
sence of the Danish officers who accompanied him could restrain. The
Crown Prince received him in the hall, and conducted him up stairs, and

presented him to the King, whose long shattered state of mind had left him
but very little sensibility to display upon this trying occasion. The objects
of this impressive interview were soon adjusted, to the perfect satisfaction

of Lord Nelson and his applauding country ;
that done, he assumed the

gaiety and good humour of a visitor, and partook of some refreshment with

the Crown Prince."

The following geographical sites, connected with the subject of the

annexed plate, are furnished by the recently published Connaissance des

Temx, 4'C. for the ensuing year 1817 ; viz.

Copenhagen 55 4l' 4" N. 12 35' E. Greenwich.

Uramborg(in the isle of Hven) 55 54' 38" N. 12 42' 59" E. do.

And the JlSabal Cfjvoiticlt presents the following appropriate references
;

vis. the Sound, v, 308 ; xvii, 393; xviii, 203 ; Hven isle, v, 309; Copen-
hagen, viii, 211; Anholt light, ii, 636; xs, 421; Lund light, iii

; 145;
Lessoe isle, v, 312.



BLACK EYES . BLUE EYES.

rW"lHE eyes that glow with sparkling jet,
-*- And those that swim in orbs of blue,

Had long contended which should get

The palm to Beauty's empire due.

Conflicting claims inflamed dispute

Black were too bold, and Blue too stupid ;

At length this most important suit

Came before Mr. Justice Cupid.

And never was a suit before

Perplex'd with such intense confusion ;

No wonder for the long-robed corps
Had ne'er beem feed with such profusion.

The witnesses were burning kisses,

The advocates voluptuous sighs ;

The proofs- unutterable blisses,

And the reporters ecstacies.

"
Forbear, to both the prize is due,"

'Twas thus the God decreed ;
" forbear-

Woman is fair with eyes of blue

With eyes ofjet she still is fair.

" Black more vivacity impart,
In Blue, more tenderness we find ;

Black indicate finesse and art,

Blue express gentleness of mind.

" Black are too subject to caprice,

Woe to the gazer's heart ! but blue

Are free from guile or artifice ;

Are tender, delicate, and true.

" In Black I've placed my shafts of fire,

But Blue in liquid langour roll ;

Black, sparkling black, transport, inspire,

But Blue enchant, dissolve the soul."

THE SEASON.

season, 'tis granted, is not very gay,
-M- But we cannot, injustice, complain of the weather

For, if changes delight us, we have, in one day,

Spring and Summer, and Autumn, and Winter together.
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EPIGRAM.

A FRENCH gun that in Waterloo's battle had burst,

With itsfragments was seized by Pat from the Shannon

Who declared in dispatch (such for glory his thirst),

He had taken a great many pieces of cannon !

REASON FOR MAINTAINING SEVEN LORDS AT THE
ADMIRALTY.

THAT
seven at least are necessary,

Is prov'd by their own Secretary ;

Since, e'en with seven, he contends

There's seldom more than one attends.

llato.

A COURT MARTIAL was held on board his Majesty's ship Bombay,
in the Bay of Tunis, on the 22d of April, to try the captain, officers,

and crews of his Majesty's ship Phcenix, for the loss of the said ship in the

harbour of Chesmie, in the Archipelago, on the 20th February last. The

Court was of opinion, that every exertion was used to save the ship, and

did therefore adjudge them to be fully and honourably acquitted. Sir Israel

Pellew, K. C. B. President.

^imperial parliament,

HOUSE OF COMMONS, WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26.

ROYAL NAVAL ASYLUM.
Chancellor of the Exchequer stated, that a sum of from 90.000/.

to 100,000/. belonged to the Royal Naval Asylum, no part of which

could be touched without an act of Parliament. As it was now too late in

the session to bring in a Bill on the subject, he should move an Address for

the application of a certain sum, upon the assurance that the House would

make good the same. He then moved an Address to the Prince Regent,
for the sum of 20,4001. to defray the expense of the Royal Naval Asylum.

Mr. Calcraft said, that if there was not a sufficient fund of interest, h

would concur in the motion, otherwise he should not.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, that neither the interest nor the

principal could be applied without an Act of Parliament.

Lord Cockrane thought, that 80/. per annum was tod small a salary to the

Schoolmaster of the Asylum.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer said, the Noble Lord had confounded

the salary of the Schoolmaster of tho College with that of the Schoolmaster

f the Asylum.
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HOUSE OF LORDS, JULY 2.

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT.
The House met at an early hour to prepare for the arrival of his Royal

Highness the Prince Regent. The body of the House was occupied by
Peeresses and Ladies admitted by orders, elegantly full dressed. The

pressure below the bar wa great, there being as many persons as the place

allotted for strangers could possibly contain. The approach of ihe Prince

was announced by a royal salute, and his Royal Highness entered soon

after two o'clock. When seated on the Throne, the Duke of Wellington

stood on his left, bearing the sword of state. The Lord Chancellor, the

Earl of Liverpool, the Marquis of Winchester, the Marquis of Hertford,

Earl Choi mondeley, and other great officers of state, stood on the right.

The Royal Dukes of York, Kent, Sut-sex, and Cumberland, the Prince of

Saxe Cobourg, and the Foreign Ministers, were also near the Throne.

The Commons being in attendance, the Speaker delivered the following

Speech :

"
May it please your Royal Highness,

" At the close of a laborious Session, we, his Majesty's most faithful Comm-

ons, attend upon your Royal Highness with our concluding Bill of Supply.

During the course of oar deliberations, we have, in obedience to your Royal

Highness's commands, examined the various treaties and conventions which

have been laid before us. We have there seen the tranquillity of Europe re-

established upon a basis of legitimate government, by Ihe s;:me presiding

councils which planned the bold, provident, and comprehensive measures,

commenced in the negotiations at Chanmont, matured in the Congress at

Vienna, and completed by the Peace of Paris. . We have also seen the wise and

generous policy of the Allied Powers in disclaiming all projects of dismem-

bering the great and ancient monarchy of France; have been contented to adopt
such precautionary measures as might effectually protect the world from a re-

newal of its former fuflerings. And we have rejoiced more especially that this

important charge has been confided, by common consent, to the same victorious

commander, whose triumphs have so mainly contributed to the glory of their

country, and the general happiness of mankind. In our domestic concerns, the

great and sudden transition from a state of extended warfare to our present

situation, has necessarily produced many serious evils and difficulties, to which

we Iwe not failed (o apply our most anxious attention. To the distresses of

the Agricultural Interests we have rendered such immediate relief as could be

devised, hoping also that they may daily decrease, and trusting much lo the

healing influence of time. For the benefit of commerce, and the general con-

venience- of all ranks of his Majesty's subjects, a new coinage has been provided ;

and in various ways, by positive enactments or preparatory inquiries, we have

devoted much of our labours to the general improvement of Ihe condition

of the people, their relief, and their instruction. In settling our financial

arrangements, the expenditure of the services of our civil and military
establishments had been considered with reference to Ihe pecuniary resources of
the j ear; and amongst the most important of our measures, as affecting the

joint interests of Great Britain and Ireland, is the law which we have passed
for consolidating the revenues of both portions of the United Kingdom.
But, Sir, in the midst of all our various and important concerns, domestic

-;:il foreign, there are cone in which the nation ever takes a deeper interest
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than those which regard the splendour and dignity of tb throne which

reigns over us. Impressed with these sentiments, we have endeavoured, by
a new arrangement of the Civil List, to separate those revenues which are speci-

ally assigned to the support of the royal state, placing thea henceforth be-

yond the reach of any contingent charges, which more properly belong to

ether and different branches of the public service. And in the same spirit

ef loyal and affectionate attachment we have hailed, with heartfelt satisfaction,

the auspicious marriage by which the paternal choice of your Royal Highness
has gratified the universal wishes of the nation, and has adopted in the family

ef our Sovereign an illustrious Prince, whose high qualities have already en-

deared him to the people amongst whom he has fixed the future destinies of

his life. These, Sir, are the objects to which our thoughts and labours

have been chiefly directed ; and for completing the grants which it is our special

duty and privilege to provide, we now present to your Royal Highness a Bill,

entitled,
' An Act for granting to his Majesty a certain Sum out of the Conso-

lidated Fund of Great Britain, and for applying certain monies therein

mentioned for the Service of the year 1816, and farther appropriating the

Supplies granted in the Session of Parliament;' to which Bill, with all humi-

lity, we intreat his Majesty's Royal Assent."

The Royal Assent was given to the Appropriation Bill, the Bankrupt
Amendment Bill, (he Pillory Abolition Bill, the Regent's Canal Bill, the Gas

Light Bill, Dyott's Divorce Bill, and a few other Bills.

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent delivered the following Speeck

from the Throne :

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
" I cannot close this Session of Parliament without again expressing my

deep regret at the continuance of his Majesty's lamented indisposition. The
cordial interest which you have manifested in the happy event of the mar-

riage of my daughter the Princess Charlotte with the Prince of Saxe Cobourg,
and the liberal provision which yon have made for their establishment, af-

ford an additional proof of your affectionate attachment to his Majesty's person

an,d family, and demand my warmest acknowledgments. I have the pleasure

toacquaint you, that I have given the Royal Consent to a Marriage between

his Majesty's daughter the Princess Mary and the Duke of Gloucester; and I

am pi" -t'.ndi'd that this event will be highly gratifying to all his Majesty's sub-

jects.
- The assurances which I have received of the pacific and friendly dispo-

sition of the Cowers engaged in the Irite war, and of their resolution to execute

inviolably the terms of the treaties which I minouuced to you at the opening
of the Session, promise the continuance of that peace so essential to the interests

of all the nations of the world.
" Gentlemen of tfie House of Commons,

" I thank you for the Supplies which you have granted for the service of the

year; and I am sensible of the beneficial effects which may be expected to

result from the salutary system of making provision for them in away calcu-

lated to uphold public credit. The arrangements which you have adopted
for discharging the incumbrances of th Civil List, and for rendering its future

income adequate to its expenditure, by relieving it from a part of the charge
to which it was subject, are in the highest degree gratifying and satisfactory
to me ; and you may be assured that nothing shall be want'ng.on my part to

giva full effect to (hose arrangements. The provision you have made for

consolidating the Revenues of Great Britain and Ireland, will, I doubt not, be

productive qfthp happiest consequences in cementing aad advancing the interests
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of the United Kingdom; and must afford an additional proof of the constant

disposition of Parliament to relieve the difficulties and promote the welfare

of Ireland.

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
" The measures to which I have been under the necessity of resorting, for

the suppression of those tumults and disorders which had unfortunately oc-

curred in some parls of the kingdom, have been productive of the most salu-

tary effects. I deeply lament the continuance of that pressure and distress

which the circumstances of the country, at the close of so long a war, have un-

avoidably entailed on many classes of his Majesty's subjects. I feel fully

persuaded, however, that after the many severe trials which they have under-

gone in the course of the arduous contest in which we have been engaged, and

the ultimate success which has attended their glorious and persevering exertions,

I may rely with perfect confidence on their public spirit and fortitude in sus-

taining those difficulties which will, I trust, be found to have arisen from

causes of a temporary nature, and which cannot fail to be materially relieved

by the progressive improvement of public credit, and by the reduction which

has already taken place in the burthens of the people."

Then the Lord Chancellor, by the Prince Regent's command, said :

" My Lords and Gentlemen,
"

It is the will and pleasure of his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, acting
in the name and on behalf of his Majesty, that this Parliament be prorogued
to Saturday the24th day of August next."

His Royal Highness then retired with the same state as on his entrance. The

Commons withdrew from the Bar, and the Lords retired from the House.

SALE OF SHIPS.

THE principal officers and commissioners of his Majesty's navy have

given notice, that the llth of July, 1816, they would be ready to receive

tenders in writing, from such persons ns may be willing to purchase any one
or more of his Majesty's ships or vessels hereunder mentioned, with their

stores, as per inventory ;
and which are lying at the yards against the same

expressed ; viz,

Tons Burthen. Where lying.

Indian, gun-brig .......... .... 399
~\

Spnrrow, brig .............. .. 284

Wizuid, brig... ............. 283

Ariel, sloop ---- .. ........... 367
Kiectrn, brij; ...... . ......... 315

Cheerful, ciuter.... ___ ....... 137J
jMin-,irel, sloop ..............

423"|
Denvent, brig ---- ... ...... 3821 . m ..

Sluidrake. bng .............. 285 f
At Chatham.

Orestes, bri;4 ................ 284 J
l-'idcon, sloop --- ............. 368 At Sheerness.

Puissiuit, 74 guns ____ ......... 1799-
Kiii"s>tisher. sloop.. 3701

Acteon, brig ... ............. 335
f

At Portsmouth.

Volcano, bomb ............... 339 J

Tickler, cutler ........ . ..... 114 At Plymouth.
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RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

THE depredations of the Barbarian pirates have at length, we trust,

called forth an effective vengeance. The breach of treaty was a

thing of course. It is utterly impossible to treat with a man who certainly

has no power to restrain his subjects professedly living by piracy. And if

this be our only ground of resentment, it is scarcely worth the cost. But

if this atrocious system is now contemplated in a general view, and the

abolition of it determined on by a union of all the Christian powers, as we

see the Dutch stirring, Sardinia, Russia, America, and we believe France,
in a cause involving the national honour of their respective countries, and

indeed the cause of general humanity, where is the worthy knight of whose

exertions in rousingthis general and just hostility, we have given such ample
and multifarious evidence in our Chronicle. With due respect to the ta-

lents and character of Lord EXMOUTH, and acknowledging the propriety of

his appointment to avenge the breach of his own treaty, we think common

justice required that Sir Sidney Smith should have been joined in command
for the prosecution of hostilities in the more general principle of perma-
nent security- Or are we to leave to some foreign power the acknowledg-
ment of his active zeal, in a foreign appointment. It is by such instances

of mortifying neglect that the most ardent and zealous servants of a state

become cold and disgusted.

The following account of Lord EXMOUTH'S negociation of the Treaty, of

the Dey and of his government of Algiers, is from an intelligent officer

lately employed on that station :

" The fleet proceeded from Tunis to Tripoli. At both these places the

Deys appeared fully disposed to accede to any terms that Lord EXMOUTH
should propose, in the name of the Prince Regent, His Lordship, we all

imagine, encouraged by these auspicious appearances, was induced to over-

step his instructions in this cause of humanity ;
and he proposed, first at

Tunis, and then at Tripoli, that a Treaty should be signed, for ever prohi-

biting the making of Christian Slaves ; such prisoners as may be taken in

war, only to be considered as prisoners of war. The Deys readily agreed,
nnd treaties were signed. The fleet then returned to Algiers, for the pur-

pose, as was understood, of obtaining a revision of the Treaty which the

Dey had made with America, respecting the sale of prizes in his ports. The
Dey replied to this question, that the Treaty he had recently made with
that nation was at an end; that if they chose not to abide by the old one,
he would agree to no other. Lord EXMOUTH then proposed to the Dey a

Treaty similar to that made at Tunis and Tripoli, for doing away with Sia<-

very altogether. The DPV made a firm and resolute stand at this proposal.
He represented that it was impossible to entirely abolish the system that

had so long subsisted that it was the commerce of the country, and that a

change which would be so detrimental to the interests of every Turk and
Moor, it would require considerable time to bring their minds to submit to,

The Divan and the Military (Turks), he was persuaded would never re

uounce the trade. Lord EXMOUTH having urged his demands, with all his

wonted energy and perseverance, in vain, departed from the interview with
a determination to commence hostilities. The Dev, therefore, ordered tiip

. er&ron, Vol. XXXVI, w
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British Consul (Mr. M'D^nald) to be confined, and all the English vessels

at Oran to be seized. The next day the squadron was got under weigh,
for the purpose of going into the Mole, to destroy the Algerine naval force;

but a violent gale came on, which continued until four o'clock in the after-

noon, and then it xvould have been too late to take a favorable position

alongside the batteries The ships anchored again. His Lordship then

dispatched a letter to the Dey, demanding that the Consul should be re-

leased, and sent off to the Fleet. The Dey refused to give him up, saying
he owed him 500,000 dollars; when that sum was paid, he should depart.
The Dey, when he parted from Lord EXMOUTB, said, though he should be

prepared for hostilities, he would not fire the first shot : upon the whole, as

far as the question bore upon his own feelings and interests, he appeared

disposed to do away with slavery.
" The next day, the Dey sent off to Lr.rd EXMOUTH a proposal, that he

was willing to conclude a perpetual peace with the kingdom of Hanover;
but that part of the negociation which referred to the Abolition of Slavery
should stand over for six months, that he might be enabled to obtain the

ndvice and sanction of the Grand Seignior upon the question. Lord Ex-
MorTH agreed, excepting that the time of suspension should he three, in-

stead of six months. This being mutually decided, the Tagus frigate, Capt.
Deans Dtmdas, was appointed to take the Dey's Ambassador to Constanr

tinople. The use of that ship had, at the first visit, been granted to the

Dey, to convey his presents to the Grand Seignioras he had not sent any
since he was chosen to the Regency. Lord EXMOUTH then exchanged the

usual civilities with the Dey, and departed with his fleet for England, leav-

ing; the Tr.gus for the service appointed.
" The Dey of Algiers is a man of good understanding, grave and delibe-

rate in council, and of quick penetration. He was Aga, or general of the

army, before his elevation. Whilst our ships were endeavouring to work

up to the batteries, he was day and night at his post, examining his defen-

ses : he vvas found upon the shore by the officer who went to demand the

Consul. lie had only reigned a year. Ilis immediate predecessor gover-
iK'fl hut a few months, when he was strangled, being, as he was tpld to con-
sider himself, only a locum lenens, until a better person could be chosen :

ti:c custom of the country forbade that he should live, for no one, having
once filled the office, can revert to his former station as a subject ;

and no

ni:e, former qualifications, or past services, can release him from the cruel

penalty of this barbarous custom, nor can he refuse to serve when chosen.

In fact, tiip Janisaries (Turkij.li troops) are the Governors of the country;
they (if-tr^y by the edge of scimetar all those acts of the Dey and Divan
th;it arc opposed to their barbarous prejudices and cruel feelings. The

present lorce of these lawless despots, at Algiers, is computed at about

1.3,000 nun. They hold the Moors (the natives of the country) in com-

jvotc subjection ;
but the Jews still more so. Whilst our squadron lav

there, three Jews were burnt to death, because they were insolvent ; but
before they had half executed their cruelty, it was discovered that one of
them was innocent of the alleged crime; yet it was with some difficulty
that ho escaped.

"
Algiers has all the appearance of a well fortified town

;
it is defended

by about 1000 pieces ofordnance, of every calibre three hundred of which
ure. biass. The place is surrounded by a high wall, the Southern side of
which is adorned with men's heads trophies of their cruelty. The houses
nr. l",;ilt remarkably close to each other. The country is very productive,

{rotiui insj, sjeneraily two crops in a year. Tunis has a strikingly beautiful

n|)|)i.-;
vaiice

; particularly that part of it where ancient Carthage stood.

Roth here rind at Tripoli, the people are more civilized. The government
of ti;s jYv' :

i

hereditarily possessed, and not, as at Algiers, filled from the
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ranks of the Janasaries. The Pashaw, or Dey, of Tripoli, behaved most

generously to the fleet, ns well as candidly to the cause of our visit. Hav-

ing ac once srnted his willingness to comply with the same terms as had been

agreed to at Tunis and Algiers; he then gave orders that fifty horses should
be ready at the Consul's door, every morning, for the use of the officers of
the fleet; he made a present to the Admiral of twenty-nine bullocks, fifty-
four sheep, and a vessel load of all kinds of refreshments.
" The AlgerinYs value eadjsla\e at 1200 dollars (about SOO/.); the Tu-

nisians at 650 dollars. The states of Morocco have wholly discontinued
the system of slavery: they have only two or three old tYigatt-s, which are

chiefly employed incarrying pilgrims to and from Alexandria, on their way
to Mecca."

The following is a letter from an Officer emploved in tire Expedition :-

" H.M.S. Aibhn, Sr i/heud, JblyW, 1816.
" We have been beating about in the Channel tor the last week against

heavy gales of wind, and arrived here yesterday. We are to be one of the

ships employed in the holy war, or crusade, to proceed against the infidels

of Algiers to abolish Christian slavery, and to chastise those barbarians for

the outrages they have been committing in the Mediterranean. The force

is to consist of five lineof battle ships (two of them three decker*), several

heavy frigates, sloops, fire-ships, bomb- vessels, rocket- boats, &c. besides

all the dreadful instruments of destruction for a regular siege. I was at

./Ugiers last summer; it is a very extensive place; the city contains up-
wards of a hundred thousand inhabitants ; the street j are very narrow ;

and
the houses (wbich are of' wood) are connected to those on the opposite side

of the streets by large beams, which run across, so that if a few of our

Congreve rockets get amongst them, the conflagration will soon be general.
The town is defended by nearly a thousand pieces of cannon, and in some

places the ramparts are ornamented by the heads of Christians, stuck upon
long pikes. If they do not agree to our term*, the principal of which is the

abolition of Christian slavery, we are to attack them, and burn and de-

stroy their towns and shipping. We expect to have some fighting, as the

Algerines are not like European nations : they will fight to the last, as

they are taught by their religion, that if they full in battle against Chris-

dans, they are sure to go to Heaven.
" As soon as everv thing is settled, Lord Exmouth rfturns to England ;

and we remain in the Mediterranean as flag-ship of Admiral Fenros.e.

Lord Exmouth arrived from London this morning, and the Queen Charlotte,
his

flaj.'-'-hip, is now under weigh. There is a vessel now alongside with

4OOJ cannon shot for us. We expect to go out to St. Helen's tins evening,
to-morrow morning we start for Plymouth, where, I suppose, we shall only

stay a few hours, and then proceed to the Mediterranean."

Portsmouth, July ?0.
" Had not the wind blown so unseasonably violent, Lord EXMOUTH

would have cleared the Channel with his fleet 'ere this: but it was not un-

til to-day that his Lordship's hopes of sailing had any prospect of being

speedily realized. He embarked at noon, intending to proceed to St.

Helen's with the following ships: Queen Charlotte, Mindi-u, Albion,

Britomart, Cordelia, Infernal, V'ury, and Hecla: the Albion and Hecla

only joined h;s Lordship last night, from the rliver-. and he now \\aits tube

joined by the Severn and Glasgow, whot-e nr rival is hourly expected. Rear-

admiral Milne, who hoisted his flag on Wednesday, in the Leander, 50,

Cupt. Chatham, sailed to-day, for Plymouth, for the purpose of shifting

into the Impregnable, and getting ready to join Lord EXMOUTH, with th

ships at that port, on his arrival off there. Toe following ships (which have

been in every respect suitably fitted for this particular service, and under a
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knowledge of the variety and magnitude of the means the enemy can em^
ploy in defense) compose his Lordship's fleet :

Queen Charlotte, 100, Admiral Lord Exmouth

Captain James Brisbane
Albion ........ .74, Rear-Admiral Sir C. Penrose

Captain Coode

Impregnable 98, Rear-Admiral Milne

Captain Edward Brace

Superb 74, Captain C. Ekins

Minden 74, Captain W. Paterson

Leander . ,...50, Captain E. Chetham
FKICATES Severn 40, Captain Hon. F. W. Aylmer

Glasgow ........40, Captain Hon. A. Maitland

Hebrus ...36, Captain Edward Palmer
Granicus 36, Captain W. F. Wise

SLOOPS Britomart.^ ...... Captain Riddle

Mutine ........ Captain Mould
Heron ...... Captain Scriven

Prometheus ...... Captain Dashwood
Cordelia ........ Captain Sargent

BOMBS Belzebub .... Captain W. Kempthorne
Hecla *-. Captain Wm. Popham
Fury ........... Captain Moorsom
Infernal Captain Hon. G. J. Perceval.

Besides die above ships, Sir Charles Penrose will join Lord EXMOUTH
with as many of the ships now under his command in the Mediterranean,
ns can be spared from other services; they are Euphrates, 36, Captain
Preston; Ister, 36, Captain Forrest

; Tagus, 36, Captain D. Dundas
; Erne,

21, Captain II. Spencer; Myrmidon, 24, Capt. Gambier; Satellite, Capt.
James Murray : and Wasp, Capt. Wolrige.

"
It is also expected that the Dutch Squadron, under Vice-Admiral

Capcllen, and a Neapolitan Squadron, will co-operate with our fleet. But,

independently of these aids, the British force will consist of five sail of

the hue, eight heavy frigates, eight sloops, and four bombs Total, 23
sail.

Sunday Morning. Lord EXMOUTH has made signafr for the fleet to get
Under \veiyh wind, East. The ships will all rendezvous at Gibraltar.

"A company of royal Sappers and Miners, under Major Gossett and

Captain Reid, embarked yesterday on board the Queen Charlotte and

Miadcn, for service at Al^ierfc.

ana appointments.

Captains, &c. appointed.

J.is. A. Murray, to the Griffon
; J. S. Brewer, to the Comus; N. Lock*

yer, to the .Montreal ; J. Brisbane, to the Queen Charlotte; Edmund Boger,
t<> the H'jyne; Edward Brace, to the Impregnable; Nash, to the

Berwick ;
Lieutenant R. P. Parsons and Lieutenant J. Pay liter, 1st FJag-

Lii'ntenants on board the Queen Charlotte, are promoted to the rank of
Commanders.

Captains I). Pring and J. Montresor, are appointed to command on the

Lakes in Canada, under Sir Robert Hall.

Captain W;:i. Kempthorne, to the Belzebnb,bomb; R. Moorsom, to the

Fury, l.omb; lion. G. Perceval, to the Infernal, bomb; Wm. Popham, to

the Hecla, bumb.
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Chaplains, &c. appointed.
Rev. George Cuthbert, to the Boyne.
Rev. Dr. Scott, Secretary and Chaplain to the late Lord Nelson in the

great Battle of Trafalgar, is appointed to the Rectory of Catterick, in

Yorkshire.

The Rev. James Stanier Clarke, Chaplain R.N. Clark of the Closet and

Historiograper to the King, Chaplain of the Household, and Librarian to

the Prince Regent; Vicar of Preston, and Rector of Tillington in this

County, was, on the 5th inst. created Doctor in Civil Law, by Royal man-

date, at Cambridge.
Lieutenants, &c. appointed.

George M'Pherson, to the Glasgow ; Sutton Sharpe, to the Fly; David
John Dickson, to the Scamander ; Thomas Hamby, d-.tto; Samuel Langleyj,
to the Coinus; Charles A. Autrum, to the Pror.ietheus

; John Skill (A), to

Surly cutler
; John Litile, to the Telegraph, schooner; Charles Bouverie,

to the Lee; Win. Predliam, to the Prometheus; Robert Hay, to the Al-

bion; Frederick Rogers, to tiie Jasper ;
\V. tiandby, to the Hydra; God-

frey Brereton, to the Queen Charlotte ; A. H. Keilet, to the Impregnable ;

George Lindsay, to the Spey ; Henry Brett, to the Wye ; Price Blackwood,
to.ihe Active; Alfred Matthews, to the Alert; Henry N. Eastwood, to the

Primrose. Lieutenants J. Caines, P. Richards, Frederick Thos. Michel),
J. Davis, R. Fleming, VV. Daniel, J. F. Johnstonc, and J. Burgess, to the

Queen Charlotte; J Reeve, Mark Anthony, A. Ward, C. Inglis, W.Blake,
G. Brunton, J. Avery, and F. Johnstone, to the Boyne; T. J. Coghlan, to

the Minden
; Monks, to the Leander; Johnstone, to the Infer-

nal, bomb; J. Brace, to the Montreal ; D. V. Mundee, to the Rivoli.

Lieutenants appointed to Revenue Cutters.

Charles Claxton, to the Tartar, revenue cutter; Frederick Lewis, to the

Hound, ditto ; Thomas Juger, to the Hawke, ditto; Hugh Anderson, to the

Harpy, ditto; John Longchamp, to the Industry, ditto { H. T. Y. Pogson,
to the Eagle, ditto

j
Wm. Smith (A), to the Griper, ditto.

Masters appointed.
Alexander Lumsdale, to the Queen Charlotte ; John Miller, to the Min-

den
; Peter M'Lngon, to the Internal

;
Jos. Giles, to the Ilecla ; Wm.

Walker, to the Beelzebub; John Botham, to the Fury ; R.Christian, to

the William and Mary yacht ; W. Farley, to the Madagascar; John Bryce,
to the Impregnable ; R Fulton, to the Glasgow.
Joseph Grimes, Esq. is appointed Secretary to Lord Exmoutb.
Charles Smith, Esq. to be Naval Storekeeper at Malta.

Surgeons, &c. appointed.
Robert Espic, to the Maria; Alex. VVhyte, to the William and Mary

yacht; li. La^aictio, 10 the Boyne; Alex. Dewar (1), to the Queen Char-

lotte; Osmund, to the Beelzebub, bomb; George Hogan, to the Fury,
bomb; James Hall (2), to the Ilecla, bomb; George Clayton, to the In-

feriial, bomb ; Richard Smith, to the Emulous ; William Simpson, to the

Pilot; Robert M'Kinnall, to the Harpy ;
James Little, to the Berwick;

John Mackay, to the Mutme
;
A. Martin, to the impregnable.

Robert Nairn, to be Surgeon and Agent for sick and wounded seamen at

Liverpool.
Purser appointed.

T. Yates, Esq., to the Impregnable.

Midshipmen passed for Lieutenants.

SfieernessC. B. Swayne, Geo. Spong, J. C. Paihser, Chas, Frederick^
G. Good), G. L. A. M'Alurdo, Jas. Wharloii.

Portsmouth Thos. Carey, J. D. Calderwood, Matthew Lys.
Plymouth Bw. Piiest, Richard Brown, C. tL Binatead.
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BIRTH.
At leghorn, on the 14th June, the Lady of Captain Spencer, of bis

Majesty's ship Erne, of a son.

MARRIAGES.
QUEEN'S PALACE, MONDAY, JULY 22.

This evening, at nine o'clock, the solemnity of the marriage of her Royal
Highness the Princess Mary, daughter or' his Majesty, wiiii Field-Marshal

his Royal Highness William Frederick Duke of Gloucester, and of Edin-

burgh, &c. &c. was performed in the Grand Salloon at the Queen's-palace,

by his Grace the Archbishop of Canterbury, in the presence of her Majesty
the Queen, his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, their Royal Highnesses
the Dukes of York, Clarence, Kent, and Cambridge, their Royal High-
nesses the Princesses Augusta-Sophia and Elizabeth, her Roynl Highness
the Duchess of York, her Royal Highness the Princess-Sophia of Gloucester,
his Serene Highness the Prince of Saxe-Cobourg, his Serene Highness the

Duke d'Orleans, her Royal Highness the Duchess d'Orleans, and Made-
moiselle d'Orleans; the Duke of Bourbon, the Great Officers of State, the

Ambassadors, and Ministers from Foreign Affairs
; the Officers of the

Household of her Majesty the Queen, of his Royal Highness tiie Prince

Regent, and of the younger branches of the Royal Family, assisted at the

ceremony.
At the conclusion of the marringe service, the registry of the marriage

was attested with the usual formalities, after which her Majesty the Queen,
his Roya! Highness the Prince Regent, the Bride and Bridegroom, with

the rest of the Royal Family, retired to the Royal Closet.

The Bride and Bridegroom soon after left the Queen's-palace for Bagshot,
the seat of his Royal Highness the Duke of Gloucester.

Her Majesty the Queen, his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, and the

rest of the Royal Family, passed into the Grand Saloon, where the Great

Officers, Nobility, Foreign Ministers, and other persons of distinction

present, paid their compliments on the occasion.

Immediately after the conclusion of the marriage, the Park and Tower

puns were fired, and the evening concluded with other public demonstra-

tions of joy in the metropolis.

Lately ^at Salisbury, Captain Lewis Hole, R.N. to Miss Butler, of the

p.cadtniy in that city.

On the Cd of May, at Bermuda, Captain Sir William Burnuby, Bart.

R.N. to Mi =. Wood, widow of tl;e late Joseph Wood, Esq.

DEATHS.
On the l-jrh of April, at the Cape of Good Hope, James Wells, Esq.

fourth son of the late Vice-admiral Wells.

On the Soih May, at Exettr, Lieutenant Tremlctt, R.N. He put a

period to his. life at his lodgings. He was sitting by the fire conversing
with the miitresi of the house, with his usual complacency, when, suddenly
taking a pistol from his pocket, he placed the muzzle to his temple, and

discharged the contents into his head. His hand dropt, the pistol fell to

the i^i'Dund, fii;d he died instantly without the slightest struggle; the body
retainm.; the bame position as before. Coroner's verdict Lunacy. Pecu-

niary ei:ii.aiTasinent is supposed to have occasioned the rash act. This
officer wns made lieutenant 1st August, 1794.

On the 6th June, at, Topahaiu, Mr. G. W. II. Carrington, master in th

royal navy.
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On the 9th of June, at Chatham, Mrs. Timpson, wife of Colonel Timp-
son, of the royal marines.

On the 10th of June, at Malrern, William Franckland, Esq. son of the

late Admiral Sir Thomas Franckland, Bart. He was member for Thirsk,
and formerly one of the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty.

On the 16th June, at Sheerness Dock-yard, in the measles, Mis*

Charlotte Boyle, daughter of Commissioner the Hon. Courtnay Boyle.

On the 18th June, at Bath, aged 72, Lady Pearson, relict of Sir Richard

Pearson, lieutenant-governor of Greenwich Hospital, and mother ofCaptain
Richard Pearson, R.N".

On the 21st of June, in Portmari-square, universally esteemed, Charles

Earl of Manvers, formerly in the royal navy. He is succeeded in hi*

titles and estates by his son, Lord Viscount Newark, captain in the R.N.

On the 29th June, aged 68, Mrs. Elizabeth Sandys, relict of the late

superannuated Rear-admiral Sandys, and daughter of the late Rev.
J. C. Knowles, rector of Effingham nnd Fitchnm, Surrey.

On 4th July, aged 29 years, after labouring under severe paralytic
affliction for seven years, Mrs. Miller, widow of the late Lieutenant

J. F. Miller, R.N.

At Leith, on the 7th July, Captain Joseph Brodie, R.N. made com.
mander 3d January, 1793.

On the 12th July, Vice admiral Sir VVm.Essington, K.C.B. Sir William
was made Post 18th January, 1783 ;

hoisted his flag as Rear-admiral 23d

April, 1804; and as Vice-admiral, 31st July, 1810. He has not beeu

employed since lie served under Lord Gambier, at Copenhagen.
On the 18th July, Mr. W. H. M'Leod, purser of H.M.S. Bombay.
Lately, Admiral John Aylmcr. This officer obtained his Post rank the

28th of June, 1782; that of Rear-admiral, 23d April, 1804; of Vice-

admiral, 28th April, 1808 ; and Admiral of the Blue Squadron, 4th

June, 1814.

At his seat at Westdean, the Right TTon. John Lord Selsey, in the 68th

year of his age. He is succeeded by his son, the Hon. Captain Peachy,
R.N.

Lately, Captain W. Byan, R.N. who was mnde commander 12th

August, 1812.

Lately, after a few days illness, in the prime of life, Lieutenant John
Macnam.ira Donnellan, .f the royal navy, nephew to Rear-admiral Mao
namara. Commission dated 8th May, 1807.

Lately, on Vincent's-walk, aged 53 years, Mrs. Tyson, widow of the late

John Tyson, Esq. of Burslerion (formerly secretary to Lord Nelson), and

daughter of the Rev. John Scott, of Port Royal, Jamaica.

Lately, nt Swanmore cottage, Bishop's Waltham, Mrs. Robinson, wife of

Captain Robinson, R.N.

Lately, Lieutenants Sandys and Carborne, R.N. ; Mr. R. M'Lean,
surgeon ;

and Mr. T. R. Cooper, purser, R.N.

Lately, Mr. Crowdery, surgeon attached to the African expedition.

Lately, Mr. G. W. Nicholson, formerly midshipman of H.M.S. Tigre,
under Sir Sidney Smith, on the Levant station, in 1799, &c.

Suddenly, on the 8th of June last, at the marine barracks, Plymouth,
Lieutenant Hicks, of the royal marine forces.

Lately : Lieutenant John Gardner: commission dated 13th June, 1801.
Lieutenant Robert Gibson (2): commission dated 28th August, 1807.
Lieutenant Robert Clarke Beriff: commission dated 31st January, 1C3C6,
Lieutenant Jacob Adams: commission dated 26tU September, 1777, being
the 9lh lieutenant on the Admiralty list.
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ADDENDA
TO THE

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR

OF

JOHN WESLEY WRIGHT, ESQ.

CAPTAIN IN* THE ROYAL NAVY.

"
<$tor pn etJjEti g BED."

[Continued from page 20.]

IN
the conclusion of Captain Wright's personal narrative, there

is an evident indication of distrust respecting the future

conduct of the French government, in the ultimate disposal

of him. He knew that a vindictive policy pervaded its measures,

and might extend to him, although a mere individual, no other-

wise discriminative than as a public enemy, active in the execution

of the duties assigned him. But a tyrannical resentment is rarely

exerted on its ostensible motives.

When Buonaparte had so distinguished himself by his extraor-

dinary success in the republican cause, as to feel its consequences

in the possession of an imperative influence on the army, and in a

consciousness of the power it gave him personal ambition, self,

aggrandizement, and not the cause of France, became the motive

of his public conduct.

He had subverted that constitution, for which, however erro-

neously considered as the palladium of popular liberty, the people

had bled, and which he had engaged to maintain. He had, like

another Cromwell, insulted the nation, by driving from their

House of Assembly, with an armed force, its constitutional repre-

sentatives ;
and finally, he had so far ascended, as to rule by no

will but his own, and had planted disappointment in the breast of

every unbought Frenchman, when the malign jealousy and suspi-

cion of such a character, in such a situation, was to be excited

and vexed by the noble firmness of a British captive.

at>. erfcroB, Vol. XXXVI. s
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The inflexibility of Captain Wright was honorable to himself

and to his country it was consistent with the character of a

British officer and might have excited the admiration of a magna-

nimous enemy. But, however we may admire the extraordinary

fortune that exalted Buonaparte, his pusillanimous tenacity of that

in himself, which he was so prodigal of in others, as evinced in

the various gradations of his fall, and especially in his last battle

and final flight, is convincing evidence, that true magnanimity

was not a principle in the composition of his character.

Thus was Captain Wright in the hands of those who could not,

or would not, see any tiling in his firmness but a mortifying dispo-

sition to traverse their wily intention of extracting from him a con-

fession of something that they might convert either to his own

prejudice, or to the dishonour of his country. That such was

the intention, may be clearly inferred from the suggestions of

Julicn, and from the correspondent proceedings of those to whom
that preft'Ct consigned him.

The introduction of Captain Wright to such a man as he

describes Judge Thuriot to be, might have excused a conduct lest

firm than he displayed, especially when told, on claiming a treat*

ment agreeable to the "
practice of civilized nations towards pri-

soners of war,"
u that the laws and customs of France alon*

ihould be applicable to him ;" that if he did not answer, or, in

other words, if he did not confess all that they thought proper to

accuse him of, he should be ** sent before a military commission"

and tried ? No !
" be shot as a spy

"
! which it would ap-

pear they had not hitherto considered him ; but they wanted his

life, or rather, his death, and did not know how plausibly to

compass it.

Morality, at least, should be respected should be held sacred

in a court of justice ;
the establishment of which is for the exclu-

sive purpose of condemnii\g and punishing the violation of it.

But what are we to think of that court, wherein the judge him.

self asserts a direct and important lie ! a lie conceived in vice, and

supported by folly a lie to be sanctioned by thirty or forty per-

sons but of which only three could be found so demoralized, and

of those three
3 two afterwards explained away the whole of what

they said.
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Such was the ridiculous the blind presumption of a sycophant

in a pretended scat of justice. Judge Thuriot was, however, not

an unlikely representative of his constituent power. The imputed

purpose of murdering the First Consul was undoubtedly a fabri-

cated motive, alleged in order to warrant the rigorous proceed,

ings which the malice of obstructed usurpation suggested, and

which its guilty instruments were so willing to aid, in opposition

to every principle of honor, justice, or humanity.

In aiding or in landing the Royalists to oppose the Revolution-

ists, what could have been done more than the placing before the

Usurper his most natural and legitimate opposers. What had been,

done, that Louis XIV. did not do in the affair of our James II.

although in hostility to a revolution on very different principles-

the one being to rescue from subversion the religion and constitu-

tion of the country the other to subvert both. In fact, without

the pretended purpose of assassination, their proceedings must

have borne the character of undisguised tyranny. Hence the ser-

pentine policy of alternate threats and cajolings, compelled evi-

dence, and garbled reports.

To Thuriot's succeeded Savary's attempt on the honor of

Captain Wright. It is true, it may be inferred that he did not

come wholly uninvited. The hope that every man in office under

the government of Buonaparte was not a scoundrel, had induced

him to speak of Savary to the gemi'armes that accompanied him on

his way to Paris, with a wish to see him.

Whether the inclination of Captain Wright to see Savary had

been reported to him by the gend'armes, and his visit was in con-

sequence ;
or whether, as is more probable, it was either the con-

sequence of his master's orders, or of his own zeal to gratify his

master's malice the visit was made.

It was the custom of ancient times to hold especially sacred the

rites and recollections of hospitality ; those who had ever met in

hospitable intercourse, who had broken bread together at the

same table, even when meeting subsequently as enemies on the

field of battle, the uplifted hostile arm was suspended, in recolluc.

tion of the hands once joined in friendship, and mutually em-

ployed in the performance of hospitable rites. Nor were the

friendly impressions of such meetings limited to the individual par-

tics ; but were traditionally transferred to the successive genera-
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tions of their respective families. The French Revolutionists were

enthusiasts in affecting the terms and practices of antiquity,

although, unfortunately, the, adopted only the vicious barbari-

ties, without imbibing the moral virtues, of the Heathens.

It has already been told that this man (Savary) had been a

guest on board the ship of Sir Sidney Smith, near a month, and

consequently in the daily course of dining with Captain Wright ; he

was, therefore, warranted in the expectation, that at least the

recollection of an intercourse so social would induce a decency of

behaviour toward him, if not the spirit of an alleviating friend-

ship. No such thing ! The gratitude of this revolutionary adven-

turer first appears in a base attack on the character of his quon-

dam host
;
and afterwards, instead of commiserating the unfortu-

nate situation of a man with whom he must have associated in

repeated acts of urbanity and convivial frankness, and promising

his interest and endea? ours to ameliorate his condition, if not re-

lieve him wholly from its depressing consequences, we sec him

without any apparent recollection of a former companionship,

luing threats to extort from him grounds of accusation against the

unfortunate loyalists then under a course of prosecution for their

loyalty. Nor were these threats confined to Captain Wright,

thny were also levelled at Sir Sidney, whose politics he termed

detectable ; and in the same breath says,
"

it is the intention of

his own government no longer to pursue an honorable course of

warfare against the English, but to do them all the harm they can

by all imaginable means" and it is well known that their imagi.

nation was sufficiently fertile of mischief. Such is the general incon-

sistency of unprincipled men. Their atrocity would be far more

mischievous than it is, were not their secret machinations so often

exposed and defeated by the inconsistency "of their ostensible

professions.

ft lias been asserted, that Captain Wright was tortured
; it h,

however, no longer doubtful that, although corporeal torture was

tried upon the firmness of some other captives, he did not himself

suffer other torture previous to his death than that imposed on his

feelings by the language and behaviour of Thuriot and Savary, in

addition to a vexatious and irksome imprisonment.

On a second examination, we see him threatened with a crimi-

nal prosecution for his former escape from the Temple. What
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accommodating memories did these men possess ! his identity in

that case was perfectly within their recollection ;
but within a

much shorter period, Savary could not recollect a person with

whom he had been in the habit of dining every day for the period

of a month ; had so far lost all recollection of a conspicuously

active officer in a memorable campaign with whom he had thus

lived, that he now doubts his being a British officer, although

Julien, in his letter of recommendation, had said thua much

for him.

With respect to this new ground of criminal prosecution, where

was the necessity for it, if the same just judge could send him be-

fore a military commission, to be instantly shot as a spy ? It is

by shuffling menaces in this manner, that they become ridiculous

and ineffectual. If they could have
N
done legally either the one

thing or the other, what occasion was there for their round-about

endeavour to make him confesss that he had landed conspirators

by the orders of his government, for the purpose of murdering the

First Consul, &c. &c. ? For as to any other purpose than his

own destruction, the conspirators, as they chose to call them,

were already in their power ; the fact of their landing was proved

by their presence; and it was in their own option to assign the

motive. But it was to be acknowledged by Captain Wright, that

they were landed under orders from the British government. Yet

although all this had been confessed, as he said, by thirty or forty

persons, and it seems to have been so much his wish that it should

be true, on the second examination he tells him, that he should

be tried as a member of the conspiracy, coupled with assassins,

whom he had voluntarily landed in France, unauthorized by the

British government, who would disas'ow him. and to whose pro-

tection he could have no claim. Such was the hotch-potch manage,
went of this shuffling justice.

To crown all, our noble countryman was dragged from his

prison to bear witness against 40 persons accused of high treason

the penalty of which was death. A penalty which, under their

construction of the crime, would equally attach to himself, and

by parity of reasoning, to his officers and crew. It was

on this occasion, that evidence of the use of torture appears in

instances of cruelty that would seem incredible in the nineteenth

century, were it not in so many other instances evident that the
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false lights of those modern philosophists were but equivalent to the

darkness of the twelfth, if not more criminally obscure.

We are told that the manly and consistent firmness of Captain

Wright, under this rigid but absurd inquisition, drew forth th& plau-

dits of a numerous audience ; but it at the same time added to the

exasperation of his enemies. He had sufficiently proved to them,

that he would not commit himself, either by acknowledgment or de-

nial, to their malicious views of accusation, whether against himself

Or others, and they thenceforth determined on a course of private

persecution, as will appear in the series of documents which we

are now to lay before our readers.

We have before said, that the proof of the assassination is not

positive ; it is, indeed, scarcely to be expected ; none but the

parties concerned could give such proof. There is, however, as

we have already observed, very strong circumstantial evidence of

it in the testimony of respectable individuals, whose situation at

the time must give considerable weight to their deposition.

Of this series of evidence, pro and con, we shall produce first

an attested copy of the proces-verbal) or inquest holden upon the

corpse, with a corresponding extract from the register of com-

mitments at the Temple, deposited in the Archives of the Prefec-

ture of Police, and the register of his interment.

[Office-copy.]

Proces-rrrb'tl, ascertaining the suicide of the individual named JOHV
WESLEY WRICTII,* prisoner at the Ttmple house of arrest.

IN the year XIV, and on the fourth Brumaire, at ten o'clock of the

morning, at our office, and before us, Pierre Dusser, commissary of

police <.( Paris, Temple division, hath appeared the Sieitr Louis-Francois

Fauconninr, concierge t of the Temple house of arrest, and living at the

samf
;

wlio hath declared unto us, that Francois Savart, guardian of the

said house, having entered the same this morning as usual, to visit the pri-

soners, and having reached the chamber occupied by John Wesley Wrigth,
he found him covered with blood, and lying in his bed in a state of immo-

bility, which should make it presumable that he died by effect of suicide ;

that in consequence, our attendance upon the spot was required, in order

to proceed conformably to law, the same being duly recorded by our joint

signatures.

* This is the way in which they inrariably spell his name.

f Crticiirge literally is house-steward ; but in this case is the title of the head

jailor ot the Temp!*.
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We, the before named commissary of police, in deference to the requisi-

tion hereinbefore stated, therefore personally went to the said house of

arrest, and there found at the lodge the following gentlemen : Edme-
Francois Soupe, surgeon of the prison, Auguste-Juste Ravier, captain of

gendarmery belonging to the department of the Seine, Louis-R^ne Pousig-

non, quarter- master of the select gendannery, and the before named
Mr. Ffiucoiiiiier : all of whom immediately attended us unto the building

denominated the little Temple, contiguous to the Tower, where having
ascended unto the second story, and entered a chamber which was opened

by the before-named Mr. Pousignon, we there found lying on a bed, a

corpse of the male sex, appearing aged between forty and forty-four years,

with brown hair and eyebrows, high forehead, grey eyes, nose well-pro-

portioned, mouth the same, chin projecting, visage oval, stature about one

metre, sixty-six centi-mctret, which Mr. Fauconnier told us was that of tho

individual named John Wesley Wrigth, English captain, native of Cork in

Ireland, and prisoner in this house since the 30th I'loreal XII; which corps*
bad the throat cut, and held a razor shut,* in the right hand.

We then proceeded to take the evidence as here follows, in order to

define, if possible, what are the motives which can have determined this

individual to inflict death upon himself; viz. >

Mr. Fauconnier declared, that yesterday at noon he saw the said

J. W. Wrigth, to whom he carried the Moniteur, that he found him
well and calm

; that two hours afterwards, Savart the guardian carried in

dinner, and found him in the same state ;
and that finally this morning the

last named person came to apprize him (Fauconnier) of the event which

has occasioned this our attendance on the spot ; and this he declares to

4)e all that he knows, and here signs with his hand accordingly, &c.

Francois Savart, guardian of the Temple, declares, that yesterday at

two o'clock in the afternoon he carried in dinner to the said J. W. Wrigth,
whose corpse is lying on the bed in the room where we now are

; that that

person spoke to him in a customary way, and did not appear at all

wrong-headed ; that this morning at 8 o'clock he came to bring him a roll

for .breakfast, and having opened the window shutters, he cast his eyes on

the bed, and there saw with astonishment the same individual covered with

blood, and in a motionless state, which caused him to presume he was

dead ;
that he directly re-shut the room-dour, and went to make report of

this event to Mr. Fauconnier, the steward; which testimony he here

signs, &c.

We next called on Mr. Soupe, the surgeon, to examine the body, and to

explain the causes of death, who in compliance therewith declares as fol-

lows :
" That on examining the corpse, he observes a transversal wound

situated in the anterior and superior part of the throat, above the bone

termed juxoid, in length about 18 cenli-n.etres, penetrating unto the cer-

vical vertebra ; which wound appears to have been effected by aa edged

instrument, such as a razor, which in its course has cut the skin, the raug-

* SHUT. Particularly worthy of notice !
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eles, the tracheal artery, the oesophagus, and the sanguineous vesselt of

that part, whence has ensued a considerable effusion of blood, and the

prompt death of the said Wrigth." Which declaration the deponent hath

signed, &c.

We afterwards proceeded to examine the locality, and to draw up an

inventory of th effects there found, in presence of the above-named; and

we have found as follow :

1. On a table : a chart of the Danube ; the Moniteur, No. 33, of

Friday, 3 Btumaire, XIV.

2. In the drawer of the said table : 15 pieces of gold, of 40 francs
each.

S. 60 volumes of bound and unbound books.

4. In a cupboard : 24 other volumes, all treating of marine geography,
or of history.

5. On the chimney: a tin coffee-pot in 3 compartments; a silver

watch ; n small coffee-spoon, also of silver
;
a case of mathematical instru-

ments
;
a box of colors for drawing; a tin tea-pot; a tin lantern, open at

one end.

6. In a cup-board : a small leather-trunk, containing 2 dimity waist-

coats, 3 pair of woollen socks, 1 pair of drawers of strong cloth, 1 pair of

cotton socks, 5 pieces of old linen, 1 pair of old boots, and other articles

not worth description.

7. A german flute, a little toilet looking-glass, a cotton bed-quilt, and

a blanker.

8. A travelling trunk, empty.

P. An old blue cloth coat, ornamented with an epaulette, which seemed

unto us to lie gold ; an old shirt ; an old pair of pantaloons;- a small spy-

glass, and a cocked hat, with a military loop and button.

10. A broken desk for reading or writing.

11. 20 geographical charts.

1'2. A dimity waistcoat.

The which constitute the whole effects found in the said chnmber; anil

which Mr. Faucoimier declares to us belonged to the late Wrigth : which

effects, and casli in gold, we have left in custody of the said Mr. Faucon-

nier, who undertakes to produce the same when legally called upon ;
in

witness whereof, he hereunto signs his name with us, &c.

We, commissary of police above named, seeing that by the preceding de-

clarations, Riui siiruical report of the state of the corpse, and the razor found

in the right hand, it appears demonstrated that the said Wrigth hath com-

mitted suicide with that instrument, and that the cause which prompted
him unto such act was his reading the Moniteur of the 3d of this present

month, winch may have unduly exalted bis imagination, and in his condi-

tion of a stranger, led him to that act of despair, therefore find that there

is n cause for more ample enquiry, and close the present inquest on tha

said
clay, mouth, year, and hour of one in the afternoon ; and the
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aid Sieurt Ravier, Pousignon, Fauconnier, and Savart, lign these pre
tents with us, arc.

vier,

non,

auconnter,

,
and

Commissaire de Police.

A copy in conformity,

Certified conformably to the copy deposited in the Archives, labelled

No. 8866. B. P.

in ae
f

r~5^ Secretary-general to the Minister of Police.

A copy conformable to the original; Paris, Aprils, 1810.

Secretariat.

3d Bureau.*

Archives.

PREFECTURE OF POLICE

Extract fiam the Regis'cr of Commitments to the Temple House of Arrest,

deposited in the Archives of the Prefecture of Police.

It appears info. 190 of the 4th register from the 3d to the 4th Brvmaire

of the year XIV, that the Sieur John Wesley Wrigth, English captain, who

entered this house by order of Monsieur Real, counsellor of state, dated

30th Florcal, year XII, commute;! suicide in his chamber in the night of

the 3d Brumaire of the year XIV, by cutting his ovrn throat with his razor;

this suicide was ascertained on the morning of the 4th of the said month,

by Messieurs Dusser, commissary of police of the Temple division, and

Soupe, healih-ofiicer t of the Temple house of arrest, according to the

proch -verbal % drawn up to such effect, which instrument bears date the

* The French term bureau, applied in this sense, means an oifice.

f Say, surgeon, according lo the english designation of sisuilar officer* of

public establishments.

} Official minute of proceeding*.

$a*.ijron. Vol. XXXVI. o
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above-said 4th day of the present month : he was interred the 6th day of

the said month, as is ascertained by the register of the municipality of the

6th ward.

Signed, PINAULT, the elder, clerk of the (Temple) lodge, and FACCOW-

NTER, keeper.

This extract delivered in conformity, the 30th April, 1816.

Secretary-general.

Certified in conformity to the register of commitments,

Keeper of the Archives and Depositories.

Sixieme arrondisscmcnt, (Temple.)

Nos.
dcs

Inhumations
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to the silent grave ; where we must leave him to repose, while we

proceed to exhibit that mass of contradictory evidence, which the

industry and sympathy of his surviving friend has accumulated

towards solving this intricate but interesting problem.* The

reader's attention is invited first to the following translation of a

letter to Sir S. Smith :

SIR, Villers-Cotterets, ZSd January, 1816.

Perhaps you will recollect that I forwarded to Vienna some particulars

concerning the death of Captain With :i but this packet seems to have had

the lot of so many others, and did not reach its destination.

When I was quitting Paris, I called to present my compliments j and to

leave you the address of Christopher, formerly turnkey at the tower of tbe

Temple, as also your attendant at the period when you was shut up
therein : not having been able to meet with him, to procure more ample
details by word of mouth, I thought you might be glad to interrogate him

yourself. Sine* my arrival at Villers-Cotterets, not having received any
answer to the letters which I took the liberty of addressing you, I know
not whether you have seen this man.

Painfully affected by the details which Christopher gave me, my me

mory has faithfully collected and preserved them.

You know already, Sir, that Captain W. was condemned to seclusion

until the return of peace, by the same tribunal which condemned to death

George-Cadoudal,J &c. Messrs. De Polignuc (Julius and Armuiui) par-

took of the same lot as your friend, who was placed under secret custody
in the same chamber which he occupied during his first captivity ((707).

* Witnws this opinion of a person who would not have ceased te feel un in-

terest in the fate of Captain W. :

Extract of a letterfrom a person who knew Captain Wright in his first imprlionment.

Dated Paris, 19th September, 1814.

" You asI of me some particulars concerning the death of your amiable friend

Mr. Wright. I would not wound your feelings by presenting jou so horrid a

picture. Let it sufiice to say, (hut the assassin of Pichtgru still existed, and

that the Universal Destroyer had only to command them!, The ou

Las been strangled the other had Ins throat cut I ! !"

+ The proper name of our countryman teems to cause as much difficulty to hit

friends among the French nation, as his pers*n gave umbrage to ihr government :

hardly two of the present witnesses spell it alike. We prefer preserving their

orthography respectively, having the original letter* under our eye. (Kt>. jEl.&.)

$ This individual U thus described in the trench indictment of him and his

companions:
"
Georges Cadoudal, aged 35, first slates limuelf to be a native

of Brfch, afterwards of Vannes, department of Mortiiiian, no profession, no

domicile in France, lodging at Paris in the rue St. Genevieve, No. 311."

$ These two young noblsmen are thus described in the same instrument:-^

1.
"
Armand-Fiaiifois-Herctelius Polignac, aged 31, established in Russia, native

of Paris, no settlement in France, lodging at Paris when arrested, rut- St Denis.

2. Jules-Armand-Auguste Pohguftc, uged 23}, no place *f settlement in France,

lodging iu the rue des <jualre*iils."
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As Messrs. De Polignac occupied your lodging, you must know how they

could correspond with your friend.. ..they found means to convey the

instruments necessary for his escape. Christopher was informed of this

project by the captain himself, who (he says) Had much confidence in,

and conversed often with him -(Christopher) through the door. Mr. Da

Bourdillac, an emigrant condemned to be shot, and a Mr. De ,

were also in the secret ; all went on well
;

the captain was going to l>e

free ; when one morning the police came, made a search, and found upon

your friend, cords, files, in short every thing that led to the conviction of

a meditated escape : the whole was carried off, and even the money that

was in his table-drawer, all in napoleons of 40Jr. Our heroes, however,

did not loose courage : they fqrmed a new plan, which wa$ about to be

effectuated, when Christopher, going one morning to do the needful in the

captain's chamber, was astonished to find him still in bed : he approached,
ahd became seized with fright, on seeing him pale as death : he drew the

coverlid a little aside, and recoiled with horror at perceiving blood ! He
hastened down to Fauconnier, the cctncierge, and said to him :

" Come

up quick to Mr. With, I believe they have dune the same to him as to

1'ichegru." Fuuconnier treated him like an ideot, ordered him to hold his

tongue, and walked quietly up, followed, by a turnkey and by Christopher,
lie ordered him to uncover iho bed : the captain was found lying a,t length ;

in the right hand he held a razor, pressed in such a way against his thigh,

thnr there was an opening,* but no blood. The concierge Fauconnier

ordered Christopher to raise up the body ; but when he moved it, he

thought the head was going to detach itself from the trunk, having the

neck cut unto t%e bone. (These are the expressions of Christopher.)

Which, when the turnkey saw. he melted in tears, ami Ic-t some expression*

escape which signified that it was not Mr. With who had thus put an end.

to himself. The concierge did not call in any medical man
;
but drew up

a minute of the circumstance, and had Messrs. De Folignac, and two,

other prisoners, neighbours of the deceased, called ; who declared that

they heard this officer play on the flute at one o'clock in the rooming, and

a* to the rest, they did not hear any extraordinary movement in his cham-

ber : they signed the minute ;
and Christopher with his wife were chared

to bury tiie corpse, which was interred without noiset, or any other forms.

Mo-rs. De I'olignac were afterwards removed to the dungeon of Vin-

cennes, where the brother last mentioned (Armand) remained eleven

years, nnH did not come out until the King's arrival : Mr. De Boiirdillac,

on the contrary, was set at liberty almost on the spot, and sent back to his

own country. This man, who gave himself out for a nobleman, was

extremely intimate wiih the concierge ; and every evening after the

gent-nil shutting up of the prisoners, he used to come down by stealth, and

spent long evenings with him : such was their familiarity, that they thttd

* Qu / 1 t Does the French word ouvtriure here mean a dent or an illusion.

1 his docs not quite agree with the procet-verbalt which stales the razvi to be shut.

(TRANSLATOR.)

f \MSI- here means without the thing being bruited. (TRANS.)
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and thou'd each other. Fauconnier had always been employed by the

police during the revolution : he was Mr. B.'s successor at the tower of the

Temple ; and in F.'s time, Pichegru, many other prisoners (whose names I

cannot recall to mind), and lastly, your worthy friend, died assassinated.

The turnkey who evinced such sensibility was put in arrest, taken to La-

Force,* where he remained a month, and was at length turned out of his

place. Christopher told me, he believed that the man had died of want :

as ro himself, he obtained that unfortunate man's place at the solicitation

of Mr. De Bourdillac. But to return : Christopher was ordered to wash

well away the blood which had flowed abundantly ; to efface every trace of

it under the bed
;

to keep the most profound secrecy as to the details; and

simply to say, that the prisoner had cut his own throat with his razor ; an

article, it is to be observed, that he ought not even to have been possessed

of, because no edged instruments are a/lowed to a prisoner when under the

secret regimen. 1 learned this frightful event at the Mugdelonnetles,+ where

I was detained
;
but I never for a single instant believed that this prisoner

had commuted suicide.

j[ believe, Sir, I have not omitted any thing of this afflicting detail.

Nevertheless, if you choose to see Christopher, he is a hackney- coachman,,
and lives, rue des Vtrlus, No. 6.

I have the honor to be, &c.

Details of the mission ofn confidential person sent to find out PINAOLT, the

Greffier or Book-keeper of the Temple, both in 1797-8, and at the time

qfCujitain WRIGHT'S subsequent imprisonment and death, tupposed to be.

somewhere starving in an hospital or aim*''-house ;
also to find out and

interrogate FACCONMER, the Keener of the Tower at the latter epoch.t

"Paris, 1G/A of February, 1816.

M No one could be mnre alive than myself in the commission I have

been charged with, of assisting you in obtaining some connected informa-

tion respecting the unfortunate death of Mr. Wright ; I hastened yesterday

morning, as early as 1 could, to go to the dwelling of Finault. The person

to whom 1 spoke could nut inform me with certainty as to the place where

the hospital was situated, in which he was supposed to be : but mentioned

Villers-Coteiets. 1 asked if it was not possible to obtain the address of

* Prison de la Force, in rue Saint-Antoine, where persons charged with crimes

and misdemeanors arc confined, in order to their being brought before the cor-

rectional tribunal.

t Prison dc Magdelonnettes, rue des Fontaine 1

!, opposite the Temple. Here

women are confined who are charged with offences, and condemned to correc-

tional punishment. They ar employed in neeu'le-wurk and spinning cotton.

$ Nothing conclusive in point of fact was hence produced ;
but a clue was

afterwards obtained that eluded more direct researches wlirre Sir S. Smith's name

was employed, or au act of government was suspected as the mobile.
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some of his relatives. I was told he had a brother, and I accordingly found

this latter out; but as he always leaves home from morning till evening, he

could not be spoken with. I therefore left my address, and requested he

would come to me as soon as he might return, or that he would await my
coming to him by eight o'clock this morning. He came to me in the

evening, and I was very well satisfied with his manner of expressing him.

self; he was sufficiently open in all that related to his brother, and I per-

ceived, by the many failings he confessed in his brother, that the admission

of them to me gave hint pain. I cannot give you the details in writing.

He talked a great deal of his brother's uncomfortable situation, which

he had made many attempts to improve ;
that he was in a dtpbt at St.

Denys ; and that every body was deaf to his representations. I would not

inform this man of the real drift of my business with his brother ; only that

I wished to obtain from him some information, which I had no doubt the

latter could give me. He charged me with several things that I was to

communicate; and said, that going thus commissioned from him, would

give his brother more confidence in opening himself to me. I went to

Pinault this morning, and found him in a very deplorable condition, almost

without sufficient bread to support him, so that I wus quite stricken with

pity. 1 then begged and entreated that he would tell me what he knew of

the unfortunate Mr. Wright but he declared solemnly that he knea>

nothing. That the day on which the keeper then upon duty told him of his

death, he saw him, with his throat cut with a razor, his arms bloody,

and that probably he had cut it himself. 1 represented to him the impossi-

bility of the fact that I knew the character of the person ; and besides,

that no motive existed which could have induced him to such an act. He
told me, that he had read the English papers the evening before,* aod that

there was no doubt the state of affairs not being satisfactory to him, had

been the cause. Knowing that Pinault loved the juice of the grape, I sent

for some wine, and made him drink, hoping that, as he grew mellow, by my
solicitations, and the assurance that he should not be committed by any

disclosure, but that, on the contrary, it would be serviceable to him, I

nicht obtain from him what I desired to know: but he still said the same

ruling ; only he promised to send me the name of the keeper, who, being

then upon guard, first saw Mr. Wright; he could not then recollect his

name, but said he could know it by another jf the keepers, whom he some-

times saw, and he would shortly write to me on the subject. The steward

of the establishment came to speak to him while i was with him, re.

specting tlie demand that he might go to Viilers-Coterets, which he was
to make shortly. I made some observations on the subject of not hurrying
this demand, as his brother would solicit his admission into the superan-

nuated, and that there would be always time to do the other. I obtained

thi* delay, hoping it possible to obtain more from him. He was to writ*

to me.

* The original statement in the Moniteur was, that the Moniteur wait before
him v.i i!i the accoaMt of the surrender of IJlm.
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'

I expect'his brother one of these days to learn his situation. The latter

h not happy any more than the former; but I believe him a very different

kind of person from his brother. If I do not come at the truth it shall not

be my fault."

Copy of another letterfrom the same Correspondent.

"
Thursday, 18th February, 1816.

" I am arrived from my journey to Vincennes, to speak with Mr. Fau-

connier ;
* my expedition was fruitless. Not being attached to the fort, I

saw no one at the gate who could give me any direction to him. I re-

quested to speak with the keepers of this prison, thinking that men of the

same profession might know one another, and give me some information of
him. I was right in my conjecture, for the person to whom I spoke had
been porter at the Temple, in the very time of Mr. Fauconnier. He gave
me his address, Rue de Fhomme-armt, No. 3. I accordingly procured a

conveyance thither, but he resided there no longer. He had removed to

Rue de Lecharppe, No. 2, near the Place Royale. I went there, and
announced myself as belonging to Mr. RAYTE'S family. That his nephew
being at Vienna, had written to me, to procure particulars respecting his

uncle's death, and suggesting that the person who was principal keeper of

the Temple at that time, might be able to give them to me. That his

motive was, to complete a work which I shewed him,f by giving authenti-

cated facts. Mr. Fauconnier said,
" I can give you no clearer information,

than that Isaw him with my own eyes,sitting close to his bed, his head reclined

backwards upon the same, and his neck cut with his razor thepresumed motive

was an uneasiness that hefelt at seeing himself committed in a criminal process ;

bting endowedwilh a susceptible mind -this was theonly conjecture that had been

formed respecting the motive vhich had induced him to destroy himself:
"

and he assured and protested to me that this was the truth. "
Besides,*

aid he,
" 1 am under no obligation to praise the government of Buona-

parte, and taould publish all I knew in its disfavor. I have saved," added

he,
" the life of Mr. Bouvet De Lozier, who has now a place by the king's

patronage. As I entered his chamber, I was butjust in time to cut the cord

which Air. B. had placed round his neck. These unhappy events have been but

toefrequcnt, and 1 have never suspected, nor can believe, that they could

le perpetrated by others than themselves."

Not being able to obtain any other information, after having urged and

entreated him on ail points, I took my leave.

I this evening expect Pinault's brother ; if he should not come, I shall

send him word that I wish to speak to him. I know not what to think of

* Fuuconnier was keeper of tiie Temple at the time. His predecessor, Mr.

Lasne, had recently met him one day iu the street, and give him Sir Sidney
Smith's address, and lie promised to call on the Admiral : but up to the data of

tiii> letter he had not. Sir Sidney therefore sent L, to engage him so to do.

f The Naval Chronicle, VoJ.ixxir,
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the conversation I have had with this Mr. Faueoiinier: if he baa not told

me the troth, it is because he is fearful of disclosing to me things to which

being at the time privy, it might be not much to his credit to mention.

But I am inclined to think, and even induced to believe, by his free

and easy manner, not appearing at all embarrassed by any questions which

I put to him, that he knew no more than he said.

(Friday.) 'I did not think fit to send you my letter above. The

brother of Mr. Pinault has just been with nie, in consequence of my
invitation. I have concealed nothing from him respecting the information

I wanted from his brother. This one tells me that he firmly believes that

the suicides have not been real ; as even' the turnkey named Popon, who

was suspected at the time of the death of General Pichegru, became all of

a sudden in very easy circumstances; and some little time after was found

poisoned. His brother told me that himself, but he could not tell me the

man's name. " My brother" said the one I am now speaking of,
"

is not

quite right in kit head, but I think if he knows any thing you may come

at it."

NARRATIVE.

To Admiral Sir Sidney Smith, Grand-Cross, Commander, of the Sated'uk

"Royal Military Order of the Sword.

Mil,

In consequence of the intimate connection which existed between the

late Captain Wright, and the Abbe Allary (with whom I was arrested and

consigned to the Temple), I was frequently employed by the latter in ren-

dering certain little services to the captain, and which not only from mo.

lives of humanity, but personal respect to that brave officer, were most

cordially rendered.

I lodged directly under him, in the first roomof the little Temple, and when

I was charged with any commissions for him, I tapped the cieling with the

broom-handle, and he answered me with his foot; this was usually at the

time when the other prisoners formed their card-parties, that we might
be neither seen nor suspected.

Every dny, and especially about half-past nine in the evening, I thus

communicated with him, and imparted any particular news that his

friends hud sent him, or other matters, such as that 525 louis were lent him

by Mr. Mi'Li.r.E an Austrian officer, which was a few days before his

death; another sum of 25 louis was likewise sent him by the Abbd ALLARY,
Almoner of the Duke de Berri, and Chevalier de St. Louis. For having
been suspected of an intention to escape, his apartment was rummaged,
and he was stripped of his property, that it might not be made the means
of his flight. This gave him great uneasiness, and induced those gentle-

men to supply him witlt another loan. Previous to this spoliation, he had

had ;ui animated discussion with Savury : after which he had been more

strictly watched.

A few days subsequent to tli appearance of Savary, Mr. l*cq.
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inspector of the high police, was sent to the Temple to make a second

search in the captain's apartment, when a violent debate arose which

ended in their beating the captain, whose cries were heard even outside

the Temple. Of this outrage he complained to me, with evident

feelings of indignation, saying, that he had been beaten by them, and that

four of them had thrown themselves upon him to rifle him, and make him
submit to it. This circumstance was known to all the prisoners of the

Temple at that time.

I never saw the least alteration in the dignified fortitude of the captain;
he seemed to derive fresh energy from every accession to his sufferings.
I communicated with him the very evening of his death. A short time

after this last act of forcible intrusion, the defeat of the Austrian army
was announced, which gave us great concern

; but our affliction was amply
compensated by the news, immediately after, of the victory off Trafalgar,

by the great Admiral Nelson. The captain especially testified the extreme

gratification which that battle gave him, and it is in fact to his gratulation
so expressed, that our comrades of the Temple attributed his death, for it

was generally believed that he was assassinated.

Our mode of communication was, after notice given in the way before-

mentioned, he dropped from his window a string of packthread with a bag
attached to the end of it, into which I put what I had to deliver, and he

drew it up. The evening before his death, an accident happened that

might have proved fatal to any future communication between us, for the

Abbe Allary, while I was keeping watch, drew the string a little to for-

cibly, so that the bag and string were abandoned by both at the very
rnstant when they came to shut the gate. Under the pretence of being
unwell we obtained permission to go to draw some water, which time we

employed in groping for the aforesaid bag, and fortunately found it at the

foot of the tower.

Captain Wright in the evening of the night that he was murdered played
on the flageolet, and even until two hours after midnight. About four

o'clock in the morning the Abbe Bassinet, a very respectable old man 80

years of age (Archdeacon of the Collegiate of Verdun, Grand Acadimician

of Arts and Sciences, and Knight of Malta, born at Avignon, nn;l who
died in the Monastic hospital of St. Ferine at Chaillot) who lodged in the

same apartment as I did directly under that of llie captain; hoard a great

noise in the captain's chamber, and awoke me, saying:
" did yon hear

that great noise? is it that the captain is unwell ? 1 hear the noise still,

like the walking (>/'
several people." It appeared very extraordinary to us,

and what we had never heard before since we had been in the Temple.
The noise ceased he repeated several times that I lay like a log but

that it was not surprising us I was young and he was old that he had not

slept a great part of the night.

A man of the name of Savard, who was charged with the more imme-

diate custody of the captain, came in the morning as usual to unlock the

room and open the window-shutters. Having spok'en to the captain, who

contrary to his usual custom, was silent; the man perceiving.various tracks of

blood in.tlie room, weut toward the captain's bed, and aaw hU throat cut.

Mat. $ron. Vol. XXXVI.
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Terrified at the sight he left the room, came down to me, and made me go

up with him into the room, where I beheld the horrid spectacle ! The cap-
tain in his bed, in as much order us though he slept his face upwards and

the sheets and counterpane under his chin. I immediately uncovered him,

and saw in his right hand a razor shut; and the wound in the captain's

neck filled with blood. I then re-covered him in the same position in

which I found him. in the presence of the said Savard, who pointed out

to me several tracks of blood in different parts of die floor, and in the

bloody tracks I saw the print of feet, from which it was clearly evident,

that there had been many struggles in accomplishing the murder. The

blood was too far from the bed to be the effect of a spirt from the wound

at that distance, and convinced me that no suicide could have been there

committed ; and which was perfectly consistent with the noise I heard

with Mr. Bassinet.

Savard having shut the door recommended to me secrecy towards

Fauconnicr the keeper of the Temple, and every thing induced me to

believe that I was the first who had seen the unfortunate captain in this

slate except the turnkey, who seemed totally ignorant of all that bad

happened previous to his entering the room.

After having returned to my chamber I went to the Abbe de la Neuville,

grand- vic;ir to the Bishop of Aix, and Bachelor of Sorbonne, (Baron de Is

Neuville), and gave him a particular account of what 1 had just seen, not

having the smallest doubt that murder had been committed, as the cha-

racteristic fortitude and firmness of the captain left not the slightest

ground to suspect it a case of suicide he himself had exhorted us to

patience, professing to us his expectation of being sqou delivered from our

tormentors,

.All which I sincerely affirm as a homage to truth.

Paris, 1st April, 1816.
c^Otljiart,

Late officer of tlic Army of the Centre, Lieut. -

Colonel of Cavalry, No. 39, Rue St. Ger-

main 1'Auxerrois.

A true copy, from the original, Paris, 3 April, 1816.

(uinana,.

Supplementary letter from the same to the same, dated Paris,

10th April, 1816.

SIR,
" When I had the honor of transmitting you my observations on the

assi-inaiioii of Captain Wrigth, 1 omitted a circumstance which I hasten

to make jiood ; and beg of you to add the same to the end of my preceding
communication.

" On i!,e eve of the assassination, some masons were at work on the
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tower of the little Temple wherein this unfortunate individual was con-

fined ; and I strongly suspect that the police and the authors of the crime

availed themselves of that circumstance for its commission ; insomuch that

I imparted this my suspicion to the respectable Abb6 De La Neuville ; and

this is what I found it upon.
" The day after this fatal transaction, the master-masons did not come

to work, and the journeymen not being able to proceed without their

masters, were seen looking with a ferocious air at the windows of the cap-
tain's chamber: approaching them, I asked why they were unemployed;
they answered, that their masters were making holiday, and that they
could not go on in their alienee. It is well known that all workmen who
are employed in the prisons are entirely devoted unto the police, and are

always ready to execute such orders as may be given to them from that

quarter. I am, with profound respect, &c.

art.

To Sir S. SMITH, from his Confidential Emissary.

"
SIR, Thursday, 4th April, 1816.

"
I went yesterday for the purpose of speaking with Christopher, but I

have not been able to meet with him, he being out with his coach for the

day : I have therefore written to him, requesting he would come to me.

" I have since been to Savard's, and read to him the narrative of

Mr. Poupart. I no sooner came to that part ,of it where he says that

Savard made him go up into the captain's chamber, than he manifested

signs of impatience, saying, that Mr. Poupart had been guilty of imposture ;

that tie should never have dared to take upon himself to introduce any

person into that room, whoever he might be, without first acquainting the

keeper. He in the same way denied there being any tracks of blood upon
the floor, and the marks of feet

;
he said that there was no mark of blood

even on the upper sheet, and very little on the under one. I read to him

the same particulars several times, and he repeatedly said that Mr. Poupart
had given an untrue account. With respect to the noise said to have been,

heard, he could say nothing; but the Abbi Picot, a Jesuit, who was upon
the same floor as the captain, had heard none.

" There was present at Savard's a gentleman, apparently a well-informed

man, who said to him :
"

It is very possible, my good fellow, that you,

like other turnkeys, had not been made to witness so horrid an .assassina-

tion ; but it is not easy to believe that a man who had committed suicide

would be found covered up to his chin, after his death besides the

approaches of death the nerves and the motions naturally consequent in

such circumstances then the razor, whether shut or open, would not re-

main in his hand." '.' I do not say," replied Savard,
" that he killed him-

self, but I can attest, that I have no knowledge of any one entering by

night into his chamber. The razor was open, the blade stained with bU/od.
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I know not what may be said to its being open ;
it is possible that the

blade might not be straight upon the handle ; it might be bent on one side ;

the more I strive to bring the circumstance to memory, the more strongly

I am impressed with the idea of its being quite open, But the admiral

could verify on the profts-verbal all the incidents, they must there be

described.* On reflecting a moment, I consider whether it might be possi-

ble that I should have brought Mr. Poupart into the captain's chamber; if

I have done so, it must have been only in the course of the day, but I do

not recollect it as to the morning : frightened at such a spectacle, I surely

should not have sought a prisoner to witness it, I was bound in duty too far

uo't to inform the keeper immediately."
"
Having represented to Savard all the objections to his account, contained

in the manuscript of Mr, Poupart, I told him you had been informed that

the assassins of Pichegru were those of the captain. He made me no other

answer, than that the keys were not brought to the keeper, but remained

at each wicket respectively.
' If Mr. Fauconnier,' said he,

' has said

that the captain was found on a chair with his head lying on the bed, he

must have entered the room before me ; but I cannot tell how he could

pass without my seeing him. I entreat you, Madam, to assure the admiral,

that I have no recollection of the facts which Mr. Poupart states in his

narrative; it is, however, possible that time has obliterated some circum-

stances from my memory, but the tracks of blood on the floor, and my
bringing him first into the chamber, are facts which I deny.'
"

This, Sir, is all that I have obtained from Savard. I shall keep th

narrative to show to Christopher, whom I expect, and will inform you far-

ther as soon as I have seen him.
"

I should observe to you, that Savard did not seem to preserve a clear

recollection of any of these facts
; for, endeavouring to bring them to me-

mory, he remained in doubt; and upon various subjects that I mentioned

to him respecting Christopher, or Victor Hure, he did not seem to have the

-lir of being acquainted with any of those particulars.
"

I have the honor to be, with consideration,

The neit document is an additional evidence of the induslrj of

Sir Sidney's agent in procuring information on the most judicious

manner that could be adopted by them ; and in which will be

found a contradiction of some importance, but by no means con-

clusive, la this recapitulation, Christopher professes to speak

from a more perfect recollection, but, as it appears, with his re-

* See the Proces-terbal : it says,
" shut."
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collection of the circumstances in question, the probability of

danger in the disclosure of them strongly presented itself, and it

may be fairly presumed, that this fear would not be less sensibly

felt by Fauconnier, whose superior station at the time would sub-

ject him immediately to an awkward responsibility in this affair,

on any other ground than that of suicide.

From t/te same to the same.

"SIR, Wednesday.
u
Yesterday I went to see Christopher Barrault. He gave me very cir-

cumstantial details of all that I asked him concerning Mr. Wright. He

repeated to me all that is stated in the minute which 1 have already sent

to you: he has moreover added, that he has scrutinized the whole affair

with all the reflection of which he is capable, and not with that perturba-

tion which is the immediate effect of fear. The Captain's bed, he says,

was so narrow, that, when a person was lying therein, there remained but

little room to spare on each side. On the edge of the bed, of the right-

hand side, the under sheet was stained with blood, which had from thence

dropped upon the floor; that the edges of the four mattrasses were also

stained, so that their stuffing had imbibed a certain portion of the blood ;

that the pillow was, in like manner, marked a little; that the under sheet

was not marked in the middle ;
that the upper sheet had no marks at all of

the effusion of blood ; that the sheets were not particularly long or wide;
that the upper one reached over the Captain's face: that is, was drawn over

his chin; which position might so raise it above the wound as to prevent its

being stained : but Christopher expressly stated, that there was no where

any marks of the spirting of blood as from a vein
;
that the razor was

open,* the hand that held the same being extended along the right thigh,

on which there was a slight cut, without however any marks of blood; and

that if any other persons saw the razor shut, that it probably must have

done so afterwards. That the Commissary, Mr. Duss^r, whom he went to

fetch by order of the steward, taxed him sharply in these words: ' Is it

thou zc/io hast killed this mutt T to which Christopher replied :
'

Me, Sir?

I am no executioner.' The Captain was in his night gown, and had a cot-

ton cap on his head ; there was a silver watch on the chimney, and fifteen

gold pieces of forty francs in the table drawer; of which, the prwcs-verlul

comprises all the details. When he, along with Savart, carried the Cap.
tain's corpse down to a lower room, a sort of lumber place, at ten o'clock,

after shutting up the prisoners, on touching certain parts of the body, he

found some re-naiiis of warmth
;
that the opening of the neck was so con-

siderable, that the head hardly held on. These particulars, he said, are the

exact truth. The Captajn was playing the flute at midnight ; but this cir-

cumstance he knew only by Savart and others, as he himself did not sleep

at the Temple.

* See the negative assertion in a former page.
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" While Christopher was telling me these particulars, and repeated

twenty times the same things, he over and over ngain testified the utmost

uneasiness, saying :
'

If there was to be a fresh change of government I
should be shot.' You may be sure I did not fail to do my best to dispel his

fears, by assuring him, that, in searching after the truth, you had no idea

of doing any harm to any body, either now or hereafter.

" He farther informed me, that Mr. Poupart had been several times to

him, and that he felt some uneasiness at being cited in a manuscript, as

(having conveyed the body of the son of onr unfortunate Louis XVI. to the

church of St. Catharine. * Mr. Poupart,' said he,
'
is mistaken. I did

not accompany the unhappy Dauphin, it was Bozin, an undertaker of fu-

nerals, who buried the body, and marked a " D* on the coffin with a piece

of charcoal, in order to recognise it if the times should ever change: he re-

ceived in payment one hundred francs in atxignatt, which at that period

were worth next to nothing, and did not cover his expenses. (This Bozin-

is now a pauper in the Bic6tre.) Yes,' said he (speaking of the Dauphin),
* when the image of that fine child is retraced in my memory my heart still

bleeds. I was then a water-carrier, and used to prepare the baths used by
the then captive royal family. The Dauphin used to say to me .'Chris-

toji/ie ! I have no money to reward you with, but I will share my dinner with

you; and then used to give me bread and something to eat with it; this

often happened to me. That monster Simon, and * * * who succeeded

him, used to make the Dauphin suffer mortally. After the death of his

parents they parted off from the principal apartment a kind of intermedi-

ate closet, or cupboard, through which they used to give him his food (hari-

cof-bcans) ;
and the son of one of the best of kings died on a truss of

straw, poisoned.'
"
Christopher entered into other details, which I partly knew before ;

and although the catastrophes I have been witness to, as well as my own

personal misfortunes, have rather disciplined the natural sensibility of my
disposition, yet I was so affected by all that he related to me, that I re-

turned home with such a head-ache, that I found it impossible to write to

you last night as I intended. Christopher came again this morning and

\vcnt over again with me all the rfttails above stilted.

" He is now become a coachman; his coach is numbered 578, and be-

longs to the stand in the Place St. Denis, near St. Sauveur.

I have particularly reflected on the Commissary's apostrophe to him:
' h it than who hast Id/led that man ?' This interrogation has given me an

idea that Dusser had doubts as to the Captain having made away with him-

oclf. This latter is now dismissed; he used to live rue Chariot, fronting
/ in dc Konnundie, opposite the temple. I should have liked to have gone
(hither and enquired his new place of abode; but, upon reflection, I

ili'ui^ht it better not until I had your approbation. Mr. Soupe, who was

itio medical officer, is dead; but Christopher believes his wife is still living;

l;c used to live in the place Dauphin, and on (\\eqmnides Orftvies at the

J\it-7ic>'f. You will be so good as to tell me, if you chuse to see Chris-

u : her, jind whether I am to go to Mr. Dusser for the proch-vet bal.



JOHN WESLEY WRIGHT, ESQ. ill

K I forgot to mention that there were no signs of extravasated blood on

fihe Captain's face.
" I have the honor to be, &c.

Translation of a French memorandum, in the hand-writing of the

Correspondent D.

" In the early part of the month of February, personally appeared* be-

fore Admiral Sir Sidney Smith, the individual named Christopher Barot,

formerly a porter at the Temple, who has declared as follows :

" That on the ..... in the morning, the deponent met one of the

guardians of the house of arrest above said, named Savar, who, on that

.day, was in attendance upon Captain Wright : the deponent met Savar at

the bottom of the st.iir of the tower, wherein was situated the captain's

chamber, looking pale and disordered, running to report to Mr. Fauconnier,

the steward of the Temple (who lived on the side near the Templars'

Palace), that Captain Wright appeared to him dead in his bed; in conse-

quence of which the deponent was despatched with a letter to the com-

missary of police, who attended immediately. That all the persons herein-

before named, accompanied by another guardian named Victor Hure, then

ascending to the captain's chamber, they found him extended in his bed,

his eyes open, his body covered up to the chin with the sheets and counter-

pane, as if in a state of repose ;
that one of ihem having uncovered him,

Christopher remarked an opening in the neck, which extended across the

same from side to side, but owing to the manner in which the integuments
were approximated, and the ed^es as it were, stuck together, this opening

appeared to him at first no more than a scratch, from whence death could

not ensue. The deponent added that the captain was found as has been

described, dead, in his bed-gown, (which he however never wore at night),

holding in his right hand a razor with a white handle, the arm extended

along the right thigh, where the deponent perceived (but not immediately)
a slight cut, apparently done with a razor, which cut did not seem to him

to have bled : the bed was narrow. Captain Wright's head was between

two pillows, and not bloody.
" He likewise declared, that in searching after the papers and effects

belonging to the captain, there were found 14 gold pieces of 40 francs;
and that a. proch 'verbal of the whole occurrence was drawn up. That by
order of the steward, the deponent, with Savar, carried the body down

stairs, to a room where it w'as customary to depose the dead, the one hold-

ing it by the head, the other (Savar) by the feet
;

in doing which the head

became all at once so reversed, that he thought it was corning off. It was
the deponent who (together with his wife) was charged with the burial,

* The French term is cnmparu, and this term has its equivalent campeared, ia

Ihe Scots law. (TRANSI.)
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and to cleanse the chamber, that is to say, to remove the marks of blood

from the ground near tht bed, although there was none on or under tho

Led, unless it were a little on the edge of the sheet on the side where tha

ground was bloody. He ended by saying, that the captain, whose dispo-

sition was generous, and his heart endowed with sensibility, always treated

him in a manner full of amenity : that about eight days before his death,

finding him with an air of sadness, Christopher asked him the reason, when

the captain answered him, that Pacq, inspector-general of police, had

been to make him a domiciliary visit, and had seized his papers, his

money, and a cord which he intended to make use of for escape. Finally,

on the eve of Captain Wright's death, the deponent heard him playing on

the flute till an hour after midnight ; which recreation did not indicate the

despair of a person who had the intention tc destroy himself."

The next letter affords us no other evidence than of the inde-

fatigable perseverance of Sir Sidney's correspondent, and of the

respectability of the Abbe Allary, whose evidence will in due

course appear. The Abbe Picot is here introduced, of whom
also we shall have to produce some relative testimony. And in

this letter it will be likewise evident, that while Sir Sidney was

thus zealously engaged in ascertaining the fate of his friend as to

the real cause of his death, lie was, with amiable solicitude,

devising funeral honors to his memory ; and in which his worthy-

agent evinces a respectful interest.

Paris, 29 February, 1816.

"SIR, (Thursday.)
"

It is this dny only that I have been able to learn the address of the

Abbe Allary. I went according to your indication to the Prince of Conde's

hotel
;
whence I was directed to the Tuilleries ; where, however, I could

only learn that he officiated in the divine service every Sunday before the

T)ukc of Kerry ;
and thus at length I succeeded in tracing him out, rue

Bellc-ctiosse, and also in ascertaining the best time for finding him in the

way ; which is either 7 o'clock in the morning, before he says mass, and

again after mass, between 8 and 9. He is seldom at home during the

day ;
and returns at night between 11 and 12.

"
I have not yet found out the Abbe Picot's address

; but I hope to suc-

ceed by dint of inquiry. I hope you will not forget me when you place
the stone over Captain Wright's grave.

" I have the hooor to be, &c.

Sir Sidney Smith.

[To be continued.} ^
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SINGULAR PRESERVATION OF MR. COOPER.

A YOUNG Gentleman (son of the Rev. Mr. Cooper, of Liverpool),

supposed to have been drowned in bathing in the Mersey, reached

home from Ireland, after an absence of eight days, to him of anxiety and

suffering, and of deep and poignant grief to his relatives, who, judging

from all appearances that he had been snatched from them by the

*' ravenous deep," had offered a reward for his body. The escape of this

youth from being drowned is almost miraculous. He went into the river, a

short time before high*water, from the rock opposte the North Battery*

Being an expert swimmer, he for some time amused himself in that salu-

tary exercise; but when about two hundred yards from the shore, he felt

the tide beginning to ebb. Aware of his danger, he endeavoured to stem

the current ; but its increasing rapidity baffled his efforts, and he beheld,

with indescribable feelings, the shore fast receding from him. Despairing
of success, and unable any longer to breast the force of the current, he

resigned himself to it, ai>d was carried into the river, midway between the

Magazines and the Rock Point. He now became almost insensible, chilled

by the coldness of the water, and exhausted by his previous exertions; and

he merely recollects being taken into a boat. This boat, it afterwards

appeared, belonged to an Irish trader, the name of which we regret our

inability to state, then under sail, and turning the Rock Point. He
intreated the crew to land him on the Cheshire shore

; but, as this would

have delayed the voyage, they would not comply. They conveyed him to

the vessel ; put him in the cabin
; placed him before the fire ; with the

characteristic humanity of English sailors, used means to restore him ; and

having succeeded, they supplied him with an old jacket and trowsers.

The captain promised to put him on shore on the first land they made :

accordingly he landed him on Sunday, at the mouth of the Liffey, and gave
him a shilling. He journeyed thence to Dublin, where he arrived the same

night. Conscious that his relatives would conclude him drowned, his pri-

mary object was to return to Liverpool with all possible expedition. But|

.to his inexpressible grief, there was no vessel at that time ready for Liver-

pool port; and, either from bashfulness, or want of presence of mind, he

neglected to apply to persons from whom the bare mention of his name or

misfortune would have elicited assistance. After paying a few pence for

his lodgings, out of the bounty of the captain, on Sunday aud Monday

nights, his small stock was completely exhausted ; and, unable to procure

further accommodation, he spent Tuesday uight in the neighbouring fields.

When he embarked on board the packet on Wednesday, he had neither

money nor food ; and, during the course of the voyage, he subsisted on a

few crusts given him by a female passenger. The feelings which his return

excited in the bosom of his relatives are indescribable. They were busy ia

/f5atj. <$ron, Vol. XXXVI. t
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preparing the "
suits of woe ;" and when he presented himself, their eyes

doubted what they wished true. But their doubts soon vanished; his

parents again beheld, though in ragged attire, their beloved son, whom

they supposed dead; they embraced him with all the joy which may be

supposed would be caused by such an unexpected interview : and all joined
in fervent acknowledgment to that Great Being, who had again restored

him to his friends.

PROGRESS OF THE DIVING BELL.

THE beneficial effects of this curious machine begin to display themselves

in a prominent manner, as was strikingly evinced in Plymouth Sound, on

Friday the 21st, and on Tuesday the 25th of July. On the former day

Fisher, the diver, brought up with him, after fifteen minutes absence, a

stone, weighing 200 pounds, though nearly buried in shelly sand. On the

latter day, the anchorage of the Sound having been swept for a mass of

rock, lost from one of the Breakwater vessels, in May, 1813, and the same

being found, the bell-vessel was placed over the spot, and the bell lowered,

with Fisher and two other men, and proper implements for boring, in 33

feet of water, who succeeded in boring the stone, secured a lewiss, and

making fast a purchase for heaving it up, all which was safely effected in

about two hours and a half from the time of descending. The rock, thus

recovered, weighs four tons, and an entire summer had been spent in trying

to get it up, but ineffectually, owing to its peculiar form, which evaded

sweeping. The rock has been landed at the King's Quarry, Oreston, for

future conveyance to the Breakwater.

INUNDATION AT MEW ORLEANS.

Nero Orleans, May 9, 1816.

Br.roRE this reaches you, no doubt you will have seen many accounts of

our recent calamity, the overflowing of the river. This, like all other

great and sudden misfortunes, will be exaggerated by some, and mad*

insignificant by others. I will endeavour to give you a description of it, as

tar as it has come immediately under my observation. Last Monday the

Levee at Mr. M'Carty's plantation, about eight and a half miles above the

city, gave way, and a body of about twenty feet broad of water, and six

feet deep, rushed in and made its way towards the swamp. The Levee

was absolutely undermined by craw-fish (wiih which the river abounds),
about five or six feet under water, so that scarcely any human foresight

could have guarded against it. The flood having swollen the river very

high, the water soon made a channel for itself over the Levee, of about one

acre wide, through which it is now pouring with unceasing fury. The

swamp was filled iu about two days, and it is now filling the back parts of

the Fauxbourghs and the city next to the swamp. It will not rise much

higher in the city, because even if the crevice is not stopped, the swamp
being; so much lower than the city, it will find an outlet over its extreme

edges into the Lakes. The persons appointed by the authorities to repair
the breach in the Levee, are very sanguine in expectation of doing it in

three or four ilays, but there are many well informed men who differ with
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in opinion. The city runs on a very considerate inclined plane, from

the Levee to the swamp. The water will never be able to inundate more

than one third of it.

About 20 years ago, a similar accident took place, very near the same

spot, at this season. I am inclined to think that the breach will be re-

paired in about a week, and that business will not be interrupted, as the

parts of the town overflowed and overflowing are principally inhabited by
the poorer class of whites and mulattoes. In short, we apprehend nothing

except a pretty sharp yellow fever, if we have a dry season
; but if it proves

to be a rainy one, we are as safe as you are.

THE SEMAPHORE.

THAT improved machine, the semaphore, began working on 3d July, between

theAdmiraltyandChatham. The communications by this means very far sur-

passed the telegraph recently in use, both in celerity and perspicuity. One

among the many great advantagesobtained, is the distinctness ofobserving the

apparatus from one station to another, which is accounted for by the late

one being of a square form, and thereby holding the density of the atmos-

phere, and the present being simply an upright hollow mast. The tele-

graph, it is well know, consisted of six shutters, or flaps, and could not

by any means produce one hundred combinations. So superior are the

powers possessed by this machine, that with two arms it produces not only
letters and words, but whole sentences, and upwards of two thousand

different symbols. The ingenuity displayed in the arrangement is exceed-

ingly great and it may be said, that communicating by characters in this

manner has reached its utmost limits. The powers of this machine are not

confined to the naval service, and its construction is upon such simple

principles as to admit of being adapted to all the uses of an army, and can

be conveyed in five minutes, in a waggon, from place to place, as circum-

stances require. The public are indebted to Admiral Sir Home Pophain
for the improvement and adoption of this important invention, who has

displayed great science and judgment in the arrangement,

ICHTHYOLOGY.

THE following facts may be worthy of record the authenticity is

undeniable:

As Mr. John Wane, grocer, Penritb, was following his favorite recrea-

tion of fishing with roan, in the river Eamont, on the 31st day of May,

1816, after taking a quantity of trout, in n part of that river near to the

Giant's Cave, he found an unusual attack made at his bait, and immedi-

ately discovered he had hooked a young otter, about 7lbs. weight, and

apparently about four months old. Owing to the good condition of his

tackle, he was so fortunate as to bring it within reach of his hand net ; but

no sooner did he do so, than the young savage bit the rim of it in two,

although made of brass wire, about three quarters of an inch in circum-

ference
;
he nevertheless contrived to throw it over his head on the bank,

and pursuing his success, by intervening between the animal and Ui*
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water, he, after repeated attacks, and not without considerable difficulty,

seized upon it.

Finding itself in a very unusual element, the animal made a loud whist-

ling noise, which brought to it (no doubt with a view of relief) the parents,
and with them five or six young ones, which immediately swimming to the

edge of the water, set themselves in battle array, by rearing themselves on
their hjnd legs, and following the example of the captive, by setting up a

Joud whistling noise, spurting water at Mr. W. and shewing every symptom
of the most savage ferocity. They durst not, however, make any personal
attack, apd Mr. W. content with his prey, made the best of his way along
the banks to a neighbouring house, about SOO yards distant, the old otters

following him the whole way, evincing the most parental affection.

Having safely lodged his captive, he resumed his sport, and, before five

o'clock in the afternoon, having commenced fishing about six in the morn-

ing, he actually killed 67lbs. weight of trout, which probably is the

greatest number ever taken by the rod in the same space of time. Mr,
Wane has now the otter in his possession, and the animal, from his kind

treatment, appears in a state of domestication.

EXTKAORDIVAJIY INSTANCE OF NAUTICAL SPEED.

THE recent arrival of thirteen large heavy laden ships of the East India

Compsmy, from China to our Channel, in one hundred anrfm'nedays, is a

triumph of mercantile navigation, a combination of nautical skill with good

fortune, of which there is no record of an equal exertion. To cut through

15,000 miles of ocean in that time is without example in marine experience:

with similar passages we ought to communicate with our Asiatic Presi-

dency at Calcutta within six months, instead of once in twelve to fifteen

month 1

-, a* is now the loitering and dilatory habit of that important inter-

course. The Americans of New York and Washington will soon exchange
letters and products with Bengal, in five months ! The only account we yet

have of the victory of Waterloo being heard of at Calcutta, is from New
York, where all was public in the first days of April, though no communi-

cation has yet reached London direct.

The ships now arrived from China had heard of this great event before

their sailing, and left China in consequence, in three squadrons, which all

reached St. Helena together, were despatched from that rock two and two,

and all made the Start-point in our Channel at once a proof of skill, and

an instance of go d-luck in navigation, which has no parallel in marine

record. All the particulars of this fine passage deserve well to be carefully

collected and noted, for some evidence and guide in the practice of navi-

gation. The concurrent oeservations of so many able seamen would be

instructive, and of an evidence to admit of no dispute. The writer was

once, nil a passage to India, 140 days out of sight of all land, and in that

long time Hid not more than three parts of the distance, which has now

Icen rur. through in one hundred and nine days.
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SINGULAR METHODS OF CROSSING RIVERS.

Mr. Elphinstone, in his account of Caubel, states that he sav many

people passing, and floating down the Indus, on skins of oxen inflated,

riding astride, with a great part of their bodies in the water. The Hotten-

tots have a method as singular. Their mediums are called by Mr. Camp-
bell " wooden horses" and they have been described by Mr. Trutter as

logs of wood from six to eight feet in length, having pegs driven into the

side at a few inches distance from one of the ends. On one of these

'logs a man stretches himself at full length, holding fast by the peg with one

hand, whilst with the other, and occasionally with his feet, he drives it on

by striking the water, as in the act of swimming. The end of the log,

which goes foremost is held obliquely to the stream in an angle of about

45 decrees, by which it is pushed across without being carried far down

with the current.

ADMIRAL KF.PPEL.

The following Anecdote is recorded of Admiral Keppel, which, at the

present moment, may be amusing to some of our readers: "While Admi-

ral Keppel commanded the squadron up the Mediterranean, frequent com-

plaints were made to the Ministry by the merchants trading to the Levant,

of the piracies of the Algerines. These complaints were passed over, till

two ships richly laden were taken and carried into Algier. This was so

flagrant an infraction of treaties, that the Ministry could no longer be

silent ; accordingly orders were sent to the Admiral to sail into the harbour

of Algier, and demand restitution of the Dey ; and in case of refusal, he

had an unlimitted power to make reprisals. The Admiral's squadron cast

anchor in the offing, in the bay of Algier, facing the Dey's Palace. He
went ashore, attended only by his Captain and barge's crew; proceeded to

the Palace, demanded an immediate audience; and being conducted to

the Dey's presence; he laid open his embassy, and, in his master's

name, demanded satisfaction for the injuries done to the subjects

of his Britannic Majesty. Surpribed and astonished at the boldness

of the Admiral's remonstrance, the Dey exclaimed,
" That he

wondered at the English King's insolence in sending him a foolish beard-

Jess boy." The Admiral replied,
" That if his Master had supposed

that wisdom had been measured by the length of the beard, he would

have sent his Deyship a he goat." Unused to such language from

the sycophants of his Court, this reply put him beside himself; and

forgetting the laws of all nations in respect to Ambassadors, he ordered

his Mutes to attend with die bow-string, at the same time telling the

Admiral he should pay for his audacity with his life. Unmoved with this

menace, the Admiral took him to the window facing the Bay; and,

shewing him the English fleet, lying at anchor, told him if it WHS his

pleasure to put him to death, there were Englishmen enough in that fleet

to make a glorious funeral pile. The Dey was wise enough to take the

hint : the Admiral came off m safety, and ample restitution was made.
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SUBSCRIPTION TOWARDS OPERATING THE ABOLITION OF THE WHITE, A3

WELL AS BLACK, SLAVERY IN AFRICA.

(Extract of the General Report.)

Paris, WdJune, 1316.

THE President of the Knight's Liberators of the white slaves in Africa,

has been informed, that there is a certain number of slaves of the German
nation ; a nation which is not represented at the Barbary States by consuls,

or accredited agents; and thus these unfortunate people find themselves as

it were forgotten, abandoned, or disowned, by all the world, having been

taken, for the most part, while sailing in the Mediterranean, as passengers
on board vessels carrying the Spanish or Sicilian flag; that those nations

in making peace have not been able to obtain the deliverance of these

passengers, on account of the terms of their own individual declarations

made and registered at the lime of their capture,
" That they did not

belong to the nations under whose flags they sailed, but to Germany."
As it is not the intention of the governments of the interior of the

continent, to open official communications with the Barbary States, nor to

send there the tribute exacted by them, and paid annually by some Euro-

pean powers upon the coast, the unhappy German slaves have no other

hope of deliverance but in (he abolition of the piratical system ;
it is

then for Christians in general, and especially for their countrymen to come

forward 10 their assistance, until their entire deliverance is brought about

by means of the general measure promoted by the institution of (lie

Knights' Liberators ; t'ho President therefore, considers it as a duty to

invoke a general attention to their unhappy condition.

The Anti-piratical Institution wishing to give the utmost publicity to

mis address, makes it a duty to authorise Messrs, the printers of Europe,
to reprint and publish, at their pleasure, the numbers and extracts which

they shall think fit; thanking them antecedently for the circulation and

authenticity which it is presumed they will readily give to this work of

beneficence, the progress of which is only retarded by the want of infor-

mation respecting the extent of the evil, and the facility of the appli-

cation of a radical remedy.
See the Memorical No. 1, the correspondence from Algiers Nos. V, X,

XIII. and tlit; authentic declaration made officially to a British Admiral,
M-ho is iiUu a zealous tmd active member of the institution, by the Bey of

Tunis (annexed to No. XIV,) who has acceded to the propositions of

the institution; namely,
" That in the event of a war with any one of tho

saiil powers, none of the prisoners shall be placed in slavery; but that they
shall be treated with all possible humanity, and as prisoners of war, after

the forms adopted am) practised in Europe; and that at the end of the

war, the prisoners shall be exchanged and sent back to their respective

countries.

Aluier, far from conceding the same advantage to Europe and huma-

nity, has stipulated, on the contrary, to continue to keep the Neapolitan
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prisoners in slavery, notwithstanding the peace, until the entire payment
of their ransom of 1000 Spanish piastres a head, which must be comple-
ted in 1818, and which condemns the greater part of these innocent peo-

ple to an endurance of their forced labours a year and a half longer, (or

until the tax imposed to complete so large a sum can be raised,) if they
do not sink under their weight of slavery before that time. With respect
to Tripoly, see No. VII.

The Italian captives who, deprived both of navy and consuls, have no

other advocates to plead their cause, but the Knights and the other mem-
bers of the Institution, will find themselves after this term, with no other

alternative than the dreadful prospect of remaining there all their lives, if

the other nations do not interfere in their favour, in a determined manner;
and even now while we are speaking they ask in their dungeons, and in

the midst of their painful labours, if their cruel servitude should not in-

terest combined Europe as well as the inanimate and insensible images,
which they have had it so much at heart to restore to their original

country ; and if their countrymen have not as much interest in seeing
the chasms in the thatched cottages of their fishermen filled up, as in

seeing supplied those spaces which offend so much the eye of vanity in

the galleries of France and Rome.

Let the amateurs of those objects here nsk their hearts let them put
to themselves the question whether they would not experience more
emotion in contemplating the living and animated features of slaves

drawn from a degrading servitude, torments, ignominy, and death, and

restored to their families .whether they would not experience a more

grateful feeling in contemplating those features infinitely varied, and full of

gratitude towards their liberators, than in looking upon the greatest master-

pieces in marble and bronze and if this moral enjoyment is not more
than capable of countervailing that love of the arts which they would

gratify at the price of so much gold ?

In fine, let those politicians who think the pride of nations hurt by a

foreigner carrying off and possessing these marbles, these bronzes, and these

pictures considered at that time as trophies, recollect, that now, MEN, loaded,

with chains, put to public and forced labour in Africa, are delivered daily
to the derision of barbarians; and that without ceasing, under the eyes of

a rebellious and unruly banditti, they are as the living trophies of their

violence and rapine let them remember that those who possess them, and

regard them as property, have need of a great moral lesson to convince

them, that they are not stronger than indignant Europe, and that the

day of restitution must at last arrive.

N.B. The subscriptions or fund for the abolition of the White, as well as

Black, slavery in Africa, are to be put in the central box at Messrs. Gaulis

(brothers) at Genoa; and continue to be received by Messrs. Fries and

Co. Vienna; Messrs. Perregaux, Lafitte, and Co. Paris; Messrs. Thomas
Coutts and Co. London; and at all the principal bankers of Europe,

Asia, and America.



PLATE CCCCLXVI.

i)erignfor a Monument erected at Parit, 1816, to the Memory of Captain
JOHN-WESLEY WRIGHT, R.N. by Vice-Admiral Sir WILLIAM-SIDNEY

SMYTHE, K.C.B.K.S.K.SLF.K.T.S.F.R.S. Lo*d.$c.

THE upper part of the composition It of a pyramidal, or obelisk form,
on the plane of which are the letters D.O. M. ; and underneath ati

urn, in basso relievo, with two weeping figures on each side, with torches

reversed, as on the pointof extinction. The base lias also a figure standing on

seach side, xvith torches reversed. The whole of the base, and the pedestal of

the urn, are divided into six compartments, into which the inscription it

distributed, as follows : ,

f~H S E
IOANNES. WESLEY. WRIGHT.
ORTV. ANGLYS.

i NAVIS. PRA:FECTVS. APVD. svos. EXTEROSQVE.

J
VIRTVTE. AC. PER1TIA. CLARVS.
CVI. EARVM. RERVM.
QV/E. AD. SVMMVM. GLORIAE. FASTIGIVM. PERDVCVNT.

LNIHIL. PRAETER. OCCASIONEM. DEFVIT.

fCLARYS. EDITVr
S. ATAVIS.

2>
\ GENVS. FACTIS. ILLVSTRAVIT.
f]N. CONS1LTIS. CAPIENDIS. SOLERS.

3- \IN. EXSEQVEXDIS. STRENVVS. AC. FORTIS.

REBVS. SECVNDIS. MODESTVS. IN. ADVERSIS. CONSTAN3.
{
" "

DUBIIS. PRVDENS. ET. SAGAX.

~REBVS. ALIQVAMDIV. FORTITER. AC. FELICITER. GESTIS.

TANDEM.
ADVERSIS. VENTIS. INTERCEPTVS.
ET. IN. LITVS. HOSTILE. DELATVS.
MOX. LUTETIAE. PAlllSIORVM.
IN. CARCERE. CVI. NOMEN. TEMPLVM.
NOCTVRNIS. CAEDIBVS. INFAMI.
COXCLYSYS. EST.

ET. DYR1SSIMA. CVSTODIA. ADFLICTVS.
5. ^ SED. INTER. VINCVLA.

ET. VINCVLIS GRAVIORA.
ANIMI. FORTITVDO. ET. FIDELITAS. ERGA. PATRIAM.
VSQYE. LNCONCVSSAE. PERMANSERVNT.
PAVLLO. POST. MANE. IN. LECTVLO. MORTVVS.
IVGVLO. PERFOSSO. REPERTVS.
PATRIAE. DEFLENDVS. DEO. VINDICANDVS. OBIIT.

V". KAL. NOVEMB. ANNO. SACRO. MDCCCV.
SVAE. XXXVL

TGVLIELMVS. SIDNEY. SMYTHE.
VETERIS. AMICITIAE. MEMORv
HOC. MARMOR.
POXENDVM. CVRAVIT.
ANNO. SACRO.

MUCCCXVJ.
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Translation.

Here lies inhumed,

r JOHN WESLEY WRIGHT, bv birth an Englishman, Captain in the

I British .Navy, distinguished both among his own countrymen, and

^ foreigners, for skill and courage; to whom, of those things hich

I lead to the sum arid summit or glory nothing was wanting, but op-

l_ portunitv.

His ancestors, whose virtues he inherited, he honoured by his

deeds.

o f Quick in apprehending his orders,

L Active and bold in the execution of them.

. f In success, modest; in. adverse circumstances, firm;
L In doubtful enterprises, wise and prudent.

f~
Awhile successful in his career, at length, assailed by adverse

winds, and on a hostile shore, he was captured, and being soon

after brought to Paris, was confined in the prison, called the Templa,
infamous for midnight muid<T, and placed under the most rigid

custody. But in bonds, and suffering severities still more oppres-

sive, his fortitude of mind, and fidt-lity to his country remained

unshaken. A short time after he was found in the morning with

his throat cut, and dead in his bed.

He died the 28th of October, 1815, a<j;ed 36.

l_ To be lamented by his country avenged by his God.

f William Sidney Smythe, in memory of ancient Friendship, erected

\ this Monument in the year of the Christian /Era, 1816.

CAPTAIN WRTGHT, as has been shewn by the mortuary reguter,*

was buried in the cemetery denominated " Pere- la-Chaise," which place

of sepulture is thus described in a little French publication, entituled,
" Manuel dn Viyageur & Paris '18 14-)'' :

Having given a brief description of the palaces, the author says
" These

works are terminated by the reparations and embellishments of the walls

enclosing the Cemetery of Mont Louis, more commonly termed du Pere-la-

Chaise, and by the construction of the gate, the principal entry to this ex-

tensive and useful establishment. It is within this venerable enclosure,
where persons of all religions find a grave, that conjugal love, filial piety,

friendship, and gratitude, are daily raising funeral monuments, of various

forms, to the memory of those who have endeared it by their virtues This

principal entry will frontt the exterior bulwark, near the barrier d'Aunay;
it will be formed of two antique pillars, each 8 metres in height, which will

bear the ame characters as those seen at the entry of the Cemetery of

Saint Sulpice, rue des Avengles, with a large iron gate, on each side of

which will be built a lodge for the keeper, and the grave-diggers. One of

*
Page 93. f This account was published, 1814.

* C&ron, Vol. XXXVI.
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the pillars of the Cemetery of Saint Sulpice, of antique form, has been tram*

ferred to the Museum of French Monuments, rue de Petits-Au-

gustin, it is placed against the garJen wall on the left side, as you enter;

the other may be seen among the stones and marbles, in the shop of Mr
Allonis, stone-cutter, rue des Avengles.

A funeral monument will occupy the site of the house given by Louis

XIV to Pere de la Chaise, his confessor.*

It may not be considered as an unappropriate addition to the above de-

scription of the cemetery of Pcre la Chaise, if we insert the following

Decree respecting Sepulture in general; the regulations therein contained

are certainly worthy of adoption in any country, as contrasted with the un-

wholesome practice of burying in churches and churchyards; and (as in

our own) the slovenly performance of the functions intended to prevent il-

licit or premature burial
(i.

e. the inspection of two old women, who, in

each parish, are intent upon inspecting nothing more than their fee), toge-

ther with the extortionate arbitrary charges of undertakers.

DECREE "UPON SEPULTURE.

I. Of Sepulture, and the Placet consecrated thereunto.

1. No burial shall take place in the churches, temples, synagogues, hos-

pitals, public chapels, and generally in any of the edifices inclosed and

shut where the citizens meet for the celebration of their worship, nor

within the bounds of cities and towns.

5. On the outside of each of these cities and towns there shall be

grounds specially consecrated for the burial of the dead, at the distance of

35 to 40 metres, at least from their respective precincts.

3. A preference shall be given to such situations as are the most elevated,

and exposed unto the north ; the grounds shall be enclosed by walls of f

metres high at the least; they shall be planted with trees; and in general

all convenient precautions shall be taken not to impede the circulation of

air.

4. Each burial shall take place in a separate grave ; each grave shall be
1 metre 5 deci-metres'lo 1 metres deep, by 8 ded-metres wide, and shall be

afterwards filled with earth well-rammed.

5. 'Hie graves shall be distant from each other 3 to 4 deci-mtlres betwee*

the nicies, aiul 3 to 5 dcci-metres between the heads and feet.

6. In order to avoid the danger which results from the too frequent open-

ing of old graves, no new burials shall take place therein sooner than firt

years from the date of the last interment; consequently the burial-groundi
shall be five times more extensive than the space necessary to deposit th

venige annual number of deceased persons.

^ II. Of the Establishment of new Ctmcterfet*

7. In pursuance of Articles 1, 2, in ^[., the townships shall be obliged
to desist from the use of the present cemeteries within the towns, and pro*
nie new ones without the precincts of their inhabited parts, and shall pro-

ceed to acquire a legal title therein, according to the forms prescribed bjr

(lie law promulgated on the 10th of March, 1776, &c.
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8. As soon as the new places shall be disposed properly for interments,

the existing cemeteries shall be closed, and remain in the state in which

thej may then he, without being made any use of during five years.

9. From after that period, the land now serving for cemeteries may he

let out by the townships to which they respectively belong, but so as nei-

their to be sown, nor planted, nor be dug into for the foundation of build-

ings, until it shall he otherwise enacted.

III. Of the Allotment of Burial-places within the Cemeteries.

1-0. When the size of the grounds consecrated for burial shall admit, it

shall be allowable for persons to become possessors of distinct spots for

the burial of themselves, their successors, or relatives, where they may con-

struct vaults, tombs, or monuments.

1 1. Such grants, however, can only be made in favor of persons who

shall offer to establish foundations for the relief of the poor, or make do-

nations to hospitals, or to benevolent institutions recognised by law, inde-

pendently of a sum which shall be given to the township, and after ten-

ders for the same shall have been submitted to, and approved by, the

municipals and other constituted authorities within the respective districts.

12. But the foregoing limitation is not to be understood to derogate from

the right inherent in each individual, without such authorisation, to cause a

sepulchral stone or other mark indicative of sepulture, upon the grave of

his or her relative, or friend, as has been the custom hitherto.

13. It shall be lawful for the mayors of towns, by and with the advice

of their respective boards of management, to authorise within the precinct*

of any hospital or pious foundation, the erection of monuments comme-
morative of their founders or benefactors respectively, when a desire for

the same shall be expressed in the last will and testament of such persons,
er in their acts of foundation or donation.

J4. Any person may, notwithstanding, be buried on their own land,

provided such land shall be situated without the limits hereinbefore pre-

scribed.

IV. Of the police in places of sepulture.

15. In townships, where several modes of worship may be followed,
each congregation shall have a distinct burial ground, or in places where

there cannot conveniently be formed more than one, the same shall ba

parted by walls, hedges, or ditches, into so many distinct portions as there

are different modes of worship, and of a size in proportion to the number

of inhabitants professing the several religions, with a particular entrance to

each division.

16. Burial-ground?, whether belonging unto townships or indivduals,

shall be submitted and accessible to the authority, police, and superin-
tendance of the municipal magistrates.

17. The authority aforesaid is specially charged to maintain the execu-

tion of the laws and regulations for the prevention of unauthorised inter-

ments, to suppress any disorder, to' abate nuisances, and in" general to

hinder the committal of any acts therein, contrary to the respect due to the

memory of the dead.

V. Offuneral and ceremonies.

18. The ceremonies heretofore in use, as to funeral processions accord-
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ing to the rites of each form of worship are hereby confirmed : it is allow-

able tor families to regulate the expense of the same according to their

means and faculties: provided always, that no religious ceremonies shall

be performed without the enclosure of the cemeteries in places where

there may exist a diversity of religion, in order to prevent all cause of

jealousy or disorder.

19. Whenever the minister of any worship shall, under any pretence

whatsoever, refuse bis ministry for the burial of a corpse, it shall be lawful

for the civil authority to inttrpose, at the requisition of the family of the

defunct, and to appoint another minister of the same communion to per-

form the sacred functions. And, in every case of persons dying without

settlement, heirs, executors, or administrators, the civil magistracy is charge-

able with the removal and decent burial of such corpse.

20. The costs and charges for the attendance of the clergy and other

persons connected with the church, at funerals, shnll be regulated by the

authority of the minister of the interior, with the advice of the bishops of

the established church, or of the consistories of dissenting congregations,

and of the local authorities : but nothing shall be allowed for such attend-

ance in the case of registered paupers.

21. The most convenient mode and form of conveying corpses for in-

terment shall be an object of local regulation.

22. The parish officers or artisans regularly employed by each church

or dissenting congregation, shall alone have the right of providing such

furniture, ornaments, or vehicles, as shall be required for the pomp or

decency of funerals, at fixed prices. The respective churches and

congregations shall have the right of letting to farm contracts for the due

supply of the same, under the control of the civil authorities of the place.

23. The profit derived from such contracts shall be appropriated unto

the decently keeping up of the burial grounds, and to the remuneration of

persons employed about the same ;
which appropriation shall be made by

the counsellor of state charged with ecclesiastical affairs, aided by the

bishop of the diocese and prefect of the department.
534. It is expressly forbidden for any other person than the contractors

herein-before mentioned to intermeddle therewith; without prejudice,

however, 10 any existing contracts or farm which shall continue to be valid

until the regular expiration of the same.

j. There shall be a public table or tnrif in each township, fixing the

amount ofevery article ofexpenditure connected with funerals, as palls, biers,

hearses, tickets for attendance and admission, &c. which tarif shall be pre-

pared by the municipal council, and approved by the prefect.

26. In villages and hamlets where no such establishments shall be

formed, tho local authorities shall provide the needful, with the appro-
bation of the: prefect.

The minister of the interior is charged with the execution of the present

decree, which shall be registered in the statute- book.
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MR. EDITOR, June tQth, 1810.

AS the hard and cruel situation of many old and meritorious com.
manders and lieutenants of the navy, to whom promotion has been

denied, and on whom the door of promotion seems about to close for ever,

if their claims are not now attended to, seems to have attracted public

notice, a* well as that of the House of Commons, without however pro-

ducing the desired effect (although I hope it will yet do so), I shall, in

conjunction with your other correspondents (Nestor and Alfred), endea-

vour to place the injustice these officers have experienced in as striking a

point of view as possible; and in order to do so, I have only to seleet a

few honorable names from the lieutenants' long list, commencing with

1796, and going on to 1806, and although they will be a few only out of

many equally deserving, yet they will be found recorded in the pages of the

gazettes, as having honorably distinguished themselves, and perhaps were

marked by the Board of Admiralty of that day as worthy of promotion on

the first convenient opportunity ; but, alas ! before that time came, another

Board was appointed, their ships, perhaps, paid off, and instead of promo,

tion, they found the utmost difficulty, perhaps failed entirely, in getting

appointed to other ships. Having had no subsequent opportunities of dis-

tinguishing themselves, they have now become neglected and forgotten :

that this should be the case, is a disgrace to the country they have served,
and which they are still anxious, ready, and willing, to serve and defend ;

nor is there any other remedy, nor any means of redress, now left to these

gentlemen, than to petition the Board, or Parliament, on the subject. I

am glad, however, that this last step has not yet* been taken: lam
hopeful the Admiralty will consult its own records, and also receive the

individual memorials of these officers praying for promotion, and stating
their claims ; and extend this long-desired boon to as many of the seniors

as possible ; and the more this subject is considered, the more clear I

think it will become, that an extensive Retired List ^as suggested by othr

correspondents) in the naval service, cemprising all ranks down to

lieutenants, is imperiously called for, as the Lists are swelled with ineffec*

tiveSt who ought to be separated from those capable of doing theii duty
when required. The present Board, perhaps, cannot be accused of injus-

tice towards these unfortunate officers, who now claim promotion for long
services ; its career has been marked by great liberality and kindness to the

officers who were serving at the end of the war ; but allowing this, it is cer-

tainly incumbent on it also to have a retrospect to those who were unfor-

tunately out of employ, or serving in gun-brigs, or otherwise, so as to re-

move them from the line of promotion, which was, I believe, confined to

first lieutenants, except in the case of flag-ships, where the aamiral was

allowed to recommend
;

it is now become an act of justice, and however

reluctant government may be to increase the long lists, by granting addi-

* If U should next Session, ihope sincerely the House will listen to it.
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tional promotions, justice ought to be done, and I trust will be done soon,

and with a good grace ; for it is the friendless and unpatronized officers of

merit and long standing, who solicit their rank, which they have served,

fought, and perhaps bled for, a.nd which the ministers of a generous

country will not, surely, any longer deny. I will now subjoin the names of

a few of these officers, which will be found recorded, as I before stated,

in the gazettes, as having distinguished themselves, many of them, however,

nearly twenty years ago.

1794 to 1796.
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Ri EDITOR,

U have of late indulged some of your correspondents by the

admission of papers and paragraphs, respecting the proposed crusade

against the Barbary Powers, as well as the actual service on which Lord

Exmouth has lately commanded.

Had your work been of a nature as evanescent as a daily newspaper, I

should not have noticed these documents; but I am of opinion, Mr.

Editor, that in proportion to the value at which you estimate your labours,

and the hopes of their durability, such should also be the care with which

you select the papers which fill your monthly columns.

Whatever comes from the pen of Sir S. Smith merits respect, as he can

commit no errors but such as arise from the zeal of his truly heroic and

benevolent mind, overlooking the obstacles which lie in the way of the ful-

filment of his plans. The goodness of his heart gives a vivid glow to his

imagination, in which the mellowing shades of sound judgment are often

overcome, in the picture which his lively fancy draws of the great and

happy events passing in his mind's eye.

What, however, Mr. Editor, could have induced you to insert such a

notice as that signed Palinurus, in your Chronicle for March last ?

However well meant this effusion (and I doubt not the goodness of the

motive which dictated it), you must know, upon a moment's recollection,

the impracticability of the proposed plan, and it can be only that portion

of the "
thinking part of the community

" who have no knowledge of the

subject, who could adopt such an idea for a moment.

Let us suppose Lord Exmouth had failed at Algier, for instance, in

making the treaties which do him so much honour
;
the dispositions he had

made of his force were such as to effect all that force can effect ; the ships

and arsenal would have been burnt, and the city wholly or partially

destroyed. But this would not hare led to the introduction of colonist*,

either agricultural or commercial. In a week at farthest, 100,000 armed

Arabs would have been on tlie shores of the bay, and our agriculturists b

obliged to reverse what we are now so happily doing in Britain
; and feel

the dire necessity of converting their cargoes of ploughshares into swords,

and the commercial adventurers could have found no possible mart, unless

they sold arms and ammunition to their enemies.

But to be serious, Mr. Editor : observe what Lord Exraouth lias effected

in a few weeks. All the coast of the Mediterranean, excepting those of

Rome and Tuscany, are in profound peace. The inhabitants of the eoasts

may at last sleep in security, and the trader pass the seas in tranquillity and

hope. The appearance of the British squadron has not only rendered all

the Christians free that were found in slavery (a very few excepted, and
their liberation depends on, and may at any time be effected by their own

government), hut has abolished the practice of Christian slavery for ever!!

Is not this a triumph for the British flag ? Is not this another wreath for

the fair garland of humanity already cresting the arms of Exmouth, and a

trophy more heart-warming than the most brilliant victory could have
bestowed ?

Beyond what the gallant admiral has achieved iherc is no medium. The
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extreme must be resorted to of a crusade against the religion of Mahomet,
and a war of extirpation, if colonies are to be planted. Whether John
Bull will like a renewal of the income tax, to wage wars more expensive and

bloody than those we are emerged from, and the result of which every
well-informed thinking mind must conclude (I rather believej would end

in disappointment, let your crusading and war-loving correspondents
determine.

It is usual, Mr. Editor, to speak and write about the term Barbary
States, as if they were all equally infamous ;

but this is not the case.

Algicr rises pre-erninetly vile
;
a military government there shows its infamy

in the clearest manner ;
and the effect of a controlling army is evinced

by the life of the sovereign and the subject being alike precarious.

But this vile state is sinking fast. The others are very far superior both

in government and general civilization, and the noble admiral has not left

his work without giving a stimulus to encourage the continuance of what is

so well begun, and has clearly pointed out the wisdom and good policy of

a steady change of system, as he did the necessity of a compliance with his

present demand.

With respect to the paragraph at the head of page 240 of the same num-

ber, I really feel very great regret at your having suffered its insertion.

The number of persons who could have written that paragraph is so

limited, that the selection of the writer is not difficult, and one clear-

reason alone can prevent Hs being held in lower contempt than he was

before.

Is this the way, Mr. Editor, you should admit the name or reference t

n man who lias been engaged svithout a moment's intermission in the ser-

vice of hi-; country for forty-five years ? A man who, as a soldier, a states-

man, ;i fiiia'u'ier, is equally known and admired for valour, wisdom, and

integrity. Had you seen that noble person, Mr. Editor, in the presence of

the Bey of Tunis, asserting the rights of his countrymen, and the honor

<jf his King, believe me, you would have torn the insolent sentence you
have incautiously admitted into a thousand.pieces.

Prudence and spirit were never more usefully blended than in the visit

alluded to, and never was the success of each more justly successful, as

the gallant and worthy naval officer who was the general's coadjutor, can,

and I iiooc will, testify, in answer to all the malignant squibs, which will,

however, be otherwise soon extinguished in the smoke of their own insig-

nificance.

1 have only to add, that the portion of truth mixed up in the above-

mentioned paragraph is so managed, as to give an idea of the state of

iiiiitirs in the Mediterranean wholly differing from matter of fact.

I rely on your inserting this letter, from the candour you have often

shewn on other occasions. My only claim to the insertion is my love of

trutli, and of having been from your first number,

constant <L/uv4crlver to, and

er o/ your rrorn*
u 9
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MR. EDITOR, East India House, 28fA November, 1815.

AS
the field for recording examples of naval heroism must now, in con-

sequence of peace, be reduced to narrow limits, I enclose for your

inspection, an instance of what I conceive cool, judicious, and deter-

mined bravery, which I have found in examining old journals, and

literally transcribed it from the journal of Captain Thomas South, of the

Chambers, East Indiaman, which must have been a ship mounting 24 guns,

of from four to four hundred and fifty tons, or under five hundred tons,

which all the Company's ships were at that period, with a crew of about

60, and under 70, men ;
I leave you to judge whether or not it be worthy

of a place in the Naval Chronicle.

<7J.

Extract from the Journal of the Hon. East India Company's Ship Cham"

hers, Captain THOMAS SOOTH, in company with the Canterbury, Captain

KIXGSFORD, from A/noey, in China.

"
Thursday, 9th December, 1703. At 2 P.M. Pulo Jarra N.N.W. dis-

tant 2' had 27 fathoms, our larboard tacks on board, standing N. and

N.b. E.
;
small gale W.N.W. and N.W. ;

fair clear weather, with smooth

\vater
;
at 4 P.M. saw two ships right in the wind's eye, coming before the

wind
;

at first they appeared like country boats
;
but in a little time, with

our glasses in the main top, I made their studding sails, courses, and hull,

crowding all the sail they could to come up with us; in half an hour I

could plainly perceive one of the ships to be a great deal larger than the

other, and perceiving a man at the main-top-gallant-mast head of the

biggest ship, discovered them to be seekeis, and that they resolved to

speak with us. Before we left Amoey, in September la>t, arrived the

Hight Hon. Company's ship the Union, from Fort St. George, Mr. Josiali

Cliff, supercargo, who told us that two pirates (a great ship and a little

one) would certainly wait for us in the Straits of Malacca ; and seeing the

difference in bigness of the two ships in sight every way to agree with

Mr. Cliff's description, and other people's talk of pirates, we really con-

cluded these ships were pirates, and knew no otherwise till day-break next

morning. At this time we had our larboard tacks on board, close hauled,
and the Canterbury was on our weather quarter, with his starboard tacks

on board, standing over for the Sumaka shore, about 1' distant from

each other. I immediately tacked, and made all the sail I could pack to

speak with the Canterbury : we weathered Pulo Jarra about \ a mile, made
a clear ship, knocked down and threw overboard all the officers' cabins,

great cabin, and tore down all the joiner's work fore and aft the ship, and

put all things in best posture for defense. A little after I tacked, the

Canterbury tacked, but kept close hauled, and would not bear down near

enough to speak with me, and consult what was best to do for our mutual

security. At sun-set we passed by each other, the Canterbury half a league
to windward ; as soon as I got into the Canterbury's wake, I tacked again,

striving all I could to speak with Captain Kingsford, and to assure him,

. Ci>ro.uVul,XXXVl. s
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that by all I could perceive they were enemies, which by his actions I am

very well assured he took to be friends
;

for when daylight was near shut

in, and the enemy in sight, he fired a gun to leeward, which the enemy pre-

sently answered by another to leeward, which signifies frienrrs
;
then the

Canterbury bore down to bring me the good news; but I, believing the

contrary, and perceiving that we should soon be engaged, and that we
drew near Pulo Jarra, I tacked from the land, that we might engage with

more freedom ;
hauled up my main-sail, and, when the Canterbury got in

my wake, laid the main and mizen top-sails to the mast, lowered down my
top-gallant-sails, and by that time the Canterbury got within call. The

great ship of the enemy was alongside the Canterbury, to- windward. I

immediately called out earnestly to the Canterbury to fire into them, assur-

ing Captain Kingsford that they were rogues and pirates. As soon as ever

the enemy heard me he fired his broadside and volley of shot into the

Canterbury, without receiving a return of shot from her
; they ran between

us, to leeward of me, and gave us his starboard broadside and volley of

small shot ; we cut away and lost both our boats. We were ready to

receive him, and fired our broadside and small shot into him as soon as he

did into us. This was about eight o'clock; we had just so much wind as

would command our ships ;
we were so near that the wads of our guns

flew on board him, and by the moon-light we perceived that one of our

wads had light on his main-stay-sail, and made a small blaze, which they

soon quenched. We lay thus near each other above one hour and a

quarter firing great and small shot as fast as ever we could load and fire.

I encouraged my men, by distributing Love forty gold abrahims amongst

them, and made them large promises of good future reward from the Right
Hon. Company in case we should save the ship ; this put double spirit into

cmr men, and being well stored with parchment cartridges, we played upon
l.im very quick, till he bore away and fell a-stern

;
then we gave him three

liuz/as, and, as the small ship passed by our quarter we exchanged three

or lour shot with him, he keeping close under the stern of the great ship
all night. When we luffed up towards the Canterbury; who, by this time,

had got upon our weather bow, and left me nil alone to cope with the

f:)tmy. The enemy bearing away so soon confirmed me in my opinion of

their being pirates; this is most certain, that had I been deceived and

taken them for fiiends, and been altogether unprovided to engage, as the

Canterbury was, the enemy would have taken and enjoyed us both this

night without the least trouble or resistance to them in the world. We
had great fortune to lose no men, only four slightly wounded : an unlucky
shot cut our main-mast one third through on the larboard side, slanting

fore and aft. As the pinnace stood on the booms I could stand on her

stem and put my hand into the wound; I put a piece of black cow-hide

round the mast, to look like a wooldiiig, and to hide it from the sight and

knowledge of the enemy. We made all possible haste to kuot and splice

uur iiggiug, and repair our damages, ready for a second engagement; and,

about midniiiht we got up and hailed the Canterbury, and acquainted him

what condition our mast was in, aud desired to know what condition he
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was in. It was at least half an hour before Captain Kingsford could be

waked, and when he came into his balcony I could not get a sensible

answer to any thing I proposed to liim ;
I kept him company, and still

thinking the enemy to be pirates, and that they would of course fall a

drinking and quarelling amongst themselves after a hot supper, I thought it

would not be very difficult to repulse them in the morning and save the

Canterbury and self. These were my thoughts and intentions, which I

acquainted and consulted Mr, Dobbin, &c. with all, who often encouraged
and heartened up the men with promises how the Right Hon. Company
would reward our services when the ships came home. As day came ou

and I began to discover the unequal force of the enemy, and that we

should be hard set; to prevent all thoughts amongst my men of surrender-

ing the ship, and to make them desperate, I nailed the ensign to the staff

from head to foot, stapled and forelocked the ensign staff fast up, I re-

solved to part witli ship and life together. When it was day all abroad,

small air N.W. the enemy under French colours, about 1 mile distant, full

of men, we counted 30 guns on that side of the great ship that was next us,

and 14 in the smaller, which made us conclude them to be men of war of 60
and 28 guns ;

and seeingall their masts and yards standing, we wondered what
should be the cause the enemy bore away and fell astern of us last night

after he got to leeward of us and might have destroyed us at his pleasure.
The Canterbury being within call, I acquainted Captain Kingsford that by
no means we should engage with our larboard tacks on board, for fear my
tnain-mast should tumble.

At sun-rising the enemy set all their sails to come up with us. We put
f>ffore the wind together, and in less than half a quarter of an hour Capt.

Kingsford's mind altered, and he got his larboard tack on board, just set his

sails, and stood to the N.E. about four minutes: :Jien lowered down top-
sails and top-galknt-sails and struck his colours, long before the enemy got
within shot of him ; there being little wind

; the ship not running above
one knot. The great ship sent tiis boat to his prize, and both made all the

sail they could to come up with me. I consulted with Mr. Dobbin, Mr.

Frederick, Mr. Jones, and all my officers, What was best to be done to

save ihe ship in this extremity; they unanimously agreed, that the only'

way left was to lighten the ship, by throwing overboard all things and

goods that lay first at hand, and to make a running-fight. Our condition

not admitting one moment's delay, we did thereupon f.ill immediately to

work, and threw over-board whatever comes first to hand, without dis-

tinction of marks, numbers, or value; every man's chest, all the ship's'

store, provision, and furniture; whatever lay nearest hand, went first

over-board. Tfiis morning, for encouragement, I distributed sixty-sij

gold abrahirns amongst my men; and, as often as I saw it needful, to en-

courage or reward a man, I gave him a piece of gold, as long as the fight
and chase lasted. Between eight and nine, the lesser ship came within

shot and fired at our masts and rigging. I placed some men by our stern-

guns, which we kept constantly playing upon him. About ten he got with-

jn call and bid us strike, and came on board with our boat. We tilled
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our guns with copper bars, which 1 believe was the only reason why he did

not venture to come fairly along-side and board us. The great ship

but just out of gun-shot, making all the sail he could contrive to come up
with us.

Friday -the enemy continued shearing and firing under our stern, loath

to come along-side for fear of our copper patridge. At 4 P.M. he was

forced to fall a-stern and stop his leaks
;
when we threw overboard the armour-

er's forge, main capstan, and cross-piece of the pitts} cut away our anchors

air) cables; then stopped our hand, hoping to out-sail the great ship. We
used all diligence to secure our mast, having seven of our main-shrouds

shot, and but five standing on both sides. We put every thing in the best

posture we could. By 10 P.M. the gale freshening on, we held way with

the enemy. Our men being very much fatigued and wearied with duty, having
had very little sleep and no victuals since Wednesday noon, I let every
man sleep with his head upon bis gun. After midnight the wind died away

gradually, and the enemy gained upon us. About two in the morning we

had u thick dark squall of wind and rain, with some lightning, from the

eastward, which took us on our larboard-side, and obliged us, for fear of

our mast, to lower our main top-sail and bear away. Having lost sight of

the enemy, we made all imaginable haste to wear the ship, and get the

wind ou the other quarter, and set all the sail we could pack hoping by
this means we should get a good distance from the enemy. This thick

squall lasted a good half-hour ; and, when it cleared up, we were surprised

to see the enemy within a random-shot of us. I am well assured he could

never have guessed at our bearing away out of chase, had he not learnt

from his prisoner, Captain Kingsford, that our main mast was wounded on

the lai board-side, and that we must of necessity wear the ship round. We
i;ain, all hands, fell to throwing overboard the goods as fast as possible; and

by the help of a favourable breeze, that took us a little before it reached

him on the starboard-side, we got just out of guti-shot. By noon, I had

parted from all the coined-gold I had, and I assured our people that the

iiinht Honourable Company would bestow a further reward.

Saturday, the llth, about 1P.M. our men being much fatigued, and
wearied with continual working and fighting night and day, and perceiving
t':;c enemy not to gain upon us, we left off throwing any more goods over-

board and got our men a bit of victuals. At three glasses out, had 15

fat hams water; Pulo Parcelar just above water, E. S.E. Being entered on

the sand the ship very light, 1 resolved, if possible to lead the French-

man a-shore. We shoaled gradually to 10 fathoms. At 3 P.M. when
the enemy left oft" his chase, and stood with his head to the westward, then

brought to and sent his boat to sound ; little wind N.W. by W. and N.W.
we continued to crowd all the sail we possibly could, keeping from 7 to 10

fathoms along the edge of the sand all night. At sun-set we had layed
the enemy's hull God be thanked for our narrow escape. At day-light,

Pulo Parcelar bore N.E. ;
tide against us; at noon it bore N. by E.; depth,

22 fathoms; fine breeze off shore; we find our ship lightened 2 feel abaft

and 10 inches forward; proceeded to Malacca to repair our damages^
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J4R. EDITOR, Ipswich, July 19, 1816.

IN your last Volume,* amongst the Naval Anecdotes and Selections,

I observed the " Directions offered by the Humane Society, for the

Recovering Persons apparently Dead from Drozcning." The utility of that

excellent paper, which ought to be transcribed, and hung up in every ship,

and in every house, cannot for a moment be questioned ; but, in the cause

of humanity, I beg leave to request your attention to the more com-

prehensive, yet equally simple
" General Directions recommended by the

Ipswich Humane Society, for the Recovery of Persons apparently Dead,

from Drowning, Hanging, Intoxication, Intense Cold, SfC." They were

drawn up by Dr. Williams, of Ipswich, one of the Vice Presidents of the

Institution, who, since its commencement, in the year 1807, to the pre-

sent time, has actively and ably exerted himself in promoting the generous

and philanthropic object Cor which it was founded.

Tlie following very judicious admonition forms a preface, as it were, to

the Directions :
" Far from considering it as presumptuous to attempt a

recovery under the most unfavourable circumstances, let us ever hold in

view the possibility, that the person It not dead, but sleepeth ; and re-

collect, that even an unsuccessful trial will afford us the heartfelt satisfac-

tion of knowing that we have done our duty."

The following are the Directions which apply to apparent death from

drowning :

"
1. Untie the neckcloth, and strip off the clothes immediately ; wipe the

body, and cover it in cold or damp weather with a blanket, or any woollen gar-

ment, or the clothes of some person present, and convey it carefully and expe-

ditiously, with as little agitation as possible, to the nearest house ; it may he

curried either in men's arms, or upon a door or hurdle, with the head railed, and

Ihe body inclined to the right side; should the house be at a distance, a cart, if it

can be procured, will be I he best method of conveyance.
" 2. Lay the body (the head still raised) on a bed or mattrass, or on a low

table covered with folded blankets, in winter at some distance from the fire, in

summer near the window, and if possible in the sun, taking especial care that not

more than six people be allowed to remain in the room at any one time, as a

greater number might .prevent the return of life ; these six may be divided into

two sets, one set being active in restoring ihe warmth of the body, whilst the

other is employed in recovering the breathing.

" S. Close the mouth and one nostril, whilst another person blows into the

other nostril, by means of a pair of bellows, or his breath, if bellows be not at

hand, wiih sufficient force to fill the lungs with air ;
which being done, the person

who has the charge of the mouth and nostrils, should suffer a small quantity of

air to pass through them at least every minute, by taking off the hand from those

parts and placing it on the chest, which should be pressed gently for a few se-

conds, so as to expel the air : thus the natural breathing will be imitated. After

the lungs have been thus carefully filled and emptied two or three times (mid not

before), rub well the whole body, particularly the right breast, the hand being

* B. . Yd. XXXV. p. 212.
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softened occasionally with oil or hog's lard, either of which is better than flour of

mustard, salt, or spirits, which are highly injurious.
*'

4. This plan of filling and emptying the lungs should be regularly continued,

if necessary, for lour hours
; during which time, let a third person apply to the

feet and hands, bladders or bottles of hot water, or warm tiles wrapt in flannel J

moving lightly up and down the back every now and then a warming-pan

covered with flannel or some garment; and when signs of returning life appearf

put into the mouth a table spoonful of warm wine and water, or warm brandy,

rum, or gin and water, and give the same quantity every five or ten minutes, till

one or two gills be consumed
;

after which, the senses and breathing being

tolerably restored, put the person into a warm bed, and suffer him without dis-

turbance to fall asleep. Should the person be incapable of swallowing, the

liquor is to be passed into the stomach with the elastic tube and syringe, which

are to be found in either of the Society's chests.

"
5. It is to be observed, that as soon as the pulse at the wrist or ancle, or

beating of the heart, can be felt, the inside of the nostrils ought to be touched

occasionally with a feather dipped in spirits of hartshorn or strong mustard : it

being found by experience, that any irritation applied to the nose has considerable

influence in exciting the action of the muscles concerned in breathing.
" The above directions (comprised in paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5), assidu-

ously followed, will be found sometimes sufficient for the recovery of the

drowned ; it is, however, strongly recommended, when gentlemen of the faculty

can be obtained, that their assistance should be requested with all possible speed,

;.5 their skill \vill lead them judiciously to vary the mode of treatment, which is

indispensably requisite on some occasions, particularly in apparent death from

hanging, intoxication, &c. as noticed in the following pages."

Although apparent death from hanging may be less frequent than that

from drowning, it cannot but be desirous to know what steps are proper to

take, under circumstances so unfortunate and alarming. Dr. Williams's

recommendations are as follow :

"
1 . The same measures should be pursued which are recommended for drowned

persons: but the restoration of life will be facilitated considerably by opening a

jugular veiw, or by applying cupping glasses to the neck.
"

2. The quantity of blood should seldom exceed an ordinary tea-cupful, which

will generally be fuund sufficient to unload the vessels of the head."

Tn cases of insensibility, or apparent death from drunkenness, the follow-

ing directions are given :

"
1. If the countenance continue swelled, and of a dark red or purple hue,

nj'ter facing the body in an upright postureforJive minutes, blood should be taken
from t jugular vein or temporal artery, or from the neck, by the application of

(lipping glasses.

"
2. '1'iie pulse and breathing being perceptible, and the body warmer than

natural, cloths dipped in cold water, and applied to the hand and neck, have
been found very serviceable in restoring intoxicated persons to their senses, with-
out the aid of bleeding.
"

.3. An emetic may be early administered with great advantage, and a dispo-
sition to vomiting is to be eucoura^ed by draughts of warm water, which should
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be introduced by the flexible tube and syringe, when the person is incapable of

swallowing.
" 4. The emetic failing in its operation, a clyster may be injected every quar-

ter of an hour, if necessary.
" 5. The application of leeches to the temple*, will sometimes prove very use.

ful, and blisters to the inside of the legs, and between the shoulders, may be ad-

vantageously applied.
" 6. Vinegar and water, brisk cyder or perry diluted with water, or two or

three tea-spoonsful of the elixir of vitriol in a pint of water, frequently afford

great relief.

" 7. The body being cold, equal parts of spirits of hartshorn and sallad or

common oil, or equal parts of rum, gin, or brandy and oil well shaken together,

is an excellent application for the wrists, ancles, temples, and chest, on which it

should be well rubbed for a considerable length of time.

"
8. If these means should not succeed, no time is to be lost in trying the

method advised for drowned persons."
" Persons deprived of sense and motion by lightning, and not recovering in

the space of a few seconds, have been too often," Dr. Williams observes,
"

sup-

posed irrecoverably dead, although no marks of violence appeared on the body.

Such conclusions are to be most cautiously avoided, as experience has repeatedly

shewn, in the complete recovery of many persons, who, besides the loss of sense

and motion, had been severely injured externally.
"

1. The person should be removed into the open air, with the head raised,

and the body inclined to the right side.

" 2. Cold water in small quantities thrown forcibly and repeatedly on the face

and breast, and the body well rubbed at intervals with flannel cloths, have been

attended with much benefit.

"
3. If the body ft-el cold, gradual warmth should be applied, as well as the

means recommended for the drowned
; but of all remedies in restoring the energy

of the brain in cases of apparent death from lightning, ELECTRICITY is the most

effectual, having this advantage, that it pervades the inmost recesses of the

frame. On which account, let an electrifying machine be procured as speedily

as possible, the other means being in the interval constantly employed."

Persons who may have been frost-bitten, or thrown into a state of

apparent death from intense cold, are to be treated in the following
manner :

"
1. The head being slightly raised, rub the body generally with ice, snow, or

cold water.

"
2. Restore warmth by slow degrees, taking especial care not to place the

person before the fire, or near it.

" 3. Should no appearance of life be observed after these means have been

assiduously tried for a quarter of an hour, have recourse to the means pointed out

for the recovery of the drowned."

The subjoined
" General Remarks" may, also, it is presumed, in many

cases, prove serviceable :

"
Clysters are to be considered serviceable, only as far as they co-operate

with more important remedies, and those of a stimulating kind should be
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generally preferred. Their quantity ought not to exceed half a pint, lest, fcy

their mechanical action, they prevent the descent of the midriff, and thereby

hinder the free expansion of the lungs.

" Tobacco clysters are highly pernicious, so is tobacco in any form, as it ha

ft powerful tendency to destroy rather than increase the powers of life*

" The following clyster will answer almost every purpose :

' To half a pint of warm water, add two tea spoonsful of spirit of hartshorn,

or a heaped tea spoonful of flour of mustard, or a table spoonful of the essence

of peppermint ;
but if neither of these can be obtained, put to the same quantity

f warm water, half a gill of brandy, rum, or gin, or two table spoonsful of

common salt.

"
Bleeding, if necessary, should be one of the^nt remedies ;

but can be pro-

per in persons only of a full habit of body, or in those who have received an

injury on or near the head.

" Emetics should be dispensed with, unless it be ascertained that the stomach

is oppressed with food or spirituous liquors. When required, give three or four

table spoonsful of ipecacuanha wine, or a table spoonful of autimonial wine, or

thirty or forty grains of ipecacuanha, powder, or two grains of emetic tartar dis-

solved in a wine glass of water, either of which may be repeated, if necessary,

every quarter of an hour.

"
Electricity will prove useful only in the hands of such persons who are

thoroughly acquainted with the treatment of persons seemingly dead."

In the hope that your attention to this paper may be the means of pre

serving many valuable lives to our country,

I remain, Mr. Editor,

One ofyour oldest nnd warmest friends,

P.S. It has frequently occurred to me, Mr. Editor, that, if your friends

and correspondents, residing in the country, would take the trouble of

copying tlie numerous inscriptions, &c. afforded by the funereal monuments

which have been erected in almost every church and churchyard, to the

memory of naval officer*, much useful aud interesting biographical and his-

torical information might be accumulated iu the Chronicle If you agree

with me in this opinion, I shall have much pleasure in forwarding to you
whatever may be met with, of such a nature, within the twelve parishes of

Ipswich-
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PLATE CCCCLXVII.

Bristol Channel.

THE cky of Bristol derives its name as a corruption of Brightstoze, so

denominated by the Saxons. For wealth, trade, and number of inha-

bitants, it is inferior only to London. Its site is supposed to have been

anciently wholly on the west of the Somersetshire side of the Avon ; but

after the building of the bridge, it was extended, and became partly in

Somersetshire and partly in Glocestershire. The old bridge across the

Avon consisted of four broad arches, with houses on both sides, similar to

those formerly on London Bridge ;
but this has been since pulled down,

and a new one erected in its place. No carts or waggons are admitted into

Bristol, for fear of damaging the vaults and gutters made under-ground for

carrying the filth of the city into the river. Sledges are the customary
vehicles for heavy burdens.

The trade of the city was computed many years ago to be proportionally

greater than that of London, especially to America, and the West Indies.

For this trade, and that to Ireland, it is better situated than London. Its

trade also extends to the Baltic, Norway, Holland, Hamburg, Guinea,
and the Mediterranean. The largest ships are discharged at Kingroad, four

leagues below the city, and the goods arc brought to the quay by lighters.

The quay is half a mile in length, and the most commodious in England for

shipping and landing goods; for which purpose it is provided with many
cranes..

Of the Channel, Tuckey gives the following description :

" The Bristol Channel, which with more propriety niay be denominated a

gulf, penetrates between the counts of England and Wales. Iis entrance be-

tween Mort Point and Oxnich is seven leagues, and its length to King-Road

twentj-one.
" Ilfraconibe, a neat-built town, of one principal street, a mile long, has a

good harbour, partly formed by a pier, and partly by a natural cove, sur-

rounded by craggy heights cloathed with wood
; vessels ol' S>30 tons lay land-

locked, and it is much frequented as a place of shelter bv vessels that cannot get
into Barnstaple. It hits a light-house, a large share in the herring fishery, and

is a sea-bathing place, having a fine pebbly beach. 1,805 inhabitants.

Comb Martin, on a cove, is a little decayed town, beautifully ituated. Lin-

ton and Linmoutb. on the little river Lin, are small straggling villages, cele-

brated for their oysters,
" The county of Somerset presents a succession of bays and rocky promonto-

ries, generally lined by saud banks, which by their increase now serve to tmak
the force of the waves, which anciently washed over them, and occasionally
inundated the shores. The cliffs of the parish of Old Cleve, west of Dansct-r,

abound with alabaster.

" Porlock is a small, strangling, and ill-built town, on a bay three miles l'>ng,

bounded on the east by ridges of lofty rocki, partly insulated at high water,

, C^ron. Vol. XXXTI. T
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caverned at their bases, and with veins of metal. Three or four sloops be-

longing to Porlock are employed in bringing coals and lime from Wales. 600

inhabitants.

" Mineliead has a commodious tide haven, but its trade is greatly declined,

and its herring fishery has almost entirely ceased. The town is composed of

three parts, at some distance from each other, at the foot and on the declivity of

a rocky hill. 1000 inhabitants.

"
Dunster, a market town, of two well-built streets, is a mile from the shore,

and surrounded by hills, except towards the sea. It has one ot the largest

gothic churches in England, and a castle surrounded by a noble park. 800

inhabitants.

" Wacher, a town of 140 houses, in a fine valley, lias a pier haven for

small craft, which export coal, kelp, alabaster, and limestone.

" The River Pairet empties itself into Bridgewater Bay, and is remarkable for

a bore, the elevation of which is ten to twelve feet. The rise of tide in the springs

is six fathoms. This river is navigable to Taunton and the Brent, which joins it

at its mouth to Glastonbury.
"

Bridgewater, on {he Parret, three leagues from its mouth, is a corporate and

borough town, of 3000 inhabitants. It has a commodious quay, to which vessels

of 100 tons ascend.

"
Bristol, considered the third cily of England in commerce, is situated on

several hills, at the confluence of the Frome with the Avon, and eight miles above

the mouth of the latter at Kingroad. Its population is estimated at 100,000 souls.*

Vessels of GOO tons ascend to it with the tide,

" Bristol is one of the mosjt ancient trading cities of England, being described

by William of Mahnsbury, in 1139, as a place much addicted to trade, and fall

of ships from Ireland, Norway, and every part of Europe; and in 1547 it may
be suppostd to have been little inferior to London, the number of ships furnished

by the latter being twenty-five, and 662 men
;
and by the former, twenty-two

ships, and CO!} men. The voyages of Cabot, of Sir Humprey Gilbert, and many
others, also originated at Bristol.

" The modern trade of this city is especially with the West Indies and Ame-

rica, the Baltic, Spain and Portugal, and witli the West coast of America, and

Ireland. The results of the trade for the }ear 1787 were as follows: ;

British. Foreign.

Ships. Tons. Ships. Tons.

E.-itercd inwards 416 .. 48,125 69 .. 11112
Cleared outwards 382 .. 46,729 66 .. 10,445

" In the same year the vessels belonging to the port were

Foreign Trade. Coasters. Fishing Vessels.

Ships. Tons. Men. Vessels. Tens. Men. No. Tons. Men.

328 . . 53,491 . . 3,971 30 .. 3,078 . . 143 . . . . 7 . . 340 . . 30

" The customs collected at Bristol exceed 300,000*.

" The inronvenience of the vessels laying on the ground when the tide is our,

*
1 he population ot Bristol, by the first census, in 1801, was estimated, at

7.1,1'79 ; by the last, in 1811, 76,433.
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Srst caused a wet basin to be constructed for forty ships ;
but a much grander plan

Las been recently completed, that of completely damming the Avon across, and

thereby converting its bed into a vast basin, two miles and a half long, and co-

vering eighty acres of land, which is entered by gates, and in which 1,000 ves-

sels may always lay afloat. A new channel has been cut for the river. An iron

bridge of a single arch 200 feet high crosses the river, under which the largest

ships pass.
11

Pill is a large village at the mouth of the Avon, where vessels receive cus-

tom-house officers, and where the Irish passage vessels usually land and embark

their passengers.
" The Severn, the second river of England in magnitude and utility, rises in

Plinlimmon-Hill. in Wales, runs past Shrewsbury, Bridgenorth, Worcester,

Tewksbury, and Glocester, and empties itself into the Bristol Channel by a

large estuary, by the old writers called the Sea of Severn, at Kineroad. Its chan-

nel is rendered difficult by rocks, but loaded barges ascend it 160 miles. It is

subject to a bore here called hygre or eager, three or four feet high. Its fish are

salmon, lamprey, and chad.

" In the entrance of the Severn are the isles Flatholm and Steepholm ;
the

former is four or five miles in circuit, with a tolerable soil, but uninhabited, ex-

cept by a person that has charge of a lofty light-house on it.

"
Glocester, on the Severn, thirty miles above Kingroad, is a well-built city,

of 8,000 inhabitants. It is built on an elevation, and has a considerable trade,

vessels of 200 tons ascending to it.

" The River Wye, one of the most picturesque of England, and also the most

tortuous, empties itself on the north shore of the Severn, separating Gloucester

and Monmouth shires. Near its mouth is Chepstow, a flourishing town, of 2,000

inhabitans, with a considerable foreign ami coasting trade, exporting timber,

corn, oak bark, cider, coals, grind, and mill-stones. It also builds small

vessels.

Newport, on the Usk, two miles from its mouth, is a narrow straggling town,

of 1,100 inhabitants. It is thought to be built of the ruins ef the ancient

Caerleon. It has a large coasting trade, exporting coals, cast and bar iron, &c.
In 179.5, 295 vessels, of 12,000 tons, and 930 men, entered, and '243 vessels,

of 11,000 tons, and 1,000 mtn, cleared out. The river Usk is a beautiful torrent

stream, navigable to Tredennoc Bridge, and has a good salmon fishery.
" The Rumney separates the counties of Monmouth and Glamorgan, emptying

itself at the village of Ruinney, east of Cardiff. The coasts of Glamorgan are

either sandy level beach, or maile clirFs. Cardiff, at the mouth of the Taff os

Taw, has 1,900 inhabitants ; it exports 30,000 boxes of tin plates to Bristol.

" The Tave, at its mouth, expands into a large basin, called Pennartli Har-

bour, but which at iow water is a sheet of mud, except a narrow channel into the

river. Barry Island is separated from the main by a narrow strait, fordable at

low water over a bed of pebbles. Newton is a neat village, on a fine sandy
beach, frequented for sea-bathing. Near it is a well, that ebbs and flows

inversely with the sea.

" Swansea Bay has been co-npart-d, by those who have seen both, to the Bsy
of Naples, for picturesque beauty. Aberavon, a small town with a tide haven,
formed by the mouth of the Avon

; and Neath, a town of 2,500 inhabitants,
also on a river of its name, have some coasting trade, exporting copper from,

worki in the neighbourhood. Neath has the ruins of an abbey aud castle.
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*'
Swansea, on the Tawy, a corporate and borough town, of 6,000 inhabi-

tants,* is tolerably well, though irregularly built. Its chief trade is the export of

coals; and packets sail regularly between it and Dublin, Waterford, Cork, and

Ilfracorab. It builds ships, and has copper works. Near it is a mineral (vitriolic)

spring, and it is visited for sea-bathing. It large ancient castle is now converted

into a town-house, market, jail, poor-house, &c.
" West of Swansea is the Mumble's Head, east of which ore the vast ruins of

Ostermouth Castle, a gothic construction on a cliff. Ostermouth is a fihing vil-

lage ;
and on Mumble's Head is a light-house. Caswell Bay, west of the head,

presents beautiful scenery, to which succeed Oxwich Bay, Port Inon, and Worms
Head.

Caermarthen Bay, between the counties of Glamorgan and Pembroke, is

limited on the east by Worms Head, and on the west by St. Cowan's Head; the

former a high promontory, with chalky spots. On the east shore of the bay is

Llanelly, a small irregular town, inhabited by miners and sailors. It has a good

port for vessels of ten feet, formed hy an inlet of the sea, called Burry River,

and is the port of entry of Kidwelly and Caermathen. Its exports are pit coal,

and tinned iron plates. Population 3,000.

"
Kidwelly is a neat regular built town, on the Gwandraeth, which forms a

little haven, but nearly choakcd with sand. It exports coal of the neighbouring

collieries, which is brought to the town by a canal. 1,400 inhabitants.

" Caermarthen, ontheTowy, seven miles from its mouth, is a genteel thriving

town, of between five and 6,000 inliabitants.t
' The river is crossed by alar,

but vessels of 250 tons ascend to the bridge of the town. Iti chief exports are

tin plates, and cast iron.

" Lauharne is a village on a creek.

" The coasts of Pembroke are in general hilly, with steep cliffs, and indented

by a number of bays. Tenby, the most eastern place, is situated on an irregu-

lar peninsula, rising in rugged precipices, on the west side of Caermarthen Bay.
It was reduced ta a poor fishing town, until some years ago, when the capricious

resort of some sea bathers brought it into notice, and it is now a fashionable sum-

mer's residence. Its trade has been greatly increased in the export of coals and

culm, which are shipped at Sandersfoot, three miles to the west. In 1803, 539

colliers, of 45,000 tons, cleared out. It has also large herrii.g, trawl, and

oyster fisheries, thirty to 40,000 of these latter being taken daily, and sent to

Bristol and Liverpool, as is also the produce of the trawl fishery, which occupies

fifteen smacks, of 30 tons each, from April to October. The anchorage in the

road is sheltered by the peninsula on the west, but is exposed to S.E. and E. The
haven is formed by a pier, and it has a good quay. Population 844.

" Close to the peninsula of Tenby, on the south, is St. Catherine's Island, a

mass of rugged rock ;
and three miles farther is Caldy Island, with a mansion of

its proprietor. St. Margaret's Island is separated from Caldy on the west by a

great chasm. Its only inhabitants are rabbits : on it are the ruins of a chapel.
" Broad Haven, or Stackpole creek, is a league east of St. Gowan' Head, and

is a sea-bathing place
" Milfurd Haven is the most capacious harbour of Great Britain, being ten

* Swansea, by the centus in 1811, was 8,196.

f Caermarthen, ditto. 7,275.
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miles long, and one to two broad, and having fine bajs, ten creeks, and thirteen

anchoring places for large ships. It is entered between Nangle Head on the

east, and St. Ann's Point on the west, distant two miles. On the former is a ham-

let, and the ruins of a castle and nunnery ; and on the latter two light-houses,

and a block-house. The tide rises in the harbour thirty-six feet in springs, and

twenty-six in neaps. The natural defects of this haven are the dangerous rocks

near the entrance, and the being obliged to wait for an easterly wind to get out.

Pembroke, the chief town of the county, is on a creek of the south share, con-

tains 2,000 inhabitants, but is declining ;
it was anciently walled, has a castle, and

custom-house for Milibrd Haven." (Mar. Geogr. iv, 5o6.)

We extract the following notice respecting Milford Haven, from one of

the journals of the time; viz. 1813:

" Sir J. S. Yorke, and Sir T. B. Thompson, accompanied by Mr. Ronnie,

Mr. Hall, &c. have been for the last week engaged on a survey of the new royal

dock-yard, in Milford-haven, and it is said that they are so highly pleased with

the situation, that they strongly recommend it, not only as a building-yard, but

as a grand naval arsenal. It is certain that the Navy Board mean to give up the

present dock-yard at Milford town, as soon as the Rochfort, 74, is launched,

which will be in the spring of next year. The new one is about four miles higher

up the haven, and on the Pembroke side, on a spot called Pater Church, which

was purchased by the Ordnance-Board about fifty years ago, for the purpose of

erecting a fort, great part of which was built, but never completed. The great

increase of the royal navy, and the consequent want of accommodation for re-

pairs in the old dock-yards, has long engaged the attention of the public Boards ;

Norlhfleet, Southampton, Falmouth, and Scilly, have each had their advocates,

men of talents and of interest
;
but to the credit of the preient Boards, they have

acted with the greatest caution, and millions have thereby been saved to the

nation. The fee-simple of the land at Pater Church belongs to government, and

consists of about forty acres, and the greatest part is a solid bed of limestone, of

course the excavations for the graving docks will be paid for by the lime which it

will produce: the depth of water is so great, that a first-rate might be within a

cable's-length of the shore, and, from the land-locked situation, in perfect still-

water
;
and for its size, it will be the completes! dock-yard in the kingdom."

The island of Lundy, which lies opposite this part of the coast, is five

miles long, and two broad, but so encompassed with rocks, that it is

accessible only in one part, and the avenue there is so narrow, that a few

men might defend the pass against a multitude. Though it is distant four

leagues from the nearest land, it abounds with fine springs of fresh water.

The soil of the southern part is good, but the northern part is rorkv.

There is, among others, one craggy pyramidical rock, so remarkable for

the number of rats burrowing about it* that it is called Rat Islsnd. The

whole island abounds with rabbits and wild fowl. It is inhabited by one

family, which is maintained by saving the rabbit skins and the feathers of

the birds.

It formerly belonged to the Granville family, it was afterwards the pro-

perty of Sir John Borlase Warren, who designed to have settled a colony

upon it
; he sold it to John Cleveland, Esq. who is the present proprietor.
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liisdon says, that it once had a fort and a chapel. He also from Mat.

Paris relates, that one William Morisco, conspiring the death of Henry III.

at Woodstock, confederated with a Knight of the Court to murder him in

his chamber, by an inlet in the window ; but it chanced that the King lay

elsewhere that night, whereupon the rillain sought in other places and

chambers with his knife drawn, and found Margaret Bysset, one of the

Queen's maids, late up and reading, who hereat being affrighted, shrieked

out, and awaked some of the King's guard, who coming up, laid hands

upon him, and after some imprisonment, he was drawn in pieces with

horses, at Coventry ; whereupon Morisco fled to this island, and strongly

fortified it, and became a pirate, doing much damage to this coast ;
hut

at last he was surprised, and, with sixteen of his companions, executed.

Formerly, says the same author, this island had governors ;
for Sir Ralph

Willington had the custody thereof committed to him, and after he was

discharged, it was committed to Humphrey de Bohun.

Some idea of the progress of improvement in this portion of the island

of Great-Britain, so remote from the metropolis, may be judged from the

following notice of a recent application to Parliament for leave to bring in

a bill
" For the improving and maintaining the navigation of the harbour of

Llanelly, in the county of Carmarthen, and of the adjacent rivers called

the Burry and the Lloughor, in the counties of Carmarthen and Glamorgan,
or one of them, and the entrances thereto, and of the streams flowing into

the same, or contributing thereto, from Pontarddulais Bridge, in the said

counties of Carmarthen and Glamorgan, or one of them, to the sea, to and

over the bar of the said river of Burry, and which are situated in the several

parishes of Llanedy, Llangennech, Llannelly, and Pemhrey, -in the said

county of Carmarthen, and the parishes ofLlandilo, Talybont, Lloughor,

JJanrliidian, Choriton, Llanmacldock, and Llangennith, in the said county
of Glamorgan, and for raising the expenses attending the obtaining of the

said act, and of carrying the same into execution."

Here follow the geographical sites of Bristol, and sundry places com-

prised in the chart, according to the Requisite Tables :

Bristol (cathedral)* 51 27' 6.3" N. 2 35' 28.6" W. from Gr.

Eridgewater (spire) 51 7' 40.7" N. 2' 59' 38.7" \V.

Dundry (steeple) 51 23' 47.7" N. 2 28' 21 2" W.

Glastonbury.Tor 51 8'47,7"N. 2 41' 18.8" W.

Burton-pynscnt (obelisk) 51 l' 21.6" N. 2 52' 45.1" W.

Mendip 51 13' 7.2" N. 2 32' 6.5" W.

*
High-water there at 7h.
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ALGIER.

AGEORAPHICAL
Writer observes :

"
It has been often thought

surprising, that the Christian Powers should suffer their marine to be

insulted by these barbarians, who take the ships of 11 nations with whom

they are at peace, or rather, wfeo do not pay them a subsidy either in mo-

ney or commodities. We cannot account for this forbearance, otherwise

than by supposing, first, that a breach with them might provoke the Porte,
who pretends to be lord paramount; secondly, that no Christian Power
would he fond of seeing Algier and the rest of that coast in possession of

another
; and, thirdly, that nothing can be got by a bombardment of any

of their towns, as the inhabitants would instantly carry their effects into

the deserts and mountains, so that the benefit resulting from the conquest
must be tedious and precarious.'*

Yet the daring depredations of the Algerines have frequently roused the

indignation of European Powers to such a degree, that the corsairs have
more than once trembled for their existence : and, indeed, when we con-

sider the magnitude of the preparations that have been made for their

destruction, and the comparative weakness of the pirates in those days, it

is unaccountable how they have escaped the deserved fate with which they
have been so often threatened. The following is a correct account of th

principal of those expeditions.

In 1541 the Emperor Charles the Fifth, instigated by the Pope, sent

a powerful fleet to suppress the piracies of the Algerines : this fleet con-

sisted of 120 ships and 20 galleys, having on board 30,000 chosen troops,

and an immense quantity of arms and ammunition. The Algerines were

thrown into great consternation by this armament, and the Dey was on the

point of surrendering to the Emperor, when a violent storm arose, dis-

persed the fleet, and it was with the greatest difhcult) that even a small

part of the army escaped. In 1601, the Spaniards, under the command
of Doria, the Genoese Admiral, made another attack upon Algier, in

which they were more fortunate than before, for they came off without

loss, though they were not able to effect any thing against the pirates.

Soon after this, the Algerines became very formidable to the European
Powers. In 1602, a squadron of English men of war was sent agninst

them, under the command of Sir Robert Mansel ; but of this expeditioa

we have no further account, than that it returned without doing any thing.

In 1682, the French fleet, under Admiral Doquesne, cannonaded and

bombarded Algier so furiously, that the whole town was in flames in a very

little time; and the following year he returned and bombarded it again

with double fury. The Algerines now began to pay some regard to other

nations, and to be a little cautious how they wantonly incurred their dis-

pleasure. But it was not till the taking of Gibraltar that Great Britain

could have a sufficient check upon the Barbary States to enforce the

observation of treaties ; and that fortress, and our fleets in the Mediterra-

nean, with our presents to the respective Deys, have induced them to paj
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R greater deference to tlie English than to any other European power.

The Spaniards again attacked Algier in 1775, by land and sea, but were

repulsed with great loss
; though they had near 20,000 foot, and 2000

liorse, with 47 ships of war of different rates, and 346 transports. In the

years 1783 and 1784, they also renewed their attacks by sea to destroy the

city and galleys; but after expending a great quantity of ammunition,

bombs, &c. were forced to retire without either its capture or extinction.

Lord Exmouth, we trust, will have better fortune. His Lordship is about

to proceed upon an arduous undertaking; where nothing, as experience has

taught him, but the thunders of the British cannon can possibly avail.

Delenda est Carthago must now be our cry, for it is evident that Puuic

and Algeriae faith are synonimous.

EARTHQUAKE.

THE
north of Scotland has been the scene of one of those awful and

tremendous visitations, an earthquake. It was felt a little before

eleven o'clock at night, on Tuesday, the 13th of August, in an angular

direction, extending, as far as we have yet received accounts, from Inver-

ness, through Forres to Aberdeen, and thence to Perth, slightly at Glas-

gow, and more slightly at Edinburgh and Leith. There were two shocks.

The accounts vary as to their duration : one from Aberdeen says, it lasted

six seconds; from Forres, twenty seconds ; at Inverness, the concussion

lasted a minute. It was most violent here. The church steeple was much

injured ;
chimnies precipitated into the streets; bells rang, and the wires

broken. Some women fainted, others ran into the streets, exclaiming,

their children were dead. A house is said to have been driven into the

Moray Frith.

Tho letters and papers received from the North, bring further accounts

of this phenomenon, so uncommon in our country. This shock appears to

have extended over ihe counties of Ross, Inverness, Moray, Banff, Aber-

deen, Kincardine, Forfar, Perth, and Fife
; and, as before stated, was

indistinctly felt in Edinburgh and Glasgow. By all the accounts, however,
we ore happy to observe, that there has been no loss of lives, although
considerable damage to property has been sustained, particularly at Inver-

ness, where the Mason Lodge, occupied as an hotel, was rent from top to

bottom, the north stalk of the chimney partly thrown down, one of the

coping-stones, weighing from 50 to 60lb. was thrown to the other side of

rhe street, a distance of not less than 60ft. The spire of the steeple, one
of the handsomest in Scotland, has been seriously injured, and must in

part be taken down. The spire is an octagon; and within five or six feet

of the top, the angles of the actagon are turned nearly to the middle of the

square or fiat side of the octagon, immediately under it.
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PRESIDENT OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE MEMBERS OF ALL THE ORDERS

OF KNIGHTHOOD IN EUROPE, CONVENED AT VIENNA ON THE 29lH

DECEMBER, 1814.

[Continued from page 54.]

No. XII.

An authentic account of sundry piratical enormities, committed by the

Barbary cruizers, in the Adriatic, and other parts of the Mediterranean)

during the early part of the year 1815.

IN
the latter end of May 1815, the city of Ancona not having yet sur-

rendered to the Austrian force before it, his Britannic Majesty's ship

Undaunted was employed in cruizing oft" that place, to prevent supplies

reaching it by sea. Early in the morning of the 30th May, a frigate was

observed communicating with some fishing-boats in a bay to the southward

of the Mount of Ancoua ; and three more large sail, looking like men of

war, were also seen from the mast-head, coming down along shore froin

the S.E. : for a length of time it was imagined that they were two Neapo-
litan frigates, and two smaller, or laden vessels, which it was thought

possible had eluded the vigilance of the two British blockading ships, the

Phoenix and Garland, and had escaped from Brindisi, for the purpose of

throwing supplies into Ancona. Every preparation was made for au

enemy ; and as they continued end on, still running before the wind
f

it was not until they approached nearly within gun-shot that they were dis-

covered to be Barbary cruizers. On their nearing the Undaunted, they

shortened sail by slow degrees to their topsails ;
but that ship stood through

them well under command, until she could weather them all
; and as they

were holden a* people never to be trusted, it will easily be supposed there

was no relaxation on board the Undaunted, in the necessary preparations

for encountering an enemy ;
her visible state of readiness evidently threw

the Barbarians into great confusion, which was evinced by the hurried

assemblage of turbans and muskets upon their booms, and the throwing
overboard of various articles from their main-deck ports.

After some most awkward and unseaman-like attempts to close the

British frigate, with an apparent wish to communicate, they ngain bore up,

and continued their former course, under easy sail, towards Rimini. Ic

was at first determined to avoid communication, fearful of incurring

quarantine ; but it being conceived that by a proper representation they

might be deterred from committing depredations upon the coast, they tre

followed, and a boat of the Undaunted was sent, with the first lieutenant,

who spoke Italian, alongside the commodore, with orders, after asking the

. Vol. XXXVI. u
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usual questions, to state to him
officially, that the whole lifte of this part of

the Neapolitan coast, with the exception of Ancona, was then in possession,

and under die protection of the Allied Powers, and that any attack upon
its inhabitants would be without doubt considered in the light of an insult

to the Allies, and treated as such.

The lieutenant, at his return on board, reported that he had found no

difficulty in rendering understood, and in procuring answers to, some pre-
vious questions, by which he learned from the commodore, that he consi-

dered himself in peace and amity with all the world, except Buonaparte
and Murat ;

but that, on acquainting him with the material part of his

errand, it produced great rage, and an evident determination not to under-

stand. It now growing dark, and it being necessary for the Undaunted to

keep close off Ancona during the night, she parted company with the cor-

sairs, and they were seen no more by her for several days : the effects,

however, of what they had accomplished during the night, was very

apparent after daylight on the nest morning (31st) ; above fifty fishing

boats were observed drifting about to windward, off Senigaglia (the wind

having shifted during the night fromS.E. to the opposite point), many were

without sails, some with no mast, and all without crews. The sensation

which this scene produced on board the Undaunted, cannot be described ;

nothing was to be heard but expressions of abhorrence of such detestable

cruelty, and earnest wishes to punish the barbarous authors of it ; at this

time nothing square-rigged was in sight from her mast-head
;

if there had

been, feelings would perhaps have overpowered prudence, and an attempt

might have been made to rescue the unfortunate captives; such a measure

would, however, have been attended with extreme responsibility, particu-

larly where force must have been employed; this circumstance, together

with that of oilier objects of moment being in view, it was decided against

leaving the station in search of the pirates. Representations were shortly

received from the Austrian authorities, from the British Consul at Ancona,

and Vice-consul at Senigaglia, and also from many other gentlemen of

respectability, all couched in the most affecting terms, and stating them-

Stlvcs to be the organs of hundreds of petitions, soliciting British inter-

ference in favor of the wretched families of the miserable men, who, to the

amount of nearly three hundred, had been carried off in one night. They
xvcre tiic.' greater part fishermen of Sinigaglia, and in that town nothing was

to be seen or heard but the tears of fathers and mothers for their lost sons,

and tiie distracted lamentations of wives for their husbands, thus torn

from their arms, and the support of their now helpless families, to be

dragged into slavery the most cruel!

To these heart-rending apptaU, nothing could be returned for answer,

but the impossibility of British interference, by the adoption of any violent

measures with reference to what had taken place ; but a promise was given,

of protection to the const, should the pirates again make their appearance.

The surrender of Ancona releasing the Undaunted from its blockade, she

jailed on the 'Jd of June to accomplish an object then in view, the capture
of the islands and fortress of Tremiti, where Mural's flag was still flying.

U her passage tliitjicr she, on the 3d, fell in with a frigate aud corvette,
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part of the squadron of corsairs she had before- encountered; she chased

and closed them, and the release of the captives was demanded with

temper, upon the ground of their having been, when captured, under the

protection of the Allies.

These villains had at first the audacity to deny all knowledge of the

normities that had been committed; but on finding us too well informed

as to these facts, the excuse was changed to that of all the captives

having been put on board the other two ships, which had the day previous

parted company to return home. In vain the officer sent in the boat de-

jnanded permission to search
;
he was not allowed to go on board, and in

the interim, sail having been made, the boat was obliged to let go; it being
clear that nothing but hostility would produce satisfaction, the captain of

the Undaunted had actually determined upon that measure, and made
sail after them, when the same reasons recurring which had before swayed
him upon a similar occasion, added to the possibility of the corsair's latter

assertion proving true, in which case he would, after an action, have stood

in the awkward predicament of finding that bloodshed had been caused, and

heavy responsibility incurred, without authority, and without ground ; and
also that, in all probability, the Undaunted would have been disabled from

pursuing the enterprize he had embarked in : these arguments were

judged of sufficient weight, and it was again determined to remain passive.

The British frigate in consequence proceeded on her course, and the next

morning the strangers were out of sight, and it was shortly after learnt that

they had quitted the Adriatic. It was afterwards learned, from undoubted

authority, that upwards of six hundred defenceless beings, inhabitants of

the Neapolitan shore in the Adriatic, had been, during the short interval

of ten days, carried into slavery by this squadron.
In July following, the Undaunted touched at Der.ja, on the Roman

coast; and information was there obtained, that a corsair (a small tartan)

had been committing many cruelties ; among others, the murder, / cofd

Hood, of the crews of two vessels, on the day she arrived, their bodies, to

the number of twenty, were found upon the beach near Denia, ulluitk

their throats cvt.

About this time a British line-of-battle ship fell in with a sqindrnn of

Barbury cruizers, who demanded of her a supply of provisions and water,
of which they were very much in want

;
on some diiriculty being made, her

captain was informed that he might act as he pleased, that they had suffi-

cient for themselves, but that, if the supply was refused, the rapines, of

whom they had a great number on board, must pcriih from want.

This anecdote is well authenticated,
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No. XIII.

A Letter to a Member of Parliament on the Slavery of the Chriatians at

Algitr, By WALTER CROKER, Esq. R.N.

sin, H. M. S. Wizard, at Sen, August 2rf, 1815.

IN doing myself the honor to address you, I am satisfied that you will

consider the subject of this letter a sufficient excuse for my taking such a

liberty.

In the performance of orders I had received from Lord EXMOUTH, I an-

chored in the Bay of Algier late in the evening of the 25th ultimo. Two hours

before my arrival there, I was spoken by a Dutch squadron of five frigates,

one twenty-gun ship, and one brig. I do not remember ever to havesren a

foreign squadron in so good order, for every service, as these appeared to

be. At about five next morning, I observed a Dutch frigate firing at an

Algerine corvette, of twenty-four guns. A running action immediately com-

menced between them, and soon after two, other Dutch frigates fired at the

corvette. The firing was continued, on both sides, until half-past six, when

the Dutch admiral made signals to recal his squadron. The batteries of

Algier opened their fire on the Dutch ships as they hauled off, but with no

effect.

An Algerine frigate was in company with the corvette, or not more than

between two and three miles ahead of her, under easy sail, when the firing

commenced. This frigate took no part in the action; but when she got within

range of her batteries, she put her head out to sea-ward, and shortened sail

to her top sails; soon after she wore, and went into the mole, whither the

comitc speedily followed, amidst the cheers of the population of Algier.

I saw one shot-hole in the hull of the corvette ; hnr fore-yard and main-

topsail yard were damaged, and were changed ; she had one man killed and

two wounded !

I; appears, from the Dutch account of this business, that the two pirates

WP:C considered part of their own squadron, until it was too late. The Deif

of Algier has made the Reys, or Rais, of the corvette, his chief admiral

iiii.xit, and conferred many other honours on him; the Re_i,t, or captain of

T!>(, frigate, was not so well rewarded, as I think his escape deserved: he

s:ot iive hundred bastinados, for not supporting the corvette and is uo more
a R.JJS !

Scarcely had the Dutch admiral recalled his ships, before I perceived that

he had hoisted a flag of truce, which was treated with great contempt by the

Ali;i rincs ; for the Dei/ desired the English consul to tell the Dutch admiral

that lie might take down his white flag, as the Dey intended to send his

fleet to engage him.

I have to regret that the Dutch admiral hoisted another flag of truce, or

it would he moic properly styled signal for communication with the English
consul

;
the admiral having always an English union jack at the fore, when

the white flaj; was at the main. From the great jealousy of the Dey, the

cuiiMil advised me not to go off to the admiral, even under the cover of

night, which I often proposed doing. lam now looking for him, to give
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him information that every possible exertion is making to get the Algerine

fle! f, as they call it, to sea. They consist of four frigates, three large oor-

ve'tts '. e brig, and ten heavy gun-boats, with eleven smaller ones; there

are also to:ir or five polacres, without guns, and I think it is their intention

to fill them with men to accompany their fleet. I have lost no opportunity
of ob erving all their proceedings, and I think that in six days more, they
will be ready to 20 out of the mole, and may perhaps offer battle in their

own hay; but, if they g<> farther, and the Dutch have a breeze to prevent
the gun- boats from hoarding, I have no doubt the result of the action will

be favourable to the Dutch.

I have finished that part of rny letter which, from a professional specta-

tor, I presume will not be unacceptable to you. The subject and descrip-
tions I now would treat of, deserve, indeed, a more able pen, and, though
J must here iall short, yet, when I remember the few opportunities likely to

offer to men of greater talent, to witness and describe the scenes of horror

which I have lately seen, I humbly hope that my faithful relation of these

facts will not be considered presumptuous, nor proceeding from any other

motive than the fulfilment of a duty, which I feel that I owe to my poor

suffering fellow-creatures, and to the honor of my country. It will also

be an excuse, if excuse be necessary, that my feelings were called into

action by a circumstance which rather singularly happened, only the day
after niv arrival at Algier. On inquiry into the purport of a paper which I

sow in the hands of the vice-consul, I found it to be a subscription for the

relief of nearly three hundred Christian slaves, just arrived from Bona, after

a journey of many days; and who, after the usual ceremony of bringing

them to the Dey's i'eet, were ordered to their different destinations : such

as were a'nle to go to their lani, or prison, were sent there
; but the far

greater number were found objects for the hospital, which Spain, in her

better days, humanely established for the relief of Christian slaves at

Algicr; it is the only one in that city.

I naturally wished to know the particulars of the capture of those wretched

persons. The Christians in Algier, who are not slaves, are very far from

numerous, being only the consuls of the Christian states, at peace with

Algicr, and their familios, with a very few dependents on their different

protection : on the authority of them all, I learnt, that these last Christian

slaves, three hundred and fifty-seven in number, were taken by two Aige-

rine pirates, which presumed to carry the English colours, and, by so

doin, decoyed those unhappy beings within their reach.

They were landed at Bona, whence they were driven to Algier like aherd

of cattle. Those who were no longer able to walk were tied on mules, and

if they became still more enfeebled, they were murdered. On their jour-

ney, fifty-nine expired, and one youth fell dead at the very moment they

brought him to the feet of the Dcy. Since their arrival, an interval of only

six days, near seventy more have died !

1 was, on a subsequent day, at the public quarries, and saw the

Christian slaves and the mules driven promiscuously to the same labor, by
their infidel masters. I at once anxiously and patiently heard the melan-

choly tales of tlitir misery. I tasted of their bread, and, I must own, I
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tasted of sorrow. You will conceive, Sir, my sad surprise, when many of
them referred me to our own consul, to prove that they were actually
made slaves while under English passports, and for the very purpose of sup-

plying our armies with grain !

The second instance I shall introduce to your attention, is one in which

the honor and the faith of i he British nation have been most notoriously
insulted by those detestable pirates.
When the island of Ponza was added to the conquests of the british

arras, the great addition of the English garrison, and our squadron, occa-

sioned considerable anxiety for the means of maintenance of the inhabitants

themselves, as well as of the necessary refreshments and supplies for their

new masters and benefactors, as they called us. It was also a consideration

of such moment to the commanding officer of our forces, that he encou-

raged the spirit of commerce, which had already shewn itself in the

natives, by requesting English passports to different places, for grain, for

ihe use of the island. These passports were not only willingly granted, but

an intended support was also given them ; namely, a permission to wear
the British flag.

Some of these poor unfortunate men, returning from one of their little

tenterprizes, were, within sight of their own island, boarded by six boats

belonging to two Algerine pirates; the colors which they vainly looked

to for protection, were, by these assailants, torn in pieces and cast into the

sea, and the unhappy crew were dragged to slavery. Such was the fate of

poor VICENZO AVELIXO, and his unoffending crew of eleven or twelve

men, who surely were as much entitled to English protection as the inha-

bitants of any other island which wore the English colors !

You will judge, what an English officer's feelings must have been, when
surrounded by these miserable men, who, with tears, inquired, if England
knew their fate ? or if they were to expect any mercy from our all-powerful
nation ?

I own, I cannot but wish that some of those English gentlemen, who
travel in searcli of pleasure in the Mediterranean, would pay Algier a visit,

even for one week ; I am sure they could not fail to feel, like me, the degra-
dation to which the Christian name is exposed, and to endeavour, on their

return home, to exert their abilities and influence in a cause which no one
doubts to be meritorious; but which actual inspection would make every
man feel to be a solemn, religious, and moral duty.

I should add, that on the arrival of these new slaves, our consul sent his

interpreter to the buni and hospital, to find out if any of them had claims

on the Knglish protection. The infidels would not permit him to enter

either place. Ail 1 have told you, and ten times more, will be confirmed

by your taking the trouble to inquire into it, and there are two gc-ntleiuen)
who will attend in person, if it be necessary.
Our own consul, a worthy man, confirmed all I had heard from these peo-

ple, and gladly gave me every information on the subject; and 1 plainly saw
that he had used all his influence to effect their release, but to no purpose ;

his influence, which is much greater than that of the Consul of any other na-

tion, extends to being able to avoid insult to his person and house, and barely
that. A short time ago, a Turk came to rob his garden Mr. M*DONAU>
h:d him secured until he heard from Algier respecting it. The next day an
order arrived for all the consuls to leave their country-houses, and only to

be allowed to live in the city ! this they promptly refused doing, saying,

nothing but force should make them leave their habitations.

The Duiiish consul, a respectable and amiable man, was once actually
lukui to the buni, and irons put on him, until his nation paid .some tri-

butary debt ! The Swedes are obliged to furnish artists fur making gun
jwidcr for them. The French overnment have sent them a builder for
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their navy t he told me so himself! The Spanish vice-consul of Bona, or

Oaran, I myself saw in heavy irons, working with the other slaves ! Thus,
these infidels trample equally on all the rights of nations and of nature.

The next case is that of the two Messieurs TERENI; they
are brothers, and

were respectable inhabitants of Leghorn, taken by these pirates, madeslaves,

of, and two thousand pounds worth of property taken from them, although in

possession of a passport from General OAKES, and returning from England to

their country. Their history has long been known to our government, and,

by command of the secretary of state, our consul has endeavoured to use

his influence for their release, but he has been many times refused, and
all he has been able to obtain for them, is permission for their living under
his protection, on condition that they pay a dollar per month for not work-

ing in the mines. This is the very greatest indulgence which consular in-

fluence is able to obtain at Algier. With great satisfaction I bear witness,

that the English, Danish, and Swedish consuls treat Christian slaves with
the utmost humanity, I might almost say, politeness.
The very many other cases I could state of insult to the English nation,

by treating the passports of her governors with contempt, &c. I will re-

crve for your farther information, should you require it
; but one recent

and flagrant insult I must here mention. There are, at this moment, in

irons and in slavery at Algier, the captain and crew of a Gibraltar trader.

Their little vessel was taken and confiscated, and our consul has been many
times refused their release, although proofs of their being English subjects,
have been as many times offered by him.

Permit me now to give you a description of the buni, or prison, the onlj
house they have, and of the hospital. I visited them both, in company
with the surgeon of this sloop, another officer, and an amiable man, wha
resides with our consul.

The bani, or bagnio, is in one of the narrow streets of Algier, has nothing
remarkable in its outside appearance, but inside it is the most remarkable
house of misery imagination can conceive. On entering the gate, there is

a small square yard for the slaves to walk about in
;
there they are, on

every Friday, locked up, und, as they do not work on that day, they are

allowed nothing hut water from the Algerine government. We then

ascended a .stone stair-case, and, round the galleries, were rooms with

Baked earthen floors, and dnmp stone walls. They have an iron grated
window, and a strong door; two of these rooms have, in each of them,

twenty four things, like cot-frames, with twigs interwoven in the middle.

These are hung up, one above another, round the room, and those slaves,
*vho are able to pay for the luxury of such a bed, are alone admitted.

J am happy in wanting a comparison in any part of the world where I

have been, for this ahomiuaUe prison, and those deadly cells; hut, if they
had a little more light, I think they would most resemble a house where
the negros of the West India islands keep their pigs. I must add, that the

pestilential smell made Mr. STAXBCRO so ill, that he nearly fainted, and
Doctor M'CoNNELL and myself were not much less affected.

The food of the slaves consists of two black loaves, of half a pound each,
which are their daily bread ; neither meat nor vegetables do they ever taste,

.those excepted who work at the Marina, who get ten olives per day with
their bread, and others in the Spanish hospital, which the Spanish govern-
ment to this day supports, as well perhaps as it is able. In visiting this

hospital, the floors of which were covered with unhappy beings of every
age and either sex, I saw some men who looked almost sixty, and some
children, who could not be more thrm eight years old

;
the whole of them

had their le^s swelled and cut in such a horrid manner, that we all thought
they could not recover. Ihere also we saw some young Sicilian girls, and
tome wumeu. One poor woman burst into tears, told us that she was the
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mother of eight children, and desired us to look at six of them who had
been slaves with her for thirteen years. We left these scenes of horror,

and, in going into the country, I met the slaves returning from their labor.

The clang of the chains of those who were heavily ironed, called my atten-

tion to their extreme fatigue and dejection : they were attended by infidels

with large whips.

During my stay at Algier, I employed every moment to gain informa-

tion as to the practicality of any attack upon that place, and, having
taken the opportunity of examining ail the forts, batteries, and every pos-
sible means of defense, both internally and externally, I will mention some

particulars on this head.

The state of Algier is divided into four governments; viz. Constantine,
a town and its environs, about forty miles inland from Algier; Tittery,
another very small inland town, &c. ; Bona, its eastern government
and sea-port; and Oaran, the westernmost. The entire population of all

these places, as well as the adjacent parts of the country, and the eighty
thousand Mors, Arabs, and Jews, which are the population of the city of

Algier, are kept in subjection by, at the utmost, four thousand Janizaries:

indeed, no other armed force is allowed, except in cases of the greatest

emergency, when the Arabs ntjd Moors are called to their support. From

among the Janizaries, the Dei/ is chosen, or rather put on the throne by
the strongest party of them : and, so far from the office being hereditary,
the sons of the Dei/ are no more than common soldiers. As a yet stronger

proof of the insignificance of this government, the Cubailes, or resident

Arabs, are in possession of their ovn independent state, which is in sight
of Algier, and they make the subjects of tho Dey pay them tribute; so

you will see that it is not the natives of Algier who commit these tyrannical
horrid crimes, but only as many Janizaries as there are in the state. A*
lor its sea defense, it has nothing but the formidable appearance of its

white washed batteries, which have too long been the bugbear of Europe,
to prevent its being razed to the ground, in a very short time, by any
power which sends a proper force. The Tunisians are at war with Algier,
which never yet was so weak as at this moment, so that, if England only
command them to release the Christian slaves, and not to make any more,
I have no doubt, from what I have heard and seen, that it will be imme-

diately complied with : it is surely worth trying.
I have read their new treaty with the Americans; it is certainly, in all

respects, as good as America could wish, save and except the emancipation
of nil the Christian slaves. The captured algerine frigate and brig were

restored, not by that treaty, but at the humble request of the Dey, to save

his head.

1 have found myself obliged to make this letter much longer than was

my intc.'ition, and I hope I may have excited some interest on a subject,
which oiiijit, I think, to be even nearer to the heart of a Christian than
Uiu abolition of the African slave trade.

I have the honor to subscribe myself, &C.

//jt /
r atter

Commander, R.N.

P.S. It is but justice to the memory ofono humane Turk, that I add this

postcrij.t, to state that before he died, he left his whole fortune for the pur-

(Hoe of providing one small loaf for eaeh Christian slave in the Hani, on

Friday, the dav they get nothing to eat from the algerine government.
w. c.
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Memoir .on the Geography of the coast of China, and t fie Sea eastward;

illustrative, of a chart comprehending the coasts and seas from the, river

of Canton to the Southern Islands of Japan. By JAMES BURIJEY,

Esq. R.N.

[Continued from page 64.]

T may not be useless to mention, that the date of the construction of a

chart is a necessary piece of information to tho^e who have occa-

sion to use it. Seldom, except from inadvertency, is a chart of credible

authority published without one ;
but it has been customary with many

map-makers to publish without date, that their chart should not l-e super-

seded, or its sale be injured by one of later date. The omission of data

may always be regarded as symptomatic of many other defects.

A large portion of the chart, the formation of which this memoir is

intended to explain, comprehends coasts and seas which formerly wero

more frequented by Europeans than they have been in our own time; and

this leads to inquiries some distance back.

The long and early acquaintance of the Portuguese and Hollanders with

China and Japan, enabled them more than other Europeans to form good
maritime charts of the coasts of those countries, and of the intermediate

sea. The Portuguese, however, have at all times been extremely reserved

in publishing sea charts, and very little of their East Indian geography
worth notice is to be met with, excepting the chart of the East Indian seas,

by J. TEXEIKA, a copy of which THEVENOT has inserted in his Collection of

Voyages. Their reservedness in this particular is attributable to the

jealousy of the Portuguese government. Before the Dutch had sailed

round the Cape of Good Hope, CORNELIUS HOUTMA& (at whose sugges-

tion, it is said, and under whose command, the first navigation of the

Hollanders to India was performed), being iw Portugal, was apprehended
and thrown into prison, for being too diligent in his inquiries concerning
the Eastern Indies, and the course thither.

The Hollanders, in their East Indian commerce, have been in some

respects similarly circumstanced with the Portuguese ; that is to say, a

small State, becoming, by its extensive Indian acquisitions and connec-

tions, an object of envy to its powerful neighbours. The early Dutch

navigators, nevertheless, are more entitled to commendation for their

industry in making charts and descriptions, and for their readiness of com.

munication, than any other maritime people of the same time.

The most early chart I have seen of the China Seas, from -which in the

present state of maritime geography any profit is to be derived, is a Dutch

manuscript chart on vellum (at present the property of Mr. AKHOWSMITH),
made b.y HESSEL GEHIUIZ, in the year 1632. The Portuguese chart by

. Cfcron, Vl. XXXVI. *
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TLXEIRA was published seventeen years after the above datr, and is in

the greater part, if not copied from GERRITZ, drawn evidently from the

same sources : yet it does not give so much information, neither is it to be

compared to the chart of GERRITZ for care or correctness.

It is not intended here to trace the steps of improvement made in the

geography of the coast of China since the time of GERRITZ. The present

purpose requires only a notice of the existing materials \\hich have been

resorted to in composing the present chart.

In 1699, JOANNES VAN KCULEN published his East India Zee Fakkel

(i. e. Sea Torch, translated by the French Flambeau de la Afer), iii which

lie endeavoured to collect all that was then known of the geography of the

East Indian and China seas. It is a work of very superior care and ability,

much excelling any set of sea charts before published of those seas, perhaps
without injustice it might be added, or of any other, with the exception

only of GRENVILLE COLLINS'S English Coasting Pilot. J. VAN KEULEN is

styled in his title page, Kaart-maker (Hydrographer) to the NethertafMl

East India Company. The merits of his Zee Fakkel have been over-

looked, or have nut been sufficiently attended to by the geographers of

other countries; and many particulars are yet to be found in the charts of

VAX KEULF.N, which ought, but which are not, to be found in the charts

of later date.

Next to be mentioned is the Jesuit's survey of the Chinese empire, taken

in the years 1708, to 1716 ; concerning which, the late Mr. DALRYMILE>

judging from a comparison of his own knowledge of the coast of Quang-

tong with that part of the Missionary survey, expressed his opinion, that if

the oilier provinces were equally well done, he might venture to say there

was not a place in the Chinese empire but might be found with the

assistance of [heir map. With the sea coast, however, the Hollanders

must have had more intimate acquaintance than could possibly have been

obtained by tlie Missionaries; and that such was the fact is visible on

inspection. This is not said with design to derogate from the merit of the

missionary survey, which, considering the small number of men of science

employed (of Europeans only nine are named), and the extent of the

empire surveyed, must be acknowledged one of the most extraordinary

achievements. in practical geography the world has witnessed.

.Among mans of China which have been examined without affordin*
t

assistance to the present purpose, one is worth particularizing, as being
the \\oik of Chinese geographers. This sample of Chinese science formed

part of the collection of the late Mr. DALRIMPI.E. It is in three looks,
and has the appearance of being a division of the country into districts for

purposes of police. The drawing is in neat outlines, which have little

appearance of being clone from actual measurement or survey. The sea

coast especially is much too rudely designed to be of any service to navi-

gation, or even to be identified with the European charts, except in a very
few places, or with the assistance of a knowledge of the Chinese charac-

ters, lor the interior it may probably be good authority, [ts present

posseisor is RoEfciiT 11. IfiGUS; Esq. It is, I am informed, without date.
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In specifying the uses which have been made of the works above named,
and also of authorities of more recent date, I shall begin with the coast of

China, proceeding eastward from the province of Quang-tong.
The situation of Macao in latitude and longitude is taken as generally

admitted to be established, and as set down in the Requisite Tables, the

Connaii unce des Teins, and other tables ; i. e. the southern part of the

Inland Macao, in hit. 22 11' 20" N. and longitude 113 35' E. from the

meridian of Greeiv.vich.

For the part westward of Macao, to the island Sanshan, there is, besides

VAN KECLEN and the Missionary survey, a chart of the outer coast, by

Captain JOHN PASCAL LARKINS, which was published by Mr. DALRYMPLE,
in 1786, and is in his Collection of Plans. Captain LAP.KINS'S chart, being

the most specific authority, is chiefly followed in the outer coast between

Macao and ftanshan.

The island Sanshan : P. Lours LE COMTE, a Jesuit Missionary, has

given a plan of Sanshan in his account of China ;
not on his own authority,

but on that of P. CAKOCCIO, another Father of the same order, who landed

on the island in 1683, and found the spot where ST. FRANCIS XAVIER xvas

buried. MENDEZ PINTO says, the tomb of ST. FRANCIS was scarcely dis-

coverable in 1555, being already so much overgrown with brush-wood arid

herbage. LE COMTE'S friend came upon it by accident ;
but the plan he

has given of the island differs so materially from every other, as not to be

reconcileable, except by supposing the point of the compass to which the

jicur de Us is affixed .in his plan, to have been intended for the South point,

in imitation of the Chinese custom of fixing a distinguishing mark to the

South point, as in european compasses is done to the North point. It is

not improbable that P. CAROCCIJ'S plan was made with the assistance of a

Chinese compass.
Of the island Sanshan there is also a manuscript plan in the Hydrogra-

phic.il Office at the Admiralty, which was drawn by an officer of the British

ship Shaftcsbury, in 1747. This has a near agreement with the island

Sanshan in the Missionary chart of the province of Quang-tong; and these

two are followed as the best authorities.

The manner in which the inner islands, with the coast between Sanshan

and Macao, is laid down, I regard to be merely indicative of the general

character of this part of the Chinese coast; confirmed by both VAN
KEULEN and the Missionary survey, though in particulars they have little

agreement.
. The survey made by the late Mr. DALRYMPLE, in the years 1759, 1760,
and 1704, is the ground work for laying down the coast from Macao to

Kin-ngao Point, and is to be depended on from the superior abilities of the

surveyor, and because the particulars of the survey were laid before the

public. A chart of the south coast of China, made in 1793, by Captain
DAVID TXVERARITY, was published bv Mr. DALRYMPLE in 1801 j and a

chare of the China Sea has more recently been published by Captain JAMES

HoRtBDRGH, many years commander of a ship in the Bast Indies; in both

of which are included some useful plans of particular parts of coast from

Mr. DALKYMPLE'S Collection (/Plans, with additions of their owu. Of
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the river Quang-tong, plans have been published by VAN KEPLEN, Captain
J. [IUDDART, and M. DE GUICNJ s.

Tlie latitudes in the charts of Captains INVERAIUTY and HORSBURCH
I have followed generally, as more to be relied on than those obtained from

pbservations half a century back. This places the whole of the coast frorn

Macao to Kin-ngao Point, some miles more south than it is laid down in

the more early chart by Mr. DALRYMPI.E.

Tbe well-knoun rock called Pedra-branca^ it is natural to expect

should be a statjop accurately determined wi^h respect to its position from

Macao ; the distance being short, and the intermediate space being at least

as much frequented by European shipping as any other part of the coast of

C|)ina. Nevertheless there are great disagreements in the placing this

rock, both in latitude and in distance from Macao, as will appear in the

following comparative statement :

The Pedra branca is placed by Mr. DAtRYMPT.E, in latitude,

22 26' N. and long. 1 40' E. from Macao.

Captain INVERARITY .. 22 21 1 26

Captain HORSBURGH .. 22 20-f- 1 36

Jn the Rcq. Tables 22' 16 1 47 42

Captain INVERARITY has placed the Pedra branca not sufficiently east-

ward, which is evident by its position in his chart from Fokai Point,

Another rock called the White Rock, which is in the same parallel with

Fokai Point, and 10 mile* east of it, appears in his chart N.N.E. from

Pedra branca : but by Mr. DALRYMPLE'S survey it is N. b. W. In Captain

llousnuiicii's chart, the White Rock is placed more eastward than by
Mr. DALRYMPLE ;

which creates some doubt whether the same rock was

intended by him as the one to which Mr. DALRYMPLE has applied the

name. It is to be observed that White Rock is a name too generally

descriptive in warm latitudes ; every uninhabited rock that is higher than the

wash of the sea being very liable to be whitened by the same cause;

i.e. the dung of sea fowls. In the present case, two rocks so near each

other as to be visible at the same time, are called, one, the White Rock,
the other, Pedra branca, which in the Portuguese language signifies White

Rock
;

and their only nominal distinction is in the difference of the

Jangtiuores.

The latitudes of the Pedra branca given by Captain INVERARITY and by

Cr.p'uin IIoRsnuKGH so nearly agreeing, are to be relied on. The longi-

tude from Macao I have taken according to Captain UORSBURGH, who was

fiirnislifd with chronometers : which places the Pedra branca in lat.

'21 >\' N". and long. 115 Q
11' E. from the meridian of Greenwich.

To the south eastward from the Pedra branca, at from 7 to 9 leagues

distance, a shoal or bank is laid down by J. J. BLACU, and by VAN KEULEK,
which I do not find in any other chart. It is marked with the words

Waksachlig, or Waasagtige grand, the exact meaning of which I have not

been able to learn
; but it seems to be from the Dutch word Waaken, to

watch, and to be similarly intended with the Abrlojos (open your eyes) so

frequent in the Spanish and Portuguese charts.
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From Kin ngao Point to the Hesam (or Black) islands, the outline of

coast has been drawn according to VAN KEULEN, with the following

exceptions. The south part of Nan-gao island and the I/ur.os islands, are

taken from a plan by Mr. EDWARD MURPHY, in Mr. DALRYMPLE'S Collec-

tion
;

and about nine leagues of coast near the city of Fou-Cheou-fou

towards the northern part of ilie province of Fokien, is taken from a plan

published by Mr. BELLI N. The general direction of the coast, also, in the

whole range fiorn Kin-ngao to the Ilesan isles, is laid down in a direction

about 2 more easterly than in VAN KEULEN, to conform with modern

observations of the latitudes and longitudes. The longitude of the Hesaij

Jsles is deduced from observations which will be specified, and which place

them in 122' \'i' R. from Greenwich.

In the Dutch Narrative of the Voyage of VAN RECHTEREN, is a plan of

the port of Amoey; but the plan in VAN KEULEN appears to have been

done with more pains, and with better information, and has been

preferred.

The space from the Hesan islands to the island Chusan is supplied
almost wholly from a chart published by SAMUEL THORNTON, without

date, but which \vns made during the time the English had a factory at

Chusan. A copy of this chart was published by VAN KEULEN ; another

by Mr. DALRYMPLE; and since Lord MACARTNEY'S Embassy to China, a

later copy has been published by Mr. BARROW, with additions from what
was seen in Lord MACARTNEY'S Voyage. Some alteration has been mada
in the small islands near the east end of Chusan island, on the authority
of a MS. chart of the late Captain COLNET, who came in sight of them in

the ship Argonaut (I believe in the year 1789) ;
and in this part attention

is also paid to the Jesuits' map. For the longitude, I have taken a mean
between the observations of Captain COLNET and of Mr. BARROW, which

places the east end of the larger Quesan island in 122 12' E. being laid

down by Captain COLNET in 122 32' E. by Mr. BARROW in 121 52' E.

The middle of the Hesan islands is due south from the east end of the largest

Quesan ibland.

The rest of the coast of China northward, as far as this chart is conti-

nued, is copied from the Missionary provincial charts, except in the direc-

tion of the coast, which is made more westerly, to accord with the situation

of the Chantong or Shantung Promontory, at the entrance of the Yellow

Sea, as observed in the voyage of Lord MACARTNEY.
In Lord MACARTNEY'S passage towards the Yellow Sea, two small

islands, Pa-tchasan and Te-tchong wore seen in latitude 30 4o' to 30 49'X.
and in longitude 5o' to 1 east of the east end of the largest Quesan island.

In the same latitude, Mr. De La PEROUSE had sight of a rocky island, the

longitude of which, according to his estimation, was 123 46' E. of the

meridian of Greenwich. Ln PEROUSE had only a glimpse of this island in

a short interval of weather, which with this exception had been foggy

during several successive (fays, and he had no certainty of his distance

from the coast of China. He had soundings between 20 and 30 fathoms

in passing this island. In Lord MACARTNEY'S track, the soundings abreast

of Pa tchasan and Te-tchong are marked 30 fai horns. I think it probable
that the rocky iilund seen bv La PEROUSE is cne of the two above-named
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seen in Lord MACARTNEY'S ship -, but while doubt remains, it is proper to

mark land in both cases, according to the reckonings of the different

navigators.

The small portion of the coast of Korea,which conies within this chart is

jn part furnished from M. de la PEROUSE, Captain BROUGHT ON, and from

the manuscript chart by Captain COLNET. The other parts are filled up

from the chart said to be the survey of Korean geographers ; preserving in

the breadth of the south part of the peninsula and in the distance from the

coast of China, the same proportions as in the charts in Du HALDE.

The most eastern part of the Korea, La PEROUSE lays down in latitude

36
D
4' N. with which Captain COLNET nearly agrees.

For the purposes of comparing the Missionary and Korean measure-

nients with those cjeduced from later observations, the three following

places were selected :
,

The City of Peking, according 7
, i/-o n -i T> c /-. L

, > 116 2o' E. from Greenwich,
to late observations i

The Shantong Promontory 122 27

pastern part of the Korea ...... 129 45

By the charts in Du HALDE, the east point of the Shantong Promontory
is 6 43' E. and the eastern part of the Korea 135o'E. from the meridian

of Peking. The disagreement is not greater than good observations are

lialilo tn at the present day.

Mr. ly.AxviLi.E, in putting together the Missionary provincial charts,

nnd joining to them the Korea, appears to have found some difficulty; for

in his chart of Chinese Tartary, the eastern part of the Korean peninsula
is only 6 S3' cast of the Shantong Promontory; but in his general chart

comprehending the whole of China and Chinese Tartary, which is of two

yeais later date than his chart of Chinese Tartary, the easternmost part of

the Korea jnid the Shantong Promontory ore 7 7' apart, agreeing with the

Missionary and Korean charts in Du HALDE.

Mr. de la PEROUSE and Captain BROUGHTON, in their voyages, were

each furnished with the best instruments, and with able assistants. The
latitudes and longitudes observed in those voyages, are therefore to he

adopted in all cases as far as is consistent w-ith known relative positions.

For places which have been visited by both, it seeuis most reasonable to

Like the mean of their longitudes.

T!:c south point of the island Quelpaert is laid down

By Mr. do la PEKOUSE in 33 14' N. 126 35' E. from Greenwich.

.Arronling to the plan-*

by Mr. BKRMZET, who
| o 19fi ,

tailed ttith M. do la f
33

l'KI!Ul>E. J

.My (
;.])!. JjllOUGlMON 53 11 126 50

33 11 126 24 40

lh> i: hi ;H!S Qiielpaert and Tsussima were seen and in parts coasted by
Mr. ilt: Li i'liunsE, and Captains COLNET and BKOUGHTON. From coin-

I
;u ;-<),!, and with some accommodation of their plans to each other, they
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JAPAN. In 1797, Captain BROUGHTON being in a port of Japan, pur-
chased a chart of the Japanese islands from a native, one of t!ie officers

appointed to watch the ship to prevent any intercourse with the shore.

The dimensions, and the general direction of the outlines of coast in this

chart, are more correct in the parts with which we are acquainted, than,
from what we have seen of Eastern geography, there could be reason to

expect. Meridians and parallels of latitude are ruled on in strait lines at

equal distances, in the manner we call the plane projection. This specimen
of Japanese geography would have appeared with advantage in the pub-
lished account of Captain BROUGIITON'S voyage, and it is a document worth

being preserved : hut no engraving of it has been made.

The north side of the island Ximo I have copied from Captain COLNILT'S

chart.

The only European track I meet with between Firando and Tsussima, is

of Captain COLNET, who passed twice between those islands. By his

track, the north end of Firando appears to be about half a degree of lon-

gitude more east than the south-east part of the island Tsussima, which is

corroborated by Captain BROUGHTON'S Japanese chart. These have

guided me in placing Firando more eastward than it is placed in the old

charts.

From Firando to Nangasaki, with part of the Gotto islands, is taken

from the Dutch charts preserved in I\lr. DALRYMPLE'S Collection of Plans.

In 1803, Captain JAMES Tounv, commanding the English ship Frederic,
of Calcutta, made a voyage to Japan on a commercial speculation, which

did not prove advantageous. He anchored in the port of Nangasaki in

September 1803, but was not allowed to stop. His reckoning in longitude
carried on from lunar observations taken at sea, makes the entrance to

the harbour by the north'of the isles called Cavalias, in 130 0' East from

Greenwich. The town of Nangasaki is about 6' more east : but this posi-
tion would bring Nangasaki too near the meridian of Firando, and vary
from all the charts, which, both European and Japanese, agree in placing

Nangasaki more east than Firando. I have therefore assumed for the lon-

gitude of Nangasaki ISO3
13' E.

The south eastern coast of Ximo is laid down from Captain BROUGHTON,
whose track, though it was not regularly along the coa-,t, brought him fre-

quently in sight of it. What remained to be filled up is taken from the

Japanese chart.

The island Meaxima was seen by Captain TORRY; the middle of the

island in latitude 31 55' N. in a direction nearly S.W. from Nangasaki.
The charts of HESSEL GERRITZ, and of VAN KEULEN, place Meaxima a

little more westward than the south end of the Gotto islands.

Captain TORRY sailed from the entrance of Nangasaki harbour, S. 25 W.

per compass (variation about 2 westerly), to the latitude of 31 15' N.
at which station several islands were in sight bearing from N.E. b. E. to

S.E. the distance of the nearest being seven or eight leagues. Whence
he concludes, that the southern Japanese isles are laid down in the charts

too far eastward.

The foregoing is extracted from the journal of the commander of the
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Frederic. This journal and a valuable chart, which there will he occasioil

hereafter to notice, Captain TORRY, with laudable public spirit and re-

gard for his profession, sent to England to be delivered to Mr. DALRVMPLE

or to Mr. ARROWSMITH, that what they contained serviceable mijihi b

secured to navigation. They came to Mr. AKROWSMITB, whose store*

have at all times been open to me.

To distinguish between European and Japanese authorities for the

Japan; >c islands, the former is a shaded, the Japanese a plain outline.

FORMOSA. Good charts of the west side of Formosa were made by the

Dutch whilst they possessed the fort of Tayoan. J. VAX KEUZ.CN, in his

Oast Indien Zee Fakkcl, has published a chart of the whole island ;
and in

Mr. DALRYMPLE'S collection is a chart of Formosa on a very large scale,

copied from a Dutch manuscript without date
;

both of them evidently

made with very intimate knowledge of the western side of ihe island ; but

without pretensions to more than a general knowledge of the eastern side.

Nothing, however, more worthy of credit has appeared of the eastern

coast of Formosa, excepting the direction of the southern half by Captain

BROUGHTON, who sailed along it in sight at a considerable distance.

The north and south extreme of Formosa were both seen by Captain
BIUJUGHTON. The must northern part he places in 25 18' N. and longi-

tude 121 21' E. from Greenwich. His printed narrative notices three

sinull rocky isles near the north end of Formosa, within which islands, be-

tc< 11 them and the main land of Formosa, he sailed; but in the printed

chart they are omitted. These islands are in the old charts ofjANSEN
Hi AEU and HF.SSEL GKRRITZ, from which, with the assistance of Captain
Biiovr.i-iTox's manuscript journal, I have laid them down.

Both Mr. DeLaPEROusEand Captain BROUGHTON had good observations

m-nr the inland Botel Tobago Xima, the mean of which makes the S.E.

point of thai island in 21 57^' N. and 121 45' E. from Greenwich. This

1 have made a governing poiiit in settling the situation of the S.EL point of

Form ')sa, which Captain BROUGHTON in his chart places 48' of longitude
to the west of the S.E. point of Botel Tobago Xima. In the narrative of the

voynge it is said to be 6' more
; but the difference of longitude in the chart

agrees best with the Dutch charts, and is here followed, which placts the

south-east point of Formosa in latitude 21 52^' 'N. and longitude
120 57' E.

LYccrvm the situations above mentioned for the extremes of Formosa,
t'jc roast is laid down from the Dutch charts, excepting the two points of

the- smith end, which with the position of the rocks called Tele ilote, or

r,ii/lc Iln's (Foul or Vile Rocks), are laid down according to the

ob-ervations of Captain BROUGHTOS.

The Pung-hou islands are laid down from a chart which MB. DALRYMPM
c <>m\ >ile,l from different Dutch charts. This gives to them more extent in la-

titude than was estimated by Mr. De La PEROcsEand Captain BROUGHTON,
bv whom they were seen but partially, and in unfavorable weather. A
c;!iari composed by Mr. DALKYMPI.E, from the journal of Captain ROBERT
DIM i\, in 1792, has a near agreement in latitude with the chart com-

piled from L.';G Dutch.

To be continucd.J
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Remarks, Sfc. fyc. 4'f. on the Safe Conveyance and Preservation of Gun-

powder. By JAMES WALKER, Inventor of the Improved Patent Copper
Barrels for the effectual Preservation of Gunpowder and Cartridges in

his Majesty's Royal Navy, &c. &c. &c.

[Concluded from page 72.]

WE shall now extract a few of the many respectable testimonials

of the complete efficacy of Mr. Walker's barrels in preserving the

powder for due use, and from accidental explosion :

To Mr. James Walker.

sin, London, 19th October, 1811.

Thinking over your ingenious invention for the preservation and security of

gunpowder at sea, it strikes me that it might be made still further useful, if vour

quarter barrels (that is, a proportion for each ship) were made with leather

hoses, which might be made to lace on to a certain number, or with fearno't

bags, as proposed by Admiral Hallowell, to be used instead of what we now call

cartridge boxes, for handing the powder upon deck : I think the following ad-

Tantages would result from their being so adapted ; viz.

The quantity brought up at once would be greater, and therefore one man
could serve two, if not three, guns, thereby reducing the risk to one spot and

one man, and saving the labour of two men.

We find the greatest difficulty in getting the number of boxes wanted up

through the small scuttle in the hatchway ; your barrels would reduce the num-

ber three-fourths at least. The powder would be infinitely safer in your barrels

than in the boxes, for it is notorious to every man in the navy how ill the covers

of the boxes fit, and that although the powdermen be taught to sit upon them,

by way of security, that this is not often practised in exercising, and never in

quick firing ;
but the greatest advantage, in your point of view, would be, ihat

by the use of your barrels, th powder need never be stirredfrom the barrels till it

is put into the gun, instead of being exposed in boxes on deck (as they invariably

are) to the humidity of sea air, for many days, and being, in their damp state,

sent down (on the ship's arrival in port, or when tbe alarm for which they were

brought up is at an end), and re-stowed with the dry powder, which immediately

imbibes a part of its damp, and thereby affects the whole. I have taken th

liberty of sending these hints, although I think it likely they may not have

escaped your attention; if they have the result I wish, I shall be very glad to

have some of your barrels in any ship I may hereafter have the bonor to com-

mand. I am, Sir, your most obedient servant.

Captain.

. Cfjron. Vol. XXXVI. T
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To Mr. James Walker.

sm, H. M. S. D&dalus, Northfleet, 16th Dec. 181f.

In reply to your letter of the 14th, this instant received, I have to inform you,

that I made an application to the Board of Admiralty for his Majesty's ship under

my command being supplied with your patent powder barrels, and most deeply
lament there being none at Purfleet, as that was the reason assigned by their

Lordships for my not getting them.

I have minutely and carefully examined their various qualities, and am fully

convinced there is nothing at present used for the preservation of gunpowder
that can, in the smallest degree, be compared with them.

A ship that goes into action with her powder dry and strong, as when made

must hive a great superiority over one that has had her powder exposed to the ptrni.

cious, though very common, damp of most magazines. I have repeatedly seen powv
der unable to throw a shot above one-third of its proper range ; and, in some

instances, where a gun has been long loaded, not u hundred yards beyond itt

muszle. Were your barrels brought into the service, the usual practice of keeping

guns loaded at sea might entirely be done away : for us each of them is a maga-

zine in itself, a sufficient number of them, to contain three or four rounds, might

always he kept upon the different gun-decks, even in the gmlley, without the

smallest risk from either^re or water, which would obviate all present difficultiei

about loading in time, and effectually prevent the enormous lott and waste afpov}.

der and cartridges, from the very necessary practice of drawing and examining
ilie guns after a gale of wind, the cartridges never, and the powder very seldom,

being fit to go into a gun again. The very great advantage of keeping all the

powder ready filled, and in barrels, where, even if the magazine is floated, it

cannot get damp, must be so obvious to any one acquainted with the jeopardy
that powder and cartridges are always in from moisture on board a ship, that not

one word is necessary on that head
;
and I do most sincerely hope that your

ingenuity will, at an early period, be rewarded, by seeing them in general uie

throughout the navy. I am, your very faithful,

And most obedient servant,

Captain.

To Mr. James Walter, Blackheath Hill.

?IR, II. M.S. Malta, in Tarragona Bay, Feb. 4, 1814.

I dare say you will have thought me very negligent, in having so long delayed

making a report on 3
rour patent powder barrels; but as I was determined (in

justice to yourself and government) to give them a fair and impartial trial, 1 de-

ferred making any report until I was able, from experience, to decide on their

merits; and having kept the barrels, which were packed in July 1811, unopened
until the last month, I now feel confident in recommending them for general use

HI the navy, and particularly for all magazines in hot climates on shore.

The results of the different experiments made under my own observation, are

such strong proofs of the superior strength of the powder contained in your bar-

rels, after such u length of time, as cannot fail of being more satisfactory to you,
thai ii I had given an opinion formed upon a shorter trial.

I beg leave to enclose the copy of a letter which I have written to the Secretary
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of the Admirajl^ on the subject; and I sincerely hope their Lordships may be

induced to adopt them generally in the service.

I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient servant,

1
"en.

(COPY.)

To J. W. Croker, Esq. $c. <c. <$c.

SIB, H. M. S. Malta, in Tarragona Bay, Feb. \, 1814.

1 have deferred offering any report upon Mr. Walker's powder, brought out in

the Malta, until it should have been long enough on board to admit of its real

qualities and merit being ascertained. Having made several experiments last

month at Tarragona, I beg to state the results, for the information of my Lords

Commissioners of the Admiralty.

.The first experiment from a 4f-inch howitzer, at an elevation of 45 with one

oapce of powder, gave the following :

HANGE OF POWDER.

Walker's Barrels. Wooden Barrels.

1st Discharge 205^ Yards 138 Yards.

2d do 222 do 137 do.

3d do 222 do 170 do.

To render it a fair trial, the same shell was made use of in every discharge.

The powder taken from Mr. Walker's barrel was packed in July 1811, in paper

cartridges, and had not been opened previous to this experiment.

A second experiment was made from the same barrel, with a 24-pounder long

gun ;
the results were as follow :
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I have since opened one of (he barrels, No, 49, of loose priming powder,
filled in July 1811, which is also in the most perfect order, without a single lump
in it. Two barrels, one containing cartridges, flannel, and paper, for 24-

pounder guns, the other flannel cartridges for 12-pouuder carronades, have also

been examined ; both of which are in as good order as the day on which they
were first packed.

The magazine of the Malta is frequently aired ; and I do not believe there is

one in the fleet more free from damp, or in more perfect order. The powder in

cartridges is turned, one half one week, the remaining part the next, so that the

whole undergoes this operation once a fortnight ;
the powder in barrels is turned

and shaken once in three months
; notwithstanding which, scarcely a week passes

during the summer months, without finding many cartridges so bad, as to make

it necessary to shift the powder into others; and the powder in barrels is fre-

quently lumpy ; which is not the case either with the loose powder or cartridges

packed in Mr. Walker's copper barrels, although stowed in the same magazine,

and in the same tier* with the others.

Most of the accidents which happen in action from explosions, are occasioned

by tlie cartridges being damp, and breaking as they are taken out ef the boxes,

when handed up from the magazine. This danger, as well as that of filling pow-
der in action, is avoided by the adoption of Mr. Walker's barrels ;

and they are

admirably calculated for boat magazines, or for landing ammunition in a heavy

surf, as there is no danger of the powder being damaged, if the boat should be

fillfici with water.

Being satisfied, from experience, of the superiority of the powder kept in

Mr. Walker's barrels over that kept in wooden ones, or in cartridges in the racks

of a inagaziue, I do with confidence recommend them for general use in the navy;
~nd in hot climates, where the magazines on shore are seldom perfectly dry,

they uould be particularly useful, and the saving to government would be

immense. I have the honour to be, Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

Report made at Priddie's Hard, June 29, 1814.

Pursuant to an order from Sir Richard Bickerton, Bart, admiral of the white,

6cc. itc. &:c. we, the undersigned captains of his Majesty's ships Magnificent,

Valiant, and IS'orge, have this day repaired to Priddie's Hard, and there care-

fully examined the comparative state of preservation of the powder in five of

Walker's new invented copper barrels Las well as the condition of the cartridges
and other contents), brought home in the Stirling Castle, and two of the common
barrels of powder, taken out in her from England, sent by Captain Butterfield

for that purpose ;
and we have to report our proceedings for their Lordships'

information.

The powder was examined in the open air, and where the sun shone
j
and the

whole process was performed in presence of Mr. Walker himself, who attended
ith the keys of the copper barrels.

1st, We proceeded to examine a common water-tight barrel, marked " K. P.
i-eb 1, 181i!," and in chalk "

Stirling Castle;" the barrel quite good, and hasps
;rc* from verdigris. It had no appearance of having been opened since it was
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shipped, nor of having suffered from bad stowage. The powder was in lumps,
and various in colour

;
in several instances, the saltpetre apparent. The lumpi

came rather from the bottom that) top of the barrel, but laid fairly, and without

the least appearance of improper interference.

9d, Opened the common powder barrel, marked " 28 LG Red, 90 Cyl." on

B
June 8

one head, and on tlie other R|S ; also in chalk,
"

Stirling Castle." This barrel

1812!

was in the usual state of those into which restored powder is put, but appeared
to have been opened since it was received from the magazine in England : th

powder in lumps and damaged, considered as too bad to be manufactured.

3d, Mr. Walker unlocked the copper barrel marked " Sir S. Hood, No. 43;"
removed first, the copper cover

; second, a sheet of paper; third, a wooden

plug, luted down with putty made of boiled linseed oil, which opened easily ;

fourth, a copper lid, luted in the same manner. The barrel contained three 42-

pound cartridges, which had much room to play, and to this we attributed the

bursting of the cartridges, the paper being good, and powder hard and dry,
without lumps, or any appearance of saltpetre. Compared with new powder, it

had a different colour, but that evidently proceeded from one being made with

willow charcoal, and the other with alder. The paint had chipped off from the

sides of the barrel, and mixed with the loose powder. There appeared to be a

considerable quantity of dust, but Mr. Walker declared that he had made that

objection in writing, when filled in June 1811, and sent to the Owen Glendower ;

and we conceive that it may also have been occasioned, in great measure, by the

barrels not having been filled to the top, and frequently shifted.

4th, Examined the copper barrel marked " Sir S. Hood, No. 41 ;" secured as

the last. On the wooden plug was this remark " This did not hold the six car-

tridges without taking a little out of one cartridge ;" contained flannel cartridges

in a high state of preservation, free from moth, and the thread perfect; powder

dry, but dusty.

5th, A quarter barrel opened by Mr. Walker, " Sir S. Hood, No. 52 ;" the

outside of the head covered with verdigris, by the damp: rerao-ved first, the

copper cover ; second, wooden plug, luted with putty made with boiled linseed

oil, and very difficult to extricate; third, copper lid. It contained musket ball

cartridge's, the paper and siring quite sound and good, but the envelope of the

bundles a little chaffed
;

the powder, in repeated trials, shining, but good,

dry, and of a proper colour. The paint on the sides of the barrel nearly

perfect.

6tb, A half barrel, marked " Sir S. Hood, No. 48," not before opened ;
se-

cured as the last. The wooden plug very difficult to be removed ;
contained

quill tubes, covered with brown paper, which was quite fresh and dry; the

strings on the outside of the bundles were moulding, but the paper and tubes

peri'ectly dry. We have no doubt that the strings were originally damp, as the

appearance of mouldiness is entirely confined to them.

7th, Mr. Walker unlocked the copper barrel marked " Sir S. Hood, No. 27,"

which did not appear to have been opened since it was shipped ;
secured as the

others. Wooden plug difficult to get out. Contents, loose powder, quite good

and dry, but mixed with paint that had fallen from the sides : this barrel not full.
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Having used water in removing the wooden plug, some drops of it fell amongst
the powder, which requires to be mentioned, as it might occasion lumps, in the

affecting any subsequent examination.

Our proceedings being thus detailed, we have now to state, that the powder
in Mr. Walker's copper barrels appeared to us to be in a high state of preserva-

tion, and that in the common barrels decidedly injured.

His Majesty's Ship Magnificent*

'. Duver,
His Majesty's Ship Valiant.

7 y7 4?tx . CX . t_^ (s(tmi>T
'

PrwMie'j Hard, June 29, 1 814. His Majesty's Ship Norge.

To Mr. James Tfafter.

in, Finchley, 13th January, 1813.

In reply to your letter, requesting to know my opinion, as well as that of the

officers of the ships General Harris and Bridgewater, of the patent powder bar-

rels of your invention supplied to those ships, I th'nk it only justice to you to

say, I have the concurrent testimony of the captains and superior officers of both

ships, as well as that of their gunners, as to the great safety theyfeel by having
their powder $o perfectly securedfromfire, as it evidently is in ymtr barrels a cir-

cumstance, independent of the vast benefit that must arise to the service, by their

preserving the powder from damp and theft, as well as the immense saving thej
will produce, that in my opinion renders them of the highest importance to the

country, and to the shipping interest in particular, as each barrel is a distinct

magazine, so completely proof against all accidents in the transit, as also in the

stowage of gunpowder, that I am convinced they only require to be generally

known to be universally adopted, and to procure you the thanks of all ranks of

iociety. Wishing you every success in your undertaking,

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

ibumvertege.
<7

After such probation and commendation, any re-commendation on our

part must be perfectly unnecessary ;
we shall therefore conclude by congra-

tulating Mr. Walker on the success of his labours in the invention of his

powder barrels, and the public on the very great advantages to be derived

from the general adoption of them for the purposes speci6ed.
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ON THE LOSS OF THE MINOTAUR.

(IN IMITATION OF MODERN LICENSED POETRY.)

WHO,
from our greeting parent shore,

Steers thy bold prow, fam'd MINOTAUB;
Erect his form, and bright his eye,

While round him scowls a wint'ry sky ?

Fearless thy broad breath seems to sleep

Upon the squally rolling deep ;

While pliant scudding winds awhile,

Upon thy purpose seems to smile.

But sad the star that stream'd its light

Upon thy dark and dreary night :

On mists thy morning broke, and rain,

And heavier roll'd the wasteful main ;

And from that morn's ill-omen'd ray,

Malignant tempests cross'd thy way ;

Yet, as a strong man meets disease,

Thy breasting prow still broke the sens ;

Still met the wild wave's whelming force;

And cross'd its fatal shoreward and course.

See ! in the west, what sickly ray
Streams on the trailing skirt of day !

TEMPEST, arisen with stormy brow,

Blows shriller his whistling bugle now ;

As though he call'd, from all his caves,

His loudest winds, and wildest waves.

Sceptred night, upon the main,

Never rose in darker reign ;

Drearier gloom, or thicker cloud,

Did earth and heaven ne'er enshroud ;

Yet fear could not its ice impart
To the brave sailor's swelling heart ;

As though from its chambers freely flows,

A stronger pulse as the danger grows :

But skill nor courage can avail,

To calm the sea and 'bate the gale:

'Twas TWELVE when the Pilot's wired light

Beam'd OH his face of fearful white ;

O'er thy high deck, bold MINOTAUB,

Delug'd the mountain billows roar.

The winds, in wild resistless sway,

Scatter'd to clouds the ocean spray;
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As though by fate's decree was hurl'd

To chaos, once again, the world.

Blind with the sea, the crew in vain

Labour'd against the rushing main.

Benumbing cold, and freezing fear,

Had blanch'd the stoutest hero there.

As an earthquake's shock, the seamen dread

The striking ship on ruin led.

A bark more stout, or crew more brave,

Never plough'd the ocean wave
;

Yet the heart that drank life at the cannon's roar,

Shrunk from Batavia's servile shore
j

And the hand that had furl'd the sails in brine,

Trembled upon the sounding line.

Hark ! 'twas the cry of wild despair !

And horror and death are busy there.

1'he seaman, whose ship of his life is a part,

Felt the shock stride upon his heart.

Brave crew ! methinks on the bilging deck,

Like crowding ghosts ye haunt the wreck ;

For the forming raft and launching boat,

Few to the shore shall ever float !

Each gulph that yawns with the passing wave,
Seems cleft, as for your watery grave ;

And the sea-nymphs have wove, in colour meet,

The silv'ry spray for your winding sheet.

Through thy cleft sides now, dread MINOTAUR,
Death's chilling tides resistless pour ;

And like life's blood thy crew as reluctant to part,

Crowd in narrower circles round thy heart.

And now the whirling water's surge

Murmurs around the seaman's dirge !

And thy bulky form, which no more withstood,

Sunk like a world in another flood.

Peace to thy manes, gallant crew,

Tho' no foe thy valiant heroes slew ;

Not less in your Country's cause ye died,

Than where rush'd in her service the purple tide.

Sweet he your sleep in the green sea's grave,
And soft the billows that over ye wave :

England's love, with thn best of her heroes ye share,
And long shall she cherish your memory there.
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ILafo.

A COURT MARTIAL has been held at Sheerness, which continued

four successive days (Captain J. Walker, his Majesty's ship Queen,
President), to inquire into the circumstances that attended the running
ashore his Majesty's ship Liverpool, when on her passage from Plymouth to

the Downs. The Court, after the most strict investigation, determined,
there was no blame whatever imputable to any officer on board, except Mr.

Fletcher, the Master, because the misfortune was principally occasioned by
the deceptive and stormy state of the atmosphere, on the night that she
struck ; but as it did appear there was not all that vigilant care taken by the

Master (although an officer of good ability), which che known situation of
the ship demanded, he was reprimanded by the Court, and admonished as

to his future conduct.

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR, 1816*

(July . August.)

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

rEIIIE Americans have been beforehand with us in an active resentment

JL of Barbaric insult and cruelty, and we hope it is on the broad and
honorable principle of a generous and general humanity, and not that of arc

invidious emulation in respect to us. The conduct of the American Com-
mander has been, so far as we are informed, firm, and honorable, and we
trust the combined operations of the two fleets will effectually annihilate

the power of future mischief in these intractable and incorrigible Pirates.

Extract of a Despatchfrom the French Consul at Palermo, to the Duke dt

RICHELIEU.

Palermo, 29JA May, 1816.

Last night, at 11 o'clock, despatches arrived, express, from Trapani, to

the Senate of this city, announcing that on Monday last, the 27th instant,
several boats employed in the coral fishery had arrived from Bona, near

Tunis, having left the coast in great haste ; the following is the substance
of their report.

That the Barbarians, exasperated by the treaty which subjected them in

war to the law of nations, and restrained them from their accustomed pi-

racy, had revolted ; that they had massacred the commandant of Bona, the

English consul, and a reat number of Christian slaves. That they had
attacked the fishing boats, and massacred a great part of the crews. That
of 350 vessels, Corsican, Neapolitan, and Sicilian, not one half it is thought
has escaped. At this time only 44 fishing boats have returned to Trapani.
They say that they have lost more than 600 of their countrymen ; and that

all the Corsicans have perished. They think the Dey has been put to

death, and that the revolution has extended still further. Such is the reU

port at the present time.

Extract of a Despatch from the Governor of the Island of Corsica to the

Duke de RICUELIEU.

Bastia, 5th June, 1816.

His Majesty's Lieutenant at the Place d'Ajaccio has just informed me
that 10 gondolas, making a party of 55, who left this town the beginning

Vol. XXXVI. z
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of last month, to fish for coral on the coast of Barbary, have returned to

this part the 2d instant. The masters of these gondolas having been ques-
tioned respecting their hasty return, say, That on the 27th of last month,
they were on shore near the town and castle of Bona, which was the cus-

tomary rendezvous of those engaged in the coral fishery. At 5 o'Clock in

the morning they were attacked by an Algerine frigate, which debarked a

great number of men, and fired upon them. That the fortress of Bonn,
followed the example of the frigate, and fired upon them also. That at the
same time a corps of cavalry from Boria, came down upon them, charged
them furiously, killed a great number, and forced the rest to their gondo-
las, by swimming. That the Barbarians in this affair had no respect to flag,
that a great number of the gondolas bore the flag of Great Britain. That
of 400 vessels, which were assembled in the environs of Bona, a small num-
ber only has effected their escape.
The town of Ajaccio is in the greatest distress. Of 500 seamen who left

it, 140 only have returned
;
and of 55 Corsican gondolas anchored near the

Castle of Bona, 10 only were able to get out to sea, and were thus enabled
to save those who by swimming had effected their escape from the fire and
sword of these Barbarians.
The seamen arrived at Ajaccio say, that they have not heard that any

new revolution has broken out at Algier, so as to warrant our considering
this indiscriminate attack upon the Christians as an act of hostility recog-
nized by the Chief and Divan of the Regency.

&Le \Domte. de

By the Zenobia, Captain Dobree, which lately arrived with despatches
from St. Helena, we have a different version of the story inserted in The
Courier and other papers, that Bonaparte had been shot at by a sentinel,
for trespassing beyond his boundaries. The facts are, that the sentinel, oa

perceiving that Bonaparte and his attendants were passing the prescribed

limits, called to them to return. No attention being paid to this, he ra-

pidly proceeded after them, in doing which he fell. At the same time the

ramrod got loose from his musket, and as he was replacing it, Bonaparte
conceived that he was loading the piece with an intention to shoot, and so

reported it to the Governor. On an inquiry it proved that the musket had
not been loaded, and no further notice was taken of the affair. The sen-

tinel being asked, during the inquiry (not a Court- Martial), if he would
have shot Bonaparte, firmly replied yes. Bonaparte every day grows more
and more sullen in his demeanor, but still affects the majesty of a Sove-

reign. According to report, he has distributed gold among the Malay
slaves on the island, with the view of inducing them to rise in his favour.

An account has been issued from the Transport office, dated March 19,

shewing the number of transports sent or about to be sent, to St. Helena;

distinguishing the quantity f tonnage, the time for which taken up, and
the rate of expense of the same:
Number of transports, 18; tonnage, 5,473; probable length of the

voyage, 8 months; rate per ton per month, 19*. j total amount of 8
months' hire, 41,594/. 16s.

NOTE. There are not any transports at this time under order* for St.

Helena. The 18 transports already sent, as above-mentioned, were en-

gaged only for so long as the service may require. The actual expense
cannot now be ascertained; but, estimating the time for loading and un-

loading, and lor performing the voyage out and home, at eight months, th

hire ot the said transports will amount to the sum of 41,594/. 16*.
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By the Aquilon, Captain R. B. Vincent, arrived at Portsmouth from
the Mediterranean, we have received some particulars of the loss of the

Ister, Captain Forrest. " The Ister was proceeding up the Mediterranean,
at the rate of nine knots an hour, when, by some unfortunate circum-

stance, she got on shore near Cape-de-Gat, on the night of the 7th ult.

Every exertion was made by the Officers and crew to get her off, without

effect; although atone time, after her masts were cut away, and her

heavy stores taken out, some hopes were entertained of saving her, from
her having floated into deeper water; but this was no sooner done than
she immediately took in a great quantity of saad, which precluded the

possibility of doing any thing more than to save the stores. One boat un-

fortunately upset, by which accident 12 seaman and a Midshipman were
drowned. The remainder of the Officers and men were saved, together
with the greater part of the stores and property. Captain Forrest pur-
chased a zebec, and put on board a quantity of the stores, and 28 of the

guns, which were immediately sent to Gibraltar; to which place a Mid-

shipman was despatched overland through Spain, where he arrived on the

15th, to request the assistance of a man of war from that port. Accord-

ingly, Captain Heywood sailed the next morning, in the Montague, and
took with him the Arachne sloop of war, to bring away the remainder of
the stores and the people. Cape-de-gat is near Malaga, and about 180
miles from Gibralter," The Ister was got off and saved.

An immediate and strict survey is about to take place on all warrant-

officers, as to their age, servitude, qualifications, &c. supposed to be pre-

paratory to a system of superannuation about to bo acted upon to better

the situation of those, who, upon investigation, appear to be deserving
of it.

The revenue cutters being now under the direction of the Admiralty
Board, their Lordships have placed 12 of them under the orders of the

Commander-in-Chief, Sir Edward Thornborough, K.C.B. at Portsmouth,
23 under the orders of Admiral Sir J. T. Duckworth, at Plymouth, and a

necessary proportion at each of the othsr ports. Their present Captains
are permitted, if they wish it, to retire upon full pay, several of whom,
we understand, have already accepted of this arrangement, and when
vacancies occur in the command of these vessels, they will be tilled by
Officers of the royal navy.
The ordinary at Portsmouth has been put under the superintendance of

Captain Ilobert Hall, who with Lieutenant Webb, Mr. Tobin, Surgeon,
Mr. Ellery, Purser, and the Assistant-Surgeon, will occupy the Prince,
selected as a victualling d'tpbt. Captain M'Dowell takes the Marsj Lieu-
tenant Edward Harries, the Justitia; Lieutenant James Hellard, the Ilde-

ibnso; and Lieutenant Plowman, the Megajra. A code of 79 articles of
instruction has been issued by the Commissioners of the Navy, for the

guidance of the Captains, and all other Commission and Warrant Officers,

employed in this service; containing the most strict and salutary regulation
for the good conduct of all persons employed, and the cleanliness and

preservation of all the ships and vessels composing the ordinary. No man
vill be entered as a ship-keeper above the age of 45, and he must have
been six years at sea; they will be all paid as able seamen; the boys as

second class, and the children of seamen to have the preference. The
dipbt is to bear all the ship-keepers and boys on her books, for wages and
victuals, and all the warrant officers for victuals only, as they will receive
the pay of the class of vessel they belong to. A sergeant's party of ma-
rines, and a boat's crew for the Captain, will also be borne on the dcj>ut-
hookfe. The warrant officers in ordinary may be employed on dock-yard
duties, at the rate of 2s. b'd. per day for their services whilst so engaged.
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Tiie Stirling Castle, a new ship now at Plymouth, turns out, on inspec-

tion, to be in a very bad state. The Eurotas, a frigate of the first class,

has been ripped up, after three years service. The Queen Charlotte, of
120 ^uns, having been launched at Woolwich, was sent round to Plymouth,
and found to be in such a state as to require an extensive repair, beside

the cost attendant on the exertions of a chemist, sent down by the Admi-

ralty to cure the. dry rot. The San Domingo was also ripped up, after

three years service. Surely the mines of Peru and Potosi would not sup-

port such enormous waste of labour and materials as this !

The Admiralty have begun to allow pensions to officers who received

wounds while serving as Midshipmen or Master's Mates, and who may
have subsequently obtained commissions. The examination of officers by
the Royal College of Surgeons, as to the nature of their wounds, is abo-

lished ;
and it is now conducted by Drs. Harness and Weir, at lha

Admiralty-office.

The following minor retrenchments are in contemplation. The whole
chain of telegraphs communicating between the Admiralty, Port-

smouth, Plymouth, Deal and Sheerness, are to be immediately abo-

lished, and the several places sold. The Lieutenants of the Navy, under

whose superintendance they have been for some time placed, are to be

discharged, as also the several men who were employed. It is supposed
that the saving made to the country will amount to 6 or 7000/. annually.
The situation of Inspector of the Telegraphs, whose salary was 500/. per

annum, is also to be done away; and the person who held that office r'e-i

tires, it is said, upon a pension.

A Steam Boat is to be constructed at Rouen, under the direction of the

Hydraulic and Sea Engineers, which will be employed as a Packet between
Paris and London. It is expected to perform its passage in forty hours.

Vessels of this construction have been established in the United States,

and sailed against the strongest northern winds, and even against the

rapid floods of the Mississippi.

The telegraphic frames at the top of the Admiralty are to be removed,
nnd the improved semaphore, consisting of a hollow mast, from whence
two anus project in various directions, will be erected in their stead. The
utility of this invention is to be tried, by way of experiment, from London
to Sheerness, and the number of stations, it is said, will not exceed nine:

several are erected.

J3romctionc anu appointments.

CAHLTON-HOUSE, JULY 15.

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent, in the name and on the behalf of

his Majrvty, was this day pleased to confer the honour of Knighthood upon
ilobcrt lluil, Esq. Post-Captain in the Royal Navy, and Commodore on the

Lakes of Canada, also Knight Commander of the Royal .Sicilian Order of
St. 1'crdinand and of Merit, and a Companion of the Most Honourable

Military Order of the Bath.

FOREIGN-OFFICE, AUGUST 6.

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent has been pleased, in the name
Rml on the behalf of his Majesty, to appoint the Hon. John Mea-le to be
his M.ijesiv'b Consul-General iu S^aiu, iti the room of Sir John llumer,
deceased.
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WHITEHALL, AUGUST 6.

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent has been pleased, in the name and
on the behalf of his Majesty, to constitute and appoint Captain Sir Thomas

Lavie, Knight Commander of the Most Honourable Military Order of the

Bath, to be Governor of the Royal Naval Asylum at Greenwich, in the

room of Captain Richard Dacres, resigned.

Captains, &c. appointed.

Sir Thomas Lavie to be Governor of the Royal Naval Asylum at

Greenwich.

James Walker, to the Northumberland ; Robert Fanshawe, to act in

the Meander, vice Bastard, obtained leave from ill health ; George Ben-

tham, to the Heron, Edward Cargon, to the Pelican.

Lieutenants, &c. appointed.

Lieutenant Teed, to the Malta ; E. Purcell, to the Driver ;
-

Sewers, to be a lieutenant of Plymouth Hospital ; Joseph H. Johnstone,
to the Infernal ; Wm. F. Parker, to the liecla

;
Robert Deans, to the

Ramillies ; S. R. Whitcomb, to the Jasper ;
John Parsons, to the Granicus;

Francis Brace, to the Montreal; Valentine Munbee, to the Rivoli
; W. T.

O. Droyer, to the Rochfort; William Hubbard, to the Perceus
; Jehu

Branfoi d, to the Rivoli
;
Francis Ormand, to the Impregnable ; John

Kingdom, to the Pique ;
James Couch, to the Berwick

;
Richard Fleming,

to the Queen Charlotte; J. F. Johnstune, to ditto ; Henry Church, to the

Albion; Robert B. Johnstone, to the Superb; George M. Monke, to the

Leander ; George Delme, to the Severn ;
William Russel and James Mar-

shal, to the Fury; John Foreman, to the Infernal ; Geo. V. Jackson, to the

Hecla ; John Edward Morris, to the Belzebub ; George Pierce, to ditto ;

N. Colthurst, Charles Knight, and Matthew Munro, to the Impregnable;
Edward W. Gilbert, to the Glasgow ; F. R. Coghlan, to the Minden.

Masters appointed.

C. Worth, to the Cadmus ; C. Burney, to the Larne; R. Knapp, to the

Pike; W. Owston, to the Berwick; W. M'Kellar, to the Princess Augusta
yacht; William Smith (1), to the Alert; L. Stonehouse, to the Florida.

Charles Duncan, Esq. is appointed First Master-Attendant at Chatham.

William Payne, Esq. to be Second Master-Attendant at Chatham.

Surgeons, &c. appointed.

Peter Cunningham, to the Confiance
; William Warden, to the North-

umberland ;
James Pollack, to the Tecumpseth, on the Lakes in Canada.

Dr. Richard Tobin, to be Surgeon of the Royal Hospital at Kingstou, in

Canada.

William M'Ghie, to be Surgeon and Agent at Belfast.

Dr. Leslie to succeed Dr. R. Tobin, as Surgeon of the Ordinary at Parts-

mouth.

Midshipmen passed for Lieutenants.

Portsmouth Lord II. T. Thynne, F. Paxton, J. Marlow, J. Walls,
W. Morrison, C. Brand, J. Pike, C. Saduway, D. Gilchrist, A. M'Lean,
R. Fowke.

Plymouth S. Mann.
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MARRIAGE.

Aug. 29. The Rev. Orfeur William Kilington, A.M. Vicar of Brigrral,

Yorkshire, to the Hon. Miss Napier, the eldest daughter of the Right lion.

Lord Napier, of EastBarnet, and sister to the Hon. Capt. Napier, R.N.

DEATHS.

Lately, at Barbadoes, Mr. Charles Saver, Midshipman of II. M.S.

Antelope, son of Captain Geo. Sayer, of that? ship.

Lately, at Barbadoes, W. Smith, Clerk of the Antelope.
Lately, the Rev. Cooper Wylliams, Domestic Chaplain to the Earl of

St. Vincent, Rector of Kingston, near Canterbury, and Author of a Voyage
up the Mediterranean in H.M.S. Swiftsure, of which ship he was Chap-
lain.

Lately, at Baenos Ayres, Mr. Henry Knox, Master's Mate of II.M.S.

Orpheus.

Lately, at Barhadoes, Mr. O'Brien, Midshipman of the Antelope.

Lately, Joseph Huddart, F.R.S. and Elder Brother of the Trinity House,
and heretofore commander of a ship in the East India Company's service,

aged 76.

Lately, at Guernsey, Capt. Wm. Balfour, R.N., who obtained the rank

of Commander on the 22d of January, 1816.

Lately, Mr. Thomas Downey, Surgeon R.N. an Officer of acknowledged
merit in his profession, and a Gentleman of respectable literary talents: he
was the Author of the Poem called " The Pleasures of a Sea Life."

July 20. At Fration, near Portsmouth, Lieutenant Jeans, R.N. aged
27 years.

July 21. At Welwyn, Herts, aged 77, Captain Hugh Baikie, R.N. ;

this Officer was the fourth on the List of Superannuated and retired Cap-
tains, :uid his Commission, as Post, dated 19th February, 1780.

Aug. fl. At the house of his uncle, J. Dorrington, Esq. of Queen-

square, Westminster, Edward Henry, only son of the late Capt. Colum-

bine, R.N. of Gosport.

Aug. 10. At Plymouth, Mr. Pen, Harbor-Master and King's Pilot of

that Port.

Aug. 20. At Chelsea, Mrs. Harris, widow of the late Charles Harris,

Esq. formerly Deputy-Auditor of the Impress, and mother-in-law to Capt.
William Butterfield, R.N.

RESULTS of a METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER, kept at the Observatory of
Ike JVftra/ Academy, Gos

t,ort,for JULY, 1816.

[The Instruments are placed SO Feet above the level of the Sea, and the Time of

Observing is from 7 o'Clock, A. M., till 9, P. M.]
Inches.

< Maximum 30.12 wind W. by S.
*

$ Minimum 29.54 ditto S. W.
"Mean Barometrical pressure 29-807

< Maximum 76 ditto S. by E.
I'liwiiiOMETER

j Minimuin 50o ditto W.N.W.
Moan Temperature 62.12
Ra'm during tlie period.... 5.08 Inches perpendicular

Evaporation ditto 4.53 ditto ditto

Winds for the most part Westerly.
Neither the Barometer nor Thermometer has risen so high this Month,

a^ Uibt. Fahrenheit's Thermometer, placed in a Northern aspect in the
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sh^de, has only rose once to 76, which was on the 20th instant, at noon:
last month it rose several times to 78. The comparative depression in

both Instruments may be attributed to the cold and frequent rains, and
the humidity of the Atmosphere, the latter having been indicated by the
extreme lowness of the hygrometer.

Remarks on the Weather.

Days.
A clear sky 3
Fine, with a diversity of light clouds and fresh breezes 6

Cloudy and overcast, accompanied with squalls ...... 3
Sain, more or less, sometimes accompanied with strong gales of wind,

bail-storms, and distant thunder... 19

Total . .31

RESULTS of a METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER, kept at the Observatory of
the Naval Academy, Gosport, J'rom the 31st of JULY, to the 26(A of
AUGUST, 1816.

[The time of Observing from 7 o'Clock, A. M., till 9, P. M.]

Inches.

["Maximum 30.35, Aug. 21st and 25th, wind at N. E.

BAROMETER ..-I and E. N.E.
l_
Minimum 29.55, Aug. 15th ditto at S.

Mean Barometrical pressure 29.993

C Maximum 74 Aug. 13th ditto at W.
THERMOMETER ^Minimum 52 Aug. 18th ditto at N. W.

( and N. by E.

Mean Temperature 61

Rain during the period .... 1 1-tenth Inch perpendicular

Evaporation ditto 2 9-tenths Inches ditto

Winds, for the most part N. W, and W.

Fahrenheit's Thermometer, during this period has not stood higher than

74, which was on the 13th instant; and although the weather has been for

the most part wet and gloomy, yet the winds with the little sunshine that has

presented itself, have, in some measure, hardened and ripened the corn;

and the harvest has commenced in this neighbourhood with a prospect ot'

fine weather.

Remarks on the Weather.

Days.

Clear sky S

Fine, with a diversity of light clouds, frequently moving in contrary
currents ........ 8

Cloudy, hazy, foggy, and overcast, followed hy rain ........ 6

Rain, more or less, mostly showers, sometimes accompanied with

fresh breezes, gentle gales ;
and high winds 9

Total . . 26
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METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER.
From July 25th, to August 2WA, 181C.

Kept by C. BLUNT, Philosophical Instrument Maker, No. 38, Tavistock
-

street, Covent-Garden.

Moon



ADDENDA
TO THE

BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR

OF

JOHN WESLEY WRIGHT, ESQ.

CAPTAIN IN THE ROYAL NAVY.

"
tor git er&gn 2 62V

[Continued from page 112.]

WE are unable, from the omission of dates to sereral of the

documents, to be certain of their arrangement precisely

in the order of their original communication ; but, presuming it

of minor consequence, we shall proceed with them in succession

to the end, shall offer a few remarks on the evidence therein

contained, and then leave the decision of the question to the

reader's judgment.

A Letter from the Correspondent. D. to Sir S>. S. dated Friday, 9 P.M.
" On returning home yesterday evening from carrying to you Savar's

answer, I found Christophe waiting for me. I read to him Mr. Poupari's
narrative.* He said there were many things true in it, but there were

others that he had not any knowledge of, particularly the details respecting
the other prisoners. Christophe expressed himself farther to the follov?ing

purport:
'

I well knew that the captain suffered something unpleasant
in the visits that were made by Savary and Pacq, but I did not know that

they struck him
;
neither did I know that Savar had taken Mf. Poupart up

into the chamber on the fatal day ;
indeed I can hardly believe it, for 8.

must have been aware how highly reprehensible it would have rendered

him, had he been surprised. I was sweeping at the bottom of the staircase,

when he came down from the captain, all pale and haggard, running like

wild to call the steward : I asked what was the matter with him: be would

hardly give me any answer : this was about the time of gate-opening in the

morning ; he seemed to me like a man who, stricken with surprise, should

run without well knowing whither. I did not go up stairs until after I had

been to fetch Mr. Commissary Dusser
;

and then I did not see any trace

of blood on the floor, about the room, or any print of feet : I had time to

* See page 104.

Cbrcru Vol. XXXTI. A A
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l-)ok nliout me, because I carried down the corpse along with Savar and

Victor Hurc ;
and I reiterate that there wns not any appearance of bloody

marks on the sheets, nor on the outside of the bed-clothes, nor withinside;

and but very little at the back of the head. But I forgot to -mention that

the dressing-gown the captain had on was stained with blood on the right

shoulder, on the same side that the edges of the mattrasses were stained
;

and that the blood had flowed on the floor (immediately underneath) ; he

also had socks on his feet, which had not any sort of stain ;
and he held in

the right hand his razor, open, in the way people hold it for shaving, the

back of the blade somewhat reversed upon the handle, its edge pressing

against his thigh ;
which position occasioned the cut that I observed, but

which was not marked with blood. When I went into the room, the com-

missary was drawing the report ;
and it was then that for the first time I

saw the captain in that terrible state. If any persons say they saw the razor

shut, they must have had sight of it before or after me ;
and yet after the

minutes were taken, and signed by every body present, the razor was

placed on the chimney. If Savar took Mr. i
j
oupart into the room, it

could only have been during the interval that I was gone to fetch the com-

missarv, and the bloody marks of feet in the floor may have been made

when S. fetched the steward : they might have placed their feet in blood

close by the bed, and so carried it about the room
;

for when I washed the

place, the bedstead, which was made with web-girths, and folded up, had

lieen removed, together with the mattrasses, and I cannot pretend to speak

positive')' as to how near or far off the blood might be to the spot where it

had stood.'

" V\'hen Christophe had ended his story, I observed to him, that the Abb6

Allary had made you acquainted with several particulars touching his inti-

macy wuh the captain ; that he had gone into the room while they were

drawimr up the verdict
;
that he uncovered the body, and saw the razor

'ml in the captain's hand; and that on its being proposed to him that he

!nm!d sign the proceedings, he refused, saying, that after a man had com-
mitted suicicic, he did not shut up his razor ready for the use of another

person.
"

Christophe did not recollect seeing Mr. Allary. But if you, Sir, will

1'H'U will into the proceS'Verbal, you will find more than one contradiction

in it. '1 he commissary who succeeds Dusscr lives in the rue (fAngoulbne

"
('. ;iftei wards communicated to me his fears of Pacq's learning that he

.j'.de a,,y disclosures to you ;

'

for,' said he,
'
this rascal is still in place,

fi disloyal at the head office of police.' I made him explain to me,
l.dlicr, after shutting-lip, the keys were carried to the steward; he

\crc,!,
'

n;t; after shutting up they were deposited in a sort of cupboard
\\hich i'.cl.td, and the room in which that cupboard was, was also locked

up, ai.,1 die- keys remained under the responsibility of the guardians

upon thitv.'
^

"
1 do not now transmit you a report in form. I wish first to go and

:;ci llure, the guardian whom I brought to you, the same who was
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about the captain during Savar's absence, who was present at all that passed,

and who told you that the razor was shut. I shall go over all my questions

again with him.

"
Also, I should like to go to this Mr. Dusser

;
but as you have not said

whether you approved that step, I shall defer it until I have seen Victor,

when I will have the honor ofletting you know all that he may say."

Translation of another Letter from the same to the same, dated
"

Thursday."

" I beg of you not to impute negligence to me, because I have not yet

informed you of the address of the Abbe PICOT DE Cnos- RIVIERE. It is

this day only that I have heen able to discover him, after a variety of fruit-

less endeavours : he lives in a religious house Having sent in to

speak with him, the Abbe had the goodness to come to me in a room where

I was told to wait. I saw a man, tall in stature, but bent under the

weight of years : he asked me the motive of my visit, when I mentioned

your name. He immediately said,
" I have not the honor of knowing

Admiral Smiht, but I hare heard him much spoken of." I said, that you
desired to see him ; he observed to me, that he went out but little, and

that his great age had almost deprived him of sight, so that he could neither

read" nor write ; but, added he,
"

if the Admiral will do me the honor ofa

visit, I will receive him zcith the respect due to his rank." I then said, you
desired to know from him something of the acquaintance he had with Cap.
tain W. as well as concerning the melancholy circumstance which had de-

prived him of life, &c. " Oh ! Madam,
1'

said he,
" the captain zcat

cruelly maltreated" (he then paused, and continued)
" he ended his

days in a very extraordinary way. No doubt despair led him on theyfound
on his table a public, journal the Moniteurund it is to be presumed that

an article which confirmed the news of40,000 men having surrendered them-

selves to thepwer of Buonaparte, was the motive.'' I interrupted him, by

asking to what battle he alluded. " It was no battle" (answered the Abbe)
"

Buonaparte's army was so considerable, that they laid down their arms and
surrendered this it was which most likely turned the captain's //end : it wa$

remarked, that he was particularly sad on that day : he played on thejiute

tery lale that night, and all the airs he played were plaintive and luniiuish~

ing, denoting the sadness of his soul besides, what motive could they have

for desiring his death '.' When B. doomed the Duke of Enghien to perish, he

did it above-board ; and he had no cause to regard Captain W. as an enemy

particularly redoubtable. No ! Madam, B, was not capable of that action.

I have teen in a newspaper a story of a man at Liege* rpho quotes me u$

having heard a noise in the captains chamber during theniyht, and as having
holden a discourse, wherein he was said to have been killed. I give the lie

to the author of that article ; and deny ever having holden such a discourse.

* See the Memoir, vol. xxxiv, p. 453.
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Besides, the steward was an honest man, and incapable of lending himself tit

an action like that : there is nothing doubtful in his having destroyed

himself.'

"
I interrupted the Ablt as little as possible, not to lose the thread of

his discourse, because he spoke with some difficulty, and rather stammered

from the infirmity of his age, When he had ended his recital, 1 told

him the captain was your friend ; that his death had both very much

afflicted, and very much astonished you ;
and that knowing well your

friend's personal character, you could not believe he hud innde awav with

liimelf. On this the Abbt rose up from his seat all of a sudden, and made

but a single stride to the door, exclaiming, in a louder tone of voice :

'
Buonaparte was incapable oj it.'

"

"
Seeing myself thm left alone in the cell, I also got up and went after

the^66, with an air of not having perceived his agitation. He came-to,

and said, 'Madam, I again present my respects to y<tu : jjlease to till the

Admiral, thai if he chouses to tome and see me, I will receive him with all

due respect." And thus the Abb& and I separated.
"

Notwithstanding t!:e pain I felt from the subject of our interview, I

could not help latching at the suddenness wiih which he started bolt

upright like a church-taper, whereas before he was bent half-double. This

uas all I could u,el out of him.

" Ah to the -1/cwVcur, F. had told me the same tale ;
and I did not expect

to find much cleared up by this Ablt : for in fact another Abbt, a name-

sake of hi*, and whom I had first called on by mistake in course of my re-

searches, and who described him to me as a Jesuit, told me he was so very

aged thai Ins memory was impaired.
"

I enclose you a minute of Christopher's declaration ;* to which there is

no date : tor 1 did not recollect the precise day. Please to say if you want

farther inquiries made ; and above all, do not spare me : for vou ought
not. to entertain a doubt of the pleasure with which I shall so employ my-
st-lf. I have written the Ablk Allary's address to yon by the little-

post.'^

The following document corroborates little else than the truth

of our observation, that the awkward responsibility which would

attach even now to those of the police who were high in office at

the time, \\ill naturally render them silent we accordingly find

Mr. Jhisicr, the comn.issary, void of recollections, or fearful of

confounding them there were so many occurrences of this kind.

~\\ hat did he mran ? if they were all suicides, the risk would be

little in (axing his recollection of them.

* See page lit.

|-
A similar establishment to the London "

two-penny post.'
1
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STR,
"

Monday, half past eight o'clock in the evening.

*'
I do not know whether you will quite approve the step I have taken

this dav without wairinc for yur decision. I wish it had proved more suc-

cessful : hut if I have not succeeded. I have at least the certainty of not-

having found any ill-will opposed unto the object of my researches.

"
I have been to the new commissary of the Temple-ward, to inquire

the residenre'oi Mr. Dusser, hoping by these means to throw some fresh

light on the contradictions which are to he found in the different reports

which have been addressed to you. The commissary was not in the way :

but his secretary gave me the f.roper direction to Mr. Dusser. I asked him

wh< re I might ap^Iy for a copy ol the process-verbal drawn up by Mr. Dus-

ser, touching the death of a prisoner in the. Temple, &c. As to the

minutes of such documents, he told me they never remain in the hands of

the commissaries, but are forthwith transmittd to the prefecture. The

present commissary is the second since Mr. Dusser; his register goes no

farther back than the year 1810 ; but that Mr. Dusser having had personal

cognizance of the affair, he might be able to give me some information

from memory. Accordingly I went to Mr. Dusser, living on the Boulevard

du Temple, No. 52. Me could not recollect any thing of the circumstance,

all' ging that ttiere were so many occurrences of this kind at the Temple,
that lie might run some risk of confounding one with another, were he to

attempt to relate any thing from memory, lie used to take all proces~

verbuux to the office of Mr. Henry, chief deck of the declarations, where

they probably still are. He added, that he had hut an imperfect recollec-

tion of that particular event
;
he wished it had been in his power to satisfy

mv inquiry : he thought it probable, that the subject of it being a military

man, the pi ores-verbal might have been deposited at the orderly office of

the staff belonging to the district.

" From Mr. Dusker I went to Victor Flure; and read to him the narra-

tive of Mr. Poupart. He could not say whether there was blood on the

floor.
'

I was/ said he,
' too shocked by so dreadful an event to be par-

ticular in my remarks
;

I only went up for a moment along with the com-

missary : I sa\v the razor shut in his [Wright's] hand; and in that

assurance I persist. I believe I have forgotten to mention one little cir.

cumstance to the Admiral, and that is : two or three days before the cap-
tain's death, he told me that he wished to send the steward to speak to

him : they remained a long time together. When became out, the steward

told me the captain wanted a blue coat made. You will go, added he,

and J'etck my tailor, but first ask the captain what day he shall come. -I

asked the captain ; and he told me he wo>,ld let me know in two or three

days ; and in two or three days Ins misfortune befell him. I could not

remain in the room during the proceedings : nor do I know the forms that

were observed. As to whether Savart fetched in Mr. Poupart ;
it is possi-

ble (seeing that the latter was intimate with the captain) that he may have

seized a moment to do so : I would have done the same. I believe, how-

ever, that it was not before the steward went up. The keys always re-

saained deposited below stairs, aud were not carried to the steward : the
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captain was generally beloved ; none of us were capable of such an action ;

and no stranger entered during the night/
" I said to Victor, that it was possible the wolf was already in the fold,

and that he might have been provided with a master-key.
'

That,' con-

tinued he,
' I cannot answer for; it was easy to make such keys ; we have

even had prisoners find means to do so Messrs, de Polignac.'
" I have the honor to be, &c.

Sir Sidney Smith.

Translation of the Declaration addressed by VICTOR HURE, formerly

Guardian at the Temple, to Sir SIDNEY SMITH.

" Victor Hure was employed in attendance upon Captain Wright in the

absence of Savar. His regret at that officer's unhappy end was so keen,

that he could not refrain from shedding tears when it came to his know-

ledge, having at different times experienced at his hands marks of his bene-

volence, and of the sensibility of his generous heart. When Mr. Pacq, an

inspector-general under the ministry of police, came to execute a search at

the captain's room, they took away his papers, money, &c, he appeared to

grieve over this incident ;
and Victor having, at the time of his meals,

made a remark that he did not seem to take his food with his accustomed

appetite, the captain answered him nearly in these terms :

"
Pacq has

curried (in-fiy my money, papers, and other things ; which has vexed me :

bui I 'if circumstance is not of sufficient moment to cause me much affliction"

ami so forth. A few days afterwards he found hi:n more at ease, and with

the same degree of affability of manner that was usual with him. On the

fatal day, uhcnhe (V.) went up into the captain's chamber along with

the steward and Savar, they found him dead in his bed, his throat cut,

holding i:i his right, hand, a white-handled razor, shut, the arm extended

towards tiic thigh, and his body enveloped in his dressing-gown (which he

mi'cr *lc!/t in) and without am/ shirt. The guardians expressed some

astoiii-hineiH among themselves at this, on account of his well-known

neatness uliicli was such, that notwithstanding he was in a state of soli-

tary coii.'inemcnt, lie was seen to dress every day as regularly, and pay as

mm h attention to his toilet, as if he had been to go out in the worjd, or to

n civ. i company.
" \Vhc:i the captain's body was carried by Savar, Christophe, and him,

to a room \vhere the dead were deposited, they found 720 blood between the

w,v,'///v.vM.y, nor under t lie bed. It was Christophe who washed the only

place \\licre tlicre was any on the floor, by order of the steward.
"

lie considers that the captain's secret and solitary imprisonment was'

ii'. t extremely rigorous: in fact his room had a folding door, which was

t'abtcii, 'I uith an iron bar and a padlock; but the two sides not meeting
c, the other prisoners could speak to him, and even pass things

t!ir :Ji toe opening. lie has at different vimes seen them there; but

f'^uui nut to ixrrcdve them."
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The Declaration made by SAVAR, formerly a Guardian at the Temple, tn

Admiral Sir S. SMITH.

" On tlie 28th October, 1805, Savar being in course of attendance upon
Captain Wright, went as usual in the morning to open his window-

shutters. Seeing that the captain did not speak to him, whereas he iiabi-

tually said to him,
' Good morning,' &c. he turned round, and perceived

him stretched at length in bed, his eyes open, his complexion pale, and
his features distorted.* On approaching the bed, S. perceived a sort of

moisture on the sheet, which covered him up to the chin : seized with

astonishment at this sight, he ran in a fright to give notice to Mr. Faucon-

nier, the steward, who resided on the side towards the palace. The latter

came and went up to the chamber, accompanied by S. and by another

guardian, named Victor Hure, and they found the body of the unfortunate

Mr. Wright lifeless. The steward charged Christopbe, a messenger in

waiting, with a letter for the commissary of the ward
;
on whose arrival one

of them uncovered the bed, and discovered that the throat was cut, that

the right-hand held a razor openfi with a white handle, the arm extending
towards the thigh, the body wrapped in a dressing-gown ; on which they
all observed, that the captain being very cleanly, never put that on at

night. S. and Christophe were both ordered by the steward to take the

captain's body down to another room. S. declares he saw some blood on

the sheet, at the place where the head reposed, but that he did not see any
between the mattrasses, nor under the bed. He has not said that there

was any elsewhere on the floor where Christophe washed, by the steward's

order, the latter recommending silence .towards the other persons then

under detention. (Not having been questioned as to this point, he does

not testify to this fact.)

" When Mr. Pacq, an inspector of police, came to search the captain,

S. heard a great deal of discussion ;
and there were taken away 14 or 15

gold pieces ef 40 francs, and a cord. Pacq addressed him, S. in terms of

reproach, and accusing him of not doing his duty. The captain excused

him to Pacq, saying :
" J assure you, Savar knew nothing at all about it :

it zcas not he who procured itfor me! "

"
Impartial Remarks on the Suicide of Captain REIT, at the Temple.

" All the world knows, that in England suicide is not regarded with

horror, nor considered as an act contrary to the dictates of religion, by the

greater part of the English people. That it is rather viewed philosophically,

as an exul>erance of character, an elevation of spirit, or the natural effect

of a disorder called the spleen [! !]

* The word in the original is retires; which may be rendered equally, shrunk

r contracted. (TnA.)

f
"
Opcu" is also Christophe's testimony.
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"
Many think that, under great mortification*, and when the mind is too

deeply affected, it is more honorable to quii life than to retain it sorrow-

fully and many of the English heaping up riches have deprived themselves

of life, rather than endure the mental vexations that oppressed them.

" As one instance, among many others, Mr. Whi> bread a distinguished

member of the British House of Commons, having heard of the loss of the

battle of Waterloo, and consequently, the certain rnin of Buonaparte,

would not survive the event, and committed suicide M ! !]

" In like manner, we may presume, that the loss of the battle of Ulm

by the Austrians, which rendered Ruonaparte too powerful, had deter-

mined Captain Wright, who cordially detested him, to commit suicide $

from all the information that I have been able to obtain, I cannot form any
other idea ; and what confirms my assertion is, a copy of the Moniteur of

that day, announcing the victory of Ulm, which was found upon his table*

The Moniteur had been furnished him by the communication of some pri-

soners, who were lodged above and below him, and who during the night

u<ed to carry on their correspondence with him, by means of a little bag

called ii
"

ridicule.'' When it was from above, they knocked a certain

number of taps on the floor, and the captain, after having repeated the

same number of strokes, opened his window softly, and took in or sent up
in the bag vvh.-u there was to convey. The communication with the room

beneath was by the like means, if it existed, but of that I am not sure.
'

I have since learned that Mr. Marrigot [probably Ma'-riot], a prisoner,
n famous billiard-player, well known in England, and who lodged above

him, \\as the. agent employed by Mr. Muller and the Abbi Allary, both

prisoners.
' Wore the prisoners who were at the Temple at that time to be ques-

tion; d, not one of them would say, that he suspects the captain to have

been assassinated
; for what other term can be given to such a death.*

'

All knew it :\s soon as I did, and witnessed the arrival of the com-

inissary to verily the death, but none of them had the idea that Buonaparte
had ordered the captain's throat to be cut. If he had wished to get rid of
the captain, which could be of litjb consequence to him, he could have
h;ul him transferred with his unfortunate companions, as a prisoner of war,
and very easily had him poisoned bytheway.^ At this time the trial of
(/eor-ics was ended, and the captain was detained as having escaped from
the Temple in Floieal, VI.

know, for I was present, when the captain held a very animated
coin ersiti-jn with the Duke of Rovigo (Savary). I have learned since that
this conversation affected the captain rery much, as when the Duke, with
(.tn.ral Dciaix, was on board the Tigre, commanded by Milord Sidnei

.:!:mit, on an aff-iir of parley, Captain Ileit behaved to him with the

greatest attention and respect. J

Tlii. n-a.ls like a contradiction, hut it probably has a hypothetic meaning.
Is not thi* the language of a man accystotned to such things ?

: In our remarks un the behaviour of Savary, at page 91, we alluded to that
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** Two days before the unfortunate event, Mr. Paques, inspector-general
to the ministry of police, came to visit the captain's chamber, and there

found concealed, a rope-ladder, and other implements which had been

procured for him, to attempt an escape.
"

I am persuaded that this search was not made but on the information

of some prisoner, who wished to ingratiate himself with the ministry.
"

Thus, there is no doubt, that 1st, The reading tlie Moniteur an-

nouncing the victory at Ulm : 2dly, The effect of the very animated, and

even on the part of the captain contemptuous, conversation, with the Duke
of Rovigo : 3dly, The search of the inspector-general, Paques, in the

captain's chamber, and discovery of the rope-ladder and other instruments

proper for an escape, and which were taken away, and shewn to the

ministry: and, 4thly, The inward conviction of the captain, that seeing he

was not treated as a prisoner of war (although lie received the allowance

as such, but as a prisoner re-imprisoned, having previously escaped),

his detention would be very long were the real motives of the cap-

lain to his desperate resolution not to endure existence under so much

anxiety.
u Here is the whole truth !

" Now comes a prisoner,* at the end of 10 or 11 years, who lodged in

a room beneath the captain's, to give an account tending to accredit, and

of the ancient Greeks in similar circumstances ;
the following extract from

Ozell's translation of Dacier's Homer, will illustrate our allusion. At the meet-

ing of Glaucus and Diomede, Glaucus is haughtily questioned by Diomede

as to the who and what he is, Glaneus having satisfied his high-minded opponent,
"

Tydides, ravished with his words, turned his spear's point, and &tuc!c

it in the ground ; thea, with the utmost marks of friendship, said :
' Our ances-

tors have been coiumutual guests : the sacred knot of hospitality, which they

reciprocally ty'd, is binding -on us their sons, and so we are akin : For godlike
<Eneus heretofore received, within his palace, brave Bellerophoii ;

and there

detain'd him twenty days with fciisls: and, when the time was come of his de-

parture, they gifts exchang'd, as pledges of their friendship: my sire gave thine

a belt of richest purple; thine, in return, gave him a golden cup. At hcmie I

left it, when 1 saiPd for Troy ; and 'tis from thence I learnt the tye I speak of :

For I retain not in my mind my father ; a child I was when the brave Tydeus

parted to the Thebau war, so fatal to the Greeks. Each therefore has a faithful

friend to visit: you, one at Argos ; I, in Lycia, one: mean while, let us hostili-

ties forbear; each other's spear declining when we meet: enow tiiere are

amongst the Trojan bands, if Jov so please, to glut my thksl of Hood
; you

Greeks enow .will find U send to Hell. But e'er we part, Let us our arms ex.

.change, for sign of friendship, and that all may know, we glory in our sires

liospitiuus rites.' Concluding thus, they both, from out their chariots, alight,

embrace, join hands, give faith and take. Now Jove the mind of Glaucus did

enlarge : he, in exchange for Dioiucd's brass arms, gave arms of gold ; anus

worth a hundred beeves, for anus worth only nine.
1"

*
Poupart.

$an.er$rotu Vol. xxxvi. B
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and even to persuade us, that Buonaparte, through the medium of tho

Duke of Hovigo, has had the captain assassinated in his chamber during

the night ;
and insinuates, that at that time there were some masons em-

ployed at the Temple, and that one of them, that is to say the foreman,

having been seduced and gained over by the Duke of Rovigo, had com-

mitted the murder to satisfy the vengeance of the cruel Corsican.
" The prisoner, to support his story, talks of a noise that he heard over

his head, and of workmen who did not work the next day, because the

overseer, the man who, according to him, had given the fatal blow, not

having returned, the workmen could not work for want of a masier.
"
According to this version, which is not proved, we must answer, and

that it is very easy to do, if we may be heard without prejudice.
" The thing is impossible, unless, in regard to this assassination (for

what other term can we apply to this murder?*) we can believe that it was

Savard who committed it. But we are well convinced that that is false

we must then conclude that the captain, alone, has voluntarily committed

suicide.

"
Savard, only, had the keys of the captain's chamber, and he alone

attended him.
u Let us come to the proofs of the impossibility of the prisoner's story.
'

Ti:e prisoner who, unfortunately for him, was then very poor, and

b.p.'l moreover a w'ife who had been recently brought to bed, comes, after

la^i: of time, to give us- a new edition of this in his own way, probably
t.) ( \n :tct Mime benefit ; I know not whether he is now rich or at ease, but

;;f that i: :n- he lived on the bounty of his comrades in misfortune, and by
tl.e labour of his hands as a taflor. His wife and the infant she suckled

. cry day to share his dinner. The Abbe Alary was the prisoner who
K! iiit in mo'-t. If the fact had existed, he would have spoken of it

v, ik , she would have broached it in Paris, and this anecdote would
>oon been well known.
l!ni let iii lesume. All the prisoners know what strict attention was
i > tlie adiiiitsion of the workmen at the Temple. No workman could

die tour;, nor go to work in whatever place, without being attended

U<
1

1 r, ami
especially if his business was in the interior of the tower.

oikii'.ni could go out of the prison who was not attended by the same
i, wiio was continually to watch him, in order that this workman

June, no communication with the prisoners, by stealth. The two

iilbo, a ho had the charge of opening the three gates, the two
<-i entry, would not open them to workmen who were not accotn-

v 1 1 a- attendant keeper, for fear of surprise, and if they were

Ley went, out together, and were counted.

.\<l:ni:-:il knows the Captain's chamber perfectly well, as it

a-- tie r-aiiii! tl.at ho himself occupied at the time of his detention in the

\ci v -trange (apsus calami, and is a repetition of a like phrase
as thuugh the

spirit of truth dictated, and he wrote unpon.
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41 In tlie part forming the anti-chamber, there is a little nook, which

vould hold a bed; this recess received its light from a little window*

that looked into a side-room, which was occupied by the reverend father,

Picot De Clos-Rivierre, an old Jesuit, and was then shut off by a door.

It is in this recess, the prisoner asserts that the assassin must have con-

cealed himself. The captain being tm secret, his door was fastened both

with the key and with a padlock. Every day at ten in the evening the

keepers made their last visit
; counting the prisoners, and locking-up all

the rooms. Thus Savard would fasten that of Father Picot, then that upon
the landing-place fronting the siair-case that of the captain being always

shut, on account of his " secret."* The door of the recess, whither the

assassin would have retreated, must have been also shut
;

but admitting
that it was not, the assassin would still find himself shut in between three

doors 1st, that of the captain ;
2d that of Father Picot

; 3d, that of the

stair-case. Besides, at the bottom of the stair, which was dark, there

was a door fastened outside with a very heavy key. This door opened

upon the great stair-case of the tower, which was itself shut in by a strong

door, through which led to the great gate of the tower, that opened into

the court, and was fastened on the inside.

"
Now, how could this assassin open and shut all these doors, and

avoid the sight of every body ? How could the assassin clandestinely open
the captain's chamber, without making a noise? How could he, without

light, and without using very great force, seize and throw down the cap-

tain, who was a vigorous and resolute man ? How, and by what charm?

could he quietly lay him on his bed, and upon his pillow, and without

making an alarming noise, kill him like a sheep ? and with what ? with

his own razor !

"
According to the prisoner's account, he heard a noise

;
tbis noise,

which must have been extremely loud, would have been heard also by the

prisoners lodged above, and by Father Picot De Clos-Rivierre (who lay

on the same floor, and who rose regularly every day at 4 o'clock in the

morning); and by the sentinel placed under his windows ; yet nobody but

he heard any thing ! If there was any nni.se, the captain defended him-

self, and he was very able to defend himself, and would not suffer himself

to be stretched like a sheep upon his bed, and timidly or cowardly present

his neck to the assassin. There would have been scuffling in the room,
blows given, blows returned

;
at length, if the assassin was the strongest,

be must have thrown him down, cut his throat, and then placed him upon
his bed,- and upon his pillow, as he was found. But the boards, and all-

around his bed, would have been sprinkled, and even flooded with the

blood of the victim. Well ! there was no blood but upon his bed and his

pillow, where he was seen as lie had fallen, after he had cut bis throat.

" If without making a rioisc, and without waking the captain, the

assassin was able to introduce himself and strike his blow, they could then

have heard no noise. But he had then to seek for the captain's razor, for

*
"Secret," ih it :<, his jeculiai case of solitary coniincnu-nt. (la. )
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it was with his rnzor that he cut his throat. Then he must have cut strait

from right (o left, for the assassin could not have placed himself at the

bedside in the recess, so as to cut from left to right, as the wound jvaa

made, and with a single stroke, as has been proved.* Now, let us sup-

pose (as all suppositions are arbitrary), that the assassin was able to effect

his purpose wi',''out noise; the monster must quit the Temple, he must re-

fasten the captain's door with the key and the padlock he must open and

shut the door on the landing-place, and all this without a light he must

open and shut the door at the bottom of the dark stair-case, but this door

would not open and shut on the inner side
;
he would have passed the door

of the prisoner, who being awaked by the noise that he said he heard,

would have given notice to the sentinel. Again, he must open and shut

the door at the bottom of the stair-case of the tower, which only opens and

shuts on the outside ; then how could he procure the key to open the

great gate of the tower? That key was always shut up in the turnkey's

room. How could he avoid the sight of the sentinel who was placed oppo-
site ? Mow could he pass the guard-house, to present himself at the wicket,

where the turnkeys would have asked him, how and why he was in the

tower at that time ? Besides, the two great dogs who watch around the

tower, would have strangled him. This man did therefore pass through

the key-hole, or as a bird, fly
over the walls ! In the morning, the turn-

keys opened the doors, visited the prisoners as usual, and it was at this

time that Savard took the two keys, of the captain's chamber, and of the

ilour of the entry on the landing-place, and after opening them, perceived,
on entering, the tnigical end of the captain, and after having shut the door,

came to inform me of it.

"
.As to the prisoner's word, that the workmen came the next morning,

and could not work because the foreman was not there, and that there was
" (Ida ril>otc"t it is an assertion destitute of all foundation. 1st. They ne-

ver admitted the journeymen without the foreman at their head. 2dly. They
would not sufier workmen to enter promiscuously, and this event known,
certainly no stranger would have been admitted to enter the Temple at

all,

or they miht well suppose us destitute of all prudence.
l<

J)i/t nlicn people He, or invent, it requires great address to convert the

lie into absolute anil indestructible truth.
''

Here, then, is the fable of the mason, invented or found by the

prisoner, or him who has got up the discovery, for the prisoner in

question is scarcely capable of reasoning in such a style.

1'lieir object lias been to get money, and as they know you, Sir, to be

very L'ciierotis, and that you take a great interest in regard to your unfor-

tunate Inend, they have supposed that, after an interval of 10 or 13 years,
they might broach a fable, which would find no gain-sayer.

Perhaps, they thought that in the unfortunate situation in which I am,

I lie ruulrr will have to distinguish between the patient's, or the supposed
a-reut

1

*
"

ri-ht
"
and "

left." (In.)
f Tiie mcanin of this term not being quite clear, the translator has preferred

"- lire ol the original to hazarding a conjectural reading.
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having no allowance of retreat, after 21 years of successive service, either

as member of the administrative commission of police, or as inspector-

geifcral of prisons, or as warden of the Temple, where I was placed by
superior authority, after your escape in Flortal, of the year VI.* or as

keeper of the state-prison, Donjon-de-Vincennes,f where my service

ceased by the suppression of that establishment; they have, perhaps,

thought, that in the critical situation in which I find myself, I should lend

myself to the affirmation of a crime said to be committed under

Buonaparte. Like all Frenchmen, I have suffered, and I still suffer : but

truth is one and the same
; I have told you it naked, without disguise and

without circumlocution.^
"

Captain Reit voluntarily killed himself.

" This is my opinion, and I sign it.

fy-derant concierge
of the Temple."

On the above observations, we shall here make no other remarks

than those which occur to us from the assumption of Mr. Faucon-

nier, that suicide prevails in a peculiar and extraordinary degree

in England. We consider this as a question of more difficult

solution than Mr. Fauconnier seems to think it and that from the

number of reported instances in France compared with those of

England, the quantum of this crime in either country, if duly

weighed, might be found preponderant on the French side,

although, in truth, our weight in the scale would be lamentably

great.

With respect to the specific instance he alludes to, in the de-

plorable case of Mr. Whitbread, the motive assigned is still

more ridiculous than that proposed. 3dly, as urging the hapless

Captain Wright to self-destruction. We believe the circum-

stances which led to the derangement of Mr. Whitbread's mind,
were of much more personal concern to that unfortunate gentle-

man, than the loss of the battle at Waterloo by Buonaparte, and

*
May, 1798.

f It is certainly candid in Mr. F. to record these titles, as claims to credit for

impartiality. (Tn.)

$ The French have also a phrase :
" La vtriti ne viellit pas."

This last line, and the signature, are in the hand-writing of Mr. Fauconnier.

The rest of these "
impartial observations," arc fairly written in an official *r

clerical hand, on 8 folio pages.
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his final fall ;* but to such strange constructions of their pa-

triotism do <he unmeasured expressions of gentlemen during the

warmth of debate in our houses of parliament, subject them in Ae

minds of foreigners.

Introductory Letter from the Chevalier DE MESIERE, to Sir SIDNEY

SMITH.

Paris, Rue dcs Saints- PereS, 77,
" MONSIEUR ! ADMIRAL ! 24 February, 1816".

" IT grieves me beyond measure, that I could not sooner transmit to

your Excellency the information herewith sent; unforeseen circumstances

have occurred to cause the delay, and I am confident that you will do me
the justice to be assured of my earnest desire to comply with your wishes.
" You require from me the truth upon the word of a Chevalier ; I have

promised to afford it
;
and you will find that I have kept my engagement.

In order to place the subject in a clear point of view, I have deemed it right

to enter into certain details and discussions, which appeared necessary to

throw as much li^ht as possible on a fact which passed in the dark. Driren

to the necessity of referring to probabilities and conjectures, I have com-

bined them as succinctly as possible in my consideration of the matter, in

order that they may confirm or invalidate the suspicions which have been

raised agaiiiit an individual, whose conduct on this point, considering the

public and private outrages experienced at his hands, may justly be

examined with caution and some degree of mistrust, as compared with his

conduct on ordinary occasions.

" Von \\iil pardon me, General, if I do not agree with you as to the

assertion, that suicide is an act of cowardice. This is the only subject

upon \\hicli we shall ever differ in opinion. You will judge of the distinc-

tion \vliich 1 make, and the arguments which I adduce in support of my
conclusions; and I trust that you will not deem them insufficient.

"
1 must here also add, that the religious principles of any kind, whether

of those who arc romanists or non-romanists, which condemn the act of

suicide, ,in<l deprive the guilty party of the rites of sepulture, and the

bcneliis ar.d blessings of salvation, are not in themselves so operative, as

to control i.Iin conduct of those unfortunate beings, who make attempts
on a l:lr. which belongs rather to the public than to themselves.

Let us conclude, therefore, that the imperfection or the decay of the

physical constitution of man, excessive irritability of the nerves, or a sud-

den insanry, ofttimes produced by extreme sensations of joy, of grief, or

*
1; < pre MI.-i icd iii:;t, organic disease, embarrassed circumstances, and vexa-

ii>e iniiriil stale of Dniry Liiue Theatre (a speculation in which he
ked every public and private friend over whom he posseted sufli-

nee) operating on a too susceptible mind and ardent temper were
;u:s"s of that mental derangement which led to the fatal catastrophe
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humiliation, may cause death, or impel! to suicide. They are infirmities

attached to the human frame and species, and which call for the indulgence
of the wise, and more particularly of the brave.

" The eternal doctrine of universal morality,
' Thau shall not commit

murder,' and the laws of political society must equally condemn and re-

press these attempts, as contrary to divine precept, and social order, from

the motives of endeavouring to diminish the evils thereon attendant, and

consequently the number of victims. You have been witness to the bra-

very of our common friend, as I am to his many excellent qualities, which

rendered him so estimable and praiseworthy: let us therefore leave it to the

Divine Being to pronounce on his fall; but before the tyrant of Captain

Wright can be accused of having also been a cowardly jail assassin, proofs
are requisite ; and if these are wanting, this vague accusation would only
serve to throw an air of doubt over those other crimes, whereof he became

guilty, no doubt, only that the people and the world might again feel, that

crimes the most revolting always precede, accompany, and follow the pro-

gress of a usurper. The history of both our countries unfortunately affords

but too many afflicting proofs of this, at which we cannot but grieve.
" The Marquis De Puivert, whom I have had the honor of seeing, and

to whom I have mentioned your name, agrees entirely in opinion with me
in regard to Captain Wright, who gave up every thing as lost after the

battle of Ulm, of which he happened to read the details. Mr. De Puivert

will also with alacrity afford you every information which he has been able

to obtain.

Accept the renewed assurance of the lively acknowledgment and sen-

timents of high consideration with which I have the honor to be, &c.

ev.

Memoranda made ihe ?0/7( February, 181fi, concerning Captain WRIGHT,
deceased at Pans, in (he Temple, daring the. Night between the %lth and

2Qth October, 1805.

" CAPTATN WRIGHT, having been made prisoner of war, at the close

of an engagement which had been entered into off the coasts of Morbihan,

the illegitimate government of Buonaparte directed that the captain and all

his crew should be transferred to Paris, where preliminary proceedings

were going on in a process concerning the conspiracy of Georges,

Piche^ru, and Morcau ;
in the course of which, many of the most dis-

tinguished of the accused, thinking no doubt that Captain Wright was

without the reach of Buonaparte, had indiscreetly named him, as the com-

mander of the cutter which had debarked them on the coast ofNormandy.
f ' On his way to Vannes, a circumstance occurred which was most gra-

tifying to the feelings of CuptaiuWeight. The mayor, or the prefect of
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this city, went to meet him, and informed the captain, that (being in*

debted to him for the liberty of his son, who had been a prisoner of war in

the slave-dungeon of Constantinople) he came to offer him, together with

his thanks, the use of his house, with every accommodation he could

afford. The captain, being accompanied by his escort, could not join

the family to whose happiness he had contributed. He little thought, at

that time, that he was going to end his days in the slave-dungeon of Paris.

" When the captain and his crew arrived in the capital, one half of the

sailors were sent to the prison of the Abbaye, the other to the dungeon of

Vincennes ;
and Captain Wright, as well as his nephew, were conducted

to the Temple ; where, before entering its tower, the captain under-

went an interrogation, in the palace of the Temple itself, where was

installed the judge of the criminal court, engaged in the preliminary

proceedings in the process of conspiracy, wherein it was wished to make

the captain to play a part.
" Take the following statement as an analysis of this interrogation :

" John Wesley Wright, aged about 35 years, captain of a corvette in the

English navy, residing at London with Sir Sidney Smith, was interrogated

by Monsieur Thuriot,* judge of the criminal court, the 30th Floreal, year

XII. (20th May, 1804, the day of Pentecost) as follows

"
Being questioned, Have you not heretofore been conducted to the

Tower of the Temple ?

"
Replied, That he would not answer to that question.

Q. Have you not, at different times, within the space of a year, or

thereabouts, disembarked divers individuals who came from England to

France ?

" A. He would not answer any question of that kind.
"

Q. Why do you refuse to answer?
<( A. lie would not say either yea or nay.
"

It \vas observed to him, that the refusal to explain himself inge-

nuously, would give cause for suspicion, which it was for his interest to

repel.
" A. On the Oth of the last month (April), I was on board the corvette

the Vinccjo, which I commanded, at a short distance from the coast of

Morbihan, watching a vessel which I had chased the day before. A calm

compelled me to cast anchor; I also made a small vessel anchor,
because I was myself driven towards a rock. Having weighed my
anchor, and hauled up to the small vessel, I put out my oars, endea-

voring to get out of the passage. A division of gun-boats coming from the

Morbihan, rowed towards me. Some time afterwards an engagement
ensued

;
it lasted about an hour arid an half; I lost some men, and many

were wounded and rendered incapable of serving ; my rigging being cur,

three of my L,uns being rendered unserviceable, the fore-mast being
almost carried away, the main-sail tattered, and the enemy being on the

point of hoarding me with a superior force, I capitulated, in order to save

the lives of the rest of my crew.

* One of the regicides.
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v Q. Were there any Frenchmen on board of your corvette f

" A. None; except one individual of the Isle of Grouais, who was

the master of a boat, which I had seen at the distance of three miles,

and which I had obtained possession of by means of the ship's boat, in order

to gain information as to the nature of the passage.
"

Q. How many persons were there on board the corvette ?

" A, About eighty-eight.
" Q. Whether he should be able to recognise the persons whom he had

brought into France*-from England ?

"
A. In his character as a prisoner of war he did not think himself

bound to answer that question."

Afterwards there appeared in the presence of Captain Wright :

"
1st. Troche, junior, who declared, that he did not perfectly recollect

the features ef the captain of the vessel on board of which he had had his

passage, being sick during the whole time.

" 2d. Jean Pierre Querrelle (he that revealed the conspiracy) brought

out of the Abbaye, who said, I recognize the person here present;

it is he who commanded the English cutter, on board of which I was con-

veyed from England to France, in the month of August, with Georges,

Joyau, La Ha}e St. Hilaire, Labonte, Picot le petit, Troche, the son, et

Jean Marie, alias le Maire; he dibembarked us at the foot of the

cliff of Belleville.

" 3d. Francois Rusiljon, who said, I recognise him
;

he is the cap-
tain of the English vessel on board of which I was, when I was disembarked

in the month of January, at the beach of Belleville, wit!) Pichsgru, Lajo-

lais, Jules de Polignac, Rochelle, De Riviere, and Armand Gaiilard.

" 4th. Louis Francois Fauconriier, keeper of the Temple, who said
;

I recognize this Englishman as having been heretofore detained in the

Tower of the Temple, as the register, in which the orders of the prison

are inserted, will prove. At the 6th page, at the date of the llth Messi-

dor, An 4 (3d July, 1796), is found the article following :

" ' Central Office of Police (canton of Paris).

" '

Conformably to letter by the minister of the interior, of the date

of the 13th of this month (1st July, 1796), the keeper of the Temple
prison, will receive the under-named, coming from the prison of the

-that is to say :

JOHN WESLEY WRIGHT, Commodore's Secretary.

" ' Le Sec*6 du Ba*
Central,

"
It was by means of a forged order, that he escaped from the Temple,

together with Sir Sidney Smith, the 5th Florial, year VI, (2ilh April, 1798),

* C^ron, Vol. XXXVI. c c
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At the one hundred and eightieth page of the aforesaid register, \t fouud

the transcript of the aforesaid order, as follows :

" * The Minister of the Marine and the Colonies, to Citizen Boniface, the

Superintendant of the Guard at the Te/nple.

" ' The Executive Directory having ordained, by its decree of the 3d

Ventose (3d March, 1798), hereunto annexed, the uniting together of all

the English prisoners of war, without distinction of rank, I charge you,

Citizen, forthwith to deliver up into the custody of Citizen Armand

Hauler, the bearer of this present order, the Commodore Sidney Smith,

and the Sieur Wright, English prisoners of war, to the intent that they

may be transferred to the general depot of the Seine and the Marne, at

Fontainebltau. It is given in strict command uato you, Citizen, to observe

the utmost secrecy in the execution of the present order (with which the

minister of the general police hath been made acquainted), in order to pre-

vent the prisoners I'rom being rescued in the course of their route.

(Signed) gfi A
" ' The Minis' er of the Marine and <y/ etc.

'

the Colonies.''

" The keeper also added, that various testimonies concerning the escape
had been collected and rendered unto the minister of police, and that a

sentence had at that lime been passed against Boniface, who was the

keeper at that period.

" oth. Pierre Pitiot, aged about 51 years, deputy-register at the Tower
of the Temple, who said : This Englishman hath been committed to the

Tower of the Temple, in the month of Mestidor, year 4 (July, 179),
tog< tin r with Sidney Smith, and a domestic, a few days alter my appoint-

ment t<> the otiice of deputy register. He ma ie his escape in the month of

Me^idor, in the year 6 (July. 1798), in consequence of a supposititious

order, and the keeper having been deceived, was delivered over unto

justice.
"

u'tli. Etienne Lanne, aged about 47 years, said I was keeper of the

towt-r <>f the Temple, when the individual named Wright was con-

ducted tin ie, with Sir Sidney Smith, and a domestic. About three months

after L had quitted my office, 1 was informed that he had made his escape,
with Sidney Smith.

" 7th. Maiie Anne Houdan, the wife of Lanne, made the same decla-

ration as her husband.

" 8ih. J.icqueb-Francois-Jean-Marie Tromein Boudin, detained at the

Abbayc, said >' 1 recognize, in the person here present, Mr. Wright, as

luiMng embarked with him, on board of the Tigre, for the expedi-
tion .ft'K:\pt : it is now about three or four years since I quitted that

vc^el.' lie also in like manner recognized that ' John Wesley Wright was
on bi;;u-<l of the Tigre, in character of lieutenant, together with his nephew,
xhui we made &ail for Egypt.'
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"
Q. Have you not known him before ? Have you not been conducted

with him to the tower of the Temple, in the year IV. ?

" A. Yes.

" Q. Under what name have you been conducted wilh him to the

Temple ?

A. Under the name of John Bromley, the domestic of Commodore

Sidney Smith.

" Q. Were you actually the domestic of the Commodore?
" A. No I was on board the vessel as a simple pass-ener; and as I

had emigrated, I let myself pass for his domestic. I was afterwards

obliged actually to perform the offices of a domestic. I obtained my de-

parture in the month of July, year V, (July, 1797), by virtue of an order

of the Directory, and not being recognized, I was sent to England.

Informed of the escape of Sir Sidney Smith, and of Mr. Wright, I repaired

to London, in order to see them.
" Mr. Wright being called upon to declare whether he recollected Mr.

Tromelin, said, that he would not give any answer.

" On its being observed, that his refusal to render homage to truth com-

pelled the Court to believe, that, under all the circumstances of the case,

he had conducted himself in such a manner, as to fear that his government
would disavow his conduct

;
that it was in proof, by the declarations

which he had heard, that he had actually disembarked, at different times,

men who came into France with the intention of kindling the flames of

civil war, and of assassinating the Chief of the State
;
that these acts being

purely voluntary on his part, it was utterly impossible to avoid considering

him as connected with the conspiracy, and consequently of proceeding

against him with a view to his trial, in the same manner as was done

against all the conspirators actually in confinement in the different prisons

of Paris.

u He replied, I have never done any thing in ray character as captain

in the navy, without the precise orders of my government ;
and I have not

any fear that it will disown me. I will not enter into any detail. After

having fulfilled the duties of my station, I will not expose myself to the

possibility of being accused of treason.

" All the parties examined then subscribed their names.

" On the 2d Prarial, year XII. (22d May, 1804) John Wright made
liis appearance before the same judge, assisted by the Sieur Michaud

Lannoy, English interpreter. He declared himself to be the nephew of

John Wesley Wright, of the age of 13 years; born at London, and mid-

shipman from the age of 7 years, usually residing at Deal, in the province
of Kent

;
that the corvette in which he had been taken was called the Vin-

cejo, mounted twenty guns, and had a crew of eighty-eight men
; that they

compelled a small boat from the Isle of Grouais to come on board, for the

purpose of obtaining information.

"
Q. How often have you seen men disembarked upon h coast f

France, from the corvette which you sailed in ?

-
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" A. I have not seen any disembarked since within two month^ of

thereabout*.
" Q. Did you ever hear any mention made, in England, of a conspi-

racy against France ?

" A. I have heard it talked of irt the province of Kent, at Greenwich,

about six months ago.
"

Q. What other vessel have you been on board of ?

" A. I have been in the Tigre (commanded by Sir Sidney Smith) near

six years. I have afterwards, for near a year's time, been on board of

another vessel, called the Cynthia, commanded by my uncle
; my uncle

was also on board the Tigre, he was at ; hat time lieutenant, and has since

been made captain.
" Q. You must frequently have witnessed disembarkations on the

coast of France, if before being on board of the Vincejo, you were in anj
other vessel with your uncle ?

" A. I was a year at Greenwich, with the friends of my uncle, before

I went on board of the Vincejo.
"

Q. lias the domestic of your uncle (and who was conducted with you
to E

3

aris) been long in his service.
" A. I have known him only since I have been on board the frigate.
" .Mr. Tromelin recognized the nephew of Captain Wright, as having seen

him in Kgypt on board the Tigre/'

" After his interrogation, Captain Wright entered into the tower of the

Temple, and was put into a place of solitary confinement, in the tower of the

Jittle Temple, which had been butjust quitted by General Moreau. The little

nephew of Captain Wright was put into another place of solitary confine-

ment in the Tower, opposite the wicket; where, after some time, he was

joiiie-.l by die nephew of Sir Sidney Smith, and the son of the Bishop of

j.-tol. They were all three of them brought up in the Royal English
'

y, an.! could not be more than twelve or thirteen years of age.
.'.r ti;e preliminary proceedings of legal inquiry were termi-

t!:c Temple, permission was given to the prisoners to use exercise

!;-.>'jr: to .some in the garde.n, to others in the upper galleries of
( attain Wright walked in the gallery of the little Temple,
:_:itctt:i;, he was not attended by any gehsd'armes Moreau,

CcorgcK, Coster, Lajolais, &c. were each of them attended by
:i'unr.es, who did not quit them night or day. From this gallery,
1: inade communications, by means of a small window in the

',!f d a chamber in the little Temple, wherein a fric-nd of his

It ur.i throngh the means of this prisoner, that he was first

'c of things.

t!:c accused, and the forced witnesses, to the number of
2 transferred fr</rr> the Temple to the prison of the Palace

tin- to the trial here, the captain descended to the second

;'<. rind was put ipto a room which looks upon the Court
:.;:.! thtrc-jn he i'uuiid and regained several papers belonging
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Jo him, which had remained in concealment ever since his first detention.

As the doors could riot be shut, without the aid of a bar of iron, which,

however, did not exactly unite the folding parts, the prisoners, who re-

mained in the prison, as not being concerned in the conspiracy, being five

in number, were enabled freely to communicate with each other, unknown

to the keepers of Mr. Wright. It was at this time, that one of them com-

pletely relieved the apprehensions of the captain with regard to the conse-

quences of his detention, as also in respect of the criminal court, and his

being invited to answer all the questions which might be put to him in this

court, inasmuch as his character of prisoner of war, and his capitulation,

placed him under the safeguard of the laws of war
;
that consequently he

could not be called upon for any justification of conduct in a criminal court

of France
; and moreover, that he was not bound to render any account of

his actions, except unto those persons who might be authorized to demand
it in the name and on the part of his own legitimate sovereign. It was also

agreed on all hands, that should he be summoned to appear before the

criminal court, he should instantly refuse to do so, and should not comply
with the order of the president, without protesting against the same, *s

being compulsory and forced.

" Whilst this brave captain remained thus with the five or six prisoners,

of whom we are speaking, they exerted themselves to procure for him,

some small comforts, which were afforded to him by them, such as wine,

rum, brandy, pastry, &c.
" The tipstaff of the criminal court having come to summon Captain

Wright, who refused to appear before the court, and made a report of such

refusal, soon returned with an order of arrest. The captain still refusing

to obey, the gensd'armes ordered him to follow them ;'but the captain per-

sisted in his refusal. He was then handcuffed, taken down the staircase of

the registry, and put into a hackney-coach, which conveyed him to the

Palace of Justice. Before he was introduced to the judges, the gensd'armes

took off his irons, which the captain carried, and wished to preserve, as a

proof that his appearance was compulsory.
" He returned the same d;ty to the Temple, and even walked in the

garden of the Tower for two hours, with the other prisoners, who during

the absence of the uncle, had obtained leave that the nephew should walk

with them in the garden. The youth, separated from his uncle, and con-

soled in vain by the discourse of the other prisoners, did not cease to weep,
and said in English,

'
I shall never see my uncle again ; Buonaparte is going

to kill him.' But quickly the joy of the nephew was equalled by the sensi-

b.lity of the uncle, when they saw each other again, and embraced in the

garden.
" Both of them retired to the room which the captain had quitted.

The jailor then annoiineed to them, that by the order of the minister of

police, they were there to remain in close confinement.

" The trial of the conspiracy being determined, the prisoners of th$

.concit-rgei ie again came to the Temple ; but they were no longer kept in

close confinement. Morcau occupying the chamber contiguous to that of
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Captain Wright, frequently spoke to him, as did likewise the other person*

who were detained.

' Those who were condemned to death for the conspiracy, having failed

in obtaining a repeal of their sentence, and execution having taken place,

thereupon all the prisoners who had been pardoned, or acquitted, and

those who were the objects of the suspicion of the government, were dis-

perfd in the provincial prisons. A very small number of theto remained

in the Temple, who always preserved towards Captain Wright those feel-

ings of good will, to which he svas so justly entitled, and which his conduct

could not fail to inspire.
" There then arrived in the Temple, two officers and twenty-two sailors,

who had been made prisoners with Captain Wright: they \\ere those who

had been deiained in the Abbaye. One of these officers was Mr. Wallis,

a young man well informed, and endowed with great sensibility.

"
They were all of them immediately placed in close confinement. The

two midshipmen whom I have mentioned above were put together. la

about right days after, their confinement was discontinued. It was a sub-

ject of rejoicing to all parties. The Captain regaled them with beer and

wine; I hey were all placed under his window, seated on a rising ground,

covered with flowers cultivated by the prisoners. They remained in the

Tempi*: about two months, during which time the two young ele"ve-visited

the door of Captain Wright twice a day, in order to repeat their lessons of

French grammar, mathematics, &c.
" All .f them afterwards departed for Landau, where there was a dfy&t

of English prisoners of war. Captain Wright remained alone. This sepa-

ration was very painful to him; he lamented it very much, especially on

account of the three pupils who were so dear to him
;
he regretted the not

being able to accompany them, in order that he might watch over their

instruction ; and on this occasion he repeated, what he had before said to

one- of his triends, whom he had known at London: '

Buonaparte will

destroy me ;
he has not forgotten our proclamations in Egypt, nor what we

have written to him, nor the reproaches which we have addressed to him oil

the suhjict of his crimes at laffa,' &c.
"

Captain Wright had made a rough copy of a letter addressed to the

minister of war, Berthier, who had then acquired the title of Prince. In

this letter, he complained that he was treated as a prisoner of state, instead

of being treated as a prisoner of war; we advised him to address it to the

minister of marine, under whose control we thought that the naval prison-

ers of win must be. We were, however, mistaken
;

for the letter was

transferred from the ministry of the marine to the ministry of war, and

Berthier sent to the Tetnple Monsieur Curto, at that time a colonel aide-

de-camp, and now mareschal de camp. This officer had a long conference

with Captain Wright alone in his place of confinement ; he was well satis-

fied with the frankness of the aide-de-camp; but his visit was nevertheless

\\hollv fruitless.

"
1 contract my narrative, and at last come to the epoch of the tragical

end ut the unfortunate Captain Wright. Fresh prisoners of state had been

tuit to the tower
; there were Americans, English, Germans, and Italians,
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who brought us news from all parts. The last campaigns had bfeen form-
nate for our common tyrant, and our hearts, losing even hope, were filled

with griet' and chagrin, which was felt the more intensely, inasmuch as the

tyrant, and his agents in prosperity, were the more harsh and implacable
towards their slaves ; for such they designated us between each

other.
" French and English journals clandestinely found their way into the

Temple. Our watchful guardians discovered this, and sent their secret

agents among the prisoners. Excess of oppression, severity of superin-

tendence, and the insidious conduct of the secret agents, induced those

who were detained to form plans of escape, without much reflection as to

the means of accomplishing. Projects for that purpose were no sooner

formed than betrayed, and suspicion introduced itself amongst the unfortu-

nate victims of those unhappy times The jealousy of the police attached

upon those who it might be supposed had the greatest and most immediate
interest in effecting an escape, as well as upon those persons who were pre-
sumed to be more immediately connected with the suspected. These par-

ties, therefore, were more severely watched than ever. Matters soon dis-

closed themselves.
" One morning the Sieur Paque, inspector-general of the ministry

of police, accompanied by the commissary, Commingues, and his agent,

entered the chamber of Captain Wright, and surprised him in the act of

writing a note; for he had been allowed the use of his books, pens, ink,

and paper.
" As soon as Captain Wright was aware of this unexpected visit, he put

into his mouth the note, which no doubt he Imd written to some one of the

prisoners. The agent <>f police tiirew himself upon the neck of Captain

Wright, who nevertheless persevered in masticating the note which the

officer wished to get possession of. A scuffle took place, and blows were

given and received
; the inspector interfered, and terminated it ; and all

the papers of Captain Wright v\ere taken away, as also from twenty to

twenty rive louis, which were found in his box ; and as he had not men,,

tioned them upon his first arrival in the Temple, upon the question being

put to him, as to the person who had g.ven him the money; he replied,

that he had brought it concealed under the bottom ot' ins trunk : of the

truth of this declaration, no doubt appeared to be entertained. The
affair being ended, the agents of police retired, and left him in solitary

confinement. He wa* much chagrined with, and indignant at the treat-

ment he had received.

" The. agents of police afterwards visited three other detained par-

ties, in succession, and took away their papers ; amongst which, however,
there was not discovered the least trace of suspicious communications,
either with regard to Captain Wright, or with respect to the plan of

escape.
" The following day, the three parties detained as before mentioned,

were each put into close confinement, and the captain remained always in

his chamber. One of the three parties aforesaid, the Sieur Mingaud, who

had cyme from England, where, as he stated, he had married the sister of
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an English actor, and represented himself as having been charged with a

mission from Monsieur the King's brother; this Miogaud, I say, was

interrogated, and declared that he was the person who had sent to Captain

Wright the twenty louis found in the possession of the latter, who had

borrowed them from him: that he had received this money from Monsieur

Muller, an Austrian captain, who had requested that they might be

respectfully offered to Captain Wright ;
that the offer had been made, and

acceded to, and the money counted in the chamber of one of the prisoners,

naming myself, which was the truth of the case.

"
Immediately Captain Muller was put into close confinement, and in-

terrogated, with a view to find out from whom he had received this

money ; he denied having sent the 25 louis to Mr. Mingaud, and that ren-

dered it unnecessary to name the person who had brought them to him.

Confronted with Mr. Mingaud, the latter persisted in having made the re-

mittance, adding fresh circumstantial details, and again vouching me as a

witness. I was in my place of close confinement, at that time ignorant of

what passed on these different interrogations. I was in daily and hourly

expectation of being interrogated as to the circumstances, whatever they

might he, which had caused my close confinement, but it was not thought

proper to make any notification to me. Afterwards informed of the parti-

cular circumstances stated by Mr. Mingaud, who was in solitary confine-

incut, near me, on the summit of the tower, I kept the most profound
silence.

'

The sixtli day after our close confinement, the Sieur Mingaud called

to my attention, that a young person, who had been accustomed to visit

him in the parlour, and had been herself arrested, together with her

mother (iihout the same time that we had been put into close confinement),
on suspicion of carrying messages, &c. from without, was now restored to

liberty. In fact, I saw and recognized her, in the Rotunda-place.
Some days afterwards (on the 28th of October), employed in my

morning's wr.lk, and looking into the garden, I noticed the prisoners
assembled in groups, on the parlour-walk, in front of the chamber of Cap-
tain Y\ right. This circumstance struck me forcibly, as I perceived evident

n;aiks of consternation on the countenances of all. I had some difficulty
in c;:!hi)g their attention to me. Monsieur the Marquis de Puivert,
marcichal de camp, was the first who perceived me, and immediately ma-
i.:f<_-!cd to me signs of grief and affliction ; but I did not comprehend the

c;n;-e, or the object of them.
: At my evening walk, I again directed my attention to the same spot,

and ( there- saw others of those detained, all evincing consternation ; one
or them, the Sicur Poupart, now having the rank of captain, and concerning
whom 1 felt really interested, having noticed me, stretched out his arm
'wards the chamber of Captain Wright, and afterwards, by the action of

IKHK', conveyed to me the sign of a peron cutting his throat.
'

rds nrc inadequate to express the grief with which I was then
-iit < i< d. f made instant communication to the Sieur Mingaud, who cried

r:>:)ia:n could not have done any thing to give greater pleasure t
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Buonaparte. ....But Mingaud himself was so much afflictfd at the circum-

stance, that he kept his bed for eight days after being informed of it.

" On the twenty-ninth, taking my walk, I saw the corpse of the unfor-

tunate Wrighr, carried by Christopher, a menial servant, who from the

Temple traversed the great court, and went to the Palace.
" Monsieur the Abbe de la R and myself remained in close con-

finement for fifteen days, without being ever interrogated; the Austrian

captain and Mr. Mingaud departed from it, the first within about a month,
and the second, siK weeks afterwards.
" Did Captain Wright commit the act of saicide, as the agents of

Buonaparte have announced ?

" In order to resolve this problem, we must at once divest ourselves of

all passionate feelings, whether of hatred or friendship, and assuming the

mantle of impartiality, render homage to the truth
;

it is in this temper
that 1 endeavour very succinctly to treat this matter.

"
Captain Wright, endowed with great acquirements, of a lively and

brilliant imagination, and of extreme sensibility, was as passionately
affected with the love of glory and the interests of his own country, as with

hatred towards the tyrant of Europe, whom he cordially detested; not so

much however as being the enemy of England, but as being a vile and
odious tyrant, disgracing the glory of his own armies, and the human

species. It was thus that the captain expressed himself with regard to

Buonaparte. This irritable feeling increased in intensity, from his close

confinement, which wa* not, however, very severe, as we frequently saw

him, since he frequently communicated with all those of the prisoners,

whom he chose to see, a circumstance which was really alleviating in his

-then si; nation.

" But the brilliant qualities which distinguished Captain Wright, were
Jiot attended with a strong constituti'-n, and though he was arrived at that

gp, when man has attained the utmost developemefit of his moral and

..physical qualities, he was weakly and nervous, and frequently attacked

with the spleen; which announced a decay of health, which an easily tie

conceived, since he could not obtain any other exercise, than that which

lie could take in his chamber, the length of which was only eighteen feec

t the utmost.
"

L< t us then figure to ourselves Captain Wright, strongly impressed
with liberal ideas, forced during eighteen months to use mournful exercise

an tiie Mime circumambient air, surrounded by persons who Battered lii'U

with the hopes of approaching escape, and finding himself unexpectedly
and violently deprived of the means by beings so much beneath him

;
con-

sidering himself at the mercy of a powerful enemy whom he had offended,

and whom he represented to himself as savage, insolent, and implacable. In

this state of oppression, ofwhich his ardent iirwgiiiation could not foresee the

term, is it then astonishing that Captain Wright, enfeebled and debilitated

in his bodily frame, should yield to the temptation of shortening a life

which was so burthen^ome. and insupportable, and that ! e should not Uf

*ble to resist such an impulse.

jfcafo. Cljrci!. Vol. XXXVI. *>
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"
It ill be said that suicide is the act of a coward, and that Captain

Wright had afforded proofs of his bravery ?

" Lft MS, however, make some distinctions. It is possible that the act

of suicide on the part of n man who is not under restraint, and robust,

may be considered :m act of cowardice, but most assuredly there would be

much more of lolly, or of violent passion (which is ako an instantaneous

insanity), than of a cowardice, in all the distinction winch may be applied

to this term. I have seen generals, who braved death in fifty battles, and

who could not resolutely support two months close confinement.
" But suicide, on the part of a man who is enthusiastically fond of

liberty, and peculiarly oppressed, who is shut np, debilitated, overcome

with grief, w'ith chagrin, and fond remembrances, which he considers as

Jost for ever; on the part of a modern philosopher (and such was Captain

Wriuht), who sees all his hopes, all his projects ot fortune, or glory, of

happiness, public or private, entirely overcast, on the part of such a man

" La vie est un opprobre et la mort un devoir.'' VOLTAIRE.

" After making these short reflections, the suicide of Captain Wright

xviil not appear improbable, they at least come in aid of the assertion, that

IK drs:m\ctl himsHt in a moment of weakness and despair, so common in

priMT.crs who are oppressed, and en let-bled in mind as well as body, by a

luii.; rontiiu >nt nt, a^r:ivated by arts of malice, and studied vexations, and

Mv.ijiprcd impatiently. 1 cmild cite many examples of similar deterinma-

tii.io \\hicii lime- come within my own knowledge, during the ten years of

HA i \ i i i">Mr.i nt, which comprized the imperial reign.
"

'1 in L.rpcr, Su\
,
who first discovered the tragical eml of the

Li-> made a declaration, which .does not accord .with that of

u r, a menial servant, though they were together.

orumji to the one, there was not any blood in the bed clothes

nch he was found \utii his throat cut, and naked; according to

, time v\;is lilnod on the ground, the sheet covering the mouth,
f siicli manner; the razor being still in the hand of the captain.
r.-iniu-o anst- from the circumstance, that these persons in fact

tli.it Mr. U nrjit had come to a violent death; and that being
-. u-rriliL-d and artVijjliied, they relate the material fact with which

they u-( >.ncken, and forget the uccessorical ciicnmstaiices. The verbal

;
;vo - s made out by the district commissary, and the surgeon of the Tem-

Aill df-td-mine all uncertainty on this point.
- It is, moreover, the

i'!i!y
in. ir.cc in proof, lro;n which we can form any judgment, and not

in,.-n l-i.-j-L- dcclai\i;ion, inexact, and uiuiigcsted, considering the time that
lia, ela]i-,cd.

"
1 lu r.i^jr, which had an ivory handle, might have been bought or ex-,

chat;;: cl, in lent in the Temple. Thus an affirmation to the contrary will

not be- h ;; i,-i;t proof to destroy the a.-sertion which all the probabilities of

'. Tiie verbal process ill be found with the minister of
;.;.U h; v..L-tis uLo, us wel! as his papers.
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" Was Captain Wright's throat cut by superior order ?

" Before 'entering on tliis discussion, let us state the measures of precau-
tion which "-ere every diiy observed with respect to the parties who were

detained in prison.
" From five o'clock in the morning in summer, and einht o'clock in win-

ter, all the ranges and the apartments of the prisoners who are permitted to

be at larjje, are respectively- accessible until ten o'clock at night ;
at this

hour, each retired to his chamber or range, which were locked up, the

keys remaining in the custody of the respective gaolers. After the general

shutting up, the key of the door of the tower of the Temple was sent to the

wicket, and was afterwards carried to the gaoler, Fauconnier, who resided

in the palace of the/-Temple.
"

Captain Wright's death happened in the night between the twenty-
seventh and twenty-eighth of October: if it was occasioned by superior

order, the chief gaoler, the keeper of the wicket on duty, the menial ser-

vant of the door of the Temple tower, and Sav ,
who attended the

captain, must have opened all the doors, and necessarily have been accom-

plices with the person who went to execute the savage order. You see,

therefore, that the'-e five assassins (four of whom had not any interest

in the matter) acting in concert to commit this horrible crime
;
a circum-

stance that cannot easily be credited.

" To assassinate a prisoner during the night, who is without means of

defense, who is publicly placed under the safeguard of the laws, and of the

gaoler, who is personally responsible fur him, is most assuredly a very great

crime. But this great crime presupposes a strong motive of interest for

the commission of it: and where the effect is great, the cause cannot be

less so. Let us endeavour to find it out.

" Did Captain Wright hold in his hands the destinies of Buonaparte?
His age, his rank, his state of health, his title of stranger, establish the

negative; he was personally the enemy of the revolutionary emperor but

such an enemy, immured in close confinement, ceased to be formidable ;

lie had, if you please, landed persons who came to assassinate Buonaparte.
But the captain executed the orders of his government, and this govern-
ment adopted reprisals. He had combated the imperial canoneers but

this hostile act was lawful, since there was open war; the captain, more-

over, therein executed the orders of his sovereign ;
and his capitulation

guaranteed to him the benefit of the laws of war, the violation of which

would necessarily produce prompt retaliation, tet it be admitted that fie

had, when in Egypt, drawn up virulent proclamations against the man of'

St. Helena; but Frottc had aUo issued some, which were very violent, and

yet Monsieur Frotte was !H>t assassinated in the night-time in his place of

secret confinement, but tried pni-licly by a council of war, tooyklding,

perhaps, and too much devoted to the violent caprices of the tyrant.
" And Monsieur Palnfox also had promulgated a virulent manifesto

against Buonaparte. Afterwards, the fate of w;ir having placed him in the-

hinds of his enemy, the latter revenged himself, by adopting harsh mea-

sures, in transferring him, when sick, from Saragossa to the dungeon uf
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Vincennes, where he was-confined under the name of Mcndola. Thi*

General-in-Chief, after a sort of monasiic seclusion fora month, found that

neither liii throat was cut, nor was lie poisoned by command, he therefore

interred that he should never be so dealt with. l>uoii:iparle, though un-

principled, and a violator of the laws of war, not having any regard for

fallen valour, forgot Monsieur Pahvfox during the four years that he wat

immured in his dungeon. The adverse chances of fortune placed the

tyrant at the feet of his victims, and Mons. Palafox was withdrawn from

bis dungeon, in order to go to Valencay, to invite his august friend to

fluke peace with that individual, who had wantonly carried on war against

them, who had pillaged them, and plunged them in prisons, and exiled

them. That man who had ill used all the world, gave all the world a ri^ht

to use him ill in his turn. But the conduct of the captives of Ferdinand

the Seventh and P.ilafox, afforded a fresh proof, that treaties are durable

only so long as they are relatively useful and just, and not the effect of

preponderating and temporary superiority of force.

"
It it is to he admitted that Captain Wright's throat was rut hy order,

it must be admitted also that he yielded thereto quietly ;
a presumption not

readilv to he "ranted by those who knew him. In fact, he knew that there

\verc; near him two old men, whose sleep was not sound, and of short clura-

ti ,;i. Tlu-re wire other prisoners, both above and below him; hut the

1(> i-t cry which had been uttered would have discovered the assassination.

\Viiil-t the tyrant litcd, fear might have imposed silence; but now, when

that iVur v.ould he puerile, who would not raise his voice to render homage
to truth, will claim personal merit in so doing.

" \Vhcn Mons. Rouvet de Soziers, an ancient officer of artillery, hung
hi:im If, a simple partition of boards separated him from twenty gend'arms;

f.c wa.-? cut down, and saved by the slightest accident. Did he say, I pray,

ti:ai he had been hung by order ? No. The cause of his despair was

.'" v.iiiicil upon the vexation he experienced at the discovery of the conspi-

;;:.%, "ii hi-j own personal arrest, and the fear of perishing on a scaffold.

His interrogations prove this. Jle was nevertheless condemned to death,

i:,d p'.r'dui'.cd : he is now a field marshal, and governor of the Isle of

IVanoe.
" At t!,c time that this person hung himself, Monsieur dr

Amonvi!le, who
u-as i.-. in f: '.ice! under me, committed the like act, and was not succoured.

II. \s it < -cji- been va'ui, also, that he was hung by order ? No. Tlie cause

;f hia di";)air is to be discovered in his interrogations; indiscreet disclo-

sure-, v. hr:rcnf he repented, and which had driven htm almost to

Ti.r s.ii of Dun St. Christol, after four years confinement, yielded to

-ir s '.' Iv faun the wearisomeness of imprisonment. In open day,
( .; iiiiti ji'iiiiliii" up, he cut h;s throat with a razor in the middle of his

., n !irrc he was alone; he had often said to his companions, that he

iii iLstiny himself, if he was not speedily restored to his liberty.

P-i (
'(;;>-, implicated in the affair of Georges, became insane, re-

h;ni?e!f tor having made disclosures which were prejudicial to

-'
',

he ciied out from his window, in the open day, that h,
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had been forced to swallow an intoxicating draught, and that an attempt
had been made to assassinate him ; he was the only individual who
advanced such assertions, and which arose from his insanity. Being,

however, condemned to death, he was executed, notwithstanding his being

raving mad, as he was.

" If Buonaparte had wished that Pichegru should be strangled or

assassinated, he would have given secret orders for the purpose ; and

instead of the two wounds in the thigh with the point of the sabre, which

the gend'armes inflicted upon him, when he seized his pistoUi at the mo-
ment of being arrested, they would have run him through the body, and

vei'geance being accomplished, would have been disguised, from the ne-

cessity of repelling f irce by force.

" Who is there who does not know that Pichegru, found strangled,

could not survive the Badness and despair, caused by his having been be-

trayed and sold by those in whom he had plare;) a mistaken confidence,

and of which lie was not convinced until the day whereon he was re-

examined wi<|i them all, and which was the last d;iy of his life, because,

like Cnpt on Wrght, he was more than persuaded that Bonaparte would

cause him to p< rish on the scaffold, of which he had great dread.

" The only one of the distinguished individuals accused of this conspi-

racy, whom Buonaparte had an obvious and pressing interest to get rid of

by secret means, was Moreau, for he really had a party attached to him in

the army, and in the senate, and amongst the people: What then

Buonaparte contented himself by departing from good faith, which he did

by ostensibly holding out fallacious hopes to Madame Moreau, when, for

the price of gold, he was giving secret orders to condemn the ex-general

and chief, and presumed dictator, to be condemned 'to two years secret

confinement (being the same punishment as had been inflicted on the

mantua-maker who had concealed Georges for one night) ;
at the same

time eagerly availing himself of the opportunity of decreeing to his rival,

vanquished and rendered unpopular, the honours of ostracissime ta

.America.

u
Moreover, if Buonaparte 'had wished to er.ercise a secret vengeance

on the person of Captain Wright, that would have been accomplished in

the woods or defiles of Brittany, as was frequently practised towards the

royalist chief;.

" After all the reasoning therefore which has been brought, we must

necessarily conclude, that all the probabilities nre in favor of the asser-

tion, that Captain Wright committed the net of suicide, since there is not

any person who was witness of his death, and can negative this assertion,

and affirm the contrary."

[To be Continued.]
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NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.

EXTRAORDINARY SHIP.

THE following account of a ship, called the Sovereign of the Sen, built

in 1637, and the largest which up to that time had ever been con-

structed in England, exhibits a curious instance of the- quantity of labour

then bestowed upon mere ornament. It is thus described in a publication

of that time, by Thomas Heywood :

" This famous vessel was built at Woolwich in 1637. She was in length

by the keel 128 feet, or thereabouts, within some few inches ; her main

breadth 48 feet ; in length, from the fore-end of the beak-head to the

after-end of the stern, a prora adpuppim, 232 feet ;
and in height, from

the bottom of her keel to the top of her lanthern. 76 feet: bore five lan-

tberns, the biggest of which would hold ten persons upright : had three

flush decks, a forecastle, half- deck, quarter deck, and round-house.

" Her lower tier had 30 ports for cannon and demi cannon, middle tier

30 for rulvcrins and demi ditto ;
third tier 26 for other ordnances

; fore-

castle K>, and two hall-decks have 13 or 14 ports more within board, for

murdering pieces, besides 10 pieces of chase ordnance forward, and 10

right ar't, and many loop holes in the cnbin for ninsket-shor. She had

eleven anchors, one of 4,400 Ibs. weight. She was of the burthen of 1637

ton*. She was built by Peter Pett, Esq. under the direction of his father,

Captain I'liineas Pctt, one of the principal officers of the navy. She halli

tuo tra
!

!< ;:es besides, and all of the most curious carved work, and ail the

3 of the snip carved with trophies of aitillery and types of honour, as

well belonging to sea as land, with symlmis appertaining to navigation ;

;.!>;) their t" o sacred .Majesties* badges of honour (Charles I. and hi- Queen),
jinn? uiili several angles, holding their letters in compartments, all which

\v<>r ! ;s were gilded over, and no other colour but gold and black. One tree

ol'oak made fo- r of the principal beams, which was 44 feet of strong ser-

vice, :ble timber in length, three feet diameter at the top, and ten feet at

l!ie stul) cr bottom.

''

Upon i he stern hoad a cupid ;
a child bridling a lion upon the bulk

icui ; i.d.t forward stand six statues in sundry postures ; these figures re-

sent Caiici'iitw, Cm n, Cimtimen, Vis, Virtus, Victoria. Upon the
\t\ the aie-rare four lignrcs, Jupiter, Mars, Neptune, Eolus ; on

to///, in the mid.-,t of a frontispiece; upon the block-head

.;::;.: Kdgar on horseback, trampling on seven Kings."

some niijierii eiions m the shape and dimensions of the frame, this
'-f unequal calibres on the same de< k

; while the dimen-
ave I,ten quaimly contri\ed, that tl.e tonnage might cor-

vear in wi.ich she w<is built.

had n great partiality for Captain Pelt, having gone to sea with
tr.vn

si,i[> two or three times, while he was Prince of Wales.
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ANTI-PIRACY.

IMMEDIATELY after the mass of St. Louis was celebrated in St. Koch's

churrh, at Paris, on September 1st, there was a meeting of Knights, on

the invitation of Sir Sidney Smith, President of the Anti-Pirate Institution^

in the Hall of the Subscribers, Rue St. H more, Hotel du Congress, to

consider of some accounts lately received from Morocco. The letter of

invitation concluded with the names of new subscribers since the last

meeting, in the following order; viz. the Chevalier Agne Bourbon; S. E.

Danson, Esq jun. of Bristol ; the Chevalier Ad<>lphe Courturier, chef

d'esradrori ; Lord Carriugton ;
Nicolas These, of Cyprus; E. Blaquiere ;

his Excellency M, Lime; his Excellency the Duke of Richelieu; Count

Bonhers Abbeville
;

Lieuteiiiint general Count Bounnont ;
his Excellency

Sir Charles Stuart
;

ins Excellency the Count de Cazes.

Among the persons who were pleased to honour this meeting with their

presence, \ve distinguished the Marshal Count Viomeir, lieutenant-general;

the Duke of Damns, Count Etienne de Dufort, Count Bourmont, Count

Havrmcour, the Abbe Alarv, Knight of St. Louis, and the Baron d'Ormin,

Chamberlain to the King of Prussia.

The President read some extracts of a message which he had recently

received from one of Ills correspondents in Morocco, and hich tended to

prove that the Em, eror of Morocco was sensible of the injustice and bar-

barity of the Al>:erine pirates ; ihat he saw the necessity of preserving a

neutrality; and that his pacific character might afford an opportunity for

an advantageous nCL'ociation wiih him.

After reading this communication, on which the President occasionally

mnde important observations, he took, in a speeqh forming the sequel

of hU general report, a rapid view of the reasons which had determined

him to embark in the great cause of the abolition of the slavery of the

whites in Africa, and stated in what manner the proposition for that under-

taking had been ma(k- by hi.ii, and approved and supported by some of the

Sovereigns of Europe who have deigned to subscribe to this work of

charity.

THE IIFALTH OP THE NAVY.

ONE of the great causes of the triumphant conclusion of the last

twenty years of war, has been the improved health of the navy. That

scourge of a sea life-,
the scurvy, has, for a length of time, been annihi-

lated, by the iiieiho 1 of supplying Iris Majesty's ships with fresh

vegetables, and preserved lemon juice. These arrangements were made

by Dr. Trotter, in 1795, when a general scurvy pervaded the Channel

fleet. In ihe Medic. .1 and Physical Journal of London for last month,

speaking on this f-uhject, Dr. Trotter makes use of the following

remarkable expressions :
" Without some arrangement of the kind

mentioi.ed above, it would have been impracticable for our fleets to

keep the se.i for the length of time often done; or to have sustained

the incessant and laborious duty of a general blockade. In the home

seas, and in cold climates, the scurvy is chiefly prevalent. If we compare
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the extent of our naval armaments for the last twenty years, with what we

have seen and heard of former wars, at a moderate calculation, not less

than the lives of 80,000 seamen have been saved in scurvy only, by these

changes. Besides, the strength of body and muscular power were pre-

served, for wielding with effect a heavy artillery in the day of battle ;
for it

is observed in this disease, that a brave man becomes a physical coward-

Thus were our ships kept full of men, while our merchant vessels were

little molested by impressing, compared with former times." Such an

account is highly gratifying to the feelings of every Briton ; and it appears
to have been effected at an expense so moderate, as never to have been

noticed in Parliament. This is economy in the truest sense of the word,
when it is made subservient to the noblest purposes of humanity.

LAUNCH OF THE HERO.

ON Saturday, the 21st of September, about two o'clock, was launched

from the Royal Dock-yard at Deptford, the Hero, rated at 74 guns.

Viscount Melville, and the other Members of the Board of Admiralty,
Admiral S : r Thomas Martin, the Comptroller of the Navy, and the other

Commissioners of that Board, attended in their respective barges, and se-

veral other persons of rank, and some thousands of spectators. This ship
was to supply the place in the navy of the former one of the same name,
which was unfortunately wrecked in the dreadful storm on the morning of

Christmas-day, 1811, when returning from the, Baltic, on the Haak Sand,
off; he Text!. Of upwards of 500 souls then on board, only eight were
washed on ^liore alive from the wreck, and those instantly mnde prisoners
ot \v:ir. Sue was commanded by Captain James Newman, who, together
with all his officers, perished. The following are stated to be the dimen-
MOII-, oi' the present ship :

176 feet
j Depth of hold 21 feet

Burden ............ 1741 tons.Li ru'li of Ltd 155 feet
diii extreme 47^ feet

carry the following number of guns:

f;'"i
deck 28 32-ponnders.

I'j.per-dcck 28 18-pound carronadesl

f 4 l^-pnundei>.
Quarter-deck

^
10 32- pound caironades.

L 6 lU-pnund curronades.

Forecastle { ? I'i l
j"uilt

j

ers-

p

p
2 32-puunders.

Total 80

Crew, including officers, 590 men.

I'.ANK OF NEW FORMATION, ST. GEOUGF/S CHANNEL.

-l.ank n; pears to be forming between the lile of Man and
'' (

'"'-;
i:1 St - George's Channel. On the Slt of May, Mr.

I the Bee trawl boat, of Whitehaven, examined it. In

t"i>, and ue;\r as he thought, to the middJe, he found the
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sounding 4| fathoms. The top seemed to round up quickly, and t run ia

the shape of a segment of a circle of near a mile and a half, in an eastern

and western direction, per compass. Its composition was a hard black

sand, and red shells ;
and at the time the Bee passed the middle of the

bank, St. Bee's Head bore E. \ N. and Red Brows, near Ramsay, W.N.W.
The second cast of the lead, which was done as quickly as possible after

the first, was seven fathoms; the next ten ; then thirteen and twenty-four,

&c. till she got into regular soundings on the mud
;
and at the time of her

passing, it was as near half-flood as could be estimated. Now, supposing the

rise of the tides, at spring and neaps, to be at that place about eighteen

and nine feet respectively (which is the nearest that can he estimated, from

Captain Huddart's survey), when the moon is six days old, which it is on

that day, the probable rise of the whole tide, exclusive of winds, will be

about twelve feet
;

the sounding at half-tide being twenty seven feet, if

from this we deduct six feet for the half-tide, it haves twenty-one feet at

low-water on that day ;
which miht prove at that time dangerous to a

Joaden ship of tifteen feet water, if blowing strong : but how much more

at springs, when the full of the tide is considerably increased !

LEV I Of SEAS.

MESSRS. PARROT and ENGELHAKUT, of Germany, have determined,

with great accuracy, the respective leveN. of the Black and Caspian Sea,

and it appears that the latter has sunk 200 te~t, and has lost 30,000 square

leagues of its surface. May not the whole, in the course of ages, form a

basin like the London and Paris basins ? The Mediterranean was deter-

mined by the French to be 27 feet lower than the Red Sea; and the

Pacific Ocean is known to be 23 feet higher than the Gulf of Mexico.

INTERVIEW BETWEEN BUONAPARTE AND A BRITISH NAVAL OFFICER.

THE following is un extract of a letter from an officer of his Majesty's

ship Newcastle, to his friend in London, dated the 29th July, 1816 :

" We all like Admiral Malcolm exceedingly : and we understand both

he and Lidy Malcolm are already great favourites with Napoleon. You

perhaps suppose that Buonaparte can be seen at any time, and by any

body quite the reverse ;
he has taken great offence with Sir Hudson I/m-e,

and will only be seen when it takes him in the humour. Having procured

Admiral Malcolm's permis->ion to go to Long^ood with Mr. Balcome, we
set off. It is about five miles from where the Newcastle lies. Marshal

Bertrand resides, with his lady and four children, about lour miles on the

same road, in a binall house of two rooms. On our way we c.iiled on the

Marshal, and took a second breakfast with him. The youngest of his

children, as we were leaving them, called out ' Down with i\\e Jleur de

/is r The Marshal reprimanded him, but Madame encouraged him. We
then rode on to Longwood. Mr. Balcome sent in ins nam<', and Napoleon
came forth. They walked down the garden together for nearly half a mile,

and as I went purposely to see this once great nuui, I used every eli'oit m

afc. ron. Vol. XXXVI. u
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my pcAver to throw myself in his way, so walked down the pardon after

them. When they turned, Napoleon saw me, and asked Mr. Balcome who

I was. Being informed I was an officer belonging to the flag- si ip, Las

Cabas, who was walking behind with his hat off, was desired to introduce

me, aid I had the honour of a very low bow from Buonaparte. Las Casas

and Mr. Balcome being both uncovered, I was obliged to follow their

example, although the sun was burning hot, by which I got a bad head-

ache. My interview was short, and what passed was nearly as follows :

"
Napoleon. How old are you, Mr.-- ? Answer. Twenty-seven

years.
" N. Are you married ? No.
" N. How many years have you been at sea ? Twelve years.
" N. You are a young man to be in so large a ship ns the Newcastle ;

pray how many tons is she ? Fifteen hundred and thirty-five.
" N. What metal does s!ie carry ? Our long guns are 24-pounders, and

our carronadus 42-pounders.
' Man Dieu f exclaimed Napoleon.

" N. Were you ever on board the French Egyptienne I ordered to be

built? Yes.
" N. Where is she now .'She is at Plymouth, as a receiving ship.
" N. Is *he as large as the Newcastle ? No, not quite so large; the

Newcastle is 50 guns, and the Egyptienqe is only 48.
" N. Do you think, if the Egyptienne had guns on her gangways, as you

have, and the same weight of metal, you could lake her? Yes, in fifteen

minutes. Tle Ex-Emperor shrugged up his shoulders, and laughed.
" N. What c!:anct: then would you have with a French 74-gun ship ?

If it was blowing hard, so as to prevent fier opening her lower-deck ports,

we should take her, not otherwise.

" N. Very good. How long do you think you would be in taking one

of the large 38- gun frigates? Do you mean French ? Napoleon smiled,

and said,
'

Xo, American.' In about ten minutes. Napoleon laughed

very heartily, and said, 'Adieu!' and went to his carriage, which was

waiting for him.

" We are hardly supplied with provisions here. The arrivals from the

Cape are Imt seldom, and the duty is very laborious. There is a ship on

tac-h Mile of the island constantly cruising, and guard-boats from sun-set

to sun-ri;''." !$

KAVAL SALE.

Tin ''olio-Aing ships and vessels were exposed to sale on Wednesday,
the l^itli September, m the presence of the commissioners of the navy, at the

Nai v l )tiii 'i>, in Somerset- place. Onlyihreeof them were actually sold ;

but vvi L>\e UK li<-t
; lor, as public property, the public is interested in it.

One l tin- subjoined columns shews the sum* at which the vessels were
re-iiu n\'U |ut up, and (he other, those ut which the commissioners
CM di u-il i lii itCnctiiMis ioato

t ; for it must be recollected, that the plan of
tia-i >,i!(- i-, to put up each ship at a certain value, and to make abate^

fruiui ti'om the sum named, until thg commissioners do not think proper t<j
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make further abatement, or until a bidding be made ; upon which bidding

any person may advance, and the highest bidder is then declared the

purchaser.

There were many persons present at the sale. To some people t!i$

consigning of a dozen ships to the hatchet and the saw mav if a matter of

indifference ;
but to others, and especially thobe who have moved amongst

them, it is like delivering the cold carcass of a friend to the decomposition

of the tomb !

Put up at Stopped at

2500 Garland, 22 guns, 525 tons 1900

1000 Wizard, brig, 283 tons 740

1000 Raven, brig, 282 tons, sold at 7401.

1000 Sparrow, brig, 284 tons 740

960 Dextrous gun-brig, 180 tons 580

1600 Meteor bomb, 371 tons 1400

Lying at Deptford.

5000 Guelderland, 64 guns, 1342 tons 1500

Lying at Chatham.

1200 Combatant sloop, 419 tons 800

Lying at Sheerness.

4500 Blake, 74 guns, 1 822 tons 3500

1900 Cuba, 36 guns, 873 tons 1300

1500 Squirrel, 24 guns, 563 tons , 1200

1200 Pluto, sloop, 426 tons . 950

1300 Speedy, sloop, 379 tons 1000

Lying at Portsmouth.

1800 Prince Frederick, 64 guns, 1267 tons ......... 1200

2500 Bourhonnaise, 38 guns, 1078 tons 2000

2700 Gloirc, 38 guns, 1066 tons 2260

1800 Oiseau, 36 guns, 913 tons, sold at 1500/.

2000 Wanderer, sloop, 431 tons 1500

Bloodhound gun-brig, 186 tons, sold at 580/.

700 Conguest gun-brig, 147 tons 500

Lying at Plymouth.

DOCK-YARD AT SHEEUNF.SS.

THE new works and improvements carrying on in the dock-yard at

Sheerness, were lately inspected by Viscount Melville and Admiral Sir

George Hope. Upwards of 800 convicts are employed daily for the com-

pletion of tlie arrangements.that have been formed.



PLATE CCCCLXVIIL

La Parquette Rock.

THE subject of the annexed Plate is one of a number of rocks which

lie off Camaret, a sea port town (according to MALHAM) on the

west coast of France, to the south of the channel or entrance into Brest.

The road is good, excepting that it is open to the N. which is well defended

by forts on the land. By its being so much within St. Matthew's 'Point

to the N.W. with the point of the bay, the sands and rocks, which iun far

out to the W. and W.S.W. the force of the swelling seas from ihe bay of

Biscay, must, however, be much checked, so as to render it a tolerable

anchoring place. It has 10 fathoms at a distance of little more than half

a mile from the E. coast of the bay. To sail for it, make the length nearly

of the E point of Bertheaune Road on the N. coast, and then steer S.!S.E.

a little easterly, for the road of Camaret, which lies in a bight of the

laud.

From the Petit Neptune Francois, we extract the following particular

notice of La Parquette :

" Tour miles to the W. by S. of Point Camaret, and 1J league S. by E. E.

of Puint St. Matthew, lies La Parquette, a rock most commonly above

vatcr : \i:idc the annexed plate] when covered, the sea always breaks over

it, unless in an extraordinary calm, or at the time of high-water. Between

this rock and Toulinguet, you meet with nothing but rocks, mostly under

water, and although there are several passages between them, they are

iiiowii only to the inhabitants of the adjacent coasts."

CORRESPONDENCE.

wn. iniion, August 8th,

reference to naval abuses, consisting of undeniable and notorious

matter of tact, you will, perhaps, permit, one well acquainted with the

ir.ivy
to oliscrve, that the punishments to which it refers, as being inflicted

ominiry to naval instructions, and in express violation of the King's order

in c'Hiucil (on which they are grounded), at the fiat of the officer next in

command to the captain, are termed "
private punishments !" to which

the oliic'T'-, ship's company, and surgeon, are never summoned, nor ever

du attend. Tlu>c are not reported in the "
Quarterly Returns" to the

Admiralty, nor is any notice of them recorded in any one official document
whatever

; no, not even in the ship's log-book. Hence, nothing at all of

fins Aperies of abuse, and I may say insubordination, ever reaches the

government, the Admiralty, or the public, neither of which would be
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inclined to admit that the " custom of the service" or any other phrase,
could supersede the law of the land.

Were the Admiralty to issue a positive order, that the ukole of the pu-
nishments inflicted, without exception, were to be faithfully reported in

the "
quarterly returns," and that these documents, instead of being left

to the mere casual accuracy of a clerk to draw up, for the signature of his

captain, were to be regularly attested by the "
signing officers," like all

the other ship's books and accounts, this abuse would at once receive an

effectual check. I do not by any means intend to say that it exists in every

ship in the service, but that it exists in too many instances, especially on

board the worst disciplined and least efficient ships, and that too (singular
as it may be thought) often unknown to their captains.

MR. EDITOR, 12/A August, 1816;

PRAY permit a veteran naval officer to inquire if it is not a most un-

reasonable arrangement, that while from the List of Naval Surgeons,

consisting of no more than 953, there is a " Retired List" (by no means

too extensive) of 74; yet from the List of Lieutenants, consisting of no

less a number than 3,900, there is only a "Ret'ued List" of 180 !

From the List of Commanders (Majors) there is no " Retired List
1'

at all.

Both the two latter classes of officers, who are unhappily without

interest, are, under the defective system of our naval regulations, left t-

pine out the remainder of their existence, destitute of all hope of promo-
tion ;

whilst all their former services, whatever they may have been, are

relentlessly consigned to scorn, to neglect, and oblivion. Can this be

worthy a great nnd generous maritime nation ? Our naval system of pro-

motion and patronage has been loudly and deeply deprecated by several

statesmen of intelligence and reflection ; and depend upon it, the manifest

disgust thereat, of the older officers, is at this moment spreading its ill

effects far and wide throughout the whole service; it is working a sort of

paralytic despondency. A man must possess but little knowledge of human

nature, to imagine that the ministers of the crown (most particularly the

present ones) will spontaneously part with so tremendous an engine of

patronage, as the system (if such it can be called) of naval promotion, &C.

afford them. No; they will assuredly retain it to the last grasp ;
it will

be, nay must be, eventually for Parliament to interpose, and rescue the

above meritorious members of an honourable profession from the grossest

injustice, and unmerited cruelty; and thereby the profession itself from

the canker so strongly tending to subvert all cordiality, all good discipline,

and thus all efficiency in our fleets.

I am, Sir, your very humble servant,
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MR. EDITOR, 12M August, 1816.

NEXT
to the internal distress which at present unfortunately prevails

throughout the agricultural and manufacturing districts of the

country, and to which all ye are now so anxiously turned, with the eager

wish and hope of being; able to afford relief, until better times arrive:

there is no subject, foreign or domestic, which so much engrosses the

attention of the public, as the expedition under Lord F.xmouth, long ere

now, it is to be presumed, armed at its destination. Of its ultimate suc-

cess no one appears to doubt
;

but many well informed people seem to

think, the abject submission of ihe Algerines will lead to another treaty of

patch-work, by which the unhappy slaves of some countries will be left to

their fate, until an enormous and shameful ransom shall have been paid to

these barbarians ; this, I trust, will lurn out a very mistaken idea of the

orders given to the gallant admiral ; it is, indeed, the very stone on which

he stumbled, when he paid his lute, I had almost said inglorious, visit to

Algier.

Although the White Slavery is not so extensive as the Black, yet it is far

more horrible
;

and it is truly astonishing, that our philanthropists have

viewed its continuance, I may say its increase, with such apathy and

calmness ; it is to a no less brave, than humane and chivalrous naval knight,*

that we are now indebted for the prospect of its overthrow, I hope of its

complete extinction ; for in this case, half measures would be unworthy of

the naval greatness of Britain, of her power, not only to protect her own

subjects from such outrages as have been lately committed, but those of

all the weaker powers, whose shores are within the sphere of their depre-
dations

;
in tact, it would be highly criminal to consent to any terms but a

complete abandonment of the piratical system ; with security for their future

quiet and peaceable behaviour. Such, I doubt not, have been the tenor

of Lord Kxmouth's orders ; and with the squadron he commands, arid his

own well tried abilities as a commander, we have every reason to expect a

speedy termination of the Algerine crusade, glorious to our arms, and to

the cause of humanity. Nor am I without hopes that another subject, no
less necessary to be attended to, and no less connected with our naval

greatness, will also in its turn receive the consideration and the approba-
tion of government I mean that of Impressment ; on this head I have

already touched in former letters, and I am &o much aware of the delicacy
and importance of it, that I would wish, if possible, all the merit of its

abandonment should rest with ministers, and with the Admiralty. That it

is very practicable, has been, I believe, proved, and is no longer denied ;

and if's-o, what time so proper, and in every way so eligible, as in the be-

ginning of peace, after sucli a long period of war. Many and various

plans have been proposed for manning our fleets, without resorting again
to this tyrannical and revoking practice ; and there can be no

difficulty in

choosing what appears the most likely to secure the most men when wanted.
One 01' your Correspondents, I believe Nestor (who writes feelingly and

Sir S. Smith.
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tealously on the subject),* has proposed passing an Act of Parliament,

whereby every apprentice to a m reliant ship should become bound to

serve his Majesty seven years in time of war, if required ; and if he enters

again, he should be entitled to a bounty of some pounds; this appears tu

me a very easy way of securing the services of our seamen, of such a pro-

portion of them as may be wanted ;
for T do not expect (and I am but a

middle aged man) to ever see again estimates wanted for 150,000 seamen ;

those times are gone by, and not likely soon to appear again ; and I con-

ceive, were war declared in a few years against any naval power of Europe,
or against America, there would be no difficulty in entering the men thus

liable to serve, with perfect ease to government, to the country, and to the

men themselves, who could choose their ships and captains on their first

outset; and who, knowiny; they must serve in the royal navy, would be

anxious tu enter earli/.\ as well to obtain prize-money .,

as to serve out their

time ; regulating officers would, no doubt, be still necessary, to enter the

seamen, and t;> require the services of those who had not served, and who
wished to avo.d the King's service ;

but their duty would be light and plea-

sant, compared to that of an impress officer of former days ;
than which,

I know of no situation so utterly rej'Ugnant to the heart and feelings of a

man of an -Englishman. The system of impressment has been tolerated

from absolute necessity ; but let us stc if we cannot do without it; let the

trial he made, at least, for the sake of humanity, and of justice. I am

glad to perceive, that the few officers left on full pay belonging to the

impress service, are now denominated^ officers for receiving volunteers.

This of itself is an iinprovemnii ; but, Mr. Lditor, who that ever saw one

of these impress luueaants pay his visit to a merchant vessel, with hii

armed myrmidons, would not still shudder at the idea, or the sight of him,

when even thus converted into a receiver of volunteers. I have seen these

men, and sucii ruffian, liner hearted fellows never before met my eyes 5

they bel ng to the navy, it is true, but they are a disgrace to their pro-

fession, being in general not more heartless than worthiest ; they were lite-

rally dealer* in slaves; blood -suckers, enriching the.uselves by any means,

however unfair; and completely verifying the proverb, that devils only

can do Ike hellish work.

This picture, all who have observed the men I have described, either on

the Thames, or ;u Portsmouth, Plymouth, &c. will allow to be correctly,

however horribly, drawn. Yes, Mr. Editor, it is true ; and ii is equally so,

that the continuance of such a system for manning the navy, if any more

lenient and effectual can be devised, will be disgraceful to the British

nation. I trust it will never more be resorted to; at any rate the feeble

voice of shall be raised against it.

ion.

* Vol. XXX II. p. 127.

t A new race would b always coming forward every ye^r.
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MR. EDITOR,

AS
the most likely means of giving publicity to a few simple question!

which I wish to ask, I have to request you will do me (and I trust

the country) the favor of giving them insertion, that (if possible) some one

may be found capable of replying, satisfactorily, to the feelings of that

neglected class of British subjects the officers of the royal navy.

1st. Why does a captain in the arrny receive four shillings and sixpence

per diem more (independent of other numerous allowances) full pay, than

a lieutenant in the navy, the one being of equal rank with the other ?

2d. Why does the army officer receive his pay on the 24th of every

month, and the naval officer only every three months ?

3d. Why does the army officer on a foreign station receive his pay in

sterling money, and the naval officer permitted to sacrifice, by an enor-

mous rate of exchange, ninety-nine times out of one hundred, twenty per

cent, against him.

4th. Why does a captain in the army receive two shillings per diem more,
half pay, than a lieutenant in the navy, the one being of equal rank with

the other ?

5th. Why are the naval officers on half-pay obliged lo wait eight (and
never less than six) weeks after the expiration of the already protracted

three months, before they can receive their present pittance from the hands

of government ?

Cth. Why is an officer in the army handsomely recompensed for any loss

of baggage, &c. he may sustain while in active service, and the officers in

the navy totally excluded from any remuneration whatever, though a ship-

wreck may deprive them of their all ?

If any of your correspondents or readers can justify the difference of

treatment beuucn the two services, I shall be happy to alter an opinion I

have long entertained ; until then, I shall retain the one I now do ; viz.

that the army arc attended to in a manner which does honor to the country,

and the navy neglected by that country which it has raised to the pinnacle

of maritime glory, by acts of heroism unexampled, in the annals of this,

or any other country in the known world.

iu. I-.DITOR, 16th August, 1816.

OBSF.KYE you are preparing an history of British men of war, from

the yea- 17('0, to the close of the late war in 1815 ;
and in many

points of view, such a work will be interesting and valuable to naval

readers. I am not aware that you mean in this record of the exploits of

Britain's Wooden Vv'alls, to mention particularly, the build oi each ship ;

1 1IT /mgi/t of icr. ice; her peculiar excellence, or defect of construction ;

he r c hai\u tor |'.P" s-.iiling; expense in repairs, and other ( t ceteras ; equally

inijrjituat as lie actions she fought, or the captains who commanded : but
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ff you have not already determined to insert such particulars, I wouRi

strongly recommend that you add such information, in every instance

where you can procure ir, wherein any of the above enumerated particulars

appear to possess sufficient interest or importance, no matter whether it

relate to a French or English built ship ; as during the late wars we had a

large proportion of the former added to pur gallant navy by our matchless

tars.

In a former letter, I mentioned the sadly decayed state in wh,jc.h peac<J

had found our men of war ; and how large a number of them had been

found totally unworthy of repair, far less of service, and therefore sold to

be broken up. We are busily employed in replacing them with new ships

pf oak built or building in the King's yards; and in a few years we shall, I

d.>i,l)t not, be able to !.<>ast of a navy of unrivalled excellence, both in ships

nn<j men ; I am, however, of opinion, that the nation and the Board of

Admiralty cannot be fop much alive to the importance of having it put into

this efficient state as soon as possible ; and. as I perceive \hey a,re 9t\\\

selling oft" old or decayed ships, I would suggest to you the propriety of

adding /o your history a list of ships sold since the peace, with the times of

their service, original cost, defects, &c. ; and also a similar one of ships

building, or ordered to be laid down, with the improvements recommended,
&c. &c. Such details would be valuable to a naval people, whose best

bulwarks are her wooden walls ; and I doubt not some of your intelligent

correspondents belonging to the royal building yards, will readily furnish

yoj with the desired information. I do not mean, by asking for this

information, to throw the least blame, or to make any reflection,?, on for*

mer Boards of Admiralty (as the present are not at all accountable, except
for putting our ships into an efficient state again as fast as possible), many
of the ships now condemned almost before performing any work, were

built o}\ the spur of the moment, in builders' yards ; and, it is too noto-

rious, that t'ic nation was tricked and cheated ;
but I believe the Navy

Board, and Board of Admiralty, mode the best bargains they couM, and

the ships were imperiously wanted, with the least possible delay ; still it is

desirable the fullest information on this subject should be given, to prevent
future abuses, and an extravagant and useless waste of money. I am glad

to find the system of building in private yards completely, and I hope for

ever, abandoned it has half ruined the navy of England.
In a former letter, Mr. Editor, T made some remarks on improvements

which had taken place in the navy, under the present naval administration;

and in another, I stated my conviction, that others were still wanting to

complete the mild and beneficent system I so anxiously wish and hope to se^

effected, in the direction and management of the navy ; the^fr.s( of these

I hold to be t/ie abolition of impressment. 1 believe I enumerated some

others, deserving and requiring the attention of the Board, and shall not at

present repeat them
; npr wn^ki I have now revested to this subject, had

not a correspondent, under the popular, but I think delusiv*, singaturc of
" A Friend to the Navy," in a late number, boldly maintained, that ,o

grievances whatever existed, that they tyere wild and. imaginary bugbear^

>. fftymu Vol. XXXVI. * i?



ehe idle talcs f>f disappointed and wicked men. Now, Mr. Editor, I cart

itssnre him, naval men in general think that much is yet to be done,

hltliou^h I admit much has been done in the way of improvement ; but

truth lies in the middle. This writer has inserted a panegyric on the learned

Secretary of the Admiralty : I believe Mr. C r is a learned man, and

* laborious useful man to the Board ; but he is not popular with the navy,

nor ever can be ; he is too during loo busy a Secretary ;
and as this friencV

to the navy alluded to his eloquent and COnVhicTBg speeches in the House

bf Commons, in reply to Mr. Forbes and others, you will, I trust, forgive

lue for adding my idea of his eloquent speeches, and unbecoming flippant

tonduct. 1 have heard of it also.

The following lints were addressed to him, towards the conclusion of th

late American war, and are too strortgly descriptive of facts not to be at

once recognised by most men of independent minds, as quite applicable to

the wonderfuIOo/rer buttery which this friend to the Secretary, as much

fct least as to the navy, asserts, produced such instantaneous conviction out

the minds of the members of the House of Commons.

" While trade protected, Croker fidsely boasti,

AVu; England's cruisers, scour Old England's coasts
;

The secret's out, of Croker's daringJibs,
The Secretary is busy forging Courier squibs ;

And Britain's Navy, lYing her Country's pride^

Obeys Si Clerk, whomfriends, andfoes "deride."

Barbary Slates.

MR. rrnroF, I-iCaden hall-street, AugurJ, 21, 1810.

AM about to proceed on a voyage to the East Indies, and am informed
that my ship'* papers will not be complete without a Mediterranean

pass ; 1 am thus called upon for about two guineas and a half, besides my
being obliged to enter into a bond for 500/. I have made inquiry, but

rannut It-arn by what authority this tax is levied o ships not bound to like
1

^Mediterranean Sea ; perhaps some of your correspondents will have the

y.->;xlncs>b to inform me what the law is upon this subject, and whether, un-

cle r the present circumstances, there is any necessity to carry a pass. I'

liuve lu ai il ii suggested, that the fees received at the Admiralty for these

passe* are iipplied to the purchase of presents for (.he Dey of Algier. Can
Hi::, be u fact ?

.'_

<
:

./..- , '

I am, Sir, your obedient servant,

w*^^. c/l amqatov.7
On Corporeal Punishment..

.'. \\ permit a constant reader of your valuable work to -observe,'

the fuliouJMg just remark of that <Jistmguiht;d nnd Expentnccd
wtlitcr, anil (.-.icclieiit niau, Sir ilobert W.ilsou (in his work ou uuilituvy
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>), cannot be too strongly impressed on the minds of every
commander of a ship of war in the British navy, who either values his ow.ii

Character, or the good of the service ;
in respect to which latter, he bears

*o important a trust
;

viz.

" When the lash lacerates the back, despair writhes round the heart !
"

Your's, &c.

On Our Naval Discipline, and Impressment*

ton. MHTOR, 31st August, 1810.

VERY many experienced officers, it is well known, are decidedly of

opinion, that the great defect in the executive system of the British

navy is, that a. greater degree of coercion is practibed, or I ought to say
Suffered to lie practised, than what is absolutely necessary.

The "
carri/ing every thing by the cat" is happily now, from the salu-

tary influence and indignation of public opinion, as a noaxinij growing much
into disuse. However, I cannot but deprecate the still existing practice ot"

that kind of smuggling,
"

starting," (beating with ropes' ends), whicii

obtains in many ships, during the night watches, and that at the command
sometimes even of a gunner, or master's mate, who may be, by necessity,

entrusted with the charge of an officer's watch, and which practice is but

too frequently effectually concealed from the knowledge of their captains.

One principal cause of the system of coercion complained or", is this
;
viz.

that however incredible it may appear to persons practically unacquainted
ivith the navy, no such thing exists as one general uniform system of inter-

nal regulation on board each ship. It is true, the " Naval Instructions"

contain (upon paper) a sort of something in this way ; but, in point of

fact, the internal regulation of every ship in the navy depends upon the
"

captain's pleasure" (as it is termed), and what is in one ship forbidden,

is in another encouraged ; what in one applauded, in another punished ;

'^hus a naval life becomes a continued series of different educations.

To such a pitch is this, senseless caprice sometimes carried, particularly

in small vessels, that I have witnessed the crew piped after dinner to

"
polish, bright zvork ;" and kept on their hands and knees at tluit perfectly

Useless, and to them most disgusting employment, for four hours, and the

same repeated for several successive days.

1$ is generally remarked, that whenever a captain, from apathy, or any
other cause, suffers his authority to be usurped by inferiors, as a certain

consequence, oppression increases in a tenfold ratio
;
and depend upon it,

Mr. Editor, until these matters meet due attenlion on the part of ministers,

or of parliament, should official negligence render a legislative measure

indispensable, which latter, for obvious reasons, were better (if possible)

avoided, we shall never be able to man the fleet, or even a small squadron,

upon any emergency, with others than impressed seamen, dragged on board

their wiUs, and in violation of. their natural rights, and of every
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feeling dear to the heart of man, td fight the l)nttlrs of their country ?

.And that man may fairly be prdhounced intune, who docs not pr-rteive the

effect which the march of public instl uction, and the irresistible diffusion

of knowledge, must inevitably in a short time produce; on the flmcb

vaunted "
practice of impressment."

i/rlentor.

P. S. It may be perfectly appropriate here to remark, that the weak and

silly advocates of oppression in our navy, are notoriously, in nine instances

out of ten, those who have the least claims to professional distinction

against the enemies of their country ; and equally notorious, that rto man
ever more disapproved of it, than the great Lord Nelson,

On the Expediency qfaboluniag by Authority all tuperfluous
' Iron Work '

on board Ships of War; and the Deficiency of Medical Aid in the

Navy.

MR. EDITOR, Sd September, 1816.

liAY permit a Constant Reader to Suggest that it would produce great

public benefit were the Admiralty to issue a positive rtrder forbidding
lhe use of iron hammock Grummelt ; iron hammock stanchcoht for the bul-

warks; and, in short, all the wperfluout iron work (there being much of it)

on board the fleet. These sort of things might be much more economically

substituted by rope or wood, as the case may require ; but economy is not

my object in this communication, which is intended to submit a proposition

for sparing the invaluable lives of our invaluable seamen ; for it is well

known that, at close quarters in action, these, and similar articles, when

struck by the enemy's shot, fly off, and frequently produce prodigiou*

havock amongst the crew ; and, most assuredly, there is no one ship or

vessel in the British navy, of whatever class, whose complement of seamen*

even when complete (which is seldom or ever the case) is by one man too

much. Indeed, excepting the three-deckers, the establishment of men is

much too small in all of them ; and, when men are unavoidably absent in

prizes or on other duties, and that there is a long sick-list, this dreadful and

glaring defect in our naval system is, too frequently, most severely felt.

It may be here observed that notwithstanding the late increase of assist-

ant-surgeons in some ships, there is still a lamentable deficiency of medical

aid on board ships of war, so that the wounded men connol be dressed for

a considerable time after they are carried down to the'cock-pi't.

1 a in, Sir,

Your very obedient humble Servant,
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Tan. EDITOR,

ON a careful examination of the epitaph on Captain Wright,* at page

120, I observe one false print in it; viz. line 9, for CLARVS read

CLARIS, The word REBVS is repeated at too short an interval, lines

13 and 15. Line 13 mi^ht perhaps better stand thus : FORTVNA*.

AL1QVAMDIV- PROSPERA- VSVS. I could wish, through the medium

of your Chroliicle, to point out to those who may have the superintendance

of transferring the epitaph to the storrej that the classical rule concerning

* The inscription of Captain Wright's monument, as published in our last num-

ber, has produced us the following, from a very respectable correspondent,

whether in the way of critical reflection on it we know not. We shall, however,

avail ourselves of this opportunity to lay it before our readers, as we shall any other

communications of the like kind, whether in Latin or English, verse or prose, m
a. tribute of respect to the memory of our unfortunate countryman :

I.

JOHANI WESLEY WRIGHT
Hie sepultus jacet illustris apud Anglos navarchus Lutetias in carcere rivorum

epulcro rulgo Lt Temple dicto, mane in lectulo i'aucihus resectis repertus eat

inortuus,

2.

Innocens innocent! ploratus.

3.

Aversa quidem non vero senescet

Veritas et forsan ohm !

4.

Extincturn crudeli funere nobis flebilem flfbit patria fiebunt extern! flebunt

etiam ignoti !

5.

Non patriae solum sed et generis human! defensor claris editus setavis cords

generosus prudens consilio manufortu rebus in adversis constans in vinculis

animi ferox ab omni abjectione animi nee non desperatione longe abhorrens-quid

j>lura? nobis perut Wright! coram Deo cui niliil latet sat mulla ! urgent lacnmas.
1

silenduia est dum lux fiat.

6.

Atuico posuit aeternum memor aniicus.

GULIELMUS SIDNEY SMITHE, &c.

Were wehicline^ to^riticize the above, we should object particularly to jacet
* Le Temple," and tofintdbus rescctit. The author has, perhaps, had in view

(be following passages of classic authors : viz.

1. Intrajuvcntam premature exito intercepts . (Germanicus.) TACIT, i.

J. Veneris ploratus Adonis. Ov. art. aman. i. 75.

3. Dictnttm aversa tuetur. (Du>o,)
4. Exitum crudelifanere Daphnim flebant. Ed. ix.

Cunctis flcbilis mU.li flebilior mihi Germanicum flebunt etiam ignoti.

(TAG. ut supra.)

5. M&cenas tetavis edite regibus. Hon. I. i.

^iis actavio ingenio pruhntior. Cic. pr Auentio, 107, also Ov.



inscriptions is this: the stop between every word sji.o.uld be. alwsiyf

placed exactly \ up the perpendicular height of the letters, as thus, H.S.^4

and not in this manner H.S.E. at the bottom ;
and there should not be any

stop at the end of a line, or of a sentence, or at the end of th;e whole, ex-

cepting only where an abbreviation occurs. Upon this you may rely.

ilRi EDITOR,

I
WISH that you would have the goodness to point out to the Commis-

sioners of the Cus-toms, for the benefit of those who are compelled to

have any thing to do with the customs, the very great inconvenience and

unnecessary expense they are subjected to, by being obliged to have therf

baggage transported to London, instead of being inspected, as it ought, on

board the ship. An officer in the navy lately was compelled to send, front

Woolwich, his trunks by water, to the Custom-house, London, though there

were on board several officers of the customs and excise. He called at the

Custom-house, and was absolutely detained by one of its officers (or a per*

son acting for one of them) five days, at a considerable expense, and the

trouble of having sent three times for his trunks before he received them;
and then paying as under:

t. d.

From Woolwich to London * ....... , k .... 060
Landing, Wharfage, and Carriage to Warehouse . 7 6

Warehousing .................. . .. 4

Cording * ..!... 030
Clearing 010
Carriage to lodging ..I 060

\ 16 6

Which, in the first instance, by having been examined on board, would

have cost him in the whole but 8s. ; his other expenses I have not added;
fiz. a post chaise to town, I/.

Now, is this not a great abuse ? I have seen a paper stuck up that no

officer of the customs shall take money or bribes; nor none are to act as

brokers, &c. lie never employed this person the officer alluded to knew,
not it was necessary these sort of harpies should be looked after and if

such people do not act for the officers of the customs, which I think in this

tae 1 ran make appear, it is an imposition that demands the interposition
't the Commissioners,

Your Admirer^

tator.
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LOSS OF THE MEDUSE FRENCH FRIGATE.

(From the Journal des Delats.)

fJlHIS frigate was carrying out the French governor of Senegal, and,
-- besides its complement of seamen, had a number of officers and

soldiers on board. The following are some details respecting this tam^ut-

able as well as inexplicable affair, written by one of the actor's and suffer.

ers in this scene of unparalleled horror. It will be proper to mention, thtrt

the recital commences at the moment when, the ftfeduse having been

wrecked, it became necessary to divide the crew among the boats of the

frigate, and a raft which was hastily constructed of its masts and yards.

The writer, we suppose, leaves it to the captain and other marine

officers, if alive, to explain how the shipwreck took place.]
>

" On the 5th of July, 1816, the embarkation of the crew and of the

soldiers in the boats and raft took place without order, and in the'grfeateVt

confusion
;

there ought to have been 60 seamen on the raft, and scarcely

'10 were were put upon it. One hundred and forty-seven persons w'eVe

confided to this frail machine. The precipitation with which it was built

prevented it from being fitted up with railings, because, probably, tho&
\vho caused it to be constructed had no intention of committing themsefvisi

to it. The raft was about 60 feet long: if solidly put fogeth'er, it would

have been able to bear 200 men ; but we had soon cruel proofs of fA
weakness. It was 'without sails or tnasts ;

there were placed upon it &

number of quart measures of flour, five barrels of wine, and two casks oT

water
; but 'not a single biscuit.

"
Scarcely had 50 men set foot on the raft, when it sunk at least two

feet. To facilitate the embarkation of other soldiers on the raft, we were

compelfed to throw intq the se'a all the quarts of flour
; "the wine and water

were alone preserved, and the embarkation was continued until we fouhU

ourselves 147 in number. The raft had sunk at least 3 feet, and so 'closely

were we huddled together, tlia't it was impossible to move a single step.

Fore and aft we had the water up to our middle. At the moment we left

the frigate, about 20 !b. of biscuit were thrown to us, which fell into th%

s'e'a, wheHc'e it was recovered with difficulty, and reduced almost to a pa'sffe :

we prized it, however, in this state.

"It had been settled that all the boats of the frigate were to tow us, tftiA

the officers who commanded them had sworn that they would never abaft-

tlon us. I am far from accusing these gentlemen of a breach of honour ;

fatal chain of circumstances doubtless compelled them to renounce the

gcn'erous plan which they had Tbr'nied to save us or die with us. These 'cir-

cumstances merit "a scrupulous investigation.
:

" The bu'at in which was the 'Governor threw '(6 u~s &fe first tow rng rope.

Shouts of rfre lc Roi tfete a ftfc'u&itfd ti'un*5 rt-ftefteti t>y tffe ptopfetiu th%
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raft, and a small white flag was hoisted on the extremity of a musket-barret.

The commandant appointed to' the rail was a midshipman of the first class,

of the name ofCoudia.
" If all the efforts of the boats had constantly acted upon us, favoured

as we were by the sea breeze, we should have reached laud in less than

three days, for the frigate was not wrecked more than 1*2 or 15 leagues

from the shore : such were the calculations of the officers, which turned

out to be cbrrect, because on the very day of departure, the boats got

sight of land before sun-set. The 1st lieutenant of the frigate, seeing that

his efforts became useless, after having towed us alone lor a few moments,
cut the cable attached to the raft, and left us to our fate. Several person*

declared to me, that after this operation they heard the barbarous cry of

Let vs abandon them ! I had this fact from several persons : though I would

rather wish to believe that humanity and honour inspired other sentiments

in them who had engaged by oath to conduct us to land.

"
Indeed, we were not convinced that we were entirely abandoned,

until the boats were almost out of sighr. Our consternation was then ex-

treme : all the horrors of famine and thirst were then depicted to OUB

imaginations; and we had also to struggle with a treacherous element,

which already covered one-half of our bodies. All the sailors and soldiers

gave themselves up to despair, and it was with great difficulty that we sue*.

ceeded in calming them.
" \Ve had embarked without having taken any nourishment : hunger

began to make itself imperiously felt: a little biscuit, steeped in a little

wine, formed our first repast, and it was the best we made during our

abode on the raft. Some order was established for the distribution of our

wretched pittance : by the first day, which passed in tolerable tranquility,

the biscuit was exhausted-. In the night our hearts and our prayers, by u

sentiment natural to the unfortunate, turned towards Heaven: we invoked

it with fervour, and derived from our prayers the advantage of hoping for

deliverance.
" V'c still cherished the idea that the division of boats would hasten to

return lu our assistance
; night however came without fulfilling our hopes-

the wind freshened, there was a considerable swell of the sea; what a

frightful nigfit !

"
During this night, a great number of our passengers who had not a

seaman's foot tumbled over one another; in fine, after ten hours of the

most cruel sufferings, day arrived. What a spectacle presented itself to~

our view ! ]Q or \1 unfortunate creatures having their, lower extremities

entangled in the intersticies left between the planks of the raft, had been

unaUc to disengage themselves, and had lost their lives. Several others

had hecn carried off the rait by the violence of the sea ; so that by morning;'
we were already 20 ftwcr in number.

' We deplored the lo^s of our unfortunate companions ;
but we did not,

at the moment, anticipate the scene that was to take place next nighu
'I lie hope of seeing the boats again in the course of the day supported our

courage ;
but when it was disappointed, depression followed, and from

'ij.it moment a seditious spirit uuuifesicd itself by cries of fury.
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"Night came on: the sky was covered with thick clouds; the sea was

still more terrible than on the preceding night: and the men, being unable

to hold fast to the raft, either foie or aft, crowded towards the centre, the

most solid part. Almost all those perished who were unable to reach the

centre: the crowding of the people was such, that some were stifled by the

weight'of their comrades, who were falling upon them every moment.
" The soldieis and sailors, giving themselves up for lost, fell a drinking

until! thev lost their reason. In this state they carried their delirium so

far as to display the intention of murdering their chiefs, and destroying the

raft, by cutting the ropes which united its different parts. One of them

advanced, armed with a hatchet, to execute this design, he had already

begun to cut the ligaments, which was the signal of revolt. The officers

came forward to restrain these madmen ; that one who was armed with a

hatchet, with which he dared to threaten them, was killed with the stroke

of a sabre. Many of the officers and some passengers joined us for the

preservation of the raft. The revolted drew their sabres, and those who
had none armed themselves with knives. We put oursalves in a posture
of defense, and the combat commenced. One cf the rebels raised his

weapon against an officer
;
he fell that moment, pierced with wounds. This

firmness appeared for a moment to intimidate the mutineers ; but they
closed in with one another and retired aft to execute their plan. One of

them, feigning to repose himself, had begun to cui: the ropes with a knife,

when, heing advertized of it by a domestic, we darted upon him : a soldier,

wishing to defend him, threatened an officer with his knife, and aiming a

blow at him, struck only his coat. The officer, turning about, floored his

adversary, and threw him into the sea, as well as his comrade.
" The battle soon became general : the mast broke, and, falling upoa

Captain Dupont, who remained senseless, nearly broke his thigh. He was
seized by the soldiers, who threw him into the sea. We perceived this, and

were in lime to save him : we placed him on a barrel, whence he was torn

by the mutineers, who wished to dig his eyes out with a knife. Roused by
such ferocity, we charged them with fury, dashed through the lines which

the soldiers had formed, sabre in hand, and many of them paid with their

lives for their madness. The passengers seconded us. After a second

charge, the fury of the rebels was subdued, and gave place to the most

marked cowardice; the greater part threw themselves on their knees, and

asked pardon, which was immediately granted.
" We thought order restored, and returned to our post in the centre of

the raft. It was nearly midnight: we kept our arms. After an hour of

apparent tranquillity the soldiers arose anew: they were quite mad; but

as they still enjoyed their physical strength, and were, besides, armed, it

became necessary again to act on the defensive. They attacked us : we

charged them in turn, and soon the raft was strewed with their carcasses.

Those of our adversaries who had no arms endeavoured to tear us with,

their teeth: many of us were cruelly bitten ; I was so myself in the legs

and on the shoulder. There were not more than 12 or 15 of us to resin all

those wretches, but our union formed our strength.

JSafe, f?nm. Vol. XXXVT. c&
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" Day at last broke on this scene of horror : a great number of these iViao*-

men had thrown themselves into the sea. In the morning we found that

65 men had perished in the nisht, a fourth of whom drowned themselves

in despair.
\V'e hwd lost only two of our party, and not a single orlicer.

" A new misfortune was disclosed to us at dny-break. The rebels, during

the tumult, had thrown into the sea two barrels of wine, and the only two

casks of water which were upon the raft. There remained only one cask

of wine: we were still sixty-seven men in ail : it became necessary to put

ourselves on half rations. This was anew subject of murmur at (he mo-

ment of distribution. Matters came to such a pitch, that it was necessary

to resort to an extreme measure to support our wretched existence. I shud-

der with horror while I retrace that which we put in practice; I feel my
pen drop from my hand : a mortal coldness freezes all my limbs, and my
hair stands on end. Great God ! Dare we still raise towards you our hands

dyed with the blood of our fellow-men. Y^our clemency is infinite, and

your paternal goodness has already granted to our repentance the pardon
of a crime which was never voluntary, but that of the most awful necessity?

" Tho-c horn death had spared in the disastrous night which I hrwe just
described threw themselves ravenously on the dead bodies, with which the

raft was covered, cut them up in slices, which some even that instant de-

vourcul, A great number of us at first refused to touch the horrible food;

but, at last, yielding to a want still more pressing than that of humanity,
we saw i:i this frightful repast only deplorable means of prolonging exist-

ence; and I proposed, I acknowledge it, to dry these bleeding limbs, in

o.-clcr to render them a little more supportable to the taste. Some, how-

ever, had sti:l courage enough to abstain from it, and to them a larger

fjiiantiiv of wine was granted.
" The following day passed away without relief. Night came, and we

took some moments of repose interrupted by the most cruel dreams. In

fi:>c, the 4i!i sun since our departure from the ship rose to shine upon our

wi.-o, ai;d to show us ten or twelve of our companions stretched lifeless on

tiiv r ;'.!':: we committed their bodies to the>deep, reserving only one, dei.

lii'Cvi to Iced us.

hi the evening, about four o'clock, a happy event brought us some
'it:. A shoal of flying fish got under our raft; and as there was

;u;y of open spaces between the planks, the fiah got entangled there

ocrs. We pounced upon them and made a considerable capture,
ab<;i.!E ."00. Our first movement was to thank God for this unlooked-

!it. Dy means of some dried gunpowder, a flint and steel, some
i I rags, with the fragments of a cask, we procured some fire, on

. c broiled the fish, and ate them with avidity ; but we still joined
is 'nine of that sacrilegious flesh which roasting rendered endurable,
.! uch t!:c officers and myself touched for the first time. The night

r.r, iuui would have been esteemed by us fortunate, bad it not been
/(.(! by a new massacre. Some Spaniards, Italians, and Negroes,

kid remained neutral in the first revolt, or bad come over to our

tunned a plot to throw us all into the sea. It w;is necessary to re-

jui
1

unusj the difficulty was to ascertain the guilty; they were
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pointed out to us by some faithful seamen. The first signal of combat was

given by a Spaniard, who, placed behind the mast, embraced it closely,

made the sign of a cross, and invoked the name of God, brandishing at the

same time along cutlass. The seamen seized and threw him into the sea :

the mutineers ran to avenge their comrade ; they were repulsed, and order

was restored.
"
Day broke upon us for the sixth time : at the hour of repast I counted

our people; we were only 30; we had lost five of our faithful seamen.

The survivors were in the most deplorable state; the salt-water had taken

.off the epidermis of our lower extremities : we were covered either with

contusions or wounds, which, in itaied by the salt water, forced from us

horrible cries: so that only about twenty of us were able to keep on our

legs and walk about. Nearly all our wine and store of fish were exhausted :

we had wine left for only four davs, and only about twelve fish remaining.
In four days, we said, we shall have consumed the -whole, and death will

be inevitable. Seven days have now passed since we were abandoned, We
calculated that, if the boats were not swamped on the coast, they would re-

quire at least throe or four days to reach St. Louis: it would then require
some time to dispatch vessels, which again would require some time to find

us. We resolved to hold out as long as possible. In the course of the

day two soldiers crept behind the only cask of wine left: they pierced it,

and were drinking with a pipe. We had all sworn that the man who should

resort to such means should be punished with death. This law was exe-

cuted on the moment, and the two culprits were thrown into the sea.
" Thus there remained only 23 of us. Out of this number 15 alone

appeared abie to exist for some days longer; all the others, covered with

large wounds, had wholly lost their reason. However, they had a share in

our rations, and might, before their death, consume 40 bottles of wine;
those 40 bottles of wine were to us of inestimable value. We held a coun-

cil : to put the sick on half-rations was to delay their death by a few mo-

ments; to leave them without provisions was to put them to a slow death.

Aftera long df.-iiberation,we resolved to throw them into the sea. This mode,
however repugnant to our feelings, would procure to the survivors provisions
for six days, at the rate of three quarts of wine a day. The resolution

taken, who was to execute it ? The habit of seeing death ready to pounce
upon us despair the certainty of our infallible destruction without this

fatal expedient every thing, in a word, had hardened our hearts, become
insensible to every other feeling but that of self-preservation." Three seamen and a soldier took upon themselves this cruel execution.

We averted our eyes, and shed tears of blood over the fate of these un-

happy creature*. This sacrifice saved the 15 who remained ;
for when the

brig Argus fell in with us, we iiad only one repast of wine left, and this

was on the fifth day after the cruel event which I have just described. The
victims had not more than 48 honrs to live

;
and by keeping them on the

raft, our subsistence would have been gone two days before our deli-

verance.
'* After this catastrophe we threw all the arms into the sea ; they in-

spired us with a horror that we could not conquer. We had scarcely
wherewith to spend five days on the raft ; they were the most painful of
all. Our minds were soured; even in the arms of sleep, our imaginations

depicted the mangled limbs of our unfortunate comrades, and we invoked
death with loud cries. A burning thirst, redoubled by the rays of a fiery

gun, consumed us; it was such that our parched lips sucked with avidity
the urine, which we endeavoured to cool in small tin vessels. We sought
also to allay it by drinking sea-water ;

but this diminished thirst only for H

ujornentj to rend'er it more acute the ne^t instant,
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" Three days passed in anguish inexpressible : we despised life to such

a degree that several of us were not afraid to bathe even in sight of the

sharks which surrounded our raft. We were convinced that there remained
in our ca^k only about 12 or 15 bottles of wine: we began to experience
an invincible disgust at the flesh which had fed us hitherto.

" On the l?th, in the morning, Captain Dupont, casting his eyes towards

the horizon, perceived a ship, and announced it to us by a cry of joy : we

perceived it to be a brig, but it was at a very great distance; we could

only distinguish the top of its masts. The sight of this vessel spread

amongst us a joy which it would be difficult to describe. Fears, however,
soon mixed with our hopes ;

we began to perceive that our raft, having

very little elevation above the water, it was impossible to distinguish it at

sucli a distance. We did all we could to make ourselves observed ; we

piled up our casks, at the top of which we fixed handkerchiefs of different

colours. Unfortunately, in spite of all these signals, the brig disappeared.
From the delirium of joy we passed to that of dejection and grief. For

my part, I envied the fate of those whom I had seen perish at my side. I

then proposed to trace an abstract of our adventures, to write all our
names at the foot of it, and to fix it on the upper part of the mast, in the

hope that it might reach government and our families. Two hours after,

the master-gunner of the frigate uttered a loud cry: joy was depicted in

liis visage ;
his arms were stretched towards the sea ; he scarcely breathed,

and all he could say was,
' We, are saved f yonder is the brig coming towards

its .'' It wa?, in fact, not more than the third of a league off, having all sails

spread, and manoeuvring to pass quite close to us. Tears of joy flowed

from our eyes. Every one laid hold of handkerchiefs or different pieces of

linen in order to make signals to the brig, which was rapidly approaching.
Our jay was at its height when we perceived at its mizen a large white flag;
we exclaimed '

It is to Frenchmen, then, that we are to owe our de-

liverance !'

" The Argus had now come within two musket shots of us. The crew

upon deck, waving their hands and hats, announced to us the pleasure they
felt in bringing relief to their unfortunate countrymen. In a short time
we all found ourselves on board the Argus. Figure to yourselves fifteen

miserable creatures, almost naked, with bodies and fares scarified with the

sun's beam*, ten of whom could scarcely move, the epidermis being rubbed
from all their limbs ; our eyes hollow and fierce ; our long beards gave us

still a more hideous aspect.
" We found on board the brig some excellent soup, which was in prepa-

ra'.ion for us the moment we were perceived : it was mixed with good wine,
and thus our exhausted strength was recruited. The most generous cares

and attentions were lavished on us; our sores were dressed, and even next

tl;.y ;;ev( ral of the sick got up, and were able to walk a few paces.
'

Jn closing this recital of the unheard-of sufferings which we endured
for twelve days, I may be allowed to mention the names of those who
shared them with myself. They were, Messrs. Dupont, L'Heureux, Lo-

/nc, Clairct, officers of the troops ; Correal, engineer for Cape de Verd ;

GrilVnidu 1-ellay, secretary of the Governor; Coudin, midshipman of the

first class; Suvigny, second surgeon of the frigate; one Serjeant major ;

Tourtad, master-gunner; Lavilette, passenger for Cape Verd; Coste, sea-

ma!)
; Thomas, pilot; Francois, inspector of infirmary; and Jean Charles,

culdier.

(Signed) </? .

/Ct'V(Oni./f Surgeon."
'"

*):i board the corvette Echo, y y
An-. <>
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PLATE CCCCLXIX.

Plan of Algier, 1784.

THE
annexed plate represents the city, its forts, and the mole, re,

duced from a plan published at Paris in 1785, by Mr. BRION-DE-

LA-TouR, geographic engineer ; to which was annexed a geographical and

histurical notice, of which the following is a translation :

"
Algicr, antiently die Mauritania of Caesar, and Numidia, at present

forms part of Barbary in Afric. It comprehends few cities; there are in

fact vast heaths, which are without towns or even villages, and where the

inhabitants encamp like armies. After the empire of Marocco, it is the

most powerful of the barbaric states ; but Marocco obeys an absolute

despot, whereas Algier is a sort of military aristocracy, under the protec-

tion of the Othmai; Sultan, at the head of which is a sovereign styled Dcy ;

who is elected by the Turkish militia, the only nobility of this country. It

rarely happens that such election is made without effusion of blood, affairs

being for the most part discussed there by the edge of the sword. The

Sultan sends thither from time to time certain officers denominated capicfji-

lashi (i. e. chief-porters), whom the Algerines are obliged to entertain

during the term of their residence, and to heap presents on them
; there-

fore they ge.t rid of them as soon as possible; and the commands of the

monarch are oftener eluded thati respected. The Emperor of Germany,
however, has, by dexterous negotiation, so managed as to render the Othmau
Porte responsible for all injury de>ne to the imperial flag by any of the bar-

baric regencies ; whereas the Other Christian powers, aiming only to

escape the piracy of these barbarians, and to preserve their subjects from

slavery, contract the obligation to make them annual presents, even of

materials for their armaments ! The commerce of Algier, which is almost

entirely in the hands of Jews, is norte of the most flourishing : but the

deficiency is made good by piracy, on which the law of MOHAMMED is

silent, and which even renders such riches to the state, that it has been

estimated that treasure to the amount of 150 millions (lournois') has been

accumulated in the citadel called Al-cassar. Besides the city and district

of Algier, its territory is parted in 3 provinces, to wit, the east, the west,
and the south, the governors of which bear the title of Hey : the first

resides at Constantin, the second at Tlemsen, the third appears to have

no fixed station (but is itenerant according to circumstances). These Beys

pay into the coffers of the state a sum annually, not exceeding 250,000
livres tournois, besides a specific contribution of 117,000 for the troops,

whose standing force is about 20,000 Moorish cavalry. The city of Algier

is situated near the ruins of the ancient Rusucurru : it is a sufficiently

handsome place, and presents an amphitheatrical aspect to the sea, which

is the more agreeable, from the houses having flat-roofs, which serve as

terraces: the narrowness of the streets procures a constant shade, highly

salutary and refreshing in this arid climate. This capital is the richest, as
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ucll as the strongest, place in oil Barhary ; although its defenses are

somewhat irregular and ancient : it is nol large, but extremely populous ;

insomuch that it contains about 100,000 inhabitants, of whom 12 000 are

soldiers, principally renegados, and 40,000 slaves. The Spaniards, under

the reign of FERDINAND and ISABELLA, towards the end of the 15th cen-

tury, extended their conquests along the coasts of Afrca, and sub lued the

A'gnrines, who called to their assistance the famous pirate nick named

BARBA-ROSSA : but he, after delivering them, made himself master of Airier

in 1516, and governed in so despotic a manner, that the people ^ventually

revolted, and sought to shake off the yoke by the very aid of the Spaniards.

After his death, his brother, SHERED DIN, was elected king by the

Soldiery; but shoitly discovering symptoms of disaffection, in 1519 he

adopted the expedient of abdication, and placing his government under the

paramount dominion of the Turkish empire. CHARLES V. besieged Algier

unsuccessfully in 1541. In the commencement of the following century,

the militia, disgusted with the vexations committed by the Turki^i Pashas,

superseded their authority by the election of a Dey (or senior officer), and

established that form of government which has ever since subsisted until

the present day. The English, irritated by the piracies of the Algerines,

destroyed their shipping in 1655, and 1670: the French, from similar pro-

location, bombarded the place in 1682, and 83. It was on this latter

ncc\:i -; ;!i;it die Dcy of Airier uttered that celebrated repartee:
' the

i'V.
'

i ...
;
.'cr;- had only to give me a quarter of the expense he has been at

i' ;;/.,;.'./;/ /,/ rt'.'.y, and I would have undertaken not to leave one stone

i:>\.'.-j c.-'ofi-i'}-." Iii lolO, the Dey BABA^AALI attained the object of

;jtt::n^ i -iii ot the pasha sent from Constantinople, and obtained from the

"
jiermanent union of that title with the dignity of Dey. In 1775,

: ;;,.!(!-, commanded by General O'REILLY, were so rudely repulsed
1

;:efi:jrs, that they determined to take their revengs in 1734, in

>;> with the Portuguese, Neapolitans, and Maltese, under the

i- )ir)'.n;ir:d of Don ANTONIO BARCELO; but this attack was not much
>r!;in'ite thnn the preceding, except that perhaps they indicted a

;

TI ti:e .Barbarians equal to what they themselves sustained : the

:: .e the details of this brief expedition."

i:nvo lr on favorer! with the loan of a curious and scarce old French

: ilci! :

" Histoire de Bnrbarie et de ses corsaires ; ou il est

zcuiit'rnciiiant de leurs rrasurs de lews cruautez de leurs

.,:o tic /cars sortileges ct de plusieurs centres parficularitez re-

; ;. t/,/i/( : ties grandes miseres et des cruels tourments qu'endurent

.. * ..;;'/> purlin/ ccs infideles : par Ic R. P. Fr. PIERRE DAN,
'

i-"
:
-f. L ur dn conuent de la Saintq-Trinile et redemption des

'<'.' !.; ctifizleati dr. Fontaine- blcau, Barhelier en theologie de luV (Taris, \K>7 .) From this work, of 514 pages in small

c translated die ibiiowing passages, as especially analagous

I

L^oiit suVjcct.

;
t' c stipprc&iion of piracy in Cilicia and elsewhere iq
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the Mediterranean, by POMPEY the Great, and his lieutenants, the reverend

author continues :

" This defeat, of which the description is by no means irrelevant, seems

to me the most memorable which has occurred in ancient times; and if I

have detailed it at some length, it is because it teaches us the means of

restraining the cruises and depredations of the barbaric pirates of our day.

This, in my opinion, would not be difficult, if those Christian princes to

whom belong the ports and isles of the Mediterranean, and who hold the

fortresses of the strait of Gibraltar, and elsewhere in the Levant Seas,

would confederate for the common good of Christendom, and would

always keep several vessels well armed and manned, in readiness for the

special service of giving chase to these barbarians, ami tooppose their

violence. I am sure, that if during only 5 or 6 years, we tried perseveringly

to keep their cruizers in check, and leave the sen no longer free to them,
this system would effectually ruin them, and we should get quite rid of the

nuisance."

"
Every year the regency of Algier forms 3 flying camps of so many

companies of yeni-cheris, each composed of 2 or 3 hundred picked men,
more or less according to the nature of the service. Of these, one is

detached to Tlemsin (or Tremezen) of which it assumes the denomination;
the second marches on the side of Bona [Hippona] and Constantine ; the

third moves southward towards Negro land, even into the very desert :

this is considered as seriously taking the field, and the campaign lasts 7 or

8 months. Each corps is commanded by an Agha, who is authorised to

levy an annual contribution called lisme upon the donors and barracks of

the Moors and Arabs, who seldom pay but by constraint and force. For

as it is a kingdom founded upon tyranny and licentiousness, the govern-
ment is ill-recognised by its tributary subjects, who know pretty well when

these armed collectors go their rounds, and therefore, without waiting for

their arrival, decamp with their entire baggage and live stock, and retire

into fastnesses, where they hope to evade or resist the payment of this

odious tax, which is exacted pursuant to an arbitrary assessment on each

fliittcu; according to its reputed population and riches. When money is

not to be had, it is taken in kind by distraint upon every species of

possession,* which is urged to such severe extremity, that sometimes the

very children are carried off as slaves or hostages. Now, it seems a mar-

vellous thing, that one of these bands, of not more than 300 men, should

so easily coerce the natives, who sometimes assemble in bodies of from

7 to 8 thousand: the truth is, that these latter are only armed with

hazegays and cimetars, without address or self-confidence; whereas the

former are experienced warriors, provided with good fire-arms, in the use

of which they are habitually expert. The scribe of the Divan (whose
office corresponds nearly to that of a secretary of state), is ordinarily

charged with the formation and regulation of these camps, which he does

* In short, it seeras a genuine
"

property-tax."
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by selection from a roll or roster, of all the militia receiving pay, wherein

tvery man is registered according to seniority, and an entry is made of the*

times he may have been employed on this service, which must be performed
by rotation, upon pain of stoppage of pay. Although they are mostly foot-

soldiers, yet they are allowed to keep a horse if they think fit
; but the

discipline is so exact, that no camp-followers or useless mouths are per-

mitted, unless it be that some of the chiefs may have slaves to take care of

their hordes. On the eve of their departure, they assemble without the

city-gates, and encamp. To every 10 men there is a Boluok-bashi, or an

Oda-bashl, and a cook from the establishment of the Divan, who is more

particularly charged with preparing the table of the chief officers. The
soldiers' ration consists of ammunition-bread, a little oil and vinegnr, some
rice or cooscoos. If they chuse to have meat or other provisions, they must

purchase it for themselves : but in general they find means to procure it

without expense, when once they have taken the field. The lisine being

collected, it is brought to Algier, ar-d duly accounted for to the Divan by
llie proper officers. It is to be remarked, that one of the principal advan-

tages the soldiery derive from these land cruizes, is that they (those more

especially who march southward) bring back quantities of ostrich -feathers,

which constkue a merchandise light and easy of conveyance, and readily

disposed of to advantage.
'' Fn the year \6'>7 , 3 Algerine ships, conducted by n German renegado

named CoME-MoRAD, were adventurous enough to go so far as Denmark;
where, landing in the island of Iceland, they carried off into slavery several

families living in detached situations, amounting to no less than 400 per-

sons. P>ut not togo so far back: in the year 1631, MORAD Reis, a

.Flemish rencuado, went so far as England, and from England to Ireland,

where making the land towards the evening, he detached about 200 men

in his hunts, who landed at a petty hamlet named Batinor [sic*],
and sur-

prised several fishers who lived in that island. They carried off 237 per-

sons, men, women, children, even to infants in the cradle; which done,

they tocik them av\ay to Algier, where it was a piteous thing to see the poor
creatures exposed to sale. For they then separated women from their

husbands, and children from their parents. Then, a* I said, there was to

he seoii i he husband on one side, and on the other the wife, from whose

nrms they were tearing away the daughter. I learnt this at Algier, from

-t vernl slaves of this very number, who assured me that there was not a

C'nnMiaii who could retrain from tears at the spectacle of so many virtuous

m;<i(icns niul women of respectable condition, abandoned to the brutality
-

; :..,'. -e barbarians," .........................................

[To be continued.]

*
(in ? Baltimore. (Tn.)
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ISSUES OP THE DOCUMENTS ANNEXED UNTO THE REPORT MADE BY TKK

PRESIDENT OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE MEMBERS OF ALL THE ORDERS

OF KNIGHTHOOD IN EUROPE, CONVENED AT VIENNA ON THE 29l

DECEMBER, 1814.

[Continued from page 54.]

No. XIII.

A Letterfrom a Correspondent of the Anti-barbaric Institution, to Admiral

Sir SIDNEY SMITH, President of the Knights' Liberators of White Slaves

in Afric, dated Algier, November, 1815.

SOME
time has now elapsed since the Consul-general of *****

at tin's regency communicated to me a circular, dated Vienna,
'20 January, 1815, and signed by your Excellency in your quality of Presi-

dent of the illustrious association formed in that capital for the benevolent

purpose of relieving, consoling, and liberating the unhappy slaves in Bar-

bary. In that document, inquiry is made into the number, the state, and

the necessities of these unfortunate people, as well as into the means which

could be most usefully employed for restoring them to liberty.

As to the three former points, it will be very easy for me to satisfy

you by telling you all that I myself know upon the subject ;
but as to

the fourth, that is to say, absolute liberty, (which it is right to take into

serious consideration) it might be unsuitable for me to discuss that topic,

without the express authorization of my superiors.

Sixteen hundred men, belonging to almost all the nations of Europe, and

.above all to the kingdom of the Two-Sicilies, are here groaning under the

tyranny of the Algerine regency, doomed to daily and toilsome labor, from

sun-rise until night: they have no other respite than the Friday of every

week, and the two annual muhammedan festivals, and the single Christian

holy-day of Christmas. Their daily food consists of 2 pounds of ammuni-

tion bread, with a few dried beans, or olives; the whole of very bad qua-

lity. They receive once a year a suit of clothes, which will hardly lasc a

month ;
and they have no other resource than the opportunity of asking

alms on their way to and from the place of work to the bagnio-prison,

wherein they remain shut up during the whole day of the above-mentioned

festivals, and on those days of cessation from labor they receive no other

allowance than a single pound of bread; for which they are indebted to a

charitable foundation by an Agha, who having in his youth euduitd thli

t. Cijron. Vol. XXXVI. u
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misery of bondage, left at his death a rent charge upon his real property,

consecrated to that pious purpose.*

It is also essential, as is justly said in your circular, as well for the cause

of religion and humanity, as for the honor of Christendom, to put an end

to this slavery, which disgraces the history of modern Europe; for this

shameful tyranny exists at the very doors ol civilized nations, only because

they choose to tolerate it. It seems to me superfluous, to establish hos-

pitals, or to contribute temporary relief, which could never suffice for the

incurable evil and daily need. The number of persons in want of succour

is very great. I doubt whether a thousand ducats would suffice to furnish

the means of subsistence, even during the few starving holy-days in each

year.

May heaven further your generous thought in favor of these poor
slaves ! no less desirable for the security of commerce, and for the

honor of European nations, Such are my vows ! t I could almost say

my hopes. But if by a fatality which 1 will not allow myself to believe, it

shall prove impossible for you to realize your designs, there is no man of

sensibility who will refuse you the merit of at least having the first used

your endeavors to plead and render triumphant the cause of outraged and

fullering humanity. Among the glorious feats which honor your individual

character, this aL>nc is sufficient to inspire me with eagerness to offer you
my respectful homage.

(Signed)
* * * *

*.t

No. XIV.

r>vT!V\CTS FUOM TIIF. CORRESPONDENCE OF THE AMBASSADOR AND THE

CHAIIGF,- D'AFFAIRES OF TWO OF THE POWERS wno HAVE NOT YET CON-

rLLDI.U TREATIES WITH THE OTHMAN-PORTE.

Eiintct of' a Idler from the Ambassador of the King of Sardinia to the

Prfsii/cut irf' lite KnigfUs-liberators, dated 20 April, 1816.

T)\- the next courier I shall feel it both my dqty and a pleasure to trans-

mit your loiter to the Count de Vallaise, begging him to communicate the

* Ii i- uorthy of re-mark (and be it recorded here in due praise of musulinan

chanty and t!ie integrity of its administration), that under the law of Mohammed,
Tiiicli is fur from hcing so anti-thriitian as is vulgarly supposed, the first who has

contributed to the relief of the poor white slaves is an Algerine Agha ! and that

Jin- tyrannical power which holds them in homlage, nevertheless watches over

the faithful application of this testamentary bequest. This is the Koran What
;iv> the' liilitc ?

" <jo and do thou likewise."

)-
//..c frnt in rofi's .' (Til.)

L Tin- corrc spondent's name is suppressed, in order not to commit this humane

i-.d eir .:.c:ic person ;
whose devotion to this righteous cause is such, that he

i::i> nut !;> Oaterl repeatedly to expose himself to danger in pleading the cause of

hmii.imt v i;< the vc;y face uf the barbarous authority under which this inhumanUy
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lame to the minister of war, and of the marine, the Marquis of Saiut-

Marsan, who will find therein additional proof of the interest you take in

our welfare, for which the King our master will feel beholden to you, as lie

will be charmed to testify personally, if you execute your scheme of going
to Turin and Genoa during the approaching summer. This very interest

which you take will cause you to learn with the more lively satisfaction the

news which 1 have just received, that on the 3d instant, Lord Exmouth,

the British admiral, had concluded in his Majesty's name a treaty of peace
with his Highness the Deif of Algier ; by which there is assured unto the

subjects of his Sardinian Majesty, liberty of commerce and freedom of flag,

without the payment of tribute, either by way of premium for the treaty,

or annual. This consolatory intelligence has been brought to H. M. by
the brig Calypso, and it has been practically promulgated at Genoa by 51

of the King's subjects, redeemed after the rate of 500 piastres a head. It

has been equally agreed, that H. M. should establish a consul-general at

Algier. The fleet under the same admiral was preparing to sail for Tunis

and Tripoli, to the end that a similar peace may be concluded with the'

other barbaric regencies.

Persuaded that you will partake of the very great pleasure which I have

derived from this annunciation, I have the honor to offer you the assurances

of my lively acknowledgment, and of my high consideration, &c.

/

Extract of a Letterfrom the Char'gk-d'Affaires of the Court of Portugal at

that of France to the same, dated 21 April, 1816.

I felicitate you on the peace concluded between Sardinia and Algier, by
the powerful intervention of England : may it be followed by other pacifica-

tions tending to assure the tranquil navigation of the Mediterranean ; and

may the liberal principles of the worthy President of the K ights-liberators

of the white slaves, thereby become less obnoxious to the Porte, as to

operating a change in the political constitution of the barbaric powers,

without dread of European ambition !

itelevauer

Declaration of his Highness MAIIMOOD Basha, Bey of Tunis, addressed unto

his Excellency, Baron EXMOUTH, Knig/it~Grartd-Cn>ss of the most

Honorable and Military Order of the Bath, Admiral of the Blue Squadron

of hi& Britannic Majesty's Fleet, $c.* dated Tunis, 17 April, 1816.

IN consideration of the great interest taken by II. R. H. the Prince-

* Also a member of the institution ef the Knights-liberators of white slaves in

Afric.
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Regent of England, to fix limits to the slavery of Christians, his I!ighnes

the Bey of Tunis being willing to testify his sincere desire to maintain ths

amicable relations which now exist between him and Great-Britain, in

proof of this his pacific disposition, and of his esteem for the European

Powers, with whom his Highness desires to consolidate a durable peace,*

declares, by these presents, that in case of war with any of the said

powers, no captive shall be reduced unto slavery ; but shall be treated with

all possible humanity, as prisoner of vyar, according to the forms adopted
mid practised in Europe ; and that at the end of the war, all such prisoners

shall be exchanged and sent back to their country.

Given per duplicate in our palace of Bardo, near Tunes, the 19th dajr

f the moon Jcmad-al^oual, in the year of the Utgiick 1231.

No. XV.

Translation of a Motion made in the French Chamber of Peer*, on the

9th April, 1816, by the Viscount DE CHATEAUBRIAND.

GENTLEMEN,
1 AM going to have the honor of submitting to you the draft of an address

to tlic King. Its object is to claim the rights of humanity, and to efface,

I will venture to say, the shame of Europe. The Parliament of England,

in ubolishing the black slave-trade,f seems to have indicated to our emula-

tion the object of a more noble triumph : let us cause white slavery to

cease. This slavery exists too long on the coasts of Barbary ; for, by a

peculiar dispensation of Providence, which has placed the example of

chastisement on the spot where the fault, has been committed, Europe pays
for the evils she has introduced to Afric, by rendering back unto it slaves

for slaves !

Gentlemen! I have seen the ruins of Carthage : among those ruins I

I'l'.vr met the successors of the unhappy Christians, for whose deliverance

Sr. I.onis devoted his life a sacrifice. The number of these victims augments
<i:r,lv. Before our revolution, the corsairs of Tripoli, of Tunes, ofAlgier,
:iu<l of Morocco, ULTC kept in check by the order of Malta; our ship*

ruled tlic Mediterranean ; and the standard of PuiLiP-AucvsTus still

made- \\\n infidels tremble : profiting by our discord, they have dared to

insult out Mi.ires. Tht-y have carried off the entire population of an island;

mi n, women, children, young and old, all has been plunged into the most

injhil'ul x rul'jilc. Doth it not remain to the French, born for glory and

fur riii-roiis enterprise, at length to accomplish the work begun by their

lV ic- fat hers. In lYar.ee, the first crusade was preached : it is in France

that '!.; linmicr of the hist must be unfurled ; without, however, departing
iVuin tlic eh;ir;ictcr of our times, aud without employing means no longer

S'-e >'i\ I. of this documentary series, $L. (. xxxiv, 521.

Sec I IK; vote t*f Parliament, wliich immediately follows this article.
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in unison with our manners. I know that for ourselves we hare little to

fear from the powers On the African coast
;
but the more we are self-pro-

tected, the more nobly we shall act in standing forth the opponents of their

injustice. Little trading concerns cannot any longer outweigh the grand

interests of humanity : it is time that civilized nations emancipate
themselves from the shameful tribute which they pay to a handful of

barbarians.

Gentlemen ! If you entertain my proposition, and that, practically

speaking, it may fail elsewhere by extraneous circumstances, at least your
voice will have made itself be heard : there will remain to you the honor of

having pleaded so fair a cause. Such is the advantage of a representative

government, by which every truth can be told, every useful thing pro-

posed ; by which the virtues may be modified without being weakened,

may be conducted to the same end, but by a varied impulse. Thus no

longer knights, we may be illustrious citizens : thus may philosophy boast

of the glory of having obtained in an enlightened century, what religion

attempted in vain during an age of darkness. This is attached to the suc-

cess of my proposition.

Gentlemen ! Be pleased now to hear my motion : That an address be

presented to his Majesty by the Chamber of Peers, humbly praying his

Majesty to order his minister for foreign affairs to write to all the courts in

Europe, in order to open general negotiations with the Barbary-powers,

for inducing those powers to respect the flags of European nations, and to

put an end unto the slavery of Christians.

House of Lords, 5 May, 1814.

Resolved, nemine dissentiente, that the following address be presented t*

H. R. H. the Prince-Regent :

" WE humbly represent to your Royal Highness, that w have seen,

with unspeakable satisfaction, the beneficial and happy consequences of

the law, by which the African slave trade lias been, throughout all his

Majesty's dominions, for ever prohibited and abolished
; and that we rely,

with the fullest confidence, on the gracious assurances, which both his

Majesty and your Royal Highness have condescended to give to us, of your
endeavuurs to obtain, from other powers, that co-operation which is still

necessary for the completion of this great work. It well became Great

Britain, having partaken so largely in the guilt of this' inhuman and un-

christian traffic, to stand forward among the nations of Europe, and openlj
to proclaim its renunciation. This duty we have discharged ; but our obli-

gations do not cease here. The crimes countenanced by our example, and

the calamities created or extended by our misconduct, continue to afflict

an unoffending people. Other European nations still carry on this com-

merce, if commerce it can be called, in the lives and liberties of our fellow-

creatures. By their intervention, its clandestine continuance is encouraged
and facilitated in our own dependencies. By the same cause, the desola-

tion and barbarism of a whole continent are prolonged ; and, unless some
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timely prevention be applied, the returning tranquility of Europe, the

source ofjoy and exultation to ourselves, will be the aera only of renewed

and aggravated miseries to the wretched victims of an unprincipled and

relentless avarice. With all humility, therefore, but with the utmost

earnestness, we supplicate your Royal Highness, that the whole weight and

influence of the Britisli crown may be excited in the approaching negotia-

tions to avert this dreadful evil. In the name of our country, and n the

behalf of the interests of humanity, we entreat that the immediate and total

abolition of the slave trade may be solicited from all the sovereigns of

Europe. No moment we think, was ever yet so favourable, for stipu-

lating a joint and irrevocable renunciation of those barbarous practices, and

for promulgating, by the assembled authority of the whole civilized world,

a solemn declaration, that, to carry away into slavery the inhabitants of

unoffending countries is, to violate the universal law of nations, founded,
as that law must ever be, on the immutable principles of justice and reli-

gion. It is on those sacred principles, the safeguards of all lawful govern-

ment, the bulwarks of all national independence, that we wish our pro-

posal to be rested; on them we rely for its success: recommended, as it

will be, not by the exhortations only, but by the example of Great Britain,

and addressed to the rulers of those states, which have themselves so sig-

nnlly been rescued by Providence from danger and destruction ; from

internal desolation, and from subjection to a foreign yoke. On all it

must, we think, impress itself with equal force; whether they be ranked

among the deliverers or the delivered ; among those whom a merciless op-

pression had already overwhelmed, or among ihose whose moderation and

justice in success have added lustre even to the firmness of their resistance,

nd to the glory of their victories. No worthier thanks, we confidently

believe, can be offered to Provideace for past protection ; on no better

grounds can future blessings be solicited, than by the recognition and dis-

charge of the great duties which we all owe alike, to the rights, the liberty
and the happiness of our fellow-creatures.''

EXPEDITION AGAINST ALGIER.

WITHSTANDING the recent dazzling success of our arms before

Airier, which simply estimated as a naval exploit is perfect, we
still deem it seasonable 10 reprint an article from one of the early volumes
of the J3at>al Glfjraucle,* that comprises the deliberate opinion of an emi-

nent seaman and statesman, demonstrating the danger and uncertainty

through which the propitious star of England, and the dauntless valor of
her sons have successfully carried her through, on the occasion of this

second edition of Copenhagen. But it must not be forgotten that the

inland political object of the institution for the abolition of white slavery

* See B- C. viii, 161, for the year 1802,
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cannot yet be said to be permanently assured by a mere capitulation at

the cannon's mouth.

Thoughts relative to an Expedition against Algier.

" Whosoever knows Algier, cannot be ignorant of the strength of it; the

inhabitants consist principally of desperate rogues and renegados, that

Jive by rapine, theft, and spoil, having renounced God and all virtue, and
become reprobates to all the Christian world. This town is, and has been
of so great annoyance to the Christians lying over against it, that they
have been oftentimes forced to attempt it by surprise; but still have
failed of their designs, either by intelligence the town has had, or by their

carefulness to defend it ;
for no man but must think that a t*wn which

depends on its own strength, being in continual dangers of stratagems, and
sutlden surprises from the bordering enemies, both Moors and Turks, who
have the convenience of gallies to transport and land an army at pleasure,
will be extraordinary watchful and circumspect to fortify itself, and with-

stand all dangers that can betal it.

And if those Christian countries that lie open to the places aforesaid,
could never prevail in their sundry attempts, being n'gh them, and having

convetiiency to embark and transport an army without suspicion or

rumour, and to be succoured by the islands of Minorca and Majorca, if

necessity required, but especially having intelligence with some of the

town for the delivery of it, s about fourteen years since it happened, by
the practice of a renegado, called Sp'mola, which failed, what hope have
we then to prevail, who cannot so secretly furnish an army or fleet, but

that all the world must ring of it in their gazettes and other intelligences?
Or if it be once known in Marseille, it cannot be concealed many hours

from Algier, there being a settled trade and correspondence between
those two cities.

But allowing our designs to be kept secret till the very time we arrive

upon that coast, yet the warning will be sufficient for a garrison town of

less force, and fewer men than Algier, to prevent a surprise.
In such a case as this the time and wind is principally to be regarded;

for a large wind that is good to carry a fleet into a landing place in an

open bay, will he dangerous if it over-blow upon a lee shore, and it will

make so great a sea, that it will be impossible for men with their furniture

and arms to land without apparent danger; and what resistance a few

men are able to make, I leave fo consideration.

On the other side, if we ply into the bay with a scant wind, and it gives
tis a good entrance to land, by reason of the smoothness of the sea, yet
the defendants shall have these advantages; they will descry us from the

shore a long time before we can draw near, and consequently can have
time sufficient to withstand our landing. With their gallies they may cut

off our boats with our men, if ships ride not within command of the shore;
besides many other casualties the sea and weather afford. Besides, our

boats can land hut the third part of our men at once; by which means we
shall attempt to land hut with the third part of our army; and if we do it

near the town they will still have warning enough ; or if it be far off the

march will he inconvenient, and they warned by fires.

But if we fail of surprising Algier, and they attempt it by siege, we have

neither necessaries to land our ordnance, nor to rlraw it to a place fit to

raise a battery, wanting engines, cattle, and other conveniences for that

purpose. It must be considered how to relieve our siege, and defend our

besiegers against the sullies of the town, which have ten men to one of
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our's. We must likewise forecast, if we fail of the attempt, to bring off" our

men with safety, as a point of great providence in a commander.
Whosoever shall enterprise Algier, his greatest strength by sea must be

in gallics, which can run near the shore, and command the landing place
with their ordnance; or if an enemy draw down his forces there to with*

stand him, he may soon bring about his gallies, quit that place, and land

where he shall see no danger: ships cannot do so when they are at anchor,
but must have wind and tide for their purpose.

But all I can say is nothing to what follows; for you must understand
the Algerines are a sort of outlaws, or miscreants, that live in enmity with
all the world, acknowledging the great Turk in some measure for their

sovereign, but no farther than they please themselves. Now that part of

Bnrbary where Algier is seated, is a spacious and fruitful country, and
abounds in numbers of people; and though the king of it be a Mohamedan,
as well as the Algerines, yet they live in perpetual hatred and war; but so,

that if either of them is attacked by Christians, they will presently join as

partners in mischief; and we shall no sooner land, but be welcomed by
three or four score thousand of these ungodly people. Having shewn the

impossibility of taking Algier, either by surprise or siege; now shall

follow the little use we can make of it; either to annoy the King of Spain
or any other potentate; as also the small profit we shall make of it; no,
not so much as to defray the tenth part of the garrison, or any hope to go
further with a conquest.

If it be conceived to lie conveniently to annoy the King of Spain, or

any other enemv, it will prove otherwise, considering the distance from

England to be relieved, and the many casualties we shall undergo at sea,

having neither the Christian nor Turkish shore to friend, and yet we must
sail ia the Mediterranean, where we cannot pass unseen or unmet, because
of its narrowness.

Ihe harbour of Algier which must entertain us, is of so small a com-

pass, that it will not receive above twenty ships, which number, and no

more, we must -allow both to annoy and defend ourselves from all enemies,
either Christian or Turkish.

The place affords neither victuals, powder, masts, sails, ropes, or other

necessaries that belong to ships; and if there be but a want of the least

ol them, Fniibml alone must supply them. Then consider the charge
anil danger tliut is likely to follow to this little purpose; for the expense
is certain, and less than five thousand men cannot be allowed for garrison,
:ui<l the t'.venty tail of ships aforesaid. The profit and advantage that can
be made of it, iiuibt be by theft and rapine by sea, which the Turks cannot
sitV-.-rd us, they having Jittle or no trade in shipping. The princes of

J:i:ly are in the same condition; and therefore our only hope must depend
mi the spoils of Spain, which we cannot expect in the Strait, they
having no tiade of importance upon those coasts; and what we shall take
v.itiiout the Stiait we shall sooner do from England than Algier; and

psi/es ',o taken will be sooner and safer brought for England than carried

to Aigier, where they must pass so many dangers, as I have said before.

\Vhen this following action against the Turkish pirates was in agitation,
it was Mjliciied by the late Lord High-Admiral of England, the Earl of

i ho not long after resigned his office to the Duke of Buck-
10 lr. ing young, and infected with the disease of \outh, to

u fltttery, gave car to those that thought to make use of his

the Kmg, and advised him to promote this voyage, promising
>imd to his everlasting honor at the first entrance into hi*

t vent of it shall appear to be caused by the ill management
doubt but the intention was to be commended, uud the
us to lie Ihtmcd."
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ASIA.

on the Geography of the coast of China, and the sea eastward?

illustrative, of a chart comprehending the coasts and seas from the river

of Canton to the Southern Islands of Japan. By JAMES BURNEY,

Esq. R.N.

[Continued from page 160.]

THE Banks of Formosa were noticed both by De La PEROTTSE and

BROTJGHTON. How much and how blameably the East Indian geogra-

phy of VAN KEULEN has been neglected by later geographers, appears by
these banks being laid down (as far as I have seen) only in VAN KEULEN.
Great attention was paid in furnishing both the French and English naviga-
tor with all requisites, Mr. De La PEROUSF. especially, with geographical
information ; yet neither of them had any knowledge of the existence of

these batiks, until with their ships they came into danger. Mr. De La
PEROUSE being near the S.S.W. end of the Pong-hou Isles, found abrupt
variations of depth from 40 to 11 fathoms

;
but did not come into less than

11 fathoms. The south-eastern extremity of this bank, was estimated to

be in latitude 22 52' N". De La PEROUSE says,
"

this sudden shoaling was

not the soundings of the coast of China from which we were 30 leagues

distant, -but of a bank which is not laid down upon the charts." Captain
BROUGIITON likewise, near the South-western Islands, came into 3 fathoms

water: it was in the night, and the land was not seen to enable him to

note the bearings or distance ;
but it is probable he was very close to oi>e

of the islands. Captain BROUGHTON describes the Pong-hou Isles to be
"" a -cluster of rocks, some even with the water." It is therefore to be

supposed that the uneveniiess of bottom may extend to some distance round

them in all directions.

The Lequios, or Lieou Kieou Islands, were first made known to Euro-

peans by information from the Chinese. In 1584, Francisco Gali, a Spanish

pilot, sailing from China towards New Spain, came near, but not in sight

of the Lequios, and was informed by a Chinese mariner, that they wet

many islands with good ports. HLSSKL GERRITZ has laid down the Lequios
not much amiss in situation, but in a shape that shews he had no ae"

quaintance with their coasts. In the year 1?19, the Emperor of China

sent a Doctor of the Empire, named SUPAO KOUANG, as ambassador to the

King of the Lieou-Kit-ou Islands. The Doctor returned in 1720, and in

17S1 printed, in two volumes, a narrative of his voyage. From this pub-

lication, a description of the Lieou Kieou Islands is given in the Lettres

Edifiantes, accompanied with a chart, drawn to accord with the Chinefce

Memoires, by P. GAUBTL, a Missionary who was at Peking.* The chart,

* Lettres Edifiantes, Voi. xxiii. edit. 1TU1.

Vol. XXXV. * *
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though far from correct, corresponds extremely well, in the general charac-

ter of the size and position of the islands, with what has since been learnt

concerning them. These islands were visited in 1796-7, by Captain
BROCGHTON ;

and in 1803, by the Frederick, of Calcutta. Captain TOURY
touched at several parts of the principal island, and at other islands of the

gronpe ;
and made a chart of them, which,- in the parts near his track, is

very circumstantial. From the charts of Captain BUOUGHTON and of Cap-
tain ToniiY, which agree in all the maip particulars, the Lieou Kieou

Islands are here laid down. Captain TORRY was not more successful in

his endeavours to trade at these islands than at Nangasaki. The trade of

the Chinese with the Lieou-Kieous is carried on principally from Fou-

cheou-fou, in the province of Fokien.

The islands between the Lieou-Kieou and Formosa have many of them

teen seen by De LaPiiRoussand BROUGUTON, whose descriptions fully con*

firm the Chinese accounts, as communicated by the Rev. P. GAUBIL, and

do credit to Chinese geography. Several of the islands in P. GAUBIL'S

chart hare been identified by personal intercourse of Captain BROUGiiToif

with the inhabitants. The Pat-chong-chan, Tay-ping-chan, Ou-korni,

Kou-mi-chan, Mat-chi-chan, and Lun-hoang-chan, or Sulphur Mountain

of P. (JATBIL'S chart, are clearly recognised, as well from position as from

similitude of name, in the Pat-chu-san, Typin-san, Koru-mak, Komi-sang,

and Temat-chi, seen by Captain BROUGHTON, and in the Sulphur Island,

seen by Captain TORRY. The greatest error in P. GAUBIT.'S chare seems

to be in the shortness of the distance between Tay-ping-chan and Pat-

tJ:oiir-cha;i. It is necessary to mention that the islands laid down on the

authority of Captain BROUGHTOH, I have copied from his manuscript
chart.

'Mr. DE LA PKT.OUSE saw a small island in latitude 24 33' N. and longi.

tu;io 1 ^ !' i'/. from the S,E. point of Botel Tobago. lie passed by its west

sl(k', riini lias marked it in his chart with the name of Koumi. Captain
IJiioi-fjiiTOJS1 saw a single small island nearly in the same latitude, and

sibov.t 20' more eastward ; but neither of these can be Koumi, which is

S.JK ritki! to be the largest of the nine islands which lie most to the south-

wist of tiic Ci/cat Lieou-Kieou. The situation assigned to Koumi by
I'. (JAICII.'S Chart and Memoir, is to the west of Pat-chong-chan; and

other iia lie iiliirs of the description of Koumi seem to correspond with the

island Iloclio-okoko of Captain BROUGHTOM'S chart.

Inu in VAN KI-.ULEN'S chart of Formosa is inserted a notice near the

cast ci-a-t, in latitude about 23 40' N. that at the distance of 19 or 20
miks (Hutch miles) due east from that part of Formosa, lies Harp's
I>!:ii,<!. VAN KIIULEX'S chart did not extend so far eastward, and there-

rare tic notice . as inserted. The direction and distance being specified iii

ct a manner, have the character of proceeding from substantial

iKuhon; v. Harp's Island may possibly be Koumi. HESSEL GERRITZ and a
chart in \"AI.I:MV.\, both mark islands on the east side of Formosa, within

];:rj!:f of the north-east coast.

."..a-i-hern islands of GAUBIL'S chart were seen by both Mr.
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De La PEROTSE and Captain BROUGHTON, and are marked by Mr. De La

PEUOUSE with the names Iloa-pin-su and Tia-oy-su.

The islands N.N.E. of ttie great Lieou-Kieou, between that and Japan,

are laid down from the charts of Captains COLNET and BROUGHTON, and

of Captain TORRY.

The islands laid down as above mentioned between Formosa and Japan,

comprehend nearly all that are in P. GAUBIL'S chart. I have entered the

small island Ykima from P. GAUBIL, giving it a little more distance from

the island Typinsan, as it was not seen by Captain BROUGHTON, who sailed

by the south side of Typinsan.
With the northern Bashee Islands the chart terminates southward.

la ANSON'S voyage, Botel Tobago and the northern Bashees were

seen at the same time, not from the deck, hut from the topmast head,

consequently their bearings could not be taken with great exactness; but

they were remarked to bear "
about N.N.W. and S.S.E. from each other."

Mr. De La PEROUSE estimated the channel between Botel Tobago Xirna,

and the northernmost Bashee islands, to be 16 leagues wide, and the lati-

tude of the northernmost Bashee 21 9'| N. The missionary ship, the

Duff, passed through the channel in 1797. It is an odd, and certainly an

unlucky similarity of circumstance, that in DeLa PEROUSE'S voyage, a plan
should have been made of the relative position of all these islands, the result

of more than 200 bearings, taken by Mr. BERNIZET, who sailed with

Mr. De La PEROUSE ; and that also in the Missionary ship the Dufi", a

plan of the northern Bashees should have been made by Mr. WILSON, the

chief mate; that a history of each of these voyages should have been given
to the public ;

and that in each of the publications, so useful a plan should

have been omitted ! On examining the MS. plan by Mr. WILSON, with

chart No. 43 of De La PEROUSE'S voyage, which is of the sea eastward from

China, and with De La PEROUSE'S narrative, the following differences are

found : the northernmost Bashee island is in Mr. WILSON'S plan placed in

latitude 21 4' N. which is a difference of full o' in the altitude. Another

difference is, that in the chart to Mr. De La PEROUSE'S voyage, near the

northern isle on its western side, is a smaller isle or rock ; whereas in

Mr. WILSON'S plan the northern isle has two such companions, one near

its north-eastern, the other near its south-western part. This want of

agreement is the more remarkable, as both Mr. De La PEROUSE'S ship
and the missionary ship passed to the north of all the islands, and they
must have been seen in the same directions from both.

I have been favored with a chart of the eastern side of the Bashee

islands, by Captain A. MURRAY, of the East India Company's ship the

Earl-Howe, who sailed close along that side of the Bashees in December
1805. Captain MURRAY places the northernmost island in 21 8' N.

;
but

this latitude is deduced back from the run per log to the southernmost

island, close to which the latitude was observed, giving for the most

southern part 20 17' N. I take Mr. De La PEROUSE'S latitude for the

northern Bashee; i.e. 21 9|' N. as an error the other way would be the

most liable to lead into danger ; and this higher latitude is corroborated
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by Captain HORSBURGH'S chart of the Bashees lately published, wherein
the most northern Bashee reaches to 21 10'N.

The most important part of Captain HORSBURGH'S chart, and to shew
which was its principal design, is a dangerous reef, situated nearly in

mid-channel between the north Bashee and Botel Tobago Xima, not be-

fore marked in any chart, and of which this is the first public notice given-

Captain HORSBURCII mentions in his chart, that in January, 1800, the

Swedish ship Oster-Gothland, commanded by Captain GADD, made a reef

in lat. 21 45'N. by observation, and when in one with the east-end of

Botel Tobago Xima, it bore N. f W. In July 1809, the ship Cumbrian,.

* In order to afford the reader a fair specimen of the graphic execution of the

chart referred to in che text, the HYDROGRAPHLR has selected that portion with

which it terminates to the South-east-ward, comprising the celebrated island of

Formosa, and HORSBURGH'S, very useful determination of the Cumbrian shole :*-

JFLi

Cwiibrioot, avtf
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commanded by Captain TATE, saw a reef with several of the rocks above

water on its western part, lying in the same direction from Botel Tobago

Xirna, but in latitude deduced from good observations on the pr^eding
and next succeeding noon, 21 55' N. Concerning the situation of the

reef or reefs I am the more particular, because Mr. De La PEROUSE was

a whole day becalmed in mid-channel between Botel Tobago Xima and the

north Bashee, without seeing any reef, although his track in chart No. 43

of his published voyage, is drawn making a perfect zig-zag over and about

the very spots pointed out ly Captain GADD and Captain TATE. This led

me to suspect that the south-end of Formosa had been mistaken for Botel

Tobago Xima, and that the Vele Rete Rocks had consequently been sup-

posed a new discovered reef. I communicated my conjectures to Captain*

HORSBURGH, who was so obliging as to send me very satisfactory extracts

from the journals of the above-mentioned ships, whereby it appears that

Captain GADD, steering a westerly course, soon after leaving the reef,

made the south end of Formosa, bearing N.W. b. W. : and that Captain
TATE saw the Northern Bashees at the same time the reef was in sight;

Captain HORSBURGH is of opinion, that the reef seen by the Cumbrian is

the same which was seen by the Oster Gothland. Admitting this to be

the case, which is extremely probable, a difference of ten miles in the lati-

tude by observation cannot satisfactorily be accounted for otherwise than

by supposing error on each side, and the truth between. I have thought
it best to mark both in the chart ; but the Directors of the East India

Company will see the necessity of causing a channel now so much fre-

quented by their ships, to be carefully examined and surveyed.

The figure given to the Praia is nearly the same as in VAN KEUIUEN.

In the return from Captain COOK'S last voyage, November 1779, we wer

near the Praia
;

so near indeed, and to windward, that it being in thf

night, and blowing strong, we were in considerable danger, and doubtful

whether there was room to veer the ship, or whether we should make sail,

and endeavour to tack. At day-light, in running along the south side, we
observed two remarkable patches near the edge of the reef, that looked

like wrecks.

The iitland with the name Amsterdam, near the eastern edge of the

chart, is laid down from the Dutch charts.

The Abrojos is from an old Spanish chart, and according to the SpaniA
table of latitudes and longitudes in the Nuvegacion itspeculativa.

Having had occasion, in writing a third volume of the History of the

TMrly Voyages and Discoreries, to notice the settlements of Europeans on

Formosa, and to give a short history of European intercourse with Japan,
the present chart was undertaken to accompany, and to explain the narra-

tive ; but believing it to be fit for sea use, I have been induced to publish

it separate, and without waiting the completion of the work for which it is

intended. This will account for its want of extent southward
;

also for th

projection being circular, and for the chart not being on a larger scale.

With respect to the projection, however, the mariner should not complain

cf want of accommodation, when, as in the present case, every degree is
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ruled, and he is thereby furnished with compass and scale close at Land Tfl

every part of the chart, by intersections which mark the four cardinal

points, and give him a measure of twenty maritime leagues. The projec-

tion is*>ri the principle of that called the globular, the aim of which is to

preserve one proportion in the distances, and a uniformity of scale through-

out the chart, and is constructed according to a theorem for determining the

curvatures of the parallel arcs, as explained in the appendix to the first

volume of the Early Discoveries.

January, 1811.

&3* The reader desirous of more ample information touching the coasts,

&c. alluded to in the foregoing memoir, is referred to the JB. <. xxiv, 290 ;

xxx, 214; to the Asiatic Annual Register for 1809, vol. xi, and to HORS-

BURGH'S India- Directory, part ii, and in the Additional Appendix to the

same. The latter work especially presents the following descriptions:

Formosa : (or Pakan, called also Tay-wan, or Ty-oari) is about 70

leagues in length, extending nearly N.N.E. and S.S.W. the land is generally

high, up the country, but low in some places sea-ward; with soundings near

the shore, particularly on the west side. On the southern part is a high

double-peaked mountain, discernible 20 leagues in clear weather, from

which the land slopes down to a low projecting point called the South cnpe,

orS.E. point of Formosa. This point is situated in latitude 2154'N.

longitude 121 5' E. by mean of many chronometers and observations of

(J * ;
and bears about W. f S. from the west end of Botel-Tobago-

Xima, di-tant 13 leagues. N.E.ward of the point there is a village, with

f, harbour for small vessels ; and there is said to be-soundings near it on

the west siiic. N.W.ward of this cape about 13 leagues, is Lamay isle,

situate:! about 3 or "}2 leagues distant from the coast, with soundings be-

t'.vecu. About 13 or 14 leagues farther northward lies the harbour of

Ty-oan (formerly the Dutch settlement of Fort Zeeland), with a table-hill

inland E.S.E.ward. This harbour, and the other inlets along the same

coast, are mostly fronted by shoals
;
and from the entrance of the river

r,>i;-ka;:, in latitude 23 25' W. sand banks project 3 or 4 leagues to the

oliing. Ty-oan will not admit vessels drawing above 8 feet, and the other

inlets tils'.) are shoal. The northern extremity is in 25" 18' N. 121 34' E.
the X.\V. point in 2oll'N. 121 C'E. the N.E. point in 2511'N.
i'.'j .3o'K. by chronometers. There is a group of three islots off the N.E.

point, vvith a safe channel within about S or 4 leagues wide. Formosa
once bdoiiircd to the Dutch East-India Company: but in 1662, the Dutch
were expelled, after sustaining rf siege of 9 months from a Chinese rebel

named CII.XIMA, before they surrendered the citadel. Soon after this*

the island was united to the empire of China; and Europeans have no
inurciiur c with tins island at present.

The- Cntnbrian-reef described in the India Directory, Part ii, page 305,
seems to Law.- been seen very distinctly by H.M.S. Cormvallis, as will ap-
pear by tl.fr following extract from the Journal of Lieutenant Smyth, who

liccr of that ship at ihe time the reef was seen :

"
January 6th,
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1808, being under double reefed topsails, going about 8 knots, at Hh. 50

minutes A.M. saw the island Botel-Tobago-Xirna bearing N.N.W. distant

8 or 9 leagues. At 11 h. 50 min. \vc suddenly observed the water to break

a-head, and soon after perceived the rocks : on which we bore up, and

passed to leeward of them, keeping them pretty close aboard. At noon the

breakers on the rocks bore N. 47 E. distant l mile, our latitude then

214l'N. and we make this reef in latitude '21 42' N. and due south

from Little Botel-Tobago-Xima." It is remarkable, that the latitude

assigned to this reef by the Cornwallis, differs 7g miles from the observa-

tions of Captain TATE, of the Cumbrian, and agrees nearly with the latitude

assigned to it by Captain GADDI The latitude of this dangerous reef

seem*, therefore, not perfectly determined ; but as Captain TATE had

favourable observations, his position of the reef is probably nearest the

truth (particularly, as cloudy weather prevented the Cornwallis from ob-

taining a satisfactory observation at noon.) To avoid it, ships should bor-

row either towards the North Bashee island?, or keep near the Botel-

Tobago-Xima isles, as the reef is not much to the northward of the

mid-channel track.

AFRIC.

MR. IIYDROGRAPHER, 18th AltgUSl, 1816.

THE Quarterly He-view, No. xxix, just published, contains the follow-

ing passage, pnge 155, which appears very singular, and certainly does

not reflect any credit on those who administer the naval affairs of this

nation. I hope it is not true ;
but finding it so positively stated, I am

ratherinclinedtogiveitcreder.ee. It is as follows :
" Our knowledge

of this interesting coast [Barbary] from Cape Bon to Alexandria, is very

imperfect, stiil more so that of the interior. 'Not even the latitudes and

longitudes of a single cape or headland have been determined with any

degree of accuracy." Good heavens ! can this be possible? Are we then

totally ignorant, and possess a Board that we are told are unremitting in

their endeavors to serve the country. They have an officer who fills the

situation of Ilydrographer ;
but I cannot suppose the fault rests with him,

th?t " not even the latitudes and longitudes of' a single cape or headland

hate been determined Kith any degree (if accuracy on the Burbary shores."

He, I suppose, has not the means of employing officers in surveying. The

power rests not with him. There seems to be somewhere a narrow system

of policy, which, I fear, xvill one day prove ruinous to Britain's pride.

By this glaring defect, which must be well known where the means to

remedy it exists, we are in ignorance of a coast that we had a fleet cruising

on and off for years ! 'Tis possible no opportunity occurred for its being

then examined ; but let me ask, has any means been taken down to this

time to ascertain and remove that which is a disgrace to us as the greatest

maritime power in the world ? It would be an insult to the naval pro-

fession to say that officers cannot be found competent to the task. There

9re many whose abilities are well known in this science; and it is greatly

to be lamented, that now peace is arrived they are not so employed.

Now I am upon this subject, let me ask, whether any means have yet
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been taken to supply the descendants of the Bounty's mutineers on Pit-

cairn Island (of whom I read an interesting account in your JB. C. for

1815, pp. 217, 377) with implements of agriculture, &c. as was stated in the

daily papers some months since, and was then to be immediately done. If

not, it is a stigma on the nation, and calls loudly for the interference of

Parliament at it's meeting.

t/V avtqafor.7
AMERICA.

MR. HVDROGRAPHER, July 26th, 1816.

As the pages of the NAVAL CHRONICLE bear ample testimony of the

lively interest which you take in the affairs that concern the good of man-

kind in general, but more especially so in those connected with our mari-

time interests, 1 have to solicit your attention to the following subject,

which, I trust, will meet your concurrence and support.

The boldest seamen accustomed to pass through the celebrated strait of

Florida, freely acknowledge that the navigation therein is extremely

perilous, not only from its circumscribed limits, and the frequency of heavy
adverse yalcs there to be met with ; but also, and more particularly, from

reefs, eddy-currents, and in-draughts on the shores bounding it on either

side
;
and it is notorious that great numbers of vessels, both king's ships

and merchantmen, have suffered shipwreck from one or other of these

causes, but we may say ofteuer from the latter enumerated dangers ;
on

these occasions, property to an immense value was entirely lost, and what

is of greater moment, more valuable lives.

The Carysfort reef, situated off Sound Point, appears to be the most

formidable danger within the Strait;* and it is really surprising, that not-

withstanding the revenue of this country, and many merchants, planters,

underwriters, &c. have experienced great injury, and considerable losses, in

C'.r.secjuence of vessels being wrecked on this reef, they should have neg-
lected to erect a light-house, which would have in a great degree, if not

totally, prevented a repetition of such calamitous circumstances.

One would imagine, that on the score of humanity, leaving out of the

(]ue-tion ii,e benefit to be derived, that government would of itself have

performer! this needful service, after the necessity of it had been pointed
on; -o fully by one of our judicious and experienced officers.

L Jiquesiionably it is a point of no small importance to be gained, and not

* " Ahnut tlic latitude of 25 lies Sound point, and the great inlet : the be-

ginning of the bhoal denominated Carysfort reef is found here, and extends

miiii- (ii.stai'.cp, owing to Uiis reef, to the great inlet, at its southern extremity, to

li.e tin ;::n_; of the coast, the current being thrown over towards this point, by
:!i'j (

-!>;>'.
Hiio. i it meets with from point Jaco, and the bank of salt and double-

JitM'-ted-shot Lays ; all these circumstances make the indraught the greater, and

I'nt of Carysfort Ueef, the danger is greater to those who approach"
i; .1 ii, i!.,ui ui ;;ny oilier point affected by the Gulph treara f

"
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Only so to our own commercial countrymen, but alsp to the traders of other

nations connected with that part of the world ; and in making this commu-

nication, 1 am influenced with the hope, that by bringing the subject again

before the public, it may draw the attention of some one of the parlies

whom it concerns.

That all of them by the project being carried into execution would be

gainers honestly none can deny. It therefore now only remains for me,
without further comment, to lay down the words of an intelligent officer

who wrote on the subject, and which, for the sake of humanity, for the

prosperity of that branch of our maritime commerce, and the welfare of

every honest trader, I most sincerely hope may have due effect.

" In the European seas, where dangers threaten seamen, the beacon

by day, and the light by night, warn them of the lurking enemy : why
should the same nations neglect their adventurous sons when contending
with the dangers of distant regions ? England and Spain, at their joint ex-

pense, could have easily erected upon Sound Point, or Carysfort reef, si

tower of one hundred and fifty,
or twp hundred feet in height, which also

might have answered the purpose of a light-house. Then mariners, instead

of entering that passage full of doubts and apprehensions, would have

boldly attempted its navigation, certain of beholding a director which

would have been hailed as the pole star of the Gulph of Florida, the Pharos

oT that region. The merchants in Great-Britain, trafficking to the Island

of Jamaica, the Gulph of Honduras, and Bay of Campeachy, and the

planters and settlers in these territories, could have undertaken and

executed so useful a work, while the Floridas belonged to this country ;

and now, in conjunction with Spain, what should prevent its execution ?

It is true Spain has never been willing to render any aid to
navigation

which

might direct strangers in the seas contiguous to her foreign possessions; but

every selfish objection on her part to assist in erecting so useful a monument
for the safety of commerce, must now be done away, as she knows other

nations are as well acquainted with the Gulph of Florida as herself. All ves-

sels, of whatever nation, passing to the northward or southward, might be

made liable to a toll, to defray the expenses of repairs and attendances.

A difficulty presents itself in the collection, which might be avoided, by

causing it to be done in the ports of Cuba, Jamaica, the Spanish-Main
north of Terra-Firms, and in all those situated in the Gulph of Mexico.

Every vessel entering these ports to pay, even if they chose the windward

passage, unless an exception were extended to those near the east-end of

Cuba. Such a plan could be arranged without any difficulty between the

British and Spanish governments ; and, as many Americans pass that way,
those that did not enter British or Spanish ports, should pay in the

Missisippi to whatever port bound."

cn. Vol. XXXVI.
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India Directory, or directionsfor sailing to andfrom the East-Indies, China,
New- Holland, Cape of Goud Hope, Brazil, and the interjacent ports ;

compiled chiejly from originaljournals at the East-India-house, and from
observations and remarks n<ade during twenty-one years experience naviga-

ting in those seas. By JAMES HORSBURGH, F.R.S. Hydrographer to the

H. E. I. C. Volume first: second edition, 4to, pp. 446. (London
1816.)*

IN submitting a second edition of this work to the public, and to those

navigators who frequent the oriental seas, the author expresses himself

thankful for their candid reception of the first edition, and speaks with a

just confidence of the increased utility of the present publication.
Mr. HORSBURGH we understand has devoted a great portion of the last

seven years to correcting, re-writing, and enlarging this edition of the first

volume, with much general linformation, besides particular discoveries

made since the original publication of the India Directory. The result of

his researches and industry will be perceived more particularly by refer-

ence to the under-mentioned places, the descriptions of which have either

Lcen re-cast, or comprehend fresh origina matter: viz.

Geographical sites of headlands and harbors on the coasts of France,

Spain, and Portugal Canary Isles Western Afric Brazil and La Plata

I.onvct's island Diego Alvarez (or Cough's) Island Tristan DaCunhat
Kastern Afric Doddirigton rock Australasia t Van-Diemen's land

Arabia Gulph of Persia nearly all re-written, with important additions

and corrections Aldabra iiles Maldiva isles Gulf of Manar Ceylon
Bengal Malacca strait: with many other useful observations and

directions too numerous to be specified in this limited literary notice.

We cannot however dismiss this part of the subject without particularly

directing the hydrographic reader to the elucidation of discordant accounts
or' certain dangers, and to much lost knowledge restored from original

journals. The author acknowledges to have derived valuable information
ironi the elaborate surveys of the late distinguished navigator FLINBERS,
r.nd speaks in terms of due commendation of the most recent accession

to our stock of nautical literature the" Maritime Geography" of that able
an I ^cicntilic oth'cer at present engaged in the arduous task of investigating
tin potomography of Afric, Captain J. H. TUCKEY, R. N.

With these augmentations, and a perceptible increase of diligence in

corrcrt'iig errors of the pen and of the press, we dp not hesitate to

c\; ress our confident hope that the utility of ibis new edition of the India

suiting director!/ to seamen will prove as great as the author's benevolent
solicitude for their safety, and his patriotic zeal to promote the naval pros-

perity of Britannia,

*
P-riba' CfjronirtCi vol. xxvi, p. 151; xxviii, 441; xxix, 315; xxxii, 68;

xxxv, 1 -,u, ;;!, -Ui, 496'.

r '>'( ;n > iioi M)iry 'o avail ourselves of this occasion to correct our misnomer
o! "

'I risuin it' .Ifuithu" in vol. ?(xvi, p. 225. Our erroneous conjecture as to the

jirup'-r uri;,i );.ruj,li\ >f ibis Portuguese proper name has since been rectified by
tli. l.'tltcr n-iidiiii: Dii-Cunha.

{ A "ij_M'iii< am and sonorous nnme which we hope will ultimately supersede
t

1 '. M-II TIILT ;i'id
prripiir-slic

" New-Holland."
?

,
Portrait and memoir, JB.GU Vol. xxxii, p. 177".



AN ODE TO PEACE.

To more of steel, of arms no more,

Be hush'd the cannon's dreadful roar,

Be mute the trumpet's breath ;

The war-horse proud to labour yield,

That bore the bravest thro* the field,

And spurn'd at wounds and death.

Enough of guns, since ev'ry foe,

Upon the globe is made to know,
Our wisdom, means, and pow'r ;

Trafalgar shall their navies teach,

And Waterloo their fears shall reach,

Intrench'd behind a tow'r.

They never shall forget, from now,

St. Vincent, Saum'rez, mighty Howe,
Or Stuart of high renown

;

The valiant Abercrombie's worth

As Duncan from the hardy North,
In battle awful shone.

Nor Wellington from furthest Spain,

Who back upon their native plain,

Drove legions in despite ;

Their ramparts, then, were too confin'd,

The forests few, and hard to find,

The hills unsafe for fight.

For Buonaparte, a gen'ra! great,

In every art of war complete,
Was hurl'd from off his throne ;

(And though we love the tyrant's fall),

To him, was Alexander small,

In conquest and renown.

Then what is he, on land supreme,
Who turn'd ambition's rapid stream,

Who backward roll'd the tide ?

As night is to the solar ray,

From him, in battle's dreadful day,
Was Alexander wide.

For while the war in fury rag'd,

Fields wanted room for those engng'd,
Plains wanted greater space ;

The world was small for Gaulic flight,

When Nelson urm'd him for the fight,

Or wanton'd in the chase.
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With rapid course, when once begun*

As in the chariot of the sun,

He cross'd th' Atlantic wave ;

And as the sun pursues the night,

Chas'd by a demi-world of light,

The French in battle brave.

The western climes beheld their track,

Beheld them also driven back,

Upon the mother-shore ;

Beheld, from thence, upon the rear,

The hero with increasing care,

Their wat'ry-path explore.

His very name could make them fly,

For recollection in the eye,

A dismal picture drew ;

A Frenchman blown up in the a5f,

And sent, no mortal yet knows where,

To take from heav'n their due.

As comet-force along the skies,

As lightning on the human eyes,

As holts of awful Jove ;

As bursts the blackest thunder-cloud,

His wrath upon lh' opponent loud,

In line directly drove.

For when he bore upon the van,

With gun to gun, with man to man,
And ship to ship assign'd ;

Or glorious through the centre broke,

As crushing worlds the direful shock,

With which the navies join'd.

Nor shall Algiers forget the way;
In which, ou bended knees, the Dey,

linplor'd the victor's grace ;

How Exmouth thunder'd on the town,

How Milne tore the crescent down,
And humbled all the race.

Of late, what nations, towns, subdu'd,

What tracks of land in blood imbru'd,

What rivers swell'd with gore !

Only one spot on earth was free,

That held dominion o'er the sea,

And conquer'd on the shore.

But now, since ocean holds no foe,

Since ev'ry one on land is low,

Since British hopes are crown'd ;

Since social bliss recalls the brave,

And since the Monarch frees the slave,

Let peace and joy abound. L. W. M. (B.) R.N
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(August September.)

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

fW^HE Algerine expedition has fulfilled its purpose of vengeance in a
-- way highly honourable to the British character. Lord Exmoutli

must have divested the Algerines of all doubt as to the ability of Great

Britain to punish their aggressions, if any such doubt had been entertained

by them. A tenfold vengeance, compared with the especial instance of

aggression by which the late treaty was violated, has visited them, although,

not without a lamentable loss on our part. With respect to the treaty, as

there is nothing to guarantee it but the honour of these barbarians, it is of

little value, we fear, beyond its present effects, and the credit reflected ou

us by the liberality of its stipulation for the abolition of slavery, including the

subjects of all Christian nations. But the generality of this article of the

treaty may, indeed, tend to insure the observance of it, as an infringement
in regard to any other country would justly subject them to the resentment

of this. How far we should be repaid by the gratitude of other nations is

very questionable ;
we should, very probably, be afterwards told, as we have

been already told, that we right only for ourselves, although, to our cost we
know that we have not only fought for ourselves, but have parted with our

money to enable other nations to do the same, against one of the most

enormous and unprincipled systems of hostility the world ever witnessed.

Economy, that fruitful source of endless controversy between the extra-

vagance of the minister and the poverty of the subject, remains in statu

quo, an unceasing reproach upon the duplicity of ministers, upon their

suspicious temerity in framing the Royal Speech at the commencement of

the Session, and upon their mock patriotism in discharging a legion of

inferior clerks, with mere salaries of subsistence, while they retain all

those in offices of great emolument, who have borough interest. Notwith-

standing the complete exposure of the inefficiency of what are called the

Lay Lords at the Admiralty Board, we find a vacant seat of that descrip-

tion, which, if ministers had been sincere in their professions of economy,

ought to have been abolished at the decease of its late occupant, has been

tilled up by the appointment of the Duke of Beaufort's Son. This is a

practical comment, on the instant, upon the professions of ECONOMY, as

that word is understood in the ministerial vocabulary. They are ancient

offices, forsooth ! and therefore not to be touched. We wish Lord Liver-

pool would look a little at the ancient rights of the People, as well as

be always looking at the ancient rights of the Sovereign, and the ancient

rights of Lords. But it is no uncommon observation, that those who have

been most recently raised, as his own motto expresses it, e Pulvere,

are the most averse from any recognition of tlieir old acquaintance the

Cunuille.
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limcrs on

Copied verbatim from the LONDON GAZETTE.

LONDON GAZETTE EXTRAORDINARY.

ADMIRALTY-OFFICE, SF.PT. 15.

Captain Brisbane, of his Majesty's Ship Queen Charlotte, arrived at this

Office tast Night with the following Despatches from Admiral Lord Exmouth,
G.C'.B. addressed to John Wilson Croker, Esq.

SIR, Queen Charlotte, Algiers Bay, August 28, 1816.

IN
all the vicissitudes of a long life of public service, no circumstance

has ever produced on my mind such impressions of gratitude and joy as

the event of yesterday. To have been one of the humble instruments, in the

hands of Divine Providence, for bringing to reason a ferocious government,
and destroying for ever the insufferable and horrid system of Christian slavery,
can never cease to be a source of delight and heartfelt comfort to every
individual happy enough to be employed in it. I may, I hope, be permitted,
under sHch impressions, to offer my sincere congratulations to their lord-

ships on the complete success which attended the gallant efforts of his Majes-
ty's fleet in their attack upon Algiers of yesterday; and the happy result

produced from it on this day by the signature of peace.
Thus has a provoked war of two days existence been attended by a com-

plete victory. :nid dosed by a renewed peace for England and her ally, the

king of the Netherlands, on conditions dictated by the firmness and wisdom
of his Majesty's government, and commanded by the vigour of their measures.

My thanks are justly due for the honour and confidence his Majesty's ministers

have been pleated to repose on my zeal on this highly important occasion. The
means were by them made adequate to my own wishes, and the rapidity of their

measures speak for themselves. Not more than one hundred days since, I left

Algiers with the British fleet, unsuspicious and ignorant of the atrocities

winch had been committed at Bona ; that fleet on its arrival in England
was necessarily disbanded, and another with proportionate resources created
and equipped ;

and although impeded in its progress by calms and adverse winds,
h:i= poured the vengeance of an insulted nation, in chastising the cruelties of
a ferocious government, with a promptitude beyond example, and highly
honourable to the national character, eager to resent oppression or cruelty,
whenever practised upon those under their protection.

Would to God that in the attainment of this object I had not deeply to

lament the severe loss of so many gallant officers and men: they have pro-
fusely bled in a contest which has been peculiarly marked by proofs of such
devoted heioisin as wuuld rouse every noble feeling, did I dare indulge in

relating th-'in.

Their lordships will already have been informed, by his Majesty's sloop
Japer, oi my proceedings up to the 14th instant, on which day I broke

ground faun Gibraltar, after a vexations detention, by a foul wind, of four

days.
The fleet, complete in all its points, with the addition of five gun-boats fitted

at Gibraltar, departed in the highest spirits, and with the most favourable pros-
peitor reaching the port of their destination in three days ; but an adverse
wind nV-tniyd the expectation of an early arrival, which was the more anx-

iously loo! ed for by myself, in consequence of hearing, the day I sailed
from Giliraliar, that a large army had been assembled, and that very consider-
able .-.del it in i>al works were throwing up, not only on both flanks of the city, but
:>Iv> immediately about the entrance of the mole ; from this I was apprehensive
that mv ini-irion of making that point my principal object of attack had
he-Mi discovered to the Dey l>y the same means he had heard of the expedition.r
\ liU intelligence was, on the following night, greatly confirmed by the Prome-
U;LUS. whic.'i 1 had despatched to Algiers some time before, to endeavour to
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et away the consul. Captain Dashwood had with difficulty succeeded in

bringing away, disguised in midshipman's uniform, his wife and daughter,

leaving a boat to bring offtheir infant child, coming down in a basket with the

surgeon, who thought he had composed it, but it unhappily cried in the gate-

Wciy, and, in consequence, the surgeon, three midshipmen, in all eighteen per-
sons, were seized and confined as slaves in the usual dungeons. The child was
sent off next morning by the dey, and as a solitary instance of his humanity, it

ought to be recorded by me.

Captain Dashwood further confirmed, that about forty thousand men had
been brought down from the interior, and all the janisaries called in from
distant garrisons, and that they were indefatigably employed in their batteries,

gun-boats, &c. and every where strengthening the sea-defenses.

The dey informed Captain Dashwood, he knew perfectly well the armament
was destined for Algiers, and asked him if it was true ; he replied, if he had
such information, he knew as much as he did, and probably from the same
source the public prints.

The ships were all in port, and between forty and fifty gun and mortar boats

ready, with several more in forward repair. The Dey had closely confined
the consul, and refused, either to give him up, or promise his personal safety :

nor would he hear a word respecting the officers and men seized in the boats of
the Prometheus.
From the continuance of adverse winds and calms, the land to the west-

ward of Algiers was not made before the 26th, and the next morning at day-
break the fleet was advanced in sight of the city, though not so near as I had
intended. As the ships were becalmed, I embraced this opportunity of

despatching a boat under cover of the Severn, with a flag of truce, and the

demands I had to make, in the name of his Royal Highnessthe Prince Regent, OB
the dey of Algiers (of which the accompanying are copies), directing the officer

to wait two or three hours for tlie dey's answer, at wliich time, if no reply was
sent, he was to return to the flag-ship : he was met near the mole by the captain
of the port, who, on being told the answer was expected in one hour,

replied, that it was impossible : the officer then said lie would wait two or three
hours ; he then observed two hours wa? quite sufficient.

The fleet at this time, by the springing up of the sea-breeze, had reached the

bay, and were preparing the boats and flotilla for service until near two
o'clock ; when, observing iny officer was returning with the signal flying,
that no answer had been received, after a delay of upwards of three hours,
I instantly made the signal to know if the ships were all ready, which being
answered in the affirmative, the Queen Charlotte bore up, followed up by the

fleet, for their appointeil station?; the flag, leading in the prescribed order,
was anchored in the entrance of the mole, at about fifty yards distance. At
this moment not a gun had been fired, and 1 began to suspect a full com-

pliance with (he terms which had been so many hours in (heir hands ; at ttm

period of profound silence, a shot was fired at us from the mole, and two at

the ships to the northward then following; this wa prompily returned by the

Queen Charlotte, who was then lashing to the main-mart of a brig, fast to the

shore in the mouth of the mole, aud which we had steered for as the guide to

our position.
Thus commenced a fire as animated and well supported as, I believe, was

ever witnessed, from a quarter before three until nine, without intermission,
and which did not cease altogether until half-past eleven.

The ships immediately following me were admirably and coolly taking their

stations, with a precision even beyond my most sanguine hope ;
and never did

the British ling receive, on any occasion, more zealous and honourable support.
To look further on the line than immediately round me was perfectly impos-
sible, but so well grounded was my confidence in the gallant officers I had the

honour to command, that my mind was left perfectly free to attend to other

objects, and I knew them in their stations only by the destructive eflVct of iheir

fire upon the walls and batteries to which they were opposed.
I had about this time the satisfaction of seeing Vice-admiral Van Cappell;in's

flag in the station I had assigned to him, and soon after, at intervals, the remainder
of his frigates keeping up a well supported fire on the flanking batteries lie

had offered to cover us from, as it had not been in iny power, for want of

room, to bring him in the front of the mole.
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About sun-set I received a message from Rear-admiral Milne, conveying (

roe the severe loss the Impregnable was sustaining, having then one hundred and

fifty killed and wounded, and requesting I would, if possible, send him a fri-

gate to divert some of the fire he was under.

The Glasgow, near me, immediately weighed, hut the wind had hee

driven away by the cannonade, and she was obliged to anchor again, having
obtained rather a better position than before.

I had, at this time, sent orders to the explosion vessel, under the charge of
Lieutenant Fleming, and Mr. Parker, by Captain Reade, of (he engineers, to

bring her into the mole; but the rear-admiral having thought she would
do him essential service if exploded under the battery in his front, I sent orders

to this vessel to that effect, which were executed. I desired also the rear-ad-

miral might be informed, that many of the ships being now in flame*, and

certain of the destruction of the whole, I considered I had executed the most

important part of my instructions, and should make every preparation for with-

drawing the ships, and desired he would do so as soon as possible with his

division.

There were awful moments during the conflict which I cannot now attempt
to describe, occasioned by tiring the ships so near us, and I had long resisted

the eager entreaties of several around me, to make the attempt upon the outer

frigate, distant about one hundred yards, which at length I gave into, and

JMajor Gossett, by my side, who had been eager to land his corps of miners,

pressed me most anxiously for permission to accompany J.ieut. Richards in

this ship's barge. The frigate was instantly boarded, and in ten minutes in

a perfect blnxe ; a gallant young midshipman, in rocket boat No. 8, alihougli

forbidden, was led by his ardent spirit, to follow in support of the barge,
in which he was desperately wounded, his brother officer killed, and nine of his

crew. The barge, by rowing more rapidly, had suffered less, and lost but two. .

The enemy's batteries around my division were about ten o'clock silenced,
and in a Mate of perfect ruin and dilapidation, and the fire of the ships was
reserved as much as possible, to save powder, and reply to a few guns no\v
and then bearing upon us, although a fort on the upper angle of ihe city,
on which our guns could not be brought to bear, continued to annoy the ship*

by shot and shells during the whole time.

Providence at this interval gave to my anxious wishes the uiuaj land wind,
common in this bay, and my expectations were completed. We were all

hands employed warping and towing off, and by the help of the light air, the

whole were under sail, and came to anchor out of reach of shells, about two ia

the morning, after twelve hours incessant labour.
The flotilla of mortar, gun, and rocket boats, under the direction of

their respective artillery officers, shared, to the full extent of their power,
in the honours of this day, and performed good service; it was by their fire

:ill the ship? in the port (with the exceplion of the outer frigate) were in

flames which extended rapidly over the whole arsenal, store-houses, and
gun-boats, exhibiting a spectacle of awful grandeur and interest, no pea

The sl'inpi of war which had been appropriated to aid and assist the;

ships of the line and prepare for their retreat, performed not only that duty
v, r!l, but embraced every opportunity of firing through the intervals, and were
eon-tantlv in motion.

Tlu- !:< IN from the bombs were admirably well thrown by the royal marine
artill'-rs ; ;::. I although thrown directly across and over us, not an accident,
that i know of, occurred to any ship.
The whole was i (inducted in perfect silence, and such a thing as a cheer I

never heard in any nait of the line ; and that the guns were well worked find

directed, will be M en for many years to come, and remembered by these Bar-
barians for ever.

The conduetins this ship In her station by the Master of the fleet nnd ship,
< vited the praise of all. The former has been my companion in arms for more
than ^0 vears.

Having thus Detailed, although but imperfectly, the progress of this short
jrrvii e, 1 venture to hope, that the humble and devoted services of myself
and the Officers and men of every description I have the honour to
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raand, will he received by his Royal Highness the Prince Regent with his ac-
customed grace. The approbation of our services by our Sovereign, and the

good opinion of our country, will, I venture to affirm, be received by us all

with the highest satisfaction.

If I attempted to name to their Lordships the numerous Officers who, in such

a conflict, have been at different periods more conspicuous than their compa-
nions, 1 should do injustice to many; and I tiust there is no Officer in the

fleet I have the honour to command, who will doubt the grateful feelings
I shall ever cherish for their unbounded and unlimited support. Not an
Officer nor man confined his exertions within the precise limits of their own
duty; all were eager to attempt services which I found more difficult to re-

strain than excite; and no where was the feeling more conspicuous than in my
own Captain, and those Officers immediately about my person. My gratitude
and thanks are due to all under my command, as well as to Vice-Admiral

Capellen, and the Officers of the squadron of his Majesty the King of the

Netherlands; and I trust they will believe that the recollection of their ser-

vices will never cease but with my life. In no instance have I ever seen

more energy and zeal; from the youngest Midshipman to the highest rank, all

seemed animated by one soul, and of whirl* I shall with delight bear testimony
to their Lordships, whenever that testimony can be useful.

I have confided this Dispatch to Rear-Admiral Milne, my second in com-

mand, from whom I have received, during the whole service intrusted to

me, the most cordial and honourable support. He is perfectly informed of

every transaction of the fleet, from the earliest period of my command, and
is fully competent to give their Lordships satisfaction on any points which I

may have overlooked, or have not time to state. I trnst I have obtained from
him his esteem and regard, and I regret I had not sooner been known to him.
The necessary papers, together with the defects of the ships and the return

of killed and wounded, accompany this dispatch, and I am happy to say

Captains Ekins iind Coode are doing well, as also the whole of the wounded.

By accounts from the shore, I understand, the enemy's less in killed and wounded
is between six and seven thousand men.

In recommending my Officers and fleet to their Lordships' protection and

favour,
I have the honour to be, &c.

(bxmcutti.

4 general Abstract of the Killed and (founded in the Squadron under Admiral
Lord Ejcmoulh's Command, in the Attack of Algiers, the 27/t August)
1810.

Queen Charlotte. Admiral Lord Exmouth, G. C. B. Captain James Bris-

bane, C. B. 1 seamen 1 marine killed ; 14 officers, 82 seamen, 24 marine?,
2 marine artillery, 5 sappers and miners, 4 boys, wounded.

Impregnable. Rear Admiral Milne, Captain Ed. Brace, C. B. 1 officer,

37 seamen, 10 marines, 2 boys, killed ; 2 officers, 111 seamen, 21 marines,
9 sappers and miners, 17 boys, wounded.

Superb. Charles Kkins 2 officers, 3 seamen, 2 marines, 1 rocket troop
killed; 6 officers, 62 seamen, 14 marines^ 2 marine artillery, wounded.

Minden. William I'aterson 5 seamen, 2 marines, killed; 2 officers, 26
seamen, 9 marines, wounded.

Albion. John Coode 2 officers, 1 seaman, killed ;
2 officers, 10 seamen,

3 marines, wounded.
Leander. Ed. Clietliam, C.R. 5 officers, 11 seamen, 1 marine, killed ;

8 officers, 69 seamen. 25 marines, 4 bo>s, 12 supernumeraries, wounded.
Severn. Honourable T. W. Aylmer 2 seamen, 1 marine, killed

;
5 officer?,

25 seamen, 3 marines, 1 boy, wounded.

Glasgow. 'Honourable A. Maitland 9 seamen, 1 marine, killed
;
S officers,

25 seamen, 3 marines, 1 boy, wminded.
Cranirns. W. F. Wise 3 officers, 9 seamen, 1 marine, 1 marine artillery, 8

boys, killed ; 5 officers, 31 seamen, 3 marines, 2 rocket troop, 1 boy,
wounded.

3at. Cfcron. Vol. XXXVI. t L
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Hebrus. Kd. Palmer, C. B. 1 officer, 3 senmeu, killed ; 1 officer, 10

seamen, 1 marine, 2 rocket troop, 1 hoy, wounded.
Heron. George Bonlliain None killed or wounded.
Mutine. James Mould None killed or wounded.
Prninirlheug. W. B. Dashwood None killed or wounded.
Cordelia. W. Sargent None killed or wounded.
Britomarts R. Hiddell None killed or wounded.
Belzehub. Y/illiam Kempthorne None killed or wounded.
Infernal. Honourable G. J. Perceval 1 officer, I seaman, killed ; 6

officers, 8 seaman, 1 m;:rine artillery, 2 boys, wounded.
Hecla. W. Popham None killed or wounded.

Fury. C. R. Moorsom None killed or wounded.
Total. 15 officers, 88 seamen, 19 marines, 1 marine artillery, 1 rocket

troop, 4 boys, killed ; 59 oflicers, 459 senmen, 106 marines, 5 marine artillery,
14 sappers and miners, 4 rocket troop, 31 boys, 12 supernumeraries, wounded.

Total killed and wounded 128 killed, G90 wounded.

DUTCH SQUADRON.

TWelampHS. Vice-Admiral Baron Van Cappellen, Captain De Mair 3

killed, 15 wounded.
Frederira. Captain Vander Sfraten 5 wounded.

Dngeraad. Captain Polders 4 wounded.
Diana. Captain Zervogel 6 killed. 22 wonnded.
Am^tee. Captain Vander Hart 4 killed, 6 wounded.
J'.cinlraclit. Captain Wardenburgh None killed or wounded.
Total 13 killed, 52 wounded.
Cranci Total 883.

FLOTILLA.

Confirms; of 5 gun-boats, 10 mortar-boats, launches, 8 rocket-boats, flats,

,'VJ gun-boats, barges and yawls. Total 55.

The wliole commanded by Captain F. T. Mitchell, assisted by Lieutenant
,Ti)',:ii Davies. of the Quern Charlotte, and Lieutenant Thomas Itcvans, Flag
LiouU-;;uiit to Rear- Admiral Milne.

(ibxmoum.

A rV/.'/rn of the OJftrc rs Killed and Wounded in tfie squadron under Admiral
!.!,n' //'.i:iou{/t's Command in the Attink of jj/girrx, 27/A jivgvst, 1816.

(,ti i v\ CtiARi.OTTB. IVnundfd. Frederick J. Johnston, Lieutenant, dan-

:ei-;>r-ly ; Ci'eors;f: Al King, Lieutenant, sligiitly ; '. S. Jago, Lieutenant,

^^:!rlltly: Mr. Josh. Grimes,7 Secretary to Commander in Chief, slightly ; JVIr.

!Mav\v<>ll, Hoatswain. slightly; Jlr. George Markham, Midshipman, severely;
Mr. ilonrv C;i:upbell, Midshipman, severely ; Mr. Kdward Ilibbert, Mfd-
-'ii\):;;aii, Fi-vi-r.-ly; Mr. Ldward Stanley, Midshipman, slightly; Mr. R. H.
ik.ii T, JM'!(li>hi|>!iiap, i-lightly ; Mr. Samuel (Vision, Secretary's Clerk,

lv : Captain F. Burton, Royal Marine Artillery, severely; Lieutenant
!
3

. i!:.i:: i i-on, Itoyal Marines, slightly.
I .-.ii'it ;--.i; \.\iii.K. i\itl<.rl. Mr. John JIawkins, Midshipman. JVowidcd. Mr.

('.. \. \Yc-ley, :\iatc, contusion; Mr. Henry Quinn, contusion.

-MM:. Ail 1
:>tl. Mr. Thomas Howard, Mate; Mr. Robert C. Bowen,

Mi(l~!:i|)!:.;!ii. Woinidei'.. Charles I'.kins, Esq. Captain, slightly; Philip
T. ti.nn, I ;. -t Lii uUnant, severely; John M'Dougall, Lieutenant, slightly;
(;- (t itr(> \V. Clunniiig Acting Lieutenant, severely ; Mr. William Sweeting,
Mi

!-:ii|>'-.. ;-.;i,
c vfrcly ; Mr. John II. Wolsely, Midshipman, slightly.
II 'unuilil. Mr. C. C. Dent, mate, slightly; Mr. Charles G.

Crr'i, ini( ;

s:i'])Tnan. slightly.

r..v. I\iilfd. Mr. Mentis, assistant-surveyor; Mr. Jardine, midshipman.
';./. John Coode, Esq. captain, severely; Mr. Harvey, midshipman,

srveielv.
' 'IN. Wonnded. Mr. James Foster, midshipman, arm amputated ; Mr.

Chiles Calcy, midshipman, contused foot; Mr. W. Terror, midsltipinan,
\MM.I] 'oil l-.nnd ami contusion ; Mr. Daniel Beattie, midshipman, contusion;
\i. V.'. A. C^r'.L-r, inidshipinau, wouuded kuee.
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Killed. Capt. Wilson, royal marines; Lieutenant Baxter, royal
marines; Mr. Lowdon, midshipman; Mr. Calthorp, midshipman ; Mr. Han-

well, midshipman. Wouhd&d. H. Walker, lieutenant, slightly; J. S. Dixon,
lieutenant, slightly ; Mr. Asiiington, midshipman, severely ; Mr. Cole, mid-

shipman, severely; Mr. Mayne, mi.lshipman, severely; Mr. Sturt, rnidship-

man, severely ; Mr. Pickett, clerk, slightly ; Mr. Dixon, midshipman, slightly.

GLASGOW. IVounded. P.Gilbert, lieutenant, contusion of chest ; Mr. R.

Fulton, master, contusion of face and knee ; A. Stephens, lieutenant royal
nr>rines, leg ; Mr. Dulfill, midshipman, severely ; Mr. Harvey, midshipman, se-

verelv ; Mr. Baird, midshipman, severely ; Mr, Heathcote, midshipman, left

foot; Mr. Keay, midship n.-m, severely.
GRANICIJS. Killed. William M. Morgan, lieutenant royal marines; W.

Renfrey, lieutenant royal marines; Mr. It. Pratt, midshipman. Wounded.
H. A. Perkins, lieutenant, slightly ; Mr. L. Mitchell, midshipman, severely ;

Mr. L. T. Jones, midshipman, sligluly ; Mr. G. R. Glennie, midshipman, dan-

gerously ; Mr. Dacres F. W'sf, midshipman, slightly.

JIiLimus. Killed. Mr. G. II. A. Pocoke, midshipman ; Wounded. Mr.
A, S. Symes, midshipman, lower jaw.

IVFERNAL. Killed. G. J. P. Bisset, lieutenant royal marine artillery.

Jl'ounded. John Foreman, lieutenant, slightly ; Mr. G. Valentine, boatswain,

flightly ; Mr. M. Hopkins, clerk, severely; Mr. James Barber, midshipman,
severely ; Mr. James M. Cross, midshipman, slightly ; Mr. J. H. Andrews, mid-

shipman, slightly.

(bxmoum.

^Memorandum of the Destruction in the Mole of ^lgierst in the Attack of th*

21th August, 1816.
4 large frigates, of 44 guns.
5 large corvettes, from 24 to 30 guns.
All the gun and mortar boats, except seven ; 30 destroyed.
Several merchant brigs and schooners.

A great number of small vessels of various descriptions.
All the pontoons, lighters, &c.
Store-houses and arsenal, with all the timber and various marine articles,

destroyed in part.
A great many gun-carriages, mortar-beds, casks, and ships stores of all

descriptions.

SIR, Il.B.M. Ship Qu?,e,n Charlotte, Algiers Bay, Aug. 28, 1816*
For your atrocities at Bona on defenceless Christians, and your unbecoming

disregard to the demands I made yesterday, in the name of the Prince Regent
of England, the fleet under my orders has given you a signal chastisement, by
the total destruction of your navy, storehouses, and arsenal, with half your
batteries.

As England does not war for the destruction of cities, I am unwilling to
visit your personal cruelties upon (lie inoffensive inhabitants of the country, and
I therefore offer you the same terms of peace which I conveyed to you yes-
terday in my sovereign's name; without the acceptance of these terms you can
have no peace with England.

If you receive this offer as you ought, you will fire three guns, and I shall con-
sider your not making this signal as a refusal, and shall renew my opera-
tions at my own convenience.

I offer you the above terms, provided neither the British consul, nor the offi-

cers and men so wickedly seized by you from the boats of a British ship
of war, have met with any cruel treatment, or any of the Christian slaves
in your power, and I repeat my demand, that the consul, and officers and men,
may be sent off to me, conformable to ancient treaties.

I have, &c.

To Ms Highness the Dey of Alters.
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Queen Charlotte, Algiers Bay, Aug. 30, 1816.

GENERAL MEMORANDUM.

The commander-in-chief is happy to inform the fleet of the final termi-

nation of their strenuous exertions, by the signature of peace, confirmed under

a salute of twenty-one guns, on the following conditiocs, dictated by his Royal
Highness the Prince Regent of England :

I. The abolition, forever, of Christian slavery.

II. The delivery, to my flag, ot all slaves in the dominions of the Dry, to

whatever nation they may belong, at noon (o-morrow.

III. TO deliver, also, to my flag, all money received by him for the redemp-
tion of slaves since the commencement of this year, at noon, also, to-morrow.

IV. Reparation has been made -to the British consul for all losses he may
have sustained in consequence of his confinement.

V. The Dey has made a public apology, in presence of his ministers and

officers, and begged pardon of the consul, in terms dictated by the captain of

the t^ueeu Charlotte.

The commander-in-chief takes this opportunity of again returning hi

prlilie tiianks to the admirals, captains, officers, seamen, marines, royal
in Mii.' artillery, royal sappers and miners, and the royal rocket corps,
for the nolile support he has received from them throughout the *vhole of this

arduous sen ', and he is pleased to direct, that on Sunday next a public
thui:k- v lit; he offered up to Almighty God for tho signal interposition of his

Divine Providence, during the conflict which took place oo the 87tb, between
lii.-i Majesty's fleet and the ferocious enemies ofjnankind.

It is reiMicsied hat ihis memorandum may be read to the ships' companies.

T.I tin- Adniinils. Captains, Officers,

Jji-iUien, '.iariiifs Royal Sappers
ziiul Miner?, Rojal Marine Artil-

lery, and Hit- H:\;:l Rocket Corps.

MR, Queen Charlotle t Algiers Bay, Sept. 1, 1816.

1 tip.ve the honour to acquaint you for their lordships' information, that

1 h;ive ser.r Cr.pt.Jn Brisbane, with my duplicate despatches, as 1 am afraid
ti;:it \di.)lral Milne, in the Leander, who lias charge of the originals, may
j-xijcileiiccj 1 .y.: \oyage, the wind having set into the westward a few hours after

1

lie vailed.

ruj''..;in Ilri-hane, to whom I feel greatly indebted for his exertions and the

ai>'e a'-si-iawe 1 have received from him throughout the whole of this ser-

vice, \iill bu able to inform their lordships upon all points that I may have

Admiral Sir Charles Penrose arrived too late to take his share in the attack

V,M>!! Algiers, which I lament, as much on his account as my own ; his ser-

vice- won 1

.! lia-ve been desirable in every respect.
i iir.ic tl'.e sntisf.iction to state, that all the slaves in the city of Algiers,

i,, I
':i>;i,ie.li?;ii-ly

in its vicinity, are embarked ; as also three hundred and
p liioii-nnd dollars for Naples, and twentyrfive thousand five hundred

>: r;!;iii:i. Tue treaties will be signed to morrow, and I hope to be able to,

! in ii I!;IY or i.wu.

!'.ic /i!ii..-!en has sailed for Gibraltar to be'refitted, and will proceed from
:;ee to In r ';liimate destination.

:: \. i'i le refilled at Gibraltar for the reception of Sir Charles
i'h. The Glasgow I shall be obliged to bring home with me.

I have the honour, &c.

'-,, Cr^cr, E g. ($%
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RESULTS of a METEOROTOGICAL REGISTER, kept at the Observatory of
the Naval Academy, Gosjiort, j'rom the 26M of AUGUST, to the IQtli

of SEPTEMBER, 1816.

[Time of Observing, from 7 o'Clock A.M., till 9 P.M.]

Indies.

BAROMFTPP /Maximum SO-S6, Sept. 26th, wind at W. by S.

T Minimum 29-20, Aug. 31st ditto at S.E
Mean Barometrical pressure 30-032

TIFI, /Maximum 75 Sept. 18th, wind at S.E.
TlIEUMOMETER

| Mmimufn ^ g^ gj ^ ^ ^XW.
Mean Temperature 58'77
Rain during the period .... 2'05 Inches in depth.

Evaporation ditto 3 04 Inches in depth.

Tlie greatest degree of heat to which the mercury in the thermometer has

risen, during this period, is 75, which was on the 13th instant; in the

morning of the 2d, it was at 44, when there was a frost. The greatest
variation in the state of the barometer was on the 30th and 31st ult. when

the mercury fell -ro~ths of an inch from noon till noon, and more than half

an inch in depth of rain fell in the interim, accompanied with a very high
wind. At noon on the latter day, the wind shifted from S.E. to N.N. \V. and

by 9 o'clock in the evening; the mercury had again risen Dearly T-Q-thsofaa

inch. From the fine slate of the weather this month, we remark that the

wheat-harvest in this county is getting on rapidly (in some places it is

finished), and promises to exceed our most sanguine expectations: the

grain in general is its usual size, and in most places there is a good
average crop.

Re-marks on the Weather. Days.
Clear sky . 5
Fine, with a diversity of light clouds. ................... 14

Cloudy, hazy, foggy, and overcast 5

Rain, more or less, sometimes accompanied with squalls and high
winds 7

Total .... 31

METEOEOLOGJCAL JOURNAL of the average"temperature of the weather at

Plymouth, ascertained by Six's self-registering Thermometer.

1814. 1815. 1816.

January 3l'83 3439 38-11

February 3834 46'05 38'84

March 4037 47-14 40'17

April 51-55 49'37 45-70

May 51-30 5630 51-98
June 57-55 6015 55-08

First to the eighteenth of July.
62-11 62-11 54-69

Quantity of rain which fell from the 1st of January to the eighteenth of

July, bo'h inclusive.

23-14 19-46 20-25 In.

N.B. It will be recollected, that the early part of the year 1814 was re-

markable for its severity the intensity of the frost, and the quantity of snow
and rain having been greater than previously on record m the west of

England : the year 1815 may be considered as our usual temperature.

But, notwithstanding the mildness of the early part of the year 18 16, when

compared with the like period of 1814, yet the temperature has hitherto

averaged less in the present year, as will be seen l>y the following statement c

Average temperature, from January first to July eighteenth.
*

50-78
6

1816 46'3G
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METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER.

From August 26th, to September Z'i>th, 181C.

Kept by C. BLUNT, Philosophical Instrument Maker, No. 38, Tavmock-

street, Covent-Garden.

Moon
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Promotions anrj appointments.

WHITEHALL, SEPTEMBER 21, 1816.

tlis Royal Highness the Prince Regent has been pleased, in the name
and on the behalf of his Majesty, to grant the dignity of a Viscount of the

United Kingdom unto Edward Baron Exmouth, by the name, stile, and

title, of Viscount Exmouth, of Canonteign in the county of Devon.

WHITEHALL, SEPT. 21.

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent has been pleased to appoint
David Milne, Esq. Rear- Admiral of the Blue, to be u Knight Commander of

the Most Hon. Military Order of the Bath. -Also to appoint the under-

mentioned Officers of the Royal Navy to be Companions of the said Most
Hon. Military Order of the Bath; viz. Captains Charles Ekins, Hon. F.\V.

Aylmer, VV. F. Wise, Hon. A. Mankind, Win. Paterson, and John Goode.

Captains, <5cc. appointed.

Captain A P. Holies, to the Rivoli; J. P. H. Curran, to the Amphitrite;
A. Fanshawe, to act in the Meander; G. Benthain, to the Heron; Edward

Curzon, to the Pelican.

Lieutenants, &c. appointed.

Lewis Campbell, to the Elk, Lieut. M'Lovr, to command the Camelion;
James Anderson, to the Lapwing, Revenue Cruizer; D. Miller, to the

Vigilant, Excise Cutter ; Joseph J. Johnstonc, to the Infernal; Wm. F.

Parker, totheHecla; Robert Deans, to the Ramilics; S. R. Whitcomb,
to the Jasper; John Parson, to the Granicns; Francis Brace, to the Mon-
treal; Valentine Munbee, to the Rivoli; Wm. T. O'Dwyer, to the Roch-

fort; Wm. Hubbard, to the Perseus; John Bran ford, to the Rivoli;
Francis Ormand, to the Impregnable; John Kingdom, to the Pique
James Coach, to the Berwick.

Masters appointed.

H. Thong, to the Northumberland; J. P. Lurchen, to the Cherokee;
J. P. Bentley, to the Algcrine.

Surgeons, &c. appointed.

James Henderson, to be Dispencer of Bermuda Hospital; Walter Oun-
ney to the Hecate; Wm. Bruce, to the Camelion; Richard Daly, to the

Northumberland; Alexander Annandale, to the Melville; Robert Brien,
to the Cherub.
John Lunenville, to the Alert; David Findlay, to the Madagascar;

Patrick Boyle, to the Sea-Lark, William Brgg, to the Cherub.

Midshipmen passed for Lieutenants.

Sheer ness. Wm. Tucker, W. D. Headley.

Portsmouth. G. H. Godden, II. Smith. T. Creser, J. J. Onslow, W.
Moore, J. Geddes, C. A Maiden, E. S. Clarkson.

Plymouth. W. Gretton.

Mr. Slight, to be Clerk of the Checque of the Victualling Yard at Ply-
month. Mr. James, Deputy Storekeeper at Deptford, to be Storekeeper
at Plymouth, vice Slight.'

Chaplain appointed.

Rev. G. Rennell, to the Bulwark. ^
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' DEATHS.

On 26th June, Lieutenant Christopher Senior, R.N. commission dated

25th June, 1810.

On 12th August, at Torpoint, near Plymouth, Mr. Forten, Master, R.N.

On 12th August, near Hubherstone, Milford Haven, Captain John

Crymes, R.N. commission as lieutenant dated 2d April, 1799, and was

placed on the superannuated list of commanders on the 31st January,
1814.

On 26th August, at Arundel, Captain Henry Tillieux Frazer, R.N.
commission as commander dated 8th June, 1809, he was a son of the late

General Frazer.

On 26th August, at Milbrook, near Plymouth, Mrs. Sullivan, mother

of Capt. T. B.Sullivan, R.N.
On 1st. September, 1815, of a fever, in the China Seas, on board

H.M.S. Hecate, Mr. William Parson, aged 21 years, son of Mr. Parson,

Surgeon of Godalming.
On the 8th September, near Lortwithel, in Cornwall, Capt. W. Samwell,

aged 75, on the superannuated list of commanders commission as lieu-

tenant dated llth September, 1777, and as commander, 18th September,
1811.

On the 12th September, in Upper Seymour-street, Portman-square,
I\Irs. Ouay, relict of the late Vice-admiral Wm. Albany Otway.
On 14th September, at Whitchurch, Mr. Jeffreys, Surgeon, R.N. aged

37 years.
On 17th September, Mr. John Conquer, Assistant Master Attendant of

Plymouth Dock Yard.
On 18th September, aged 84 years, Mr. Douty, late foreman of the

house carpenters in Plymouth dock yard.
On the IKth September, in the 62d year of his age, Philip D'Auvergne,

Prince of liouiHon, Vice-admiral of the red squadron. As in our Xlllth
volume ue laid before our readers a biographical memoir of this departed
officer, with his portrait prefixed (at which period he was a Commodore
in ins Majesty's service) we shnll content ourselves by stating, that he was

promoted to the rank of Rear-admiral on the 9th of November, 1805, and
to i hat of Vice-admiral on the 3 1st July, 1810. On the afternoon of the

2ud September, the remains of this highly respectable officer were removed
Iron) Holme's Hotel iu Parliament-street, for interment in St. Margaret's
Church, Westminster. The Vice-admiral was many years commander-in.
chief on tiie Guernsey and Jersey station, he is succeeded in his title by
Captain Corbet James D'Auvergne, R.N.

On the 10th Instant, at his house, Mill Hill, Isle of Wight, Samuel
Osburne, Esq. Admiral of the Blue. This officer was made Post 6th July,
171'.?, a Rear-admiral, 23d April, 1804, Vice-admiral, 28th April, 1300,
and Admiral, 4th June, 1814.

Lately, in Hants, Mis. Fowler, wife of Capt. Fowler, R.N.
I. rit.lv, nt Kin^hill, Lieut. John Newell, R.N. date of Commission

3d November, 1790. This officer in the admiralty list having an asterisk

prefixed to Ins name was unable to serve at sea.

Lately, nt hir> '-eat nt Worthy, Admiral Sir Chaloner Ojile, Bart, senior
admiral of tl.e British Navy, aged 78. This veteran uihcer (to whom our
j It!) volume uas dedicated) received his commission as post so long since
a- tl'c "Oth June, 175G ; was promoted to the rank of roar admiral, 26th
Senteml.er, IT'M, to that of vice-admiral, 24th September, 1787, and
admiral, 1st June 1795. Sir Chaloner was raised to the dignity of a Baronet
on the -.'.'3d January, and is succeeded in bjs titles and estates bv his eldest
><,:, C:pt. Churlc? Ogle, of the Kivotf.
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WE come now to a document less argumentative than the

preceding one, but by so much more to the purpose, as

a statement of relative facts and circumstances is more illustra-

tive- than a course of abstract reasoning deductive of positive

conclusions only from assumed premises.

To Admiral Sir SIDNEY SMITH, from the ABBE ALARY.

"
Although in relating to you the sad and deplorable death of our com-

mon friend, my heart is wounded afresh, I shall proceed to acquit myself
of this painful duty. I shall not remark or dwell upon that which is

already known to you, I mean the personal hatred Napoleon bore him,

after you had withdrawn together from revolutionary tyranny, by escaping

from the Temple, and especially after you had dimmed his star, and effec-

tually repulsed him at St. John d'Acre. He accused him of having
landed people in France, with an intention to attempt his life. Thus pre-

judiced, he poured upon him the whole weight of that resentment which

his rage suggested against the English government and people. Involved

in the criminal process called " The grand Conspiracy ;" interrogated by
wicked and corrupt judges urged to effect his destruction ; it would have

been promptly and openly effected, if the satellites of the more infamous

butcher * had not feared that your government would have avenged
the law of nations so cruelly outraged. His death was from that time deter-

mined on
;
but they still vacillated on the means to be adopted. The firm-

ness of his answers; his energy ;
a soul tempered in the school of adver-

sity; the little hope of bending so firm a character; suspended their criminal

audacity. But there were other motives for despatching a man whom they

feared. Before the infamous execution of Georges Cadoudal and his

* la the original,
"

botirreau."

. T$ron. Vol. X XXVI. M M
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co-accused, these unhappy victims to the fury of a villain and his base in-

struments, had permission to communicate with each other, and to take the

air Cor a few hours in the day ; but our friend was never allowed to partici-

pate in this act of humanity ;
he remained to the last moment of his life

immured in his secret cell the parallel made by the people of the firm-

ness of your countryman, was singularly contrasted with the weakness of

certain of our own implicated in that affair, who had not, and have not

preserved for themselves more than a name without character, and a shovr

of firmness, which never extended beyond their resistance to the will and

orders of the king. A number of dbtenus, victims of the tyranny of

the modern Attila, were witness to a controversy which Captain Wright
had with Savary, then aide-de-camp to Buonaparte, who came to offer him,

in the name of his master, his restoration to liberty, if he would confess

that he had orders from the English government to land in France those

whom they termed Georges' Band, and whom the Royalists (with some few

exceptions) regarded as brave and honorable gentlemen. Our friend, in-

dignant at a proposition which clashed with that high sense of honor by
which his actions were invariably directed, answered him loud enough to

be heard by those without" Tell your Master, Savary, that 1 had you
on board ship in Egypt that 1 did you the honor to admit you to the same

table, and was far from imagining then that you could ever allow yourself to

make a base proposal to a man who has the honor of being a captain I'D the

navy of his Britannic Majesty. Had you any native military spirit in you,

you would know that the sentiments professed by a soldier restrain him

I'rom making or accepting a dishonorable proposal, that must stamp an

indelible stigma both on those who make it, and en those who listen to it

without indignation." This animated conversation was heard by the

detenus personalities were not spared Savary, ashamed, withdrew

and our friend from that day was treated with increased rigour.
" Until then I respected him, to admiration, but without knowing him

intimately, nut having communicated but by some marked salutations.

About this time there left the Temple a certain Scotchman named Smith,

inventor uf some filtering machines, a sensible man, whose education had

been neglected in his youth. This Smith was honest, and extremely devout ;

our friend was more particularly attached to him, after having experienced
the ingratitude of those to whom he had rendered essential services.

" It was by the mediation of this Smith, that our intimacy commenced.
He had introduced me to the captain as a man' the most firm and constant,

as well as most capable of favoring and aiding hi* escape (in the critical

circumstances in which we were), of which he always entertained a hope.
" We lived in this intimate connexion as long as he existed, solacing

our troubles in the bosom of friendship, reserving nothing secret from each

oilier; I devoted to him every minute in which we could with any degree
of sitl'ety converse vivd voce, but much oftener by writing. Every evening
while our companions in misfortune were engaged at cards, or in their other

amusements, I communicated to him tie public news, and especially the
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substance of the private information which we had learned from friends

who, with permission of the minister of police, came to visit us at the

lodge.
"

You, no doubt, recollect certain boastings of Buonaparte, of fiat-

bottomed boats which he had built with so much ostentation, and in such

numbers, for his pretended descent and invasion of England. You know
that there had appeared in the newspapers of the day, an article,

"
inviting

him to this glorious expedition without delay, as in a short time he would

be otherwise occupied," alluding to the coalition, of which England was

the soul. You recollect the activity of Buonaparte, and the unfore-

seen imbecility of the Austrians, frustrating the effects of the alliance, by

ufifering themselves to be beaten at Memingen and Ulm, before the

allies could succour them. It is to be observed, that at the period of

the rupture, several persons attached to the suite of the ambassador,
Mr. De Cobenzl, were arrested at Paris. Among others, a Mr. Muller,

a captain of cavalry in the Austrian array, and a French emigrant of

the environs of Strasbourg. My friend having previously served in the

corps of the Chevalicrs-de-la-Coiironnc, army of Conde, of which I was

chaplain at head quarters, and having met in this place of misery, our

Jriendship was renewed in a stricter union. He was soon informed of my
intimacy with the captain, charged me with compliments which I recipro-

cally rendered, and they soon found means of conversing by a telegraph of

communication, which was the more easily effected, as Mr. Miiller was

lodged over the wicket, and our friend in the chamber of the Little Tem-

ple* opposite ;
the chamber which you had yourself occupied; and I was

the interpreter of any part of thtir mute conversation which was not quite

intelligible.

" After some time we perceived, and especially after the interview with

the infamous Savary, that there was no hope of our friend being restored

to his liberty. It was then that he resolved to acquire once more by stra-

tagem, what he could not obtain from the justice of his tyrants. To pro-

cure the means, I engaged Mr. Muller to lend him 25 louts, which I sent

him by Messrs. Poupard and Mingo ; he was ignorant from whence the

money came ;
but thinking it sent on my part, and aware of rny straitened

circumstances, from a sense of delicacy he refused it
;
nor could I overcome

his repugnance, but by assuring him that Mr. M. who had lent him the

money, was beyond the want of it ;
in a few days after, upon certain sus-

picions of the commissaries of police, they came to his chamber, plun-

dered him of his little property, and left him scarcely provided with the

necessary articles of use. Me was sensibly affected by this new outrage ;

fearing the necessity of addressing or supplicating the satellites of this

horrible government, to obtain the means of subsistence. To tran-

quillize him, and that my eloquence and friendship might produce in

his soul the effect I intended, I replaced, myself, the 25 louis lent by
Mr. M. which had been taken from him. Mr. Poupard, who lodged

* for an exterior view of the Tower of the Temple, see the succeeding Vlstc.
!

" *
i

'
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directly under him, put them in a purse attached to the cud of a string,

which served to convey our daily correspondence.
In the evening of the next day he insisted on my taking two bills of ex-

change to insure our reimbursement, and gave me at the same time a volu-

minous letter in an envelope for a beloved sister that he hud, of whom he

often talked, as also of you, Admiral.
"

I sent the bills and the letter to Madame la Marquise de L'Aflalcique

(by birth Baroness de Mallecamp), who knowing at that time Mr. Miilltr

to bo under rigorous arrest in his chamber, and knowing that they had

rummaged many detenus in the interior of the Temple, as suspected of

friendship and connivance, and dreading a domiciliary visit, burned

the letter and bills, that she might not endanger herself by their being
found in her possession.
" In the meanwhile, the various events passing on the theatre of the

world, interested and agitated us we wished to be actors in the scene,

nud were plunged into dungeons ; when, suddenly, Buonaparte raised his

camp at Boulogne, and marched with a brilliant army into Germany. We
followed its movements, and took a lively interest in them. Of the

Austrian army opposed to it we were apprehensive, but we hoped that,

corrected by their former disasters and even faults, they would not

expose themselves without being supported by the Russians, their powerful
auxiliaries. I confess that the taking of Ulm, Memingen, Augsbourg,

and the defeat of that army before its junction with the Russian army, dis-

concerted us a moment ; but if the French government took care to inform

us of that defeat on the other side we lost no time in procuring informa-

tion of the defeat off Trafalgar, which took place on the same day as the

capture of Ulm. The total annihilation of that combined naval armament,
and the consequence of capturing nearly all the French and Spanish ships

which had not been sunk, made our hopes preponderate against our fears.

"
lie, indeed, could not so restrain the enthusiasm inspired by the news, but

that it was heard without doors, and our gaolers perceived it. He had even

the imprudence to hum some couplets which he had just composed in honour

of Lord Nelson, and of gratifying with them some detenus who, more for-

IUIJHIU than himself, walked in the court, while he had been constantly

and was still, a close and secret prisoner.
" That same evening we continued our correspondence by writing. The

medley billets which he addressed to me, in answer to details which I had

"iven him, was pleasing, without any tincture of melancholy ; alluding to

iin event which had happened tiiat evening, an event which might have

caused us to be shot, if I had not boldly prevented its coming to the know-

ledge of our executioners it was this : I had addressed to him an account

much less favorable than that which they had sent us upon the success of

Knonnparte in Germany. This account diminished astonishingly the glory
of the little man, miscalled great ;

it turned him into ridicule, which nei-

ther lie nor his adherents could ever pardon. It was Poupard who custo-

marily transmitted the correspondence, while I mounted guard, to prevent

suspicion or surprise. I had but seldom acted as the messenger, and being
iu>s accustomed to it, I was consequently less dexterous. I gave notice, as
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usual, by striking two blows with the broom handle. He opened his case-

ment-window, dropt the string, at the end of which was the bag, and in it

I put the despatch, pulled the string, which I immediately abandoned, it

was also abandoned by our friend, and fell into the court at the moment
when they were coming to shut our doors. I attempted a scheme, which

succeeded
; I said I was unwell, and without water, and requested they

would open the door, and allow me to go and draw some. It was

granted : at the instant that I cast the bucket into the well, I hastened un-

der the window, and feeling abour, happily found the bag and its contents,
with which I immediately remounted, and conveyed to him.
" I was far (and I have no doubt he was the same) from foreseeing the sad

event of the night ;
as no preliminary conversation no presentiment hud

occurred to give any reason to presume it.

" His custom was, to rise with the day ;
his windows opened, we gave

and received the customary mute salute. I descended to give it : what

was my astonishment ! his windows quite shut ! I ran and applied to

Mr. de Vaudricourt to the good Vaudricoiirt, also his friend sub-in-

spector of military reviews one of those in whom he had the most con-

fidence, and confidence well-merited. He was as much surprised and

alarmed as I, and added, what encreased my apprehensions, that they had

not been open all the morning ;
we suspected illness or indisposition. I

went to enquire of those who occupied the apartment under him, who were

also ignorant of his fate ; but said they had heard some noise in his cham-

ber during the night, as well as Messrs Mingo and Poupard; but my fears

were increased by the apostrophe addressed to them by the old Abbe,

Mr. Bassinet, who lodged with them, saying, that they slept the whole

night like marmots, but that he, an old man of eighty, had not been able

to shut his eyes since an hour after midnight, so great had been the noise

that had awoke him in the captain's apartment.
"

I related this discourse to Mr. de Vaudricourt ; we went out, and

walked to and fro much agitated, seeing the turnkeys sad and cast down.

Mr. de V. called to one of them named Savard, and asked him '
if Captain

Wright was indisposed ? he wished to go up to see him.' The man, as

he walked on, petrified with fright, said,
'

Well, they will not accuse me of

having assassinated him.' Judge of our painful astonishment we were

soon after but too fully convinced that he was no longer in this world.

Passing and repassing, we saw parties of the police successively arrive to

ascertain this strange event they unfold paper, &r. Whether from indig-

nation, or curiosity to know what had happened to my worthy friend, I

went up, came down again, passed and repassed before the door without

flaring to enter: but the door being a little open, 1 was perceived by a

secretary of the police-office, I believe his name was Pacq ;
he invited me

to enter; I bowed, and casting a look at the bed, saw my friend lifeless-

but yet apparently not bloody. I enquired of those who were in the room,

of a prisoner of state named Joseph, a gentleman of Boulogne-sur-mer, and

was told that he had cut his throat that they had prepared a proces-verbal,

and that I should go and sign. I again approached the bed I saw the

body as asleep; I raised the bed clothes; uncovered hinr. saw his throat cut
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and bathed in his blood, still holding in his hand a razor xhut. Filled with

horror at the sight of this shocking spectacle, the blood froze in my veins.

I made a motion to retire, when I was opposed by the police, who told me,
I must sign theprocte-verbaL This I refused, and without hesitation, indig-

nantly replied
' that the man who cuts his own throat does not shut the razor

for the UK of another.' Stricken with my observation, and knowing well

the stubborness of a character that never bent, they allowed me to with-

draw without any further opposition. Here, Sir, is what I know and

have seen.

" All the state prisoners, at that time confined in the Temple, believed

with me that he was assassinated it was the general report. These par-
ticulars are better known to me by reason of our intimate connexion, but

the times and the tyranny of our Attila have not allowed me the opportu-

nity of giving these details sooner. Having been exiled in Vivarais after

my release from the Temple, I could not quit it without an express permis-
sion of the police. This rigid exile lasted until the return of the king.

Forced a second time to expatriate myself for serving the cause of my king ;

and yielding to those sentiments which only loyalty induced, I followed him

to Belgium, and had the honour of paying my respects to you at Brussels-

you desired of me the relation which I now present you, a relation which,

not being able to send you on your journey to Alost, as we agreed, I hesi-

tated to send it you here, where Fouche was minister of the police, as 1

strongly suspected that man to have contributed to the assassination of

our friend.

" You gave me at Brussels the address of Mr. Muller ;
I have written to

him from Belgium and Paris, for the 600 francs which I lent to the de-

ceased captain, and which you assured me had been pnid to him.* Nei-

ther of my letters have been answered, which I am surprised at. There

was certainly no more due to Mr. Muller than 600 francs which he had

also lent, and he neither could nor ought to have drawn beyond that sum

without accounting to me. Messrs. Mingo and Poupard, through whosa

hands both the sums passed, know that from me alone they have received

and transmitted them, and have acknowledged that they acted equally on

the part of Mr. M. and of your humble servant. I am apprehensive that

Mr. Miiller is dead, or he certainly would have answered me, and perhaps
have visited me : I should be obliged to you to ascertain the fact."

We hare now laid before our readers the whole of the evidence

in our possession, and for ourselves we confess that it appears so

strong on the dark side of the question, that we are unable to

livcst our minds of the notion that Captain Wright was basely

murdered. A desultory review of the evidence will shew on

* Paid by Lord Stewart at Vienna, with the 25/. lent by himself, the demand

having bcrn first sa-ictioncd by the Admiral.
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what ground we found our belief; and we shall commence It with

the final and formal declaration of the martyr himself J

" I have now to declare, that perfectly resigned as I am to my fate, I

am able to support the worst a barbarous enemy can farther intend against
me

; that the character of my country, and the reputation of the navy, are

the dearest considerations to me, and that in no possible circumstances mill

1 ever lose sight (if them, but make my death, should I die in the hands of
the enemy, as disgraceful to him as it will be creditable to tny country."

Here is strong evidence of a presentiment of foul play in the

mind of Captain Wright; and as presuming that such assertions

as we find made by Fauconnier, and the Abbe Mesieres, with the

arguments brought forward to support them, would go forth to

the world, he here enters a previous protest against what, by

anticipation, he so justly fears. Yet this is the man to be driven

to self-murder, because the enemy, in his course of warfare, has

gained a battle ! ! ! A man, too, who had given so many proofs

that fortitude in adversity was the prominent feature of his

character.

We shall now proceed to the circumstances of his death, a*

spoken to by the sereral witnesses whose depositions we hare given

from the original documents.

Pierre Dusser, the commissary of police at Paris, Temple divi.

sion, tells us in the proems-verbal, that in consequence of

information rceived from the Sieur Louis-Francois Fauconnier,

concierge of the Temple house of arrest, and living at the same,

that John Wesley Wright was found covered with blood, and

Jying in* his bed in a state of immobility, which should make it

presumable that he died by effect of suicide, his attendance was

required, in order to proceed conformably to law. There he

found the corpse, with the throat cut, and a razor shut in the

right hand.

The deposition of Fauconnier at this time is in substance, that

he saw the deceased at noon, to whom he carried the Mr>niteur\

found him well and calm two hours afterwards Savart carried in

dinner, and found him in the same state and that morning ha

was apprised of the event.

* Vide Fauconnier's impartial remarks, p. 187.

t Query Was this a customary set of civiliry ? or was it the first instance, and

with future riots ?
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Sarart says, that at the time he carried in dinner, the said

J. W. Wright spoke to him in a customary way, and did not

appear at all wrong-iicaded.

Soupe, the surgeon, finds, on examining the body, that there

is a transversal wound on the anterior and superior part of the

throat, above the bone, termed jaxoid, 18 centi-metres (or about

5 inches) in length in other words, his head was cut nearly off.

The result of this inquisition was, that as the razor was found

in his right.hand, and the Moniteur of the 3d in his possession-

the reading of it had unduly exalted his imagination, and led him

to that act of dcjpair and therefore there was no cause for fur-

ther inquiry ! the body was quietly put under ground and this

same Pierre Dusser has now no recollection at all of the circum-

stance ! !

It is worthy of notice, that tlie time when the firmness of our

brave countryman was to be thus shaken, and his fortitude re-

duced to despair, was the time when a negotiation was in process

between the English and French governments, through the me-

dium of the Spanish ambassador, for his liberation,* it had in

fact terminated, by the consent of the French government to send

him to any port we should choose to receive him at, although he

was too vile a character to be exchanged ! ! ! t

The account of Mr. Poupart is perfectly consistent with that

of the proces-verbal) in all that relates to the position of the

corpse, but goes decidedly to prove the improbability that the

TICKS so kindly communicated to him should have had the effect

there presumed ; as we are told that the victory off Trafalgar did

more than counterbalance the defeat of the Austrian army. It

does more than this ; for if the account may be credited (and we

would ask, why should it not ? for the account is circumstantial,

and in its most important particulars corroborated by the evidence

of the Abbe Allary) if (hen this account may be credited, the

fact of assassination can be no longer questionable He was awoke

by a person lodged in the same room, about 4 o'clock in the morn.

ing, and asked if he did not hear a noise " I hear it still," said

that person,
" like the walking of several people."" Itappeared

* Vide JB. d. vol. xxi, p. 478.

f Vide Talleyrand's letter, vol. xxi, p. 489.
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very extraordinary to us." says Mr. Poupart,
u and what we had

never heard before since we had been iu the Temple." He after-

wards saw the captain (and he believes himself to have been the

first who saw him after the turnkey in the morning) in his bed,
*' in as much order as though he slept his face upwards and the

sheets and counterpane under his chin" he uncovered him, and

saw in his right hand a razor, shut. And he also saw tracks of

blood in different parts of the floor, and in the tracks the print of

feet. Here we have a consistent statement.

That of Savard is delivered in such a manner that little reliance

can be placed on it. It is evidently that of a man either biassed

by his fears, or of very imperfect recollection. He denies there

having been any tracks of blood on the floor says there was no

mark of blood on the upper sheet very little on the under one

Where then was the blood ?

The deposition of Christopher Barot, states the body to hare

been found extended in bed the eyes open covered up to the

chin, as in a state of repose, with the sheets and counterpane

an opening in the neck from side to side, but the edges stuck

together, so as to have the appearance of a scratch from which

death could not ensue the right hand holding a razor extended

along the right thigh the bed was narrow, and the head between

two pillows, and not bloody.

The statement of Christopher is likewise that of a man whose

tongue is bridled by his fears. He gave his information at

different times, and varies in his testimony not only from that of

others, but is not consistent in himself. In a second conversation

on the subject, he repeats what he had before said, and declares

it to be the result of all the reflection he is capable of, divested of

that perturbation which is the immediate effect of fear ; but while

he is delivering this result of a cool consideration of the subject,

he repeatedly testifies his uneasiness, saying,
" If there was to be

a fresh change of government, I should be shot." And he at one

time says, the captain was playing the flute at midnight, but he

knew the circumstance only by Savard and others, as he himself

did not sleep at the Temple. He in his formal deposition before

Sir Sidney Smith says, he liimself heard the captain playing the

flute until an hour after midnight. He says the razor was open.

. Cijron. Vol. XXXVI. K N
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Victor lltm>, at that lime a keeper at the Temple, and who

appears to have viewed the body at the same time with Christopher

and Savard, says, they found him dead in his bed his throat cut

and holding in his hand a white-handled razor, shut enveloped

in his bed-gown, and without a shirt at which they expressed

their astonishment.

We now come to the impartial remarks on the suicide of Cap-

tain 11EI i- at the Temple, signed FAUCONIEB, &c.

Of these remarks, the signature only is in ike lihtl-vr riling of

Fauconnier -at least the remarks arc written in a diB'erent hand-

writingand show very clearly that the writer pondered well his

words before he uttered thorn, so far as to the purpose of render.

ing them abductire of any idea of assassination in the mind of the

reader. He first assumes the fact of suicide as a decided case, and

then begins to talk about it reconciles the reader to the act, as

a thing familiar with the English in short, a mere philosophical

remedy for the spleen ! and adduces as a companionable and con.

iinnatory instance with the assumed suicide of Captain Wright,

the 100 clearly real one of Mr. Whitbread though from opposite

causes the former because Buonaparte gained a battle, the latter

because he lost one ! ! Says that " the Moniteur had been fur-

nished him by the communication of some prisoners who were

lodgi-d above and below him " * u and that there is no doubt the

reading of the Moniteur^ announcing the victory of Ulm," deter-

inl'.u-cl Lin to commit suicide three other motives equally strong

are a Jdtul, concluding ith an emphatical declaration, that ll Here

is the whole truth." But as a more circumstantial and consistent

sUtrraunt had been made, conveying a very different idea on the

subject, ?vlr. Fauconnicr thinks it necessary to set that aside; he

begir.s vc.y prudently as a worldly-wiseman, to bring first contempt

on the tfsiaior, presuming then that his testimony will become of

as lif'k". consequence, in the usual course of things.
u Now

r-.H'.u-j a jtr:ycnei'j at the end of 10 or 12 years," &c. &c. if the

course of time is to invalidate the testimony, that of Fauconnier

must be at least as weak as his for it was subsequently delivered

"' Th?
/.>/'/.<?

?i C.T, to support his^stcry, talks of a noise that he

* UK. |>!overb says,
" Liars should have good memories." In the formal de-

])ositio:i
o!' r'<ui connie r on the process verbal, he says that he carried this same

.'';;';:;< ;o Capia.u Wright himself.
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heard over his head, and of workmen who did not work the next

day, because the overseer, the man who, according to him, had

given the fatal blow, not having returned, the workmen could not

work for want of a master." Henceforward the account of

Mr. Fauconnier is all shuffle and confusion a constant endeavour

at evasion to fasten upon any thing but what is to the purpose.

To this version he says we must answer and that it is very easy

to do. < The thing is impossible, unless in regard to this

assassination, we can believe that it was Savard who committed

it." Now, how does this read ? like the words of a man who

wishes to shuffle off the truth from his shoulders like the confu-

sion of a liar." The thing is impossible." What thing ? that

the overseer of the masons murdered Captain Wright
4 ' unless

we can believe that it was Savard who committed it" but if we

can believe that Savard committed it why then the thing is possi-

ble, and the overseer of the maons committed it ! ! !
u But we

are well convinced that that is false, and therefore we must con-

clude that the captain alone committed it." If the version can

be so answered, or, as we are to understand the term, so con-

victed of falsehood, it is certainly very easy to do it. " But we

are well convinced t\\a.i that is false ;

" viz. that Savard committed

the murder
;
we no more believe that Savard committed the mur-

der, than Mr. Faucounier believes it but mark with what saga.

city he proves the ground of his conviction that that is false

** Savard only had the keys of the captain's chamber, and he

alone attended him " and therefore it was impossible that Savard

could commit the murder !

But it seems we are not yet arrived at the proofs of the impossi-

bility of the prisoner's story, notwithstanding the above asser-

tion. If Mr. Fauconnier revised what had been thus far written,

he might well say,
" Let us come to the proofs of the impossi-

bility of the prisoner's story." It would really seem as though

he was aware of the nonsense that had been written, and had

forgotten to cancel it.

He now begins by telling ns that the prisoner was then very

poor, and had moreover a wife, _v,ho had been recently brought

to bed" (a circumstance very material in the present case, to

what was to happen 10 or 12 years after) and that ii he now

after a lapse of time, to give us- a new edition of this
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in his own way, probably to extract some benefit ;" but possi-

bly recollecting that time and chance happeneth to all, he can-

didly says,
" I know not whether he is now rich or at ease"

and then comes the u but " " but at that time he lived on the

bounty of his comrades in misfortune, and by the labour of his

hands as a tailor * his wife and the infant she suckled came every

day to share his dinner" and these are the grounds on which we

are to disbelieve his testimony !

The reader will see,t that as an after-thought, in a supplementary

letter, Mr. Poupart says,
" I omitted a circumstance which 1 hasten

to make good ;" and then mentions his observation, that on the

eve of the assassination, some masons were at work on the tower

of the Little Temple and as the master-masons or superintendants

did not come to work the next day, and he remarked an air in the

men that he conceived significant, it gave him strong suspicions,
a that the police and the authors of the crime availed themselves of

that circumstance for its commission." Now the whole of this is

a mere ground of surmise, and stated as such. But for want of better

materials to build his proofs, Mr. Fauconnier lays hold of this mere

conjecture, reduces the plurality of superintendant-niasons, as stated

by Mr. Poupart, to one single man, and goes boldly to work.

He leads us up stairs and down stairs into this anti-chamber

that side-room shows us how the doors were fastened door upon,

door that neither Buonaparte nor the Devil himself could have

entered or egressed after they were once locked and then, as

though there were no such things as pick-locks or master-keys^

coolly and confidently asks us " Now, how could this assassin

open and shut all these doors, and avoid the sight of every body ?

//'>:: could the assassin open the captain's chamber, without

making a noise ? How could he, without light, and without

using very great force, seize and throw down the captain, who

was a vigorous and resolute man ? How, and by what charm,

could he quietly lay him on his bed, and upon his pillow, and

without making an alarming noise, kill him like a sheep and

with what ? with his own razor 1"

These are questions not quite so difficult of solution as the

Mr. Poupart signs himself late officer of the array of the centre, colonel of

cavalry.

t Vide page 106.
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Sphinx's riddle. How the government of Buonaparte effected its

secret purposes is best known to those who were in authority under

him. As to how the murder could have been effected without

light and without noise, we do not find it stated in accusation that

it was done without either on the contrary, the noise was so

great (and consequently the captain not killed quietly like a

sheep), that it was heard by two persons in the room under the

captain's and we see no cause for the marked wonder that the

murderers should kill him with his own razor, if it was in the way
to lay their hands upon, and they wished to have it supposed that

he killed himself. "i,

Mr. Fauconnier acknowledges that the prisoner says in his

account he heard a noise, and that the noise must have been ex-

tremely loud to be so heard ; but then Father Picot De Clos-

Riviere did not hear it, who lay on the same floor and nobody

heard it but him. Surely Mr. Fauconnier will allow another ex-

ception in the old Abbe, by whom the prisoner was awoke to

hear it. As to Father Picot, the reader has only to refer to his

evidence in the affair to be convinced, that let the noise have been

never so loud, Father Picot would have shut his ears to it. The

man who could assert that the notorious Buonaparte
il was inca-

pable of zY, and so ridiculously expose his hypocrisy in the act of

spurning at the idea, must be too much the friend of Buonaparte

to believe any ill of him. "
Besides," says this Jesuit,

u the stew-

ard [Mr. Fauconnier] was an honest man, and incapable of lend-

ing himself to an action like that : there is nothing doubtful in his

having destroyed himself."

Now in this same lending of himself lies, we fear,
cc the rub

which makes this mystery of so long life." The lending seems

inevitable the voluntary confession is therefore impossible. We
will, however, follow this man to the end of his curious deposi-

tion, in order to show, if he be really contending in the cause

of Truth, how weakly she has armed her champion.
tl If there was any noise, says Mr. Fauconnier, the captain

defended himself, and he was very able to defend himself,

and would not suffer himself to be stretched like a sheep upon

his bed, and timidly or cowardly present his neck to the

assassin. There would have been scuffling in the room

[enough to prevent the old Abbe from sleeping] blows given*
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blows returned ; at length, if the assassin were the strongest,

he must hare thrown him down, cut his throat, and then

placed him upon his bed, and upon his pillow, as ho vras

found. But the boards, and all around his bed, would have been

sprinkled, and even flooded with the blood of the victim." We

deny this ; for when a man's head is cut nearly off, he will not

run around any thing, nor would it be necessary to carry him but

to that side of his bed where he was to be placed.
** Well !

[another triumph for Mr. Fauconnier] there was no blood but

upon his bed and his pillow, where he was seen as he had fallen,

after he had cut his throat." Mr. Fauconnier should here have told

us how he got into bed. We have hitherfo had some doubt as to

whether by the word upon we were to understand under the sheets

or not -for so we are told by all the other witnesses he was

found ; but the word fallen clears up the doubt, for it is impossible

that any man could cut his own head nearly off, and fall in that

composed position in which he was first seen by Savard-^-z/ he was

by him first seen after his death !

But Mr. Fauconnier has not yet arrived at the end of his

impossibilities : with his usual sagacity if there was no noise

there could be no noise heard. There is no one will be bold

enough to contradict that. *'
Theo," says Mr. Fauconnier, the

assassin had to seek the captain's razor then he must have cut

strait from right to left-r because he could not have cut from

left to right." In this place, the deposition is profoundedly con.

fused. Next follows a string of formidable suppositions and in.

fercnres, which, as the song says,
a
Nobody can deny," about

the passing of doors and dark stair-cases, dogs and turnkeys

concluding, that if the mason did the murder, his ultimate escape
must have been through the key -hole, or as a bird, by flight over

the walls al! which must incontestably prove, that "
Captain

licit voluntarily killed himself."

So much for Mr. Fauconnier, and his man of straw, which he

srcins to have set up only for the purpose of knocking him down,
ami claiming a victory.

No", follows a more formidable antagonist in opinion on this

]a:;u'. liable catastrophe only because he is plausible for none

of his arguments will stand tha test of circumstantial application.

Ihore is a great deal said " About it Goddess and about it
j

'
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but it touches nothing essential in the case if the reader wishes

to amuse himself with an essay on suicide, here is one for him.

It is very formidably drawn up, and contains some additional

information as to the life of Captain Wright, but little or nothing

explanatory of his death.

The Chevalier's introductory lettor to Sir Sidney Smith, is a

declaration of his opinion on the case
;

and all that follows is

little more, excepting the historical matter, than an endeavour to

justify his opinion without any, or next to no consideration of

the circumstances in which Captain Wright was found dead :

there is, besides, the usual inconsistency which is found in all

relations where truth is not the basis. We do not mean to charge

the Chevalier with any intentional deviation from truth, but we

certainly think that he has not impartially viewed both sides of the

question. There is a great deal too much of abstract remark.

The Chevalier makes a show of impartiality, with a more

evident leaning to the side of Buonaparte.

He, as though there were no facts to judge from, begins by

declaring that he is driven to probabilities and conjectures and

if he was really sincere in that assertion, he might as well have

spared himself the trouble of composing bis document, for the

case had been long enough the subject of conjecture, and the desi-

deratum was, that which should put an end to it.

The Chevalier then proceeds to a remark or exhortation, which,

if it mean any thing, implies, that as the public and ordinary

conduct of Buonaparte was that of a vindictive tyrant, we should

hesitate in deciding on reports of his secret atrocities. He then

asks pardon for differing from the very just opinion of Sir Sidney

Smith, that suicide is cowardice ;
and asserts, that a decay of the

physical constitution irritability of the nerves, and sudden insa-

nity, will impel to suicide the last assigned motive is out of the

question ; as to the first, we have seen many very old men die

naturally, and very nervous people live long and await the inevita-

ble stroke ; and we have witnessed the most piercing afflictions

courageously endured ;
and therefore, in all cases but that of insa-

nity, we hold it a species of cowardice to fly from the ills of life,

by which human courage in its noblest character is proved.

We have here the old story of the battle of Ulm ; and then the

Chevalier proceeds to an historical detail of circumstances previous
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to the captain's death, and which is so far desirable as an eluci-

dating supplement to the captain's own narrative. It also contains

direct evidence, that the Chevalier's opinion of Buonaparte does

not square with that of Captain Wright.
"

Buonaparte will

destroy me," says the captain.
" He has not forgotten our pro-

clamations in Egypt, nor what we hare written to him
;
nor the

reproaches which we have addressed to him on the subject of his

crimes at laffa," &c.

The Chevalier at length arrives at the epoch of Captain Wright'i

death. He tells us that the last campaigns had been fortunate for

their common tyrant ; that they lost even hope, and were filled

with grief ; that French and English journals found their way to

them ; and from them they had learned the great victory of Nelson

off Trafalgar: of this latter news, and its effects on the mind of Cap-

tain Wright, the impartial Chevalier is totally silent. Nothing but

despondency and despair would suit his impartial view of the

question. At this time secret agents were sent among the prison-

ers Why ? because French and English journals found their way
to them. About this time, projects for escape we're formed, and

immediately betrayed ; and it is somewhat remarkable, that the

only ostensible instance of treachery towards Captain Wright,
attaches to the Chevalier's friend, Mingaud : it is also remarkable,

that on being informed of Captain Wright's death, by his friend

the Chevalier, he was so much afflicted that he kept his bed, as

the Chevalier informs us, eight days in consequence of it; surely

this is grief overmuch. The best friends the captain had there,

neither Poupartnor the Abbe Allary, nor Captain Miiller, evinced

any sorrow like unto this sorrow. It is likewise worthy of no-

tice, that neither the Chevalier nor the Sieur Mingaud, although

so oppressed by the tyranny and cruelty of Buonaparte, and

possessing such an exalted opinion of the captain's character,

should have any other idea at the time than that he had cut his own
throat. But on the part of the Chevalier 'it is perhaps accounted

for Suicide could not depreciate it. We find that on the Com-

missary Dusser receiving the information, he immediately taxed

the messenger, coming from the prison, sharply, in these words,
" Is it thou who hast killed this man ?"* and Savard, imrnc-

* Vide page 109.
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diately after the discovery of his death, was seen by the Abbe

Allary talking to himself.

The Chevalier now comes to the question, and enters upon it

in a very formal manner
; talks of the necessity of divesting our-

selves of all passionate feelings, and assuming the mantle of impar-

tiality, and rendering homage to truth ; all which is very flowery

and very fine ;
and had there been no evidence of facts from which

to argue, his abstract reasoning might have had some weight,

although scarcely any thing more than a petitio printipii to

establish a preconceived opinion. He passes a high eulogfum.

on the character of Captain Wright ; but all that is good and

great in him nly tends to sink him into suicide ; to that he must

come under the Chevalier's hands, and therefore we hear of

nothiny from him but irritable feelings spleen bodily frame de-

bilitated and enfeebled, life burthensome and insupportable.

Now what says Captain Wright himself,
" I have now to declare,

that perfectly resigned as I am to my fate, I am able to support

the worst a barbarous enemy can farther intend against me."

But Captain Wright was perhaps no judge of his own feelings,

and the Chevalier knew better. "
Captain Wright," says he,

" was strongly impressed with liberal ideas." [The cant term for

a dereliction of all restraining principles.]*
a Suicide on the part

* As a specimen of the liberal ideas of the French Revolutionists, we quote the

subjoined anecdote from the Encyclopedia Britannica. It will tend to prove the

importance of human life in the estimation of men possessing liberal ideas:

" The following information respecting the morals of Jourdan's army, is from a

German Count, who saw with his own eyes a considerable extent of the march

and counter-march of the French through Fcanconia : 'Almost every officer in

Jourdan's army had a mistress ;
and such of them as by plunder could support the

expense, gave balls, acted plays, and exhibited every species of gaiety, when

the army was not in actual motion. In all this there was nothing wonderful.

The ladies, however, were not unfrequently pregnant ;
and as nursing would

leep them from these assemblies, where their company could not be dispensed

with by the soldiers of liberty, they drowned their new-born infants they

drowned them publicly ! Our correspwndent (the Count) saw two of the little

victims, and he heard, from unquestionable authority, of several more. At a

place within six miles of Nuremberg, a Prussian parish minister, who WHS also a

sort of justice, endeavoured to save one innocent, and was thrown into the river

and fired at by the French, when his parishioners endeavoured to save him. He
had the happiness, however, to save the child, and was allowed tokeep.it, the

mother never inquiring afler it!'"

, Vol. XXXVI. o o
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of a man who is enthusiastically fond of liberty, and peculiarly

oppressed, who is shut up, debilitated, overcome with grief, with

chagrin, and fond remembrances, which he considers as lost for

ever ;
on the part of a modern philosopher (and such was Cap-

tain Wright) f_we do not believe it}
* who sees all his hopes, all

his projects of fortune, of glory, of happiness, public or private,

entirely overcast, on the part of such, a man ;" and then comes a

moral line from Voltaire's Creed, telling us, that in a state of

adversity,
" Life is a disgrace to us, and death a duty 1

"

Now what does Captain Wright, the modern philosopher, or

philosophist, himself say to his situation thus represented, when

he parted from his friend Laumont, the surgeon,
" I hope we

may meet again, under more favourable circumstances ;
but at all

events, whatever may happen to me in my present position, 1 will

behave, believe me, whatever reports may be sent abroad, like

Christian and a British officer." And in his letter to Lieutenant

Wallis, he says,
u I must tell you, for the comfort of my other

little amiable creatures, who may weep for my misfortunes, that

I can bear them, however great or multiplied ;
but that I am less

ill oflf than people at a distance, whose apprehensions magnify

evil, are aware of." And in the Abbe Allary's letter, we find

that his mind was so firm and composed, that he could writ*

sportive lines of poetry on the very day preceding his death ; and

therefore we do not believe him to have been so desperately

affected as the Chevalier would persuade us he was.

Among other remarkable things in this document, it is not ont

of the least, that the Chevalier, in his solitary advertence to the

circumstances of the captain's death, merely remarks a discordance

between the evidence of Savard and Christopher respecting tha

blood, which he slightly passes over, as though neither was of any

consequence, and refers us to the proces verbal, the contents of

which we should imagine he was himself a stranger to, for it cer-

tainly contains a u
damning proof."

lie then proceeds to the question ; was Captain Wright's throat

cut by superior order ? and, like Fauconnier, has a great many
reasons to prove its impossibility in one page, and its possibility

in the next. " If it was occasioned by superior order, the

* Vide hit letter, JB. <. roJ. xxxir, p. 448,
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chief gaoler, the keeper of the wicket, the menial servant at the

door of the Temple tower, and Savard, who attended the cap.

tain, must have opened all the doors, and necessarily have been

accomplices with the person who went to execute, the savage

order. You see, therefore, these five assassins (four of whom
had not any interest in the matter) acting in concert to commit

this horrible crime ; a circumstance that cannot easily be

credited."

A\r
e have already said, that as to the way in which the government

of Buonaparte executed his secret purposes, is best known to those

who were in authority under him. That such a way existed, is

acknowledged by the Chevalier himself when it suits his purpose

that it should be so ; speaking of the death of Pichegru, (who ,

by hook or by crook he would persuade the reader likewise com-

mitted the honorable act of suicide as due to his misfortunes), he

says,
" If Buonaparte had wished that Pichegru should be

Strangled, he would have given secret orders for the purpose."

So after all the thing is possible, when it suits the Chevalier's

drift of argument.
" Who is there," says the Chevalier,

" who

does not know that Pichegru, found strangled, could not survive

the sadness and despair," &c, &c. Why there are thousands

who do not know it, and who believe the very reverse to be

the facf.

Then the Chevalier gives us very cogent reasons why there could

have been no motive in the mind of Buonaparte to order the death

of Captain Wright. The first is, because Captain Wright did not

hold in his hands (he destinies of Buonaparte ; but considering the

great love and affection between them, of which they were mutu-

ally conscious, it was quite sufficient that Buonaparte held the

destinies of Captain Wright. The Chevalier then goes on to

other reasons equally conclusive, and industriously striving to

persuade us that there never was such a crime as assassination

committed in the Temple ; he says,
u

Moreover, if Buonaparte

had wished to exercise a secret vengeance on (he person of Captain

Wright, that would have been accomplished in the woods or

defiles of Brittany, a* was frequently practised towards the

royalist chiefs.
1 ' This Chevalier seems to have known the mind

f Buonaparte in these matters very accurately, or it is certain he
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would not speak so positively. Thus then we find that Buonaparte

was capable of such things.*

After all such reasoning, as the Chevalier says, we must ncces*

garily conclude that Captain Wright cut his own head off ! 1 !

The deposition of the Abbe Allary, although material in its

evidence, goes but little farther than to confirm that of Mr. Pou-

part ;
in fact, it is from the proces verbal, and the depositions of

these two gentlemen, that we should form our judgment ;
we

therefore, from the particulars therein contained, now state

* We avail ourselves of this opportunity to insert a characteristic sketcli of

Buonaparte, as haiuied to us by our valuable friend the Hydrographer ; which

we think, if collated with the actions of Buonaparte, will be found a tole rably

accurate inference, in all but his courage, which is to us, especially in his decline

and fall, very questionable :

The character of Buonaparte has been imperfectly appreciated in this country j

when resolved into its simple elements, and collated with his career, they mutu-

ally explain and elucidate each other. From the earliest record of his history,

he lias been one, unchanged unchangeable. In a period of tranquility, he would

have perished on a scaffold
;

in times of revolution, he has figured on a throne :

he lias lived like Ciesar
;
but might, and still may, perish like C.itiline. He ha)

been stigmatised as a coward the accusation is unjust : he is a Paulus /Emilius,

prodigal of life, but employs it upon the best commercial principles;* and neve*

hazards on extensive risk, without the probability of a commensurate profit; if

the moment arrives when his deliberate judgment pronounces it necessary, he

presents himself to danger without hesitation or anxiety. He has been repro*

bated as cruel : he is not cruel in the active signification of the word : he is

utterly indilferent and callous to sentiments of humanity, when they interfere

with his pursuit. lie is a modern philosopher, in the strict sense of the. term.

There is no individuality in his conceptions; or feelings for others : if five hun-

dred thousand men perish in a campaign, he regrets the inconvenience of his own

Jos?, but never feels a moment's remorse for the sacrifice. Their fate is mingled
with that 'if former generations; and if their doom is antedated, it has been bit

for a moment. The spring of population is amply sufficient to supply their place >

and a slight fiscal encouragement to marriage, or diminution of discouragement
for illegitimate birlhs, will expedite the purposes of nature, and operate as a sink-

ing fund upon the debt incurred. If any individual is obnoxious to him, it is a

sort of duty which he owes to his high situation to abate the nuisance. Whether
it he a Prince of the House of Bourbon, seized in the sanctuary of a neutral ter-

ritory, or a, vender nf suspicious pamphlets, he signs their death-warrant ; or if

it be an active English officer, incarcerated in one of his dungeons, he gives a

verbal order to Savury for his assassination, with equal apathy, and retires to

rest, Huh the crimes, but without the compunctuous visitings of conscience.

* Viz. Creeping into a cask to escape from his enemies for sueh we are

assured was his lutentioD, by the captain who was to ship him.
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the question both ways, and see on which side they read most

consistently.

Captain Wright committed suicide. He had amused himself on

the preceding day in writing and humming couplets on the

respective victories of Buonaparte and Lord Nelson. At night he

was heard playing the flute until past midnight ; he then got into

bed in his robe-de-chambre, covered himself up to the chin in the

bed-clothes, and cut his head nearly off with his razor, which he

afterwards shut, and placing his arm strait down his thigh

died ! !

Captain Wright was assassinated. He had amused himself on

the preceding day in writing and humming couplets on the

respective victories of Buonaparte and Lord Nelson. At night he

amused himself with playing on the flute till after midnight ; about

which time a noise was heard, as of a ^uffling between several

persons, in his room, by two or more people in the room be-

neath : in the morning he was found with his throat cut, covered

up in his bed, with a razor in his hand, shut.

These are facts that seem to have been formally ascertained,

and fairly credible
j

for as to Fauconnier's solitary assertion, that

he was first seen outside, or on the bed, although probably true,

if he were present at the murder, could not have been the position

in which he was found by him, Savard, and Christophe, nor as he

was presented to the commissioners on the proces verbal ; neither

in asserting this does he tell us how he got into bed.

None of the witnesses, not even Fauconnier himself, speak of

that quantity of blood that might be supposed shed on such art

occasion ; very little inside the bed, on the sheets, and very

little on the outside ; it is likely that his head was held over a

pail, or other vessel, and the blood carried away ;
for all that

appears in evidence is no more than would be consequently spilled

in moving the body afterwards into bed
;

for that his throat was

cut in that dreadful manner in bed cannot be believed on any part

of the evidence, as it stands delivered, whether by those who assert

the assassination or the suicide; and if so, how did he afterwards

get into bed?

We now leave the reader to form his own opinion, as we have

formed ours, from facts in which a majority of evidence agrees ;
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from facts very credibly asserted, although by some denied ; and

from facts, denied by none : if we be right in our own opinion,

retributive justice has in some degree overtaken the chief actors ;

Fauconnicr complains that he is thrown by, neglected ; Sa?ary

is wandering where he was before a trespasser ;* and the arch,

chief is now himself a prisoner in the middle of the ocean ; where,

in his vanity, it is said, he still indulges hopes of returning to

that power he so long abused ; but his hope is vain ; like another

Bclshazzar, whose impiety braved Heaven, the hand.writing is

against him, Mene-Tekel-Upharsin, his kingdom (or the days

of it) is numbered, himself weighed, and his empire divided and

departed from him.

Thus fell Captain Wright j a man certainly of no ordinary cha-

racter ;
and although, in compiling these Biamoirs of him, it was

no part of our original intention, we are unwilling to conclude

without expressing a hope, that if they should meet the eye of any

person in power, they may produce the effect of substantiating the

title of Captain Wright's family to that reward which the Martyr

himself would have obtained. That family, as we have already-

recorded, consists of an aged father, who is a disbanded military

veteran ;
a sister ;

and a nephew, now a commander in the navy,

and when a midshipman, shared his uncle's captivity.

*** Our observation at page 272, we find, on re-consideration,

to have been miscalculated. The negociation between the two

governments of France and England for the liberation of Captain

Wright, was in the preceding year : it will, however, serve to

bring to the reader's recollection another instance of the Punica

Fides of the modern Carthage, as governed by Buonaparte.

* It is strange that this man -honld have escaped from the custody he was

Consigned to at Malta : it is still more strange that no inquiry has been made bow

or why the escape has been effected or permitted.
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CAPTAIN BRISBANE AND THE DEY OF ALGIER.

f 1HE Journal des Debats gives the following minute of a conversation*
purporting to have taken place between the Dey of Algier and Cap-

tain Brisbane, by order of Lord Exmouth:

"
I informed the Dey, that Lord Exmouth required satisfaction for the

insults offered to tlie English Consul and to the English nation.
" The Dey answered,

'
I am ready to give it. What is it that vou

ask?'
"

T replied,
'

Express your extreme displeasure at the violence which, in
the heat of the moment, you have exercised towards the Consul, and be
bis pardon for these violences.'
" The Dey rejoined,

' Well
;

I beg his pardon.'
" To this I added' Address yourself to the Consul, and beg bis par.

<lon.' This he did in the presence of all his ministers.

(Signed) lame* ^/Jr^anCf Captain.

" Witness Major WM. GOSSEL."

PARAPONTIC CHAIP..

MR. SCHMIDT, piano-maker, in the Rue des Eons Enfatis, has invented
a nautical machine of the greatest simplicity, by means of which, in th

most stormy weather, and in the midst of the most violent tempest any

person may contend against the waves, and be preserved from shipwreck.
Mr. Schmidt has, we believe, in the presence of the authorities, made trial

of this machine, which he calls the "
Parapontic Chair" He likewise pro-

poses to cross in it from Calais to Dover.

ATTACK ON ALGIER.

MINUTES of the battle of Algier, copied from the log book of H.M. S.

Leacidcr, Captain Edward Chetham, C.B. " At day-light, ou the 27th of

August, 1816, in company with the fleet, observed the city of Algier

bearing W.S.W. About eight A.M. light airs inclining to calm. Admiral

and squadron in company. Observed a French frigate working out of the

Bay. II. M.S. Severn hoisted a flag of. truce, and despatched a boat

towards the city. At ten exercised at quarters, and loaded the guns:
hoisted out all the boats, and prepared them for service. At noon, the

French frigate joined ; her captain went on board the commander-in-chief,
where he remained a short time, and returned to his ship. Observed the

Severn's boat, with the truce, pulling out from the city. At 2. 30. Lord

Exmouth made the general signal,
" Are you ready ?" which was immedi-

ately answered!
"
Ready." He then made the signal for the fleet to bear
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up bore up Leander, within her own length of the commander-in-chief,

standing in for the mole beat to quarters made every preparation for

anchoring observed the enemy's batteries crowded with men, and their

gun-boats prepared to board. At 2. 40. the boat employed as a truce re-

turned to the Queen Charlotte clewed up our sails, following the motions

of the commander- in-chief, who, at 2. 45. anchored abreast of the Mole,

and within half pistol-shot. At 2.47. Leander anchored in her station,

close a-head of the Queen Charlotte, in five fathoms watt r, when the

enemy opened a most tremendous fire, which was instantly returned by the

broadsides of the Queen Charlotte and Leander the fleet anchoring in the

stations assigned them, and opening a vigorous fire. Observed the effect

of our fire had totally destroyed the enemy's gun-boats and row-galleys, and

defeated their intention of boarding. The battle now raged with great

fury, officers and men falling very fast, and masts, yards, and rigging

cutting in all directions. At three, observed the enemy's colours shot

away in some of their batteries, which were very soon re-hoisted, and their

fire obstinate. At 3. 50. an officer of the Hebrus came from the com-

mander-in-cliief, with orders to cease firing, to allow the enemy's frigate

moored acro's the Mole to be set on fire, which was done in a gallant otyle

by a boat from the Queen Charlotte. At 3. 55. a vigorous firing was re-

commenced on Loth sides. Our flat boats throwing rockets with good

effect, some magazines were observed to explode. At 4. 10. the enemy's

frigate burning with great rapidity, and drifting near us, the commandtr-

in-cliief sent an officer to direct us to haul out clear of her. At 4. 15. the

Commander-in-chief made the signal for barges and pinnaces. Sent our

boats to Queen Charlotte, under the command of Lieutenant Monk. At

4. 30. Lieutenant Monk returned, with orders from the commander-in-

chief to keep the boats in readiness to assist the Leander. Perceiving the

ship on fire to be drifting past us, kept our station. At 6. 30. observed the

city on fire in several places, and the Mole-head and other batteries near

us almost demolished; the enemy re-mounting guns, we continuing a

smart cannonading. At seven, found the batteries abreast of us to

slacken, but we were greatly cut -up from batteries on tbe starboard bow*'

Run a hawser to Severn, and hove our broadside to bear on them. At
7. 25. the whole of the enemy's ships in the Mole were observed to be on

fire our masts, yards, sails, and rigging, at this period, so entirely cut

to pieces, as to prevent us, if necessary, setting a sail on the ship officers

and men falling fast, and a great proportion already killed and wounded ;

but our fire continued with unabated fury enemy's fire considerably
slackened ships on fire drifting near us hauled on our spring fast to

Severn, but found it shot away ; made it fast again, and cut the small

bower, to haul out of the way of the ships on fire. At 9. 45. the fleet

haulms and towing out
; but from the state of the masts, sails, and

rig<;ii)f.', found our own exertions ineffectual to haul or tow out ; our haw.

sir, winch was fast to Severn, being gone, and no other ship near us.

Lowc.id the gig, to send Lieutenant Saunders (first lieutenant), to inform

Lord Kxmouth of our situation ; but the boat was sunk, and the jolly boat,

which tliiu ofiicer and crew then embarked in, was also sunk a short dis-
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tance from the ship ;
but the crew were picked up by the flat-boat, and

proceeded to the cominander-in chief, who immediately ordered assistance

to be sent to the Leander. At 10. 30. cut the stern cstbles, some boats

towing us also, a hawser fast to Severn, with a light air off the shore,

which enak'ed us to move out -slowly, and clear the ships on fire. The

enemy re-commenced a heavy fire of musketry upon us, and some few large

guns at intervals fired grape and canister to dislodge their small-nrm rneu.

At II. 25. the Leander ceased firing, drawing fast out into the bay. Light
breezes and cloudy, with thunder and lightning. At midnight answered

the signal for the fleet to anchor. Light breezes and very dark weather,

wind S.VV."

ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE AT ALGIER, BY \ MEURY MIDSHIPMAN.

Copy of a Letter Jrom a Midshipman on board His Majesty's Ship Queen

Charlotte, to kis Friends in London.

MY DEAREST , Queen Charlotte, August 20, 1816.

TUBBANS and trowsers are so like caps and petticoats, that you in

England think the Turks and Moors are little better than old women. If

you had seen them the day before yesterday, you would have had a

different opinion of them. Without so much noise and jabbering, they
were as active as Frenchmen, and to do them justice, they pointed their

guns with a coolness and precision that would not have disgraced any

gentlemen in cocked hats and pantaloons, and I think, as far as I could

judge, there are few Christians who value their skins less than these Pagans.

They say that they have a funny paradise prepared for those who die in

battle ; some of the joys of this pretended Eden we hope to enjoy on our

arrival at home
; however, seven thousand of the poor Mahometans have

gone before us.

All the ships bore up and took their places in the best order and the most

gallant manner. It was, at least, as coolly and exactly performed as the

famous review at Portsmouth, and I only wish that the great Alexander,

who, we are told, thinks we go snacks with the old Dey, had seen this re-

view, instead of that. Not that he could have seen long or much, for

after the firing once began, the little wind that there was swooned away, as

if for fear, and we were all covered by thick smoke, like twenty Vauxhalls

at the end of fire-works on a cloudy night. Our old Queen Charlotte was

the Madame Saqui of the piece, and daucc-d beautifully on the tight rope

by which she was made fast to the mole. I dare say the Dey thinks that we

must be all near-ugkied, for we seemed to think we never could get close

enough. Our brave Admiral was very polite ;
and though they say the first

blow is bait" the battle, he gave this advantage to the pirates, who began

firing just about two o'clock, as [ have since heard, for I forgot to Wok at

my watch. The position of the Queen Charlotte w.i?^ exactly at the

entrance of the Mole, where we had a complete prospect of what they used

to call the marine. They must now find a new name for it, fur they have

no marine left. This enabled us to have a clear view of the couunejice-

. Cijcon, Vol. XXXVI. P P
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inent of the action. I cannot describe to you the immense crowd of men

that covered the Mole and all parts of the marine ; they were as thick as

hops; thicker I suppose than the hops are this year, unless the weather

mended. Well, just as the old lady was going to let fly her broadside,

the Admiral, I suppose, had some pity on the poor devils ;
for he stood on

the poop, and motioned with his hand for them to get out of the way
but there was such a crowd that this was impossible, even if they had

wished ;
but I don't suppose they understood what the Admiral meant

at last, Fire ! fire ! fire ! and bang : I think I saw 500 or 1000 of them

bang down in an instant. After that I did not see much, until our boats,

taking pity on our darkness, set fire to a frigate close to us, just by way of

light to see what we were doing. You talk of your fires in London, and of

your engines and firemen
;

I wish we had had some of them, when this

cursed frigate was blazing not 50 yards from our dwelling, which, being

built of wood, with oakum for mortar, and fine verandas and balconies

made of hemp and tow, was rather more in danger than one of your

substantial messuages is, when the neighbour's house takes fire. The

fact is, we were on fire, I believe two or three times
; but we were all so

d d cool that we put it out directly. The short and the long of the

story is, that in six hours we knocked all their batteries and castles about

their ears and eyes, like the last scene in Timour the Tartar. When we
come home, it would save the public some cash, and give us a little em-

ploynunt, tn hire us to clear the way for the new street : we should have

M. James's Market down in a twinkling ;
and I will venture to say the

JJey'.i batteries looked as like u slaughter-house as any butcher's shop in the

whole row.

All our gun-boats were numbered, and it was good fun to see how

"Nil). 8 would pull to got into the fire before No. 6; in fact they were all

nobly conducted, and the only number which nobody seemed to care of

w;is number OIK. For my part I say this with an easier conscience, be-

cause I was obliged to stay on board; the boats were supposed to be such

desperate work, thai it required great interest to get into them. I never

before ;;o wished to be an honourable ; however, I was forced to-content my-
self with the speaking trumpet, with the assistance of which I assure you I

sang out pretty wc'l, though I cannot say that it was to any great tune.

You will say, perhaps, that I am acting the trumpeter still.

Now the grief of the story is, that we had no officer killed, so no pro-

motion ;
the Dev's balls seemed to have the navy list by heart, und took

rare to avoid every body who would have made a vacancy. The Admiral

hiid a sire dowse on the chops which did not I believe draw blood
;

if it

did, he swabbed it up directly, without saying a word about it, though he

must have hud a good deal of jaw of his own, to have been able. to stand

bin h a thump.
I ii;;\c wiitten my paper' full, and yet I believe I have told you little or

nothing about the real hatile
;
but the ti uth is, I saw but little of it. I was

1 ke the n.au in the play, who could not see the town for the houses; and

Jo.ial in i IK; \\\ v.lc'~ beily knew as much about a gale of wind, as a Middy
in a ih.ce-ri - ut aa action. But the best of the story is, and I
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must take a new sheet to tell it, that the Prometheus brought us two new

midshipmen funny little fellows
;

who do you think they were? The
Consul's wife and daughter. I wonder how they behaved in the action

;
I

did not see them. The Consul himself was in irons ashore. Now that it

is over, I wonder whether he will thank us for teaching his wife to wear

the breeches. He had a little child in the cradle, and the doctor pro-
mised to give it some dose that should make it be quiet ;

and he engaged
to br^ng it down in a basket like a roasting pig ; but just as the poor doctor

and his pig got to the last gate, the poor little devil began to squeak ; so

the Turks found out the whole affair, and clapped the doctor and three

youngsters and the boat's crew into prison, as they do the old women about

London, for child stealing. The doctor, I hear, says, that it is the most

surprising thing in the world that his drug did not keep the child quiet, and

indeed I think so too
;

for after taking these folks' stuff, people are

generally quiet enough. However, all's well that ends well
; the Dey sent

the child off next morning we thought he must have a good force with

him, when he could afford to send us the infuntry,

God bless you my dear
,

1 have got a correct plan of the whole affair,

which Jane may work into a sampler at Christmas; only, mind, the Turks

must he done in worsted. I hear our captain is going with despatches, t shall

try to get this letter sent, to let you know that I am alive and merry: and

now that you are sure of that, I will tell you of a little scratch I had, but

it is nothing at all, just like my letter. Our doctor you see has no better

success with me than the Prometheus' doctor with the little child, for he

has not made me quiet. Again God bless you.

I end this the 30th : could you believe that so much nonsense could be

written in 24 hours, and with such a bad pen ?"

THE BATTLE MORE SERIOUSLY CONSIDERED.

Extract of a Letter from a Midshipman, dnted H. M. S. * * * *
*,

Hay ofAlgier, 29 August, 1816.

" As for minutely describing the action, it was so awful, that it is

quite out of my powtr, therefore I will not attempt it, but must refer you
to the printed despatches. I will, however, mention one circumstance,

that carne within my own observation. The Heron lay for more than 3

hours close under the Admiral's stern, blazing away and ready to assist in

towing him off if requisite. On the little brig taking that position, Lord

Exmouth standing on Queen Charlotte's taf'rail, hailed her, and taking off

bis hat, cheered her himself." " To give Lord E. his due, he cer-

tainly took Q,. C. into a place where I expected her to be blown out of the

water: she lay within half pistol-shot of 3 immense batteries, and had

above two hundred guns bearing on her alone. The Algerines suffered

most of the ships to take their stations before they opened their lire, being

confident of obtaining an .easy victory over ships opposed by stone walls

covered with guns. It is said that the first broadside from Q. C. killod

above 300 people, and that Leander's destroyed as many more : from that

time they gradually forsook their guns. The grandest spectacle I eves
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beheld was when their frigates were burning : this, together with shot,

shells, rockets, &c. flying over our heads, has made so solemn an im-

pression on my mind, that it never can he effhced. None of tis were hurt,

although the rigging over-head was coming down abnut our ears every

instant ; both these circumstances I account for by the supposition of their

firing uncommonly high ; Q. C. herself not having a man touched on her

lower deck. Some say the battle of Algier was at times hotter than Tra

falgar itself. One of our lieutenants, who was in that action,' is of.this

opinion. August 30. I find the Leander does not sail immediately ; which

gives me time to add, that the articles cf the treaty have been read to tlie

respective ship's companies, and received with three chec. It will

always be an extremely gratifying thought to recollect the 27th of August.

We began at past 2 with eagerness, and at midnight our spirits were not

in the least abated. I have one particular favor to request, which I forgot

to mention in my last from Gibraltar, which is, that you will send me the

Naval Chronicle ; for no doubt that publicatron will contain many interest-

ing details of this business, that have not yet come to my knowledge,

although upon the spot, &c."

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF tOSS I! THE LATE ACTION AT ALGfERr

WITH THAT OF FORMER ONES DURING TUB TWO LATE WARS.

THE Algerines, it would seem, have been much undervalued as to tbtir

skill in gunnery ; the late action against them, our readers will be sur-

prised to hear, was the bloodiest which has been fought of late years, in

comparison with the numbers employed,

In the action of the 1st of June, there were 26 sail of the line (including

the Audacious) in action, with about 17,000 men; of these, 281 were

killed, and 797 wounded. Total, 1078.

In Lord Bridpo'rt's action, 23d June, 1795, there were 14 sail, with

about 10,000 men ; of whom only 31 were killed, aud 1J3 wounded.

Total, 144.

In the action off Cape St. Vincent's there were 15 sail of the line, with

nbout 10,000 men ; of whom there were 73 killed, and 227 wounded.-*

Total, 300.

In Lord Duncan's action, llth October, 1797," there were 16 sail of the

line (including two 50's) engaged, with about 8,000 men ; of whom 191
wtre killed, and 560 wounded. Total, 751.

In the battle of the Nile, 1st August, ) 798, there were 14 sail of the

line engaged, with about 8000 men; of \vhom218werekilled, and 67T
wounded. Total. 895.

In Lori! Nelson's attack on Copenhagen, 2d of April, 1801, there were
11 sail of the line and 5 frigates engaged, with about 7,000 men; of whom
234 were killed, and 641 wounded. Total, 875.

In the battle of Trafalgar, 2 1st October, 1805, there were 27 sail of the
line engaged, with about 17,000 men; of whom 41$ were killed^ antf

1,112 wounded Total, 1,524,
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In the attack on Algier there appear to have been 5 sail of the line and
5 frigates engaged, the crews of which may be computed at about 5,000
men

; of whom 128 were killed, and 690 wounded. Total, 818. If the

Dutch frigates were added, they may be taken at about 1,500, of whom
13 were killed, and 32 wounded; so that the totals would Le, of 6,500

men, HI killed, and 722 wounded. Total, 863.

Our readers will see that the proportion, therefore, of the killed and
wounded in this action, exceeds the proportion in any of our former vio
lories.

EXMOUTH-HAVETJ.

ON the 26th September, five large buoys were placed at points on and
near Exmouth-bar, as a direction for the shipping entering the port : the

buoys weigh about 7cwt. each, exclusive of the iron sunk to each, front-

S to I2cwt. with 30 feet of chain attached. To meet the expense incident

to these buoys, one penny per ton is levied (by legal authority) on all ves-

sels entering the harbour.

ANTI-PIRATE INSTITUTION.

Hotel du Congres, Rue St. Honore, No. 364.

Paris, September 25, 1816.

THE meeting of the Knights, and other Members of the Institution,

appointed from the last sitting, for the 29th inst. will take place on the

said day in the hall of the English circle, Hotel- Montesson, Rue de la

Ckuu^ee cCAntin, No. 60.

1. Will be read the Reports of the Knights and other Members
Assistant and Correspondent, who have employed themselves with activity

and effect in the ulterior objects of the Institution on the coast and in the

interior of Afric.

2. VVill be considered the establishment of means for having an eye to

the prisoners of war whom the pirates may continue to make from the

nations with whom they have the insolence to declare themselves in a state

of war, and who may have neither a formidable marine force, nor a flag,

nor an official representative at the Regencies, to make them respect ac-

knowledged principles, and the persons who may fall into their hands.

There shall also be considered some means of not losing sight of the cap*
tives who shall be thrown into their dungeons, without air or exercise, and

worse fed than ever under the system now acknowledged and admitted-

the state of these unhappy persons not having altered but in name in the

haiwie of such masters.

3. Will be considered what measures shall be taken, and means em-

ployed for recovering the slaves transported by violence, or removed out of

the territory, subject to the Dey of Algier, who could not enjoy the advan-

tage of the stipulation made in their favour, even supposing the good faith

and personal sincerity of the Dey ; and to acknowledge in a suitable man-

ner, and worthy of the Society, the services of some Arabs and Moors,

who, by the favour r.ud under the auspices of the Emperor of Marocco,
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have delivered White Slaves from the interior, for the purpose of encou-

raging this laudable practice, and engaging them to'continuc the exercise

of this charitable inquiry.

4. Will be also considered the means to he adopted for discovering the

haunts of the pirates, and for preventing the execution qftiicir knownplun,

unhappily already produced to practice, of making no mi,rr captives (since

it will not be permitted them to reduce them to slavery, or Jo mnke them

work with the beasts), but of murdering the crews and passengers of the

small vessels sailing on the coasts of the Mediterranean, and above all, of

the Adriatic.

6. An examination will be made of the qualities and means of two per-

sons (of whom one is a native of Mogador, speaking the Arabian and

several European languages). These two persons offering to make a jour-

ney into the interior of Afric, and even as far as Tombuctoo, to facilitate

the object of the Institution, and to verify the reports of John Adams, who

was shipwrecked on the coast of Marocco, transported as a slave to this

capital of the Negro Empire, and delivered by the humanity and justice of

the Emperor of Marocco.

6". Will be submitted to the inspection of the Subscribers, the model of

a raft on wheels, fit for passing isthmusses and the arms of rivers, for the

navigation of lakes, the great and rapid rivers of the interior of Afric, sub-

ject to inundations twice a year, and that even against a current. These

rafts are constructed in the intention of being infinitely divisible for (lie

purpose of being transported across arid plains and steep mountains, on the

backs of beasts of burden, and even in men's hands. They cannot be

sunk, and can easily be disengaged, if they strike on shoals and moving
banks

; they afford, at the same time, a habitation and an isolated and

inaccessible asylum, being a protection from a sudden attack in the

country \\here Mnugo Park experienced, in an ordinary boat, dangers and

obstacles on the part of the hostile tribes.

7. Every Knight of a Royal Order, or of which a legitimate Sovereign is,

or has been, Grand Master or Member, has a right to enter into this fourth

uencval re-union of the Institution.

li. Every other person presented by a subscribing Member, shall be well

received, as desirous to see and contribute to the complete extinction of the

nfilicting and.disgraceful calamities, already so much diminished by tbe

energy and devotion of the combined naval forces acting against Algier.

0. The persevering influence of the Institution, and the co-operation of

its members, adherents, and correspondents, active and remote, have not

reaped, and shall never cease. It exists at Constantinople, at Tripoli, at

Airier, and at Tangier, in all the capitals of Europe and America, in most

of the c-reat harbours, and, above all, in those of the Mediterranean. Their

Vi'Ji deeds are and shall be registered and archived with the expressions of

acknowledgment that are their due, and more particularly those of the

Kniuht, Lord Haron -Exmouth, who hw accomplished, by negociation,

rvei-y tiiintr that could be: desired at Tunis and Tripoli, and every thing

<iiut a (iert aloiic could effect at Aigjer that every person may individually
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have the part that belongs to him, and verified materials may be possessed

by future historians : the recognition of the abolition of White Slavery ia

Afric forming already an epoch in this century, and the accomplishment of

the entire abolition of the system which desolates that vast Continent, and

retards its so much desired civilization, becoming daily, by the progress of

the Institution, more and more practicable.

(Signed) //^ zjidneu *Jrnutn t

ff

President.

g^- To combat an erroneous idea, that we as a nation are not

-interested in the suppression of barbaric piracy, because of late years cap-

tures have not been made of British bottoms, and that our flag has been

treated with decent respect down to the recent affair at Bona, and some

contemporareous outrages, we take this opportunity to refer unto the

following extract of a letter comprised in our " Naval History, retrospec-

tive and miscellaneous, for the year 1799 ( JB. <2T. ii, 253.)

Extract of a letter.

"
Captain Bowen was so much in favor with the Dry and regency at Algier,

that lie procured the freedom of 6 poor fellows, British subjects, that had been

confined in slavery up-wrards of 14 Tears : they are now on board, enjoying ihe

blessings of liberty, and have requested me to get their names inserted in some

of the English newspapers, that their friends, if any living, may know that they
are now happy and comfortably situated ; viz. George Hogg, aged 42, of Ponte-

fract, Yorkshire. James Robinson, 39, Lancaster. John Reid^ 32, Kirkfethe,

-N.B. Jehn Foley, 32, Dublin. James Little, 35, Mullingar, Ireland.

Raphael Starico, 35, Gibraltar."

CORRESPONDENCE.

Pasteboard Fifties defended.

TAK. EDITOR,

IT
has too long been the fashion runongst a number of your croaking,

and, probably, disappointed Correspondents, to decry indiscrimi-

nately every naval regulation and every measure adopted by the Admi-

ralty : and upon no subject have they been more eloquent than upon
whatever related to the conduct and direction of the late war with the

United States of America.

Viewing every thing through the distorting medium of their own distem-

pered imagination, not only have they pronounced the system of warfare

adopted at one limp, puerile and imbecile at another, ruinous and ditr

graceful ;
and lastly, unnecessarily irritating and vexatious ;

but the naval

means employed have been sweepingly condemned, as totally inadequate
to their proposed object. Not only have our friatc:S; and even our
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" New Pasteboard Fifties,'" as they are scofiingly termed, been declared

inferior to those of the American marine, but the discipline of our navy,

and our skill in gunnery, have been asserted to have declined, and become

unfit to compete with those of our new rivals
;

and even the moral and

physical qualities of the crews of our floating bulwarks have been affirmed

unequal to those of the progeny of the scions of the same parent stock

transplanted to a trans-atlantic region ; as if, forsooth, the Admiralty were

.answerable for that. No wonder, therefore, that Jonathan, already suffi-

ciently arrogant by nature, should, from perusing these whining and

lamentable assertions, repeated monthly in the Naval Chronicle, and daily

in the opposition papers, have been induced to believe that his "
Infant

Navy," as he fondly termed it, was destined, like Hercules in his cradle,

to strangle the whole host of " British brass~ bottomed serpents."

I shall not attempt to follow the " Croakers" through their never-ending
lamentable reasonings upon these doleful topics, but merely take a c.ur-

sory view of the frigate actions during the late contest, and then proceed
to a practical defence of the " Pasteboard Fifties" so prematurely and

theoretically condemned.

1 will grant lo the alarmists, that the Guerriere and Java were inferior

to the Constitution, and the Macedonian to the United States, in bulk,

weight of metal, and numerical strength, both of guns and men : surely

their succombing, under so many disadvantages, cannot be fairly considered

as having tarnished our naval laurels so irrecoverably, as it has been too

much the fashion to assert.

I will now refer to the actions which have been crowned with success on

our part, and that to a degree which, to every unprejudiced and reasonable

mind, left our enemy no great room for exultation in the triumphs of his

arms.

1 will again concede, that in the action between the Phoebe and Essex,

otherwise pretty equally matched, the presence and assistance of the

Cherub destroyed the equilibrium. I will also admit, that, had the Presi-

dent met the Endymion singly, she would have fought her apon different

principles from those which the presence of a British squadron obliged her

to adopt ; still, however, the President was a far superior ship to the

Endymion, and was actually engaged with no other ; yet I will confidently

appeal to any one who saw the state of the two ships on their arrival at

Bermuda or Portsmouth, whether the President were not a beaten ship,

and whether the boasted American skill in gunnery had produced half the

effect of that of her opponent. Finally, in the only confessedly and really

equal malch between the Shannon and Chesapeake, who will dare to cavil

at the glorious result, or have the hardihood to dispute the proud claim of

.British superiority.

I am aware that I am wearying the reader with arguments sufficiently

obvious, and already a thousand times urged ; be may therefore pass them

over as a mere introduction to my Defence of the Pasteboard Fifties.

Unfortunately for the planners and builders of these vessels, the New.
castle and Leander had never an opportunity of measuring their strength

with those bugbears, the Constitution and United States-; or, maimed as
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they certainly were, with crews rather below, than above, the general

standard, I have no hesitation in asserting that a similarly glorious issue to

that of the contest between the Shannon and Chesapeake, might have'been

confidently anticipated.

I have had the honour of belonging to the Leander ever since she has

been re-commissioned
;

and though, from what I had read, I might have

expected her to fall about my ears like a child's house of cards ; yet, from

what I saw, I was soon perfectly satisfied of the firmness and stability of

her construction. They have now been put to a pretty severe test, if not

against the wooden walls of America, against the stone ones of Algier.

Will Boxer, and the rest of your croaking correspondents, believe, that,

after a continued firing of nine hours from long 24-pounders on her main,
and 42-pounder carronades on her upper deck, though several of her gun-

carriages, which, I presume, are of the usual strength, have been materi-

ally injured, yet, not a single bolt has drawn, or even started, from her

pasteboard side? that though there are a hundred shot-holes, several of

which between wind and water, in the starboard side of her hull alone, sh

has, without any other refitment than what her own artificers, considerably

reduced in number from losses in action, were enabled to give her in the

short period of three days, undertaken the voyage home, and, wonderful to

relate, accomplished it ? that, though she experienced a severe gale on the

passage, her leakage never exceeded, what does Boxer think Ifour
inches per hour ! ! ! and that in six weeks hence she may be again put in

a fit state to assert Britain's just rights wherever called upon.
These are such surprising circumstances, that I doubt whether Boxer

will believe them without ocular demonstration ; this, however, it is in his

power to have, by taking a trip to Portsmouth, and I not only trust that

his curiosity will prompt him to undertake it, but that when he has done

so, and is experimentally convinced of the efficacy of Pasteboard as a ma-

terial for ship-building, he will leave off croaking, and seriously concur

with me in recommending the Admiralty to order the construction of more

Fifties of the same substance. Should any ofyour sceptical correspondents

continue to disbelieve that the present race of British Tars possess skill in

practical gunnery, let them make a longer excursion to view the ruined

defences of Algier. I am, Sir,

<_JTn L///tcer o/ me <=eanaert

vu u

Very comfortably lodged in a PasteboardCabin.

MR. EDITOR, 10th September, 1816.

SOME
time ago, I recollect one of your Correspondents suggested the

propriety of some competent person belonging to the King's dock-yards

furnishing you with a list of new ships building, or ordered to be laid down,

comprehending their dimensions, expense, and also detailing any improve-

ments ordered in their construction; and I am the more aktouished that

. Vol. XXXVI.'
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such information is withheld from the public, as Mr. Brougham highly

complimented the Board of Admiralty on their attention to this important

branch of duty, and on the great improvements recently introduced. It

is the more desirable it should meet the public eye, as we are every day
accustomed to read long lists of ships to be sold out of the service, or bro-

ken up, some of them after only a very few years service : of the dreadful

and ruinous expense incurred in ship-building during the late war, your
last number gives a most striking proof, in the instance of the Queen

Charlotte, now bearing the flag of Lord Exmouth, and on her first voyage;

which ship it appears, after going round from Portsmouth to Plymouth,
after launching, could go nofarlhcrt

with saj'ely, without great and exten-

sive repairs ! ! !

It would, therefore, be highly gratifying to the public, and to naval men

nt a distance, to understand in what these improvements consist, and to

be assured, that in future, the navy of Britain will be more worthy of her

greatness, and that the ships now building and repairing, will be equal to

encounter those of any country, and to navigate any seas ; nor let it be

s.iio, that it is now a time of peace, and the country cares little, so as

money can be saved : this is not the case ; England never can become

indifferent to the welfare and success of its navy ;
with the nation, its

Momien ualls will not cease to be accounted its best bulwark ;
and I sin-

cerflv hope the reports of its being undervalued elsewhere are exaggerated,
and Live little foundation : when we cease to account the navy the palla-

dium ni' Britain, adieu then to our empire of the seas, to our trad*

'liLiHit, 1 hope, to revive and flourish), and to our pre-eminent rank

Hinouiist the nations.

Jfefi
ehtunut.

irn. EDITOR, 12/A September, 1816.

li'UlE is no branch of your valuable work to which I am inclined

to attach more interest, or believe to afford more useful instruction,

than tin: urcat and glorious exploits detailed in your biographical notices of

naval oiiiccrs
; they serve not only to preserve the remembrance of great

a:id eminent men, but they embalm as it were their memories in the hearts

ol their friends, and of an approving and admiring country : whilst to the

rising generation of naval heroes, they hold up the lamp of fame to shew
f 'it- put!; tu honor to victory, and perhaps to glorious death ; proving
thai it is not a fine buying of the ancient Human, but a practical lesson

(v.iy ti;iy given, that it is indeed,
" duke et decorum pro patria mori."

t am !((! to make these observation! on posthumous fame, from the con-

Viction, t! at it is a
tluty incumbent on the friends and relatives, and also

i.'ii b.-olncr nailers, to neglect no opportunity of conveying to you,
JMr. Ktiito:-, memoirs of deceased naval officers, whose lives have been
i u lorahle to themselves, or useful and glorious to their country: how
nuiiiv h;tvc fallen like the late Sir Peter Parker; like him, beloved, esteemed,
;uid honored; like him, lamented and mourned; but whose memories must
?oon he !oi<nteu, as no friend, no companion in arms, has taken the trou-
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Lie to furnish the materials for a sketch of his services and exploits.* I need

not instance many examples of such neglect and breach of duty to departed

worth, to departed friends. Suffice it to give two, of men who were mpst

deservedly esteemed and beloved, honored and lamented ; the one fell in

battle, the other by disease : I may safely say, that two better men or

officers do not grace his Majesty's navy; and in saying this. I bestow the

highest panegyric they are the late Captain Lambert, of the Java, and the

Hon. Captain Murray, of the Franchise how often have [ heard them

spoken of as men, whose like was scarcely to be found, by friends, by com-

panions, by the youth of their cherishing, by the seamen who served under

them, by those who knew them best ; yet no one has devoted one single

hour, one single day, to collect and furnish traits of character, services

performed, &c. to guard these honored names from undeserved oblivion :

oh ! shame to friendship, and to gratitude. The names of Duff, Cooke,

Wright, Parker, Newman, and Hardinge, will never die; their friends,

their country, will never cease to remember their virtues, and to lament

their fate
;
whilst the glorious actions their memoirs record, will impres-

sively teach each youthful naval hero, to go and do likewise. Nor can I

omii the present opportunity, of pointing out, in the same language, to the

friends and companions of the mwyfallen brave, how much it is their duty,

as it would surely be their comfort and consolation, to give to the public,

through your highly useful work, biographical sketches of their departed
naval friends ; as it is their pride and consolation to erect tablets'and mo-

numents to their memory, they can raise none more durable than by

lecording their noble actions in the pages of the N.C. which, whilst Britain

has a navy, will be read with exultation and delight, not only by naval men,
but by all interested in the success, prosperity, and glory of their country.

MR. EDITOR, September 14/A, 1816.

N common with some others of your correspondents, I have, on gome

former occasions, taken opportunities of hinting, that there appears to

be some radical defect in the system of naval discipline which at present

prevails, and has done, for many years in our service ;
and that it is surely

worthy of consideration, whether somefired plan of command c6M not be

adopted on board of our men of war as easily, and with the same good

effect, as in the army ;
where much amelioration in punishment has taken

place, and where every principal part of duty is regularly pointed out in

general orders from the War Office, and general officers in command ;
an I

where the regular orders are in the same way issued, and made known to,

companies and detachments, &c. &c. I will not pretend to say, that it is

possible in the navy to provide for every occurrence so easily as in the

army ;
but I think, by the establishment of such a system, much good

* Vide jB.QE. vol. xxxv. p. 341, for a review of Biographical Memoir of th*

l&e. Sir Peter ParLer.
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would ensue, and much practical improvement might be made
; and ft

might be, and ought to be, matter of inquiry and consideration, with pro-
fessioual men accustomed to command men of war, how far this could be

adopted and carried into effect with safety and utility. I readily allow them

to be the best, and perhaps only proper judges, but I speak of men of

experience and eminence in their profession, and disposed to yield their

consent and approbation to improvement& in the system of naval discipline

and government, and who will not be deterred by any chimerical fears of

innovation ; of men whose prejudices are not so strong as to blind them to

all suggestions for a change of measures, however useful they might be, or

cherishing the old, but I hope fast expiring opinion, that the plan which

has been so long followed, must be good enough, and that there is no

necessity for any change. I should be heartily sorry to find, that real im-

provements were sacrificed to such absurd considerations and ideas ; and I

am very hopeful, that in the present instance, this will not be the case
;

for

it is now nearly twenty years, since the redress and extinction of abuses in

the navy began to attract the notice of the public, and to receive the atten-

tion and support of government; during that time, much has unquestionably
been done for the improvement and good of the service

; and does not

this fully demonstrate the propriety of continuing our exertions? the pre*

sent Board of Admiralty have done well in this respect; their time at the

helm yields to none ; nay, perhaps, surpasses all former periods in the mag-
nitude and variety of these beneficial alterations ;

and I am sanguine in my
hopes, that the long period of peace which seems to be before us, will

witness many other changes, which are still wanting to complete and

establish our naval system, on the surest, thefirmest, and the best founda-
tion. This foundation is unquestionably the love and attachment of both

officers and sailors to their country and government,* which encourages,

cherishes, and protects them ; of seamen to their captain and officers, by
the system of kindness, conciliation, and confidence, tempered at nil times

with such firmness, and strictness of discipline, as shall be necessary for

the good government of the whole, and the proper execution of duty in

the ship. To produce this effect, ought to be ihefirst and grand object of

attention and consideration with every t captain j it is one of much
interest and importance to the service, and if any change is deemed

necessary or proper, and any fixed plan of command laid down for naval

officers for the better government of their crews, and management of their

ships, what time can be so proper, as a time of peace, likely to continue

long, and to allow the change to be introduced gradually, not through the

whole navy at once, but in a small part only, comprising the ships in

commibsion on the peace establishment ; if its effects are found beneficial

(and I think they must be so), it* extension will then be matter of no diffi-

culty nor doubt. When war takes place, I wish the opinions of naval men

principally to be given on this important subject, as they only can be really

* \\hitii Alfred and mvself have noticed.

f I am happy to say with many it is so
; but how many act in direct oppo?j

tiju t'j ibif principle ? aiul they liave almost unbounded power (
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the proper judges ; although some of them, I am assured, may be so much
men of the old school, as to reject all innovating systems, and to hate the

idea of all change ;
but there are many ornaments to their profession, of

far more liberal and more enlightened minds, and I trust those at the

Board of A y are of this number, for there are few in the service

who possess higher talents, or more of the public estimation nor I believe

that of their brother officers. I hope, Mr. Editor, this subject will attract

the notice of some of your professional readers and correspondents; and I

shall be g'.ad to find that their opinions coincide with mine. Might not

the following* alteration be found judicious and proper? In the army,
no soldier can be punished without a court martial, and in general some

previous confinement
;

but in the navy, a man is often instantly punished
at the will of the captain or lieutenant commanding; perhaps, if punish-
ment and condemnation had been delayed only for a little, none might have
been deemed necessary ;

and many a clever, deserving seaman might

thereby escape disgrace and ignominy : punishment must sometimes be ne-

cessary in every community, but let it be a business of necessity, and
when it does happen, let it be impressive, to produce the proper effect of

checking misconduct ; above all, let it, if possible, be averted from men
of good character, whom it often makes desperate by its infliction, when

Jyardon would have saved them from future transgression. I throw out

these hints, in the hope that they may induce some other correspondent,
who has more professional knowledge than myself, to lay his ideas on this

important subject before the public : it is highly fit and proper it should

have every consideration, and it is professional n.en who can best judge as

to the necessity for any change ;
or of the advantages likely to result from

the adoption oj afixed system of naval command and discipline.

Jfe,e<)tor.

MR. EDITOR, 15/7* September, ;1816*.

WE are now in daily expectation of hearing the result of our gallant

Admiral Lord Exmouth's attack on the piratical fleet of the Dey of

Algier, which I have not the least doubt he has either brought off in

triumph, or destroyed, along with the town, in case of resistance, which

indeed it appears that nest of pirates had been diligently preparing to

make ; but his Lordship's force was too superior, and too ably commanded,
to allow us to be at all uneasy as to its complete success. I will therefore

confidently hope, that before now, the trade of the Mediterranean has been

completely opened, and delivered from all fears of capture and slavery by
these cruel and determined marauders ; and that with the release of the

unfortunate individuals lately in slavery, the accursed system has been for

ever done away, and that we shall not again hear of any more White Sla-

very, which was, I am convinced, far more grievous than the African.

The expedition to Algier is not the only expedition at present afloat in

* It is only one pf many that could be suggested.
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the Mediterranean : it is known that an American squadron, offorce, is at

this time employed in those seas, and has lately paid rather an unexpected
and unwelcome visit to the King of Naples. Mr. Pinkeney's demands are

certainly of a nature to arrest the attention, aqd to call for the interference

of England, if persisted in
;

I mean that part of them which relates to

the cession of a naval depot or harbour to the United States ;
if they uc-

ceed in obtaining any settlement, or any possession in the Mediterranean,

it is manifest the trade and shipping interest of England must suffer still

more severely than it is now doing; and the resolutions* which the Lon-

don Ship-owners have come to at a late meeting, show but too clearly how

much the prosperity of the trade and shipping interest of this country have

lately been compromised ;
and how overwhelming are the difficulties

which at present prevent its prosperity, especially in the Mediterranean.

I am hopeful trade may revive a little, and make it unnecessary to apply

to Parliament on this subject, which is of vital importance to the country,

and without which the country must rapidly sink into a state of bankruptcy
and decay ;

for I cannot but persuade myself, that the government will lend

a willing and attentive ear to every suggestion and application which may
he made for its revival and' increase; and I hope the late visit of SirThomas

Maitland to this country was (as is said to be the case) connected with this

most important object : no effort ought at present to be left untried, to

cherish, foster, and protect the languishing, and drooping trade of this

so long great and flourishing maritime country.

Much has already been f written on the difficulties our trade has met

with in the Mediterranean
;

and it surely is impossible, that if they are

susceptible of diminution or removal, the British government will still turn

a deaf car to proper representations on the subject. I believe the two

points most insisted on by our merchants and ship-owners, are the entire

abandonment of the license system in these seas, thereby increasing the

employment of our own British-built merchantmen, and the permission for

private East and West Indiamen to sail direct, for Malta, or any other

British port in the Mediterranean, with their homeward cargoes. I cer-

tainly should think as to the first, there can be no difficulty or doubt; and

as to the second, it would manifestly put us on a footing with the Ameri-

cans. : who at present are enabled to undersell us, and whose trade in

those seas is known and acknowledged to be very extensive and lucrative.

It is no doubt an object of the first importance to them, to obtain a firm

footing in that country, by getting hold of some convenient port, either by
negociation or force

;
but the maritime supremacy and prosperity of Bri-

tain is involved so much in their success, that I cannot think government
will look tamely on and see such transactions take place ; every movement
of theirs ought to be diligently watched and followed

; this is our truest

* \Viiich will be found in every newspaper.

-r Vide Lieutenant Blaquier's Book: he is still a lieutenant; why is he not

witli Lord Kx mouth ?

: Our greatest rival, and most active opportent in peace as well as war.
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and best policy ; and I would strongly recommend that Admiral Penrose's

squadron, on the return of Lord Exmouth, be left sufficiently strong to hin-

der the Americans from making settlements, or from fancying themselves

masters in the Mediterranean seas.

During the last session of Parliament, a good deal was done for the

encouragement and support of different branches of our trade, both foreign

and domestic : the capital invested in shipping is immense ; I believe I may
safely assert, far greater than that of any other concern whatever ; and it is

but too well known, it has been too severely felt how much it has languished
and decayed for the two last years; it is generally allowed also, that on

the commerce of England depends her greatness ; it is her right arm, and

if the sinews are dried up, or injured past cure, then indeed is the situation

of the country completely changed, and her prospects gloomy in the ex-

treme ; tken, indeed, there will be cause for trembling ;
for be assured,

if her trade is once lust, it will not be easily, if at all, recovered.

Let this maxim be always borne in mind, that a nation passing (as

England is now) from a state of great riches to one of overwhelming diffi-

culties, can only be saved by especial care, and must be lost by pres-

sure and neglect. The maritime trade of England, as well as its inter-

nal trade, is at present suffering much, and labouring hard, and deserves

every consideration ; my earnest hope is, that it will be amply afforded,

and every difficulty removed, as far as government can
; this is the only

means left to secure to England her wonted superiority, influence, and

wealth.

/?=
reott .

On Lord Exmouth's Victory.

MR. EDITOR, 9th October, 1816.

DURING
the course of the last twenty- four years, England has fought

many naval actions, which surpassed those of former times, not more

in their decisively glorious results, than in the science, skill, and pro-

fessional talent, so generally and eminently displayed on these great

occasions.

Viewing, therefore, Lord Exinouth's late brilliant achievement at

Algier, as one which yields in no single point to the glorious deeds of a

Howe, a Nelson, a St. Vincent, or a Duncan. I must trespass so far on

your well-filled pages, as to point out some of its most distinguishing

features, not for the purpose of adding to his fame (for the gallant officer

who achieved it stands second to none in its anna's), but to make it appear

sufficiently obvious, that our navy, on no former occasion, eer gained

more honor, nor more nobly upheld the glory of the British flag. It has

long been a question, whether a land battery, or a ship close alongside,

was the most destructive, and formidable enemy ; sailors are inclined to

hold the former, and I believe soldiers the latter opinion ;
for many years

no action of a siuiilar kind to that at Algier has taken place on the part of

the British navy, ou any <;reat scale
;

our ships have fought, muik to
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muzzle, when our enemies would wait their approach, or could not get

away; but of late years our ships have had little fighting with batteries,

and therefore the attack on the Algerine batteries, and the flotilla moored

under them, is not less novel,* than the result has been successful and

pre-eminently glorious to the British name and character. Through the

medium of the newspapers, the public have already been made acquainted

with a variety of anecdotes and circumstances which occurred in the course

of the action; from which it appears, that the situation of the Queen

Charlotte, Lord Exmouth's flag-ship, the Impregnable, in which Sir

D: Milne's flag was hoisted, and the Leander, of 50 guns, commanded

by the gallant Captain Chetham (who, with Captains Brace and

Palmer, deserve the honor of knighthood), was more awful and alarm-

ing than could be described, even by the commander : therefore it will not

be too much to say, that situated as they were, placed in the very teeth,

opposed to the formidable and commanding tiers of the Algerine batteries,

rising above them and above each other, with their flotilla burning and

exploding so close as to set the Queen Charlotte on fire more than once,

that no ships nor crews could have exceeded those in question ;
the cool

bravery of the seamen was only to be equalled by the seamanship and

skill of their gallant officers, who dared and happily accomplished every

thing. It is to be lamented, that in subduing this cruel enemy of

Christians, our fleet sustained such loss ; but considering the formidable

preparations made to resist us, and the great means of resistance the

situation of the place and the lapse of time afforded, it will not be thought

disproportionate to the service they had to accomplish, which was one of no

common difficulty, no mean hazard,t and affecting the best and dearest

interests of humanity. Our gallant officers are receiving, as they deserve,

the reward ot their, heroism
; honors and promotion have been dealt out

with no unsparing hand, and I trust provision will be made for the suffer-

ing and maimed wounded seamen, and for the families of those who have

fallen gloriously in the cause of humanity, in the service of every European
nation liable to the inroads and attacks of the .Algerines.

By this well-conducted expedition against the seat of piracy and Christian

slavery, their power of continuing the system of white slavery (for they
will only renounce it for a time) has been for the present completely

destroyed, and it must require a considerable time to enable them to re-

sume it
; they must, indeed, remember the chastisement they have lately

received for a long while ; but we cannot believe they will renounce the

system entirely, if we cease to keep a respectable naval force in the Medi-

terranean: there are, indeed, many reasons to induce us to augment,

* The French fleet from Rochefort attacked the town and batteries of Roseau*

Domiuicii, iu 1805, where I then was, but did not anchor ; they fired for fix

hours with so little effect, as to kill no person, and wounded a few onlj : the

waddings of our guns set the town on fire, and obliged us to quit it and the batte-

ries at last.

t It i- said, with what truth I know not, that French officers assisted tb*

pirates !
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instead of decreasing Sir Charles Penrose's squadron the Americans have
a powerful squadron there, to enforce their demand of territory; to which,
if we consent, we yield half the dominion of the seas, and all the Medi-
terranean trade

;
the Russians have also a squadron preparing for Mediter-

ranean service : all these circumstances ought to induce us to keep a well-

equipped and powerful squadron in those seas, for prevention is always
better than cure. Hoping our naval helmsmen will not overlook these

circumstances, I am, Mr. Editor, your's",

tctor.

MR. EDITOR, 21sf September, 1816.

IT
is with unmixed feelings of exultation and delight, I would beg leave

to congratulate you, as well as the navy and country in general, on th

splendid and glorious result of Lord Exmouth's attack on the town and

shipping of Algiers. Never, I will venture to say, was any expedition

more quickly or more Completely prepared, in every respect ;
and never

was any more gallantly or more completely executed, in all its parts. I

have very sincere pleasure, therefore, in bearing testimony to the decision

and exertions uf government and the Board of Admiralty, throughout the

whole of the operations, and most sincerely rejoice, that our gallant navy
has had this additional opportunity of shewing to all the world, and in

behalf of every civilized nation of Europe, the matchless and irresistible

power of Britain on her native element, the Ocean ;
it is in the glorious

cause of humanity that she has fought so bravely, and bled so profusely
as the gallant Admiral says, and he cannot but feel truly happy, after such

a life of arduous service as hut few naval officers have, led, in being at

length the fortunate commander of an expedition employed in such an

honourable cause, in such a glorious crusade, which he had executed so

gallantly, and in every point so successfully.

Here, Exmouth, rest ! thou bravest, gentlest mind,

Thy country's friend, but more of human kind ;

Thou born to arms, thy worth in youth approv'd,

lu age still better known, and more belov'd !

From war, awhile retire, yet not far hence remove

Thy martial spirit, or thy social love,

For ihee the hardy veteran still would drop a tear,

And the gay courtier ever heave the sigh sincere,

Ministers, I am sure, will not be slow to shew their approbation of his

conduct, and that of his gallant officers,* by conferring on them a large

share of those honors and that pro notion they so well deserve, and have so

bravely fought and bled for; these will attend, as they ought ever to do,

on their glorious deeds : may they long enjoy them in health, prosperity

* Not forgetting the brave merines,

. Cfjron. Vol. XXXVI. B a
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them, to the end of their lives, feelings of gratification, as well as exulta-

tion, reflecting that, on that day, they bore a hand in rescuing Thousand*

of European's from Algerine slavery, and in for ever putting an end to that

disgraceful and dreadful system. I feel proud, in common, I am per-

stiaded, with every Englishman, that to Englishmen has fallen the envied

lot of chastising thoroughly the obstinate and cruel Algerines, and of effect-

ing, in a dav or two, what other nations have so often attempted with so

litlle success
;
the enterprise of the gallant Exmouth *

(which scarcely

yields to those of Nelson in energy, decision, coolness, and unshaken for-

titude and resolution), whilst it strikes Mie admiring nations of Europe, in

whose behalf it was also undertaken, with wonder and astonishment, dis-

plays to them, at the same time, in the most striking and forcible manner,
the proud pre-eminence of British acainen, their daring courage, and their

unrivalled skill
; it proves again- to all the world* that Britannia rules the

main, and that opportunity duly was wanting to make it still her t greatest

boast and glory.

Thus, then, Mr. Editor, have Bfijtish seamen, by the orders of their

government, put an end to the system of White Slavery for ever ;
for this,

the officers employed will meet with their merited and just reward ; and

shall I be making an unjust or an unseasonable 'demand, if 1 ask of

government also to be mindful of the gallant fellows, the Hoble tars, who
have achieved this brilliant exploit, j;

under the command of their excellent

commander, and their brave and experienced officers, T trust it will not

be thought that I am ; they have fought and bled to abolish tiavery, to

redeem the captive, and set the prisonersfree. My request for rhem then

would he (and I trust the lime is now arrived when it can be granted),^ to

allow them complete emancipation from impressment, at any future period,

and, promising (that every seaman must voluntarily serve his king and

country seven years in time of war) to do away the system of impressment

altogether findfor ever.

I have lately urged this measure, and if my voice could now be heard, or

my suggestion be attended to, I should indeed feel truly happy in being the

promoter in any degree, however small, of so much good to the invaluable

race of British seamen; let the nation trust to their native gallant spirit,

ami when war shall again call them to their guns, I am confident they
would take their post as volunteers (entering for a limited time), and
these are our best and truest defenders. If government and the Board of

Admiralty think as I do on this subject, I shall feel proud and happy, and

ilicy will confer the noblest boon on British seamen.

* In which the Dutch so cordially and heroically assisted.

4 Th sea is our native element.

J Lord Exraouih will stand their friend, I trust.

;
. No better or mre proper occa&ioii can tver be found to grant this boon t

IHI seamen.
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If England be the land, as fame reports,

Where common laws restrain the prince and subjectj

The happy land, where circulating power,
Flows frem each member of the common state ;

Sure not unconscious of the mighly blessing,

Her grateful Sons shine bright with every virtue :

Sure all unite to hold her league of rule.

Unbroken as the sacred chain of nature,

That links the jarring elements in peace.

I would only add further, that it will surely be narrow sighted and bad

policy in us not to keep a respectable force in the Mediterranean for some

time to come, to shew these piratical states that we are completely masters

of the sea
; to keep a watchful eye on them, and also on the proceeding*

of the American squadron now cruising in the Adriatic, and making pre-

tensions to settlements in those seas, which, if allowed, may interfere

very much with our tra3e and dominion there. Thi'ir squadron is of force

comprising one line-of-battle ^hip, one of sixty guns, two large frigates,

and some smaller vessels, and of course requires to be noticed : we ought
not to reduce ours too speedily, but always maintain a superior force there

to that of other powers.
With sincerest wishes for the prosperity and glory of the British navy

and nation, I am, c.

t/fllMOn.

$?.B- Medals, inscribed. Algier, would be appropriate, in honour of

that day.

MR. EDITOR,

THE
recent events which have taken place at Algier are truly honorable

to the British character, and afford another brilliant example of what

may be effected by that dauntless bravery and determined intrepidity which

have been so often evinced by the British navy. The contest may be

reckoned amongst the most arduous which perhaps ever was contended,
and was executed in a truly Nelsonian style. But notwithstanding what

has been so gallantly achieved by the venerable Admiral and his brave

companions, and with such an immense sacrifice of lives, it is to be much
feared that the ultimate object is not yet accomplished , and that in a few

years the civilised world will again have to complain of that odious system
of warfare, which has been allowed so long to exist with impunity. The
harbour or mole of Algier remains entire ; the strong fortifications which

protect it are damaged, but not destroyed; and a few months will place
them in as formidable, and perhaps in a more formidable state of defence

than before ; when I saw them, ten days after the conflict, every gun was
remounted and apparently as fit for service as ever. The light-house bat-

tery, alongside which the Impregnable lay, seems to have suffered most;
and here I saw crowds of men repairing the breaches, and working on the

other parts also that have been injured from the bombardment. It is true

that their navy is destroyed ; and thus for a time their means of committing
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their accustomed depredations are prevented ;
but when we consider tJt*

character of the nation, which for ages has existed on its piracies, is it not

reasonable to suppose that the present Dey, who must now more than ever

detest the name of a Christian, and in whose breast revenge must be deeply

implanted, will use every exertion to get together again a navy. The
resources of his country will soon enable him to effect this ; for it is well

known that the Algerines are immensely rich. Several of the islands of

the Grecian Archipelago will be able to supply him with the class of ves-

sels he stands in need of. The Grand Seignior also, it is to be apprehended,
will stand his friend in this respect. 1 was told the other day by an officer

who has hitely visited Constantinople, that there was a fine corvette

equipping there, intended as a present from the Sultan to the Dey.
" All-

persuasive money" it is well known, has wonderful effect in influencing the

conduct of the Porte. Nay, lately, a most costly present was conveyed in

the Tagus, with an ambassador from the Dey to 4he Sultan : this present
was valued at two hundred thousand pounds, and is considered one of the

richest ever sent from Algier. When this nation has recovered from the

late blow, and has recruited its navy, the world will have to lament that the

British fleet quitted the Mediterranean without razing the fortifications of

Algier, and destroying its mole. In offering these brief observations,

Mr. Editor, I hope I shall not be considered as imputing blame to Lord

Exmouth, who no doubt nobly executed the orders he had to fulfil. Should

any one entertain a doubt of it, he should have seen the destructive effect

of his Lordship's shot on the place, and be told, that the Queen Charlotte

was anchored inside the mole, not a stone's throw from the heavy
batteries

;
in which situation she kept up a most tremendous and constant

lire for nearly nine hoars.

<JTn (bnemu to t-staverw*
a d

*f^f**t>t

MK. EDITOR,

THE gallant defence which the Algerines made on the memorable 27tb

August last, fully confirms the opinion the world had already enter-

tained of their bravery. Without referring to the days in which they
were

rivals of Malta, Genoa, and Venice, in naval achievements, we need only

look back to the 7th May, 1802, when the Dey of Algier fitted out eleven

corsairs of different sizes; viz. 2 frigates of 46 ; 1 of 36 ; 4 xebecs, 2 po-

lacrcs; 2 schooners; 1 brig. This squadron made many captures: the

most remarkable of all was, that of " La Cygne," a Portuguese frigate of

41 and o50 men, at the entrance of the Straits of Gibraltar, by one of the

46 gun frigates above-mentioned, with 420 men. The Algerines bore down

under a press of sail, and opened their fire, which was returned for a short

time, when the pirates carried the frigate by boarding. The Portuguese

loss amounted to 38 men killed, including the captain and one lieutenant ;

the rest were chained and sent into the hold, where they remained seven

daps without food or clothes j
the wounded were not attended to, and

many of them died in consequence of their wounds mortifying from want qf

dressing. This capture excited the greatest enthusiasm at Algier, and ih
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insolence of the government increased to such a degree, that Europeans
could no longer appear unmolested in the streets.

To shew to what an extent the Dey of Algier carried his exactions, both

n European as well as A'rican powers, I have annexed the followed ac-

count of the contributions he levied in 1802. Piastres.

From Holland, Sweden, and Denmark .... . 75,000

Spain 165,000

England 180,000
France 235,000
Sweden (2d contribution) 50,000
Denmark (ditto) 1 12,000
Value of the Portuguese frigate, and ransom of the crew 694,000
Value of seven other ship and cargoes 120,000

75 Genoese and Neapolitan slaves . 187,500

Total from Europe.. 1,818,500

From Africa.

The Beys of Titterie, Constantino, and Mascari paid . . 300,000
From individuals 100,000

Bey of Tunis paid 450,000 zec-mahboubs or 700,000

Total Europe, 1,818,500

Total Africa, 1,100,000

2,918,500 piastres, or 728,625f.

By publishing in the Naval Chronicle the above details, which must

create astonishment at the rapacity and audacity of these barbarians, who

treat all other governments as if they were tributaries, you will much oblige

your correspuudfcut

ATTACK UPON ALGIER.

DUTCH OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE BATTLE.

CStaas-Courant Extraordinary.)

THE HAGUE, Sept. 16.

LIEUTENANT
ARRIENS, of the naval service, this morning arrived

from the Bay of Algier, which he left on the 1st of September,

at the office of the Mario* Department, with despatches from Vice-Admiral

Cappellen, of the following contents :

Hoi*. Sin, Lord Kxmouth, during bis short stay at Gibraltar, having

increased his force with some gun-boats, and made all his arrangements, on the

14th of August the united squadrons put to sea, conisting of the following

vessels: Queen Charlotte, 110 guns; Impregnable, 96; Superb, 14; Min-

den, 74; Albion, 74; Leander, 50; Severn, 40; Glasgow, 40; Grani-

cus, 36 ; Hehrus, 36; Heron, 18; Mutine, 18; Prometheus, 18; Cordelia, 10;

* A piastre it> about di. iu value.
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Britomart, 10; Express, 8; Falmouth, 8 ; Belzebnb, bomb ; Fury, idem ; Jt<*-

cla, idem; Infernal, idem; (Dutch) Melatnpus, 44; Frederics, 44; Dage-

raad, 30; Diana, 44; Arastel, 44; and Eendragt, 18.

On the 10th, off Cape de Gate, tlie Prometheu* corvette joined the fl<*rt.

Capt. Dashwood reported, that he had succeeded in getting the family of the

British Consul at Airier on hoard by stratagem : but that their flight being

too soon discovered, the Consul, together with two boats' crews of the Pro-

metheus, bad been arrested by the Dey, who, having already received a report

of this second expedition, had made all preparations for an obstinate opposi-

tion, and summoning the inhabitants of the interior, IKK! already assembled

more than 50,000 men, both Moors and Arabs, under the walls of Algier.

In consequence of a calm, and afterwards by strong easterly winds, w
were not before the Bay of Algier until the 27th of Aug. in the morning.

Lord Exmoiith immediately sent, by a fl;ig of truce, a written proposal to

the Dey, containing in substance, that the late atrocities at Bona having

broken all former connections, he demanded in the name of the Prince

Regent

1. The immediate delivering up of all Christian slaves without ransom.

2. The restitution of all the money which bad already been received for the

Sardinian and Neapolitan captives.

3. A solemn declaration from the Dey, that he bound himself, like those of

Tripoli and Tunis, to respect the rights of humanity, and in future wari to treat

all prisoners according to the usages of European nations.

4. Prare with his Majesty the King of the Netherlands on the like terras

as with the Prince Regent.

On all these articles his Lordship expected an answer yea or no, or hostilities

must imemdiately commence.

Mis Lordship, on whom I waited in the morning, was afraid that he should

that day he obliged to rest satisfied with coming to anchor, and confine him-

self for the night to an attack by bomb vessel?, gun and rocket boats.

Scarcely had I returned on board my vessel when the sea-breeze sprung up,
nd the H:-et bore into the bay with press of sail : the four bomb-vessels

immediately took their station before the town, and every thing was prc-

p m-d for the attack. Shortly afterwards, his Lordship communicated to

me, by private signal,
" I shall attack immediately, if the wind does not fail."

Upon this 1 iinmttdiately made signal to form line of battle in the order

agreed upon, in the supposition that all the officers mast have been well ac-

quainted uith the position of the forts and batteries that fell to our share, be-

fore the attack was to begin; but as it appears that the signal was not well

understood, I resolved to change the line, and to lead it myself in the Melampus.
At half p<i=t one o'clock the whole fleet bore up in succession, the Melam-

pi-.s closing in with the rearmost ship of the English line
; aud at 15 minutes

pnst two o'clock, we saw Lord Exmouth with the Queen Charlotte before

the wind with sails standing, come to anchor with thre anchors from the

stern, with her broadside in the wished-for position, within pistol-shot of

the batterio, jut before the opening of the mole. This daring and unex-

pected mancevre of this vessel (a three-decker) appears to have so con-

fo-mded t!ie enemy, that a second ship of the line had already well nigh taken

lii-i position before the batteries opened their fire, which, how violent soever,
v,;:s fully replied to. Having told Captain de Man that I wished, as speedily
n* j!osil)lc, with the Melampus, and the other frigates in snccesMon, to take

.1 position on the larboard side of Lord Exmouth, and to draw upon our
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squadron all the fire of the southern batteries, the Captain brought his frigate
in a masterly manner under the cross fire of more than 100 guns, the bow-
sprit quite free of the Glasgow, with an anchor from the head and stern, in the

required position, so as to open our larboard guns at the same minute.

Captain Ziervogel, who was fully acquainted with the above plan, and
with the batteries, brought his frigate, the Diana, nearly at the same moment
within a fathom's length of the place where I had wished it, for our directed

position. The Dageraad, Captain Polders, also immediately opened her bat-

teries in the best direction. The Captain Van der Straten and Van der Hart,

by the thick smoke, and not being so fully acquainted with the localities,

were not so fortunate in the first moments; but worded with the greatest cool-

ness, and under the heaviest tire, so as to give their batteries a good direc-

tion. The Eendragt, Captain Lieut. Wardenberg, which I had placed in re-

serve, in order to be able to bring assistance, remained under the fire of the

batteries close by. Our ships had not fired for more than half an hour
when Lord Exmoutb acquainted me that he was very much satisfied with the

direction of the fire of our squadron on the southern batteries, because these

giving now as little hindrance as possible, he commanded the whole of the

mole, and all the enemy's ships.
His Majesty's squadron, as well as the British forre, appeared to be in-

spired with the devotedness of our magnanimous chief to the catise of all

mankind; and the coolness and order with which the terrible fire of the bat-

teries was replied to, close under the massy walls of Algier, will as little

admit of description, as the heroism and self-devotion of each individual

generally, and the greatness of Lord Exmouth in particular, in the attack of
this memorable day.

The destruction of nearly half Algier, and, at 8 o'clock in the evening,
the burning of the whole Algerine navy have been the result of it. Till 9
o'clock, Lord Extnouth remained with the Queen Charlotte rn the same po-
sition, in the hottest of the fire, thereby encouraging every one not to give

up the work until the whole was completed, and thus displaying such perse-

verance, that all were animated with the same spirit, and the fire of the ships

against that of a brave and desperate enemy appeared to redouble.

Shortly afterwards, the Queen Charlotte, by the loosening of the burning
wreck, being in the greatest danger, we were, under the heaviest fire, only

'

anxious for the safety of our noble leader
; but upon offering him the assistance

of all the boats of the squadron : his reply was,
" that having calculated every

thing, it behoved us by no means to be alarmed for bis safety, but only
to continue our fire with redoubled zeal, for the execution of his orders,
and according to his example."

His Lordship, at last, about half an hour to ten o'clock, having completed
the destruction in the mole, gave orders to retire without the reach of the

enemy's fire : which I, as well as all the others, scrupled to obey, before the

Queen Charlotte was in safety from the burning ships.
In this retreat, which, from tho want of wind, and the damage suffered in

the rigging, was very slow, the ships had still to suffer much from a new-

opened and redoubled fire of the enemy's batteries; at last, the land-breeze

springing up, which Lord Exmouth had reckoned upon, the fleet, at 12,
came to anchor in the middle of the bay.
The Queen Charlotte, under the fire of the batteries, passing the Melam-

pus under tail, his Lordship wished to be able to st.-e me, in order to com-

pletely reward me by shaking my hand in the heartiest manner, and saying"
I have not lost sight of my Dutch friends: they have, as well at mine, done

their best for the glory of the day."
This circumstance, and the general order of Lord Exmouth to the fleet, of

which I have the honour to, inclose a copy, must make the squadron hope
for his Majesty's satisfaction.

For our loss in killed and wounded, I have to refer you to the subjoined
list: it is remarkably small for ships exposed to a fire of eight hours' dura-

tion, in comparison with that of the English ships. In the damage done to

our rigging, &c. your Excellency will observe that wehave been less fortunate.

The day after the action, Lord K-xmouth sent a second summons to the Dey,
of which hU Lordship sent me a copy; it stated, that by the destruction of
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half Algiers and of his whole navv, the Dey was now chastised fof his faith-

less conduct at Bona, &c. nod that he could only prevent the toial des-

truction of the town by the acceptance of the conditions of the preceding

day. The signal of the acceptance of the conditions was the firing of three

shots, which three hours afterwards, we had the satisfaction of hearing.
In a conference with two persons empowered by the Dey, on board Lord

Bernoulli's ship, at which myself, together with Admiral Milne and Captain
Brisbane, were present, all the points were regulated. The conclusion of the

peace was, for England and the Netherlands, celebrated by the firing a salute

of twice 21 cannon ; and I have now the satisfaction of wishing you joy on

the successful termination of the efforts of his Majesty in the cause of huma-

nity. [Here follow praises bestowed by the Admiral on the different officer*

of his squadron.]

In proof of his adherence to the treaty the Dey must this day, at 1?

o'clock, deliver up 300,000 dollars
; and all the slaves must be ready for em-

barkation at the wharf. Those of our country are in number 26 or 27, all

well, besides many others driven into the interior of the country, and who can-

not be here before two or three days.

I shall have the honour, on a future opportunity, to report further to your
Excellency; and am, with the highest respect, &c.

V.Wan

His Majesty's frigate Melampus, Bay of Algiers, Aug. SO, 1816.

The Netherlander? who were in captivity at Algier were already, an the 31st

of August, on board the flag-ship of Vice-Admiral Van de Cappellen, who
had appointed die Dageniad frigate to convey them to their native country..
The corvette KenHragt has been sent to Marseilles, to bring the Consul

Frassinet. The .joyful tidings of the victory over the Algerines was made
known to the inhabitants of this residence by the firing of cannon.

PLATE CCCCLXIX.

Plan of Algier, 1784.

[Continued from page 232.]

A I'TER Living an account of the mischief done by tlie most famous
*

among the modern pirates, since the year 1390, and of a fruitless

attempt t chock such ravages, made by the republic of Genoa, under the

auspici b of King CHARLES VI. of France,* the same author (DAuf) con-

tinues thus :

" Ever since [that failure] the sea has been always corered with Turkish

and Barbaric corsairs, who have every where committed horrible ravages

and unheard-of cruelties. But above all these stands conspicuous HARI-

ADEN, otherwise called
"
Barburossa."$ He was a Greek renegado, nativ*

* FROISSAR : vol. ir, c. 12. 13. t JB. <$.. xxxvi, 230.

$ An< lice : Rtd-buard.
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'of the island of Mytilene, and son of a potter. The cliristians never had

so cruel an enemy as he; who rendered himself so powerful and famous

by liis robberies, that when Sultan SOLYMAN returned from Hungary, he

sent to seek him, and in the year 1534 made him Pas/ta, and admiral of

liis seas. lie was hut too successful in the execution of this office, as was

found to their cost by Don HUGH DE MONCADA, PORTONDE, and ANDREA

DORIA, general of the Spanish gallies. In the deplorable evils that this

dffimon incarnate brought upon the faithful, he had a faithful imitator in

liis brother SHERED-DIN, who was also another famous corsair." ....

The author then narrates his own mission to Barbary for the deliverance

of captives, which h& authenticates by the exhibition of the king's passport

in favor of him and his associates, of which the following is a translation:

"
LOVYS, by the grace of God, king of France and of Nauarre; to all

our lieutenants-general, governors of our provinces and cities, bailiffs,

seneschals, provosts, judges, or their locum-tenens, mayors, consuls, and.

escheuins* of our said cities, guards established at the gates of the same,
in our places and castles, and over our ports, ferries, and barriers, and

others our officers and subjects, of whatsoever quality and condition, unto

whom it may appertain, greeting. The general and ministers of the order

of the Holy-Trinity redemption of captives, called the Mathurins, having
in their general chapter of the said order deputed the fathers, Brother

PIERRE DAN, bachelor of theology, minister of Chelles, for the prouinca

of France, Brother JEAN ESCOFFIE, minister of Soude for the prouince of

Champagne, Brother BARTHELEMY DE PUILLE, bachelor in theology,

minister of the conuent of the Holy-Trinity of Douay for the prouince of

Picardie, and Brother FRANCOIS MICHEL, minister of the conuent of St.

Eloy de Mortaigne for the prouince of Normandie, to the end of making
the re-purchase and redemption of Christians detained slaves in Algier,

Tunis, Tripoli of Barbary, and other ultra-marine places the most com-

jnodiously situated, according to the institution of their order : We will

and command ye by these presents signed by our hand, that you let .them

freely pass, sojourn, and come back, together with the captives re-purchased

by them, with all their current coin which we have permitted and do per-

mit them to carry, to make the said purchases, through every one of our

prouinces, jurisdictions, and frontiers, as also their servants, baggage, and

equipages, without doing, putting, or giving them, nor suffering that there

be done, put, or given them, any trouble or hindrance, but rather all the

favor and assistance of which they may have need ;
and this notwithstand-

ing the ordinances against the transportation of specie out of our kingdom j

from the which, seeing that the said money is to be employed for pious pur-

poses, we have derogated and do derogate for this time, without its stand-

ing for a precedent in time to come. Our will and pleasure farther is, that

vou permit the said four religious persons above-named, to withdraw ail

* Aldermen.

. Vol. XXXYL * *.
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such other articles as they may find necessary and fitting for the prompt
execution of the ransom of poor Christians. Also we command all consuls

and vice-consuls of the French nation, established in the ports and landing*

places of the Leuant, and in all other harbors, to assist and favor the said

religious persons, in every thing that depend upon their offices respectively :

for such is our pleasure. We pray and require all princes, potentates,

and republics, our good friends, to grant unto the said religious persons,

secure and free passage in and through their lands, jurisdictions and lord-

ships, and to administer unto them every comfort and assistance towards

the effect of their travel ; we offering to do the same in the like case.

Given at St. Germain-en-laye, the 6th day of February, in the year of

grace 1653: and of our reign the 23d.

,OWU4.

By the King,

"
(Sealed with the great-seal on yellow-wax.)"

" The King [FERDINAND] who apparently saw the

great damage that his subjects sustained from this city [Algier] and its

corsairs, who never ceased their excursions against the neighbouring isles,

principally Majorca, Minorca, and Zezmse [qu ? Iviza], resolved at length

to dislodge these birds of prey ;
or at least to reduce them unto such a

point, that they should no longer for the future go out upon their cruizes,

nor continue their robberies, but with the utmost difficulty. To this

end he again sent PIERRE NAUARRE with a powerful army against the city

f Algier; which finding itself straitened, yielded, with the assent of its

ihckh, SEUM, to the yoke of FERDINAND, promised to do him homage, and

pay him annual tribute, and for the future to make no more excursions at

sea. Now, as FKRDINAND well knew that they would hardly give up their

trade, unless forced thereunto by powerful obstacles, he caused a fortress

to be built at Algier, in a small island, where the port is in our day ; and

he placed therein a garrison of 200 men, with a quantity of ammunition

and victuals. Tlie Barbarics, thus reduced by force, were some time

without in any wise troubling the commerce or the repose of christiane: but

as soon as death (which spareth not the sceptre of kings any more than the

shepherd's crook) had taken FERDINAND out of the world, which happened ia

li!6, these infamous thieves recommenced their old game, and like infi-

de's ab they were, uo more remembered the faith they had plighted unto

a kin^i, "hose tributaries they were. On the contrary, seeing that death

offered ilieui a favorable occasion to shake off the Christian yoke, they sent

deputies to ABUCH, or HAKIADLN, BARBAROSSA, of whom we have already

spoken." .

" While things patscd thus, his [BARBAROSSA'S] adherents,

who were tlm btrungeit faction in the city, declared him iloud king- wf
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Algier; and were so obstinately bent upon having him, that the Moors,

not daring to make opposition, he was acknowledged as such, and they

proclaimed him sovereign in the year of grace 1516. Thus terminated the

Shekh SELIM, whose son being still very young, and apprehensive of meet*

ing the same fate as his father, fled to Oaran, a town distant from Algier

50 leagues towards the strait. The Marquis of COMARES, governor of that

place, received him courteously, and sent him into Spain to Cardinal

XIMENES, who, after the death of King FERDINAND, became charged
with all the nffairs of the kingdom, in the absence of the defunct king's

nephew, CHARLES V. who was then in Flanders, still a youth. The fol-

lowing year, 1517, the fugitive prince carne back to Alier, to recover his

country, usurped by BARBAROSSA. His force consisted of above 10,000

Spaniards, under a general named FRANCIS DE VETA. But it had no

sooner reached the shore before the city, than there came on so furious a

tempest, that it caused the miserable dispersion of the fleet, with the loss

of the most part of the ships, and men at arms. If any of these saved

themselves on shore, their lot was no better ; for they could not

escape the fury of the barbarians, as they had the danger of the sea.

Thus ARUCH BARBAROSSA reigned some time in Algier." --- . --- .......

"
It is certain that Algier was the capital of Mauritania in the time of

King JUBA, who there kept his court in ordinary. After the death of tin's

king, his son having been taken and led in triumph to Rome by IULIUS

C*SAR, conducted himself with such admirable discretion in disgrace and

captivity, that AUGUSTUS restored the young prince to his liberty and

pristine dignity. In acknowledgment of so great a benefit, when he re-

built this city, which before was called lot, he affixed the name Caesarla,

ns may be seen on some medals of CLAVDJVS and of ANTONINVS. .... ....

..... ...Some writers have said that it was first called Mesgrana : but

that appears to me unlikely, seeing that neither STRAWO nor PJOLOMEY,
nor the other authors who have been curious in geographical research,

make any mention thereof. Be it as it may, of all the names which it may

formerly have borne, that of Algier is what has remained unto the present

day; which has happened in this manner. The Sarazins and Arabs having

made incursions into Afric, spread themselves therein on every side, like

impetuous torrents, and committed extraordinary ravages. In common

with the Goths, they seemed to take delight in ruining every thing th.it

proclaimed the grandeur and magnificence of the roman empire ;
so

having noticed that the name Julia-Caesarea was an apparent sign thereof,

they resolved to change it. Therefore they called it Al-jza'ir, which in

the Arabic signifies,
" the island ;'* because the place is situated hard by

an islot, where is now the mole. In this manner the modern name has

ever since remained, although it has been diversely corrupted, some

calling it Argcl, others Arger, but the most

* Unto which the English mariner hatb bounteously added a final supernume-

rary ",'' metamorphosing the original Algesuir iu'.o
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PLATE CCCCLXXI.

The Tower of the Temple, State Prison at Paris. Exterior View.

IN
our former view and description of this place the reader will find a

sketch of its general history, form, and site. The annexed Plate is a

View of that part of the building called the Little Temple, in which Sir

Sidney Smith was confined, and in the same chamber of which Captain

Wright ended his days. A description of wide and narrow staircases

galleries
doors and gates which is all that can be given of these uld

buildings, can be neither very interesting, nor very illustrative. It appears

that the chamber in which our distinguished countrymen were confined,

was opposite the wicket. From the court the entry was through the great

gate of the tower, which led to a door opening on the great staircase, and

through another door you passed to a dark staircase leading to a suite of

rooms, of which one was the fatal prison of Captain Wright.

In the short interval of the peace of Amiens, Sir John Carr visited

rnir.ce, and he thus speaks of the Temple :
"

1 did not fail to visit the

Temple, so celebrated in the gloomy history of the Revolution, which

stands in the Rue de Temple, in the Fauxbourg of that name. The

entrance is handsome, and does not much impress the idea of the approach
to a place of such confinement. Over the gates was a pole, supporting a

dirty and tattered bonnet rouge, of which species of republican decoration

there arc very few now to be seen in Paris. The door was opened to me

by the principal gaoler,* whose predecessor had been dismissed on account

of his imputed connivance in the escape of Sir Sidney Smith. His appear-

ance seemed fully to qualify him for his stivage office, and to insure his

superiors against all future apprehension of a remission of duty by any act

of humanity, feeling, or commiseration. He told me that he could not

permit me to advance beyond the lodge, on account of a peremptory order

just received from government. From this place I had a full command of

the walk and prison, the latter of which is situated in the centre of the

walls."

Here on the memorable 10th of August, 1792, Louis XVIth, after being

beset in his palace of the Tuilleries by 20,000 Republican insurgents, and

driven with Ins family for protection to the National Assembly, was with

them consigned to strict custody.

From this prison, on the llth of December, he was brought to the bar

of the Convention, to answer the charges made by the President, Barrere.

On the 26th lit appeared there for the last time. On the 16th January,

179.), alter a sitting of 34 hours, the sentence of death was awarded by a

majority nl'jire voices ! and on the 21st, at eight o'clock in the morning,
he left the Temple, for the stage of death.

On the 1 .

r
>th of October, the Queen was brought before the Revolutionary

Tribunal, and on the following day, without any regard to rank or decency,
hurried to the scaffold.

* Fauconuicr.
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On the JOth of May, 1794, Madame Elizabeth, the king's sister, was,

by a decree of the Revolutionary Tribunal, brought out hence to the place

of sacrifice.

Here, on the 9th of June, J795, died, under the iron hand of Jacobini-

cal tyranny, the unfortunate Dauphin, whose death having excited a com-

miserating interest in the French nation toward the solitary relict of royalty

then remaining, his sister,* the Convention found it necessary to liberate

her from imprisonment. And in consequence of a proposal from the

committee of public safety to the Emperor of Austria, she was exchanged
for the members of the Convention whom Dumourier had delivered up to

Austria along with two ambassadors, Simonville and Maret. This exchange
look place at Basle, in Switzerland.

And here also died the French general, Pichegru, en secret
; and, in

the like manner, our unfortunate countryman, Captain Wright. Such are

a few of the melancholy memoranda of this fatal place, after it was revo-

lutionised. It was previously the peaceful residence of the Grand Prior

of the French nation.

STATE PAPERS.

MIUES OF THE DOCUMENTS ANNEXED UNTO THE REPORT MADE BY THE

PRESIDENT OF THE ASSEB1BLY OF THE KEMBERS OF ALL THE ORDERS

OF KNIGHTHOOD IN EUROPE, CONVENED AT VIENNA ON THE 29TH.

DECEMBER, 1814.

[Continued from page 238.]

No. IX. (Translation. )t
SIR,

I
USE the permission which you have granted me, to communicate those

ideas on white-slavery, that I have acquired more particularly from

my long sojourn in the state of Marocco: but as these ideas have reference

also to the other barbaric powers, 1 think it expedient previously to make

you acquainted with what has always been my opinion of those powers.

This is what I wrote on that subject more than twenty-five years ago.

A.fter having demonstrated the necessity of doing away the slavery of

Christians in Afric, and the possibility of effectuating this measure by
means of an union of the European powers (who, independently of the

precepts of religion and the law of humanity, have all an interest therein

more or less), I added :

" Ir is to the Pnrte that recourse must first be had, to the end that she may

interpose her authority with the regencies of Barbary, and her good offices with

- * Now Duchess D'Angouleme.

f For the French original of Mr. CAILLARD'S letter to Sir SIDNEY SMITH, see

State Papers, in l. <. vol. xxxv, p. 417.
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the sovereign of Marocco, to soften the lot of th unhappy slaves, while the

European powers are preparing their respective contingent forces; at the June*

tion of which they would bt in a state to enter into distinct explanation with the

dlvar.f, and to require the abolition of Christian slavery. As long as these bar-

barians do not see an unanimous concert between the several courts of Europe,

and the union of an imposing force, they will temporise ;
continue their piracies ;

extort presents; and content themselves with making promises, which they will

not keep. The Moors are as cunning as they are treacherous : they have in no

degree degenerated from the proverbial bad faith of their punic ancestors;*

therefore other arms than treaties must be employed to constrain them to keep
their engagements. Superstitious and fanatic as are all people plunged in

ignorance, they in general know of their own religion little more than its funda-

mental doctrine hatred of the Christian name. It is an opinion very anciently

received among them, that God heldeth in his powerful hand the heart of kings,

that he imprints thereon hit divine will, of which they are but the executive instru-

menti. Under the cover of such doctrine, it is easy to be conceived that sove-

reigns can not only excuse the violation of treaties, and both political and moral

crimes, but even in some sort sanctify them in the eyes of their subjects.

Impious creatures ! They make of God the instigator of their misdeeds, to quiet

a conscience already hardened by fanaticism. The king of Marocco f adds to

the foregoing tenet a reasoning quite as deceptive. He says : The Christians

belitie that I am obliged to perform what I promise ; if I was so to do against my
will, then I should no longer be more powerful (I, sheVif, descendent of the pro-

phet, and salt heir in his right of all the kingdoms on the earth), than those infidel i

usurpers who are obliged to keep their word. Thus he establishes as a principle th

violation of his promise, without which his power would cease to be unlimited !

I forbid myself any reflection on the consequences ef such an argument. The

maritime forces of Barbary are as nothing in the scale of combat ; but they suffice

to spread alarm among mercantile navigation, and consequently cast a great dis-

favor n the flag of each nation against which the smallest of these powers may
declare war

;
whence there results an excessive hindrance to the maritime trade

f such nation. Here may be found one prime cause ef the patience of the

commercial nations in Europe towards the regencies of Barbary and the kingdom
of Marocco. There are few of the European nations but which have suffered

from one or other of these potentates the most galling outrages, and have dis-

sembled them. "Why should not the nations of Christendom (becoming more

jealous of honor, and more enlightened to their true interests) concert among
themselves to compel these barbarous hordes to respect the rights of nations, and

those of justice and humanity ?"

Thus it was that I viewed things, and expressed the desire of my heart,

at a time when I could not foresee that there was reserved a man to under-

take, what it was the bounden duty of all people to accomplish, a man to

stand himself, alone, in the place of all the civilised governments ! You,

Sir, have begun a great work
; but if you succeed, as I hope, and as your

persevering genius promises, the honor which you will acquire has never

been equalled. Genius, when allied to philanthropy, knows no bounds :

it overleaps, breaks through, destroys, or smooths, all obstacles or tiitliciil-

* The Romans said of the .Carthaginians :
"
I'unicajidct mdlajidet"

| Moo LEY .
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ties ; and never stops short of that term which it had prescribed unto

itself. Might it not be deemed almost providential, that as if to stimulate

your ardor and sustain your courage, the throne of Marocco should now
be filled by a prince* at once just, and eager of instruction; such in fine

as the annals of that country offer no sample of since the race of the

therifides have possessed themselves of those provinces which at this day

compose the kingdom of Marocco ? Be this as it may, your wisdom has

seized the. opportune moment; and will without doubt lead you to obtain

this sovereign's support of those preparatory propositions that you are

about to address to the dey of Algier,+ at the same time that the Ports,

yielding to the solicitations of the Christian ambassadors, and arousing from

its political lethargy, shall announce to that regency, her intention hence-

forth to oppose its piracies. The Othman interests, in accord with those

of Christendom, require that the horde of robbers, calling itself the divan

of Algier, shall cease to levy recruits in Turkey. If this essential point be

obtained, a great step will be made towards the end which the anti-barba-

ric institution over which you preside, proposes to itself. But, I forget that

1 am wandering from my subject: I return to Marocco.

It appears that the king [or emperor, as we are wont to style him] of

that country, departing from the maxims of his fathers, as much by con-

viction as by prudence, desires to rest in peace with all the world.

Christendom, therefore, has nought to fear on this side, so long as the

actual monarch shall reign, or at least so long as he shall not change his

pacific system : but far from indulging the hope of its permanency, we

ought on the contrary to be prepared to witness its cessation at the demise

of MoLEY-SoLiMAN. This personage is already more than 50 years old :

he has brothers, and nephews, who may have inherited the antipathies

or turbulent spirit of their fore-fathers, and above all, the desire to reign.

Supposing that the present incumbent should prolong his course in tran-

quility, you, Sir, personally well know that in Marocco, which possesses
no political constitution but the will of an autocrat-s//ara, there exists no

law which fixes the right of primogeniture ; and that as all the children

claim the same right to the succession of their father, his death necessarily

entrains civil war. Besides, the sovereign alone becomes changed : the

elements of fanaticism and bad-faith always subsist, and only await the

favorable moment to display renewed energy. It is not by piracy alone

that the Marocans supply themselves with Christian slaves. It may hap-

pen, that vessels which pass the strait of Gibraltar either way, make the

Canary isles intentionally, or are carried in that direction by the currents

\vhich prevail with great strength on the occidental coast of Afric: in this

predicament, they sometimes run aground, when they reckon themselves

to be at a great distance from land. In the space of 6 years, I have wit-

nessed 4 siiipwrecks of this nature; 3 French and 1 English ship were lost at

different times on Cape Boyudor : the crews had the good fortune to save

themselves on shore ; but they were carried-off into slavery, by the Moors

* MoLEv-botiMAN. f JB. viii, 161.
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who inhabit the confines of Mauritania towards Senhega. What they un-

derwent of suffering from those barbarous vagabonds is beyond all ex-

pression. At the solicitation of the agents of the two nations, these poor

people were claimed by the King of Marocco; but as his authority in those

distant countries is but the charm of opinion, and consequently extremely

precarious, much time elapsed before each crew could be collected : but

all did not end here : The Marocan monarch, making the most of the

service he had rendered, and above all the expense at which he had been,

kept the men as pledges in pawn, treated them as slaves, and obliged us

to redeem them as such. The only difference they found between their

first and second slavery was, that gain being the ruling cause of the latter,

they were treated with mildness, and passably well subsisted, for fear of

the ransom of any among them being lost. Thus vice may sometimes be

useful to virtue, or avarice lend aid to humanity ! However, after all,

several years generally were consumed before the deliverance of an entire

ship's-company. The'se examples prove better than any reasoning, the

necessity of good management with ths King of Marocco. It is lucky

that your personal knowledge of that court affords you the preparatory
means of influence over the fate of mariners, whose vessels may hereafter

be driven on those inhospitable shores, by inevitable accidents, which

occur but too frequently. I feel that to point out such an employment for

your talents, is to ensure their application, both now and in time

to come.

Although I am persuaded that you, Sir, know better than I, the true

situation of the Barbary-powers, their character, their habits, their crafty

policy, and above all the means of remedying the evils which result there-

from to Christian people ; yet I have fancied myself enabled, by an expe-
rience of several years, to add a few suggestions from my recollections. I

only hope that you may be able to derive from these reflections somt

useful hints towards the object of your vast and glorious undertaking.

1 have the honour to be, &c.

iS';V If. 5. Smyihe,

President of the continental institution

for the abolition of barbaric piracy

and while-slavery in Afric.*

* Amir. Naturalized as this name has become, both in the scientific and

the vulgar tongue, yet, the editor will venture to suggest, that this disjointed

adjective of tii;> latin phrase Africa terra, African land, or the land of Afer,

would be anglicised more conformably to uniformity and truth, by the simpler

word Afric ;
without the roman termination.

Lastly, for the reading iu the text, we have the authority of these lines of the

poet :

' Let Afric through it's hundred gates rejoice ;

Let Afric on it's hundred thrones rejoice."
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HYDROGRAPHY, PILOTAGE, &c.

MR. HYDUOGRAPHER,
A DVERTING to the. mention that you have made of the Hydrographer
*"* at the Admiralty in the B. C vol. xxxv, p. 496, 1 take upon myself
to assure you, that the officer who fills that station is an active, liberal-

minded man, attending closely to his duty, which is multifarious, he being
also secretary to the Board of Longitude. Much of his time is occupied in

correspondence with commanding-officers in the navy, giving them neces-

sary instructions, c. And as the charts engraved at the Admiralty are
for the use of the navy exclusively, and not distributed for public disposal,

you consequently have not an opportunity of viewing them
;

but I can tes-

tify that the Hydrographer of the Admiralty and his associates attend

close to their duties, and are actively employed.

(Dorrej/ionaent.

8^7* The HYDROGRAPHER of J8. . is so far from, entertaining any pre-

judice against the gentleman who is attached in a similar capacity to the

Admiralty-office, that he not only records the preceding testimonial in his

favor with the utmost readiness, but is glad of an opportunity to profess

his own individual confidence in the truth of the statement, as far as it con-

cerns the party personally. He, however, can only speak of public men
and things as he happens to know or find them

;
and up to the time of pub-

lishing that casual remark to which this correspondent alludes, he never had

the good fortune to obtain any ocular demonstration of the utility or acti-

vity of that department at the Admiralty to which his remark was pointed.

Since that period, a few printed papers, bearing the mark of having issued

from the department in question, have been transmitted to him, probably

elicited by that enquiry in the iB.d. ;
and therefore, in witness of the sin-

cerity which dictated the passage that has extracted his correspondent's

testimonial, they now receive insertion. These articles constitute the sum-

total of all the hydrographical information that has reached the 5B.&. office

from that of the Admiralty in a tangible shape ;
and should they prove the

fore-runners of more, the greater will be the HYDROGRAPUER'S satisfaction.

1.

(Circular. )

SIR, Admiralty-Office, 20M May, 1810.

A PRACTICE having obtained among captains and commanding officers

of his Majesty's ships and vessels, of applying to this department, as a

matter of course, for certificates to be granted upon statements furnished

by themselves, of observations towards the furtherance of hydrographical;

knowledge that they have made, though the opportunity of making sucli

remarks may not have occurred ;
I am. commanded by my Lords Corn-

r0n. Vol. XXXVI. T x
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missioners of the Admiralty to acquaint you that they have directed that,

after the 1st of July next, no certificate of remarks shall be granted, until

the Hydrographer of the Admiralty shall have reported whether there was

an occasion for making remarks or not, or (should any be furnished)

upon the value of the remarks which may have been made ; and I have

further to acquaint you of their Lordships' direction that you transmit,

half-yearly, to this office, a remark-book, which shall contain, at least,

the latitudes and longitudes of all places (out of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Ireland) in which the ship you command may have

been ; and, whenever time and circumstances will permit, particulars of

bearings, soundings, tides, currents, and all other circumstances of nauti-

cal utility, are to be carefully entered therein : and I am also to apprise

you, that no certificate of remarks will be issued from this department, un-

less the observations in the several remark books shall appear to their

Lordships to be such as, with reasonable diligence and accuracy, might be

made. And my Lords trust that you, with the other officers in his Majes-

ty's naval service, will see the advantage of collecting a body of hydrogra-

phical information, and that you will exert yourself to the utmost of your

power in contributing to an object so necessary to the general advancement

of science, and so highly advantageous to the best interests of a great

maritime people.

I am, &c.

To the respective Captains, Com'

manders, and Commanding Offi-

cers of his Majest^s Ships and

Vessels.

2*

SIR, Admiralty-Office, 13th February, 1812.

IN adverting to the late numerous and calamitous losses, which have

occurred in his Majesty's navy, in consequence of ships having been run ort

shore ;
some from extraordinary errors in the reckoning ; others in passa-

ges and situations that have long been considered as well known and accu-

rately described in charts furnished to his Majesty's ships at the public ex-

pense ; some by running indiscreetly in thick weather or by night for a

port ; and others again from neglecting to keep the lead carefully going,

conformably with the 6th and 29th articles of the master's general printed

instructions, which it is the duty of every captain and commander to do,

fny Lords-Commissioners of the Admiralty command me to call your par-

ticular attention to the articles above-mentioned, to the 26th article of

war, and to the 1st and 5th articles of the pilots' instructions, by which

you will observe, that the having a pilot on board does not relieve you from

responsibility, but that you are held accountable for any damage that th

ship may sustain, from the ignorance or negligence of the pilot, where pro-

per precaution on your part might have prevented it.

In calling your serious attention to this most important part of your

duty, which involves the safety of so many invaluable lives of his Majesty'*

subjects, as well us the preservation of his Majesty's ships and stores, I am
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further to signify to you their Lordship's directions, that, whenever the ship

entrusted to your command shall necessarily be put in charge of a pilor?

you do yourself pay, and most particularly instruct your master to pay,
a strict attention to his conduct, with a view of ascertaining his ability as a

pilot, and how far he may be trusted with the navigation of the ship in

those situations for which he may profess himself qualified ; and my Lords

are induced to hope that, by a due regard to these several points, similar

disasters to those which have recently occurred, may, in future, be pre-

vented. I am, &c.

To tke respective Captains, fyc. 4'C.

3.

MR, Admiralty-Office, 23d November, 1811.

MY Lords Commissioners of tlie Admiralty having taken into their con-

sideration that the passage through the Needles by night must always be

attended with considerable risk, and, in the event of losing sight of the

marks and lights, with serious danger, have commanded me to signify t<

you their positive direction never to attempt going through the Needles
with any of his Majesty's ships under your command during the night,

except in cases of extreme necessity, and in order to avoid a greater dan-

ger than you are likely to incur in making the attempt ;
and I am further

to direct you to communicate this order to any of his Majesty's ships re-

turning from abroad which you may happen to speak. I am, c.

Tu tke respective Captains, &c. fyc.

4.

FALMOUTH HAUEOUB.

Sailing Instructions,

THE best entrance for men of war is between St. Anthony's point anii

the Black-rock, which is three quarters of a mile wide, giving St. Anthony's,

point a good berth, and not going nearer than half a cable's length to th^

Black-rock at low-water.

There is a good channel for frigates hetween the Black-rock and Pen-
dennis point, but I would not advise any ship that draws more than 13

feet to attempt it at low-water; but at half-tide there is water enough- for

line-of-battle ships.

From within the rock, towards the spit of Falmouth-bank, there ara

some spots of foul ground, with not more than twenty feet water on them
at low-water spring-tides.

The leading mark in and out of Carrick-road, is Killigaloon-house on

with Melor-point; this mark will carry you midway in the Channel through
Carrick road, until you bring St. Budack's church on the rising land of

Trefusis- point, or the Bowling-green house open a sail's breadth to the

southward of the church at Falmouth, which will lead you through the

Cross-channel, until you bring St. Kevern's church on with feudennis*

point. This mark will lead you to St. Just's pool.
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The channel through Carrick-rond is nearly N. and S.
;
the cross chan-

nel to St. Just's pool nearly E. b. N. and W. b.S. but the course by com-

pass cannot be depended on, as the channels arc rather circular, and the

set of tides not regular. The leading mark for the channel, between the

Black-rock and Pcndennis-point, is Feock-house on with Melor-point.

This mark will carry you over Falmouih-bank, in 5 fathoms at half-tide.

The best guide is the transporting buoys, which are black on St. Mawe's

bank, and white on Falmouth-bank. Ships that draw more than 18 feet,

must pass between the black and. white buoys at low-water, keeping the

black on the starboard, and the white on the larboard hand. At luilf-tide,

nr when the black-rock in the mouth of the harbour is covered, you may

pass to the westward of the white buoys more than a cable's length, carry-

ing 5 fathoms over Falmouth-bank. As jthe black buoy of the Narrows is

so near St. Mawe's point, you need not pass to the eastward of it, or any
of the black buoys on St. Mawe's side.

Working in and out of this harbour from half-flood to half-ebb, you hare

about of a mile room, and may stand within the buoys, more particularly

on the Falmouth side. Large ships should get under sail from the weather-

most transporting buoy, on the latter part of the flood, or a little before

high-water, and before half-ebb they would be out of the harbour, and

more than halfway to the Mannacles. As the ebb sets to the westward

towards Ilelford, ships, when clear of the harbour's mouth, should riot

stand further to the westward than Pendennis-point, keeping the harbour

open fur the benefit of the harbour tide.

The tide sets out of the harbour S.S.W. until you are a mile off, when
it tends to the S.W. and as you get further off, to the W.S.VV. and W. b. S.

Oil the Mannacles, the tides run to the westward near three hours after

low-water, by the shore. In moderate weather any ship can work out with

ease mid safety. Ships will sail out free on the larboard tack, with the

wind E.S.E. and on the starboard tack with the wind W.S.W. by compnss.
With the wind at S.E. you will fetch out from the weathermost buoy of the

Narrows, in one tack. With the wind at S.S.E. you will have to make tw6

or three tacks ; and with the wind S. or right in, four or five tacks without

the help of the tide; but when the tide is made, or by warping to the outer

Mack buoy, it can be done by fewer tacks.

Large frigates have worked out, when blowing hard, under double

reef top-sails from the inner part of Carrick-road, round the Mannacles in

one tide.

The best methodfor Anchoring and Mooring in Falmouth Harbour.

Coming in with the wind at S. or to the E. of the S. and you mean to

anchor in Carrick-road, you must bring up with the small bower in 12 or

]:> fiitlioms, rather inclined to St. Mawe's Bank, and moor with the best

buwer towards Falmouth-bank in 12 fathoms. If the wind should be to

ti.c westward of the south, you must bring up with your best bower in 12

or l.> fathoms inclined towards Falmouth-bank, and moor with your small

bo\\er ttmaais St. Mawe's bank in 12 or 13 fathoms, by running out a
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hawser to the transporting buoys. On either side you raay place your
anchors as you like. The upper part of this road is the best anchorage.
The cross-channel is the safest, the best, and the most room for moor-

ing ; you may bring up with either your best or small bower, in 10, 12, or

14 fathoms, placing your anchors so that you moor open to the southward,
and when moored, to have the sheet-anchor cleared to let go, should the

ship in very heavy gales, and sudden gusts, start or bring home either of

her anchors. Although ships are apt to drive by placing their anchors too

near the edges of the banks, and by that means have tailed the ground, yet

there are no instances of ships receiving any material damage on the banks

within the Narrows, or the entrance of Carrick-road. Carrick-road and

the cross-channel will contain 16 sail of the line at their own anchors,

moored with a cable each wav, and ride a cable's length asunder.

St. Just's Pool is capable of containing C ships of the line at moorings,

and the channel leading from the Pool to Stangate rocks (on which are two

Poles), is capable of containing 10 or 12 more
;

and above the Poles to

Turner's-ware, several frigates and sloops can be secured in perfect

safety.

The dangers without Falmouth harbour are the Mannacles rocks and th

Old Walls.

To go clear of the Mannacles coining from the westward, you must

keep the Lizard light-house open of the Black-head, until you open Maw-

nen-church, which stands to the eastward of Helford ;
then steer in for the

harbour's mouth.

There is a rocky shoal lying S. by compass, a good mile and a half from

St. Anthony's point; known to the fishermen by the name of the Old Wall?,

but was never considered by them to be dangerous. This shoal was

examined by Mr. LOCKWOOD, and afterwards by myself. He informed me

that he found less than twenty-nine feet on the shoalest part. After three

days search, upon a very low tide, at dead low-water, I found a small

pinnacle rock, with no more than 26| feet water on it. The top of the

rock is so small, that I could not keep the lead on it a second, as it instantly

dropt off into 5 and 5 fathoms. This shoal extends more than a mile

E. and W. and about a mile north and south, but no part of it dan-

gerous, except near the centre or pinnacle rock. To prevent ships anchor-

ing on this shoal, or running any risk, a buoy should be placed on it, to

ride in all weather, similar to the black buoy on the Princessa shoal, that

lies to the eastward of the Wight. There are four feet more water on the

pinnacle of the Old Walls, than on the Hand-deeps, which lie in the fair

way between the Edystone and the Rame-head, on which no ship was ever

known to strike, owing I suppose to the shoalest part of the rock termi-

nating in a sharp point. That being the fact, 1 think it is scarce possible

for a ship to strike or touch the Old Walls, unless she draws more than 26

feet, and get ou it at dead low-water spring-tides ;
and if a ship should

touch, she cannot stick fast, as the smallest lift of the swell would imme-

diately heave her into deep water.

A light-house erected on the Black-rock, would be a guide both by day

and night, to steer clear of the Mannacles and the Old Walls.
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The tide rise* here about 18 feet at spring, and about 12 feet on the

neaps. It flows at the full and change of the ([ , E.b. N. and W. b. S. at

a | past 5 o'clock. The tides here are very much influenced by the winds.

The time of high-water has been known to be out of course more than

half an hour.

The distance between the black and white buoys of the Narrows is 130

fathoms, and in the channel from 5 to 17 fathoms deep; from thence

the channel gradually widens through Carrick-road to 320 fathoms. At

the turning of St. Mawe's bank into the cross-channel, is about 300

fathoms wide, increasing and decreasing 20 fathoms more or less, towards

St. Just's pool, and the water in the channels from 5 to 14 fathoms deep.

From Kirkleas-point, the channel is from 140 fathoms to 100 fathoms, and

from 5 to 14 fathoms deep.

The channel continues the same width and depth, as at the head of St.

Just's pool, all the way to Stangate-rocks, or l mile above Misick point.

The bottom in all the channels is a mixture of mud, rotten shells, blue

clay, and sand, except the lower and middle part of Carrick-road, which

is a mixture of rotten shells, mud, sand, roots of sea-weed, and small

marine incrustrated productions.

There is a small bed of rocks S.W. 60 fathoms from Misick-point, with

8 fathoms on them at low-water, spring-tides. In the entrance to St.

Mawe's, there is a rocky shoal, lying about 60 fathoms from the Castle-

point, with only 3 feet water on it at low-water, named Lugas-rock. This

rock is only dangerous to ships bound into St. Mawe's, as it lays more

than a cable's length to the eastward, or within the black buoy on the spit

of St. Mawe's bank.

The tide runs about 2| knots on the springs, and about a knot or a little

more on the neaps.

One more advantage attends this port, which I must beg leave to state ;

that is, the outer anchorage, or what may be more properly called Fal-

moutli oulcr road, from St. Anthony's point towards the Mannacles rocks,

there is good anchorage with the harbour's mouth open, equal in point of

riding to Mevagizy-bay, superior to Cawsand-bay, and very little interior

to Torbay, with the winds from the S. W. round to the westward and
noithward to the N.E. point of the compass. Should a squadron be sent

into Falmouth to refit or revictual, and the winds should cast off northerly,
instead of working into the harbour, they could anchor without the har-

bour's mouth, and receive all the necessary stores, &c. from the deposito-

ries, as well and nearly as soon as if they were inside ; and with this

advantage over any of the other bays, that, should the wind shift to the

southward in the night, or at any other time, and they choose not to go to

?ea, they can run into a safe port always under their lee, but as there are

some spots of foul ground in this bay, it will be necessary to have it sur-

Tcycd, and the spots marked out.

owen.
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5.

Anchorage and Watering-place off Dar't-head*

By H.M.S. Fisgard, June 18, 1810.

WE found a place where we completed our water, and got plenty of

*ood, without molestation. The watering-place is about half way between
Dar's-head and the first village to the westward of it. A small distance

from the spot where the sand hills make high, like a cliff, there are two
trees near to the beach, with their roots partly out of the earth, close to

it. The village stands low, with but few houses, and, I believe, n
church.

We anchored with Dars-haad E. b.N. N. and the village S. b.W.|W.
in 5j fathoms, about two miles from the shore. It is a running stream and

good water, though the colour is not tempting.

Captain NEWMAN found out another place between it and Dars-head :

perhaps, in the heat of summer, they both dry up, but I think not, from

the quantity of cattle fed about the spot.

Bearings of'Fisgard 's Anchorage in 5J Fathoms.

Dars-head E.N.E. $ B.

Village S.W.JW.
Great gap in the wood .............. S.

And the place where we procured the water E.S.E.

(Signed) ^7. (Orata Master.

C.

Trindelen Shoal.

By H.M.S. Fisgard, 18th July, 1810.

GtEDSER POINT is the southernmost part of the island of Falsterbo; it is

low, and forms almost a table land, which falls perpendicular to the sandy
beach under it, with some white and red clay cliffs. On the point there is

a white light-house, and some straggling houses. There are also two

churches that stand some distance in on the point, and may be seen on

either side of it ; they are red, and very remarkable.

The Trindelen shoal extends S.E. b. S. 7 miles from the light-house ;

it is a narrow ridge of sand, and in some places there are lare stones,

which appear to be loose : at the distance of 4 miles, with the above-

mentioned bearings, there is 2 fathoms, and at the distance of 5 miles,

3 fathoms, with 4 at 7 miles distance. If you stand to the southward, you
will quickly deepen to 12 or 14 fathoms, and perhaps 16 or 18, the ground

being very irregular.

In standing towards the shoal, on either side, you will lessen your water

gradually from 9 to 3 or 2 fathoms, according to the distance you may b

frm the shore, and then increase your water as you stand from it oo the
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other side ;
there may be knolls with less water on the top of the

ridge, the soundings sometimes differing from 2 to 3 fathoms in less

than a boat's length ; however, I have not found less than 2 fathoms on

any part of it.

Ships drawing 22 or 24 feet water, in turning to windward, ought

always to tack when they deepen the water to 11 or 12 fathoms : you will

then have the south shore well in sight ;
but should you lose sight of the

south shore, and gain sight of Giedser point, so as you can discern the

candy cliff, and have it in a N.W. b. N. direction, be sure that you are too

near, and in danger of the before-mentioned shoal ; therefore, in the day-

time, in clear weather, if you keep the south shore well in sight, you will

be carried clear of it
;

and in the night-time, as aforesaid, tack when you

deepen your water to 11 or 12 fathoms.

Ships drawing 14 or 15 feet water, by bringing Scheby church open to

the N.W. of the light-house, may stand into 6 fathoms, but no farther;

they will then be at the distance of 4| miles from the shore.

It is my opinion that no better survey can be taken of the before-men-

tioned shoal than is laid down in the chart published by D. STEEL in

1809, from the Danish surveys.

(Signed)

Master of H.M.S. Fisgard.

7.

H.M.S. Victory, Hawke Roads, Md May, 1810.

THE undermentioned are the bearings, by compass, of a knoll, or shal-

low spot, on the Fladden shoal, discovered in H.M.S. Vanguard :

Wai berg S. 58 E.
| Xedegen N. 42 E.

The soundings are from 25 to 29 feet, rocky bottom. The latitude, as

ascertained on or near the shoalest part, was 57 9' 30" N. the water

deepening round it gradually from 7 to 10 fathoms. Since which has been

discovered a small knoll, distant from the above about one mile, bearing
N. 55 E. It is nearly a mile in circumference, with only 24 feet water

on the bhoalest part. There are from 5 to 7 fathoms between the two
knolls in the said direction.

The bearings from the Nedegen are S. 42 W. and -from Warberg
Castle N. 5? W. ; the soundings gradually deepening from 5 to 7 fathoms

round, rocky bottom.
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.

Guernsey Isle.*

THE
isle of Guernsey lies to S.W.-ward of Alderney near 5 leagues,'

and S.S.W. about 4 leagues, from the Caskets. It is high land on

the southern side, which lowers gradually towards the N. It is encom-

passed witli rocks almost on every side
; the most remarkable clusters are,

to. the W. the Hanovanx ; to the N. the Brayes, with many others
; to the

E. the rocky islots Herrn, Jethou, Sark (or Cercq}, &c. themselves sur-

rounded by countless rocks. The town of St. Peter, stands on the eastern

coast, and has a port between two piers, 25 feet high, forming an entrance

100 feet wide at the top, and 68 at the surface of the water. The sea here

rises, at spring-tides, to 28 and 30 fcet, at neap-tides to 12 or 14: it

flaws at full-and-change ([ , E. and W.\6 hours. The roads are on the

eastern side ; and there are 2 entrances into them, called in English
the Russel channels, or in French, Runu. The Little-Russel lies

between Guernsey and Ilerm. In coming from N. or from W. you may
stand away E. as if in quest of the Amphroques, observing not to come
nearer than a mile to the Brayes, which lie oft' the N.E. point of the

island ; and when you open St. Martin's or the S.E. point of the same, a

sail's breadth westward of Brehon (a rock between Ilerm and Guernsey,
with a stone pyramid 20 feet high), you are well prepared for entering the

Little-Russel. You must not approach too near the rocks called Les

Anglaises, or Flabougeres, which lie S.E. of. the Brayes; and to avoid

falling on them you must keep, the town-church open to the east side of

Wall-castle. But if you come from the race of Alderney, you are not to

approach the Amphroques nearer than league, keeping the church of

Castel open a sail's breadth to N.W. of Wall-castle ; by these means you

may avoid the Platte-loii&e, a sunken rock to N.W. of the great Am
phroque : continuing that course till yon have St. Martin's point, open a

sail's breadth W. of Brehon, yon may without hesitation run into the Little-

Russel, until you be passed beyond a round rock a little above water,

mailed Lu-rousse, by which you steer pretty close, leaving it on the lar-

board hand, to avoid Roustel. After this, keeping Longne-pierre (long

stone) opea a great sail's breadth, with the S.W. of La-rousse, and also

keeping St. ?>lartin's point open a sail's breadth with the western foot of

Brehon, you avoid the rocks of the Grune-au~roitge, which lie under water,'

and are sc-en but seldom. Steering this course till you shall have brought
Brehon with Crevichon S.E. and N.W. you will then be pnst the dangers,
and may run for the piers of Guernsey, observing, however, to keep the

end of the south pier in a line with Captain John Tuper's house, in order

to avoid the rocks called the Rejccs and Buoys Agenor. The Long-stone

_|__i
.

_.-..-_ . r .

*
58. <. vi, 105

j xiii, 78.
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is a rock always above water, whose E.S.E. point appears like a sail ; if

lies 2 miles E.N.E. from La-roitsse. Rouxtct is the most dangerous rock in

the Little- llussel ; it lies 500 yards YV.N.W. from La-rousse, and is seen

only at ebb-tide. N.E. of Rouslel, about }00 yards, there is a sunken

rock, which you must avoid carefully, therefore you ought not to come

nearer than that distance to Rom>tel. When between La-rousse and

Roustet, and a contrary wind obliges you to tack in order to gain the road,

when you stand westward you must not bring Brehomict on Point

St. Martin, for in such case you would run upon Rouslel; and when you
stand eastward, you must not bring Brehun on that point, which would

carry you on the Grenettes or Genettes (rocks under water between La-

rousse and Brehon) ;
but you must always keep the point open on either

tack, a sail's breadth. In the Little-Russel, there are 5 or 6 fathoms at

low-water, neap-tides; and it ought to be observed, that the flood never

begins to run until the sea be at half its height, nor doth the ebb begin its

reflux until the water be half-fallen. The Great-Russel, or Ruau, lies be-

tween Sark and Ilenn
;
and being much less embarrassed than the Little-

Kissscl, is a more convenient channel for ships of all sizes. When you
cane from X. or from the race of Alderney, your course is S.W. till you
arrive at the entrance of the channel

;
there you see to E. of Herrn, a stone

named Noir-pute (black-whore), at the distance of a large league ; you
leave it on the starboard side, and may approach it within 500 yards.

"When past this rock, you must bring Point St. Martin on the Goubiniere,

another rock which lies S. S.W. of Jethou mile. All the dangers near

Henn nnd Jethou are thus avoided Once beyond Goubiniere, continue

the same course S.S.W. until you have brought St. Martin's church on the

middle of the bay of Fonnain ; then you may steer towards the port of

Guernsey, till Brelion bears N.E. or till you have gotten the little guard-
house (\\hich stands at the end of the south pier) open S.W. of Castle

I 'onicr ;
when this be done, you are sure of having avoided the 2 sunken

rocks i),lined Les letes d'aval (the lower heads), and may safely enter the

,oad. Instead of the above course, you may steer along by Sark at the

di-tanee of 000 yards. There are no dangers but such as are above water,
and nc\cr covered, even at the equinoxes, except a sunken rock named the

GiT;a, it : but you must steer almost close to the western point of Brecqhou
(r;r ia'c itn.r nian-littndu), to meet with this rock, so that it is not dan-

<;erou-;. You may tack about and alter the course for nearly half a league
between Sark and the dangers which lie between Herm and Jethou,
before described. When to N.W. of Guernsey, and you intend to pass by
the smith side of the island, come not too near the western end, for fear

of several rocks that lie wide of it : by bringing the house on the islot of

Lihon in one with the guard house on Plein-mont, you avoid the Grunes
and the Sam'/utc. two sunken rocks the most dangerous in this passage ;

yuii leave them on the larboard hand, and steer towards the iianovaux

(or llanois): these arc a long chain of rocks always above water, league
from land, and no passage between; you pass 3 miles outside of them,
lc'avin>: them al-o on the larboard side. When abreast of these, steer S.E.

I'iru! you shall have brought the windmill on Sark a great sail's breadt^
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-open of the south point of Guernsey ; proceed in that direction, approach-

ing Point St. Martin at the distance of less than a mile, till Wall-church

be in one with Castle-cornet (which church is about a league N.-westward

of the castle) ; but large vessels must open it to E.-ward of the castle;

though either way there is nothing to fear from the Longue-pierre, which

is a rock near Point Sr. Martin, and arrive safe in the road. You may
anchor along the southern side of Guernsey in 30, and 35 fathoms water,

good ground, 2 miles from land
; nearer, the ground is not so good,

except nigh Point St. Martin, where you may anchor within a mile. At
the eastern part of that point are some rocks which are not to be trusted

;

however, as they lie near the land, there is not much danger. Along this

;side, when the tide begins to rise, the flood runs E.-ward to the point, and
there it begins to set N.-ward until 4 hours after. Therefore care must
be taken that this first flood do not carry you into the Great-Russel, which

may happen in a cairn. The great road extends from Point St. Martin as

far as 1 mileS.S.W. of Brehon. It affords anchorage in 25, 20, 18, 16,

and lOf fathoms, good ground, J mile from Castle-cornet, observing only
to have the town-church open N. of the castle. If you open the south

pier-head with the castle, and bring Point St. Martin S.W. you anchor ia

the N.E. part of the road in 11 fathoms good ground. About 1 or l mile

from that point, you may stop tide in 30 or 35 fathoms, clean ground. It

must be observed, likewise, that southward of the road, lies a shole called

the great-bank, on which there is generally not more than 4 fathoms

water, and twice a year (i. e. at the equinoxes), 3. This bank lies right

off Formain bay, a mile from shore, and is about a mile in length, stretch-

ing N. b. E. and S. b. W. Between Guernsey and the Caskets, the sound-

ings are from 35 to 40 fathoms, rotten ground. The tides between the

isles of Guernsey, Jersey, Sark, and Alderney, in the space of 12 hours,

make the tour of the whole compass. The N.W. and S.E. ( nearly make*

high-water.*

The group of islands in the English channel, of which Guernsey, Jersey,
and Alderney are the most considerable, as a dependency of the duchy of

Normandy, are the only remains of the ancient sovereignty of England over

France. They are situated in the gulf of St. Malo, three to six leagues
from the French coast.

Guernsey ,f the largest, is thirteen miles long, and eight broad. On the

south and S.W. the shores are high, precipitous, and ^broken by deep ra-

vines. On the north and east the coasts are low, indented by bays sepa-
rated by rocky head-lands, and lined with sunken rocks, which together

* The English translation of the Petit-Neptune Franfais is our authority for

the above description and directions. Tl.ose which follow are extracted froru

TUCKEV and MALHAM.

t Surnia of the Itinerary ef Aotonine, whence CuernJey is derived.
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witli the strength of the currents, are a grand natural defense to the island,

preventing the approach of a naval force.

Among the curiosities of the coasts is La Cave Mahic, on a level with

the sea near Prevolet Point on the south
; from an entrance of nine feet

wide and six high, it expands to fifty feet in height and breadth, and 20O
feet in length, ending in granite points. The hase of the island is entirely

of this substance, and several of its heights consist of conical ascents of

this grand substratum, raised apparently by a power acting vertically.

The climate is humid, and the winters stormy. The face of the island

is diversified by moderate hitls, and watered by numerous streams, serving
to turn mills, and fertilizing the vallies, every inch of which is cultivated

with the greatest care, affording the pleasing appearance of industry and its

attendant comfort, which is conspicuous in the neat seats of the gentry,
surrounded by orchards and gardens, and the clean habitations of the

peasantry. The inhabitants are, however, not celebrated for their hospi-

tality, anrl (more particularly in Jersey) the pride of ancestry is as inve-

terate as the cast of the Hindoos.

Among the marine productions found on the shores are the sea-aure,

delicate shell-fish, the sea-mouse, aphrodita aculeator, and the sea-

anemone.

The produce of the island is chiefly corn and apples, and the principal

manufacture is that of worsted-jackets, caps, and stockings, of the first of

which there is a great consumption by seamen. Guernsey sends vessels to

the Newfoundland fishery, and in war fits out many privateers ; in peace,

smuggling with the coast of England is an organized business, the objects

})cin<: French brandies and lace, &c. Some emery-stone also is exported,

there being a rock of this substance on the island.

The Xorman feodal laws are still in use in these islands, but meliorated

)jv tin-.e, \\hich has worn down their oppression ; they are collected in a

hunk, called
"

Ic grand Costumier." The King's writs from Westminster

cannot he executed in these islands, and consequently they offer an asylum
lor msilvcnt debtors; neither are they bound by any act of the British

'

legislature, unless specifically named, nor can these acts be put in force

until sanctioned by the civil government of the islands.

The Xorman French is the language most generally spoken, and many
Norman customs are observed amongst the lower class". The trial by jury

i? not established, nevertheless the impartial administration ofjustice, and

the suppression of crimes, is adequately provided for; an appeal lies in the

la-t rc-rt from the island tribunals to the king in council. The population

of the i-!:'.tul of Guernsey is 15,000.

The ouiv town of Guernsey is St. Pierre, or St. Peter, on the east,

composed of one long street, with some good houses, and several dirty

Jams. Its port is between two stone piers, thirty-five feet high, and

fonniiiu ;!' entrance 100 feet wide at top, and 68 feet at the surface of

the sea
,
the piers are of rough masonry, and formed of vast blocks of

{jrunit-j
run out on arches; they include a space of several acres: the
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spring-tides rise 28 or 30 feet, and the neaps 15 to 14. The road to the

S.E. is much exposed.

Castle Cornet, which commands the port, is on a steep rock, insulated

by a channel 600 yards wide ;
it is accessible only at one point, and is

entirely of granite. There are three other castles on the island, which is

besides fortified in every accessible part. (TUCKEY'S Maritime Geogra-

phy.}

Guernsey island, in the British Channel, is contiguous to the coast of

France, but belongs to England, and is considered, with its neighbouring
islands, as a part of Hampshire. The lat. may be laid down in about

49 30' N., and long. 2 52' W. It extends from E. to W. in the form

of a harp, and is 13 miles and a half from the S.W. to the N.E. and 12 and

a half where broadest, from E. to W. It has a very healthy air, and natu-

rally possesses a richer and more fertile soil than the neighbouring island of

Jersey ;
but the inhabitants are much addicted to commerce, and, there-

fore, in some degree neglect the cultivation of the soil. It is well forti-

fied by nature with a ridge of rocks, of which one abounds with emery,
that is much used for polishing stones by lapidaries, as well as by other

artificers. It possesses a better harbour than any in Jersey, and, therefore,

is more resorted to by merchants; and on the S. side the shore bends in

the form of a crescent, inclosing a bay capable of receiving very large ships.

The island is full of gardens and orchards, from whence cyder is so plen-
tiful as to be used by the common people instead of small beer.

The course from the E. end of Alderney to the E. end of this island, in

sailing to the southward of Alderney, isS.W.b.W. 6 leagues; and from the

Caskets to the W. end of this island the distance is 7 leagues at S.W.b.%.

To anchor under Guernsey, coming from the Caskets, run to the N.E. point

of the island, and so far to the eastward of it as to get sight of the castla

which stands upon the rock on the E. side of Guernsey. Or, if a ship

comes about to the westward of the Caskets, she may then steer S.E. or

somewhat more southerly, till the said N.E. point of the island bear at

S.b.W., then sail towards it till the castle appears as before, which bring

over to the S. point of Guernsey, and sail in by that ir.ark, between this

island and the island of Ann or Harm to the eastward. When a ship is

come by the castle, it may anchor within or without, any where at plea-

sure; for there is 12 or 13 fathoms without the castle, and 6 or 7 at low

water within it, between the castle and the main land. It also flows there

6 or 7 fathoms.

Ships may ride under the S. side of the island of Guernsey, in a N.W.,
a N., or a N.E. wind. In coming from the VV. or from the Caskets, run

about by the S.W. point, called Cape de Cruse, but not too near on

account of some rocks that lie off from the S.W. point of the island, with-

out which it is necessary to sail. Then sail along by the S. side of the

island nearly half way, and there anchor at pleasure in 18 or 19 fathoms ;
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and if the wind should shift about to the S.W. or W.S.W. a ship may run

about by the S.E. point, and from thence northward up to the castle, and

anchor as before.

There are several islands and rocks on almost every side of this island of

Guernsey. As ships usually make the N.E. part of it from the northward,

it is proper tn observe, that about a league to the eastward of that point

are several rocks which are partly dry at low water, and are called the

Amphroques, and that the Brayes or Bryantcs rocks or islands are about

2 miles at N.E. from the said point. Harm or Arm island has been noticed

already, off the S. point of which is the rock called Crevichen ;
and to the

E. of Cornet Castle, between it and Sark island, but nearer to the latter,

and nearly due S. from Arm island, is the island ofGythow or Lcthovr.

great Sark island is due E. from that, which extends northward till it

becomes E. from Arm island, having little Sark island on itsS., and Brehoe

island off the S.W., point. Near the N.VV. point of the island, and con-

tiguous to it, is a small island called The Howe, and to the S. of that, not

a mile from the W. coast, is the island called Hannoys, but the sea between

it and the main is rocky. The Sambue rock lies about a mile and a half

to the N.E. from the N.W. point of Guernsey, and the Hannoveaux, about

4 miles to the W. of it.

Hannoveaux rocks, which have been mentioned under Guernsey, art

about 4 miles to the W. of that island, and extend in length about 4 miles.

Those to the southward are the largest, and are called the Gros Hannoveaur,
which lessen towards the middle, when they are called simply The Hanno-
veaux. Towards the N. end they lie all under water, and are not seen at

all, which makes them the more dangerous, so that ships have been fre-

quently lost upon them.

Sark, or Serk, is a small island of the English Channel, not far

from the coast of Normandy in France, a dependent of the Island of

Guernsey, and about 2 leagues to the E. of it ; and there is anchorage any
where about it, in from 25 to 27 fathoms, though there are some rocks lying

out from the N. end, which are partly above and partly under water, and
others at the S. end, which are all above water. The twolitt!le islands of Ark
and Harm are between Guernsey and Sark ; of the names of these islands

we have, however, been favoured with a correction from a native of Alder-

ncy, who says, that what has usually been called Ark, has the name of

Jtthou, and the larger of the two is called F^rm. He says, also, that the

name of this island should be Serk. It is in lat.49 30' N. and long. 2 52' W.
and has high water on the days of spring tides at half past 1 o'clock.

(MALHIM'S Gazetteer,).
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A Voyage round the World, from 1806 to 1812 ; in which Japan ,

Kamschatka, the Aleutian Islands, and the Sandwich Islands, were

veiled ; including a Narrative of the Author's Shipwreck on the Island

cf Saunark, and his subsequent Wreck in the Ship's Long-boat. With an

Account of the present State of the Sandaich Islands, and a Vocabulary

of their Language. By ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL. Illustrated by a Chart.

Edinburgh, pp. 288.

WE have perused this work with considerable pleasure, derived not

only from the interesting, and in many places useful, information

which it contains, but also from the manner in which this has been acquired

to the public. The Editor informs us, that while in one of the Clyde

steam-boats, he met with Campbell, who was playing on the violin, for the

amusement of the steerage passengers; and entering into conversation with

him,
" the answers he gave to some questions, excited so much curiosity,

that he took him home, with the intention of making a few memoranda

for his own information."

Campbell sailed from Motherbank on the 14th of May, 1806, and

arrived at Wampoa * the 18th of January, 1807. Here he was induced

by the captain of an American vessel to enter with him, and accordingly
sailed for the north-west coast of America. On the 10th September, un-

fortunately, the vessel was wrecked on a reef of rocks near that coast; of

which misfortune we have the following account:

" About ten at night the alarm was given, that there were breakers a-head

and to leeward. Mr. B. the mate, who had charge of the. watch, immediately
went to the mizen-top-mast head, and observing that there was room 10 wear the

ship, hastened below to report the circumstance to the captain. When he re-

lumed upon deck, he instantly went to the wheel, and ordered us to our sta-

tions, with the intention of wearing; but the captain, who followed him, was of

a different opinion, and ordered us to stand on our course. He had scarcely

given this order before the ship plunged, and struck with such violence as to

knock away the fore-foot, and the watch below were driven from their hammocks

against the deck. The sea running very high, she beat so hard, that in a few

niinutes the rudder was unshipped, and the sterti.post forced up through the

pnop ;
as she still had way upon her, she shot over the reef into deep water.

The carpenter attempted to sound the well, but owing to some obstacle could not

get down the sounding rod. I was sent below with him to bore a hole beside

the pump, through the lower deck
;
on sounding, we found the water as high

as the shifting boards. Before we could get on deck, the ship struck on another

reef, and continued to beat with greater violence than ever. In a short time,

the main and ibre-lap-masts went overboard, and we expected every moment she

would go to pieces. Our feelings at this interval of awful suspense may be more

* For a view of Wampoa, see J&.<. vol. vii, p. 575.
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easily conceived than described. It was not, however, of long duration; in a

few minutes a most tremendous sea laid the ship on her beam ends, and precipi-

tated the whole crew into the water. I was on the quarter-deck at the time ;

and, with those of the crew in the after part of the ship, got hold of the main-

top-mast, which lay floating alongside. We cut the rigging, and soon drove

clear of the ship ;
but before we lost sight of her, we could observe that she

parted in two abaft the fore-chains. There were now fifteen of us on the mast
;

it was eleven o'clock, and a more hqiplcss situation can hardly be imagined.

The night was dark and stormy, with a heavy sea running, and the nearest land

at the distance of several leagues; the love of life, however, induced us to cling

to the mast, and I do not believe that any were washed off till we drove across a

reef, where the force of the breakers carried away several of my unfortunate

companions. I was once so nearly washed away, that I only felt the spar with

the tips of my fingers; and I heard the mate, who was next me, say,
' Damn

you, are you going to leave us too.' When day dawned, there were only six of

us left. We descried land several miles to leeward, but could see nothing of the

ship, except a few fragments f the wreck drifting along with us. Before we

reached the shore, three more of our companions, overcome with cold and

fatigue, were forced to quit their hold : at length, about mid-day, we drove pat
the cud of a reef, within which the water was smooth, with a line sandy
bottom."

After undergoing very severe fatigue, and barely escaping starvation, our

traveller and his companions, by the arrival of the Russian commandant of

Omialashka, and a party of Indians, were assisted in procuring articles from

the wreck, to enable them to proceed to Kodiak, to get more assistance,

and report the loss of the ship. They had now been three months on this

i.-hiinl, which the natives call Sanack, and Captain Cook, Halibut island.

After some very interesting details of their employment on this sterile spot,

we find the party sailed from it on the 18th November, in the ship's long-

boat, which had been providentially preserved. Coasting along Aliaski,

rhev on the 13th December opened the strait that separates Kodiak from

the mail! land
; reached that place in the evening, and on the 15th entered

Akxandrin, the principal Russian settlement in the Fox islands. Here

they were kindlv received by the governor, and furnished with materials

preparatory to their return, and by the 8th of January every thing was

completed. I

Our voyagers then quitted Alexandria, 9th January, O.S. coasting along
the X.K. shore of Kodiak with a fine southerly breeze. On the 21st,

however,
" we discovered that the boat had sprung a leak; at the same

tiiiK' a heavy fall of snow came on, accompanied with violent squalls : the

leak rained so much upon us, that it became absolutely necessary to run

for the nearest shore. We therefore turned the bow to that part which

seemed clearest of recks, and a sea carried us so far up, that when it re-

tired we were left almost dry." Unfortunately, however, by some misma-

nagement, a succeeding wave dashed the boat to pieces, and again left our

author in a most woeful situation. " That part of the island on which we
\vere cast, was quite barren, and the bay surrounded with high mountains,
which ran down to the bhore, terminating in a steep range of rocks, or
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sailors call an iron-bound coast." After making a vain attempt to

proceed to Karlouski, the nearest Russian settlement, the party \vejp

obliged to return, after undergoing many severe sufferings ; however, two

f the Russians reached the settlement, and at "last sent them assistance,

In the meantime however, Campbell, unfortunately, had his feet frost-bit-

ten; and on his arrival at Kodiak, the medical man there found it neces-

sary to amputate both : which gives rise to a singular document, not calcu-

lated to raise our opinion of Russian surgery. The author remained here

till December 1808, when he left it in the Neva, Capt. H., for the Sand-

wich Islands, where she arrived on the 2?th of January following; and

here we consider the most interesting part of the author's narrative com-

mences. A considerable portion of his information is new all of it

worthy attention. We shall content ourselves with the following ex-

tracts :

" My appearance attracted the notice, and excited the compassion, of th

queen; and finding it was my intention to remain upon the islands, she invited

me lo take up my residence in her house. I gladly availed myself of this
offer^

at wliich she expressed much pleasure; Captain H. at the same time recom-

mended me to the notice of the king, informing him that I could uot only make
and repair the sails of his vessels, but also weave the cloth of which they were

made. The king assured him I should be treated with the utmost kindness. Jt

will be seen in the sequel how well he performed his promise. Upon landing, I

was much struck with the beauty and fertility of the country, so different from
the barrenness of the Lox Islands. The village of Hanaroora, which consisted of

several hundred houses, is well shaded with large cocoa-nut trees. The king's

residence, built close upon the shore, and surrounded by a pallisade upon the

land side, was distinguished by the British colours, and a bnttery of sixteen car-

riage-guns belonging to his ship, the Lillybird, which at this time lay unrigged in

the harbour. At a short distance were two extensive storehouses, built of stone,
which contain the European articles belonging to the king, &c. &c."

Here follow a number of other details concerning these beautiful and

happy islands. We shall close our extracts with an account of the thea-

trical entertainments:

" A theatre was erected under the direction of James Beattie, the king's

block-maker, who had been at one time on the stage in England. The scenes,

representing a castle and forest, were constructed of different coloured pieces of

taper (a kind of cloth made of bark), cut out and pastad together. I was pre-
sent, on one occasion, at the performance of Oscar and Malvina. This piece
was originally a pantomime, but here it had words written for it by Beattie.
The part of Malvina was performed by the wife of Isaac Davis. As her know-

ledge of the English language was very limited extending only to the words ye$
and no, her speeches were confined to those monosyllables. She, however, acted
her part with great applause. The Fingalian heroes were represented iiy natives

clethed in the highland garb, :ilso made of taper, and armed with muskets. Th
audience did not seem to understand the play well, but were greatly delighted
with the afterpiece, representing a naval engagement. The ships were armed
with bamboo cannon, and each of them fired a broadside by means of a train of
4hread dipped in saitpttre, which comtnunicated with each gun ; after which on*

f the vessels blew up. Unfortunately the explosion set fire ts the forest,- sad
tad nearly consumed the theatre.'?

. Vol. XXXVI. * *
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-The progress in civilization of these islanders is astonishing. The king
surrounded by workmen of every description, native and European ; his

guards are regularly trained to the use of fire-arms; and he possesses a navy
of nearly sixty sail of decked vessels built upon the islands. After re-

maining thirteen month:), our author left these islands in the Portland, (.'apt,

S., on the 4th of March, 1810; passed Cape horn early in May ; on the

25th saw the coast of Brazil; and next day entered the harbour of Rio Ja-

neiro. Here, after keeping a shop and making a little money, he was un-

fortunately robbed
; he, however, quitted Rio on the 5th of February^

1812, and arrived in the Clyde the 21st of April, after an absence of six

years. In closing our remarks, we think it right to express our regret

that the indecent custom, mentioned at page 143, should have found its

way into this volume : and the inflated description of a water-spout in the

same, and the following pages, might have been spared ; however, we must

say, the editor has in general shown very considerable skill in blending his

materials. The preface shews him 10 have eminent powers for composition;

and, what is still more estimable, a warm, feeling, and benevolent heart.

The Life and Adventztres of PETEIX WILKINS, a Cornish Man ; taken from
/its own Mouth, in his Passage to England, from off Cape Horn in Ame-

rica, in the Ship fftctor. By R. S., a Passenger in the Hector. In

2 Vols. London, 1816.

BY the work before us we have been much amused in our juvenility, and

view it as a pleasing companion of our boyish days. We are not now

so pou-erfully deluded by the marvellous parts of it, but to our riper judg-
ment it affords matter still interesting.

Of the wonderful contained in these volumes, the merit will be more

duly appreciated by the juvenile reader, whose imagination is as yet un-

bridled by hisjudgment, than by any criticism of our's ; in fact, it can have

no other value than its influence on the fancy and therefore the most fanci-

ful of its readers wili be by it the most amused.

The dedication is in the usual style of dedicators an unqualified eulo-

giutn on the character of his patroness, the Countess of Northumberland.

The introduction, consistently with the tale itself, brings the hero of it to

the reader's contemplation in a cloud, or what seemed a cloud, from which

he falls into the sea, and is taken up by the Captain of the Hector, at the

pressing instance of the editor, in a voyage home from the South Seas. As a

grateful return to the editor, for rescuing him from the inhumanity of the

Captain who had resolved to set Peter on shore at Cape Horn against his

will, by paying his passage, Peter gave him an account of his surprising Life

and Adventure*, and died the day he landed in England.

The soliloquies of Peter Wilkins reminds us very much of Robinson

Crusoe's. Having determined on leaving his wife, Patty, and his children,

and quitting England, he, on his road to Bristol, reasons thus with himself

on the subject of prayer:
" '

What,' says I,
'
is the real uie of this praying ? and to whom or to what
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do we pray ? I see no one to pray to ;
neither have I ever thought that my

prayers would be answered. It is true they are worded as if we prayed to God :

but he is in Heaven ;
does he concern himself with us, who can do him no service ?

Can I think all my prayers that I have said, from day today, so many years,

have been heard by him? No, sure; if they had, I should scarce have sus-

tained this hard fate in my fortune. But hold, how have I prayed to him .' Have

I as earnestly prayed to him, as I used to petition nay mother for any thing that

I wanted against her inclination ? No, I cannot say I have. And would my
mother have granted me such things, if she had not thought I from my heart de-

4jred them, when I used to be so earnest with her ? No, surely ; I cannot say she

had any reason for it. But I had her indeed before me ;
now I have not God in

ray view, he is in Heaven : yet, let roe see, my master (and I cannot help think-

ing he must know) used to say, that God is a spirit, and not confined by the in-

cumbrance of a body, as we are ; now if it is so, why may he not virtually be

present with me, tbough I do not perceive him ? Why may he not be at once in

Heaven and elsewhere ? For if he consists not of parts, nothing can circum-

scribe him : and truly, I believe it must be so
;

for if he is of that supreme power
as he is represented, he could never act in so unconfined a capacity, nnder the

restraint of place; but if he is an operative and purely spiritual Being, then I

can see no reason why his virtual essence should not be diffused through all na-

ture
;
and then (which I begin to think most likely) why should I not suppose

him ever present with me, and able to hear me ? And why should not I, when I

pray, have a full idea of the being, though not of any corporeal parts or form of

God, and so have actually somewhat to be intent upon in my prayers P and not do

as I have hitherto done, say so many words only upon my knees; which I cannot

help thinking may be as well without either sense or meaning in themselves, as

without a proper object in my mind to direct them unto."

Having entered as Captain's Steward on board a ship, he is soon after

taken by a French privateer : and in circumstances of distress put on board

a boat with twenty others, turned adrift, and subsequently made a slave in

Africa and sent to Angola, from which place he escapes in company with a

native slave. Their escape is thus related :

"
Having now set out with all possible speed, we seemed to each other as joy-

ful as we could
; though it cannot be supposed we had no fears in our minds the

first part of our journey ;
but as our way advanced our fears subsided ; and hav-

ing with scarce any delay pushed forwards for the first twenty-four hours, nature

then began to have two very pressing demands upon us, food and rest; but as

one of them was absolutely out of our power to comply with, she contented her-

self with the other, till we should be better able to supply her, and gave a farther

time till the next day.
" The next morning found us very empty and sharp set, though a vefy sound

night's resthad contributed its utmost to refresh us. But what added much to our dis-

comfort was, that though our whole subsistence must come from fruits, there was not

a tree tp be found at a less distance than twelve leagues, in the open rocky coun-

try we were then in
;
but a good draught ot excellent water we met with, did us ex-

traordinary service, and sr.nt us with much better courage to the woods, though

they were quite out of the way of our rout : there by divers kinds of fruits, which

though my companion knew very well I was quite a stranger to, we saUsfied our

hunger for the present, ai;d toyk a moderate supply for another opportunity.
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This retarded our journey very much, for in so hard travel every pound weighed
six before night.
" I cannot say thisjourney, though bad enough, would have been so discourag-

ing, but for ihe trouble of fetching our provisions so far
; and then if we meant

not to Jose half the next day in ihesame manner, we must double load ourselves,

nd delay our progress by that means
;
but we still went on, and in about eight

daysgot quite clear of Angola.
" On the eighth day my companion, whose name was Glanlipze, toH me we

were very near the confines of Congo, but there was one little village still in An-

gola, which we must pass within half a league ;
and if I would agree to it, h

would go see what might be got here to supply ourselves with. I told him I was

in an unknown world, and would follow wherever he should lead me
;
but asked

him if he was not afraid of the people, as he was not of that country. He told

me, as thrre had been wars between them and his coftntry for assisting their

neighbours of Congo, he was not concerned for any mischief he should do them,

or they him
;

'
But,' said he,

'

yon have a knife in your pocket, and with that we

will cut two stout clubs, and then follow me, fear nothing.
" We soon cut our clubs, and marching on, in the midst of some small shrubs.,

and a few scattered trees, we saw a little hovel, larger indeed, but worse con-

Irived, than an English hog-stye, to which we boldly advanced; and Glanlipze

entering first, saluted an old man who was lying on a parcel of rushes. The man

attempted to run away, but Glanlipze stopped him, and we tied his hands and

feet. He then set up such a hideous howl, that had not Glanlipze threatened to

murder him, and prepared to do it, he would have raised the whole village upon
s : but we quieted him

;
and rummaging to find provision, which was all we

wanted, we, by good luck, spied the best part of a goat hanging up behind a

large mat at the farther end of the room. By this time a woman with two children,

-very small, carne in. This was the old man's daughter, of about five and twenty.

Gl.mlipze bound her also, and laid her by the old man
;
but the two children we

suffered to lie untied. We then examined her; who told us the old man was her

father, and that her husband, having killed a goat that morning, was gone to carry

ji.'.rt
of it to his bister; that they had little or no corn; and finding we wanted

virtual-, she told us there was an earthern pot we might boil some of the goat in

if \ve pl.ased.
'' H iving now seen all that was to be had, we were going to make up our bun-

dle, when a rnuletto, very gently, put
his head into the door-way : him Glan-

1'rp.p.e immediately seized
;
and bidding me fetch the great mat and the goat's

flesh, he, in the mean time, put a long rope he found there about the beast's

ru-i k, and laying the mat upon him, we packed up the goat's flesh, and a little

com, in a ciilaliash shell
; and then turning up the mat roundabout, skewered it

to.,etlKr, and over all we tied the earthen pot ; Glanlipze'- crying out, at every

tiling u e loaded,
'' II is no hurt to plunder an eiK'my !" and so we marched off.

" I own I had greater apprehensions from this adventure than from an\ thing

tffo/e :
'

For,' said I,
' if the woman's husband returns soon, or if she or her

father can release themselves, they will raise ihe whole village upon us, and we

are undone.' But Glai.lipze laughed at me, saying weliad out an hour's walkout

of the Ang,:la dominions, and that the king of Congo was at war with them, as

> i'in liie king of Loango, whose subject he was; and that the Angolans durst

;;< ;t he s-.'cii out of their bounds on that side the kingdom; for there was a much

S.fr -cr
vili.-ujc

of Conjoviaiis in our way, who would certainly rise a,d destroy
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them, if thsy came in any numbers amongst them
;
and though the war being

carried on near the sea, the borders were quiet, yet upon the least stir the

whole country would be in arras, whilst we might retire through the woods very

safely.
'

Well, we marched on as fast as we could all the remainder of that day till

moon-light, cloe by the skirt of a long wood, that we might take shelter therein

if there should be occasion; and my eyes were the best part of the way behind

me
;
but neither hearing nor seeing any ihing to annoy us, and rinding by the

declivity of the ground we should soon be in some plain or bottom, and have a

chance of water for us all, and pasture for our muletto, which was now become

one of us, we would not halt till we gained the bottom of the hill
j which in half

an hour more we came to, and some minutes after to a fine rivulet of ciear water,

where we resolved to spend the night. Here we fastened our muleitoby his cord

to a stake in the ground ;
but perceiving him not to have sufficient range to fill his

belly in before morning, we, under Glanlipze's direction, cut several long slips

from tbe mat, and soaking them well in water, twisted them into a very strong

cord, of sufficient length for tlie purpose, And now, having each of us brought
a bundle of dry fallen sticks from the wood with us, and gathered two or three

flints as we came a ong, ws struck fire on my knife upon some rotten wood, and

boiled a good piece of our goal's flesh ; and having made such a meal as we had

neither of us made for many months before, we laid us down and slept heartily

till morning.
" As soon as day broke we packed up our goods ;

and filling OUT calabash with

water, we loaded our muletto, and got forward very pleasantly that day, and se-

veral others following, and had tolerable lodgings.
" About noon one day, travelling with great glee, we met an adventure which

very much daunted me, and had almost put a stop to my hopes of ever getting
where I intended. We came to a great river, whose name 1 have now forgot,

near a league over, but full, and especially aoout the shores, of large trees

that had fallen trom the mountains, and been rolled down with the floods, and

lodged there in a shocking manner. This river, Glanhpze told me, we must pass :

for my part, I shrunk at the Bight of it, and told him, if he ceuld get over, I would

not desire to prevent his meeting with his family; but as for my part, I had

rather take my chance in the woods on this side, than plunge myselt into such a

stream only lor the sake of drowning.
' On !' said Glanlipze,

' then you can't

swim r'
' A:

o,' answered I,
' there's my misfortune/ '

Well,' replied the kind

Glanlipze, De of good heart, I'll have you over.' He then bade me go cut an

armful of tlie tallest of the reeds thai grew there near the shore, whilst he pulled

vp anotiier *tiere he then was, and bung them to him. The side of the river

sloped tor a good way with mi easy descent, so that it was very shallow where the

reeds grew, and they stood very close together upon a large compass of ground.

I had no sooner entered the reeds a few yards, to cut some ol uie longest, but

(being about knee-deep in the water and mud, and every step ruismg ray feet

very high to keep them clear of the roots, which were matted together) I thought

1 had trod upon a trunk ot one ot the trees, of which, as I said, there was such

plenty thereabouts; and, raising my other foot, to get that also upon the tree, as

J fancied it, 1 itfund it move along with me
; upon which I roared out, wIienGlan-

lipze, who was not far from me, imagining what was the matter, cried out '

Leap

orF, and run to shore to the right !' 1 knew not yet what was the case, but did as

1 was bid, and gained the shore. Looking back, 1 perceived the reeds shake

and rustle all the way to tbe shore, by degrees afler me, I was terribly fright-
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ened, and ran toGlanlipre, who then told me the danger I had escaped, and tint

What I took for a tree was certainly a large alligator, or crocodile.

" My blood ran cold within me, at hearing the name of such a dangerous crea-

ture ;
he had no sooner told me what it was, than out came the most hidteus mon-

ster I had ever seen. Glanlipze ran to secure the muletto
;
and then taking the

cord which had fastened him, and tying it to each end of a broken arm of a tree

that lay on the shore, he marched up to the crocodile without the least dismay,
and beginning near the tail, with one leg on one side, and the other on the other

side, he straddled over him, still mending his pace as the beast crept forward, till

he came to his fore-feet ;
then throwing the great log before his mouth, he, by the

cord in his hand, bobbed it against the creature's nose, till he gaped wide enough
to iiave taken in the muletto

;
then of a sudden, jerking the wood between his

jaws with all his force by the cord, he gagged the beast, with his jaws wide open

op to Ini throat, so that he could neither make use of his teeth, nor shut bhr

mouth ; he then threw one end of the cord upon the ground, just before the crea-

ture's under-jaw, which, as he by degrees crept along over it, came out behind his

fore- legs on the contrary side
;
and serving the other end of it in the same man-

ner, he look up those ends and tied them over the creature's back, just within hit

fore-legs, which kept the gag firm in his mouth
;
and then callmt; out to me (for

1 stood at a good distance),' Peter, bring me your knife !' I trembled forgoing
so near

;
for the crocodile was turning his head this way and that very uneasy.

and wanting to get to the river again ; but yet I carried it, keeping as ranch be-

hind him as I could, still eyeing him which way he moved, and at length tossed

niv kti'.t'e so near that Glanlipze could reach it
;
and he, just keeping behind the

btasu's lore- foot, and leaning forward, first darted the knife into one eye and then

into the other; and immediately leaping from his back, came running to me, ex-

claiming, I have done the business.' -'Aye ! business enough,' replied I,

' more than I would have done to have been king of Congo.'
'
Peter,' answered

lie,
' there is nothing but a man may compass by resolution, ii'he takes both ends of

a tlnng in his view at once, and fairly deliberates on both sides what may be given

and taken i'roni end to end. What you have seen me. perform, is only from a

thorough notion 1 have of this beast and of myself, how far each of us baih power
to act and counter act upon the oilier, and duly applying the means. But this

talk will not carry us across the river. Come, here are the reeds I have pulled up,

winch, 1 believe, will be sufficient without any more, for I would not overload the

nialetio.'
'

Why,' said I,
'
is the mulelto to carry them ?'

'

No,' returned he,

'

they are to carry you.'
' I can never ride upon these,' replied I.

'
Hush,' con-

tinued lie,
'
I'll not lose you. never fear. Come, cut me a good tough stick, the

! n^ili of these reeds.' '

Well,' said I,
' this is all conjuration ;

but 1 don't see

a
s,ii.|)

towards niy getting over the river yet, unless I am to ride the muletto upon
thest; nvils, ami guide myself with the stick.'

' I must own, Peter,' said he,

' v;>u have a bright guess.' So, taking an armful of the reeds, and laying iben

on the Around,
' Now Peter, lay that stick upon these reeds, and tie them tight

at Lo:h emis.' I did so.
' Now, Peter,?lay yourself down upon them.' I then

h.iil Idid m\self on my back, lengthwise, upon the reeds, Glanhpze laughed

].c;iiulv at irif, and turning me about, brought ray breast upon the reeds at the

hi-i<:htof my arm-pits ;
and then taking a handful of the reeds he had reserved

by tiifuiselvi-s, lie laid them on my back, tying them to the bundle close at my
s!ioul(Ur>, ami again at the ends. Now, Peter,' said he,

' stand up;' which I

CK!, but it WHS lull as ruuth cis I could do. I then seeing Glanlipze laughing at

ihc figure J cut, desired him to be serious, and not put me upon losing ray life
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for a joke; for I could not tiii;'.k what he would do next with me. He bid me
never fear; and looking m >re soberly, ordered me to walk to the river, and stand

just within the bank till he came ; then loading the muletto to me, he lied me to

her, about a yard fron: ictail, and taking the cord in hig hand, led the muletto

and me into the water We had not gone far before my guide began to swim
;

then the muletto and 1 were presently chin deep, and I expected nothing but

drowning every moment : however, having gone so far, I was ashamed to
cry-

out ; when getting out of my depth, and my reeds coming to tlieir bearing, up I

mounted, and was carried on with all the ease imaginable : my conductor guid-

ing us between the trees so dexterously, that not one accident happened to either

f us all the away, and we arrived safe on the opposite shore.

[To be continued.]

ALGIER

HARK
! again the whole ocean resounds,

While the vengeance of Britain descend* !

It is NeKon in battle confounds !

It is Nelson, himself, that contends !

It is Nelson, I know, by the fire,

By the rapid, the lightning-attack ;

By the fury that hums in his ire,

By the mountains of ruin and wrack.

It is Nelson, I know, by the blsize,

(For no stranger am I to the sight),

V/hen he threw all the world in amaze,
When he thunderM like hell in the fight.

It is Nelson, I know, by the sound,

For his language comes fresh in my ear
j

Copenhagen, will swear he is found,

Since alike, the two battles appear.

It is Nelson, I know, by the French,

Who are trembling at what he has done j

Who with all their cold water wou'd quench,
The renown of Britannia and Son.

It is Nelson, by every sign,

I have sailed with the hero afar
;

I have stood by his side in the line,

Seen him plunge in the thickest of war.
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On Algier, is it Boreas or Death,

That he throxvs, the vile race to destroy ?

Is to burn, the extent of his wrath,

When he flies to the burning of Troy ?

Is it hell, that has open'd her gate,

For the flames that so fiercely are blown ?

Is it fury, destruction, or fate,

Or revenge that besieges the Town ?

Each seaman a Duncan or Howe,
In discharging his gun full of balls !

Rodney, Hawke, Jervis, Blake, and Benbow,
Seem to storm through the smoke on the walls !

Yet die days of the brave arc but few,

As the snow-flakes that fall in the spring ;

For to heroes of British true-blue,

Come the arrows of death on the wing.

Then a tear to the fall of the brave,

Shall bedew the sweet land of their birth ;

A few drops on the watery-grave,

In remembrance of courage and worth.

What young warriors has Albion to mourn,
lit the noble, the stout, and the bold;

That shall never to England return,

But with tidings of vict'ry euroll'd !

For to candour, the muse is ihclin'd,

In the combat, ihe foemen were hot ;

And to Britons alone were behind,

In their steadiness, courage, and thought.

Yet away the deep sigh from the heart,

Glory kindles the youthful desire;

It is honour that bids them depart,

For renown, a bold sailor, is fire.

How the roany must envy his doom
;

How the many wou'd sleep in his grave !

And wou'd plunge in the watery-tomb,

For a nation one quarter so brave !

Fame '11 whisper his name with a sigh,

She will mention the place of his death j

And while ages unnumber'd pass by,

Shall Futurity praises bequeath.

But we grieve for the widow, the child,

For the fat'ieiltbs, hapless, forlorn ;

1'or the mother, the frantic, the wild,

For support, which the battle l:ath torn*
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Tho' the nation will soften their woe,

Ever gen'rpus ! it cannot do less,

For a!l those who have vanquish'il the foe,

Than to dry up the tears of distress.

Though the Monarch, perhaps, may reward

Naval-merit, wherever it grows ;

And endeavour to show a regard,

For the seamen who cnnquer'd his foes.

Then let England rejoice in her Son,

On her Exmouth all honour bestow ;

While remember'd the battles he won,

May his honours eternally grow.
W. H. (B.)

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR, 1816.

(September October.)

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

our Retrospective and Miscellaneous department, page 172, of

volume 35
;
we quoted from the Pilot Newspaper, an article dated

Genoa, 16th January, representing that,
" The Captains of English ships

of war, have orders not to oppose, by open force, the piracies of the

Barbary ships committed in their sight. They are only permitted to use

means of persuasion. Admiral Lord Exmouth himself", commanding the

British forces in the Mediterranean, lately met a Corsair of Algier, which

demanded from him provisions for 200 Christian slaves, which he had

taken on the coasts of Apulia and Ancona, threatening to throw them into

the sea if the Admiral refused the provision. The provisions were

granted." Admiral Lord Exmouth, having sent his solicitors to call upon

us, to give up the author or authors of the above paragraph, that he

might seek redress from the laws of his country, for the injury done to

his reputation as an officer, by the false representation therein con-

tained; and declaring that as far as relates to himself, the statement is

untrue we take the earliest opportunity of expressing our great regret,

that any sentence should have appeared in our paper, that could hurt the

feelings of his lordship, whom we sincerely respect; and in order to make

all the reparation in our power, to remove any unfavourable impression
from our unguarded insertion, on the public mind, we request lus lordship

to receive this our apology.

The ''
gallant midshipman" mentioned by Lord Exmouth, who first

get the frigates on fire of/ Algier, is said to have been Mr. A. S. Symes,
a native of Combe St. Nicholas, near Chard, Somerset, and well known
for his respectable conduct and promising talents in the neighbourhood of

Cjion. Vol. XXXVI. Y Y
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Martock. He commanded t!ie rocket boat, No. 8, in which his brother

midshipman and 11 men were wounded. On witnessing his intrepid con-

duct Lord Exmouth expressed the highest admiration of it; and finding he

was wounded immediately sent for him on board his own ship, where he

was properly taken care of. His wound is extremely severe, the lower

jaw being dreadfully injured. Too much attention cannot be paid to this

gallant youth, and we hope soon to see it manifested in a manner com-

mensurate with his magnanimous conduct. We are assured however that

the act of setting fire to the ship was performed by the first lieutenant of

the Queen Charlotte, accompanied by Major Cosset, of the Engineers,

and lieutenant Wolrige, of the Marine Artillery, in a boat belonging to

that ship; and it was in supporting that boat, Mr. Symes (of the Hebrus)

distinguished himself so much, and for which he has received the promo-
tion he so highly merited.

After the business of the day, at Algier, the officers and men in general

were so much fatigued, that they were scarcely able to refrain from sleep-

ing. Mr. Burney, a gunner, we hear, lay down in the gun-room, to take

n little repose, and on waking, he found himself encumbered by a dead

body, which had been placed across him, under the idea that he was laying
there as one of the dead also.

The Inconstant frigate, Commodore Sir James Lucas Yeo, has arrived

from the coast of Africa, where, during her cruise of several months, site

captured five vessels, under Portuguese colours, with 280 slaves on board.

Many others were fallen in with, engaged in the inhuman Traffic, but they

were utider Spanish and Americans colours; and much of the treaties

between the governments upon the subject of this trade, is so easily capa-

ble of ti double meaning, that, to prevent litigation and unpleasant dis-

putes, they were not detained : these vessels were crowded with unfortu-

nate captives. The Inconstant left Acre (in the Bight of Benin) eight

weeks since, and Barbadoes on the 19th ult. The ships on the latter

station had been rather sickly; they were proceeding to sea, to check its

prevalence. The Scamander, Capt. W. Elliot, had captured two American

vessels, which he discovered trading will) our Islands, in violation of

treaty. She was about to proceed from Barbadoes to Jamaica, with

specie. Sir James Yeo fired a salute, and struck his broad pendant, upou
anchorini: at Sj ithead, which was returned by the flag-ship in the Harbour.

Atimiii'.l Sir G. Cockburn is commissioned by the Prince Regent to lay

before Louis XVIII. the Minutes which he took of all his conversations in

St. Helena, anc) on board ship with the Ex-Emperor. Tfie gallant Admi-

ral uraiie out two Journals of those Dialogues, the first he sent home to

La;!y Corkbtr.n, and the second, more carefully compiled and adapted,

lie delivered himself to the first Lord of the Admiralty. He will no

cluubt itd it his duty to deliver both to the French King, if it were only
to prove to his Majesty what it is said he asserts in every company, that

l,e ciid not Hud Buonaparte the extraordinary man whom nil the Sovereigns

ct" KiiDpc (:so doubt foolishly) thought him!
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on

Copied verbatim from the LONDON GAZETTE.

ADMIRALTY-OFFICE, 3EPT. 88, 1816.

REAR-ADMIRAL
Sir David Milne, K.C.B. has arrived at this Office

with the original despatches of Admiral Lord Viscount Exmouth,
relative to his attack on Algier, the duplicates of which have already ap-
peared in the Gazette Extraordinary of the 15th instant.

He it also the bearer of despatches from his Lordship, detailing his further

proceedings, of which the following is the substance:

On the 28th of August, Treaties of Peace were signed by the Dey with his

Majesty, and with his Majesty the King of the Netherlands.
On the same day also was signed an additional Article or Declaration

for the Abolition of Christian Slavery, to the following effect:

DECLARATION of His Most Serene Highness Omar, Bashaw, Dey and Gover-
nor of the AVarlike City and Kingdom of Algier, made and concluded with
the Right Hon. Edward Baron Exmouth, &c.

In consideration of the deep interest manifested by his Royal Highness the

Prince Regent of England for the termination of Christian slavery, his High-
ness the Dey of Algier, in token of his sincere desire to maintain inviolable

his friendly relations with Great Britain, and to manifest bis amicable dis-

position and high respect towards the Powers of l-.urope, declares, that

in the event of future wars with any European Power, not any of the pri-
soners shall be consigned to slavery, but treated with all humanity as prison-
ers of war, until regularly exchanged, according to European practice in

like cases ; and that at the termination of hostilities, they shall be restored

to their respective countries without ransom ; and the practice of con-

demning Christian prisoners of war to slavery is hereby formally and for

ever renounced.

Done in duplicate in the Warlike City of Algiers, in the presence of

Almighty God, the 2Sth day of August, in the year of Jesus Christ,

1816, and in the year of the Hegira, 1231, and the 6th day of the moon
Shawal.

(The Dey's Seal.)

(Signed) (OxmOttm. (L - s -)

Admiral and Commander-in-Cbief.

(Signed)

By command of the Admiral,

(Signed) Jos. GRIMES, Secretary.

The Dey also, in the presence of his Divan, apologised to the British Consul
for the personal restraint which had been imposed upon him during the late

transactions; and he also paid to the Consul a sum of three thousand dollars,
as a remuneration for depredations committed on his residence after his impri-
sonment.

After the Treaties and Article before-mentioned had been negociated, and
that the Dey had refunded three hundred and eighty-two thousand five hun-
dred dollars, winch he had lately received from the Governments of Na-

ples and Sardinia, and had released one thousand and eighty-three Christian

slaves who were at Algier, it came to the knowledge of Lord Lxmoiuii,
that two Spaniards, the one a merchant and tbe other the vice-consul of that

nation, had not been released, but were still iield by the Dey in very severe

custody, on pretence that tisey were prisoners for debt.

The inquiries which his Lordship felt himself called upon to make h;:;*

these cases, s satisfied him that the confinement of the Vice-consul was
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groundless and unjustifiable, and he therefore thought himself authorised
to demand his release, under the articles of the agreement for the deliverance
of all Christian prisoners.

It appeared that the merchant was confined for an alleged debt, on the

score of a contract with the Algerine Government; but the rirm instances

under which the contract was said, to have been forced on the individual, and
the great severity of the confinement which he suffered, determined his

Lordship to make an effort in his favour also, This his Lordship did, by re-

questing his release from the Dey, offering himself to guarantee to the Dey the

payment of any sum of money which the merchant should be found to owe
to iiis Highness.

. The Dey having rejected this demand and offer, his Lordship, still un-

willing to have recourse to extremities, and the renewal of hostilities, pro-
posed that the Spaniards should be released from irons, and the miserable

dungeons in winch they were confined ; and that they should be placed in the

custody of the Spanish Consul ; or, at least, that the Consul should be per-
mitted to afford them such assistance and accommodation as were suitable

to their rank- in life.

These propositions (he Dey also positively refused : and Lord Exmouth
then felt that the private and pecuniary nature of the transactions for which
these persons were confined, must be considered as a pretence for the con-

tinuance of a cruel and oppressive system of slavery, the total and bonajide
abolition of which his instructions directed him to insist upon.

K'e, therefore, acquainted the Dey, that his Highness having rejected all

the fair and equitable conditions proposed t him on this point, his Lordship
had (lotennineti to insist on the unconditional release of the two Spaniards,
lie therefore desired an answer, yes or no; and, in the event of the latter,

stated, ti:al hr would immediately recommence hostilities, and his Lordship
made preparations for that purpose.

Tiie.ue measures had the desired effect ; and the two persons were released

from a long and severe captivity ; so that no Christian prisoner remained
;it Algiers at his Lordship's departure, which took place on the evening of
the 3d instant, with all the ships under his orders.

His Lordship states that Rear-admiral Sir Charles Penrose had joined in

the li-teron the 28th, and that he had employed the Rear-admiral in his

disnr-sioiis with theUey relative to the Spaniards, and his Lordship gives
the highest praise to the prudence, firmness, and ability, with which Sir

Charles Penrose conducted himself on this occasion.
His lordship's last letters are dated from Gibraltar, the 12th instant, and

announce his intention very shortly to sail on his return to England.
The refunded ransoms have been sent to the Neapolitan and Sardinian Go.

vernments:, and the slaves released have been forwarded in British transports
tothcir respective countries.

RESULTS of n METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER, kept at the. Observatory of
the Naval Academy, Gosport, J'rorn the 26M of SEPTEMBER, to the 25fA

<.</' Oci(,UKii, 1810.

[lime of Observing, from 8 o'CIoct A.M., till 8 P.M.]

Indies.

R /Maximum 30-40, Sept. 27th, wind W. by N.

; \Minimum 29'47, Oct. 25th ditto S.W.b.S.
Mean Barometrical pressure 30'028

T J Maximum 69 Oct. 7th, wind N.
I Minimum 38 Oct. 23d. ditto W.N.W.

Mean Temperature 55'46
Rain (iurnit; the period .... t'79 Inches.

r.v;:poiation ditto 1 '28 Inches.

Winds, for the most part westerly.
( >u

f of i lie ahovc quantity of rain 1*15 inch fell in the night of the 6th, and

tui.'y iu the morning of the 7th instant: the storms, at that time, were ac-
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companied with lightning and very loud iliunder, and the steam which as-

cended from the ground during the torrents of rain had much the appear-
ance of a thick fog.
The evaporation is but little, the winds not

having
been keen nor drying.

In the autumnal and winter quarters, the evaporation seldom exceeds the

one-fourth of that in the spring a:id summer quarters. The greatest' varia-

tion in the barometer iu 24 hours is -f^ths of an inch, when there was rain

and a strong gale from the westward.

The greatest variation in the thermometer in 12 hours is 17, which was
on the 23d instant.

Remarks on the Weather. Days.
Clear sky 3

Fine, with a diversity of Cirri and light clouds . 7

Cloudy, with Nimbi, and foggy mornings, 4
Overcast and hazy - 3

Rain, more or less, sometimes accompanied with lightning and thun-

der, squalls, and strong gales of wind. J2'

Total 29
SPOTS IN THE SUN.

ON die 28th of March last, 7 spots were seen on the sun's disc, through
a good achromatic telescope of Dolland's construction

; two nearest the

centie were large and irregularly shaped, each having a dark nucleus,
Surrounded by an umbra or fainter shade

; the third was contiguous to the

eastern edge, and nearly in the form of a cornucopia? in u horizontal posi-

tion, with its pointed end to the left ; ihejburl/i, not far from the western

edge, was also large and circular, with a bright curved line over its nucleus,

making it appear like a primed figure of eight; the other three were more
diminutive, nearly in a horizontal direction between the equator and the

lower limb. Besides these, there were upwards of 50 small bright spots, in-

terspersed over the disc, and bounded by brilliant circles; they were mostly
near the edge, and moved in the same direction as the opaque spots.

In a few days after this sketch was taken, their positions were altered

considerably, and many of the small bright spots nearest the upper and
lower limb, had, to all appearance, united ; hence, it appears, they bad
moved faster than the sun iu his rotation about his axis. The spot in the

form of aconiucopias travelled round from the eastern to the western side

of the sun in the course of five days.
On the llth insiant, another sketch of their position was taken, when

8 large spots, and 32 small bright ones were seen ;
the most conspicuous

of the latter was nearly in the centre of the sun, perfectly globular, with a
sort of thin scoria close round it, inside of which was a dark circle, and the

central part of a pale red colour : five were between the equator and the

upper limb, and two between the centre and the western side
; the 32 small

bright spots were on different parts of the disc. There were also corruga-
tions or elevations and depressions of the luminous matter near the ease

and west ndes, whose mottled appearance was very beautiful.

On the 26th instant, another view was taken, when 10 dark spots, and
6 bright ones were perceived on the disc of the sun, seven of the former
between the centre and eastern side, three of the darkest of which being

nearly in a triangular form, and the largest of all was oblong, moving with

great rapidity along the equator from the eastern side. The most conspi-
cuous of ihe six bright spots was a little above the centre of the sun, and

appeared to be the one particularly described above. By throwing a shade
near any part of its circumference by a little movement of the telescope,
after pointing it directly to the centre on a clear day, when there are no

light clouds to intervene, it will appear very beautiful.

The corrugations were less in number than those seen on the llth in-

stant, and were mostly near ihe western edge of the sun.
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Moon
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ipromotionjs aim appointments.

CARLTON HOUSE, OCT. 2.

This day his Royal Highm ss the Prince Regent was pleased, in the

name and on the behalf of his Majesty, to invest Rear-admiral Sir David
Milne with the ensign of a knight commander of the most honourable

military order of the Bath. Also the Baron Van de Cnpellen, Vice-admiral
of the fleet of his Majesty the King of the Netherlands, to be an honorary
knight commander of the most honourable military order of the Bath,
and to confer the order of knighthood upon James Brisbane, Esq. post

captain in the royal navy, captain of his Majesty's ship Queen Charlotte,
and a companion of the most honourable military order of the Bath.

FOREIGN OGFICE, OCT. 5.

This gazette notifies, that the Prince Regent has permitted Captain T. J.

Nicholas, R.N. to wear the insignia of the Sicilian order of St. Ferdinand
and of Merit.

Captains, &c. appointed.

Captain Moorsom, to the Britomart; VVm. Popham, to the Cordelia ;

Lewis Campbell, to the Philomel
; Henry Forbes, to the Zebrn; J. B. H.

Curran, to the Tyne; J. Bridges, to the Challanger; Andrew Mitchell, to

the Helicon; A. B. Branch, to the Helicon; Robert Riddell, to the Heron;
Wm. Serjeant, to the Mutine; Edmund Boger, re-appointed to the Queen
Charlotte; for the flag of Sir Edward Thornborougb; Capt. A. P. Holies,
to the Rivoli.

Lieutenants James Symonds (B), 1st lieutenant of Leander, to be a

Commander; J. B. Howell, 1st lieutenant of the Minden; Lieut. James

Davis, of the Severn; P. T. Horn, of the Superb; Robert Hay, of the

Albion; James B. Babington, of the Impregnable ; F. T. Mitchell, of the

Queen Charlotte; John Parsons, of the Granicus; E. H. Delafosse, of the

Hebrus; G. M'Pherson, of the Glasgow; are appointed to the rank of
Commanders.

Captain Burton, of the royal Marine Artillery, and Captain Wright, of
the Royal Marines, are honoured by the Brevet Rank of Major, for their

gallant cohduct at Algier.

Captains James Mould, of the Mutine; Wm. Kcmpthorne, of the Bel-

zebub; S. Bentham, of the Cordelia, are promoted to the rank of Post

Captains, for their gallant conduct at Algiers.

Lieutenants, &c. appointed.

George Hopkins, to the Northumberland
; George Pigot, to the Larne ;

William Price, to the Algerine Cutter; Nicholas Chapman, to the Nor-
thumberland ; A. II. Wilson, to the Jasper ; Samuel Meredith, to the

Larne; John Barclay (B), to the Tyrian; It B. Reed, to the Cyrus; C. W.
Sanderson, to the Cherokee; Daniel Muller (A), to the Vigilant, Revenue
Cutter; T. E. Cole, to the Minden; J. Macdonell, to the Leandar; J. B.

Howell, to the- Tagus.

Masters appointed.

J. Engledue, to the Queen Charlotte; Wm. Fothergill, Assistant Master
Attendant at Sheerness; A. Lumdule, Assistant Master Attendant at Ply-

mouth; Mr. Hunter, to the Tagus; Mr. Higgs, to the Britomart.

Surgeons, &c. appointed.

James Hill, to the Dauntless ; John Macaush, to the Infernal Bomb;
J. S. Swayne, to the Meander; Emanuel Lazaretto, to the Queen Char-
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lotte; W.E.Courtis, to the Pandora; David Finlay, to the Meander;
Ephraim Groebke, to the Queen Charlotte; William Begg, to the Cherub;
Patrick M'Fernan, to be Hospital Mate of Bermuda Hospital.

Midshipmen passed for Lieutenants.

Sheerness. R. Rogers, J. W. Lane, T. Cobb.
Portsmouth. B. Westropp, E. Toon.

Plymouth. H. Leworthy, E. Browne, W. Hamilton, W. Tills.

DEATHS.

Lately, at the Havannah, Lieutenant Robins, of H.M. sloop, Bermuda.

Lately, at Barbados, Mr. Daniel Long, Purser of H.M. sloop, Brazen.

Lately, was killed at Colchester, by falling from his horse, Lieutenant

George M'Millan, late of the signal station at that place. Appointed
28th January, 1812.

Lately, at Barbados, Mr. Thomas Saunderson, surgeon of H.M. sloop
Brazen. Appointed 13th May, 1808.

On the 29th August, off Airier, of wounds received on the 2?th,
Mr. George Ross Glennie, midshipman of H.M.S. Granicus, son of Dr.

Glennie, of Dulwich Grove, aged 18 years.
On the 27th September, at Alphington Lodge, near Exeter, Capt. Samuel

Abhmore, Royal Marines, aged 33 years.
On the 27th September, at Teignmouth, in consequence of bursting a

Mood vessel, Lieut. James Arscott, Royal Navy. Commission dated

14th April, 1810

On Tuesday, the 1st of October, at his apartments in Greenwich Hospi-
tal, Captain Joseph Ellison, of the Royal Navy, after a service of nearly
5-1 years. Capt. Ellison, when second lieutenant of La Prudente frigate,

commanded by the present Admiral Lord Radstock, in capturing the

Trench frigate La Capricieuse, lost his right arm near the shoulder by a

shot, and received four severe wounds in his back by splinters. In the

r.arrative of the engagement, his Lordship (then Capt. Waldegrave), gave
the most exalted testimony of the great intrepidity of Capt. Ellison on the

occasion: notwithstanding his wounds, his particular attachment to his

profession made him on all occasions seek the most active employment.
From his great length of service, the Earl St. Vincent appointed him in

1803, without solicitation, to the less arduous duties of a Captain of

Greenwich Hospital. Commission dated 21 Jan. 1783.

On the 3d October, 1816, on board his Majesty's ship Queen Charlotte,
of wounds received at the attack on Algier, John Frederick Johnston, Esq.
lieutenant royal navy, aped 23 years and 16 days. lie had already

seen much service in the East Indies and other places, to the great preju-

dice of his health, when he twice volunteered to America, where he was

wounded. lie again volunteered to Algier, and immortalized his name by
extraordinary gallantry, and the surprising resolution with which, during
six weeks, he supported the most grievous sufferings. He was first severely

wounded in the mouth and face, but immediately returning to his station,

in two hours received a blow from a fractured iron stanchion, which

struck his left side and caused the loss of his arm from the socket. His

death is an event most afflicting to his friends, and irreparable to his

country.

Errata. In the tenth stauza of the " Ode to Peace," p. 253, for " A
French>," read,

"
Q/Trench/e;" and for

"
only one," in the fourteenth,

" one only."
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SIR DAVID MILNE, K.C.B.

REAR-ADMIRAL OF THE BLUE SQUADRON.

England never has, nor never shall,

Lay at the proud foot of any Conqueror."

*' What is it that you would impart to me ?

If it be ought towards the public good,
Set honor in one eye, and death i' the other,

And I will look on both indifferently :

For let the Gods so speed me, as I love

The name of honor mure than I fear death."

SHAKSPEAHE.

IT
is a gratifying task for the pen of Biography to record the

illustrious actions of officers, who have distinguished them-

selves in the service of their country ; and it is surely matter of

regret, that so many of these gentlemen are withheld, by what may

certainly be called a false modesty, from allowing their professional

services to come connectedly and historically before the eye of the

public, fearing the charge of vanity might be brought against

them
;
but Englishmen have ever too highly appreciated the ser.

vices of their brethren of the Ocean their favorite defenders, to

admit this objection as valid. They delight in hearing repeated

the praises of their naval heroes, and in seeing them reap the

merited reward of their skill and bravery nor is the approbation

of their countrymen, itself, a small reward to our officers ; as

every generous and right-principled mind, we are sure, must

delight in receiving it.

The gentleman whose services are to be the subject of our pre-

sent memoir, is one of the gallant officers who have so recently-

distinguished themselves at Algier, where he was second in com-

mand to the Noble Lord who commanded the Expedition and a

second worthy of his heroic chief. A relation of his professional

services must, therefore, at the present time, prove peculiarly

interesting ;
and it is hoped that the worthy Admiral himself will

, er&toa. Vol. XXXVI. z z
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excuse the friendly writer who affords the materials for giving them

publicity, as he will certainly have no cause to regret that in doing

his duty he has found it -fame.

Perseverance overcomes many difficulties, and almost always

ensures at last the atfainmcnt of success. This is true of every
situation in life, and in none more so than in the naval profession,

as the advancement of many eminent officers clearly attests --where

the star of glory and of victory has in the end crowned all their

persevering services with the rank and honor to which they so long

and anxiously looked forward. Sir David is an instance of the

truth of this remark, and many others could be mentioned

therefore let no man despair.

Rear-admiral Sir David Milne was born at Edinburgh, in

May, 1763, and is the son of David Milne, Esq. merchant,

of that city, and now living, at the age of 84. He entered

the navy at a very early age, as will be evident from his

Inving served in the Canada, of 74 guns, as midshipman and

master's mate, during the greater part of the American war,

commanded by the now venerable Admiral Cornwallis (a name

doar to the recollection of naval men), reckoned then, as now,
nc cf the best seamen and most determined officers in the British

navy ;* he could not, therefore, have been brought up in a better

,sch.)c!.

In this school he had opportunities of learning caution from the

enrmy, and a bold and daring confidence from his admiral and

captain. D'Estaing, who was at that time the opponent cf Byron

(to v, !,CK.> iliiet the Canada was attached), had passively endured

the ch: .'lance of the British admiral in Fort Royal harbour, although

\\l\\i a 'k'et in courage only superior to his own. The respective

( ;;m::.a;:!'e;s were subsequently reinforced ihe British by a

:on u!!:!.r Commodore Rowley, + and the French by a rein.

i'oiXi.u:u;i.L under the command of the Count De Grasse. But as

l)i;t!i iii.v.3 v>ere thus merely strengthened, without causing any
'

CoMT.ti:,! til-purify of force, D'Estaing remained as prudent and

p:i.',ive a before; the challenge, in no form, whether proffered

vrir; j-n.timeuts and circumstances of honor or insult, would the

* F;ir portrait and memoir of Admiral Comwaliis, vide J&. (. vol. vii. p. 1.

t 1 01- ;>o:Uu.t and memoir of this gentleman, vide JB'. <. vol. xxii, p. 4*1.
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wary Frenchman accept, and the British admiral left him an oppor-

tunity of escape, by the necessary duty of escorting the West India

Trade a part of its way to England.

Emboldened by the absence of the fleet, D'Estaing sent a de-

tachment of four hundred and fifty men to the island of St. Vincent,

which appears unnecessarily to have surrendered, allhongh it was

alleged in plea, that the Caribbs, who disliked the English govern-

ment, were ready to have joined the French on their landing. A
farther reinforcement, under La Motts Piquet, at length encou-

raged D'Estaing to venture out, with twenty-six ships of the line,

eight large frigates, arid a number of transports, with nine thou-

sand troops on board, for an attack on Grenada, where on the

second of July he arrived.

The conduct of Lord Macartney, on this occasion, was truly

heroic: his whole garrison, regulars and militia, did not exceed

300 men, and with these he repulsed the first assault of the French,

in number between two and three thousand ;
and when, after an

hour and half's conflict against this ovci whchning superiority, he

was compelled to yield, he chose rather to surrender at discretion,

than comply by a formal assent to terms prescribed by the inso-

lence of victory.

On the return of Admiral Byron to St. Lncia, he was informed

of the capture of St. Vinct-nt, whither, having previously em-

barked some troops, he immediately sailed. His destination was,

however, superseded, by information on the passage, that the

French fleet had proceeded to Grenada. The British force con-

sisted of only twenty-one ships 'of the line, one frigate, and

transports ;
and with these the admiral proceeded, ignorant of the

junction of La Motte Piquet.

On the ?ixth of July, 1779, at day-break, he came in sight of the

enemy ;
but the French admiral, satisfied with his capture, was

not inclined to risk his fleet, although so superior in strength, by
a close engagement ; the action, therefore, though warm, was

partial and undecisive.*

* Admiral Byron had returned to St. Lucia, where he learned the capture of

St. Vincent, and the danger of Grenada: lie? was, however, not accurately in-

formed, either of the force under the Count D'Es'.aing, nor of the critical

situation of Grenada
; hoping, therefore, that he should be able to relieve and

protect the island, and believing that hit fleet was superior, at least equal to Ibat
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The next grand practical lesson that Mr. Milne reccired,

after having previously served in the relief of Gibraltar, 1780,

was in the action of the 12th April, 1782, when th'e enemy was

of tlif French, Admiral Byron sailed towards Grenada. The enemy, apprized

of (he approach of our squadron, weighed anchor, and stood out from the harbour

of St. George; but with no serious intention of hazarding a close and decisive

engagement. They had already attained one of the principal objects of their

expedition, by the capture of Grenada, and it was not to be supposed that they
would run the risk of losing ilieir conquest, by hazarding the issue of a general

bailie. On ihe oilier hand, ihe only chance Admiral Byron had of regaining ihe

island was, by bringing the French fleet to a general engagement ; tor he was

yet ignorant of their great numerical superiority ; their views and objects being

thus different, or rather diametrically opposite, their mai.ojavrts were of course

directed to the accomplishment of (heir respective objects. But it was much

more easy fur the French to avoid a battle, than for the English to compel Ihem

to fi t '. lit; for the vessels of the firmer, being much cleaner, sailed a great

tleal better than the ships of the latler, they therefore suffered some of ihe

En^l/sli squadron to near them, when they attacked them with a great superiority

at force, and as soon as some others of the English approached to support and

aid their consorts, then the French took advantage of iheir superiority in point

of sailing, and bore away- Notwithstanding 'these untoward circumstances,

Admiral B^ron continued the signal for a general chase, and added that for

clos;- battle. At half-past seven o'clock, Admiral Barrington, in the Princess

of \V;des, with his two seconds, ihe Boyne and Sultan, having reached ihe van

of the enemy, cominenccd an attack upon them willi great vigor and spirit:

these ships, however, having greatly outsailed the rest of their division, were

obliged to sustain for a considerable length of time the fire of the whole van of

Fri-iicb
;
and in this part of the batlle Admiral Harrington wan wounded. Still

the Ci.'iint D'Estamg maintained and carried into effect his resolution of not

coming to a close and general engagement ;
the French ships, accordingly, either

bore down in superior numbers, on such of our fleet as reached them, or stood

a va'-, under a press of sail, when they perceived more of the British fleet corning

up to bin in the engagement. The result was such as might have been ex-

pectut : Admiral Byron, finding that it was impossible to bring ihe euemy to a

rLsv, regular, and decisive battle, left off firing a little aficr twelve o'clock ; and

I'M- ('omit D'Estaing, having obtained the only object he had in view, that of

provcntii:g the British from compelling him to fight, and at the same time

injuring and disabling their ships as much as possible, likewise ceased from

firing.

As Admiral B\ron was all this time ignorant of the capture of the island, and

wish' (1 to let the governor know that he was at hand to support and relieve him,

some of (he British squadron, during the engagement, by great skill and bra-

very, n.aiiu: 'ivred and fought their way close to the harbour of St. George ;
when

il.e\ weru astonished and mortified to behold French colours flying on the fort.

"N'mliiKi: now remained for Admiral Byron but to return to Antigua or St. Cbristo-

}>!u:'-,
'iih Ins disabled fleet, and ihe transports which he had under his pro-

tection ;
but i!- he still was impressed with the belief, that the French would

:i!!aek him, in oijer to be fully prepared for them, he ordered the Lion and

IMiinino -ith, wliieh had suffered most severely in the battle, to precede him,

-.Mt.li us little cklny rib possible, and to take the transports along with them ;
tb
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fought by Lord Rodney, for the first time, on a new principle of

naval tactics,* derived from the system of Mr. Clerk
,
a principle

latter ctmid be of no service now that Grenada was taken, and in the #vent of

an engagement, they might have incommoded him much. The French admiral,

however, notwithstanding the British fleet was now reduced ID nineteen sail of

the line, still persisted in his determination not to fight ;
he not only did not

make any shew of attacking Admiral Byron, bnt in the course of the night he

actually returned with his fleet toGrenadn.

The loss of men in the British fleet amounted to one hundred and eighty-three

killed, and three hundred and forty-six wounded : that of the French was very

great : the lowest estimate making it two thousand seven hundred, of which

twelve hundred were slain; other accounts carry it considerably higher than

three thousand. (CAMPBELL'S Lines, Edition 1813.)
* The battle commenced about seven o'clock on the morning of the 12tli of

April : it was fought in a large basin of water, lying among the islands of Guade-

loupe, Dominique, the Saints, and Marigalante : both on the windward and

leeward of this basin, lay very dangerous shores. As soon as day brake*,

Admiral Rodney threw out the signal for close action ; and every vessel in his

fl:et obeyed it most scrupulously and literally. The British line, instead of

beui, as usual, at two cables' length distance between every ship, \ta forraed

at the distance of only one. As each came up, she ranged close alongside her

opponent, passing along the enemy for that purpose, giving and receiving, vrhile

thus taking her station, a most dreadful and tremendous five. The action continued

in ibis manner till noon
;
when Admiral Rodney resolved to carry into execution

a manoeuvre, which, if successful, he expected would gain him a complete and d'e-

cisive victory ;
for this purpose, in his own ship, the Formidable, supported bjr

the Narnur, the Duke, and Canada, he bore down with all sail set on the

enemy's line, within three ships of the centre, and succeeded in breaking com-

pletely through it. As soon as he had accomplished this, the other ships of bis

division followed him ;
and they all wore round, doubled upon the enemy, and

thus placed between two fires those vessels, which by the first part of the

manoeuvre, they had cut off from the rest of the fleet. As soon as Admiral

Rodney and llie vessels which followed him wore, he insde the signal for the van

lo tack, by which means they gained the windward of the French, and com-

pleted the disorder and confusion, into which the breaking of their line had

thrown them.

The enemy, however, still continued to fight with great courage and firmness
;

and made an attempt to reform their broken line, by their van bearing away to

leeward : this, however, they could not accomplish : during the whole of thi*

time, Sir Samuel Hood's division had been becalmed, and of course unable tp

take any part in the action ; but at this critical moment a breeze sprung up,

which brought forward most of his ships, and tbuj " served to render the victory

more decisive on the one side, and the ruin greater on the other.'*

One consequence of the breaking of the French line was, that opportunities

were given for desperate actions between single ships ;
the most splendid and

striking of which were the following, told in language, which it would b*

wrong to alter, because it would be scarcely possible to improve.
" The Canada, of 74 guns, Captain Cornwallis, took the French Hector, of

the same force, single-hand. Capuin Inglefield, in the Centaur, of 74 gun*,
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which, from that time to this, has in every action enabled us to clip

the wings of the enemy prevent his tantalizing evasion, and com-

plete his defeat.

came up from the rear to the attack of the Caesar, of 74 nlso. Botli sliips were

yet fresh and unhurt, and a most gallant action took place ;
but though the

French captain had evidently much the worst of the combat, he slill disdained to

yield. Three other ships came up successively, and he bore to be torn almost

to pieces by their fire. His courage was inflexible : he is said to have nailed his

colours to the mast; and his death could only put an end to the contest. When
she struck, her mast went overboard, and she had not a foot of canvas without a

shot-hole. TheGlorieux likewise fought nobly, and did not strike till her masts,

bowsprit, and ensign were shot away. The English Ardenf, of 64 guns, whicli

had been taken by the enemy in the beginning of the war, near Plymouth, vr;i*

now retaken, either by the Belliqueux, or the Bedford. Tlie Diadem, a French

74-gun ship, went down by a single broadside, which some accounts attribute to

the Formidable : it has also been said, that she was lost in a generous exertion to

save her admiral."

" M. De Grassa was nobly supported, even after the line was broken, and till the

disorder and confusion became irremediable towardseveiiing, by the ships that were

litMir him. His tuo seconds, the Languedocand Couronnc, were particularly distin-

guished, and the former narrowly escaped being taken, in her last efforts to extri-

cate the admiral. The Ville de Paris, after being already much battered, was closely

laid alongside by the Canada : and in a desperate action of near two hours, wa*

reduced almost to a wreck. Captain Cornwaliis was so intent in his design upon
the French admiral, that, without taking possession of the Hector, he left her

to be picked up by a frigate, while he pushed on to -the Ville de Paris. It

seemed as if M. De Grasse was determined to sink, rather than strike to* any

tiling under a flag ; but he likewise undoubtedly considered the fatal effects

Tihich the ttrilung of his flac might produce on the rest of his fleet. Other

ships came i<p in the heat of the action with the Canada, but he still held out.

At length, Sir Samuel Hood came up in the Barfleur, just almost at sun-set, and

poured in a r.K>st tremendous and destructive fire, which is said to have killed

six'v i\it:;i outright : but M. De Giassc, \\ishiii2 to signalize as much as possible,

tin- i.;_- (if so line and so favourite a ship, endured tne repetitions of this fire for

abo.it a ri.a; ter of an hour longer. He then struck his flag to the Barfleur, and

s, rrciid( , ; ! himself to Sir Samuel Hood. It was said, that at the time the Ville

ile Paris bi;t;rk, there were but three men left alive and unhurt on the upper
deck, un.i that tiie Count De Grasje was one of the three,"

T.!>ii:r IK fore the French admiral struck his U-ig, his fleet had sought their safety

in fliL.'it ;
and that they might divide the attention of the English, and thus more

(.as
:Iy

;:e< omplih'u their object, they went off before the wind in small squadrons
nr.d siiii'le ships. They were at first closely pursued, but on the approach of

x ;

;J 1, Admiral Rodney made the signal for his vessels to collect, for the purpose
of securing his prizes, and removing the men from on board of them.

Vv h.'c our fleet were obliged to lie under Guadaloupe for three days, to repair

t'.'ir damages, the French seized the favourable opportunity to escape. As,
]K > i , i :, u>:iiiv of their ships were very much crippled, Admiral Rodney enter-

tained I. opes tiiut lie should be still able to overtake and capture some of them.

Oiitiic irth, therefore, he detached Sir Samuel Hood, with those vessels of liis
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' On this glorious day for great Britain, and in this memorable

battle, the Canada behaved in such a style as to attract particular

division which had suffered the least; and on the 19th, five sail of the enemy
were perceived endeavouring to effect their escape through the Mona passage.

The signal for chase was immediately given, and before the French could enter

the passage, they were becalmed and overtaken. The Valiant, Captain Goodall,
was the first who came up with them

;
he laid his ship alongside the Caton, of

64 guns, which struck at the first broadside
; Captain Goodall, however, did not

stop to take possession of her, but pushing on, he came up with and attacked the

Jason, a vessel of the same force as the former : she held out about twenty minutes,

.-iiul then struck. A frigate of thirty-two guns, and a sloop of sixteen, were

also taken.

The whole loss of the enemy amounted to eight ships : one had been sunk
; one,

the Csesar, blew up after she was taken
; by this accident, a lieutenant, and fifty

English seamen, perished, with about four hundred prisoners : and six ships re-

mained in the possession of the conquerors. On board the Ville de Paris, were

found thirty-six chests of money, with which the troops that were intended for the

invasion were to have been paid ;
and the whole train of artillery, with the bat-

tering cannon that were to have been employed on the same enterprise, were cap-
tured in the prizes.

It was esteemed remarkably fortunate and glorious for the conquerors, that the

Ville dc Paris was the only first rate man of war that ever was taken and carried

into port by any conr.nander of any nation. This ship had been a present to

Louis XVth from the city of Paris
;
and was said to have cost 176,000/. sterling ia

lier building and equipment.
The loss of the French in killed and wounded, was very great ;

the amount of

the former is supposed to have been three thousand: and of the latter at least

double that number. The Ville de Paris was fought so long and so gallantly,

that on board of her alone four hundred perished.

On boar J of Hie British fleet, the loss was also great, but not nearly in the

same proportion, nor so great as m'-glit have been anticipated, when the length
and the obstinacy of the contest are taken into consideration. Including the loss

of both actions, on the 9ih and 12th, the number of tiie killed amounted to two

hundred mid thirty-seven, and of wounded to seven hundred and sixty-six.

Several officers of great repute for skill and bravery were among bolh. Captain

Blair, of the Aris:'ii, who had distinguished himself the preceding year, in the

action off the Doni-er B;mk with the Dutch, was slain
;

and Lord Robert Man-

ners, son of the preat Marquis of Grauby, was so dangerously wounded, that he

died on his passage to E;ig!and.

The Britisli nation were so sensible of the bravery displayed both by the officers

and men in this ac'ion, and of the importance of it as the only means of [(reserving

tlie remainder of our West India Islands, (hat their joy, when the intelligence

arrived, was excessive ;
it came also very seasonably in other points of view.

On land, and even at sea, except where Admiral Rodney was engaged, we had

ubt been able to meet ti;e enemy, on any occasion, with great and decisive ad-

vantage; and in too m:iny instances, we had retired from the contest, not in the

most honourable manner. As the means also of procuring more favourable term*

of peace, this victory was hailed with joy and exultation; and as Admiral Rodney
was looked up to as the- great cause of it, the gratitude of the nation towards him
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notice, though her sacrifice was great to obtain it. To her Coant

dc Grasse did not strike the Ville de Paris' flag, but he candidly

acknowledged that the black-sided ship, the Canada, had sub-

dued him. After the battle, Mr. Milne was made master's mate.

Admirsrl Rodney having been relieved of his command, about

the beginning of August the same year, by Admiral Pigot, re-

turned to England ; previously to his quitting the station, he had

ordered Admiral Graves to proceed home with the prizes, and

such ships of the British fleet as stood most in need of repair.

The admiral accordingly, about the end of July, sailed from Ja-

maica, with the Ramillies, Canada, and Centaur, and the Pallas

frigate. The French prizes were the Ville de Paris, Glorieux,

Hector, Ardent, Caton, and Jason. Of all these ships, only the

Canada and Jason reached England, in consequence of a dreadful

hurricane which occurred on the 17th of September, by which the

Ardent was, compelled to put back ; the Caton bore away for

Halifax ; the Ville de Paris, Ramillies, Centaur, Glorieux, and

Hector, perished, and the Pallas frigate was run ashore at Fyal.

On the accession of peace soon after, Mr. Milne was cast adrift,

unprovided for and unpromoted, as were hundreds of young men,

no general promotion having then taken place, as at the end of the

late war
;
he therefore entered into the employment of the East

India Company, in which he continued for some time ; but on the

breaking out of the revolutionary war in 1793, he re-entered the

was deeply felt, and expressed in warm and glowing language. It was recol-

lected that the fortune of Sir George Rodney had been peculiarly singular, as

well as highly dorious in the war. Within a little more than two years, he had

given a severe blow to each of our three powerful and dangerous enemies, the

French, Spaniards, and Dutch. He had taken an admiral of each nation : a cir-

cumstance perhaps unequalled. He had in that time, added twelve line-of-

buttle ships, all taken from the enemy, to the British navy; and destroyed five

more !

>,or were his Majesty and the Houses of Parliament less sensible of the bra-

vecy of the officers and men who had achieved this dorions and decisive victory ;

Sir Gi'or f;f Uudin-y was created a peer of Great Britain ; Sir Samuel Hood, a

peer of Ireland ; und IU>ar-adrairal Drake, and Commodore Affleck were made
baronets of Great Britain

;
the thanks of both Houses of Parliament were unani-

mously voted to these, and the other officers, and the seamen and marines of the

fleet
;

and on the -23(1 of May, a vote of parliament was passed, by which a

lu.Miiumeiu was ordered to be erected to the memory of Captains Mayne, Blair,

am! i x>rd Hobtri Manners, who had so bravely fallen in the defence of their King
a:u! Couiitry. (CAMpBtLL'f Lives, Edit. 1813.)
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Ifoyal navy a war, the origin and progress of which in France

will remain a perpetual monument of national atrocity a subject

of awful contemplation to the present and future generations, and

should be a prohibitory beacon to that wild lust of popular liberty,

which, in its delusive views, mistakes the shadow for the sub-

stance.

Among the number of pleas, false, insufficient, or true, by
whieh the restless multitude justifies its illicit agitation of the State,

that first presented is, the privation of liberty, the gross idea of

which term, at least the only one considered at this memorable

epoch, was, that every man should do that which seemed right in

his own eyes! Of this liberty, equality was the natural compa-

nion anarchy and confusion their hopeful progeny !

Nothing is more easy or more seductive than to persuade igno-

rance and idleness that laws are an unwarrantable curb to their

inclinations and advancement that natural rights are paramount
to a!3 other rights and that of all which Nature bestows, she

intended that all should equally partake. Such were the specious

grounds on which social order was overturned in France ; and

which, by too many in our own country, are still considered

tenable, notwithstanding the dreadful example before their eyes,

proving the stability of them impossible.

We have lived to see the experiment tried to the utmost limits

of human probation. We have seen the political structure of

France dilapidated and re-edified in various forms of ancient and

modern polity, on those unsubstantial bases those inconsistent,

and morally impracticable principles licentiousness (miscalled

liberty), and equality! We have seen the throne of royalty

usurped by demagogues Nobles reduced to indistinct citizens-

Churches converted into temples of heathenism, and resorts of

revolutionary conspiracy Divine Revelation exploded Human,

reason declared the only true guide of human conduct and the

goddess of reason not unaptly represented by a Strumpet !

What was to be expected from this inversion of the established

order of things, but vice horridly triumphant. The champions of

liberty dragging to prison all who would not join them in their

diabolical excesses, and thence to death, in such numbers, that

. C&ron. Vol. XXXVI. 2 A
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all Europe stood appalled. Oh ! the grossness of that folly,

which takes power froiu the hands of the few to give it to th

many !

From the constitution, or rather the perversion of our nature,

it may be expected, that power will be more or less abused, to

whatever hands it be consigued. As an irresistible object of am-

bition, if made accessible to the many, the contention to attain it

will be in proportion to the number of its eligible competitors.

The profession of equality in France rendered this number at

first unlimited and the Duke and the Dustman stood on equal

ground as candidates for power ! and as in all cases of mere strife,

superior fraud and violence are most likely to succeed ;
the oxer-

tions of unprincipled audacity, combined with natural cunning,

gave, in too many instances, success to the latter.

Such was soon (he state of things in this awfully experimental

contest for natural against civil rights. Despotic power was soon

in the hands of barbarians, and most barbarously did they use it.

Terror and confusion reigned trade was paralysed the herd of

revolutionists were led forth to plunder and massacre, while the

chiefs contended, by fraud and force, for super-eminence above

each other. The furor of licentiousness pervaded all all that

vns left of ancient dignity and respectability was engulphed in the

vortex of impetuous tyranny and names arose, never heard

before, designative of those who raised and ruled the storm.

At length, what would be mis-termed the civil authority, was

compelled to yield to that of the sword. Buonaparte, having

f.iiled in his expedition to Egypt, suddenly and unexpectedly

appeared at Paris : he had the army on his side, and before his

failure was announced by the despatches of Kleber, he had placed

himself at the head of the French people ; and having converted

the visionary constitutions of republican policy into a military

government (which, of all governments, is the most arbitrary),

Commenced his plans for the subjugation of Europe. The rise,

decline, and fall of this man, and his power, formed the promi-

jiiciit features of the world's history for the succeeding fifteen years,

ami have left Europe in a state of exhaustion, from which nothing

but the most rigid state ccouomy, and commercial facility, can

ui/evfc it.
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To return from this digression, which we trust the nature of its

subject will excuse, Mr. Milne, on his re-entering the royal nary,

went out in the fleet under Sir John Jcrvis (now Earl St. Vincent)

to the West Indies, to whose favorable notice he soon recom-

mended himself, in his course of service against the French West

India islands, and was promoted by him to a lieutenancy,

in which rank he served in the Blanche frigate, when Captain

Faulkner so gallantly brought the French frigate Le Pique to

action off Guadaloupe, in 1795. In this hard-fought action, the

brave Faulkner fell, almost at the moment of victory; and as the

boats of both ships were either completely destroyed, or unfit to

swim, Mr. Milne, then second lieutenant, swam to the enemy's

frigate with a few brave fellows, and took possession ; the present

Admiral Watkins was first lieutenant ; and so highly was the con-

duct of both appretiated, that they were immediately advanced to

the rank of commander.

As he was employed in a part of the world where much active

service was still going on, he had the good fortune to obtain post

rank very soon after, so that fortune was at this period making
him amends for former neglect. Captain Milne on this station

took an active part in the night surprise of the Saints Islands,

and as acting captain of the Alarm frigate, sunk the French cor-

vette Liberte, of 20 guns. In the year 1796, at Barbadoes, in

command of the Pique, he volunteered to go to sea, when Sir

H. Christian's fleet was dispersed by a storm, and captured the

Lacedemonian French brig, of 16 guns; and, in 1797, assisted

at the capture of Demerara. He was then appointed to La
Seine frigate, recently taken from the enemy, and ordered in her

to escort a convoy for the West Indies and coast of Africa, and

to return to the Jamaica station, on which, in the year 1800, Cap-
tain Milne fell in with the Vengeur, of 50 guns, richly laden, for

Guadaloupe, the largest frigate in the French navy ; she had some

time before beat off an American frigate, of equal force, the

United States (the same ship in which Rogers lately figured), and

having repaired damages, and made up her crew at the Havan.

nah, she was next brought to action in the Mona passage, by

Captain Milne, who chased her two days and as many nights,

maintaining a running fight part of the time, and at the last part
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of it, a close and very bloody contest for several hoars. This

action was justly considered by naval men, as one of the most

brilliant fought during the war between single ships, an uncommon

degree of skill, and indefatigable exertion, being necessary, to

keep sight of, as well as conquer, a very superior ship. In the

admiral's despatches, Captain Milne was most handsomely men-

tioned, and it was one of the last acts of the lamented Lord Hugh

Seymour's life to write them.*

* The following are the official despatches, extracted from the gazette of that

day, which we here re-insert :

Copy of a Letter from Vice-admiral Lord Hugh Seymour, to Evan Nepean, Esq.

dated on board the Abergavenny, Port-Royal Harbour, Jamaica, August 31.

SIR,

I have very sincere pleasure in forwarding to you, for the information of the

Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, a letter which I have received from Cap-
tain Milne, of his Majesty's ship Seine, describing an action which does great

honour to him, his officers, and ship's company ; and which ended in the cap-

ture of the French Republican frigate the Vengeance, a ship of very superior

force to that which he commanded. Captain Milne has done so much justice to

ills offieers and men fay his report of their conduct on that occasion, that I,have

only lo oifer my congratulations to their Lordships upon the success which at-

tended their exertions, and to express my hope, that it will receive marks of their

Lordships' favour proportioned to the satisfaction which they must derive from the

event, which has brought forward the merit of those engaged in it.

I am, Sir, &c. &c.

</?
^-Seeymour.

f
MY LORD, Hi* Majesty's Ship Seine, off St. Domingo, Aug. 22.

I have tlio satisfaction to acquaint your Lordship, lhat on the morning of the

20th if.st. I observed a ship oh the starboard tack standing to the northward

through the Moua Passage ;
I soon perceived she was an enemy, and made all

sail in chase, with very light breezes; the wind having corne to the northward

obliged her to tack, as she could not weather Cape Raphael on the St. Domingo
.snore ;

she li.en stood S.S.E. and made all sail
; by this time it was near sun-

set, and I could perceive she was a large frigate ;
it was near midnight before

I could bnn:^ her to action, and then not so close as I could wish, as she always
Jiore up and kept ni longr shot; she, however, did us considerable damage in our

rifjgiii^ and siiils, but to appearance she suffered equally: we separated for

some tune, and 1 took that opportunity to get our rigging, &c. again in coru-

p!c!e repair. On the morning of the 25th, I had the pleasure of bringing her

to close action
;
and after about an hour and a half hard fighting, an officer

cause cut on her bowsprit (the only place he could be seen from, owing to the

<iia-.s o[ '(.division, by the loss of her fore-mast, mizen-mast, and niain-top-raast

JiiiMi.'i ituii ii on board), and said they had struck to the British flag. She was

immediately taken possession of, and proved to be the Frtlich frigale the Yea-
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Having returned to England soon after with a convoy, Captain

Milne was next ordered to cruise off the coast of France, There,
in company with the Jason frigate, Captain (now Admiral) Stir-

ling, he fought a very gallant action with two French frigates,

close in with the land so close, unfortunately, that all the ships

geance, Citizen Pitot, capitaine de vaisseau, commander, mounting 28 eighteen

pounders on her main-deck, 16 twelve-pounders, and eight forty-two pounder
carronades on her quarter-deck and forecastle, and brass swivels on the gunwale,
with shifting guns on thu main and quarter-decks. The weight of metal I have

mentioned in French pounds. The behaviour of the officers and ship's company
wassach as has alwavs characterised the British seamen. Ti> my firsl lieutenant,

Mr. Cheetham, I am greatly indehted, for his cool and steady behaviour, and

for the amazing fire kept up from the main-deck, -which nothing could surpass.

My second lieutenant, Mr. George Milne, fell fighting nohly about the middle

of the action. In him his Majesty has lost a valuable, and as zealous an officer

as any in the service. To my third lieutenant, Mr. Edeveair (whom I mentioned

on a former occasion, when gunner of the Pique), I am equally indebted for his

services; as likewise Mr. Barclay, the master, and Mr. AI'Donald, lieutenant ef

marines, who was taken down wounded, and came up again when dressed, but

was obliged from a second wound to be taken belew. But 1 am happy to state,

the life of this valuable officer will be saved, to render further services to his

Majesty. The behaviour of the petty officers, seamen, and marines, were such

as does them the highest credit. The Vengearice is a very large frigate, five years

old, and exactly the dimensions of the Fisgard in his Majesty's service, and is the

ship which had the action some time since with the American frigate the Con-

stellation. Previous to her leaving Curacoa, she had a large supply of seamen

from Guadeloupe, and was every way completely found, and bound to France*

His Majesty's ship under my command has suffered much in her mast and hull ;

sails and rigging entirely cut to pieces. Your Lordship will perceive the Ven-

geance is superior in size, guns, and number of men, to his Majesty's ship I have

the honour to command ; but nothing could withstand the steady behaviour of

this ship's crew. I have the honor of enclosing a list of the killed and wounded-

The loss of the enemy has been very great, but I have not yet got a return.

I have the honour to be, &c.

Right Hon. Lord Hugh Seymour, $c.

A Return of Killed and Wounded on board his Majesty's Ship Seine, in the Action

with the French Republican Frigate the Vengeance, 21st August.

Killed One officer and 12 seamen.

Wounded Three officers, 22 seamen, three marines, and I boy.

Name of Officer hilled. George Milne, second lieutenant.

Names of Officers wour.ded. Archibald Macdonald, lieutenant of marines
j

Andrew Barclay, master; Home, captain's clerk.
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struck, and Captain Milne's remained immovable, and was neces-

sarily destroyed by the crew, who had the satisfaction, however,

of carrying off one of the French ships to supply her place.

At the commencement of the war in 1803, Captain Milne was

immediately appointed to La Seine, named after the former ship ;

and it is a singular circumstance, that this ship he had also the

misfortune to lose, in a heavy gale on the coast of Holland, where

he was then cruising.

There are few circumstances in the life of a naval commander

which gives so much pain and vexation to him as the loss of his ship ;

fortunately in this instance all the crew were saved ; it was, however,

to Captain Milne, a great misfortune, as it prevented his having any

share in the naval victories of the war. He was afterwards em.

ployed as a commander of Sea Fencibles in the Firth of Forth,

and east coast of Scotland, which command he retained until they

were discontinued in 1811. Being then an old post captain, he

applied for a line of battle ship, and was appointed to several

ships, but owing to particular circumstances, was as often super-

seded in the command.

In America, which was Captain Milne's next scene of action

during the succeeding three years, he commanded the Bulwark,
and served at the capture of Custin, in the Penobscot. A short

time previous to his quitting the American station, he was ap-

pointed to command the Marlborough, of 74 guns, but soon

afterwards resigned the command to Captain Epworth, in conse-

quence of being promoted to a flag he was made rear-admiral

of the blue on the 4th of June, 1814, and returned to England
as a passenger ; during his absence, or soon after his return, he

had the misfortune to lose an amiable and beloved wife, who
died at Bourdeaux, of a decline.

Ills last appointment was, to the command at Halifax, with his

flag in (he Leander, of 50 guns ; and the admiral was preparing
to sail, when Lord Exmouth received orders to fit out his squadron
for the attack on Algier. Ever desirous of active service, he

immediately solicited leave to join the expedition, and how well

lie acquitted himself, as second in command, is well known to the

-u rid
;

in whose cause he on this occasion fought and bled; h
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did not report his wound; but both Captain Brace* and he were

slightly wounded.

Lord Exmouth (whose despatch is a master-piece of the kind)

pays him the highest compliments, and laments that he was not

sooner known to him. The loss on board his ship, the Impreg-

nable, was greater than any British man of war perhaps ever

before sustained, having above two hundred men killed and

wounded. On that day, he added to his own naval glory, and to

that of his country, and since his return has received the honor of

knighthood, and been made a Knight Commander of the most

honorable military order of the Bath.

We hope he will long be an ornament to his profession, and

one of the best supporters of the naval superiority of England.

Sir David is not more brave than humane, and is much beloved in

the service, both by officers and seamen. We now bid him adieu !

wishing him a safe voyage to Halifax, a station of importance even

in peace, and the naval command of which could not have fallen

into better hands ; for he will never compromise the rights and

honor of the British flag.

The family of Sir David Milne is supposed to be descended

from an ancient family of the same name ; who, throughout

several reigns, held the office of King's Master Mason, in Scot-

land. His grandfather, David Milne, of Edinburgh, we believe,

was the celebrated architect of that name. His father, whom we

have already mentioned as still living at the advanced age of 84,

married Susan, the daughter of Mr. Vernor, of Musselburgh,

near Edinburgh, by whom he had, 1st, David ; 2d, Thomas,

who died unmarried. Sir David married, in 1804, Grace, daugh-

ter of Sir Alexander Purves, of Purves, Baronet, by which lady,

who died in 18 14, he had issue two sons, David and Alexander,

both living.

*
Captain of tb Impregnable, oue of our best officer*, and wbo bas seen muck

Mrvice.
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NAUTICAL ANECDOTES AND SELECTIONS.

CAPTAIN EKINS, R.N.

HE junior officers of his Majesty's ship Superb, have lately presented

to Captain Ekins, the commander of that ship, a gold snuff-box,

value 26 guineas, suitably inscribed, as a mark of their esteem and respect

for his conduct at Algier, on the memorable 27th of August. In return

for the compliment, Captain Ekins has addressed to them a very handsome

letter, in which he stales, that if his conduct on the 27th of August met

with their approval, he could ascribe it only to a firm reliance on the

Almighty will and perfect confidence in the steadiness, bravery, and perse-

verance of those he commanded, of whom the junior officers of the Superb,

as they bore a large and very conspicuous part in all the dangers and

fatigues of that day, may ever claim his sincere and grateful acknow-

ledgments.

DIVING BELL.

THIS machine was lately employed in Barnpool, to examine the bottom,

preparatory to sinking the Eden sloop of war, with the view of curing the

dry rot; but it was considered unsafe, from its inequality, and the heavy

Around swell which sets in with an easterly wind. Mr. Smith, clerk of the

works now carrying on in this yard, lias suggested a plan for surveying and

marking out the ground, and also for keeping up a communication with

people below and on the surface of the water, which on a trial he carried

into complete effect in eight fathoms water. This plan will be essentially

useful in the future operations of the diving bell.

A FHAGIIENT ON THE LATE UNFORTUNATE ACCIDENT AT ROCHESTEK.

"
Ii's a sad story, Trim," said my Uncle Toby, as he patted

bis !;iiiliful dog on the head. "Ah! sad indeed, your honour!" replied

the Corporal
"

fifteen poor souls swept off at once
;

it is worse than the

slaughter made by the cursed battery that opened on our division at the

buttle- of Malplaquet, and carried off thirty of my old friends at the first

fire; but then, your honour, they were prepared for it: as to these poor

creatures, the enemy took them by surprise : he did not even allow them

ti:-.ie to say a prayer."
"

Trim, a good Christian is always prepared to

die."
"

Yes, your Honour, and so were they, for, I am told, they were

ihiging a hymn when the boat struck." "How was it, Trim?
1 '

said my
uncle, as, with a blush, he shut a song book that lay open before him. I

have not heard all the particulars."
"

Why, your Honour, I had the

whole of the story from one who was near the spot when the accident hap-

pciu'fi ; but I do not think I can have the heart to go through with it."

rvn, Trim, and drink 'this," said my uncle, pouring out a glass of

vviuc. T;'!!i made a low bow, drauk his master's health, sat down, hemm'd
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two or three times, and then began
"

I must tell the story my own way,

your Honour." " Do so, Trim."
"

We!!, then, your Honour; there were fourteen of these young peo-

ple, who had all been up the river in a lioat a cockle-shell thing, your

Honour; one bullet would go through a dozen of them. The day was the

coming of age of one of the company as fine a fellow, they snv, us you
would wish to see ; they would have been proud of him in anv regiment ;

there was only one more gentleman on board besides himself. There was

a lady (who had a baby with her), the wife of the last person 1 men-

tioned, and sister of the voting man just come of age. She kept a school

with her sister, who was on board too ; so you see, your Honour, there

were five all of a family in the boat. The remainder were all young
Indies scholars to they that kept ihe school quite- children. The d.iy

was very fine, and the waternrtn was rowing them home as full of life anil

spirits as we have been, your Honour, when we have been returning to

camp after having defeated the enemy ;
but life is like the field of battle,

nobody knows whose turn mxt." "
Very true, Trim, and we are, in

general, too busy to think much about it till we ftei the shot
;
but go on."

' Well then, your Honour, they came down the river singing, and as

happv as little kins:* and queens. A family supper was prepared f'.u" them,

by the old lady, mother to the five poor souls L told you of first
;

but they

were never to sup again in this world. The waterman intended lo go

through Rochester biiclge, but a beam had been laid across one of tlie

arches, from starling to starling it was dark : crash the boat came

ngainst the beam; there was a moment, your Honour! over she went ;

the poor creatures were dashed down 1

the river like lightning; the water

boomed over them wiili dreadful fury ; they shrieked ; people ran to help

them ;
but it was all in vain

j
death soon stopped their cries, and every

soul perished."
"

Stop, Trim," said my Uncle,
"

it is a dismal tide
;
take

another glass of winf." As the old man bent over the glass, while lie filled

it, a tear dropped from the corner of his eye, and mixed with the wine-

it was the tear of Pity, and richer in the estimation of Humanity than a

sea of the choicest vintage. Trim's own eyes were too full to see the tear

drop from his master's. He emptied the glass, and went on.

" The boat, your Honour, was soon after picked up, with only a little

dog in her. The alarm soon spread through the neighbourhood : it was

like springing a mine
;
the people ran about as if they were mad

; nobody

for some lime knew who they were that had suffered
;
but at last, when the

friends of the poor creatures came to know their loss, 1 am told it would

liave moved a stone to see them crying, wringing their bands, and proving

people lo help them to search for the bodies ;
but there was not much

etitreaty wanted, for who could refuse to lend a hand in such a case, your

Honour?" " No Englishman, Trim. A Briton's heart is always on duty ;

ready to turn out at the first ularm of distress." "
Why, I should think,

your Honour, if it would not, he deserves to be shot, as bad as a man who

falls asleep on his post. But, if you please, I'll finish my Mory there is

not much mure of it. In the course of a cay or two, the bodies were all

$at>. CJioiu Vol. XXXVI. ft B
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found, which was a consolation to their friends, though but a poor onft

The poor old mother, who had prepared supper for her children and the

little folks, was, as your Honour may suppose, almost distracted." " It

was a heavy trial, Trim."" Yts, your Honour, she was bereaved of all."
"
Except the help of Providence ! That, Trim, is an army uf reserve, that

never deserts us, though we sometimes have not fortitude and patience to

depend on its operations when we are in front of the enemy."
" There is another part of the story I have not told your Honour : the

waterman, that took the poor souls into the trenches of death, was

drowned, and has left a widow and six small children ! "Six poor children

left to the mercy of the wide world, Trim?"
"

Yes, your Honour, but a

subscription is being raised for them."" It does my heart good to hear

it, Trim." My Uncle had just got the glass to his lips, but he could not

drink. He tried to hide the benevolent emotions of his heart, but Nature,

ever true to herself, defeated his intentions: he attempted a bar of Ldlibu-

lero, but it would not do. His heart overflowed, and the stream of com-

miseration flowed from his eyes. His dog put his fore-paws on his master's

knee, and looking at him with solicitude, seemed to sympathise with his

sorrow. Toby turned away his head to prevent the Corporal from seeing

that he wept ;
but the poor fellow had caught the infection neither could

speak. At last my uncle Toby, taking out his purse, gave it to the Cor-

poral, and looked his meaning. Trim understood the language, wiped his

eyes with the cuff of his coat, made a bow to the ground, and limped off,

to add my Uncle's mite to the stock of benevolence collected for the POOR.

WIDOW AXD HER SIX FATHERLESS CHILDREN.

DUTCH TARIFF.

THE following are some of the principal alterations which are soon to

rake place in the Custom Duties inwnrds and outwards, as fixed by the

Dutch Government:

Inwards. Outwards.

FLrins. St. Ft. St.

Goo;!s manufactured of wool, yarn, cotton, thread,

or hair, not otherwise enumerated or described,

percent ...... 8

Culicces, white, per lOOll 30

coloured, ditto ._ 35
Cotton yarn, untwined or white .... ...... 20

Ditto, twined or coloured 24
Woollen ditto, per cent. ................ 30 3
Cable ditto, per lOOlb 2 10 13
Linen of hemp or flux, unbleached, per cent. ...... 3

Ditto bleached 4 Q
Ditto table unbleached .................. 2

Ditto damask and bleached ................... 6

Sailcloth.... . .._,....,.. .... 1
' 'ambrjc 5
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see reason to abolish the impolitic duties which they have imposed on Dutch

butter and cheese.

THE li.VTTLE OF TRAFALGAR.

OCTOBER 21st was the 1 Hh anniversary since (lie glorious and decisive

victory of Trafalgar : the following passage relating to the battle, extracted

from ike narrative of a recent traveller, cannot, therefore, but be enter-

taining to our readers:

" Before the battle of Trafalgar, when the orders arrived for the fleet

to sail, every man, at all accustomed to the water, was impressed to man
the navy; the carnage of that day consequently f< II principally on the

population of Cadiz
;
and numerous widows and orphans have to lament

the loss of their husbands and fathers in that memorable action. I hare

frequently heard people relating, nith indescribable emotions, the feart
f

the hopes, the agitations, and the mournings, which occupied those fe\v,

but interesting days, when the united fleets of France and Spain sailed

from Cadiz, amidst the prayers and benedictions of the people, with the

vain expectation of vanquishing the foe who had so long held them impri-
soned within their own fortifications. The day they sailed, a!! was expec-
tation and anxiety The succeeding day increased the suspense, and

wound up the feelings of the people almost to a state of phrensy. The
third ilny brought intelligence that the hostile fleets were approacbing each

other, \\iili nil the preparations of determined hostility. The ships were

not visible from the ramparts, but the crowd of citizens assembled there

had their ears assailed by the roaring of the distant cannon ; the anxiety
of the females bordered on inaanity ; but more of despair than of hope
was viiiMc in every countenance. At this dreadful moment, a sound,
louder than any that had preceded it, and attended with a column of dark

smoke, announced that a ship had exploded. The madness of the people
was tinned to. rage against England ; and exclamations burst forth, de-

nouncing ni.-tant death to every roan who spoke the language of their

enemies. Two Americans, who had mixed will) the people, fled, and hid

themselves, to avoid this ebullition of popular fury ; which, however, sub-

sided into ti'c calmness of despair, wheir the thunder of the cannon ceased.

They had no !r>pe of conquest, no cheering expectations of greeting their

Mrtorious c.unnti ymen, nor of sharing triumphal laurels with those who had

hfcn engaged in the conflict ; each only hoped that the objects of his own
r.iUcrion wire safe; and that hope found some resource against the an-

ticipated divrace of the country. The storm that succeeded tlie battle

tended only to keep alive, through the night, the horrors of the day, and to

prepare, them for the melancholy spectacle of the ensuing morning, when

the wrecks ot their floating bulwarks were seen on shore, and some, that

had escaped the battle and the storm, entering the bay to shelter them-

selves Hum the pursuit of their victorious enemy. The feelings of strong

sensibility, which had so agitated the minds of the people during the con-

flict, were now directed to the tender offices of humanity towards their

.yjuiidtd countrymen ; the softer sex attended on the wharfs to assist them
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in landing, to convey them to the convents and the hospitals; while the

priests were administering the last offices of religion to tho.e whose depart-

ing spirits took their flight before they could reach the asylums appointed
for their reception. When the first emotions had subsided, the people of

Cadiz strongly manifested their contempt of the Trench, whom they
accused of having deserted them in the hour of battle; and the attention

of Lord Colliiigwood to the wounded Spanish prisoner?, induced them to

contrast the conduct of their generous enemies with that of/their treacherous

allies."

CUKE OF DRY KOT.

THE experiment about to be made at Plymouth, by sinking ships, as a

preventive of the dry rot, is by no means a new idea. There has not been
a ship built at Wliitby for many years which has not been sunk in salt

water, with a view to guard them against that great evil to shipping, and
which never was known to fail in the de-ired effect. At Hull also this

practice has become pretty general. At Liverpool it is known that ships
sometimes in the habit of taking cargoes of salt on bnaid, are never sub-

ject to the dry rot : the crevices in the ship being closed up with salt, will

preserve them from any attack of the fungus for many years.

BARBAUV POWERS.

THE following contrast between the situation of Britain, in 1083 and

1816, as respects the above powers, cannot but prove grateful to our na-

tional feelings. In the former year, the inhnbisants of Algier, after their

city had been twice bombarded by the French, sent deputies to make their

submission, and demand peace. They delivered up all the Christian cap-

tives in their possession, besides paying a considerable sum of money, which

is the greatest punishment that can be inflicted on a corsair. Tunis and

Tripoli made the like submission. Dam'revilie, captain of a French ship

of war, being at Algier, for the purpose of releasing ail the Christian cap-
tives there in the French King's name (Louis XIVj, found several English-

men among them, who, after they were on board, insisted to Damfreville,

that it was on the King of England's account they had been set at liberty :

on which the French captain sent fr the Alerine otlicers, and putting the

English into their hands again ;

" These people," said he,
*'

pretend that

they are released wholly in their own Kind's name mine, therefore, will

not take the liberty of offering them his protection. I therefore deliver

them up to you agnin it now remains with you to shew what you owe

the King of England." The English were carried back to their former sla-

very.
" This anecdote,'' says Voltaire, from whose work on the age of

Louis XIV. it is quoted,
"
may serve to indicate the pride of the English,

the weakness of Charles ll.'s administration, and the respect which all na-

tions had for Louis XIV."

Now inark the contrast In IB,'6, a British squadron, under the gallant

Exmouth, in a worthier cr;, afier reducing the fortifications of Algier to a

lie:ip of ruins, obtains tho unconditional release of all Christian captives,

and restores tiiem to their several countries, together witii a large sum of
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money, reimbursed by the corsairs, without parade, and in the most disin-

terested manner, indifferent to what country the slaves belonged, or whom

they might acknowledge to be their deliverers: while France, to her eternal

disgrace, at the same time, had a frigate in the bay, which not only remained

passive, but may be suspected even to have furnished the Algerines with

private assistance !

LORD CASTLEREACH.

IN the year 1787, as the present Lord Castlereagh, then Mr. Stewart,

was enjoying the pleasures of an aquatic excursion with his schoolfellow

and friend, Mr. Sturrock, near Castle Stewart, the scat of his Lordship's

father, the Earl of Londonderry, unaccompanied by any other person, a

violent squall of wind upset the boat, at the distance of two miles from the

shore. Lord Casllereagh, who was an excellent swimmer, recollecting that

Mr. Sturrock could not swim, immediately on the boat sinking directed his

attention to his friend, swam to him, placed a piece of a broken oar under

his breast, recommended him with the most encouraging composure and

presence of mind to remain as long as he could on this piece of wood, and,

when fatigued, to turn himself on his back, which he shewed him how to

effect, by placing himself in that position. He continued swimming near

his friend, occasionally raising his hands, in the hope that some one might
discover their perilous situation. Mr. Sturrock's father, and Mr. Clealand,

his Lordship's tutor, had been looking at the boat previous to the squall,

from which they had taken shelter in a temple in the gardens at Mount

Stewart. Upon the storm subsiding, these gentlemen quitted tlie place,

immediately missed the boat, and concluded that she was lost. Most pro-

videntially, they found in the harbour a small boat, into which they sprung,
with feelings which it would be in vain to describe, and, after rowing with

all the:r vigor fur a mile and a half, jthey at last discovered, as the waves

rose and fell, a hat, and not far from it a hand waving : they redoubled

their exertions, and came up to Lord Castlereagh.
" Never mind me (said

his Lordship) ;
for God's sake go to Sturrock, or he will be lost leave me,

I can support myself until you return." They accordingly left him, and

arrived nt the critical moment when his young fiie id had just risen, after

S'nking the first time, and seizing him by the h iir, they drew him, senseless

?.ii,i exhausted, into the boat. They then returned to his Lordship, and

rescued him also. It is impossible to describe the alternate agony and joy
wh.fh characterised the whole of this awful and impressive scene.

A PIG IN DISTRESS.

A ( InAvrsFxn fishing smack, on her voyage to the North Seas, having
arrived ;i few days ago off the coast of Norfolk, the hands observed a

Granger nut of his element, and hauled in, not a codjis/i, or any other of
the scaly tribe, but a live barrow pig, to the great amusement of the fish-

ermen. What makes this circumstance very singular is, that there was no
other vcssd in sight, no current setting that way, the sea ran high, nnd
tic (i:st.;n,cc from the land being very considerable) the poor pig must have

(/-'en -.ume time afloat.
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THE CAPTAIN PACHA AND GOVERNOR OP SMYRNA.

LETTER from Smyrna, dated August 30, 1816. The fleet of the Cap-
tain Pacha, Grand Admiral of the Ottoman Empire, 44 sail in number,
cast anchor in our roads on the 25th instant. The appearance of this

force was fatal to our Governor, Hadgi Mahmed Kialip Oglou. On the

second visit which he made to the High-Admiral, he was arrested by his

orders on board the fleet, beheaded the same evening, and his head sent

by a Tartar to Constantinople. This event threw in particular all th

Europeans here into the greatest consternation, for this Governor main-

tained, in respect to them, the strictest police in the trading places of the

Levant. The Captain Pacha, as soon as he was informed of the apprehen-
sion of the Europeans, sent word to the Consuls, desiring them to assure

their countrymen, that he would strictly maintain the tranquillity of the

city, and that Oglou's successor would pay the same attention.

It is affirmed, that in the Grand Seignior's firman, sentencing Oglou to

death, it is alleged, among other reasons, that he had enriched himself by
illicit trade, exportation of provisions and oil, &c. The following cir-

cumstances have, however, probably contributed to his punishment :

Kialip Oglou, as agent for the government of Algier, had enlisted men
for the service of that Regency. In order to accelerate the departure of

a division of recruits, he caused (as he had already done on a former occa-

sion) people to be forcibly seized, and confined on board of the transport.

Among these were some camel drivers, who had brought corn to market.

Their companions fled and none of them would venture to come to

Smyrna, by which the price of provisions rose, and murmurs broke out

among the people. But on his causing an Iman and three Moors to be

taken in the night from a mosque, the public indignation broke out into

open tumult. A body of 3,000 persons, among whom were many women,
and all the Chiefs of the Janissaries, went to the Mehkeme, where they

declared aloud, that Oglou formally attacked religion, since during the

festival of the Ramadan he caused the faithful, and those who preached to

them, to lie seized even in the mosque?, that he exposed the city to

famine, by seizing those who brought corn and all this to assist by vio-

lence the pirates of Airier, for which they demanded revenge, and desired

he would immediaUly repair to the JVk'hkome. The Cadi granted this;

but Oglou, notwithstanding the summons, did not appear; and this general

insurrection would certainly have been then fatal to all the Europeans, had

not Osman Zede, the Biisli Ayan of the city, succeeded in appeasing the

tumults, by promising the people every thing. The s>hip for Algier sailed,

however, die next morning. Mean time the Mollo sent a messenger to

the Captain Pacha, who was with his fleet at imchor before Scio. The
latter seemed to treat die matter biighily, in order, as is believed, to appear
the more unexpectedly before Smyrna.

Kialip Oglou received considerable presents from the Algerine goverrir

ment, for his zealous endeavours, and particularly the cargo ol corn which

was un board the ship that cume tu feicli the recruits. It was pretended
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that it was for the supply of the city, but he caused it to be sold for !ii

own account in the European ports of the Mediterranean.

Ilis brother, who was chief of the Customs, is likewise removed from

his office, and must settle his accounts under the inspection of two of the

Admiral's officers, The Admiral has, mean time, taken possession of the

great and magnificent Palace he hud the folly to build and furnish, and it

is supposed he also will be beheaded as soon as his accounts are closed.

The Jarge property of Kinlip Oglou falls to the Sultan's treasury.

RUSSIAN EXPEDITION.

ON the 19th October, the ships Suwarrow and Kutusow, belonging t

the Russian American Company, under the command of Captain Ilaige-

meister, of the Imperial Navy, sailed from Cronstadt for the Aleutian

Islands and the norih-west coast of America. Their cargoes consist of

various articles necessary for the colonies. Mr. Haigemeister was born in

Esthonia, servfd by order of the government for several years as a volunteer

on board the English fleet, and was present at several naval actions under

Nelson. In 1KOG and 18f>7, he made a voyage to the north west coast of

America for the Russian Company, and returned by land through Siberia.

Oi t!ic
biiij.'S now under his command, is the Suwarrow, also under his

command last summer, from a voyage to those colonies, and the Kutusow,
a vessel which conveyed Moreau from America to Europe, and was after-

waria bought l.y the Russian Company, who gave it ihe name it now bears.

As Cu>t;;in Lusarcw was at Lima a year ago, the government was very

friendly and attentive to him ; the Emperor has, therefore, conferred on

the \ iceioy of Peru, the Marquis de laConcordia, the Order of St. Anne of

the fii-.il class
;
and the same order of the second class on the Director of

the Philippine Company, Don Pedro Abadia, and sent the insignia to ihe

Russian Minister at Madrid, to be forwarded to their destination.

ir..j'MiN JIAKKER'S METHOD OF PURIFYING WIIALE OIL,* OR WATER.

T>.K i. a garden flower-pot, glazed internally and externally, and into tha

h<i!<; in us bottom compress a piece of cleau dry sponge, so as to fit very
uju in the hole, and that part of the sponge remains above the hole, and

p:ii-t
below it

; then having placed any vessel as a receiver beneath, fill the

f!'!.\(t- pot with the oil to be purified, it will percolate through the sponge
into i. he lower vessel, part attached to the sponge, and part at its bottom.

'ji he-e impurities or dags may be scraped off the sponge, and the operation

proceeded in many times before there xvill be a necessity to take out the

sponge u> be perfectly cleaned. The oil which has passed the sponge is

thi 'ii fit for u-e.

* Foi tliis invention, Mr. John Barker, who resides at No. 25, Great Wild-

>trcei, Lincoln's Inn fields, received a premium of five guineas from the Society
f't/r the encouragement of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce.
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TO PRESERVE CARROTS, &C. FIT FOR FOOD DURING THE WINTER MONTHS,
OR FOR USE ON A VOYAGE.

H. B WAY, Esq. of Bridport Harbour, Dorsetshire, has been presented
with the silver Ceres medal, by the Society for the encouragement of Arts,
&c. for his mode of preserving carrots, &c. as follows : The carrots were

sown broadcast in the usual way in Mr. Way's garden, on the 23d March,

1814, and thinned out as wanted for family use. On the 20th of August
following they were all dug up, the greens and tops of the roots cut off,

and cleared from the earth that adhered to them, and immediately the

carrots put in a dry cask, and then a layer of earth in the bottom of the

cask, and then a layer of carrots and earth alternately, till the whole be

put in, and a cover put on the cask. The cask was then placed in a dry
cellar. Mr Way states them to be vastly superior to carrots that remain

in the ground till the latter end of September or October, and then taken

up and preserved. Some of the carrots as above preserved were used on

the 20th of April, 1815, and eat as ^ood as when first packed in the cask,

but they require nearly double the time in boiling that carrots do when

immediately taken out of the ground.

CORRESPONDENCE.

On the Construction of our Fi igatet.

MR. EDITOR,

f "^IIE purport of the following statement is to convince you, that there

-"- has been considerable want ofjudgment displayed in the construction

of our frigates for the last forty years; and if you think it will not be un-

acceptable to the readers of the Naval Chronicle, you will oblige me by

giving it a place in that publication.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

IN the war which commenced with France in the year 1756, and ended

iu 1763, the principal part of the frigates belonging to both nations averaged

t>30 tons, carried 32 guns, twelve and six-pounders, and 220 men each :

and whenever the parlies happened to meet, the British frigates always

compelled their adversaries to surrender after a buttle, which seldom ex-

ceeded two hours, in which the Frenchmen lost one or two, and sometimes

all the lower masts, besides having double the number of men killed and

wounded to that of their opponents. But in the month of June, 1773, the

French government gave an order to construct their frigates of the above

force three feet broader, and twelve feet longer than the former, which

$ato.f)r0n. Vol. XXXVI. 3 c
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made them 250 tons, or more than a fourth larger than the old class, ant!

the complement being raised, in the same proportion, to 290 men, they
became exactly as five is to three, superior to the British frigates of the

same rate. And if it required the utmost exertions of our seamen to make
them submit, when precisely equal at all points, what was to be expected
in the event of another war, but to hear that these ships, or any other of

the same dimensions, were either taken or destroyed, if obliged to fight

them under such disadvantages. However, notwithstanding that was evi-

dent, an order was immediately given to build several frigates of 3<J guns,

of the same tonnage as before
;
but in consequence of forming their bot-

toms upon a different construction from the old clasS, their rate of sailing

was not equal to them, or to the French frigates that were taken in the war

of 1760 ;
and particularly to those which were afterwards captured in the

contest of 1780 ;
and that I know from experience, having served on board

of one of them built in 1773 more than five years ; and though she sailed

as fast as most of the frigates constructed between that time and 1781,

when she was lost, yet I have frequently seen loaded merchantmen and

Dutch doggers leave her astern when going by the wind against a sea: nor

was she ever capable of coining up with a single privateer in the course of

five years, though she gave chase to many of them of all descriptions ; and

in consequence of frequently missing stay, when she ought to have per-

formed it, the ship was very near being lost, with all the crew : and several

frigates were then constructing upon a smaller scale, which averaged 590

tons, and were to carry twenty-eight nine and three-pounders, and 200

men
; when, at the same time, it was well known, that there were no such

paltry frigates in the French King's service to contend with them ; there-

fore, British courage was supposed to be capable of overcoming all difficul-

ties, and those ships were expected to take French frigates of 32 guns,

even after they were become two-fifths more powerful than the old class of

the same rate, and the latter were exactly in the same proportion superior

to the above British frigates ;
for they discharged one-third more metal

from each broadside; in balls very near a third heavier than their oppo-
nents (the French twelve being thirteen pounds English), besides having-

the advantage of a seventh in the tonnage, and a tenth in the number of

inun. Ami upon that economical confined scale were we constructing our

single-deck ships,
when the war commenced in the year i7f8, by a battle

bc.twcc-n the Arethusa (formerly French), of 32 guns, and 220 men, and

the iiclle I'oule, one of the new class of the seme rate ; and after a battle

of four hours, the main-mast of the former went by the board ; and if the

Monarch, which
l,iy

in sight becalmed, had not obtained a breeze which

enabled her to bear down, and oblige the enemy to sheer otf, there is iitile

doubt, after that material accident, but that the British frigate must have

mrrondercd, and then the popular song,
" On board of the Arethusa,"'

would never have been brought upon the stage to entertain the public.
Soon after that contest, advice was received from the West Indies, that

the Minerva, of ">'i. guns, was taken and carried into Cape Francoise, by the

Concorde, of the same force. These very unexpected occurrences, how-

*vcr, had not the effect of convincing us, that our frigates were too light ;
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for the Fox, of 28 guns, was sent off Brest for the purpose of meeting a

French frigate, and was conducted into that harbour by the Junon, of S-1

guns, which having the advantage of one-third in tonnage, men, and metal,
was more than double her capacity, and could easily have taken two such

ships, one after the other, in the course of a day. Then, for the first

time, the public papers represented these frigates as being totally unfit to

blockade the French ports, and only qualified to engage privateers ;
and the

late Admiral (then Captain) M'Bride rep( rted them in the House of Com-
mons to be an useless class of ships, that were only calculated to tarnish the

honor of the brave men who had the misfortune to command them.

Had he then seen the large French frigates of 32 guns, which were after-

wards taken, he would have reprobated our petty class of that rate also.

Captain M'Bride, at the same time, expressed his disapprobation at

our building ships of 64 guns, which he justly observed, were neither capa-
ble of sailing so fast, nor of carrying sail with 74's

; and, that when the

former could only shew two or three of the aftermost lower-deck guns, in a

swell or a sea, the latter could fight the whole tier. But he was told in

reply, that he brought the language of a porter into the House, and that

there was not a clerk in the office who was not as well acquainted with the

subject on which he had treated as himself. It appears, therefore, that be-

cause the captain spoke important truths in unpolished language, that was

not only to be considered as a sufficient excuse to treat his observations

with contempt, but to cover the misconduct of those who had neglected

their duty, in not providing frigates equal in tonnage to the enemy's of the

same rate
;
and to continue building them upon the old scale, to disgrace

the British flag, and to be an useless expensive burthen upon the country.

Having already proved that, in three instances, I will now produce th

following to support my assertion. The Southampton, of 32 guns, was

crippled and beat off by a French frigate bound to America, with ordnance

stores and clothing for the army. The Apollo, of the same rate, was dis-

abled, in a severe action with a French frigate of equal force, also bound

to America, with brass cannon, and a considerable quantity of cash to pay
the French troops, which would have been a capital prize to the British fri-

gate, had she been equal to her adversary at all other points, as well as the

metal. The Quebec, of 32 guns, was sent off Brest, where she fell in with

the Surveillante, of the same force, and after a battle of three hours and a

half, both ships were totally dismasted, ?nd the Quebec caught fire through

the misconduct of the crew, in discharging the guns through the wreck of

the main-mast, which had fallen over them, instead of clearing it away :

but had the British frigate been equal to her adversary in tonnage and men,

there is no doubt but that the enemy's colours would have been struck an

hour sooner (as in the former war), and a fine frigate would not only have

been added to our navy, instead of losing one, but the French would not

have had that opportunity of disputing the superior talents of British seamen ;

for the force of a ship is calculated upon the number of gnns, and weight

of metal that she carries tonnage and men are entirely out of the

question ; because it is supposed that the government ships of all nations,

which are exactly upon a par with respect to the metal, are equally so at
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all other points ;
and that one power will not have the vanity to suppose

that their ships can beat those of another, in the proportion of three to five,

by allowing them the advantage of one-fourth in the tonnage and men ;

and in some cases, with the Americans, of more than two to one, by their

bavins; hail also the same superiority in the number of guns and weight of

metal. To prove this clearly, I must observe, that if a frigate, rated at

38 guns, were mounted with 28 24-pounders, and 16 42- pounder carronadcs,

and another ship exactly one-fourth larger in the tonnage, was furnished

with the same number of 18- pounders and 32-pounder carronades, and each

of them had a complement of 350 men, who were equal in strength and

abilities on both sides, that then, under those circumstances, they would be

exactly upon an equality at all points; because, the difference in the dimen-

sions of the ships would correspond precisely with the difference in the

diameter of the shot; therefore, the 18 and 3'2|:ound balls would have

exactly the same effect upon the hull and spars of the small ship, that the

shot one-fourth heavier would have upon the larger ;
but if their guns

were exchanged, then each ship would have her proper metal, and the

stoutest would be superior to the other as five is to three, with respect to

the force; to which add one-fourth to the complement of men, and she

would then be exactly of double the capacity : but if the nuniVer of guns
were increased on board the large ship one-fourth, then, of course, the

balance in her favor would became as fourteen is to six, or as seven is to

three. I think the truth of this statement must appear so evident to

the reader, whether seaman or landman, as not to admit of any dispute

upon the subject. Having now shewn, that all our frigates of 32 guns, that

were engaged \\ith the French in the course of that war, failed to perform
their duty, for the reasons above stated, I will now produce proofs of our

inability to make them submit, with captured ships of the same tonnage >

lor the Magicienne, mounting 32 guns when taken, but absurdly rated in

our service at 06, was dismasted and beat otF by the Cvbille, carrying only
32 guns ;

and the Capricieux French frigate, of the same rate, engaged
the FVudcntc, of 36 guns, for four hours, and obliged her to drop astern,

notwithstanding, she had not a chance of escaping, as there w;is another
IJrit'.sh frigate in sight, that gave chase at the same time, which soon ai'icr

came up, with light airs, and compelled her to surrender. It appear*,
therefore, that those stout French-built ships, which were much more

expensive in their repairs and equipment than our own, that carried the
same weight of metal, were equally as useless to (he country ; but their

want of success must be attributed to those who rejected the application of
their captains for a greater number of hands, which they certainly required,
having only 240 men, which was the complement of the Pallas, Venus,
and Brilliant, of the same rate, that were not so large by 200 tons. Nor
was there a frigate in the service calculated to take a French ship of 32

gnus, till the war was nearly half over
; and then the largest frigate ever

built in Fiighnd, and the first to carry heavy metal, was launched at

Deptford ;
and being furnished with 36 18 and 9-poundc-rs, and 260 men,

wver.-dglits of whom were any thing but seamen, she proceeded off Brest,
where she fortunately captured the Nymphe French frigate, which, though
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on?y mounted with 32 12 and 6-pounders, was 68 ton larger than her oppo-

nent, and had on board 291 men. But the success of the Flora must be attri-

buted to the temerity of the French, who made several desperate attempts

to board her, which was greatly against them : for in descending the side of

their own ship, and mounting that of the Flora's, they were destroyed in

great numbers with the pike, bayonet, and tommahawk (by the firitish

landmen, who were well defended by barricadoes), and were at last re-

pulsed, with the loss of half the crew. Whereas, hud the Frenchmen stood

to their guns, instead of boarding, with the use of which, from long prac-

tice, they were much better acquainted than their untutored adversaries,

there is little doubt but that the result would have convinced us of the im-

propriety of sending a ship just launched upon that station, without giving

time for the officers to exercise and regulate a young ship's company. About

the same time, another clumsy frigate, of superior rate, called the Minerva,

appeared at Spithead, crowded with 28 guns upon the main-deck, which

was or.lv the length and burthen of the Nymphe, and other French frigates

of that class, though not equal to the Due d'Artois, just then taken, of

the same force, by 222 tons. But instead of constructing at least twenty

frigates upon a larger scale, and a better model for sailing, we recommenced

building two-deck ships as substitutes, to carry 44 18 and Q-pounders,

and 500 men, that were not so large as the French frigates of 32 guns, by
50 tons : and though they were not only found to be top heavy, but to sail

indifferently, as might have been expected, and were liable to be taken by

the above frigates, if a swell or the least sea prevented them from fighting

the lower tier ; yet these grand defects were overlooked, and more than

twenty of them were constructed in the course of eight years, the greatest

part of which were afterwards converted into store and troop-ships, and

the rest into guard-ships. But notwithstanding our negligence in not

having frigates equal in tonnage to the enemy's, there were no less than

thirteen French ships of that description, amounting from 30 to 40 guns,

in our possession when hostilities ceased, the whole of which were taken by

fleets, squadrons, and two-deck ships, the Nymphe exceptcd ; and there

were three Spanish frigates captured, the smallest of which, mounting 28

guns, was 276 tons, or near one-third larger than the Pearl, of 32, which

took her, and the enemy had or. board 270 men. Six American frigates

were also taken, but not one of them by a single British frigale, and

another blew up while engaging the Yarmouth, 64.

[t is evident, then, that in a contest of seven years with America, four

and a half with France, three and a half with Spain, and a year and a half

with Holland, that of fifty frigates that were upon an average ontfhe navy

list, mounting 12 and 9-poundeis, not any of them succeeded in taking an

established government frigate from one of the powers with whom we were
at war, except the Pearl, and that was only a contemptible Spaniard, car-

rying a less number of guns; but her superiority in tonnage and men enabled

her to maintain an action for two hours and a half, the greatest part of

which time it was very uncertain who would be obliged to strike first ;

therefore, the Flora, small as she was in proportion to her metal, per-
formed more honorable points of service in the course of two years, tlma
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all the frigates in the British navy, consisting of fifty, executed in seven ;

for she took a French frigate, of 32 guns, superior to her in every thing

but the metal, at one time; and a Dutch frigate, of 36, at another; and

after shifting the prisoners, she bore down and obliged another Dutch

ship, of the same force, to sheer off, and leave the Crescent frigate, which

had just surrendered, to be retaken; but unfortunately, a few days after,

they fell in with the Fripon and Gloire, French frigates, of 32 guns, and

their captains perceiving the Crescent to have lost her main-mast, and the

other ships to be disabled, bore down with an intent to attack them, which

obliged Captain Peer Williams, of the Flora, to make sail, and leave his

prizes to be taken. The mortifying result of that action ought to have

convinced us of the impropriety of building frigates of 28 guns, or even of

32, upon the small scale we were then constructing them ; for had the

Crescent been equal to the Flora, or only a 32 of proper dimensions, not

only both the Hollanders would have been taken, but the Frenchman also,

had they dared to attack them
; and many of our brave fellows would have

gained a little prize-money, as well as credit, for their exertions, instead

of going to prison.

.Soon after the commencement of another war, in the year 1793, the

Boston, Venus, and Thames, of 32 guns each, were beat off by frigates of

superior force ;
and then an order was given to construct several ships of

the same contemptible rate, to carry 18-pnunders, and 254 men, that were

actually not so large as the French-built frigates then in our service, which

were taken in the former war, and only mounted the same number of 12-

poundcrs, by 130 tons : this must appear extraordinary even tolandmen ;

tor they will naturally suppose, that if our frigates mounted one-third

heavier metal than the enemy's, they ought to have been at least one-fifth

larger to support the weight of it, and to carry a superior number of men
to fight the guns : but here we find the balance on these important points
to have been nearly as much against them, as it should have been in their

favor
;

tlie ships alluded to, are the late Cerberus, Galatea, Stag, Unicorn,

Pallas, <\e.
;

the last named ship was wrecked at the foot of Mount Buton,

near Plymouth, in consequence of supplying her and the rest of them with

the anchors and cables of the old class of the same rate, that were

n<>t so large by 120 tons: therefore, in order to save about SCO/, the

difference of expense between proper ground tackling, and that which they

were furnished with, the value of 20,000/. was lost; and if the ship had

pone on shore at half-flood; instead of high-water, the greatest part of the

crew, it" not all hands, would have perished. 13ut that was not the only
fault in iheir equipment ;

for they were mounted with 18-pounders, five

hundred weight heavier than those on board the frigates of 38 guns, which

weic a fourth larger in the tonnage ;
and on the other hand, they were pro-

vided with masts and yards that were too light, and did not give them a

sutlicieut spread of canvas, for which reason they sailed indifferently. Ten

vcars after the above ships were launched, we again resumed building

frigates of the same rate, to carry 12 -pounders; but instead of forming

ilinn upon a larger scale, they were actually of less burthen than those

which were constructed forty-five years before, measuring only 6G4 torts.
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I have further to observe, that for the last thirty years, all the maritime

powers of Europe, and also the Americans, have been constructing frigates

to carry 44 guns, which have averaged 1120 tons, and none of them have

had less than 28 guns upon the main-deck, while in the course of

that time about one half of our frigates have been built to mount
42 guns, have averaged 920 men, and not any of them have car-

ried more than 26 guns upon that deck. Now, I am inclined to think,

that if those gentlemen who had the directing of their plans, had considered

that a gun may be discharged from a ship twelve times an hour, nnd conse-

quently, in a battle of three hours, would deliver six dozen of balls, with the

guns double-shotted, they would not have given them that advantage, toge-
ther with a sixth on the tonnage and men

;
for if every six of them six dozen

of balls, or only half that number, were to pierce the twelve squares of dead

wood between the guns, which are six feet each way, and behind every one

of them twelve men are stationed, more than one-third of the people at

those quarters would be either killed or wounded : and it is not improba-

ble, in a close action of three hours with smooth water, for half the num-
ber of shot which might be discharged from that single gun, which is in

the enemy's favor, to cause the destruction above-mentioned. But it maj
Le said, that those ships were found sufficiently powerful to take the

French frigates in the course of the late war ; and that I acknowledge,

generally, but there are instances to the contrary ;
for the Creole and

Astrea were beat off at the close of it, near the Western Islands, by the

Etoile and Sultane
;
and the former were under the necessity of returning

home, without having gained much credit, in order to have their damages

repaired, at considerable expense ; while, in the mean time, the French'

men kept their station, and destroyed about five hundred thousand pounds
worth of goods and shipping for the merchants. But in returning to port,

the Etoile fell in with the Hebrus, of 36 guns, which she engaged for two-

hours and a qu irtcr before her surrender, notwithstanding she lost the ser-

vices of fifty men in the first action, and was considerably disabled. And
as frigates of 38 guns are, every tiling considered, one-fourth superior to

those of 36, I am of opinion, that if the Astrea and Creole had been of

that class, both the Frenchmen would have been taken, or at least so much

disabled, as to have been under the necessity of returning to port imme-

diately; and in either case, the serious losses which the merchants sus-

tained would have Ijeen prevented. Frigates, of 36 guns, it must be ac-

knowledged, have generally succeeded in taking their opponents, after

much hard fighting ; but then at the same time it must be allowed, that if

they had been equal to them at all points, instead of being o*ie-thiid

inferior, the battles would have terminated much sooner, and of course the

loss of men, and the damages which the ships sustained, would not have

been so great ; the expense also for repairs, and time requisite to complete

them, would have been considerably less, and the ships sooner ready for

service.
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MR. EDITOR, 8th November, 1816.

WHILST
such reductions have been made in every other department,

both in the army and navy, in consequence of peace, it has been

observed with wonder and surprise, that the late vacancies at the Board of

Admiralty have both been filled up, and that no change of system, or any
reduction, is intended or contemplated there. Ministers justify this deter-

mination on the plea, that the same number of commissioners have been

employed at that Board for the last two hundred years, during peace as

well as war, and therefore the same number must now be still kept up;
this is a very comfortable sort of doctrine for the Lords lately appointed;
but that it is agreeable to the country, or fair to other departments, where

much reduction has taken place, I will not take upon me to assert ; at the

same time, I must say, that the selection and appointment of one of the

gentlemen, Sir Graham Moore, lias, I know, given great satisfaction, as he

is allowed to be one of our best and most active officers, and a clever man :

nor ought it to be forgotten, that he is the brother of the gallant General

Sir John Moore, who died gloriously at Corunna, at the head of his troops ;

it. is therefore very pleasing to see the Admiral filling a place at the Board

of Admiralty, where, I am confident, he will do his duty, and a/I he can

for the good of the service. The other new Commissioner is a gallant

young soldier, the Marquis of Worcester, who, if he has not fought under

a Nelson or an Kxmouth, has made several campaigns with our brave and

victorious Wellington, and who, I do not believe, would have accepted his

present office as matter of choice ;
he has been imprudent, and, I must say,

is misplaced in being made a Lord ofAdmiralty, although he will, no doubt,

having fair abilities, prove equally useful there, with many who have sat

before him. Seeing, therefore, that this Board is to continue on the same

footing, in time of peace as in war, it is surely to be hoped, the duties in-

cumbent on it to discharge, being now much fewer, they will be executed

in such a way, as to leave no room for the nation or the naval service to

complain of carelessness or inattention. The outfit, and execution of

the late expedition to Algier, reflects credit on the Board of Admiralty ;

and now that profound peace reigns throughout Europe, and we have but

few squadrons abroad requiring much attention, it is certainly the proper
time tor the Commissioners to set themselves seriously to work, to consider

in th lirst place the merits of the different plans suggested to them, for

improving and ameliorating the service, and then to proceed to put these

improvements into execution, with as little delay as possible. I have

before adverted to some of them, and would now beg leave to remark, that

with regard to the continuance of impressment, and a fixed system of com"

);!/id, being introduced into our naval service (on both of which topics

Ncslor writes so zealously arid clearly), I have no doubt whatever, that it

is not the intention of government to resort again to the system of imprest'

moil to man our fleets in case of war, as we cannot, [ think, again require

tin same number of seamen as, in our late war; and most naval men

agree in thinking it ought to be abandoned, and must be so. I think,

therefore, some assurance froir* Government, or the Board of Admiralty,

might be given to that effect, declaring that nothing but absolute
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necessity shall drive them to resort any more to such a practice ; for my
own part, I am confident a small bounty, on the commencement of a war,

will procure plenty of men, and God forbid we should have more wars of

ticenty ye.urs duration. The ftvtd system of command is imperiously re-

ouired ; and this is universally allowed. Nor, Mr. Editor, is it less the

duty of the Admiralty to consider again, whether the payment of ships oil

foreign stations is not also very practicable, as it is admitted to be very ne-

cessary and desirable. The old commanders and lieutenants are still neg-

lected, still unattended to
; ,nor have any adequate retired lists of those two

classes of officers yet been formed ;
nor any compensation for loss of

effects by shipwreck yet allowed ;
but I arn glad to see that travelling ex-

penses has been allowed to officers employed at Airier, and suppose this

will henceforth become the practice of the service. It is now assuredly the

time for these and other improvements to be introduced into the service ;

and if this is not done, it will be the duty uf Parliament (and I trust will

not be neglected) to call on the Board of Admiralty lor the reasons of such

inattention and want of regard to the best interests of that service over

\vhi,',h they preside, so important to the prosperity and glory of Old

England.

Nor is their assiduous care less due to the building and repairing of our

men of war : on this head, the remarks of other correspondents* leave

me little to observe. In hopes of seeing the work of reformation and im-

provement successfully and diligently pursued by the Board of Admiralty
in time of peace, I am, Sir, &c.

t^ tired.

MR. r.mTOu, 6/A October, 1816.

IX
a former letter, I made a few remarks on its being the duty of

relatives, friends, and companions in arms, to rescue from oblivion

the honorable names of departed naval officers, by |.>ut ting together the

particulars of their services to their King and Country ; I look, indeed,

upon this duty as no less imperious than that of raising monuments to their

memory ; and it is of inconsiderable moment, whether one officer had more

opportunities <>f distinguishing himself than another, whose private virtues

may again have been a-* far superior to his ; and the lustre of these is no

less dazzling and delightful to the minds of the young and will-principled

officer, nor less import,mt and e-sential to his fuiure happiness and

respectability, than the glowing annals of brilliant, actions with the enemy :

the fact is, that united, they form the naval hero ;
but the worthy seaman,

who wanted opportunity only to shine with eiju ! brightness in the

hemisphere of our naval victors, may also cl-.iiiu a place amongst

*
JS'eptunus, Albion, &c.

n. Vol. XXXVI. 3 D
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England's naval worthies, of which the list is long. I had occasion, lately,

Mr. Editor, to refer to your 25th volume, in which is recorded the life and

brilliant achievements of a very brave and gallant officer, Sir A. S. Douglas,
who was Lord Howe's captain in the Queen Charlotte on the 1st of June,
and led the attack on the French fleet by Lord Briu'port in the year after,

in which he displayed the most ardent courage, and the most scientific skill

as a seaman ; unhappily for his country, and his family, he died of tht

effects of a wound received on the 1st of June, soon after Lord Bridport's
notion. The memoirs of this greatly lamented officer are chiefly taken

from his own letters to his uncle, Sir A. S Hammond, late comptroller of

the navy ;
and from a brief but highly interesting account of his professional

services, drawn up by himself, at his uncle's request. What I would

now suggest, and strongly recommend to naval men, is the embracing the

period of leisure and retirement which a state of peace with all the world

allows to so many of them, to make notes or memoranda of their pro-

fessional services,* and the most interesting circumstances of their lives ;

these, if not given to the public now, can remain, if they wish it so, safely

deposited in their escrutoir, until they fall into the hands of those who

come after them, whose duty it will then be to give them to the public,

thrush the medium of your valuable and interesting work, which,

Mr. Editor, has already recorded the private worth and glorious profes-

sional services of so many of England's naval worthies : let it not be said>

therefore, that services of less value or brilliancy possess no interest in the

fve of the public, of naval readers ; every officer who has passed the best

rears of his life in the service of his country, must have met with many
difficult trials, wherein his skill and fortitude must have been put to the

severest test
;
and to record these for the information and instruction of

those \\ho may be placed in similar circumstances, is no less his duty,

than it will, when undertaken, prove a light and pleasant task. I am

hopeful, Mr. Editor, that now so many naval officers are living in retire-

n.ri.t, free from the cares and bustle of service, many of them will adopt

n:y suggestion, and furnish you with accounts of dangers they have ex-

} ciicnced, resources they had recourse to under them, and other circum-

stances highly important for naval men to know, and interesting in general
t;i your readers to peruse. Nor is it less their duty find province, freely

to communicate what improvements they think desirable in our sen ice;

which has attained such unrivalled excellence in active service, and yet is

ttliowcd still to stand in need of considerable reform in its subordinate

rieiuiis, and even general administration
; by doing so, I am convinced

much "tj'id would follow.

O

liave it to do, in order to obtain pensions for wounds, &c.
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On bestowing Medals on the Officers and Men who fought at Algier.

MR. EDITOR, October 7lh, 1816.

EVERY generous mind must have rejoiced sincerely in the success of

Viscount Exmouth's glorious expedition, and must therefore view,

with feelings of satisfaction and approbation, the highly merited honors and

promotion so liberally dispensed amongst the gallant officers who served in

the cause of humanity. Surely the navy have not cause now to say, that

they have been overlooked
;

* one thing more, however, in my opinion,

is wanting ; viz. medals to perpetuate the victory, and to adorn the

breasts of those who won it
;
these ought to represent the deliverance (>f ihg

captives, and to be bestowed on both officers and men, as at Waterloo.

On the Severity and Vexation of Naval Punishments.

MR. EDITOR, 25! h September, 1816.

THE proportion of men punished in the navy is much greater than in

civil society. Those who wish to make accurate calculations on the

subject, may have recourse to the punishment lists, now transmitted to the

Admiralty ;
but it is to be observed, that this transmission is a late regula-

tion, and it is probable the number of punishments may have considerably

decreased, since the captains have known their superiors would see their

works
;
and since corporeal punishment lately has been much a subject of

public conversation, public execration, and parliamentary inquiry. Be-

sides the punishments stated in these public returns, there are other cuslo.'/iS

on board ship of punishing seamen, other more hfart-breaking modes of

compelling obedience. These modes and customs are only purtinlly coun-

tenanced ;
the Admiralty, I believe, disapprove of them, but com ta mar-

tial do not punish them.

The most prominent of these customs is what is called "
Starting ;" that

is, one man beating another with a piece of rope, ns hard as he can hit

him ; the oilier being perfectly defenceless
;

and forbid even to look dis-

pleased, as that is
<;

Contempt," or "
Disrespect." No register is kept of

this, as of the floggings at the gangway ; no account is rendered to any

superior; the captain being responsible for his inflicting this punishment,
to nothing but his conscience.

I am aware, that this punishment is so dreadful, so hostile to the feelings

nnd ideas of every Briton, unpolluted by what is miscalled naval discipline,

that it is going fast out of practice ; but I have seen it administered in

1312, and heard the captain allege for doing it, he should be ashamed of

transmitting his punishment list, it would be so crowded was he to flo^

every man whom he thought deserved it.

.. . . .
i ii mi, ,. , ,m

* Of course the wounded will receive pensions.
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Starting is more generally used for want of alacrity than for any other

offence. I have witnessed its being practised in the following manner:

In hoisting the topsails to the mast head, hoisting boats in and out, hoist-

ing in beer and water, and such like duties
;
when they were not done with

smartness, the captain stationed the boatswain's mates at different parts of

the deck, each with a rope's end, with orders to beat evert/ man as bo

passed (hem. The proportion of boatswains' mates to ships is two to

the first hundred men, a:u! one to every hundred afterwards. In performing
all these liitle pieces of duty, every man almost, as he ran and pulltd upon
the rope, had to pass these boatswains' mates, who of course, according

to the captain's orders, beat them. Thus, whether good or bad, whether

eld or youni:, whether sailor or marine, whether exerting himself or not,

nearly every man in the ship got a beating. Sometimes these evolutions

were frequently repeated, for the sake of exercise and " order ;
" and E

have seen them last so long, that when done, the whole ship's company
were lying about the decks like so many hard^hunted greyhounds. Let me

observe, that the men were not started at every time of performing their

task, hut only at those times when the captain might deem them particu-

larly slow. These modes of starting have been sanctioned by custom ; and

have been, from their temporary beneficial effects, pronounced by courts

martial, praiseworthy and honorable.

The other modes of punishing seamen, sanctioned by custom, consists in

stopping their grog, confining them in irons, making them stay hours in

the. rigg'.nir, walk the decks with crow bars on their shoulders, placing them

to mos with the pigs, perform extra work, &c. ; and when work is thus

maJc a punishment instead of being made honorable, captains feel angry
with their men, because they take no pleasure in doing work (in other

v.-ords, be-in-:; p:i;ii.s!ied). Here, they bring a virtue into disrepute, than

'.Mi;*.
1

/! none is more necessary to the existence of society ; forgetting, that

I'iiHijji the Almighty has, for all-wise reasons, condemned the human race,

i >> tiit-'.r sins, to cut bread by the sweat of their brow, he has made labor

tliu iiK-ans of bringing happiness, subsistence, and health to all
;

it is there-

fore as impolitic, as it is unwise, to make so necessary a virtue a disgrace.

'I lie end proposed by all these punishments, is to produce simultaneous

e-xiTtioiis. From this, results the execution of a greater given quantity of
v. o k, ina given time, by v-hich means, at the end of days, wetks, or

months the ship's company have probably some little leisure time; and

rttlectii i) being dreaded, a> tending to injure the service, it giv<;s occasion

to t!u inventive' genius of the captain, or first lieutenant, to find them fur-

ther employment. This employment is most likely similar exercises.

It i> to cruelty being at all times censured in England, and it is to i(s .

hau.rj; bff n sometimes an object of salutary parliamentary inquiry, and

teucial indr ration
; but, above nil, it is to our national character, encou-

rajcd bv our national institutions, we owe it, that there is not (under the

prr-eiif >\>Km; much more tyranny practised in the navy than there

actually U, that our ships have acquired victories, instead of plunging the

11;. !u.ii mto ru:!i. /If
.enfor

i
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MR. EDITOR, 10th November, 1816.

TTT is certainly true, that in a free and enlightened country, such as
-*

Britain, besides being one of its dearest rights, it is decidedly for the

good of both ministers and people, that public opinion should on all occa-

sions he freely expressed and promulgated. I am led to the consideration

of this subject, by perusing a letter from an officer of the Leander, in your
last number, which is, I am glad to find, most satisfactory, so far as it relates

to the complete sufficiency of our new fifties, of which some doubts had

been expressed by one or two correspondents ;
I am happy, as I am per-

suaded these gentlemen will also be, to find that these ships have answered

the wishes and expectations of our naval officers so completely ; for no

ship can be'more severely tried than was the Leander, the battle of Algier

having been as long, severe, and close, as any that has been fought for

many years. As I am well convinced your correspondent did his duty in,

the action, so I hope he has either obtained, or will be put in the way of

obtaining, promotion ;
and I think he has acted very properly in making

it publicly known, that our new ships are really complete, and beyond all

doubt fully equal to meet any ships of similar size belonging to the Ame-
ricans. I trust government will, as this officer advises, along with so many
other correspondents, continue to add, as they are now doing, more ships

of this description* to our gallant navy. Being one of those whom the

officer of the Leander may choose to denominate croakers, I must be per-

mitted to tell him, that these croakers about tlie late American war, and

its numerous disasters, will not, at this late period, be easily persuaded that

it was not unfortunate ; both the British generals and British naval officers

held the American frigates so cheap in the beginning of (lie war, as led to

the loss of three of our own frigates and many smaller ships of war they

will not be easily persuaded that it was not unfortunate these heavy Ame-
rican ships should fall in only with British ships of much inferior force, and

in general very indifferently manned they will not be easily persuaded

that both the American ships, and dock-yards, and harbours, might not

have been laid hold of and destroyed in the earlier part of the contest,

although it was found impracticable in the end of it. Taking these things

under our consideration, and also how little accustomed Englishmen were

to hear of their frigates being captured by ships which an arrogant enemy
denominated frigates also, although now well known to be so much heavier,

I think it is not at all wonderful that the people of this country ft It galled

and sore at the unexpected and unexampled success of this new naval

power. Although these feelings were general amongst all classes, not ex-

cepting naval men themselves, it never was said or believed ihat our oflicers

and men had nut done their duty and fought most gallantly; witness the

heroic exeitions of a Lambrrt, a Blythe; of a Manners, and a Peake they

died gloriously, and it is only to be lamented they should not have had the

consolation of being conquerors. For my own part, 1 must still retain my

* Tli.-re sire four now on the stocks; viz. the Preston, Lancaster, Warwick
and Soutiiumluui
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first opinion, that those croakers who grudged the Americans so manj
victories, have rendered essential services to the country, as they endea-

voured, and I have no doubt were, at least, collaterally, the effective instru-

ments in exciting the heads of the naval department to a sense of what

England expected from her long-unrivalled and gallant navy, and to that

necessary measure of providing the proper means of coping with the Ame-

ricans on equal terms, by furnishing larger and better manned frigates; and

had the war only continued a year or two longer, I am well convinced we

should have had more of these vapouring Yankees brought into port than

the President and Chesapeake; we should have made as famous a winding-

up then, as we have now done at Algier. I conclude with congratulating

the gallant Captain Chetham, the officers, and ship's company of the

Leander, on the conspicuous and admirable part they acted there, in sup-

port of and under the eye of their great Commander-in-chief.

MR. r.DixoR, \\lh November, 1816.

CURING a residence in the West Indies it has frequently occurred to

me that the lives of many valuable seamen might be preserved to

their country, were they exempted from the harassing, and, in that

climate, so dangerous duties of bringing sugar, &c. from distant estates, in

the 'ships' long-boats; of stowing and working in the hold from morning to

night, and of watering the ship. In our men of war this last duty is now

neaily abolished, wherever country boats and people can be employed,
both in the East and West Indies

;
and were the same methods of relieving

the seamen of merchant vessels from part of these duties, incident to their

situation, many might be saved from the fatal diseases of that country,
which follow so constantly in the train of exposure to the sun, damp and

n.'.^ht air, &c. It is true, some additional expense would thereby be en-

tailed on the s!:ips, yet I question if they do not often incur more by the

loss than they would do by thus taking steps to preserve their men. Hoping
that some benevolent ship-owners in London may be induced to take

tiiese- ln.io into serious consideration, and to set an example ofphilanthropy
so worthy of British merchants, I am, &c.

0&6i
wn.

On the Extension of the Rc.ircd Lint.

Quid verum, atjne decent, euro et rogo.

MR. T:DITOR, 14th November, 1816.

W^HERE is no complaint so universal, nor any grievance, I am per-

suaded, so sensibly and severely felt in the navy, as the want of ade-

j'iatc ard more rstciTdcd littired Lists for the different ranks of that

minently tU'serving profession-. Of post captains there are only a few
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retired, some of whom, too, often from no fault of their's, but merely want

of interest to obtain a ship, have been denied any further advancement.

Of commanders, there are none at all ; and of lieutenants only one hun-

dred in the retired list, out offour thousand * Now, sir, it is to me

astonishing, how this unjust, cruel, and oppressive system (I use strong lan-

guage, but the grievance is great, and I hope redress will yet be obtained)

has been allowed to go on so long, under the eyes of so many First Lords,

without any adequate remedy being applied. It is true that, very lately, a

few more lieutenants were put on the retired list, with the rank of com-

manders; and this is all that has been done. How many excellent meri-

torious officers, who had made repeated offers of serving, are, in conse-

quence of there being no regular brevet, as in the army, left on the respec-

tive lists of commanders and lieutenants, without any prospect of further

advancement. In a former letter I mentioned some old lieutenants' names,

well known to fame, and long since recorded in the Gazette, yet still un-

jiromoted and unrewarded : I would now beg leave to suggest a plan for

accomplishing this so much wanted improvement in the system of promo-
tion. Whilst the brevets go on so regularly in the army, why is it that,

in tlie navy, a few commanders actually in commission, and some first

lieutenants of line-of-!;attle ships can alone obtain the next step in their

profession the great bulk of unemployed officers (except such as are

fortunate in possessing interest) being left unnoticed, uncared for ? It can-

not be denied, then, that a far more extensive retired list of ineffective of

all ranks, is the first step to be taken
;

the next would be, after selecting,

say fifty commanders and one hundred additional lieutenants, for these

retired lists, an annual promotion on the 1st of January, of a few of the

seniors of each rank, whose former\ services may entitle them to advance-

ment. I will say that twelve comtranders might be thus annually posted,
and twenty lieutenants made commanders, from the seniors of the respec-
tive lists; I mean only officers Jit for active service, if called on. By
adopting this plan, or some one similar to it, the Board of Admiralty would

entirely do awav a spirit of repining and discontent, which at present very

generally pervades the service ;
and they would, in some measure, as far

as in them lays, prevent all future anxiety and disgust. They cannot

at once [jromote all who have go^d claims all the neglected of each rank,

but they would thus do all they could, and very much, indeed, to reconcile

the minds of all to t!u ir situations. Nor need I point out to the Board of

Admiralty (for they must be aware of it) how very desirable it would be to

clearly demonstrate to all naval men (which my scheme would do) the

absolute certainty of all ollicers, who discharged their duties faithfully to

their king and country, in time, attaining to that rank which each of them

individually and so ardently aspires to. The advantage to the service

would be manifestly great: for, as ail cannot be equally fortunate, in

* Of whom one eighth part must be unfit, I suppose, to serve,

j-
At present ihey have no chance of being employed or distinguishing

themselves.
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being placed* in situations to distinguish themselves, nm), as few only can

hope to attain to rank and honours, from sharing in the victories of our

future Nelsons, our Hostes, and Exmouths, it is surely no less ulijust than

unnecessary, on that account alone, to deny them all access to future

advancement. I am aware that, at the present moment, Government

peremptorily rejects every proposal for entailing additional expense on the

nation; and, were this not an act (if' justice to brave and deserving men

I would not urge it; but it is so, and the expense would not, at furthest,

exceed a very few thousand pounds.
I regret fiorn my soul to see so many unemployed seamen at all our

ports; their situation is pitiable in the extreme. If war had its horrors

and its difficulties, too surely we find them also in peace. Our navy has

been reduced to as low a state as possible, much below that of our army;
and I only wish that our trade was such as to take the poor seamen off the

streets. But, with our merchantmen laid up, as well as our men of war,
how are we to go on ? I trust better times are at hand

;
but it is unde-

niable that, amongst ships and sailors, there is great want of employment ;

and, until the seamen can find work, they must be exposed to much dis-

tress No less than eighty were lately brought to the Lord Mayor of

London in one Hay ; and I rejoice to see he has made effectual application
to the Secretary of State.

Your's, &c.

^5r friend to J\'aval t^/lcrtt.

On the Duty of Naval Members of Parliament.

"
England ca^ec/s every Member of the Admiralty Board, and of Parliament, to d

their du'ij, no less in time ofpeace than nfwar"

V:R. rim-on, loth Norembcr, 18 !6.

r^^Il!'.
a;iim:Urd debutes which took place on the navy estimates fur this

.a..
year, (hiring the last session of Parliament, will, no doubt, be very

wi-11 remembered
;
nor is it in the least a doubtful matter that these

debates, although they did not, unfortunately, produce all the good which

u r

;ts ?o anxiously expected and desired, yet, certainly, produced no small

retrenchment in the various departments to which they related. I am very
hone iui that i he good effects of them were not confined to the expenditure
ot the public money alone, but also operated not a little on the minds of

t!ios< I'M pimor, to'vanl? the redress of grievances prevailing in the navy,

am! il.ns led to wiser and better measures. But, whatever may have

a'.ixaii) been d;nu: (and 1 willingly allow that much has been done by the

pr(--cni Hoard of Admiralty towards the improvement and good of the ser-

\ico). yet, unquestionably, the work, although begun, is far from being

* Fir opportunity alone is wanting to bring forward many, many excellent

and meritorious officers.
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jtnisked, and, in spite of the continual and unromitted suggestions of naval

men, and zealous well-wishers to the naval profession, makes but small

and creeping progress.

A time of peace is allowed on all hands to be the most proper for carry-

ing into effect the many improvements and reforms which a long period of

war so certainly makes necessary; and it is the duty, being the chief busi-

ness of the Board of Admiralty (I know of no other duties sufficient to

occupy them) to proceed, without any useless and aggravating delays, in

eradicating from the system of naval discipline, custom, and usage, every
noxious weed which may have crept in, and redressing every grievance

proved to be such existing in the service. During the last session of Par-

liament several naval officers, members of the House of Commons, distin-

guished themselves by their zeal and independent spirit in behalf of their

brother seamen ; whose rights they boldly maintained; whose grievances

they firmly stated, and required to be redressed. I should be happy, in-

deed, to have to congratulate them on their success in attaining the differ-

ent objects of their care and solicitude; I mean the payment of our

seamen on foreign as well as home stations, and ;the adoption of an ex-

tended retired list, with the promotion of old and meritorious officers, left

from want of interest alone, to linger out their coming years as neglected
commanders and lieutenants, with no hope of farther promotion. Some

change of system as to these things was stated in Parliament, by these

honourable gentlemen, to be absolutely necessary, and the good effects

likely to arise from it were proved before the house
; Lord Castlereagh

himself admitted it was desirable
; yet it has not been made, and the

Admiralty seem determined not to do it. A gentleman of much respect-

ability (Mr. Forbes) pledged himself to bring the subject forward again,

and I trust he will do so, with full and ample information (which he can

so easily procure on this and every subject relative to the navy); nor is it at

all necessary to give the name of his friends who co-operate with him out

of Parliament in this good work: the Board would, no rioubt, if naval

officers, not select them first for employment ; and, on many accounts,

they will wish them concealed.* I speak of men not so independent in for-

tune as in principle. The good arising from such discussions is obvious

and manifest ; it puts the members of the A y Board on their

mettle, shewing them that their conducts watched, and will be narrowly

looked into; it shews our officers and seamen that their rights and interests

tire not neglected by their naval companions who sit in that house; and it

very often leads to the correction of abuses and glaring defects in our

naval system.
1 hope, therefore, the naval members of the House of Commons will be

equally zealous and more successful this session, about to open, than during

the last
; where they did themselves so much honour by their manly and

honourable conduct, in upholding the cause of their naval brethren ; they

may rest assured that they will receive, as they deserve, their best reward in

* But such information is valid, and not anonymous- Mr. Croker will uadcr-

*laud this.

tiatt. Cfjton, Vol. XXXVI. 3 E
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the esteem of the world of every honest sailor and the approbation
of their own hearts. Now, that the opening of the session is at hand,

which must produce much important discussion on many weighty concerns

of the nation, I would beg leave to remind every naval member how much
it is their duty and their honourable trust to be mindful of the good of the

navy; and, where the Board has proved unmindful, deaf, or obstinate, let

it be their business to remind them, in the face of the Commons and of

the nation, of what they should have done, and still may do, to improve our

naval system. The honourable men I would thus call on know far better

than I can tell them what is desirable und what is attainable, they will, I

am very hopeful, continue to discharge the important duties of members

of parliament with perfect integrity and independence. If they judge it

for the good of the service, they will not fail to inquire if impressment is

still to form part of our system in time of war if some fixed system ofcom*

mnnd is not required throughout the British navy if seamen on foreign

stations are still to remain without pay if old commanders and lieutenants

of merit can have no hope of rising higher in their profession if seamea

cannot be attracted to the service by a conciliatory, instead of being de-

terred by a Juirsh system of command if Greenwich Hospital and th

Naval Asylum are properly managed, and do all the good they might b

made to do, &c. &c. I shall be happy to know that the steps pursued by
the Admiralty will render suck inquiries unnecessary, and entitle it to the

thanks and approbation of Parliament and the country at large. Sure I

am, there are able men assisting at its councils, and I trust their measures

of improvement will not be over-ruled. Should it unfortunately be so, I

hope Sir Charles Pole, Captains Pellew and Waldegrave, and other honour-

able members, will not fail in requiring reasons for such inattention to th

best interest of Britain's naval greatness ; they are caring for our ships

well; alas! our poor seamen require no less of tfieir attention; too, too

many, are at this moment naked and miserable wanderers, without home,

food, or raiment. Let us, then, think of these things, and do all we can for

them.

MR. EDITOR, Greenwich, 2*2d November, 1816.

YOU
no doubt observed the lunar eclipse on Tuesday last.

" Moore's

Almanac," patronised by all old women, stated its commencement

fiuiiid take place in 19; the " Nautical Almanac," 59, being only a

difference of 40 ! ! !

The former was nearer the truth, as is provod by demonstration
; I

therefore beg to inquire, why the latter was not so ? I am aware that it

may be urged in excuse, that the error arose at the press, which certainly

is far iioin being substantial. Allowing it to be so, could the proof sheets

have t ver been corrected ? Why is that elegant and munificent establish-

ment continued at Greenwich, if the works it issues are not correct ?

The Nautical Almanac has been TWICE printed for this year, and still

full of imperfections ;
while a trifling publication, purchased at almost a

! 0U work (that formerly was useful) is correct. Let me ask, if
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nautical persons can for the future place any dependance on the calcula-

tions in this work ? The consequence to a ship at sea, in the present

instance, might have proved ruinous to the lives of many of our fellow

creatures. In short, do not let us be too sure, for perhaps it has been so,

through this culpable neglect.

Formerly, these Almanacs were three, and sometimes four, years iu

advance. But then Dr. Maskelyne was living. Times are altered,

Mr. Editor, in this as well as other matters.

MR. EDITOR,

THE perusal of Captain JOHN-WESLEY-\VRIGHT*S biographical memoir

has all along exceedingly interested me ; insomuch, that I am tempted
to suggest, whether it may not be desirable to collect the detached sec-

tions, and re-publish the same in a connected form, as a pamphlet. It

strikes me that it could hardly fail to prove interesting to the public in that

shape : I therefore recommend your thinking of opening a subscription at

the Jft. <. Qifice, for carrying this literary project into effect.

I will now subjoin my sentiments upon the mysterious case itself. On
the whole, the impression which rests upon my mind is, that our gallant

countryman was violently put to death. I do not quite feel that degree of

conviction amounting to absolute certainty : but I am so persuaded of the

fact, that I should never scruple to express my opinion decidedly to that

effect. The body of circumstantial evidence which (thanks to Sir Sidney
Smith's humane and honourable zeal, as well as to your praise-worthy

industry) we have at last upon record before us, is sufficient to give me a

moral assurance, that Captain Wright did not commit suicide.

Among other conjectures as to the mode of operation, there is one which

has escaped you in summing-up, but which seems to my judgment to re-

concile many of the contradictions apparent in the respective testimonies;
and that is : We may suppose, that after the poor prisoner had at length
succeeded in beguiling that insomnolency which is the customary concomi-

tant of close confinement, and had retired to his restless couch, he was

suddenly called up, under pretence of removal, or upon some fresh charge
of escape, &c. and being allowed time only to slip on his dressing-gown
and the stocks described in Christophe's evidence (page 178), hurried down
stairs to that unoccupied room upon the ground floor of the tower, to

which his corpse was afterwards publicly conveyed, where the deed of

darkness was perpetrated. This hypothesis will account for so little noise

having been heard in the prisoner's own apartment, and also for the

remarkable absence there of that bloodshed which must accompany the

separation of the jugular vein and artery in the living subject (for it is

possible that he was first strangled, and then had his throat cut to obliterate

the marks of strangulation). We may suppose that the body was stripped;

during the haemorhage, then re-clad in the scanty raiment specified in

Savar's and Hurt's depositions, placed on or in the bed in that orderly
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position wherein it was found, and with those few sanguine marks whicb

may have resulted from the last drainings of the exhausted blood-vessels.

All this might have been accomplished easily in five hours, between two

o'clock, when the ill-fated Wright may be imagined to have began to dose,

and seven, when the daily movements in the interior of that prison-house

began. Indeed it is a well-known military maxim, that the critical time

for all secret enterprise, when the consequences of disturbance from noise

are to be particularly avoided, is the last two hours of the night before the

peep of dawn.

If you think this speculation at all worth the attention of the author or

promoters of the investigation in question, you will be pleased to give it

insertion in your next publication. For indeed I hope and trust the matter

is not to rest as a mere historic doubt.

V7
;tJcrii

THE ECLIPSE.

MR. EDITOR, London, 24th November, 1816.

SEND you for insertion some remarks on the great eclipse of the sun,

which occurred on Tuesday, the 19th instant. The eclipse will begin

in the great Atlantic Ocean, a little west of Ushant, upon the vertical point

of the sun's periphery, at rising. The central begins near the Arctic circle,

passing over some parts of Norway, crossing the Baltic, enters Pomerania;

it will then pass over some parts of Poland, entering the Black Sea, when

the sun will be centrally and totally eclipsed at noon. Leaving the Black

Sea, it enters Asiatic Tartary, crossing over the northern parts of II in-

cloostan, into the vast empire of China, where the central shade will, in

the great desert of Gobi, quit the earth, at the setting sun. The whole

jjcnwntira will leave the earth in the Arabian Sea, not far from the Mala-

bar coast, in the East Indies, where the eclipse will be seen to end upon
the vertical point of the sun's disk, at his setting. Through all this track,

the inhabitants will be involved, in a kind of gloomy darkness, but not of

long continuance, as the moon's apparent diameter exceeds the sun's by
about 48 sec. only, at its greatest altitude or height ; and in the horizon

about 27 sec. The eclipse will, however, be total along the central track,
crnd for some distance on each side of it, and will be visible to all Europe,
the northern parts of Africa, and the western parts of Asia.

The most interesting method with which I am acquainted to view an

eclipse is, to have a hole made in a shutter of a darkened room, to receive

the object end of a 4 or 6 feet telescope ; draw out the other end to its

usual kngth, turn it till the sun's rays, passing through the glass, fall upon
a sheet of" clean writing-paper, held a little beyond the focus, and you will

liave the exact image of the sun, as it really is in the heavens; in this

inimi.::: may be seen the moon passing over the sun's disk, with the quan-
tity eclipsed every moment, which will he a most delightful appearance.
To tho.-e who do not possess these facilities, I would recommend to use a
dark glass, or a piece of common glass, smoked over the flame of a candle,
as the Lest security to the eyes.
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This eclipse was a notable one, as about 9J digits (more than three-

fourths of the sun's disk) was eclipsed.

The following was the time, &c. of this signal solar eclipse :

LONDON.
Apparent time. H.

Beginning 8
Visible conjunction 9
Greatest obscuration . 9

_. A AT
Middle, or mean time 9 "^ " r '

End 10
Whole duration 2

Digits eclipsed 9 dig. 23 min.

BATTLE OF ALGIER.

ON the 5th October, arrived at Plymouth, from Gibraltar, after a
tedious passage of twenty days, his Majesty's ships Impregnable,

Captain Brace, Superb, Captain Ekins, Hebrus, Captain Palmer, and
Belzebub bomb, Captain Kempthorne, four of the gallant partakers in this

desperate engagement, which were immediately put into quarantine. On
returning to their station, the two former ships saluted the Port-Admiral,
who gave them a similar compliment. One general joy pervaded the three

towns; the Plymouth bells pealed merrily, and the Sound soon became
covered with boats full of anxious inquirers for friends and relatives. On
Wednesday the quarantine flag was lowered, and the Impregnable and

Superb prepared to go up Hamoaze. On hearing the signal-gun, the inha-

bitants flocked from every direction to Mutton Cove, Mount-Wise, the

Hoe, and other eminences around. The wind was peculiarly auspicious,
and as the vessels passed the Narrows into Hamoaze, with all the grandeur
of British sail ot the line, apparently as if conscious of the laurels they had
so nobly won, the welkin rung with cheers from thousands of voices on
both shores, and on board the shipping, until the Impregnable came to

anchor off the Dock-yard, and the Superb nearly opposite the Gunwharf.
The Belzebub followed soon afterwards, leaving the Hebrus in the Sound,
which came up the harbour on Thursday.
The Impregnable is almost riddled on the starboard side, having large

shot in the hull, 233 ; foremast, C; bowsprit, 3 ; foreyard, 1 ; jib-boom, 2;

main-yard, 2 ; main-top-mast, 3
; main-top-gallant-mast, 1 ; crotchet-

yard, 1 ; gaff, 1 ; main-mast, 15. Total, 2(i8. None less than a 2-1-

pouncler.
A considerable number of grape-sot were found sticking in different

parts of the ship, all her rigging entirely shot away, and the sails very
much cut.

The muzzle of one of the guns, and the arm of another, are knocked off;

and eight or ten others, with their carriages, broken.

The Impregnable expended 400 barrels, -or 18 tons, of poxvder; and

700O, or 1OO tons of round shot, besides case, canister, and Shrapnell
shells. One 18lb. shot entered her bulwark, passed through the heart of

her main-mast, and went out at the opposite side. A 44lK shot lodged
in the ship, has befii: slung in the boatswain's store-room, with the follow-

ing words painted on it:

" This was sent by the Dey of Algier on hoard H. M.S. Impregnable, as one
oi' the advocates for slavery, bin without effect, tUe 27th August, 1816.
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The Impregnable remained at Gibraltar two days, during which time

new mainmast was taken in, and that valuable officer, Captain Brace, being
determined to accompany his noble chief home to England, put to sea

with the main-top-mast half rigged, and main-yard down. We subjoin a

copy of the minutes from the log.

Minutes taken on board of his Majesty's Ship Impregnable, on the 27th of

August, 1816, from the commencement to the end of the Action.

12 Noon Fine clear weather, the squadron laying to off Algier, waiting
the return of the flag of truce.

0. 15. P.M. Answered general signal to prepare to anchor, and engage
the enemy.

1. 35. The flag of truce was annulled, and the Commander-in-chief
bore up and led in.

1. 40. Bore op to take our station a-stern of the Superb.
2. 45. Clewed up the fore and mizen-top-sails, enemy opened a most

tremendous fire from the whole of their batteries, when our headmost ships
commenced action.

2. 48. Clewed up the main- top-sail, let go the sheet and stream

anchors, and brought the ship up by the stern.

2. 49. Let go the best bower anchor, and sprung the ship's starboard

broadside to the lighthouse batteries of 3 tiers of guns, distance about 350

yards, the batteries to the S.E. of 2 tier, 2 other to the S.VV. and 1 of four

guns bearing on us.

2. 50. Commenced action.

3. 20. The enemy's fire considerably slackened ; our squadron keeping
up a very heavy and well-directed fire on the batteries and town ; run out
the kedge anchor on the starboard beam, to spring the ship's broadside

more towards the enemy.
3. 30. All the enemy's works much injured, their upper tiers totally

abandoned, and the whole of their standards (but one) struck or shot

away.
4. 0. An explosion took place on the main-deck, occasioned by a shell

from the enemy passing through the screen of the after hatchway in the

admiral's cabin, which killed and wounded about fifty of our men.
A. 24. Captain Powell went with a message to the commander-in-chief.
4. 30. Sent the launch with a mortar, and the flat boat with rockets, to

bombard the town.

6 50. A fire broke out amongst the enemy's ships in the Mole, our

squadron keeping up a very heavy cannonade, the enemy's fire still

blackening.
8. H). A boat came on board from the commander-in-chief, with or-

dir:< t-> haul off, when the explosion vessel under our directions had blown

up, i\ 3 die object of the expedition was wholly completed. Admiral Milne
scut Captain Powell in his gig to conduct the explosion vessel alongside of
the i'orts [which he did, and it is but justice to this officer, who served as

a volunteer, to mention the circumstance].
f). lo. The explosion vessel blew up close under one of the forts, the

whole of the enemy's ships and gun-boats now in flames, and most of their

batteries destroyed.
9. M. The Mutine brig ran out a hawser, and laid down an anchor for

the binp t'> haul out by, the whole of the squadron still keeping up a tre

UK iifious fire on the town and batteries.

10. 15. Cut the cables and springs, and hauled out; sent the boats

a-l,<ad to tow; bomb-vessels and the boats of the squadron continuing lo

throw slit lib and rockets; two of the enemy's frigates on tir drilling out,

the othci'a in the Mole still burning.
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li. 15. Came to an anchor in forty fathoms water, about 2J. miles from

the town, the squadron hawling out.

Found the hull, masts, yards, and rigging very much cut, upwards of

fifty men killed, and about one hundred and nienty men wounded.

Midnight Squally weather, with thunder, lightning, and heavy rain,

the enemy's ships, and part of the town, still burning.

Particulars of the action between the combined squadrons of Britain and
Holland, and the batteries of Algier, on the glorious 27th of August,
1816, takenfrom minutes on board H.M.S. Superb.

The morning of the 27th of August, 1816, presented to the view of
the combined squadron the city of Algier about 6 leagues on the weather
bow. Anxiety to combat was depicted on every countenance, and every
bosom throbbed high to cover themselves with honour, and rescue their

fellow Christians from ignominious slavery. Every sail was crowded with

alacrity, and each ship of the combined squadrons cleared for action. At
7 observed a frigate standing out of the bay under French colours. At 9,
the Severn went in with a flag of truce, the fleets beating to windward
with light variable airs, under all possible sail. At 11, 30, the Admiral
made the signal for dinner, to which we piped accordingly, and at 12, 25,
P.M. we beat to quarters, out with boats and manned and armed them,
eased the anchors down for letting go, &c. the Admiral having made the

signal to prepare to anchor and engage the enemy. At 2^ we bore up in

the following order of battle; Queen Charlotte; Heron sloop as tender;

Superb; Britomart tender; Impregnable; Mutine tender; Min-
den

; Cordelia tender; Albion; Leander; Glasgow; Granicus; Severn;

Hebrus, and Prometheus. At 2, 50, the Admiral anchored, and moored
head and stern about sixty yards off the Mole Head. At 3, 10, being a
cable's length from the Admiral and close under the batteries, we clewed

up the topsails to the mast head, and let go two bower and two stem an-

chors, when the enemy lired a shot, supposed to be either at us or the

Queen Charlotte. The Admiral instantly returned it with a broadside, and
a most tremendous fire commenced from the whole of the batteries, the

ships anchoring in succession and entering into a general action, with their

starboard broadsides, except the Dutch ships which engaged on the lar hoard

side. The Superb and Granicus were opposed to a battery of 18 and 3$

pounders, about 60 in number. At 4 we observed that our shot made a

considerable impression on the works, that they flinched in their upper
tier, and had a great many guns disabled. At 5 observed the battery a-beairt

ceased firing their upper tier, their guns being dismounted: but the enemy
still annoyed us from their lower tiers and with musketry, with as much
fierceness as ever. At 6, 50, the whole of the enemy's flotilla, consisting
of five frigates, six corvettes, brigs, schooners, gun and row boats, &c,
were in one blaze, and the Queen Charlotte, to avoid danger, as they
drifted out, was obliged to shift her berth northward. The upper tiers

were now altogether silenced, and the lower much slackened, the enemy
rallying at their guns at intervals, and teazing us with musketry from their

embrasures. About 8, 30, from keeping up such a brisk and constant fire,

we found our powder getting rather short. Orders, therefore, were given
to fire only at these embrasures, which continued the action, and to spell

some of our guns. During all this time the bombs and gun and rocket

hosts had performed ihtir duty on the enemy's town and works, with

visible effect. At 11, our Captain, first, third, and seventh Lieutenants

being wounded, and the Admiral sending a boat for ships disabled to b

t&ie in tew, \ve slipped our cables and our shattered state only allowing u
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to set our mizen top sail, main top mast slay sail, and sprit sail, were towed
out of gun shot by the Britomart, at the rate of about half a knot an hour,

exposed with the other ships, to a raking fire from two solitary guns. On
getting out of hostile range, we found our three lower masts and bowsprit,

topmasts, lower and top sail yards, driver boom, and gaff, jib boom, &c.

Tery severely injured, the rigging dreadfully cut up, our mainmast witli

nine large shot through the heart of it, besides being otherwise much cut

up with grape and langridge, nine shot between wind and water, inde-

pendent of many in the hull, and our loss in killed and wounded nearly
100. The appearance of the fleet standing out, with the glare of the

enemy's burning ships and arsenal on their shattered masts and sails,

atJded to heavy peals of thunder and vivid flashes of lightning, together
with torrents of rain, combined altogether to form a scene awful

and sublime beyond description. It seemed as if heaven itself wa*
determined to pour down his vengeance and exterminate these savage
barbarians. At 1, 80, A.M. we anohored, with our only remaining

anchor, the rest being left behind, arid after giving our wearied

lads a few hours rest, we turned them up to clear the decks and repair

damages. In the morning the Admiral sent in a flag of truce, and the

Dey returned word by the Swedish Consul that he would comply with any
terms. The day before he had told his principal officers that he would
have us to whitewash his walls in less than half an hour after the com-
mencement of the action! ! But what could withstand a squadron led on,

liy Kxmouth, and supported by justice and humanity, and in an inspiring

cau-e, well worthy of British seamen? At 1, P.M. on the 23th, we turned

the hands up and read the Admiral's thanks for theij: noble and gallant

behaviour, and told them that peace had been signed with the enemy on
our own terms. Our tars received the welcome intelligence with three

cheers, and then resumed their duly with that ready cheerfulness which
over characterizes the British sailor. On the ensuing day, the following

corrcbpoudeiice took place between our ship and the Granicus.

Algier Bay, August 29, 18t6.

"The ship's company of (be little frigate that had the honour to lay
between the Queen Charlotte and Superb, on the glorious 2?lh of August
"Kilo", beg leave to express their high admiration of the noble firo kept up
?>v these ships on that glorious day, by which, in a great measure, the

<v.c:n)'s fire was drawn from his Majesty's ship Granicus.''

SUPERB'S ANSWER.

Algier Bay, August 29, 18 16.

' The ship's company of the Superb return their many thanks to th

ship's company of the little frigate for the high compliment they have
lit en pleased to pay them, and have only to hope that should they ever

again go into action, they may have a Granicus to support them."
The enemy were not very nice in their use of missiles. Broken glass,

old nails, spikes, and other articles of a similar nature, were fired in pro-
f iioii and did no little mischief. The number of the enemy's guns
Amounted to 1,001, of different calibres, one of them with seven bores

on the Mole Gateway, while that of the attacking squadron, exclusive of
ii:. Dutch frigates, four bombs and five gun-boats, was only 702.

liv enquiries as to the amount of loss on the part of the Algerines, it

nppi arol, that in killed only, 5001) Janissaries and from 5 to 0000 Arabs

uii, hcsidc-s women and children. A shell thrown from one of the bomb*
tn.i-L-t in a house, where nine children were assembled, and unhappily
^i!!eil the \\hole : aiu! there was scarcely a house in the city, but what had
v.;i'. ri-i.1 ui,)ic oi kib iniurv from the bouib
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An interesting event occurred on the beach, while the treaty with the

Dey was pending. Mr. Aitcheson, a marine artillery officer, happening to

meet a Frenchman, who had been in captivity for J5 years, asked him if

he would like to return to France in the French ship which lay in the

bay? He indignantly replied, that he felt ashamed of his country, but

would go any where with the brave English, who had so kindly liberated

him.

PLATE CCCCLXIX.

Plan of Algier, 1784.

[Continued from page 315.]

WE resume our translated extracts from the old French book entituled,

DAN'S History of Barbary and of its Corsairs :

"
Although the soil of Algier be for the greater part mountainous, it is, however,

good and fertile enough, as well in the vallies as along the sea-coast. There*

are to be seen very fine gardens, and even vineyards, that the Moriscos have

planted : insomuch, thai for 8 and 10 leagues around, they reckon as many as

eighteen thousand gardens which are denominated in the lingua-franca dialect,
" macerics ;" in which they maintain a number of slaves to till the earth, and

keep their cattle. The city, of which all the buildings are whitened with lime,

both inside and out, presents a fair appearance when approached by the sea:

being built upon the slope of a lull
;

the houses rising gradually above each

other, in the manner of an amphitheatre ;
and thereby not intercepting the ma-

rine prospect which is universally enjoyed from their flat terrace-like roofs. Its

form is nearly square ;
but it seems to the eye to contract its width inland, com-

pared with the extent it occupies at the watei's edge, terminating like a pyramid :

but this is a mere optical effect of the law of perspective. Its streets are mostly
so narrow, that they will hardly admit of more than two persons to go abreast in

them : those, however, are to be excepted, which lead from the town-gates. A
reason for this narrowness is, that they may be cooler by excluding the sun's rays

during the violent heats. The houses are only of one story high, built of brick or

of (unburnt) earth, but plastered and white-washed, although without any orna-

ruental architecture : nevertheless, withinside they nre well enough. They are

usually paved with small squares of different colored composition ;
a sort of

mosaic work. The middle of the edifice is occupied by a quadrangular court,

surrounded by four galleries or cloisters. The chambers are of oblong dimen-

sions ; some of those which look towards the street have small windows
;
but in

general these apartments receive at once their light and air from the interior

quadrangle through a large door, the whole height of the room
;
the buildings

are so much crowded, that few or none have any gardens. This description ap-

plies to most of the other corsair-towns of Barbary, as well as to the city of

Algier. The finest building is the palace of the Basha, or vice-roy, situated in

the heart of the cily : but tiiis has little to distinguish it from the. general run of

houses, except that it lias two external galleries, "one above the other, sust.iinod

by a double row of marble and porphyry columns, and is enriched with some

. Cljron. Vol. XXXVI, 3 s
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niosa'ic ornaments. The palace also has two court-yards ;
in the first and the

most spacious, and surrounded by galleries, are holden the weekly divant or

councils. Besides this edifice, there are nin* other pulilic buildings, sufficiently

agreeable, which are culled casseries, orfundooks ; these are the barracks of the

janizaries, who are quartered therein, 8 to a chamber; and although these in-

mates be numerous, yet they are so cleanly, that no filth is t:> be seen in their

rooms. It is true that they have many slaves specially employed to keep them

clean; but the Turks must be acknowledged to be peculiarly neat in their apart-

ments. The remaining public edifices consist of six large buildings called bagncs,

(or bagnios) ; which are the prisons wherein the Christian slaves are shut up. A

general enumeration would give about 15,000 for the total number of houses in

Algier ; which are, as hath already been observed, extremely closely built, and

crowded with inhabitants, so that 5 or 6 families are sometimes huddled together

under one roof. I have baen assured by many persons, that this city is peopled
with not less than 100,000 Turks, Moors, Janizaries, Slaves, and Jews : of these

last, there are reckoned about nine or ten thousand, who are allowed to have

synagogues, and the free exercise of their religion. But for all that, they arc

not better treated here than throughout Christendom : for besides all the imposts

which ar3 laid upon them, every one, even Christians, is allowed to affront

them with impunity. They are distinguished from the other sects by a black

bonnet, which, as well as the rest of their apparel, they are obliged to wear of

ti.i.1 color.

"
T.'.c circuit of the city is about a league and a quarter. Within the walls

arc five mosks, wherein the Mohamedans perform their public worship called

s.i,'<i" * * * * * * *

" As to hotels,* there are none; so that strangers must seek for private hospi-

tality ; Turks or Moors among their countrymen ;
while Christian traders must

look for lodgings among the Jews, or else they can hire a house in any. quarter*
ot li;o town that may best suit them. But in place of inns, there are plenty of

tavcn:s and pot-houses, which Christian captives alone are allowed to keep:
]:cain arc usually sold bread, meat, and wine: to these there habitually resort

native Turks and renegados pell-mell ;
for although the use of wine be expressly

f'nb;
'

Vii bv their law, they care little about breaking it
;
and few evenings pass

rut prcduci.i'; some drunkard* among them, who treat insolently the

Cli; iis
ti:cy iu;;y happen to meet there, even unto assaulting and sometimes

wci:::.!i:\g them.

" Ti.err arc G gates open, besides some others walled-up. The first is Eabason,

!:* towards the east : in its suburbs, the Moors and Arabs, who bring

proviso;)* to murkct, are accustomed to lodge. It was on this side that

l.'iuirlo:, V. bcsicned and battered the place. Here also is the place of execution

for 1 'un.s, Mime of whom arc generally to be seen suspended from hooks on the

v i. !!.-:. The: second is called the " new gate;" it is on the same side; and leads

!'.' railed "
tiie emperor's." The third is the gate of Alcussaue ;} and is

tinib i: -led because it is near that building, which is the military arsenal and grand

magi,;'.inc. The fourth is named Bubnlouet, and faces the west. Before this gato
i? a spot which these barbarians have destined as the place of execution for

riiri-!i;;iis
;
where many have received, and still continue to receive, the crown

<>!' niLirtyrdom. Without this snne gate, is the Turkish cemetery, which has

* In the original, hostcllcries. t Sic orif. Qu. Al-kassar ? (Tit.)
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bont a league of extent
;

al the end of it, is that of the Jews, and hard by that

ef the Christians, extending towards the sea, by the waves of which it is often

bathed. The fifth is the gate of the mole, thus called, because it leads directly

thither. This mole is a great mass of stone-work, nearly semi-circular; its

breedth is 6 or 7 paces ;* its length, more than 300. This enormous structure

forms the port, wherein in ordinary times are to be seen upwards of a hundred

vessels, as well cruisers as others. They are so ill-sheltered in autumn and win-

ter, that in the year 1619, no less than 25 were lost on a single day, by a gale

of wind at north-east.-j- It is also called the custom-house-gate. The sixth and

last gate, is by the water- side, over-against the naval arsenal, and is named

Piscaderia, in the lingua-frcmca dialect. It is to be noticed, that almost of these

gates are stationed three or four Turkish guards, with thick wooden clubs by way
of weapons. These they but too often let fall upon the shoulders of the poor
slaves who happen to pass that way, and this is done oftentimes out of mere wan-

ton pastime, or from malice.

"
They reckon abore a hundred fountains in Algier, for the most part con-

structed within these twenty-five years ;
whereas before there were only cisterns.

They are supplied with water by an acqueduct 2 leagues long, the work of a

Dorisco, one of those driven out of Spain, in the years 1610-11. It may well be

believed that this work must -have cost much sweat and suffering to the poor
Christian captives, who worked thereon without ceasing in the most sultry heats,

as they still do every day on the buildings at the Mole.

" The city-walls are pretty good, partly of brick, partly of stone, with square

towers, and some bastions, the best of which are placed near the Babason-gate,

where there ere deep fosses; and at the sea-side, the wall is founded on the

rock, against which the waves break.

" I come now to the forts, which are in pood number, and regularly built in

the modern way. The first fort is on the eastern side, placed towards ihe sum-

mit of a hill, whence the citv might be bnttered very injuriously. It is called

the "
Emperor's Castle," because it was hep;un by Charles V. when he besieged

Algier in 1541
;
and ruts since been completed by the inhabitant*, It now serves

in some sort as a citadel, and has an ordinary garrison of 100 men, with several

pieces of cannon. The second fort is called the '

new-castle," or " the seven

cantons," because its figure is lu'pUi-ronal. This fort is between the city and the

emperor's cantle, about 500 paces from the former towards the south. The third

is the Alcassauc,\ which forms a part of the wall, and extends itself a good way
inwards. The fourth is to the west, 300 paces from the Babaloutt !>attj, upon a

rocky pinnacle not far from the sea-shore. The fifth is a substantial bulwark,

though small, near the mole gate towards the grand casserie. There are 5 re-

markably great pieces of cannon, which bear upon the sea : but in particular

there is one very fine cannon with 7 mouths, which serves to defend the entrance

of the haven. The sixth is a small island on a rocky shole in the middle of the

mole: iis figure is a pentagon, in the form of a tower, whereon are 5 heavy

pieces of artillery for the defense of the mole. The seventh is another little

tower, ntMr the entrance- of the port, at the mil of the mole, where a guard is

kept, and where a lantern is sometimes illuminated for the guidance of naviga-

* N. B. A pace is 2 itcps. (In.) f In th original : Greco-tramontane,

See a former note a tins road.
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tors. The gunrd consists of 8 Moors, who act as sentinels on tlie mole, and of

8 other?, who watch the entrance in a boat. On this mole are 66 pieces of brass

cannon, ereat and small, but mostly unserviceable : in fact they have been

placed there as trophies of a victory gained by the Algerines over the Tunisians

in 1627. There are, however, 4 of middling size, very good, which came from

a celebrated corsair, named Simon Dancer, a Fleming.
" Now, although this city may seem well protected by all the forts we nave

enumerated, yet for all that it is commanded on every side but that towards the

sea; it being surrounded by a quantity of mountains and lulls, whence it can be

battered to ruins. The different garrisons serve as guards for the city. Wiiha),

the Mesitar, or executioner, followed by several assistants, fails not to go ins.

rounds every night, and patroles the principal streets
;
for as to the lessor ones,

they are closed by barriers as soon as it begins to grow dusli. If the 'Mcsuar

chances to alight on any one who cannot give a good account of hiiusc-!f, he

seizes and lodges him in prison forthwith: on the morrow-morning he makes his

report to the divan, or to the katlhi ; and if the prisoner cannot satisfy tlie judge

by his reasons, or appease the mesuar by dint of money, this rencounter some-

times costs two or three hundred bastonades, which can only be escaped by

emptying the purse ;
so true is it, that here, as well as elsewhere, 'tis money

makes the mare to go.*
" TiiiT, 1 sorts of languages are spoken at Algier, Tunis, Sale, and the other

places belonging to the barbaric corsairs. The first is the arahic or moorish,

\\liicli is tl.at of ihe country : the second is the tnrkish, which has nothing in

common with the lirst;-}- the third is called tingua-Jranca (or the frankish

iliaK-ci), mid is the most commonly used
;

it is a sort ofjargon or gibberish, com-

po-ji.il of French, Italian, and Spanish, equally pleasant and easy,
" Kirrv n;>.; ion that entertains an ambassador at the gate oj'the grand signer,

lias a consul in this city; by whom all differences arising between folks of the

same nation ;iro determined. Each consul has, like the respective ambassadors,

his chancellor, together with a royal seal of office; and in the consular chancery*

judicial acts are passed, and commercial affairs duly authenticated. The consul

is remunerated by the payment of certain consular dues, which he is war-

ia;iic<i ni Icvsing, after the rate of 3 per cent, upon all merchandize belonging to

t!;ose tiading under tlie flag of his country ; but for this, the consul is not only
bound to exercise the functions above described, but also to protect the traders

u;uli:r his jurisdiction from all the chicanery and oppression which the Turks und

Arabs
i:r,iy practice against them. Similar establishments exist in all the other

principal ciiii s of corsairs."

[To be continued .]

* The. original says : la, aussi bien qu'ailleurs, l'or$ I'argent sont de putisantcs

anwrct'S.

{-
I-'ati; cr Dan here is not quite at home in his philology. The Turkish has

not onU a considerable affinity to the Arabic, but is even indebted for p.-rhaps

full ((nartcr ot its vocabulary to that language. In fact, the beautiful dialect

called liin-ljcc, is composed of Arabic, Persian, Slavonic, and a few Greek

technical terms engrafted upon the Tartaric ; but notwithstanding this composite

Ibiiiution, it is as regular, as free from puzzling anomalies, as if it had been

digested !->;>
a committee of grammarians ;

as harmonious as the language of

i'etrurcii; as souoruus as that of CervanteSj (Ts.)
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Capture of the Proserpine.

PTHHE subject of the annexed plate will be best explained by the sub-
-*-

joined narrative from an officer of the Proserpine. Of the plate itself

it will be sufficient to say that

No. 1. Is a view of the Proserpine, as seen bv the enemy's frigates.
No. 2. Represents her at the time when the enemy was first seen from

the Proserpine's L. Gangway.

Narrative of the Capture of the 'Proserpine, Captain CHARLES OTTER;

ON the evening of the 2fth February, 1809, the Proserpine was at her
station off Cape Sicie, and had in the day reconnnitered the French fleet

in the roads and inner harbour ; two frigates had been making a short ex-

cursion, and went in again towards dusk and anchored. Several sail of

small coasting vessels were out, and running down alonrr shore towards

Marseilles, which induced Captain Otter to run in and endeavour to cut

some of them off: failing, however, in that atttempt, and having little

wind, we stood off again for the night, and strict orders were given to keep
a very sharp look out during the night, and to stand in again in time to

catch some of them in the morning. Having the middle watch to keep, I

went early to bed
;
the ship was nearly becalmed

;
at about five or six

miles from the Cape, and on my relieving the deck, I found her, as near
as I could guess, in the very same place, and not a breath of wind ; it was
as fine a moonlight morning as I ever saw

; but the moon being to seaward,
prevented us from seeing vessels that then might be running along shore

and our ship being between them and the moon, gave them decidedly the

advantage. Mr. Brown, the master of the ship (and who died afterwards

in France), was the officer of tiie watch, and kept a constant good luok-

out all the watch. Mr. Carslake, first lieutenant of the ship, had left or-

ders for the men to scrub.their hammocks on the main deck, and that the

mate of the watch should occasionally attend to the same
; this caused me

sometimes to quit the deck for a few minutes.* At 4 o'clock, I asked

Mr. Brown how I should mark the log; he answered,
" head round the

compass." I then called Mr. Rigby, second lieutenant, to relieve Mr. B.

and on coming on deck, I heard a man at the look-out on the larboard

gangway, sing out,
"

I think I see a vessel, Sir." Mr. Brown took a glass,

* When below superintenoint; scrubbing hammocks, one of the men was

scolding an old man who had two twin sons on board, for breaking his rest to

wash for them, as he said they were big enough lo do it themselves
;

he said,
" Oh ! they will grow up men soon, and then will not forget my doing this for

them
;
and provided that a shot does not take my head

off, they will treat me to

many a glass for washing for them now." Less than two hours after he said the

words, a shot actually took his head clean off, and the heart-rending scene I

was a witness to, on the boys finding out that it was their father, would beggar

all description ;
he wai the only mau killed outright.
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nnd on looking, told me he thought she looked like a man of war ;

he ran down to the captain, and I went and called all the officers ;
when

I got on deck again, I looked through my glass, and plainly discovered two

ships, with all sail set, and very close to us, yet I could scarce make them

out with the naked eye. All hands were immediately called, rind we in

vain (it being calm) attempted to escape the enemy, who was coining up

fast, with a fine land breeze ; we made the private night signals, but no

answer.

At length we got a little breeze, and as Captain Otter knew the ship

sailed faster by the stern, he ordered the two bow guns into the cabin, to

answer the double purpose, I suppose, of stern-chasers and ballast. At

about twenty minutes past four, one of the ships* ranged up on the lar-

board side, looking very large her ports all up ; lights on the main-

deck fore and aft : she had shortened sail, and was perfectly ready for

commencing the action; the other ship was conning up on our starboard

side, when the wind entirely died away, leaving the poor little Proserpine

in a very hopeless situation ; as by this time we discovered two seventy-

fours coming down to assist in this unequal combat. Captain Otter hailed

one of the ships, and was answered by one gun. Captain Otter took the

hint, and beat to quarters; when they heard our drum, they gave us a

whole broadside, which salute we returned in as polite a manner as we
could : the ship yawed a little, and left the other ship in a safe position

astern, u litre she continued raking us all the action, without our being

nb!e to fire a gun at him, as the two bow guns had been left by those who
were getting them aft, when we beat to quarters, and were no small

nuisance, :is on our larboard side two guns were disabled for twenty
minutes by them, till they were got to their places ; very fortunately ther

fired
hi;;!i

in the ship astern, to prevent our escape by flight, as they had

I'efurc witnessed that we could sail very fast : at a little nfter five the

v
lrj> alongside piped a la bordage ! and the cry of Vive VEmpercur ! d la

.'en/./T .' rent the air; a little breeze which sprung up would have favored

tlu.m in tins design, had not the captain called all the officers, and con-

sulted with them ; the result of which was, that as the Proserpine was

:>'i:iost a wreck, her rigging, masts, and soils cut to pieces, 41 hands short

nl'romplonjent, with no chance of being able to save the ship, and the two

-join's coming up fast, it was necessary to surrender, to save the

t!ie crew : the colours were then ordered to be struck; after which

lioy Led two broadsides at us, took possession of us, and carried us into

lY,n!n; : the two ships that took us were the Penelope and Pauline, 44-gun
i !::;!( c

, "GO men each; the Proserpine had one seaman killed outright,
i:ic n a; inc t mortally wounded (died three days afterwards), and eleven

n.iirine \vlio was mortally wounded, knew his end was very fast ap-
-, <a;(i !.i- r-;.<:cl 10 die on board the Proserpine ; but lie was sent on shore

;

;

il.il ;:t Toulon, and although lie could scarcely* speak from his

-,.);( n !ie pasted under the stern of Le Majestueux, Admiral Gan-
('. ..-.. :.!.!], seeing numbers on her poop looking at ihe boat, which was
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seamen, marines, &c. slightly wounded. The French officers said they

had no killed or wounded, but several of the crew secretly told us that they

had several killed, and that there were many wounded men sent at night to

the hospital. Thus the Proserpine was taken by a superiority of force,

which is evident : she mounted in all 40 guns, and had, including sick,

boys, women, and children, 214 persons on board ; they mounted, in the

whole, 102 guns, and had when they attacked us 720 men in good health.

The action commenced at 25 minutes past 4, and ended at 10 minutes past

5 A.M. when, to our mortification, we saw an English frigate, which came
n purpose to relieve us. This proved to be H. M. S. Cambrian.

PHILOSOPHICAL PAPER.

riE eclipse, on Tuesday morning, 19th November, 1815, was visible

in London for nearly two hours, though interrupted a little with

passing clouds. The following particulars of the lunar eclipse for Decem-
ber the 4th, are copied from the Nautical Almanack:

Dec. 4. Moon eclipsed, visible at Greenwich

Beginning of the eclipse ........ 15&m. past 7 even.

Middle 44| 8

Ecliptic opposition ............ 51' 8

End of the Eclipse 14 10

Digits eclipsed 8 on the moon's south limb.

For more than six centuries past there has only been one total eclipse of

the sun in Britain ; viz. in 1715, and this was not total so far north as

York; nor will there be a total one for at least two centuries to come.

This being, therefore, so rare a phenomenon, our readers will be pleased to

read an account of the total eclipse which took place on the 22d of April,

1715, at nine in the morning, which was accurately observed by Dr. Hal-

ley, in London, and under his direction iu different parts of the kingdom.
There had not previously been a total eclipse at London since the year

1140; and Dr. Hal ley remarks, this is the first which has been observed

with the attention which the dignity of the phenomenon requires.

the Proserpine's cutter, he made an effort to raise himself up in bis cat, and

ung out aloud,
" You Frenchmen, don't talk of your fihting,

Nor boast of thin deed you have done ;

Don't think that Old England you'll frighten,

So easy as Holland and Spain."

He then nttempted to sing God save the King, but could not, from loss of blood

and exertions, being too faint; iliis poor fellow was firm and collected to his lust

moments, and is a proof of that sterling and truly British heroism for which our

brave seauicu and marines Lave ever been noted.
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" When about 10 digits were eclipsed, the face and colour of the sky

began to change from perfect serene azure blue to a more dusky livid

colour, having an eye of purple intermixed, ai.d grew darker ami daikcr,

till the total immersion of the sun, which happened about nine minutes

afterwards. This moment was determinable with great nicety, the sun's

light being extinguished at once
;
and yet that of the emersion was more

so, ns the sun came out in an instant with so much light that it surprised

the beholders, a"nd in a moment restored the day. Dr. Halley's eye could

not endure the splendour of the emerging beams from the first moment.

The sun was totally obscured for three minutes and twenty-three seconds

at London, but for near four minutes at places in the centre of the eclipse.

For the space of a quarter of a minute before the total immersion, a small

piece of the remaining part of die sun seemed to be cut off from the rest

by a good interval; which appearance could proceed from no other cause

but the inequalities of the moon's surface. A tew seconds before the sun

was all hid, and during the immersion, there appeared round the moon a

luminous ring of a pate whiteness, or rather pearl colour, a little tinged

with the colours of the Iris ; which Dr. Halley rather conjectured to be

the moon's atmosphere. During the whole of the time uf the total

eclipse, there were perpetual flashes or corruscations of light, which

seemed for a moment to dart out from behind the moon on all sides. The

parts of the hemisphere under the sun had a crepuscular brightness; and

so much oi' the segment of the atmosphere as was without the cone of the

moon's shadow was more or less enlightened by the sun's beams ; and its

reflection gave a diffused light, which made the air seem hazy. As to the

degree of darkness, Jupiter, Mercury, and Venus, were all seen. Dr.

Halley did not iiear that any one in town saw more than Capella and Alde-

baran of the fixed stars; but near the centre of the eclipse about twenty
stars were visible. A chill aud damp attended the darkness, of which

most spectators were sensible
;
and a concern appeared in all sorts of

animals, birds, beasts, and fishes, on the extinction of the sun; which we
ourselves (sins Dr. Halley), could not behold without some sense of

horror."

The Astronomical Observer states, that the principal eclipses that will

occur during the present century will be as follows:

1820, Sept. 5, 1 Of digits.

1842, July8, 10

13.17, Oct. 9, llf
The eclipse of 1847 will be central and annular, but not total, as the

moi'ii's apparent diameter will be less than that of the sun. Haifa digit,

or a 2 ith purt of the sun, will remain visible
;
and it appears, from Dr.

Hallcy's report of the total, eclipse of 1715, that, when any part of the

su;i'b i!;-k is vi-ihle, it continues to give considerable light; for he de-

scribes the sun's light as "
extinguished at once," and his coining out " in

an instant restored the day." The central eclipse, in 18-17, will not, there-

tore, be attended with that darkness and appearance of stars which distin-

guish a total eclipse.
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[Continued from page 3'28.]

8.

Sailing directions to accompany I he Chart of Salo Sound, in Sweden.

HE harbour of Kongshamn, or Salo Sound, lies N. 15 leainiei

from Winga beacon, and N. E. J E. from the Scaw. It is easily

known by a beacon reseoibling chut of Winga, and may be seen about the

same distance.

In steering for the harbour, bring the beacon to bear X.N.E. until you
come within two or two-and-a-half miles of it ; then steer N.E. b. E. or

E.N.E. until you open the wind-mill, near Smewrt, to the eastward of a

small beacon, tike a gibbet, on the south end of Hallo island, bearing
N.E. b. N. when you will have the entrance of the harbour open ; then

steer in between this beacon and the one on the island of Steensia, both of

which point into the harbour. Continue your course about N.E. until you

bring a red-tiled house with two white chip-lilies open in a gap between the

island marked A and the high land to the eastward of it, bearing N.E. b.N.*

Steering in with this mark, you will leave several small islands or rocks

on your larboard hand : the first or outermost is called Rockabon, and,

appears about two feet above the surface of the water; it has a flat all

round it, about 15 fathoms, except 011 the S.W. side, where it is 40

fathoms. You may anchor S.E. of the rock in about 14 fathoms, muddy
bottom: but if you will run higher up the harbour, you must be careful

to keep the red-tiled house to the eastward of the island marked A, to

avoid a sunken rock with only 3 feet water thereon. The marks for this

rock are the red-tiled house just touching the east end of the island

marked A, and Rockabon one-fourth of the w;iy from the small beacon on

Hallo to that on Steensia, also the point of the island marked B bearing
S.E. b. E. Here the channel is not more tljan 120 fathoms wide.

Steering in with the marks above-mentioned, you must pass tiie rock C,
whn you may anchor between that and island A (the wind-mill N. b. W.)
in 10 or 12 fathoms.

There is also another anchorage above the town of Kongshamn, large

enough to cotit;iin'between thirty and forty sail of vessels. In proceeding
for it, after having passed the rock marked C, haul over to the land where

the wind-mill is, and steer midway between that and the island marked A ;

and, as you draw towards the north end of the island A, give the opposite

point a good berth, as there are rocks extending about 20 fathoms from it.

When you are above this, you may anchor any where iu from 9 to 5

fathoms, land-locked, and quite secure from any wind. This, and the

anchorage of the outer harbour, will contain a convoy of about 100 or 120

sail.

* As seen in tiie view on the chart.

Cfjron. Vol. XXXVI. s c
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There are three passages into the harbour, to tlie northward of Sale

beacon, for small vessels not drawing more than 10 feet, but would not be

safe for large ones, as the soundings are so very irregular, being in some

places not more than 2 fathoms.

No vessel ought to anchor to the westward of the rocks in the middle of

the harbour, as the ground is very foul.

Small ships, or merchant vessels, may find water on several of the

islands, but it is not to be found in sufficient quantities for line-of-buttle

ships.

*.Sa(Signed)

H, M. Hired Cutter Hero, Salo Sound, Master in the Navy.
October 25, 1810.

9.

Directions for sailing in, and anchoring under, the Island of Huno.

Ecing off the island of Burnholm, and bound to the island of llano,

your coarse will be N.N.E. and the distance about 43 miles. When you

approach the island, you may go either to the northward or southward, as

circumstances may occur ;
and may come within half a mile of any part of

it, being bold all round. N. E. at the distance of one mile from the high

part of the island of llano, lies a small rock, called the Malquern, which

has a small reef running to the S.W. from it about 3 cables' length ; every
other part is steep to, having 7 fathoms within half a cable's length.

Should occasion require it, you may pass between the two islands, keeping
near the llano bide, where you will have from 8 to 12 fathoms water.

If you are coming in to the northward of Ilnno, your best leading mark
will be, to keep the white steeple of Carlsham a sail's breadth open to the

northward of the north end of that island, bearing N.N.E. which will run

you in a good direction until you get within 3 or 4 cables' length of the

island
; after which you may steer along it about 2 or 3 cables distant.

Between Lester-head and the small village of Helvick, near one-third of

the channel over from the main land, is a sand, called the Stone Boat-

ground, in a N.E. and S.W. direction, about three miles in length, and

two cables in breadth, having 3 fathoms on its shoalest part. Mark for

the south-west end is, the south end of Hano bearing east. Marks for the

north-cast part are, the Malquern rocks bearing east, and about half a

cable's length open to the northward of Hano, the south end at the same

time bearing S.E. |E. and the N.E. point of Lester-head N. E. If you
have a turning wind on this side of the island, you may stand to the bank

into 9 or 8 fathoms, and to the island within 2 or 3 cables' length ; your

depth of water will be from 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and If

fathoms, deepest near the island.

Three black buoys have been placecj on the bank, one at each end, and

the other in the middle, which, in coming from the southward, must all b

Jeft on the larboard hand, and vice versd.
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The best marks for anchoring in this roadstead are, to bring the north

end of the island of Hano to bear S.E. Hellwick Point W.S.VV. and the

high land of Lester-head N.W. b. W. ; you will there be in 14 or 15 fathoms,

good holding ground.

C/ (/? .

(Signed) 'Lamed tjquiret
(f v '

Victory, 17 tk June, 1810. Master of the Fleet.

10.

Sailing Directionsfor the Hartour of Matvik, on the Coast of Sweden.

The entrance to this harbour is between two and three miles to theN.E.
of Terno Island. Therefore, when coming from the westward to Matvik>

after having parsed Terno, you must continue to steer to the N.E, at a dis-

tance not exceeding two miles from the shore, observing to keep the high
land of Lester-head a sail's breadth open to the southward of Terno, which
mark will carry you clear of all the rocks, and into a fair berth off the har-

bour's mouth.

The opening to Matvik mny be easily distinguished by two houses on one

of the small islands forming the east side of the entrance named Miou, (or

Pilot's Island), one of them having a white square chimney, and the other

a red one. To sail into the anchorage, you must bring the above two

houses to hear about north, and steer for the opening formed between the

two islands of Miou and Bocko, keeping mid-channel : a good mark for

doing which, is to bring a single wooden house, on a small island at the

upper part of the harbour, to bear N.b.VV. |W. and steer for it; or by

keeping the house a large sail's breadth open of a remarkable bluff point

on the eastern side of the harbour, which mark will carry you abreast of,

or between, the two outer points of Bocko and Miou, forming the narrow

part of the entrance into the harbour, and are distant from each other very
little more than half a mile

;
in doing which you will carry from 15 to 10

fathoms water. The above house cannot easily be mistaken, as it is the

eastern one in sight, stands high, and apparently has no chimney. After

passing the above-mentioned points, your eye will be the best guide, ob-

serving, at the same time, to keep close to, or within a cable's length of

the rocks on one side or the other, to avoid a shoal that has not more than

3| fathoms. This rock lies abreast of the two inner points of the narrow

part of ihe entrance, and nearly in the middle of the channel, being rather

more than one-third of the width of the channel from the east side, and

something less than two-thirds from the west side ; so that, by keeping

close to the rocks on either side, you will go clear of it; and when three

remarkable trees, which stand within a very small distance of each other,

come open to the northward of a long, low, stony point, bearing W. b-S.

you are within it, and may haul up N.W. for the- middle of the harbour,

and anchor in 9 fathoms good clay ground, and about three cables' length

from the nearest shore.

The Resolution anchored on the 13th of June, 1810, with the following

marks : viz. A single remarkable tree on with the pilot's house, which
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lias the white chimney, bearing E.S.E. ; and a village on with a small knr

island, bearing S.S.W. JW. in . fathoms water.

To the northward of the small village of Mntvik, and at the distance of
about a mile and a half from the anchorage, is a sm;ill rivulet of mo^E
excellent fresh water, with sufficient depth to admit your boats, where you
may /ill your casks, and raft them down ns you may think proper.

(Signed as the preceding.)

H. M.S. Victory, 16th June, 1810.

[N.B. The bearings are by compass.]

n.

Directionsfor the N.W. entrance ofMatvik harbour, in Sweden.

Being in the harbour of Matvik, and the wind so far to the southvrard

that you cannot sail out at the eastern passage, you may run to the north-

ward, and pass between the islands of Ferholmen and East Boko ; and

v. hen \i;u have run so far to the northward as to get the western passage

open, MHJ may steer VV.b. N. orW. for the north point of West Boko,

ia.'cpi:ii; a mid-channel, where your depth of water will he from 5 to 7

fiit'io:iis. Eciween the north point of West Boko and the opposite side,

vhe channel is not more than 130 fathoms wide
; but it is steep to on both

ii;if;s. having 7 fathoms within two boats' length on the Boko side, and 5

v.ijiiii the same distance on the main.

AI'UT pacing Wc&t Boko, you must steer down west, still keeping a

iiiiil-ciia:iiiLj
i,

and bring the three red houses or brick-kilns at Mara

YCJ.V oir.e on v.iih the low point of West Boko, taking care at the same
t-iiJt to Ltep the southernmost house of the three to the northward of the

northernmost tree on that island. This mark will run you between the

iKvii: point of iNastenso island and the rock which lies midway between it

r.in! the opposite side. This rock has not more than 4 or 5 feet on its

shoalest part ; l>ut by 'keeping close to Nastenso island, and at the same

tinu,1

attending to the foregoing directions, you will go to the southward of
it

;
iieco the channel is not m ire than a cable's length wide, with not k-ss

lij:i:i 1 or ." fathoms water in it.

After p:is-in<: Nastenso island, you may steer for the island of Eneskar,
;,c; houses as before directed, which will lead you between that

d !

;

o:;:l Vvaggia, with from 7 tn 12 fathoms depth of water. When
he l.nuih i.f the island of Eneskar (which you must leave on thei

!:ar.ti, aurl may pass, if you think proper, within a cable's length),

continue your course west until you have got the white steeple of

:: =ail'-> breadth open of the west end of the trees
;
after whicli

;<pc your course as you think proper, either for Terno llano, or

are coming from the southward and westward, bound into the

.i -.;;-( of .Matvik, \ou must bring liie white steeple of Carlsbaia

.l.\V, and siecr directly for it until you get between the islands
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of Eneskar and Swartskar
; these two i&lands form the narrow part of the

passage to Carlsham : and when the island of Eneskar bears E.S.E. you

may steer east for the entrance of Matvik ; and then, by attending to the

foregoing directions reversed, you will pass clear of every danger.
JV.B. All the small rocks that you see above water (near you) between

Nastenso island and Eneskar, must be left on your starboard hand going
out or' the harbour, and the contrary coming in, but they may be passed

very close.

Nearly midway between West Boko and Nasrenso island lies a shoal,

which must be left on the larboard hand going out, having only 5 feet

water on some parts; but keeping the south point of Sterno (to the west-

ward ofCarlsham) open with the north point of Nastenso island, you will

pass to the northward of it in 7 or 8 fathoms water.

The marks for the shoal are as follows; viz. The house on Sterno on

with the north point of Nastenso island, bearing W'.N.W. ;
a small rock

to the southward of Nastenso island on with the south point of Hano,

bearing S.VV. S. ;
and the north point of West Boko a sail's breadth open

to the southward of the opposite woody point, bearing E. b.N. N. There

is also another shoal midway between Nastenso island and Eneskar, with

5 or 6 feet water on it, which must also be left on the larboard hand

coming out ; the marks for the north part of which are The south point

of Sterno neariv on with the middle of the island of Eneskar, bearing

W. N.
; and a small house in the valley on with a small rock, bearing

N.N E. But keeping the south end of Sterno open to the northward of

the island of Eneskar, will carry you clear to the northward of it, either

going in or coming out.

(Signed as the preceding.)

Victory, Id July, 1810.

12.

Remarks for Faro Sound.

Should a ship have occasion to anchor in the south entrance of Faro

Sound, situated between the S.VV. extremity of Faro island and the N.E.

end of Gothland (which may easily be known by its being the highest land,

and appearing at first like an island), bring it to bear N.N.W. and keep it

in that direction until you see the small island of Bangee; then steer in

inidchannel between that island and the N.E. end of Gothland, and anchor

in 5 fathoms, good sandy bottom, within the island of Bangee, and about

midway between Gothland and Faro, taking care not to go too high up, as

then the ground begins to be both rocky and shallow. Anchor as it were

under the lee of Bangee island.

<x?/> /?

(DfiarU4(Signed) (DfiarU4 ^ZJamWOOd, Captain.

Master.

Pyramus, isl July, 1810.

Icnn ie
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13.

Remarks for Slito road and harbour in the island of Gothland.

In running in for Slito road, you will see a large church on the main

lanH, with a black steeple and a white front
; bring it to bear N.W.b. W. :

keep it in that direction until Magee island bears N.E. or N.E. b. E. and

anchor in from 6 to 9 fathoms, sandy bottom. In turning in you may
stand towards the south end of Magee island pretty close, having 6 and

6f fathoms to within a cable's length of the shore ; but there is a surwU

bank of 3 fathoms S.W. from the middle of the island, and about 3 cables'

length from the shore, having 5 fathoms within and 6 without. There is

also a reef of small stones extended from the N.W. end, of about 2J or 3

cables in length.

If will he necessary to give these a good berth, particularly the 3- fathom

bank, as the reef does not lie so much in the way. In standing to the

wcsr.vni-i!, vou will observe a large stone windmill on the main land, which,
wh' :;. !)t.r;rs N. | E. or when it is on with the east gable end of the

\\-c- rntnnst red-tiled house in the town, it will be time to tack, as you
\viU i ,i he tolerably near the shore, in 65 or 6 fathoms; but your lead

wi'l !<c vour host guide, as it shoals gradually, only giving yourself rooru to

wear in the event of missing stays.

Tlic-ie is a kind of middle ground, about half a cable's length in width,

extruding in a S. S.W. direction from Castle Island, on which you. will not

li;nr i<-"-s than 6 fathoms, strong muddy ground ;
on either side you will have

7 and ri fathoms, sand. There is a reef of large stones that runs south

from f'.iMlc Hand, which, to appearance, seems very dangerous ; but you
will L-uc ,

r
i fathoms within a cable's length of it, and the whole is seen

f:li.';ve water. Abreast of, nnd a little above this reef, and between it and

the ninii! lai.d, is very good anchorage. By keeping the aforesaid wind-

mi!! ju.-t open with the easternmost part of the town, and by bordering

Dc.iicr t > C:ibtle island than the main, will lead you into a good berth in 5

ai;;! o fuiiioiiis, sandy bottom; the island bearing E.N.E.

Slit-i hn>!.< r.r is within Castle island. Although there is a passage on

t-hi.cr side, F should prefer going to the eastward of Castle island, first

p-. 'iu:'l. fS-f.tthoms bank a tolerably good berth, and then steer in about

siii.!v\ ,v ixtwcru Castle and Grandle islands, bordering nearer to the for-

j.,< ; tij in the la'trr, in A and 5y fathoms ; and be not apprehensive of the

re; I -:
l.i:y,c:

si ones to the south of Castle Island, for it is bold to.

Af( , ii..ssi;i the Narrows, give the N. and N.E. end of Castle island

:i i.fi-i'i D| \^ c;i!.le*s length, by keeping to the eastward of them ; and

wh( n vou jo ii!; that island to hear S.W. b.S. and the town N.W.b,W. you
m:;v ;ii(iiiM in ;"> and 4% fathoms, perfectly sheltered from all winds.

Slito l.-.'.rhinir is good anchorfige for frigates in winter, or in the event of

l.-cii.^
dis:i!.k.l

; but the entrance is narrow, and I would not recommend a

ship ul i.hut description to proceed so high up without first gaining Letter
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information by sounding, unless driven thereto by necessity. Ail around
this anchorage, abreast of, and a little above the town, is admirably calcu-

lated for merchant ships, and will contain a fleet of 200 sail.

There is a small tank and one well of water on Castle, island, but in

which you will find but little water, and when once emptied it will recover

itself but slowly ;
nor could we discover any place where there was a pro-

bability of finding any. Wood for fuel and small spars are in abundance.

The inhabitants appeared willing to be civil, in their communication
with us.

(Signed as the preceding.)

Pyramus, 1st July, 1810.

14.

Remarks on Ostergarn, bat/ of Liugarn, Nygarn, and Sandvik.

Ostergarn is a low island, extending about a mile and a quarter in a

N.W. and S.E. direction, and half a mile north and south, and has neither

Water nor wood upon it ; there are a few huts which the fishermen make use

of in summer, and several poles and heaps of stones erected as marks for

placing their nets : its distance from the island of Gothland is about 0119

mile and a half. As there is anchorage on every side from 8 to 12 fathoms,

except off the E.N.E. point, I should think it a safe place for any s>hip to

run for, or even a small convoy, who would he enabled, if they parted,

to run either into the bay of Kathamrners, Sandhammer, or Slilo
;
and

there are but few winds which would prevent them from lying off the shore,

either upon one tack or the other. Ships intending to anchor there should

be cautious, in approaching it from the northward, not to go within six

miles of Gothland, as there is a dangerous rocky shoal extending near

three miles, bearing N.W. from Ostergarn, distant about five miles, on

which there is in some parts only three feet water : but the soundings to it

shoal gradually. With the island ofOstergarn bearing S.S.E. you may steer

direct for it, and anchor about three quarters of a mile from the shore,

except off the E.N.E, point, where there are three rocks, bearing E.N.E.

from the island the first one is half a mile distant, the others much fur-

ther, but near the same bearings. There is a good passage between the

first one and the island, in which you will have from 9 to 5 fathoms: in

approaching it from the southward, you may steer direct for it
;
but if you

have occasion to anchor on the north side, it would be advisable to go
round it on the west side between Gothland and it, keeping near to the

island, which is steep to, to avoid the three rocks that lie off the E.N.E.

part.

The bay of Liugarn is a large deep bay, sheltered from N.E. to S.S.E.

in which you may lie in from 6 to 9 fathoms water, and smaller vessels

in 5. In coming from the N.E. run down wuhin two miles of the shore;

and when you bring the little village and lime-kiln to bear W. b. N. and

th* soutliernmot church at the bottom of the bay S.VV. b. W. you will
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have the best berth in 6 Or 7 fathoms. In coming from the southward, yoo
must give the three little islands of Landsholtn a good berth, as a shoal

runs off to the southward, near two miles from the northernmost island,

but on the west side there is 6 fathoms close to it : thre is no fresh water

to be had at this place in any quantity.

Nygarn, or Kathammers Vik. When Ostergarn bears S.S.E. distant

about three miles, you will see a small town in a bay on Gothland, bearing

S.W. where you may get plenty of water, anchoring with the town to the

S.W. distant three miles, and the centre of Ostergarn S.E. in 9 fathoms :

the soundings are regular all round, but deeper towards the rocky bluff

which you lie about a mile and a half from : smaller ships may go into less

water nearer to the town.

Sandvik is a small bay to the southward of Ostergarn, about five miles

(called on the English charts Sysne) : there is good anchorage off it

in 8 and 10 fathoms ; and a little within the bay for small ships, in C

fathoms. The water shoals gradually to a sandy beach at the top of the

bay, where there are two small rivers, with plenty of fresh water, close

to the beach. Sysne Point, which forms the east side of the bay, is a lovr

r;)c!;y point, with a lime-kiln within it; on the opposite side of the bay
to tiiis point, there is a low rocky point, which runs some way off. A
large white house, with a red roof, open with Sysne Point, you will have

from o to 10 fathoms, and the best anchorage. You may rim down from

OriLigarn within a mile and a half from the shore, and will have regular

soundings from 3 to 10 and 11 fathoms.

(Signed) t^COTOe t_/7'c/l{sjm , Commander.

1L M. S. Ranger.

15.

Remarks and directions for sailing into Wormso road, in the gtilph of
Finland.

Ship's bound into Wormso road from the eastward, should bring Oden-

bholm lijit-house to bear E. b. N. N. and steer W. b.S. S. with a free

wind ; or should the wind be scant to the southward, may steer W.S.W.j
winch courses will keep them within the Apollo-ground and a good berth

wiihout Wormso reef : on the above courses the soundings are laid down
in tl.e charts pretty correct, and you will soon see the island of Wormso,
v.liich is covered with trees

;
as you draw to the S.W. you will see them

fjuite thick for a considerable distance from the S.W. end; to the east-

waul of which, they are lower and much thinner: you will also see the

island of Dago a-head. When the island of Wormso is made plain out,

stand on as above, until the S.W. part of the island is brought to bear

S.S.K. ; you may then steer right for it, keeping the above bearing, until

yon make out some low thin trees to the 8.W. of it; you will then be

nearly the length of the outer part of the reef: soon after, you will inukqi
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out a red-tiled house, near the above low thin trees, which you should

bring to bear S. b. E. f E. and steer for it until you are within the Beo or

Middle-ground, vvhich you may know, by observing (when at the outer

part of the reef) a remarkable long red-tiled house on Dago, lying in a

N.W. and S.E. direction, and without chimneys, and inny be plainly seen

from hence. When this house bears S.W. b.VV. and the point of Dngo
to the east of Simperness VV. b. N. you are the length of the outer part of

die Middle-ground ;
and when the house bears W.S.W. it will begin to be

shut in with some trees to the eastward of it, you are then just within the

above ground, and should steer S. b. E. or S. \ E. until a remarkable tuft

of trees on the extreme S.W. point of the island (which is very low) bears

S.S.E. ; keep this bearing on until the N.E. point of the island bears

E. b. N. or E. b.N. N. you are then in a very good anchoring berth, in

8 or 8 fathoms of water, good clay ground, and within a mile and a half

of Wormso. On the above courses, you will find 11, 10, 9|, 8|, 7, 7, 8J
fathoms, to the anchorage as above : you should not come nearer the reef,

or Middle-ground, than 7 fathoms, the distance between which depths

appears to be about a mile and a half, with 9, 10, and 11 fathoms between.

Ships coming for these roads from the westward, after rounding the

shoals to the eastward of Dagerort, should bring Simperness to bear

8. b. W. between two and three leagues distance, and steer E.S.E. until

the S.W. end of Wormso bears S.S.E.
; they may then follow the above

directions for going in from the eastward, being careful not to bring the

point on Dago (which is to the eastward of Simperness) to the westward

of W. JS. until the S.W. part of Wormso is on the above bearing.

Soundings on the Reef and Middle-ground.

The soundings on the reef are very irregular, being stony all the way
out from the middle of the reef, where I found 2, 2f, 3$, 3, 4, 3, 4, 5,

5&, 6j, 7, 6, 6|, 7, 7 fathoms, from whence the soundings are regular

across to the westward, with clay bottom ;
and this continues from within

half a mile of the island to the outer end of the reef, near which there is

only 7 feet water.

On the middle ground the soundings are, from 1, 3, 3|, 4, 5, to 7, 6|,

6, 7, 7J, whence it deepens regularly, with muddy bottom, across to thy

eastward.

(Signed) <Jfwma4 J<me^} Master.

H. M. S. Loire, July, 1310.

ron, Vol. XXXVI. 3 *
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NAVAL LITERATURE.

The Life and Adventures of PETER WILKINS, a Cornish Man : taken from
liia own Mouth, in //is Passage to England, from off Cape Horn in Ame-

rica, in the Ship ILclo: . By II. S., a Passenger in the Hector. In

2 Vols. London, 1810.

[Continued from p.igc 313.]

"E had now got into a very low, close, swampy country, and our goal'*

ali began to be very stale through the beat, not only of the sun, l>nt

the mulatto's back : however, we ple.iscd ourselves we should have one more

meal of it before it was too bad to eat
;
so having travelled about three miles from

the river, we took up our lodging on a little using, and tied our mu'eito in <\

valley about half a furlong below us, where he made as good a meal in his way
as we did in ours.

" We had but just supped, and were sauntering about to find the easiest spot

to tl'jep on, when we heard a rustling and a grumbling noise in a small thicket

jiiat on our right; which seeming to approach nearer and nearer, Glanlipze

roused himself, and was on his legs just time enough to see a lioness, and A

small whelp which accompanied her, within thirty yards of us, making towards

IKS as ue afterwards guessed, for the sake of our goal's flesh, which now smelt

very slr"!)i'. Glanlip/o whipped on the contrary side of the fire lo that where

the gout's ilesh lay, and fell to kicking the fire about at a great rate, which

being mado of dry wood, caused innumerable sparks to fly about us
; but the

beasts stili approaching in a coucliant manner, and seizing the ribs of the goat,

and other LOIRS (for we had only cut the flesh off), and grumbling and cracking

them like rotten twigs, Glunlipze snatched up a firebrand, flan in;, in each

hand, and made towards them
;
which sight so terrified the creatures, that they

fled with great precipitation to the thicket again.
"

GlauMpzu was a little uneasy at the thoughts of quitting so good a lodging
as \ve had found, hut yet held it best to move farther

; for as the lions had left

the bone* behind them, we must expect another visit if we staid there, and could

hope for no rest
;
and above all, we might possibly lose our muletto

;
so we re-

moved our ijuarters two miles farther, where we slept with great tranquihty.
"

II; flections on the nature of mankind have often astonished me. I told you
at first

iii^ thoughts concerning prayer, in my journey to Bristol, and of the be-

nefit I received from it, and how fully I was convinced of its necessity ; which

one would think was a sufficient motive to a reasonable creature to be constant in

it; and yet it is loo true, that notwithstanding the difficulties I had laboured

under, ;r..d the hardships I had undergone, and the danger of starving at sea, or

bein;> murdered for food by my fellows, when there was as urgent a necessity of

begging divine assistance as can be conceived, I never once thought of it, nor

of the Object of it, nor returned thanks for my being delivered, till the lioness

had just left me
;

and then I felt near the same force, urging me to return

thanks for my escape, as I had impelling me to prayer before ; and I think I did

no with great' sincerity.
" 1 shall not trouble you with a relation of the common accidents of our

journey, which lasted two months and better, nor with the different method* we
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Vsed lo get subsistence : but shall at once conduct you to Quamis ; only nien-

lioning that we were sometimes obliged to go about, and were once stopped by
a cut thai my guide and companion received by a ragged stone in Ins foot, which

growing very bad, almost deprived me of the hopes of bis life; but by rest, and

constant sucking and licking it, which was the only remedy we had to apply,

except green leaves chewed, that I laid to it by bis direction, to supple and cool

it, he soon began to be able to ride upon the muletto, and sometimes to walk a

little.

" We arrived at Quamis, a small place on a river of that name, whore Glan-

lipze had a neat dwelling, and left a wife and fire children when he went out to

the wars. We were very near the town when the day clospd
;
and as it is soon

dark there after sunset, you could but just see your hand at our entrance into it.

We met nobody in the way, but I went directly to Glanlipze's door, by his

direction, and struck two or three strokes hard against it with my stick. On this

there came a woman to it stark naked. I asked her in her own language, if she

knew one Glanlipze. Siie told me, with a deep sigh, that once she did. I

asked then where he was. Sbe said with their ancestors she hoped, for he was

the greatest warrior in the world
;

but if he was not dead he was in slavery.

Now you must know, Glanlipze had a mind to hear how his wife took his death

or slavery, and had put me upon asking these questions before he discovered

himself. I proceeded then to tell her I brought some news of Glanlipze, and

was lately come from him, and by his order. ' And does my dear Glanlipze
live !

'

says she, flying upon my neck, and almost smothering me with caresses,

till I begged her to forbear, or she would strangle me, and I had a great deal

more to tell her ; then ringing for a light, when she saw I was a white man she

seemed in the utmost confusion at her own nakedness
;
and immediately retiring,

she thre\v a cloth round her waist, and came to me again. I then repealed to

her, that her husband was alive and well, but wanted a ransom to redeem him-

self, and had sent me to see what she could any ways raise for that purpose.
She told me she and her children had lived very hardly ever since he went

from her, and she had nothing to sell, or make money of, but her five children;

that as this was the time for the slave trade, she would see what she could raise

by them, nnd if (bat would not do she would sell herself, and send him the

money, if be would let her know bow to do it.

"
Glinlipzc, who heard every word that passed, finding so strong a proof of

his wife's affection, could hold out no longer ;
but bursting inio the room,

chisprd her in bis arms, crying,
' No, Ziihka !

'

(for th:il was her name)
' I am

free
;
there will be no occasion for your or my dear children's slavery ; and ra-

ther than have p-.irchased my freedom at that rate, I would willingly have died

a slave myself. But my own ears have heard the tender sentiments my Zulika

has for ni'.' Then, drowned in te;;rs ofjoy, they embraced e.tch oilier so close,

ami so Ions, that I thought it impertinent to be seen will) them, till their first

transports were over. So I retired without the house till Glanlipze culled me in,

which was not in less than full half an hour. I admired the love and constancy
of the persons I had just left behind me; 'Good Heaven,' thought 1 to myself,

with a sigh,
' how happy lias ibis our escape rendered Glanlipze and his wife !

what a mutual felicily do they feel ! And what is the cause of all ihis ? Is it

that he has brought home great treasures from the wars ? Nothing like it
;
he is

come naked. Is it, that having escaped slavery and poverty, he is returned to

an opulent wife, abounding with the good liiings of life ? No such thing.

What then can be the cause of chis excess of satisfaction, this alternate joy, Ibat
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Patty and I could not liave been as happy with each other ? Why, it was fty

pride that interposed and prevented it. But what am I like to get by it, and

by all this travel, and these hazards ? Is this the way to make a fortune, to get

an estate ? No, surely, the very contrary. I could not, forsooth, labour for

Patty and her children, where I was known ;
but am I any belter for labouring

here, where I am not known, where I have nobody to assist me, than I could

liave been where 1 am known, and where there would have been my friends

about me, at least, if they could have afforded no great assistance ? 1 have

been deceived then, and have travelled so many thousand miles, and undergone
so many dangers, only to know at last, I had been happier at home ; and have

doubled my misery, for want of consideration, that very consideration which,

impartially taken, would have convinced me I ought lo have made the best of

my bad circumstances, and to have laid hold of every commendable method of

improving them. Did I come hitherto avoid daily labour or voluntary servitude

at home ? I have hail it in abundance. Did I come hither to avoid poverty
and contempt ? Here I have met with them ten-fold. And now, after all, wa

I to return home empty and naked, as Glanlipze has done, should I meet a wife,

as bare as myself, so ready to die in my embraces, and to be a slave herself with

lu-r children, for my sake only ? I fear not !

'

" These and the like reflections had taken possession of me, when Glanlipze
called me in ; where I found his wife, in her manner, preparing our supper,
with all lliat cheerfulness which gives a true lustre to innocence.

" The hustle we made had by this time awakened the children; who, naked

as they were born, both boys and girls, came crawling out from behind a curtain

at the farther end of the room, which was very long. The father, as yet, had

only inquired after them
; but, upon sight of them, he fell into an extasy, kissing

mi'.-, s'.roiiking another, dandling a third, for the eldest was scarce fourteen ;

but not one of them knew him, for seven years makes a great chasm in young
r.it-nioncs. The more I saw of this, the stronger impression Patty and my own
children made upon me. My mind had been so much employed on nay own dis-

t;-'"-sos, that those dear ideas were almost effaced ;
but this moving scene intro-

duced them afresh, and imprinted them deeply on my imagination, which che-

rished the sweet remembrance."

Afccr various aiul surprising adventures, Peter arrives in the wonderful

country of Graunduolet, and obtains his flying wife Youwarkee, as thus

related.

41 I jv.'-sed the summer (though I had never yet seen the sun's body) very
to my satisfaction

; partly in tlie work I had been describing [extracting

p.<rt!v in building me a chimney in my anti-chamber of mud and earth

b'.init on iiiv own hearth into a sort of brick ; in making a window at -me end of

the ;i!> >vr a.;! chamber, to let in what little light would come through the trees,

W'MMI 1 i ',-.(} not cbuse to open my door ; jn moulding an earthen lamp for my
r,il ; ami !i;;::!!v in providing and laying in stores, fresh and salt (for I had nov

cun (i ai. ! uiird inai'v [mire fish), against winter. These I say were my summer

eii!j'i<>\ iiu'iils at hoiue, inlenu.xed with many agreeable excursions. But now

ti.e v. ILU-r o>nnnL' on, and the days growing very short, or indeed there being

r.o clay j>ro;K'iiy s;u:aki!:g, but a kind ol twilight, I kept mostly in iny habita-

tion, ihuhLli not jo much us I ha(i done the winter before, when I had no light

viihiii iloois, :;n;i >!epi or at leant lay still great part of my time
;

for now my
JiiT-ji

v, ;-.s I,L\ sjr i>ut, i aliu turned two of my beast-fish skin* mio a rug tv eovei
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y bed, and the third into a cushion, which I always sat upon, and a very soft

and warm cushion it made. All this together rendered ray life very eapy, nay
even comfortable.

" An indifferent person would now be apt to ask,
' What would this man de-

sire more than he had ? To this I answer, that I was contented while my con-

dition was such as I have been describing : but a little while after the darkness

or twilight came on, I frequently heard the voices again; sometimes a few only
at a time as it seemed, and then again in great numbers. This threw me into

new fears, and I became as uneasy as ever, even to the degree of growing quit*

melancholy; though otherwise I never received the least injury from any thing.

I foolishly attempted several times by looking out of my window, to discover

what these odd sounds proceeded from, though I knew it was too dark to see any
thing there.
" I was now fully convinced by a more deliberate attention to them, that tiiey

could not be uttered by the beast-fish as I had before conjectured, but only by
beings capable of articulate speech ;

but then what or where they were it galled
me to be ignorant of.

" At length, one ni^ht or day, I cannot say which, hearing the voices very

distinctly, and praying very earnestly to be either delivered from the uncer-

tainty they had put me under, or to have them removed from me, I took cou-

rage, and arming myself with gun, pistols, and cutlass, I went out of ray grotto,

and crept down the wood. I then heard them plainer than before, and was able

t* judge from what point of the compass they proceeded. Hereupon I went for-

ward towards the sound, till I came to the verge of the wood, where I could see

the lake very well by the dazzle of the water. Thereon as I thought, I beheld

a fleet of boats covering a large compass, and not far from the bridge. I was

shocked hereat beyond expression. I could not conceive where they came

from, or whither they would go; but supposed there must be some other passage

to the lake than I had found in my voyage through the cavern, and that for cer-

tain they came that way, and from some place of which as yet I had no manner

of knowledge.
" Whilst I was entertaining myself with this speculation, I heard the people

in the boats laughing and talking very merrily, though I was too distant to dis-

tin^utsh the words. 1 discerned soon after all the boats (as I still supposed

them) draw up, and push for the bridge ; presently after, though I was sure no

boat entered the arch, I saw a multitude of people on the opposite shore, all

marching towards the hndge ; and what was the strangest of all, there was not

the least sign of a boat now left upon the whole lake. I then was in a greater

consternation than before ;
but was still much more so, when I saw the v.-bole

posse of people that as 1 have just said were marching towards the bridge, coming

over it to my side of the lake. At this my heart failed, and I was just going to

run to my grotto for shelter
;

but taking one look more, I plainly discovered,

that the people leaping one after another, from the top of the bridge as if into

the water, and then rising again, flew in a long train over the lake, the length-

ways of it, quite out of my sight, laughing, hullooing, and sporting together; so tl.at

looking hack again to the bridge, and on the lake, I could neither see person nor

boat, nor any thing else, nor hear the least noise or stir afterwards for that time.

" 1 returned to my grotto brim-full of this amazing adventure, bemoaning my
misfortune in being at a place where I was like to remain ignorant of what was

doing about me. '

For,' said I,
' if I ara in a land of spirits, as now I have little

roam to doubt, there is no guarding against them. I am never safe even in my
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grotto; for that can be no security against such beings as can sail on the wafer" ht

no boats, and fly in the air on no wings, as the case now appears to me, who

can be here and there and wherever they please. What a miserable state I say

am I fallen to !

'

I should have been glad to have had human converse, and to

have found inhabitants in this place; but there being none as I supposed hitherto,

I contented myself with thinking 1 was at least safe from all those erils mankind

in society are obnoxious to :
' But now, what may be the consequence of the next

hour I knovv not ; nay, I am not able to say, but whilst I speak and fliew my dis-

content, they may at a distance conceive my thoughts, and be hatching revenge

against mo for my dislike of them.'

" The pressure of my spirits inclining me to repose, I laid me down, but could

get no rest ;
nor could all my serious thoughts even of the Almighty Providence,

give me relief under my present anxiety : and all this was only from my state of

uncertainty concerning the reality of what I had heard and seen
;
and from the

earnestness with which I coveted a satisfactory knowledge of those beings who

had just taken their flight from me.
" I really believe, the fiercest wild beast, or the most savage of mankind that

had met me, and put me upon my defence, would not have given me huff the

trouble that then lay upon me
;

and the more for that I had no seeming possi-

bility of ever being rid of my apprehensions: so finding I could not sleep I got

up again ;
but as I could not

fly
from myself, all the art I could use with myself,

was but in vain to obtain me any quiet.
" In the height of my distress, 1 had recourse to prayer, with no small benefit;

becsring that if it pleased not the Almighty Power to remove the object of my
f^rs ;U hast to resolve my doubts ahotit them, and to rendef them rather

helpful than hurtful to me. I hereupon, as I always did on such occasions,

found myself much more placid and easy, and began to hope the best, till I had

almost persuaded myself that I was out of danger ;
and then laying myself down,

I rested vcrv swertly, till I was awnkcncd by the impulse of the following dream.
" M< thought I was in Cornwall, nt my wife's aunt's ; and inquiring after her

and my children, the old gentlewoman informed me, both my -wife and chil-

dren h:id I eon de;i<i some time, and that my wife, before her departure, desired

lier (iliat
is her aunt) immediately upon my arrival, to tell me, she was only

j">nc to the 1 il;e, where I should be sure to see her, and be happy with her evr
;,f'er. I then, as I fancied, ran to the lake to find her. In my passage, she

itor-pcil me, crying,
' Whither so fast, Peter ? I am your wife, your Pally.'

I,'- ;!i'.M!_:!it f (iifi nut know her, she was so nhered
; but observing her voter, ard

\>- I,,.; ; mure wibt!'u ;

ly at her, she appeared to me as the most beautiful creature

I over rcl'< M. I then went to seize her in my anus; but the hurry of my spirit*

" \\ her. I cut pp I kept at homo, not caring even to look out nt my door.

Mv iiie;!''i r;:n Mrnnreiy in my hear!, and I had now nothing lint Pally in my
mrnii.

'

Oil !

'

tries J,
' how happy could 1 be with her, though I had or.Jy her

in this iliiune. Oh ! that this was but a reality, and not a dream.' And
.ii'Vei!, lln.MHi it w;is but a dream, I could scarce refrain from running to th

liikf to mod ii'v 1'atty. But then I checked my folly, and reasoned myself into

. mi- (IfLirer of temper again. However, I could not forbear crying out,
' What,

! <;': o'iy in (diverse with : Nobody to astist ! comfort, or counsel me ! This is

a r-.' ! me !:'.i\ NUiation indeed.' Tlius I ran on lamenting, till I was utmost

( ;:ry ;
!M n, nn ;i Midden, I again heard the voice?, 'Hark !' says I,

' her

ti.cy i-';ii:c
;.'^a;!i.

Well I am now resolved to face them
; couie life, conn1 death !
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It is not to be alone I thus dread
;
but to have company about me, and not know

*-ho or what, is death to me worse lima I cau sutler from them, be they who or

what they will.'

"
During my soliloquy the voices increased, and then by degrees diminished

as usual
;

but I had scarce got my gun in my hand to pursue my resolution of

shewing myself to those who uttered them, when I felt such a thump upon tho

roof of my anti-chamber, as shook the whole fabric, and set me all over into a

tremor ; I then heard a sort of shriek and a rustle near the door of my apart-

ment; nil which together seemed very terrible. But I having before determined

to see what and who it was, resolutely opened my door, and leaped out. I saw

nobody ;
all was quite silent, and nothing that I could perceive but my own fear*

a moving. I went then softly to the corner of the building, and there looking

down b^ the glimmer of my lamp, which stood in the window, I saw something iu

human shape lying at my feet, I gave the word, ' Who's there ?' Still no on*

answered. My heart was ready to force a way through my side. I was for a

while fixed to the earth like a statue. At length, recovering, I stepped in,

fetched my lamp, and returning, saw the very beautiful face my Patty appeared
ui:der in my dream

;
and not considering that it was only a dream, I verily

thought I had my Patty before me, but she seemed to be stone dead. Upon
viewing her other parls (for I had never yet removed my eyes from her face), I

found she had a sort of brown chaplet like lace round her head, under ar.d about

which her hair was tucked up and twined
;
and she seemed to me to be clothed in

a thin hair-coloured silk garment, which, upon trying to raise her, I found to bt

quite warm, and therefore hoped there was life in the body it contained. I then

took her into my arms, and treading a step backwards with her, I put out my
lamp; however, having her in my arms, I conveyed her through the door-way
in the dark into my grotto ;

here I laid her upon my bed, and then rail out for

my lamp.
" '

This,' thinks I,
'

is an amazing adventure. How could Patty come here,

and dressed in silk and whalebone too ? sure that is not the reigning fashion in

England now ? But my dream said she was dead. Why, truly, o she seems to

be. But be it so, she. is warm. Whether this is the place for persons to inhabit

after death or not, I can't tell (for I see there are people here, tlioiih I doi/t

know lliem^) ;
but be it as it will, she feels as flesh and blood

;
and if I can but

bring her to stir and act again as my wife, what matters it to me what she is ! it

will be a groat blessing and comfort to me ;
for she never would have come to

this very spot but for my good.'
"

Top-full of these thoughts, I re-entered my grotto, shut my door, and

lighted my lamp ;
when going to my Patty (as I delighted to fancy her) I thought

I saw her eyes stir a little. I thn set the lamp farther off, for fear of offending

them if she should look up j
and warming the last glass I had reserved of my

Madeira, 1 carried it to her, but she never stirred. I now supposed the fall had

absolutely killed her, and was prodigiously grieved ;
when laying my hand on

her breast, I perceived the fountain of life had some motion. This gave me
infinite pleasure ; so not despairing, I dipped my finger in the wine, and

moistened her lips with it two or three times, and I imagined they opened a little.

Upon this I bethought me, and taking a tea-spoon, I gently poured a few drops

of the wine by that means into her mouth. Finding she swallowed it, I poured
in another spoonful, and another, till I brought her to herself so well as to be

able to sit up. All this I did by a glimmering light, which the lamp afforded

from a distant part of th room where I had placed it, as I have said, out of her

fight,
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" I then spoke to her, and asked divers questions, as if she had really been

PattVi "'id understood me ; in leturu of which she uttered a language I had no

idea of, though in the most musical tone, and with the sweetest accent I ever

heard. It grieved me I could not understand her. However, thinking she

might lite to be on her feet, I went to lift her off the hed, when she felt to my
touch in the oddest manner imaginable : for while in one respect it was as though

she had he en cased up in whalebone, it was at the same time as soft and warm as

if she had been naked.

" I then took her in my arms, and carried her into my anti-chamber again ;

where I would fain have entered into conversation, but found she and I could

make nothing of it together, unless we could understand one another's speech.

It is very strange my dream should have prepossesed me so of Patty, and of the

alteration of her countenance, that 1 could by no means persuade myself the

person T had witli me was not she : though, upon a deliberate comparison, Fatly,

as pleasing at, she always was to my tuste, would no more come up to this fair

creature, than a coarse ale-wife would to Venus herself.

" You may imagine we stared heartily at each other, and I doubted not but

she wondered as much as I, by what means we came so near each other. I

offered tier every thing in my grotto which I thought might please her
;
some of

which she gratefully received, as appeared by her looks and behaviour. But she

avoided my l;.nij>,
and always placed her back toward it. I observing that, and

ascribing it to her modesty in my company, let her have her will, and took care

to set it in such a position myself as seemed agreeable to her, though it deprived

n,e of a prospect I very much admired.
" Aiiei- we had sat a good while, now and then I may say chattering to one

niiotiiiT, she got up, and took a turn or two about the room. When I saw her in

that altitude, her grace and motion perfectly charmed me, and her shape wai

incomparable ;
but the strangeness of her dress put me to a loss to conceive either

what it was, or how it was put on.

"
Well, we supped together, and I set the best of every thing I had before

her, nor could either of us forbear speaking in our own tongue, though we were

sensible neither of us understood the other. After supper, I gave her some of

mv cordials, for which she shewed great tokens of thankfulness, and often in her

WHY, by signs and gestures, which were very far from being insignificant, ex-

pressed her gratitude for my kindness. When supper had been some time over,

1 shewed her my bed, and made signs for her to go to it
;
but she seemed very

shy of that, till I shewed her where I meant to lie myself, by pointing to myself^
then to that, and again pointing to her and to my bed. When at length I had

made this matter intelligible to her, she lay down very composedly ; and after I

had taken care of my fire, and set the things I had been using for supper in their

place.*, I laid myself down too: for I could have no suspicious thoughts or fear

of danger from a form so excellent.
"

I treated her for some time with hll the respect imaginable, and never suf-

fered her to do the least part of my work. It was very inconvenient to both of us

only to know each other's meaning by signs; but I could not be otherwise than

please;!, to sec that she, endeavoured all in her power to leara to talk like me.

Indeed I was not behind hand with her in that respect, striving all I could to

iim!;ite her. What I all the while wondered at was, she never shewed the leasj

disquiet at her confinement
;

for I kept rny door shut at first through fear of losing

her, thinking she would have taken an opportunity to run uvvay frpm ruej fof

iittlc ciiu I then think the could fly."

[To be continued.]
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PLATE CCCCLXXIV.

Jersey Isle.*

JCRSEY
is 3 leagues in length from east to west, and nearly 2 league*

In breadth. Its N.W. point lies S.E | S. from St. Martin's point in

Guernsey, about o leagues ;
its S.VV. point 1 1 leagues N. b. W. * VV. from

St. Malo ; its distance from the coast of Normandy is from 3 to 4

leagues, and with a good wind, you pass from one to the other in two

hours. This island, like Guernsey, is surrounded with rucks, which render

the access both difficult and dangerous.

St. llelier is the principal town in Jersey ;
it is situated in the bay

St. Aubin, almost in the middle of the southern side
;
and lias the best

road in the whole island, but yet dangerous on acconnt of the numerous

rocks scattered round the entrance. The town and bay are defended by

several batteries, but chiefly by Castle Elizabeth, built in the bay, on a

large rock, to which you mny go at low-water quite dry. With northerly

winds you may anchor about a league without this bay, in 15 and 20

fathoms water, clear of any danger from the rocks.

The west side of Jersey forms another large bay, called St. Owen's bay,

wherein large vessels may anchor in 12 and 15 fathoms water, sheltered

from easterly winds. Westward of this bay, about 1 league and , is a

bank, called the Great Bank, extending 4 or 5 miles N.W. b. N. and

S.E. b. S. where you may cast anchor in 11 fathoms.

On the eastern part is the bay St. Catherine, where the anchorage and

the hold are good. St. Clement's Point (the S.E. point of the island) is to

the south of this road, and must not be approached nearer than a large

league, because of a ledge of rocks, called Bane de Vielet, which runs from -

it towards the S.E. b. E.

The tides set very strong through the rocks, and run, as we have already

observed f in speaking of the other islands, the whole circuit of the compass
in VI hours; an E. VV. ([ makes high-water about the.se places.

The two most remarkable ledges of rocks, on the north side of Jersey,

are tlie Pater-Nosters, and the Ecreho rocks ; the west end of the Pater-

Nosters lie about yj miles N.N-E. from Grosnez, from whence they stretch

upwards of two miles east. N.E. b. N. G miles from the N.E. point of

Jersey, lie the middle of Ecreho rocks
; they extend from thence west

2 miles, and S.S.E. about 2 miles. Both the ledges consist of a multitude

of rocks, several of which are above water.

The Gre!c!s Bank.-S. 5 miles from Noirmont point in Jersey, lies

the west end of the Grelets bank, it thence extends east and E. b. S. 4 or 5

miles, and is 2 miles in breadth, its easternmost end lies south 7 miles

from St. Clement's point.

* B. . vi, 105
; xiii, 78. f Page 33J,

Spron, Vol. XXXVI. 3 i
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The Mtnguiers. South of Jersey 3 or 4 leagues, lie the Minquicrs, n
chain of rocks lying E.N.E. and W.S.W. 3 leagues in length, and 4 mile*
in breadth. They are very dangerous, for the tide sets strong across them.
The greatest part of them are under water

; those which shew themselves
are called Les Maisons, and bear S. b. W. from St. Clement's point near 4

leagues, and N. b. E. i E. 6 leagues from Cape Frehel. The westernmost
of the JMinquiers, called the Deree, bears from the S.W. point of Jersey
south westerly above 4 leagues, is always above water, and appears
detached from the rest. (Le Petit Neptune Franyais.)

Jersey is twelve miles long and six broad. The north side is composed
of rocky cliff's, forty to fifty fathoms high, while the south shore is nearly
level with the sea; a ridge of hilts runs through the centre, whose sides

are covered with orchards, from whose produce 24,000 hogsheads of cyder
have been made in one year. The other industrial pursuit is the rearing

cattle, particularly sheep, whose wool, together with cyder, form the only

exports, and the island is obliged to import corn from France and England.
The number of inhabitants is 20,000.

The two towns of Jersey are St. Helier and St. Aubin. The former is

the chief place, and is situated in the bay of St. Aubin, nearly in the

middle of the south side, the best road of the island, but still dangerous,
f-o:i\ ;;ur,'.erous rocks scattered round the entrance.

The town consists of several good streets, and is defended by numerous

batteries, but chiefly by Elizabeth-castle, on a rock insulated at high water,

but accessible at low.

On the west side of the island is St. Owen's bay, and on the east St. Ca-

therine's bay, which are safe roads according to the wind. All the ac-

c<s<-;b!e parts of the island are defended by batteries and towers.

('I
i ci; c Y '& 3Iariti i. c Geography)

Jcr=:?y L-l,uid, in the English Channel, is about 6 leagues to the W. of

the (.oast or'Xorm-indv in France, that roast there trending nearly due N.

an:! ^. nml about 28 leagues to the S. of Portland on the coast of Dorset

i.i T;. :Vii,<l. Tlio length is about 12 miles, and the breadth C; but it is

s'iv: i-: :u!ed by rocks and quicksands, which form a natural defense to it.

The chi'.'s 0:1 the N. side are from 40 to 50 fathoms high, and render it

totally inaccessible on that side; but the shore on the S. side is almost

J:YC ! -.v-tli t!:e water. The coast of this island is very subject to storms by

\\c r-.riv winds, from which they hare no land to shelter them; and there

'.- .: vast chain of rocks about the island, amon^ which the tides and currents

:>.-?. s;> st;, :,g and rapid, thnt the navigation is extremely dangerous to

f':e;-n v. ho arc not perfectly acquainted with the const. They send a con-

ii.kra'iio number of ships annually to Newfoundland, from whence they

iV'Jcced to the .Mediterranean to dispose of their fish. There is a large

tr t of hrivi in the W. part of the island that is entirely barren and desert,

u ; :;,.; c very v.tii cultivated, atid in a good state of tertility; this
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change has been occasioned by the prevalence of westerly winds, which have

thrown tip vast quantities of sand from the bottom to the top of the highest

cliffs.

Tin's island is about N. b. \V. at the distance of 8 leagues from

St. Malo, and S.W. b W. C leagues from Cape la Hague,* and the

same distance of 4 leagues at S.E. from the island of Guernsey. Round

towers, with embrasures on the tops for small cannon, and loop-holes ou

their sides for small arms, have been built on this island, at all the accessi-

ble places on the coast, since the year 1781 ; at which time it was surprised

by a body of French, under the Baron de RILLECOUUT, who paid detir for

their rashness, being every one killed, wounded, or made prisoners, though
\vith the loss of some lives, particularly of the gallant Major FRANCIS

PIERSON. The entrance to these towers is by a door, so high up in the

wall, as to be out of the reach of man, and only to be ascended hy a ladder,

to be drawn up when tlie defendants are got safely within the buildings.

In many places are pieces of large cannon mounted, with storehouses near

them for powder and ball.

There fire good roads at divers places round the island, and anchorage
all along the X. side in 10 or 11 fathoms water. At die N. side near the

W. point are some great rocks, a good way distant from the shore, called

the Paternosters, or Pierres de Leek ; and there are also many rocks a great

way off" into the sea, at the S.W. point. To the Horthward of these last,

between them and the westernmost point on the W. side of the island, is

anchorage in divers places, in 10, 11, and 12 fathoms water; and at the

E. side of the island there is a good road for N. and N.N.W. winds.

Catharine's Bay, which is to the northward of Mount-Orgueil Castle, on

the E. shore, is a very good road also for westerly winds. This island may
be generally laid down, as in lat. 49 7' N. and long. 2 11' W. and has

high-water on full and change ([ days at half-past 12 o'clock. (MALHAM'S

Gazetteer.)

OX LORD EXMOUTH'S DESTRUCTION OF THE ALGER1NE
FLEET.

HARK ! how the thunder's awe-diffusing voice,

Loudly rebellows from the arched air!

Night does not shroud the flaming earth,

Nor stormsf obscure the rippling sea.

*
Cape La-Hagne, the N.W. promontory of Normandy, is on certain clirsts

corruptly written Hogue ; and is erroneously confounded by some mariners with

L-IIogue, where the French fleet, under TOURVILLE ' was attacked and

destroyed by the English, under RUSSEI.L, in 1692.

t A thunder storm happened at the time of the action.
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Wliat splenders sparkle on my dazzled view,

And gleam along the far-illumined sky !

The pirates' navy now is all on fire !

It soon will vanish far away!
Thou matchless fleet of England ! from whose guns,
Swifter than arrows from the twanging bow,

Unnumber'd light'ning shafts

Flash dreadful through the air:

Thy presence bids the admiring world perceive

How soon the sons of Afric's power is gone,

Their ships reduc'd to ashes,

And Slavery's reign o'erthrown !

Exmouth! disamier of the pirates bands,

With force Promethean snatch'd the weak* away.
His voice the seamen know,
And love to hear its swell.

Baring, yet merciful, he spar'd the lives of men,

Spar'd the defenceless, while his uplifted arm

The vollied light'ning calls,

The thunder strikes, and all again is still !

Tear not, that time shall blot thy well-earn'd praise :

Thou, great deliv'rer of the human race,

While men thy blessings feel,

Shalt live in grateful hearts.

THE TUKBOT.

A TALE.

ORD ENDLESS, walking to the Hall,

Saw a fine Turbot on a stall.

" How much d'ye ask, friend, for this fish !''

" Two guineas, sir."" Two guineas ! pish !"

He paused, he thought,
" Two guineas! zounds!''

" Few fish to-day, sir"
"
Come, take pounds."

" Send it up quick to Bedford-square,
" Here's a pound note; now mind, when there,
" Abk for one pound, and say that's all

"'

My Lady's economical."

The fi-,li was sent, my Lady thought it

Superfluous, but mv Lord had bought it.

She paid one pouud, and cried, "Oil rat it!''

Yet could not think the fish dear at it.

*
Captives.
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A knock announces Lady Tatter,

Come for an hour to sit and chatter j

At length" My darling Lady E.
" I'm so distress'd you know Lord T.
" Can't dine without fish, and, 'tis funny,
" There's none to-day for love or money."

" Bless us," cried Lady E. " two hours
"
Ago, a turbot came, 'tis your's ;

"
I paid but thirty shillings for it,

" You'd say 'twas dirt cheap if you saw it."

The bargain struck cash paid fish gone.

My Lord and dinner came anon,

lie stared to see my Lady smile,

'Twas what he had not seen some while,

There was hash'd beef, and leeks a boat full,

But Turbot none my Lord looked doubtful <

" My dear! -I think Is no fish come?
1'

" There is, love, leave the room, John, mum ! .

" I sold the fish, you silly man,
" I make a bargain when I can ;

" The fish, which cost us shillings twenty,
"

I sold for thirty ! to content ye
" For one pound ten to Lady Tatter

'

" Lord ! how you stare ! why, what's the matter ?

My Lord stared wide with both his eyes,

Down knife and fork dropt with surprize,
" For one pound ten to Lady Tatter ! !

" If she was flat, ma'am you were flatter,
" Two pounds the turbot cost 'tis true

" One pound I paid, and one pound you."

" Two pounds ! Good Heavens ! Why then, say,
"

It cost but one pound ?" M
Nay, ma'am, nay,

"
I said not so said nought about it

;

'

So, madam, you were free to doubt it."

" Two pounds ! Good Heavens ! Why, who could doubt
" That the fish cost what I laid out?
" Two u Id have been madness (you may rate)
" In such a case so hesitate."
" 'Tis never madness," he replies,
" To doubt. 1 doubt my very eyes.
" Ilaii you but doubted the prime cost,
" Ten shillings would not have been lost.

"
Though you and all the world may rate,

?' You sec 'tis best to hesitate,"
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ADMIRALTY SESSIONS.

OLD BAILEY, NOV. 18.

Robert Smith and Charles Furncy stood capitally indicted for the murder

of Captain Thomas Johnson, of the schooner Creole, on the 2 1st of July.

It was stated in the indictment, that the prisoner Smith had struck the

deceased on the head with a handspike, and Forney had cut his throat with

n knife; mid that afterwards both the prisoners had thrown him overboard

into the sea. The prisoner Smith pleaded guilty to the charge, and the

learned Judge (UOLROYD) apprised liinj of the consequences, and that his

j.'lea of guilty would make no difference as to the punishment. He still

persisted in his plea, saying, that otherwise he would be perjured, and wa*

In consequence removed from the bar.

Charles Furney, the other prisoner, pleaded guilty as an accessary, but

not guilty as a principal; observing, that none but himself and Smith knew
how the crime had been committed. After some observations on the part

of the Court, the prisoner pleaded generally, Not Guilty.

James Ijalman was mate on board the Creole schooner, in June and July

last, which sailed on the 22d of June from Smyrna for London ;
the master

\\asThomas Johnson; the prisoner and Robert Smith were two of the crew*

and William Mason and Daniel Reading the two others, being six in all

with the master. There were on board a box and two tin cases of dollars,

and that fact was known to the prisoner, who heard the Captain ask witness

tlie amount of the cabin freight, and was told there was so much for mohair

varn, so much for silk, for opium, for oakum, and for doubloons. On Sunday
the 1st of July, it was the witness's turn to keep watch, there being two

Batches on board ; the Captain, Smith, and Furney, made one watch, and

\vitno-i, Mas-Mi, and Reading, the other; witness was relieved at four in

i IK: monu'ng on Sunday 21st July ; Cape Fidelias, on the coast of Barbary,
IK

in:; ihc nearest land, at the distance of twenty miles, and Algier at the

distance (if seventy or eighty; the witness went btlow, and the Captain,

Smith, and the prisoner, came upon the watch ; Smith went to the helm,
:,.e prisoner walked the main and the Captain the quarter-deck ;

Mason
;i'.:ii Reading also went below; about seven minutes after eight, witness

v. as awoke by a noise of driving nails, and looking through the door, saw
the pr;; >;;er was the person who was driving them, but had then no suspicion
i! .;.! he meant to fasten the door, but Lade him leave off, and not disturb

! i!ii i ill he rose: the prisoner then went on deck, and witness tried to open
ri.e !i,le door of the cabin, but found it fastened; still he supposed all to

lie a ; i)ke upon him for lying too long; witness then called to the prisoner
t'j la him out, ami ua told that the witness was a prisoner as well as

I. h,, a If, ami that he would shew him more by and by ;
still he thought it a

!.r. nml said he would not be tired sooner than they, and continued to lie

; l.'jt! sjmc '.hue lunger. At lust he became uneasy, and said he would
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burst the door if they did not open it; he accordingly tried to force the

door, when the prisoner shut the folding door of tlie cabin, so that the

witness could not come on deck. Witness remained three quarters of an
hour i the cabin, till the companion door was opened, and the boy came

below, crying, and in five minutes was followed by Smith. About ten

o'clock the prisoner came and asked for the Captain's journal, and to be

told by the witness the longitude and latitude ot the day before
;
witness

told him that no journal was kept by the Captain, but that he (the witness)
had an abstract of a journal upon a shelf, and also if let out would shew
where the ship was. The prisoner said he could not without asking Smith,
and went away for that purpose. The witness was then brought out, and

shewed them the place of the ship on the chart, and was asked if he would

take the ship to some small port in Barbary ? Witness made choice of a
small bay at the distance of 40 miles off to the east of Cape Fidelias ;

witness then told the prisoner that he could not shew his face in England,
who said he did not intend

it,
and that there was a sure refuge where he

was, by turning Turk. The prisoner then said he had saved witness's life

in the morning, as Smith had intended to hang him, but that he would

allow no injury to the witness if he only kept quiet. About half after

eleven they made land, and witness was told that he must be made fast on

deck, aud was ordered to go to the larboard side, and the prisoner tied hi*

hands behind his hack, and fastened the witness to a stauncheon with a

rope round his-tniddle; Smith then had a sword iu his hand. Prisoner and

Smith consulted together, and prisoner asked witness if he knew of the

money on board
;

witness said there could be no doubt there was money on

board, hut did not know where it was kept by the Captain ;
Mason was

then at the helm, and Reading on the quarter deck, but had no hand in

fastening the witness; prisoner and Reading went below, and witness

heard the prisoner call to Smith " Here is a box of money for you."
The box was then hauled up, and broken open by Smith, an\l had two bags
of doubloons in it; there were also two tin cases brought up filled with

doubloons; they were emptied, and the contents divided into four parts,

one for each person ; Smith and the prisoner took their shares, and the

other shares were put into a hat and a cap, and left upon deck. The

prisoner then dressed himself in the Captain's best suit of clothes, and the

witness was released; that was about one o'clock, and all four went to

dinner, and witness obtained leave to walk the deck. The Captain's

writing-desk was then handed up, and opened by Smith, who took

dollars out of it
; prisoner had some of them, and having overhauled the

papers, asked witnrss which of them would be most useful to enable him to

pass for a shipwrecked Captain, and witness told him, some of the home-

ward bills of lading and iome cockets. Smith then put on one of the

Captain's best check shirt?, and threw his owa overboard, saying that was

the third shirt that he had torn since the signing of Captain Johnson's

death warrant. Smith then called all hands to take an oath not to tell what

had that day happened on board the ship, and produced a book in the pre-

encc of the prisoner. Witness saiil he would take one purl of the oath, ta
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stand off the land, but would not take the other by which he was to be

bound to sccresy as to what had taken place on board the ship. Smith said

that would not do for him, that he had once before been concerned in a

similar affair, and had been deceived; and that there should no tell-tales

be left behind. Smith then called the boy to turn the grind-stone while he

ground the sword, saying he would have it sharp enough to do the business,

and this was done in the presence of the prisoner, the ship being then a

mile and a half off Cape Fidelias. Prisoner and Smith then began to dis-

pute about the boat, as the prisoner wished to go ashore, and Smith to go

eastward of the Cape. Witness sided with the prisoner, saying it \vas dan-

gerous to run the ship ashore, as she was a very sharp vessel, and might cap-

size; witness wished they might quarrel, and made a sign to Mason with

his head, who shewed that he understood him, and went and told the pri-

soner that if he could get the sword from Smith, they two would take the

boat, and make Smith do as they liked. The prisoner took the sword from

Smith, and then gave it up to Mason. Witness seized a musket that Mason

had loaded unknown to the others, and said to Smith that he would blow

his brains out if he made the least resistance. Witness then asked the pri-

soner to assist to seize Smith, which was done accordingly, and he was put

below. Prisoner then begged hard to be put on shore, weeping and saving

he was a dead man, but the witness would not allow a boat to go from the

ship ;
witness said that the prisoner might save himself by turning King's

evidence. The ship was then put off the land, and the money was col-

lected; the prisoner was ordered to go to bed, and the door was locked

upon him at eight at night. Witness had been offered 18 doubloons, but

left them on the table. Smith and the prisoner had drank freely that day
of wine. On Monday the 22d of July, witness saw marks of blood upon
the deek and on the cable- bend, and on an oar, and missed the square sail.

On the same day the witness told the prisoner that he would certainly be

handed, and should therefore prepare for another world.

The prisoner (being asked if he had any questions to put to the witness)

said, that lie had perjured his soul, and had got his task like a schoolboy.,
and that the witness had promised to save his life.

\V. Mi,M)ii and D. Reading were also examined.

?.Ir. Justice HOI.UOVD then summed up the evidence, and the Jury irnrne-

diatcly returned a verdict of Guilty DEATH.

Robert Smith, the other prisoner, was then put to the bar; and the pri-

soners belli;; asked what they had to say wiiy sentence should not be exe-

cuted, the prisoner Smith said nothing, and Furuey said he would reserve

iii-i IK iVnce fur hib (.loo.

>':r \V. S( 01 i then, in the most impressive manner, pronounced the sen-

tence oi'iho lau ; and the prisoners were ordered for execution on the fol-

l<!'.\ iii'j \Yr(lin.s,hiv,

'I'L. i:/J Liittil the whole day.
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NOVEMBER 20.

ASSAULT.

John Slaters was indicted for having committed different assaults (nine
in number) on Thomas Benjamin Gibson, a boy on board his ship.

The prosecutor in this case was the father of the boy, (who died on.

board the ship) and the defendant having been examined at the Shadweil

Police Office, had been allowed to go at large upon bail.

Mr. Wai ford stated the case for the prosecution, and then called the

witnesses.

J. E. Pizzey, was a sailor on board the Thames, merchant ship, of which

the defendant was master; and the deceased had been also on board. The
ship was bound to Peru, and set sail on the 29th of May. When leaving

Madeira, there had been a scuffle between the deceased and a boy of the

name of Duncan; the deceased had been taken down into the cabin foe

ten minutes, when witness heard him cry out, and the Captain snid he had

given him a small taste of it. On the 15th of August, some bread had

been spoilt accidentally by the boy Gibson, (the deceased) and another;

when the captain had tied him hand and foot to a gun, and gave him a

<lozeu with a cat-o'-nine-tails, the marks of which appeared on his body.

In November, 1814, some more bread had been spoiled, the ship being off

the Coast of Peru, when the deceased had been flogged by order of the

Captain, who stood over him while another boy flogged, whom the Captain

flogged when he did not lay it on hard enough. The deceased received

fifteen lashes, and tiie blood came, and he and the other boys were made

to eat the bread that had been spoiled. The boys were then made to sit

in the spanker boom, with a crow bar in their hands, for the space of

ihree hours. In the month of May, J815, when the ship was off the

Gallipago Islands, some dirty clothes of the deceased were found below,

and laid upon the capstan, for this he was tied up to a starboard gun, and

Lad four dozen lashes with a cat-o'-nine-tails, by the Captain himself, that

drew blood ; he was then tied to the spanker buom, with a crow bar in

his hand, when he fell off upon the sky-light, and the Captain started him

up again with a rope's-end, till he got upon the boom. When he came

down, the Captain sent him to stow the flying gib, and to wait till he came.

To stow the gib, he must go to the end of the bow-sprit. In the month of

June the boy had u blubbtr boil upon the knee, and on t^je 10th the Cap-
tain gave him a severe starting with a rope (here the witness prodiued the

rope), and chased him round the deck; the boy at the time had a com"

pluint in the leg. On July the 6th, the binnacle lamp had not been trim-

med, which it was the duty of the deceased to do, along with the other boys

in his turn, and the Captain gave the deceased a starting, and beat him to

the after hatchway, when the boy fell from weakness. The Captain then

struck him with a rope many times, arid beat him all manner of colours,

and the boy died on the 18th or 19th of July ; was brought on deck th

.morning before he died, and could not eat his dinner, when the Captain

, 0$ron. Vol. XXXVI.
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took the cat-o'-ninc-tails, and said he should flog him if he did not eat.

The doctor was then present, and the deceased held his hand out, and th

Captain said,
" Til see you d d first !" and struck him over the arm.

The boy was brought down in his bed-clothes about five or six o'clock by
the Captain, in a dying state, and next morning was found dead in his

hammock by the witness. The body having marks all over it from the

beating.

A man of the name of Templeton, the carpenter, gave two letters to

the Captain, who read one of them, tore it, and threw it overboard.

On his re examination said that he kept a journal. Captain had pu-

nished the witness and most of the crew ;
had punished witness on a

charge of stealing mutton, which was false. His father had brought an

action against the Captain, which witness had dropped. Had seen in the

papers that the Captain had been examined at Shadwell Police Office, but

was then eighty miles from London
;
had not seen the account of the ex-

amination before his father brought the action against the captain.

The witness was here shewn two letters ; the back of one of them he

believed to be the hand writing of the deceased, of the other he could not

form an opinion.

Mr. R. Gibson, the father of the deceased, had had no communication

from the Captain of the death of his son.

Mr. Andrews addressed the Jury for the defendant, and then proceeded
to call his witnesses.

Mr. John Younger, formerly surgeon of the ship, stated that the

deceased had been treated with all care in his sickness, and had wine and

nourishing food. Witness had made some soup for him the day before he

died. The deceased had made uo complaint to witness of being severely

treated.

On iiis re-examination would not swear that the boy had not been

severely flogged, as he had not been present, it not being the custom in

South Sea ships for the surgeon to be present at the flogging of the men.

Henry Grant, cooper, said that the boy had not been used with any

cruelty.

William Templeton, the carpenter, gave evidence to the same effect.

The boy was very dirty in his habits. Witness had received a letter from

(he boy to send home, and had told the father of the death of his son, and

thai no cruelty had been used.

Mr. Gibson, the father of the deceased, stated that the last witness was

tiie first who had told him of the cruel usage t!iat his son had received, iu

(consequence of which the present prosecution had been commenced.

A number of witnesses were called, who gave the prisoner a character

for humanity.
Mr. Justice ITolroyd summoned up the evidence, and the Jury almost

instantly returned a verdict of Guilty.

John Baxter, the mate, who was indicted upon a similar charge, re-

Jvticttd ius plea, and pleaded guilty.

fcir W. Scott pronounced tbe SQUten.ce of the court that the prisoner,
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John Stavers, should pay a fine of 50/. to the King, and be imprisoned a

year in Newgate, and till the fine be paid ;
and that John Baxter pay a

fine of 20/. and enter into recognizances to keep the peace for a year.

The trial lasted till nine o'clock.

NAVAL HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR, 1816.

(October November.)

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

Fis
far from our inclination to detract in the smallest degree, from

!he honour of our late victory at Algier. The Noble Lord who com-

manded the expedition, so skilfully conducted the attack, and so bravely
maintained it, is, with all his brave companions, intitled to unqualified

praise. But we have from the first intimation of hostilities in that quarter
insisted on the necessity of depriving that enemy of any future means of

aggression to the utmost of our power. Instead of which, we have only

the promise of a man, who may have neither the inclination nor ability to

make it good, that Christian slavery shall be abolished at Algier for ever,

and if reports be true, the promise is already broken. We do. not see any

possibility of effecting this desired abolition, but by keeping an armed

Naval force in the Mediterranean, in hostility against the capture of

Christians on any other'principle than as prisoners of war, and this force

should be a confederated one of all the Christian powers of Europe, the

charge of such a force would then be divided, and lightly felt as to the

tenure of the treaty we conceive nothing more trail, for it is with those

who hold in abomination all faith with Christians. The bond of fear is

the only one that can be effectual in our dealings with the Barhary States,

and especially with that of Algier. On this subject we do not hold an

exclusive opinion.

" From various accounts," says one of our journals,
" received from the

Continent, independent of those fruin France, which may be suspected of

partiality, we are much afraid a long time will not elapse before we hear of

new atrocities committed by the Algerines. Ministers should have been

more explicit in their instructions to Lord Exmouth. A .tine qua nan of

those instructions ought to have been the raxure of a fortification which has

ever served, and will serve again, to foster and nourish a system of robbery

and piracy upon the ships of all nations ; and of barbarous cruelty against all

of our faith who may fall in the power of such a banditti. Our late

victory, still leaving such means in their power, will only tend to sharpen

and render more fierce the deadly hatreds which arc borne towards our

race. Algier should have been " a warlike cily" no more ! This would

hare been the best guarantee of the
" abolition of Christian Slaver,y

for ever.''
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By a recent Order in Council, it willhe recollected, a new regulation a to

take place in all seizures of contraband goods, &c. by his Majesty's vessels

and revenue cruisers. They now share in the same way as prizes taken in

time of war from the enemy. The commandcr-in-chicf, under whose com-
mand such men of war and revenue cruizers are, takes an eighth. If a

revenue cruiser takes any thing in sight of a vessel of war, then the lieute-

nant commanding such revenue cruiser shares with the lieutenants of the

king's ship. The Act of 1764 is annulled, and the above regulations take

place from the 1st of July, 1816. The boy'shalf a share
;
and many other

minor regulations are comprehended in the same order.

The under-mentioned quantity of powder and shot was expended on

board the Leander in the attack on Algier: Powder, 22,800lb. ; round

Shot, 42 pounders, 1616 ; tin case, 148; grape, 151
; round, 24 pounders,

2400; tin case, 190; grape, 200; double headed, 34; round 12 pounders,

80; grape, 24; tin case, 24; round 18 pounders, 20.

The Impregnable is ordered to be refitted for a Guard ship at Plymouth,
and is intended to bear the flag of Admiral Sir J. T. Duckworth. The repair

of her hull only, is estimated to require 10,6001.; and her masts, yards,
nnd riggii'g, must be totally new. The Bomb of the Belaebub was fired

every ten minutes during the attack on Algier. Sixty-nine shot passed

through the main-top-sail of the Superb, during the engagement. Mr.

Howard, Midshipman of the Queen Charlotte, was not killed in the action

l>y a shot, but by a block falling from aloft, while repairing damages
American Papers are received to the 18th ult. The New Orleans Gtt~

zctte <>f the ] 3th September, gives a long detail of the capture of the Ame-
rican ship Firebrand, by the Spanish squadron, consisting of the Diana,
2-1 guns, and two of 18. The account is not official : it is written by a

person who was on board ;
his name or profession is not given ; he states,

that immediately on the Spanish squadron approaching, they fired stveral

guns at the American, ordering the captain, in a very furious tone, to come

on board, where a scene of very vulgar abuse ensued every epithet was

used that could disgrace persons entrusted with command for tire American

States, their officers imprisoned, men flogged, &c. It, however, appears,

that the Spanish commander would not take the sword of Captain Cun-

ningham, who offered it to him on coming on board, as a signal of his

capture. No account is given of their quitting the Spanish squadron. It

is asserted, that the whole Gulph of Mexico is ordered under blockade,

to j-.Kvent tlie Americans from assisting the cause of the independents.

Tiic above paper, in giving these details, mentions, that a war is almost in-

evitable, and that a meeting of the inhabitants of the town was fixed, to

address the American government on this interesting subject.

(Jiiirial intelligence has been received in America, of Carthagena having

been declared nj'i'ie port.

Three vessels that were lately receiving ship*, and on board of which the

VTarrr.iit Of'irers arc to continue, will be employed nightly as a River

]'(,hc( : one is to be stationed at Blackwall, one at Limehouse, and another

rib !>ve London-bridge; each is to have a complement of seven surveyors

and twciuy-fuur watermen. Tour boats from each shjp are to be rowing
ail nidit.
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COMPARISON of the TEMPERATURE of the following Months in 1815 and

1816, as also of the quantity of RAIN wldch fell in those months ; with

the Cause and Consequence of the difference.

BY SIX'S TIIBRMOMETKH.
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promotions anu Appointment?.

Captains, &c. appointed.

Rear-admiral Plamplin has hoisted his flag in H.M. ship Conqueror, at
commander-in-chief at St. Helena, the Cape, &c.

Captain Robert Moorsom, to the Prometheus

Captain Hanchett, R.N. is appointed to the superintendance of all the

Custom House boats on the coast of England.
Captains R. M. Fowler, to the Conqueror; Sir James Gordon, to the

Meander; are promoted to the rank of post captains.
Lieutenants J. Burgess, P. Richards, R. Fleming, John Davis (B), of the

Queen Charlotte; T. Revans, and R. Hay, of the Albion
;
T. Sanders, are

promoted to the rank of commanders.

Capt. Arthur Fanshawe, D. Lawrence, R. H. Rogers, are promoted to

the rank of post captains; James Nash, to the Impregnable.
Mr. Charles Martyr, to be Agent of the Royal Naval Hospital at Halifax',

vice Mr. Eppes, superseded for irregularity in his accounts.

Dr. Alexander Copland Ilutchenion, late Surgeon of the Royal Hospital
at Deal, is appointed one of the Surgeons extraordinary to his Royal High-
ness the Duke of Clarence.

Captains J. Wright, and C. T. Burton, of the Royal Marines, are pro-
moted, for their gallant conduct at Algier, to the brevet rank of Major in

the army. Major Jaiues Valkick, to he Lieut.-cokmel for the same service.

Lieutenants, &c. appointed.

Messrs. Simon T. Ogilvie, John Whitfield, Edward Actchisn, Edward

Hawes, James Crutchley, Edwnrd Morres, James Everard, A. Sainthill,

Walter B. Stocker, Wm. Radcliffe, Thomas Strange, H. Seymour, Hon.
Win. Waldegrave, James Thorn, John H. Wolsley, Archibald Maclean,
Richard S. Friscott, John S. Jago, Charles S. Cochrane, Wynne Baird,
Wm. Sweeting, George Hales, Charles Ware, James Strong, Charles March,
John llealey, Edward Hillman, John Barber, David B. Innes, G. W. Pew,
Francis Barrs, Aaron S. Symes, are promoted to the rank of Lieutenants ;

Lieutenant J. W. Prowse, to the Conqueror; John James Onslow, to

ditto; William Russel, to ditto; Joddrell Leigh, to the Falmouth; W. N.

Glasscock, to the Meander; Francis A. Stewart Sydney King, to ditto;

James Crouch, A. N. NapitT, to the Impregnable; Robert Holman, to

ditto; John Reeve, to the Queen Charlotte; T. Herbert, to the Impreg-
nable; Mark Anthony, Richard Ward, Charles Inglis, Wade Blake, Jaines

Avery, C. Brcrerton, to the Queen Charlotte; Alexander Robertson, to

ihe Ramillies; Richard Bnnce, to the Superb; Richard M. Teed, to the

Malta; F. R. CoghlaH, to the Prometheus; Gideon Nicholson, to the

Northumberland.

Masters appointed.

Wm. Farley, to the Meander; John Lewis, to the Alban; J. Andrews,
to the Conqueror; S.Douglas, to the Pelican; R. Cubison, to the Pro-

metheus; E. Hankin, to the Hope ; J. Allen, to the Larne.

Surgeons, &c. appointed.

Walter Gray, Alexander Linton, to the Queen Charlotte; Matthew

little, Charles Roberts, to the Impregnable; Win. Strong, to the Superb;
James Armstrong, to the Leander; James Skeock, to the Conqueror;
Jeremiah Riordan, to ditto; Jauaes Litle

;
to the Impregnable; George
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Bellamy, to the Conqueror; Griffith Griffiths, to the Queen Charlotte;
Messrs. Andrew Henderson, James Lindsay, Robert Whitelow; Peter

Fairburn, Oliver Sproule, Alexander Stewart, Robert Johnstone, are pro-
moted to the rank of Surgeons, James Hall (2) to the Briseis, T. H. Ed-

inan, to the Thais.

Midshipmen passed for Lieutenants.

Sheernens. Spencer Drake, W. Mansell, Win. Duke, Charles Benthfim.

Portsmouth. T. M'Namara, E. I. Dwarris, R. Morgan, R. Chamber*

layne.

Plymouth. 1&. L. Bayaes, W. Mills, James Parlby, G. Pollock, J.

Luring.

DEATHS.

Lately, at Holloway Farm, near Exeter, Mr. John Harris, late Purser,
R.N. Date of first warrant, 29th January, 1806'.

Lately, at Trafalgar- place, Captain Knight, R.N. aged forty years.
Same day Mr. James Knight, his brother

Lately, at Milvcrton, Lieut. D. Ivie, R.N. Date of commission, July
1st, 1794.

Lately, at the Mauritius, Lieut. W. Cooke, first of II.M. ship Thais.

Date, of commission, October 12, 1812.

Lately, Lieut. C. Robinson, of H.M. ship, Lecla, during the passage of
tluit ship Irom Sc. Helena, to England. Date of commission, November

On ciie 21st
September,

at Antigua, Lieut. J. Adamson of the Royal
Marines. Date of commission, April 2, 1811.
On the oth November, at Portsmouth, Capt. Edward Coxe, of the

Royal Marines. Date of com mission, Aug. 15, 1805.

On the 6th November, at his son's house at Charlton, in Kent, in the
r)3d year of his age, John Pinhorn,Esq. Assistant of H.M. Dock Yard, at

Deptford.
Oil IHli November, at Plymouth, Vice-admiral Charles Boyles.
On the 12th of November, by the upsetting of a boat in Plymouth

Harbour, Mr. Ibbetson, Midshipman of the Cornwallis, was unfortunately
drowned.
On 13ih November, at the house of his grandfather, Sir George Dallas,

?l;;rt. St. Margaret's, Titchfield, of the Croup, aged two years and nine

;.i,,nth, George Parker, third son of the late Sir Peter Parker, Bait. Cap-
um of H.M. ship, Mcnelaus.
On Mth November, at his father's house at Portsmouth, Mr. John

Ryan, Purser R.N. Date of first warrant, April 30, 1810.

(in Mth November, at his seat, Gatcomhe, near Portsmouth, Admiral
Sir Roger Curtis, Bart, and G.C.B. an officer whose eminent qualifications
and brilliant career of services raised him, unaided by the powerful hand
of interest, t<> the highest rank of that profession of which he was so long
an ornament. Not the least, however, of Sir Roj;er Curtis's services, is

the being selected to preside at the Board for the revision of all ihe Rules

and Regulations of every Department of the Navy. This distinguished
oiisament of the service is succeeded inhis Title ami Estates by his only son,

..'a|)tain (snow Sir Lucius) Curtis, of the royal navy.* Date of last com-

iiUiiiun, April '^3, 1814. *' '

* Vide JiS. QT. Vol. vi. p. 261, for portrait and memoir of Sir R. Curtis.



BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIR

OF THE LATE

ROBERT CAMPBELL, ESQ.

CAPTAIN IN THE ROYAL NAVY.

" Why dost thou build the hall, son of the winged days ?

Thou lookest from thy towers to day ; yet a few years,

And the blast of the desert comes,

It howls in thy empty court, and whistles round thy half-worn shield ! I

But let the blast of the desert come !

We shall he renowned ia our day :

And our fame shall survive us."- OssiAx's Carthon.

A REVIEW of the late wars, in which the character of British

-^--
prowess has been so eminently exalted, naturally induces an

ardent desire to be acquainted with the brave commanders under

whom, and by whom, those gallant exertions have been made, to

which the honour, and by consequence the interest, of the country
owe their support. It is for the gratification of this laudable

desire, that we have been so urgent in our solicitations of biogra-

phical information ; of the gentlemen named in our last instance

of request, we have been favored with the following memoir of the

late Captain Robert Campbell.

This gentleman was born about the year 1770, at Pennycuick,

an the shire of Edinburgh. His father, the Reverend

Campbell, was minister of that parish, and afterwards of Lillics-

JLeaf, near the braes of Yarrow, in Selkirk-shire j he was a

preacher of considerable reputation, and descended from a colla-

teral branch of the ancient and honorable house of Argyle.

It is matter of regret that an entrance into the navy seems

necessarily to require a considerable sacrifice of literary education.

This sacrifice was made to the youthful ardor and early incli.

nation of Mr. Campbell for a maritime and martial life. In

Jlis advance to riper years, however, he made up the deficiency,

by intense application, and inherent capacity, beyond the expec-

tation of all who knew his active disposition, a disposition ill-

suited to the study of abstruse or complex subjects, although it

. Cferon. Vol. XXXVI . s .*
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liad, conjoined with a vigorous constitution, advanced him at 30

early age to a perfect knowledge of his professional duties as a sea

officer.

The period of his entering the royal navy was about the close

of the American, war, at which time he must have been 12 or 13

years old. His first patron was John Campbell, Esq.* vice-

admiral of the white, and, in the year 1783, commander-in-chief

and governor of Newfoundland. But although it was under the

patronage of that gentleman that Mr. Campbell entered the navy,

it is believed he did not sail under his immediate command.

A time of peace Is not that in which the qualities of a naval

ofllcer may be most advantageously displayed. Mr. Campbell,

however, passed his gradations with such credit to himself, that

in the Spanish armament which took place in the summer of 1790,

he was promoted to the rank of lieutenant, and appointed to one

of the ships then under equipment,, the name of which we cannot

ascertain, and in which he did not long remain, as we find him

shortly afterwards serving as junior lieutenant on board the Illus-

trious, of 74 guns, commanded by Captain Thomas Lenox

Frederick.

The prevention of active hostilities at that time, by negotiation,

Ciutcd his prospects of further advancement by any instances of

ardent service. France, it is true, was in a state of agitation,

but her a Hairs had not then reached to that extremity of dis-

turbance, that could warrant a hostile declaration against her on

* Tiiis officer died vice-admiral of the red on the 16th of December, 1790.

Tie was a midshipman on board the. Centurion, when she made her

>->. rn-(- round the world, under the late Lord An son. His character for valour

v. ;;> I'siabiislied in the memorable defeat of the Marquis De Conflans in 1759,

*hen lie served as captain to Sir Edward Hawke.* Captain Campbell was, on.

.r'niit occasion, despatched to England with intelligence of that glorious victory,

j-fr nas H man of modest unassuming disposition, and preserved his original sim

plichy of manners, although Jiving in habits of association with the first people
n 'he kiu^'.iuai. It is liiis gentleman of whom the humorous anecdote has been

:H, that upon tl-is or somt similar occasion, Lord Anton, as they were going in

his lordship's carnage to carry the news to the King, said,
"
Captain Campbell,

Xhe Kin- will knight you, if you think proper." "Troth, my Lord," said the

iMpti;!!.',
win) re'aincd his Scotch dialect as long as he lived,

" I ken nae use that

will LM- 10 mi-.
: ' " But your Lady may like it," replied his Lordship.

"

fiivn," :vjo:ncn the captain,
"

his Majesty may knight her if he pleases."

* f' ii d memoir of Lord Hawkc, tidt J&. {. vol. vii, p. 453.
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the part of England. We therefore meet with nothing noticeable

in the career of Mr. Campbell, until the year 1795, -when, in the

action of the 14th March, that year, in the Mediterranean, be-

tween the British fleet commanded by Admiral Hotham, and the

Toulon fleet,* he deservedly, by the most creditable exertions,

shared in the honors of the day, which terminated in the capture
of the Ca-Ira, of 80 guns, and the Censeur, of 74. i

In this contest, the Illustrious \vas stationed in the van of the

British fleet, and having lost her main and mizen-masts, it caused

her to drift so considerably to leeward of her own fleet, that the

admiral was under the necessity of directing the Meleagar to take

her in tow. Additional officers and men being required for the

preservation of the Ca-Ira, then in a sinking state, the senior

lieutenant, with a petty officer and 50 men, were sent accord-

ingly ; the Illustrious being at the same time deprived of the ser-

vices of 20 killed, and 69 wounded, imposed upon Mr. Campbell,

\vhosucceeded to the executive duty, a task of no small difficulty.

At length the situation of the Illustrious became perilous in the

extreme, and little probability of her safety existed.

In this state of imminent danger, the utmost exertions of every

officer and man were called forth, and Mr. Campbell exhibited the

greatest skill, diligence, and perseverance. But notwithstanding

the united zeal and exertions of the gallant Captain Frederick, his

officers and crew, the Illustrious, in a strong gale of wind at

south-east, and a heavy sea, on the 20th following drove on shore

in the bay of Valeuza, near to port La Spezxa, between Leghorn

and Genoa.

The conduct of Mr. Campbell upon this calamitous event is

beyond all praise. He laboured without remission night and day,

in saving the stores, provisions, and ship's company ;
the former

being deposited in tartans sent from Leghorn by the British con-

sul, and the latter sent on board British frigates.

On the 29th of March, the ship having been thus cleared,

Captain Frederick, by an order from the commander-in-chief, set

* Vide 5l. <$.. vol. xxvi, pp. 184, 185, 186.

f The Ca-Ira was shortly afterwards burned by accident in St. Fiorenza bay,

Corsica. The Censeur, commanded by John Gore, Esq. (now Sir John Gore,

K.C. B.) was captured by the French admiral Rich?re. Mr. Richard Descltamp
was first lieutenant,
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fire to her, in person, aD*l by six o'clock on the following morn,

ing she was consumed. In this awful catastrophe, the present

Admiral Sir Benjamin Hallowell, then captain of the Courageux,*

\vith his characteristic kindness and benevolence, rendered every

possible assistance.

In consequence of the loss of this ship, a court martial was

held upon Captain Frederick, his officers and ship's company,
who were all most honorably acquitted.

On the 16th of August following, Captain Frederick was

appointed to command his Majesty's ship Blenheim, of 90 guns,

nice John Bazely , + Esq. promoted to the rank of rear-admiral ;

and, on the 30th following, Mr. Campbell joined the Blenheim,

by commission, as first lieutenant ; in which station he served

during the whole of the arduous blockade of Toulon, by the

British fleet under the command of Sir John Jervis, with great

diligence, ability, and zeal, both as an officer, a gentleman, and

skilful seaman.

In the month of October, 1796, that restless and turbulent

spirit which pervades the very nature of a Corsican, began to

evince itself throughout the island of Corsica, in a disposition to

relinquish their recently.professed allegiance to our venerable

sovereign, and by the co-operation of a party of French troops

M!IO had made good their landing, they were enabled to proceed

in their design.

Their combined force became in a short time so formidable and

troublesome, that Sir Gilbert Elliot, the viceroy, in conjunction

with the admiral, deemed it proper to withdraw his Majesty's

forces and stores, and leave them to their former masters.

Accordingly, the boats of each ship received directions to that

effect, which were instantly put in execution ; but the quantity of

stores was so great, including the cannon and ammunition, that

the service was not completed in less than three days, during the

-\ hole of which time Mr. Campbell was indefatigable, and contru

* Now Rear-admiral of the White, and K.C.B.

f For portrait and memoir of this gentleman, vide 5B. C. vol. xiv. p. 177.

$ Ah. Julin Trenhohi), master's mate, with the crew of the Blenheim's launch,

sjiiki.-:'
the guns ot the sea buttery in front of St. Fiorenza town, and,threw them

o\- i ',h<- breast-work into the sea, just as the enemy entered th town. He died
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buted much by his exertion to the accomplishment of the

embarkation.

In addition to this duty, that of blowing up one of the martello)

towers * was assigned to'thc officers and boats of the Blenheim, all

which services, though constantly harassed by the musketry of

those midnight assassins, were completed by the 25th of October,

1796. On the 2d of November, the fleet and transports departed

from Martello bay, gulf of St. Fiorenza, for Gibraltar, where

they anchored on the 1st of December following.

It was now necessary to refit the fleet, during which time there

arose a violent gale on the night of the llth, when several vessels

were drove on shore, and many put to sea, one of which was his

Majesty's ship the Courageux, commanded by Captain B. Hallo-

well, but who was at that time attending a court martial, and it

blew so hard, that he could not get on board ; by which circum-

stance the life of a brave and valuable officer has been preserved

to his country, in whose aid he has always evinced the utmost

eal and ability, t

During this dreadful night, Mr. Campbell's exertions were un*

remitted, in the various internal and external duties that pressed

upon him, preserving the most exemplary coolness and presence

of mind. The Blenheim rode out the storm, without damage, but

her boats, which had been sent with anchors and hawsers to assist

ships in distress, were less fortunate, one of the cutters being

drove on shore was stove to pieces, the launch much damaged, and

gome of the people narrowly escaped drowning.

The fleet was at this time reduced to ten sail of the line, exclu-

sive of frigates ; but that did not deter the gallant Sir John Jervif

from cruising off the enemy's coast, in hopes of falling in with the

Spanish fleet, which was hourly expected from the Mediterranean.

On the sixth of February, 1797, the admiral was joined by
Rear-admiral W. Parker, from England, with five sail of the line.

This accession of strength did not make Sir John's fleet equal iu

number to that of the enemy ; but he relied on the superior

* For view of a Martello tswer, vide |B. <. rol. xxii, p. 107.

f The Courageux struck upon a rock on the coast of Barbary, and was dashed

to pieces, attended by the loss of near 500 brave fellows, some of whom were on

board the Illustrious when she was wrecked, and not more than 124 survived t

v.iuiu the unhappy i".ue of their companions.
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gallantry of the officers and men in the fleet he commanded, as A

counterbalance to the disparity in point of force.

On the llth, at night, Commodore Nelson,* in La Minerve

frigate, fell in with, and was chased by*the Spanish fleet off the

Mouth of the Straits. Having effected his escape, he joined on

the 13th, and informed the admiral, and on the same day
shifted his broad pendant to the Captain, of 74'guns. At night, by

general signal, the Blenheim was cleared for action -at the very

moment the signal guns of the enemy were distinctly heard. This

was followed by the signal for the British fleet to prepare for

action. The fleet was then formed in the most complete order of

sailing, in two lines. The Blenheim leading the weather line next

to the Victory. +

It is here due to departed merit to state, that the zeal and

assiduity of Mr. Campbell, as executive officer in the preparative

arrangements for the ensuing day, were of the most active and

exemplary nature, and deserving of honorable record.

The morning of Valentine's Day was hazy, and it was not nntil

a quarter past seven o'clock, that Captain Frederick discovered

the enemy's fleet in a cluster through the haze.

At 8 o'clock the squadron was directed to form in close order,

and in a few minutes the signal was repeated to prepare for battle.

At 9. '20. the admiral made signal to the Blenheim, Culloden,

and Prince George, to chase south and by west, when a press of

sail was made for that purpose ; the enemy's fleet endeavoring to

form on the larboard tack.

At 10. 53. the whole of the British fleet in chase ; twenty-fire

5.1;ips of (he line composing the enemy's fleet were distinctly counted

fY t .it:i tlie Blenheim's bowsprit ; but apparently in great confusion,

with their heads in different directions, and still making an effort

to form in line on the larboard tack.

At 11. the admiral made the signal to the fleet to form in Hne

(ii battle a-head and stern, as most convenient ;
and that the

Victory would take her station astern of the Colossus ; in the

* F.T biographical memoir and portrait of the late Admiral Viscount Nelson,

i.V' '<?.. d. vol. iii, p. 157; and for further particulars of that great man,

nilcr.

in Frederick was senior captain in the fleet, and next officer in rank t

c Nilson.
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general chase the Culloden (Captain Troubridge),* headed the

Blenheim (which ship sailed remarkably well), followed by
the Irresistible, Prince George, and Orion, all closing fast upon
the enemy.

At 11. 30. the admiral made the signal that he meant to pass

between the enemy's fleet, and engage them to leeward. At this

moment, fire sail of the line, and three frigates of the enemy,

were at some distance to leeward (about one mile and a quarter)

of their main body (wind W. b. S.) which were bearing down in.

some disorder to join the separated ships : this object of th

Spanish admiral was frustrated by the prompt and decisive conduct

of Captains TVoubridge and Frederick, nobly supported by the

Prince George and Orion.

At 11. 42. the Culloden opened her fire on the rear of the main

body of the enemy's fleet, and in two minutes after the Blenheim

did the same, keeping up a regular and animated discharge of

their cannon ; which was but feebly returned by the enemy to

windward, and reduced the Spanish admiral to the necessity of

bringing his fleet to the wind on the larboard tack.

At 11. 56. the Blenheim opened her larboard (or lee) gun
on a Spanish vice-admiral in a three-decked ship, apparently in

great confusion, and nearly unsupported by the other four ships

of the enemy's separated squadron, and which was kept up, until

she had passed to too great a distance upon opposite tacks.

At 12. 8. P. M. the Blenheim tacked, and closed with th

Culloden in the pursuit of the main body of the enemy, who, on

passing the rear of the British fleet, kept edging away N. b. E.

At 12.21. Commodore Nelson, in the Captain, being in th

rear division astern of the Namur, discovered that the intention of

the Spanish admiral was to effect a junction with the separate

squadron ; he therefore immediately wore, and stood towards the

enemy.

At 1 2. 43. the Culloden and Blenheim opened a vigorous and

well-directed fire upon the enemy's fleet, which was returned ;

and in seven minutes his Majesty's ship Captain was observed to

Lave taken her .station a-head of the Ctilloden, in close action with

a four-decked ship, the Santissima Trinidada, of 136 guns. Cap.

tain Schomberg, in his Naval Chronology, says

* For memoir and portrait of Sir Thomas Troubridge, vide j&. <2. vol. xxiii. p. 1.
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"
Notwithstanding this immense disparity, the gallant officer did not

shrink from the contest, though the Spaniard was ably supported by her

two seconds ahead and astern, each of which was a three-decker. While

lie sustained, however, this unequal conflict, his friends were eagerly

pressing. to his assistance, the enemy's attention was, therefore, soon

directed to the Culloden, Captain Troubridge, and the Blenheim, Captain

Frederick ; the able support afforded to Commodore Nelson by these ves-

sels, and the fast approach of Rear-admiral Parker, &c. &c. made the

Spaniards haul their wind, and make sail on the larboard tack ! ! !

" *

The result of this gallant action was, the capture of four of the

enemy's ships ; two first rates, a ship of 80 guns and another of

74. In this memorable encounter, the Blenheim suffered con-

siderable damage, with the loss of 12 killed, and 47 badly

Bounded ; six of which died of their wounds soon after.

The gallant conduct of Mr. Campbell was conspicuous through.

out the whole of that glorious day, and obtained him. the lasting

friendship and esteem of his heroic captain. Mr. Campbell was,

with the other first lieutenants of the fleet, promoted by the

Admiralty to the rank of commander, and his Majesty was on this

occasion pleased to order a promotion of flag officers, in which

uerc included Commodore Nelson, and Captain Frederick of the

gallantfifteen.

The Admiral, who had earned, and was deservedly honored

%vith a peerage, by the title of Earl St. Vincent, appointed the

Comet fire-ship, of 14 guns, commanded by Thomas Middleton,

i'sij.f to carry Admiral Frederick to England, with such of the

<r>f;icer* recently promoted as chose to avail themselves of the oppor-

tunity, and Captain Campbell accompanied him.

A* the promotion of Captain Campbell was not followed

by any immediate appointment, he retired upon half-pay, a

situation which must have been irksome in the highest degree to an

olhcer of his ardent disposition, and for so many years accustomed

to a iii;' of adventurous action.

* I'i-tc r^.QT. vol. iv. p. 55.

j-
This oilier dii'd commander of the Comet, on the '25th of May, 1797, at

Vntli Viiriiicnth Roads, bv the bursting of a blood vessel. lie was formerly first
/ *

iitutcr.p.nt oi' ihc Britannia
;
and at the evacuation of Toulon in 1793, burned the

ruasi-liouse and some of the enemy's ships, under the directions of Sir Sidney
J-Nriiili, winch service lias been erroneoutly attributed to another officer of th

IK; me o! .'iii.idleton, who commanded the Flora Irigale lit 1797. Vide jB. <&,
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But the conduct of Mr. Campbell, as first lieutenant of the

Blenheim, had carried with it too strong a recommendation to be

forgotten, or himself neglected, by his late captain. On the 3d of

November, the same year, Rear-admiral Frederick hoisted his

flag, by Admiralty order, on board the Flora, Captain R. Gam-
bier Middleton, at Spithead, and he solicited the Admiralty to

appoint Captain Campbell to be his captain. This request was

readily granted ; Lord Spencer, duly appretiatirig the services of

Captain Campbell, immediately promoted him to post rank, by
commission bearing date the 30th October, 1797, and appointed
him to command the Blenheim an instance of rapid promotion,
no less rare in itself than honorable to Captain Campbell, who had

then been but eight months a commander, and on half-pay.

Admiral Frederick sailed for Lisbon ; and on the 9th of

February, 1798, shifted his flag to his old ship the Blenheim, and

Captain Campbell took the command, vice Captain Philip.* The

officers and crew of the Blenheim received back their old cap-

tain and first lieutenant with the most lively and exulting enthu-

siasm, and almost forgetting their rank, heartily congratulated

them and themselves on so happy an event. This brings to our

recollection the manner in which Lord Nelson was received

by the fleet, on his assuming the command prior to the battle of

Trafalgar.

It being deemed necessary to form a strict blockade of the port

of Cadiz, the fleet accordingly proceeded thither, and anchored in

the bay, nearly in the form of an obtuse angle the Blenheim being

next ship to the commander-in-chicf in the centre, and repeating

ship ;
a station which, in a British fleet, requires of the signal

officer, &c. an attentive ear, and the eye of an eagle, particularly

under a commander so vigilant as was Earl St. Vincent.

Notwithstanding the approximation of the fleet to the enemy's

port, the services of the boats were rendered indispensable, from

the rapid ingress and egress of their small craft, which often became

formidable opponents, thereby rendering this duty not only a

most fatiguing, but hazardous service, a share of which frequently

* Tliis officer was formerly Governor of New South Wales, consequently lit;

held a command prior to receiving his flag in 1801. Vide N. C. vol. ixvii. p. 9.

$a*.Cijron. Vol. XXXVI. 3 u
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fell to the boats of the Blenheim, and was always directed with

consummate judgment by her captain ;
the consequent exploits

were, if not of a brilliant, at least of a very spirited nature.

At this period of the war, the British navy was threatened with

very serious evils a spirit -of discontent had been excited, preg-

nant with the most fatal consequences to the navy and to the

nation the subversion of all naval discipline was threatened ; yet

in the Blenheim's ship's company there was not a man tainted with

this mania of insubordination, a circumstance no less gratifying to

Captain Campbell, than honorable to his crew ; and which may be

considered as the result of a rigid, although not tyrannical, system

of discipline.

Toward the end of the year 1798, Earl St. Vincent having

thought it necessary, for the good of his Majesty's service, to

make some removals and re-arrangement of the commanding

officers, Captain Campbell was appointed to his Majesty's ship

Iledor, of 74 guns.* From the Hector, Captain Campbell was,
not long after, removed to the Villc de Paris, as a supernumerary

captain, in which station he was honored with the marked atten-

tion of the commander-in-chief, as one in whose resources his

Lordship placed the greatest reliance.

On the 6th of February, 1799, the Santa Teresa frigate, of 42

guns, was captured near Majorca, by the Argo, of 44 guns,

Captain J. Bowen, (the Leviathan, 74, in sight) ; and in the

month of March or April, Captain Campbell was appointed to com-

mand her, an advantage to which he was preferred by Earl

St. Vincent, as a testimony of his high estimation of him.

The Santa Teresa was immediately attached to a flying squadron,

under 1 lie command of Captain Markhatn, of the Centaur, t and

gallantly assisted in the capture of the French frigates La Junon

(since Princess Charlotte), of 40 guns, L'Alccste, 33, Coura-

* It h.-.ppciK'd unfortunately at this time, that some difference of opinion on

pulilic service led to a separation between Admiral Frederick and Captain

Cambell..

-|-
I i.. Beib;<,a, 71, Sir T. B.Thompson;* Captain, 74, Sir R. J. Straclian,

Earl.; Santa Tereza, 4'i, Captain R. Campbell ; ac.d Emerald, 36, Captain
T. M. Wiiller.

Fur puiirait and memoir of this gentleman, tide K. C. vol. xiv. p. 1.
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geux, 32, La Salamina brig, 18, and L'Alerte brig (since

Minorca), of 14 guns, bound from Jaffa to Toulon.

The command of this ship we believe Captain Campbell held

during the remaining period of the war, and at the peace of

Amiens, he retired to the tranquillity of domestic society, to aug-
ment the happiness of which he soon after led to the altar

Miss Edgar, daughter of Rear-admiral Alexander Edgar.*
His next and last appointment was to the Tremendous, of 74

guns, and the date of his commission, 27th November, 1810, in

which he was ordered to the Mediterranean station, and placed

under the command of that distinguished admiral, the present

Viscaunt Exmouth. f For some time previous to the peace of

1815, Captain Campbell appears to have had the command of a

detached squadron ; during which, and as his final act of service,

he obtained the surrender of the city of Naples, and fleet of the

nation, for their legitimate sovereign ; he then returned to

England in the Tremendous, which ship being paid off, Captain

Campbell arrived in London, and on the 2d of November,

1815, died at his lodgings in New Bond street, deeply lamented

by his family, and regretted by his numerous friends.

It is unnecessary, after what has been already related, to say

more concerning his public character, than that his modesty,

generally the concomitant of real worth, always led him to under-

value his own services, and that we presume it sufficiently evident,

even from the slight sketch we have given of them, that by his

death an excellent officer has been lost to his king and country.

In his private character, his sense of religion was deep, but

unostentatious. He was attached to his family by the most cordial

affection constant i:i his friendships and a zealous patron to

thoss of his friends to whom his patronage could be serviceable

nor was gcr-erosity the least prominent trait of his character, as

the following bluut anecdote will prove :

A young officer serving under the command of Captain Camp-

bell, once neglected <o make his appearance on the quarter-deck,

* \Ve have been informed that Captdln Campbell formerly served under the

command of Admiral Edgar, whon lie was captain of tiie Illustrious, in 1790.

f or biographical memoir of Lord Hxiuouth, then Sir Edward Peilew, Barf.

fide N. C. vol. xxiii, p. 111 ;
and vol. xix, p. S3.
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according to certain etiquette. Captain C. demanded the reason

Avhy he thus aeglccted his duty, and the standing orders of the

ship :
"

Because, Captain," replied the Officer,
" I was trying

to make three corners to my hat !
" " Do you want money,

Sir," said the Captain.
u

Money, Sir," replied the Officer,
" would do me no harm." "

Then," rejoined the Captain,
4C here are twelve dollars." At a subsequent period, prize-money

was paid to the officers and crew of the ship, upon the capstern

head ! ! When the young officer above alluded to receiving for

his share just twelve and a half Spanish dollars, hastened to the

Captain's cabin, and very honourably tendered the debt. u What

do you say, Sir," said the Captain.
a Here is the money, Sir,

that you were so kind as to lend me." The Captain, swelling out

his cheeks, upon which he displayed formidable rousscs moustaches^

and making an ineffectual attempt to rise, roared out in a loud

voice,
" 13c gone, Sir, or I will break your bones!" It is

needless to say, that the young gentleman made his exit in quick

time, never again offering to return the money ; nor was it ever

demanded, or intended so to be.

It must be here understood, that a cocked hat was indispen.

sable, and the young officer was not in possession of one at

the time.

Captain Campbell has left issue a daughter, born the 8th of

December, 1810. Miss Campbell, sister to the late Captain,

married Scott, Esq. of the faculty of Advocates "in Edin-

burgh, by whom there is issue several children.

HERA tonY.

We believe Captain Campbell bore the arms of the Campbells of Argyle,

which arc

-A; : ..?. 1st and 4th Gyronny of eight, or, and sable ; 2d and Sd, argcut ;

a pdley, sable ; sails furled, flags flying, and oars in action.

Cin.sr. Underneath a Boar's head coupcd or.

Mono. "
n.r ca nostra voce''
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MODEL OF A GRAND NAVAL AND MILITARY NATIONAL MONUMENT.

A VARIETY of plans, it is said, have been transmitted to the Noble

Secretary for the Home Department, containing proposals, &c. for

the Grand Naval and Military Monument, which is to commemorate the

glories of the late war.

Some of these are for the erection of a military trophy, distinct from the

naval one
;
but Mr. M. Wyatt has more properly submitted a plan on a

grand scale, suited to the splendour of the occasion. It will embrace the

commemoration of both services, on the most extended scale. Mr. Wyatt
has selected the pyramidal shape as best calculated for a work of such

supreme magnificence.

This Pyramid, which is intended to record the brilliant achievements of

the navy and army during the entire of the late war, will be of stupendous
dimensions, being intended to exceed the Cathedral of St. Paul's, in height,
about ten feet. It is divided into twenty-two equal tiers, denoting the

number of years of the war, and forming, on the whole, a complete chro-

nological table of events during this memorable period, by bas reliefs in

bronze.

The four entrances in the base are each surmounted by a triumphal car.

The car of Britannia is over the grand door-way, and contains a statue of

his Royal Highness the Prince Regent, holding the reins of government;
his horses led by Wisdom and Fortitude. The figures surrounding the car

represent the great officers of state, as at a Coronation.

The car, on the reverse side of the Model, contains a statue of his

Royal Highness the Duke of York
; his horses led by Justice and Discrimi-

nation. The figures surrounding the car represent the heads of the Military

Department at Home.

The car on the right from the grand entrance, contains a statue of the

Duke of Wellington ;
his horses led by Victory and Valour. The figures

surrounding the car represent the Officers of his Grace's Staff, not desig-

nated elsewhere on the Monument.

The car on the left, contains a statue of Lord Viscount Nelson
;
his

horses led by Occanus and T/ietis. The figures surrounding the car repre-

sent the heads of Naval Departments at home, and other characters dis-

tinguished in our naval annals.

The equestrian statues, on the terrace of the Model, represent the

General Officers who have commanded armies during the war, and some of

the Generals of Division.

The niches in the base contain statues representing the Admirals who

commanded fleets during the same period. The figures at the angles of

the tiers represent those Generals and Admirals who distinguished them-

selves, with a figure of Victory crowning each of them.
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Three of the uppermost tiers will be particularly appropriated to the

representation of the three days' battle at and near Waterloo. The fourth

and last tier represents the triumphal entry of the British array into Paris.

Around these tiers are placed statues of all the Generals in those actions.

Medallions of all the Commanders and Field Officers of Corps, and the

name of every British Officer and private soldier engaged, will be engraved
in letters of gold under the bas reliefs.

The summit of the Pyramid is crowned by a magnificent Temple of Fame,
of Corinthian architecture. In this temple is placed a single statue in

white marble of the King, surrounded by busts and med'.illions of the great

Civil Characters of tin's era.

At the angles-of the Temple are four allegorical figures, representing the

four quarters of the globe.

The four fountains at the angles of the base represent, by allegorical

figures, the four great national rivers of the empire ; viz. the 2'A//,s, the

S/uumon, the Tweed, and the Dee*

The lions placed on the lower terrace, are emblematical of Great Britain,

represented in a peaceful but watchful posture.

The lour first Prime Ministers during this period are represented by sta-

tues in the niches round the grand door-way. Statues of the Prime Minis-

ter a;u! remaining Cabinet Ministers of the present day, are placed on the

tier immediately over the Prince Regent.
The Pyramid is ascended by inward stairs between each gallery at the

door- ways ;
the uppermost tier is as easy of ascent as the lowest, each tier

having a space of eight feet footway all round, and a covered way of four

feet, formed by the succeeding tier.

Interior.

For the purpose? of strength and space, the interior of this Pyramid will

lie constructed in the form of a cone, and will admitof numerous compart-

ments. Saloons, galleries, &c. for every national object, may be arranged

and established within its spacious area.

Whatever plan may be ultimately determined upon, we trust it will be

nliko worthy of the heroes whose valour it is meant to commemorate, and

the nation that records their glory.

A CROWN OF THORNS.

Tin. following is an extract of a letter from a French Nobleman, at

' The best answers I can give to questions about Louis XVIII. is to

relate, as nearly as possible, his own remarks, at an audience with which I

was honoured, after my return from an exile of 24 years. To my congra-

tulations on his Majesty's restoration, he said,

' My friend, I wear indeed the Crown of my ancestors, but it is changed

into a Crown of Thorns, the pangs of which are only known to, as they are

only felt by, its unfortunate bearer. The most abused of my predecessors

huvc been praised for some good traits, while I am blamed without mercy
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by every one, though it is the study of my life to do nothing but what my
conscience approves as just and praiseworthy. If 1 select my counsellors

among the Revolutionists, because I think them best acquainted with the

present state of France, I am reproached by the Royalists with worse than

ingratitude. If I appoint a Royalist council, the Revolutionists create an

alarm by accusing me of an intention to subvert the Constitution. If I have

a mixed ministry, as at present, their jealonsy and disunjon leave me no

quiet ; and, to thwart each other, they display either an untimely severity
or a dangerous weakness. Having a firm belief in the religion of my
ancestors, I only do my duty in observing strictly its precepts; but having

solemnly promised a religious toleration, I also leave ail my subjects a full

liberty of conscience. Well, the Catholics therefore suspect me of infide-

lity, while the Protestants represent me as a superstitious bigot. Though
I am unable to satisfy at once all the sufferers in my cause by the Revolu-

tion, all are impatient for immediate reward : those whom I can remunerate

blame me for not doing enough, while the other pretenders hold me out

both as unjust and unfeeling. If I think any particular merit deserves par-
ticular distinction, favoritism is the general cry ; while, when I disregard
some unmerited claims, I am accused either of envy, or ignorance, or

neglect. My situation is not less unfortunate with regard to foreigners.

Russia has one idea of governing France, England has another, Austria

differs from both, and Prussia differs from the three other allies. When
therefore I please one, I am sure to

displease
the other, and I am equally

tormented with their projects; and humbled by their menaces and preten-

sions. From Rome and Madrid I am reproached for not introducing

religious intolerance ;
while I am libelled in England and America for not

admitting democratic licentiousness, under the name of liberty ; and anti-

social doctrines, under the name of liberty of the press. If I punish a

traitor, I am styled a merciless tyrant ;
if I pardon him, I am ridiculed as a

trembling imbecile. Had 1 pardoned the three Englishmen, other foreigners

would have reproached me with partiality to England ; while the French

and English factions would have asserted, that fear and not clemency was

my motive. Even in my own family, opinions are divided about my public

acts : some of my relatives seem to think, that 1 sway too much like a

successor of a revolutionary upstart ; while on the other hand, the Duke of

O and hi* party appear discontented, becauje I do not govern

enough like a revolutionary usurper. After these lamentable facts, you
cannot doubt of my sincerity when I affirm, that I long for the moment

when my Creator will retake this my Crown of Thorns, by exchanging my
throne in this palace of the Thuilleries for my tomb in the abbey of

St. Denis.'

"
During the whole time his Majesty thus condescended speaking to me,

tears were in his eyes, and his whole countenance bespoke a grief which

must have been so much the more poignant, as policy must generally re*

quire its concealment. I am convinced this good Prince would never have

reigned so Ion?, had he not considered it as a duty Providence has imposed
on him by his birth."
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MR. PITT, AFTERWARDS CREATED EARL OF CHATHAM, AND THE DUKE OF
NEWCASTLE.

THESE two great men frequently differed in opinion, but Mr. Pitt always
carried his point in spite of the Duke. A curious scene occurred on one

of those occasions : It had been proposed to send Admiral Hawke to sea

in pursuit of M. De Conflans. The season was unfavorable, and even

dangerous for a fleet to sail, being the month of November. 'Mr. Pitt was

at this time confined to his bed by the gout, and was obliged to receive all

visitors in his chamber, in which he could not bear to have a fire. The

Duke of Newcastle waited on him while in this situation, to discuss the

affairs of this fleet, which he was of opinion ought not to sail in such a

stormy season. Scarcely had he entered the chamber, when, shivering

with cold, he said,
"
What, have you no fire ?

" "
No," replied Mr. Pitt,

"
1 never can bear the fire when I have the gout." The Duke sat down

by the side of the invalid, wrapped up in his cloak, and began to enter on

the subject of his visit. There was a second bed in the room, and the

Dnke, unable to endure the cold, at length said,
" With your leave, I'll

warm myself in the other bed;" and, without taking off his cloak, he

actually slept into Lady Ester Pitt's, and then resumed the debate.

The Duke was entirely against exposing the fleet to hazard in the month

of November, and Mr. Pitt, was as positively determined it should put to

sea. " The fleet must immediately sail," said Mr. Pitt, accompanying
his words with the most animating gesture.

"
It is impossible," said the

Duke, making a thousand contortions, "it will certainly be lost." Sir

Charles Frederick, of the Ordnance department, just arriving at that time,

found them both in this laughable posture; and had the greatest difficulty

to preserve his gravity, at seeing two ministers of state deliberating on an

object so important, in such a ludicrous situation.

The licet, however, did put to sea, and Mr. Pitt was justified by the

event
;

for Admiral Hawke defeated M. De Conflans, and the victory was

more decisive in favor of the English than any other that was obtained

over France during the war.

CAPTAIN COOK,* THE CIRCUMNAVIGATOR.

THIS celebrated officer, when ajboy, was apprenticed in the small town of

Steers, in Yorkshire, to what is termed a general shopkeeper; it happened
one day, that a young woman purchased an article at this shop, and in

payment offered a shining new shilling. The master of the shop having
seen the gir! pay this new shilling, and not finding it amongst the cash in

rhe till, accused young Cook of purloining his property. The young hero,

indignant at this charge upon his probity, said it was false
; that the new

shilling was certainly in his pocket, but that he had replaced it with

another. I/liable to brook his master's accusation, he the next day ran

away, went to sea, and from this simple circumstance the world is

indebted for his great discoveries as a navigator, which has greatly endeared

lii-) memory to his countrymen, as well as to all others who study navi-

* Foi lil'e and portrait, see JB. <$,. vol. ix. p. 1.
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OBSERVATIONS ON ECLIPSES.

A TOTAL eclipse of the sun happened before the captivity of the Ten
Tribes by the Assyrians ;

before the captivity of the Jews in Babylon ; at

the death of Christ ;
about forty-seven years and a half before the last

destruction of Jerusalem, and about the same number of years before the

fclaughter of 600,000 Jews under Adrian
; before the conquest of the

Babylonians by the Medes ; and before the fall of the Mede, Persian,

Grecian, and Roman empires. Mr. Whiston supposes a total eclipse of

the sun to precede the first grand breach upon these empires, and a total

eclipse of the moon to precede their total overthrow. Thus, a total

eclipse of the un happened before the first grand breach of the Assyrian

empire, by the miraculous destruction of 185,000 Assyrians, in the clays of

Hezekiah ; a total eclipse of the moon before the total overthrow of the

Assyrian empire : a total eclipse of the sun before the first grand breach

of the Persian empire, by the Xerxes in Greece ; a total eclipse of the

moon before its final overthrow by Alexander the Great : a total eclipse
of the sun before the grand breach upon the Grecian empire ; a total

eclipse of the moon the night before its total overthrow by the Romans: a

total eclipse of the sun, visible from Scotland to the Euphrates, before the

destruction of the Roman empire under Augustus; &c. &c. Known unto

God are all his works from the beginning !

THE tATE CAPTAIN WRIGHT.

FROM the recently published work of Dr. Warden, late surgeon of the

Northumberland, we are induced to quote the following conversation

of that gentleman with Buonaparte, on the subject of Captain Wright's

death, respecting which we have ourselves been so copious of testimony.
For the accuracy of this conversation we cannot vouch ; it is, however,

likely that Buonaparte would adopt that mode of denial, for it is a crime

too infamous to be confessed, were he even still on the throne of France.

With equal coolness we find him justifying the murders at Jaffa, and all his

other murders. It is well for him if he can salve his conscience with such

anodyne persuasions.

After an absence of ix weeks from Longwood, it appears that

Dr. Warden visited him, and found him lying at full length on a sofa, with

some volumes on the French Revolution before him, a mirror in which he

mijjht view J-inself alone with perhaps bu.t little satisfaction, if any thing

like reflection attended the view. lie was, however, good humoured and

lively, either tlie consequence of affectation, or gross insensibility; and it

led to a free communication for, says Dr. Warden, I was resolved to speak

my sentiments with freedom, and you may now think, my good friend,

that I did not baulk my resolution. My candid sentiments and unreserved

language appeared, however, to meet my auditor's approbation ; and he

asked me, to my great surprise, if 1 remembered the history of Captain

Wright. I answered" Perfectly well ; and ;t is a prevailing opinion in

England, that you ordered him to be murdered in the Temple." With the

utmost rapidity of speech he replied" For what object ? Of all men, ha

. Cbron. Vol. XXXVJ. 3 5
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was the person whom I should have most desired to live. Whence corrfd

I have procured so valuable an evidence as he would have proved on the

trial of the conspirators in and about Paris. The heads of it he himself

had landed on the French coast." My curiosity was at this moment such

as to be betrayed in my looks.
"

Listen," continued Napoleon,
" and

you shall hear. The English brig of war, commanded by Captain Wright,
was employed by your government in landing traitors and spies on the

west coast of France. Seventy of the number had actually reached Paris;

and so mysterious were their proceedings, so veiled in impenetrable con-

cealment, that although General Ityal, of the Police, gave me this informa-

tion, the name or place of their resort could not be discovered. I received

daily assurances that my life would be attempted, and though I did not

give entire credit to them, I took every precaution for my preservation.

The brig was afterwards taken near L'Orient, with Captain Wright, its

commander, who was. carried before the Prefect of the Department of

Morhcau, at Vannes. Gen. Julian, then Prefect, had accompanied me in

the expedition to Egypt, and recognised Captain Wright on the first, view

of him. Intelligence of this circumstance was instantly transmitted to

Paris, and instructions were expeditipusly returned to interrogate the crew

separately, and transfer their testimonies to the Minister of Police. The

purport of their examination was at first very unsatisfactory ; but at length,

;i the examination of one of the crew, some light vas thrown on the sub-

ject. He stated that tlie brig had landed several Frenchmen, and among
thorn ho particularly remembered one, a very- merry fellow, who was

called Pichegru. Thus a clue was found that led to the discovery of a plot

which, had it succeeded, would have thrown the French nation a second

time into a state of revolution. Captain Wright was accordingly conveyed
to Paris, and confined in the Temple ;

there to remain till it was found

convenient to bring the formidable accessaries of this treasonable design

to trial. The law of France would have subjected-Wright to the punishment
jf death; hut he was of minor consideration. My grand object was to

secure the principals, and I considered the English captain's evidence of

tl-.e utmost consequence towards completing my object."- He again and

nj;;i::i most solemnly asserted, that Captain Wright died in the Temple by
his own hand, as described in the Moniteur, and at a much earlier period
t!i an has been generally believed. *T At the same time he stated, that his

assertions wore founded on documents which he had since examined. The

cause of this inquiry arose from the visit, I think he said, of Lord Ebrington
to F.lLia

;
and he added " That nobleman appeared to be perfectly satisfied

xvitli the account which was given him of this mysterious business." I was

so far encouraged by the easy, communicative manner of the Ex-emperor,
that I co.;Um;ed my observations without reserve : I therefore did not hesi-

tate: to express my doubts respecting the time that Captain Wright re-

mained in the Temple previous to his death. To satisfy me in this parti-

cular, Napoleon turned over along succession of pages in a late publica-

'! his asserted anachronism might suit the purpose of denial in Buonr.prsrfe,

!iut tin: lime is tot) clearly marked by the official registers of the proces verbal

and his burial, to be doubted. rl'Me memoir, pp. 9-1. 97, 98.
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-
:n -of Mr, Goldsmith, which had been brought him by Sir Hudson Lowe.

I do not recollect the title, which is probably familiar to you, who have

suffered nothing that relates to the government of France to have escaped

you : but I could perceive, that it consisted of extracts from the Mouiteur,
&c. during the Imperial reign. As he referred to the index, he frequently

pointed out the name of Wright, spelled Right, and with a confident

expectation, as it certainly appeared to me, of finding some document thaf

would confirm his -account. The author, however, either had not been able

to discover any written testimony, to mark the precise time of Captaiu

Wright's death, or had intentionally withheld it
;
and the latter Buonaparte

repeatedly and firmly insisted must have been the cause of any doubt re-

maining as to the truth of his assertion.

CURIOUS BRIDGE.

TIJE Wire Bridge, at the falls of SchuylkiH, in Pennsylvania, is st^

ported by six wires, each 3-8ths of an inch in diameter three on each side

<xf the bridge. These wires extend (forming a curve) from the garret win-

dows of the Wire Factory to a tree on the opposite shore, which is braced

4iy wires in three directions. The floor timbers are two feet long, one

inch by three, suspended^ a horizontal line by stirrups of No. 6 wire, at

the ends of tire bridge, and No. 9 in the centre, from the curved wires.

The floor is f3 inches <*ndo, of inch board, secured to the floor timbers by

nails, except where the ends of two boards meet ; here, in addition to tiie

nails, the boards are kept from separating by -wire ties. There is a board

'six inches wide on its edge on each side of the bridge, to which the floor

timbers are likewise secured by wires. Three wires stretched on each side

of the bridge along the stirrups, form a barrier to prevent persons from

falling off. The floor is sixteen feet from the water, and 400 feet in length.

The distance between the two points of suspension of the bridge is 480 feet

The whole weight of the wire is. ...... l,314lbs,

Do. do. \vOod work 3,330

do. wrought nail 8

Total weight of the bridge 4,702

Four men would do the work of a similar bridge in two weeks ofgood Wea

ther, and the whole expense would be about oOO dollars.

TEE RED FLAG,

AN idea has been long entertained, that the Red FUg had bcental;n ot

stolen from the isast of i he Admiral's ship in the Downs; and that the

Dutch obtained that trophy in the Downs, in one of the battles between

Blake and Van Tromp. To correct such a mistaken notion, our readers

will understand, that the Red Flag has never been taken or surrendered it>

*hc enemy. The last oth'cer that hoisted such flag was Sir G. Uooke, whc-ii

iie was admiral of the fleet, and commauder-in-chief of the 'combined

4brce of England and Holland in the Mediterranean, iu 1703. And that

upon UK; union of England with Scotland, the Red Flag \vas discontinued

4>i be worj and the Uuiou Jack became the distinguishing 'flag of tbt
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Admiral of the Fleet : thus the Red Flag at the main was superseded By
the use of the Union Jack in its stead.

ORDER RELATIVE TO THE RANK OF MASTERS IN THE ROYAL NAVY.

By the Commissionersfor executing the Office of Lord High Admiral of the

United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

His MAJESTY having been pleased by his order in council of the 28th

ultimo (a copy of which is annexed) to confer Upon masters of his royal

navy the rank of lieutenant, according to the following regulation ; viz.

That they shall take rank in the ships of which they shall be warranted

masters, immediately after the junior lieutenant of such ships, and shall

have precedence in rank of surgeons ; you are hereby required and

directed to cause the said regulation to be duly observed.

Given under our hands the 1st October, 1808.

'Jicherfon.

rVm. ion\

To the respective Flag Officers, Captains,

Commanders, and Officers commanding
>tis Majesty's Shipt and Vessels.

By Command of their Lordships*

At the Court at the Queen's Palace, the 28th of September, 1808,

PRESENT,

The King's Most Excellent Majesty, in Couaeil.

Whereas there was this day read at the Board a Memorial frm the

Riht Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, dated he

27th of this instant, in the words following; vit.

11 MAY IT PLEASE YOWR MAJEITY,
" The several masters of the royal navy, who have had the misfortune to

become prisoners of war in France, by the ships to which they belonged

having been captured, or cast away upon the coasts of the enemy, hav

represented to us thai they are classed with, and in all respects subject to

the treatment of, foremast-men, in consequence of their not possessing th

rank of commissioned officers in your Majesty's service :

" Tlie Memorial presented to us on this subject has been referred to the

Commissioners for transports, for the purpose of such measures being

taken by tliem, as might tend to redress the evil complained of; the said

Uuve in their report to us, relative to this matter, stated,
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that they had many months since made a full representation on the sub-

ject to the proper officer in the department of the French marine ; and
that they are of opinion, nothing effectual can be done in favor of tha
masters of British men of war, while prisoners in France, Unless thef
shall have professional rank conferred on them by your Majesty in Council.

" We do therefore most humbly propose to your Majesty, in order to

secure the masters of your Majesty's navy from the improper treatment

before-mentioned, tkat your Majesty will be graciously pleased to confer

upon this useful class of officers, the rank of lieutenant, according to the

following regulation ; vis. That they shall take rank in the ships of which

they shall be warranted masters, immediately after the junior lieutenant of
such ships.

" And as your Majesty was pleased, by your order in council of the 23d

January, 1805, to direct, that the surgeons in your Majesty's naval service

should have a similar rank with officers of the same class in the land ser-

vice, subordinate, however, to that of the lieutenants of your Majesty's ships
and vessels, we do further propose, that masters may have precedence in

rank of surgeons, which, from the nature of the duty a master 1ms to.

execute, is essentially necessary."
His Majesty, having taken the said Memorial into consideration, WHS

pleased, by and with the advice of his Privy Council, to approve of whr.t

is therein proposed ; and his Majesty is hereby pleased to order, that the

masters of the royal navy do take rank in the ships of which they shall b

warranted masters, immediately after the junior lieutenant of such ships ;

and that they have precedence in rank of surgeons. And the Bight
Honourable the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty are to give the

jiecessary directions herein accordingly.

AQUATIC ANIJdAL.

LATELY, some fishermen enclosed in their net, in Chester River, near

Parkgale, an uncommonly curious nou-descript aquatic animal. When.

caught, it immediately rolled itself up. In length, it is about six inches,

and in shape not unlike the variegated hair caterpillar, called " the

Tailor." Its back is covered with a very fine dark hair, and small black

pripkly substances, resembling the pen-feathers on a young bird. The

hair on its sides is beautifully variegated, and the belly is of a light color,

approaching to white. It has 66 feet, and on each foot several black

points, appearing as claws. The head, in proportion to the body, is very

small.

AQUATIC POSTMAN.

THE Baron de Humboldt, in his Travels through South America,

describes an extraordinary mode of carrying on communications between

different parts of Peru
; viz- by means of a swimming postman. This

unparalleled arrangement takes place during two days of the postman's

course, while going down a part of the river Chamaya, and afterwards a

of the great river of the Amazons. The former river is no: navigable,
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on account of a great number of small cataracts. The postman wraps the*

few letters, of which he is the bearer every month, sometimes in an hand-

kerchief, sometimes in a kind of drawers, which he winds as a turban

round his head.
r This turban contains also the great knife with which

every Indian is armed, rather to cut his way through the forests than as a

weapon of defence In order to fatigue himself less in descending the

liver, lie supports himself on a log of bombax or ochramo, trees of very

light wood. It is very seldom that letters are either lost or wetted during

the passage.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Breaking ifa Line.

Mfe. EDITOR,

OBSERVING
that Mr. Clark claimed the credit of his having first inti*

m;ited to Admiral Sir G. B. Rodney, that point of naval tactics which

is denominated breaking of the line of battle, and that it vvaJ first prac-
ri.-,e'.i by thai galfaivt admiral with success, I have taken the liberty to send

you a copy of an old manuscript in my possession, which seems to indicate

that it had been put in execution anterior to the period alluded to, and

with good success too.

" 1784. Note. I think an idea prevails, that the bold and decisive

manoeuvre of breaking the enemy's litie of battle, has been lately introduced

;nto cur naval tactics, and particularly attributed to the gallant decision of

Admiral Rodney, on the 12th of April last year ; but I read io Gillings-

vt liter's account of the famous engagement off Lowestoft, June the 3d,

1
<"<),">,

between the British fleet, commanded by the Duke of York, and

l hat of the Dutch, by Admiral Opdam : he says,
* The fight began about

three o'clock in the morning, and, for some time, victory was doubtful ;

but, about noon, tire brave Earl of Sandwich, with the blue squadron,
forced himself into the centre of the Dutch fleet, broke their line, divided

it into two parts, and began that confusion which ended in a total defeat

f the enemy.'
"*

Your's, &c. -

JVcCC/ and increasing Abuse in our Commercial Marine.

MU. EDITOR, 24<A Nuvember, 1816.*

T is of much importance to the lives and interests of those invaluable

subjects, our seamen, engaged in the merchant service, the deep-sea
li-lu i ,f s, ccc. ccc. that the attention of the legislature and courts of law

(particularly the Admiralty Court), should be directed to a novel and

.-M T<'a-m<j; abuse in our commercial marine. No less than the infliction o

* Vide also N, C. td. xxv. p. 401.
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yery severe, corporeal pvnishment, at the sole command of the shipmasters,

many of which persons seem to appear desirous of thus apmg (as they

imagine) a " man of war."

Though several instances have been of late before the public, this com-

munication is chiefly induced by the very recent flagrant case and convic-

tion of Stavers* (master of the ship Thames), at the Admiralty Sessions on

the 20th instant, for a brutal assault ; in other words, for great cruelty to

a boy (Gibson) on board that vessel ; for which offence, it appears, the

learned judge sentenced him to pay a fine of 50/. and be imprisoned twelve

months in Newgate. It will be seen, on reference to the report, that the

surgeon of this vessel (zcho was not present at the infliction), being asked

in court, whether he did not consider four dozen lashes! too severe for a

boy of fourteen years of age, replied, that " He shoajd not like it him-

self." The boy died.

I am aware, Sir, that about seventeen years ago (a time of war) an

act of parliament passed, rendering the crews of all vessels, bearing letters

of marque, amenable to the naval articles of war; and that in pursuance of

this act, offenders have, in repeated instances of mutiny, &c. been carried

from such vessels before a naval court martial, on a foreign station, forraed

as usual on board one of his Majesty's ships. But though I believe all East

Indiamen, and all our Soothern Whalers, amongst various other descrip-

tions of vessels, have letters of marque in time of war, there can exist no

letters of marque in a time of peace ;
and therefgre earnestly trust you will

permit me to inquire of any of your legal, or other correspondents, possess-

ing sufficient information, by wlttit authority these ship-masters assirme

this power of inflicting, at their own will and pleasure, severe corporeal

punishments with a cat-o'-nine tails, under colour of being justified in so

doing ? Or who will point out the extent to whrch the law warrants them

in doing so (if to r.ny) ;
and otherwise set the whole matter in a clear light.

No person, Mr. Editor, can feel a more thorough conviction than my-
self, of the absolute necessity of due subordination, and a proper degree of

good order on board our merchant vessels, as otherwise there could be n

safety for either lives or property; and in order to this, it must be clear

that the ship-masters should be invested by law with due authority > and

moreover, should be vigilantly protected against vexatious suits, and liti-

gious proceedings, originating in malignity, or other bad motives ; the

commerce of the country, and the public interest, alike require these.

But, on the other hand, without meaning to imply any thing illiberal of

any description of persons, I may be permitted to add, that however indis-

ponsaUe summary justice and strict discipline may be in our nary, yet they

cannot, in the nature of things, be equally so in our commercial marine,

as to make it necessary to entrust, in the bandit of merchant shjfMpHttttt,

a discretionary power, infinitely exceeding any thing known in the practice

of our civil jurisprudence.
It will he seen, that in the cae of Stavers (master of the Thames) above

referred to, he had actually caused his own brother to be flogged during
the voyae. To men practically acquainted with this description of per-

* \'\de page 433.
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sons, this instance will be very far from furnishing anj proof of impart

tiality, or of strict integrity of conduct.

In the anxious hope that this letter will meet attention on the part of
orae of the correspondents of your valuable publication, who are compe-

tent to throw light on the general subject in both a legal and practical

point of view, I am, Sir, your obedient humble servant,

Battle of the 12th April, 1782.

MR. EDITOR, Plymouth, 29th November, 1816.

LOOKING
over my port-folio, I found the enclosed letter from the

first captain to Admiral Sir G. B. Rodney, addressed to the Russian

Admkal Greg, giving a description of the battle of the 12th of April, 1782.

Should you deem it worthy of a place in your miscellany, you will oblige

your rery humble servant,

ff

Extract from a Letter uriltc* by Sir CHARLES DOUGLAS, Bart, to hi

Excellency Admiral GREG, Admiral of All the Rutsias ; giving <m

Account <rf the Actions on the 9lh and \1lh of April, 1782, between the

British and French Fleets, commanded by Sir GF.ORGX BRIDGES RODNEY,*
Knight of the Bath, and the COUNT DE GRASSE.

OK Monday, the 8th of April, 1782, the fleets of Great Britain and

France sailed from their respective stations, the one from Fort Royal Bay,
in the island of Martinique, to cover an intended invasion of the island of

Jamaica, by a numerous combination of the French and Spanish forces :

the other from Gros Islet Bay, in the island of St. Lucia, to reader that

design abortive.

Sir George Rodney having weighed with great celerity, the moment the

signal \v;is iniicle by the Andromache (one of our cruisers) that the Frencli

fleet was getting under sail, soon got sight of the si ernmost ships thereof,

standing to the northward under the lee of Martinique. His Majesty's fleet

followed them all night, under as much canvas as could prudently be

carried, the wind blowing very fresh at N.E. b. E. At 2 A.M. of the 9th,

we were aware of our not being at any considerable distance from them,

from the frequent nocturnal signals we heard and saw made, and very

r-li.irily after we actually got sight of them: at 3 A.M. we brought-to by

signal on the starboard tack, the north end of Dominique bearing
^. b. I,. E. 6 or G leagues ;

at past 5 A.M. made the signal to prepare
i if battle, and to form the line-of- battle a- head; as also to fill and stand

0:1
;

bf'tivecn the hours of nine and ten the Ville de Paris fired the first

s.!;i>r. upon ii,e Alfred, whereupon the signal for battle was displayed ; thus

Legitu that day's partial engagement, between about one half of hisMajes-
?-,'> fl* et, aiul the whole of that of France, consisting of 34 sail of the line j

* For Lord Rodney's biographical memoir, see N. C. rol. i, p. S33: for

ror'nutj vui. ixv, j>.
400.
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xiiich bereaved Great Britain of that excellent citizen and officer, Captain
William Bayne, the gallant commander of the ship before mentioned : I

say partial engagement, the whole of our rear, and most of the sternmoat

half of our centre division, having lain quite becalmed, insomuch as never

to have had it in their power to come in for any share of that day's

cannonade ; while the fleet of France enjoyed a commanding breeze, within

the limits whereof, and to windward of us, they kept themselves with

scrupulous attention at their much-loved long cannonading distance.

Nevertheless, divers ships on both sides were rouglily handled, those of

our van division having had to cope with so many more than ought to have

fallen to their share. After having endeavoured to keep our fleet to wind-

ward, in order to bring on a second engagement, and having transposed
in the line of battle and in the order of sailing, the van and rear divisions,

because of the damages the former had sustained, to the end our next

attack might have its full vigour, if ever the enemy should give us oppor-

tunity. On the llth, in the morning, two of Monsieur De Grasse's ships

were discovered to windward, repairing the damages they had received on

tht 9th ; whereupon the signal was made for a general chase, and tb

whole fleet eagerly chased accordingly, in order to draw the French fleet

down to leeward, to save the ships in question, and thereby yet bring on

a general and decisive engagement.
Late in the evening, some of our weathermost ships gained ground so

Fast on the two mutilated ships of the enemy alluded to, that they begun
to make signal of their danger ; whereupon Count De Grasse, with his

whole fleet^ bore down to interpose : our weathermost chasers still

threatening their game, until some of the Counts headmost ships got very

near to them, when they, as well as all the rest of the fleet, were called

into the close sailing order by signal, and closed accordingly : in whiclt

close order of sailing we turned to windward all night with as much sail as

we could prudently carry. On the 12th, at the very first break of day, tha

enemy's fleet was discovered to be very near us, and broad on our lee bow,
the wind being E.S. E. and we upon the starboard tack.

The moment this situation of the enemy was announced to Sir George

Rodney, he ordered the signal to be made for Rear-admiral Drake (now

appointed to lend the fleet) to make more sail, and very soon after to form

the line-of-battle a-head, at the distance of one cable's length asunder ;

and so exactly had the divisions kept themselves during the night in the

close and excellent order of sailing prescribed, that within the space often

or fifteen minutes after the signal for forming was thrown out, thirty-six

sail were drawn up in one of the best lines of battle I ever saw, and

already standing towards the enemy's. The French now also forming the

line, and extending themselves on the larboard tack : thus standing towards

esich other upon contrary tatks, the wind being moderate, the weather

clear, and the water perfectly smooth. The Marlborough being tha

leading ship of Rear-admiral Drake's division, fetched in with the sixth or

seventh ship, counting from the headmost of the Count De Grasse's lifl,

and at | past seven was fired upon ; whereupon the signals for battle and

. Cpron, Vol. XXXVI. 3 o
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close battle vvcre made, our said leading ship supported by the quick and

well-directed fire of her followers, sailing in due and close succession,
now leading large, sliding slowly and closely down along under the enemy's
lee. The Formidable was first fired upon by the 8th or 9th ship of Mon-
sieur De Grasse's line, but did not immediately return it, the distance

being too great ? but standing a little farther on, the fire of our centre,

which consisted of three three-deckers, was to the enemy irresistible j

availing himself whereof, and moreover of the vigorous impression Rear-

admiral Drake's division had made, our commander-in-chief keeping his

wind, broke through the enemy's line, quite close under the lee quarter of

the Glorieux, she being Jthe 4th ship a-stern of the Ville de Paris ;
her

immediate followers hereupon putting their helms a-weather, got together

in a heap, to the number of four or fire, composing now only one large

single object to be fired at
;
and were fired upon accordingly by the Duke,

our second a-head, the Namur, our second a-stern, and others ;
and by

the Formidable, wearing round upon her keel
;

for the instant the enemy's
order of battle was thus broken, the signal for the line was hauled down

(although the signals for battle and close battle were still kept a-broad), and

the signal was made for Rear-admiral Drake to tack and gain the wind of

the enemy, in order to secure the victory, by uniting his division to the

body of the fleet. From the moment the Formidable led. as is before

described, through Monsieur De Grasse's line, victory declared for us ;

the Count, finding himself separated from the dismasted Glorieux, and all

the ships which were stationed a-stern of her in his line of battle, and all

beinjj; consequently a scene of confusion and disorder from end to end

throughout his fleet, so as to render impossible the re-union of its parts.

Towards the final close of daylight, the French admiral's flag at the maia-

top-sinllant-mast head of the shattered and surrounded Ville de Paris, a

ship or i ne hundred and two guns, was hauled down ! Whereupon Sir

Ceorge Rodney (several of the enemy's ships having been seen to strike

tin.ii colours), having gained a most complete, a most glorious, and a

most decisive victory, ordered the signal for battle to be hauled down

(lest his ships, I presume, should scatter tod much, and moreover possibly

offend each other in the dark) ;
which was hauled down accordingly ;

and

then the field being thus beyond a doubt secured, the nocturnal signal was

made tor the fleet to bring to, and lie by on the starboard tack.

The Ville de Paris contained upwards of thirteen hundred men, of whom
a very meat slaughter was made ; the last shot fired at her, which was from

the St. Albau's, having, as I have been informed, killed her sixteen.

-Any further resistance on the part of the French admiral would have

been in vain, and could have been productive of nothing but unprofitable

carnage on his side, which a fresh broadside each, from three three-deckers;

T/:. Namur, Formidable, and Barfleur, and one a piece from at least as

many two-deckers, would within the space of a very few minutes have

occasioned
;
nor was it possible for the gallant Count De Grasse to have

avoided the general engagement I have been describing, without giving

up the two ot his mutilated ships, the one of. 84, the other of 74 guns,
' v

!j;<j!i we chased on the llth. Moreover, the untoward accident which
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Lefel him that evening, after he bore down to save them ; viz. that of the

Zele running foul of the V
7
ille de Paris, contributed not a little to bring him,

within our reach, upon the glorious 12th, at break of day. But that the

French expended a great deal of time before Sir George Rodney's arrival

in the West Indies, in taking for themselves the island of St. C!iris>topher,

saved Jamaica, I verily do believe. How far the generals of that nation,

by sea and land, may have been concerned in thus preferring the interest

of France to that of Spain, is not for me to determine.

In every other respect my countrymen in general, and I humbly, to the

best of my knowledge and recollection, do believe Count De Grasse to be

blameless ; holding it as he did, to have been impossible for him, at the head
of so mighty a fleet, consistently with the honour of his nation, to suffer two
of his capital ships to be taken under his nose. And we (hi* Britannic,

Majesty's servants) also holding it to have been equally impossible, mighty
in metal and in men as it was, for him to have prevented its defeat ; con-

sidering how closely it was grappled with, and cut asunder, in a manner so

very puzzling to French seamanship, as I have endeavoured to describe.

Sir George Rodney's fire was so much quicker and so much better

directed than the Count's was, that in some of his ships it was no easy

matter to keep the men to their metal ;
in one of them particularly, in

passing the Formidable, the whole, or at least the bulk of her company,
fled from their guns to the opposite side, insomuch, as 16 have made their

ship heel considerably to windward.

The loss sustained on our sine on both days amounted to about one

thousand men in killed and wounded, towards three hundred whereof

having been slain outright ;
but owing to the unremitting attention and

consummate skill of our surgeons, and the physician of the fleet, by the

blessing of God, most of our wounded men recovered.

The loss of the enemy, from the best account 1 have been able to gather,

on both days, amounted to about eleven or twelve thousand men in killed,

wounded, and taken, including the prisoners afterwards made in conse-

quence of our victory, by a detachment of the fleet commanded by Sir

Samuel Hood, which makes the whole number of prisoners amount to

about five thousand six hundred men : of their wounded, the major part
died (many of the lack jaw) at the Cape ; and many, I presume, at

Curacoa also, belonging to the four ships that fled thither. This great

battle of the 12th of April, was fought between certain islands situated

near Guadalonpe, called the Saints, and the island of Dominica ; as was

also nearly on the same spot the cannonade of the 9th. From an eminence

on which last mentioned island, both actions were most distinctly seen,

particularly the act of penetrating the enemy's line on the 12th, by the

Formidable, whereat the French spectators as much desponded, as did the

English ones exceedingly rejoice ! Whereupon some of the latter, seeing

the day thereby won by their countryman, drank freely in honor thereof,

not forgetting Rear-admiral Francis Samuel Drake, whom they had seen

lead his Majesty's fleet to battle in a manner worthy of his country and

family.
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Commodore Affleck acted in the centre division, which according to

custom, was that of the commander-in-chief, the fleet having consisted of

three divisions only.

Van Division, 8th April, 1732.

Frigates.
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thing but what he is commanded. He who makes use f those severities

which (though the laws may sanction) create hatred in the minds of the

people, has a1 conviction within him which must tend to unnerve all

courage. I am, Sir, your humble servant,

^ _ ^ *Dandidii4,

On Naval Ptinishments.

MR. EDITOR, 6th December, 1816.

ALTHOUGH
you appear to have received not a few communications on

the subject of naval punishments, yet being fully convinced of the

strong necessity which exists for a -change of system there, I cannot deny

myself the satisfaction of endeavouring to lend a helping hand, in impress-

ins; on the minds of the public, and of naval men, not only the absurdity,

but cruelty, of many of the practices, as detailed and recorded by your

Correspondent Mentor, and others, in your last and former numbers.

Who can read them, without assenting to the recommendation I have

already given, to establish afaed, a prudent, hut at the same time a mer-

ciful, and ajlrm system of discipline : surely it cannot be a very difficult

matter to combine and to establish such an one. I confess I look forward

\vithtmotionsofsatisfaction and delight, to the time when this good and

necessary work shall have been accomplished, which would put a stop to

much of that injudicious and harsh treatment, and excessive degree ofpunish-

ment, which has so completely alienated the minds of so many thousands

of our finest seamen from all idea of serving again in our men of war:

this fact is now beyond all doubt
;
and although the severity of discipline

exercised in many ships of the British navy, is not the sole cause of such

disgust, it is beyond all doubt the most prominent, and if not remedied,

will long continue the greatest bar to our obtaining volunteers to man

our fleets when war again takes place.

The amelioration in punishments in the army, since the subject was

noticed in parliament some years ago, and became fully known to the pub-

lic, is great indeed ;
nor is it greater in lessening punishment than crimrs ;

it has been attended with the most happy effects, both as it respects the

men, and their manners.

One very strong instance is recorded in the Glasgow newspaper, where,

for three years, no instance of corporeal punishment has been inflicted,

and where three different corps have been stationed during that time; viz.

the 2il battalion, 71st 78th, and 42d regiments ; the fact is not more cre-

ditable to these giillant corps, than entirely satisfactory as to the complete

success of the plan, so far as the army is concerned : why it should not be

equally applicable, or very nearly so, to the navy, I am yet to learn. No man
would come forward and recommend a relaxed system of command; but

there is a great difference between a relaxed, and a cruel and oppressive sys-

tem : let the happy medium be established, and it will produce what is so murh

and imperatively wanted ;
viz. a fixed, a firm, a mild, but efficient system. In

this system, many of our naval officers will be most ready and willing to
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concur; many of them have, in fact, practised it, influenced only by their

own excellent hearts and understandings ;
but there are others (they

* are

recordtd in the sailors' journals}, who, if a^ain employed, will, I trust, be

cautioned to adopt new methods of governing, and receive instructions

which they cannot mistake, and dare not evade ; a new code of naval

instructions regarding command, and the infliction of corporeal punishment
on board our men of war, will, I hope, soon crown the wishes of your

correspondent, and of every sailor's friend, whilst it will prove the Board

of Admiralty to be their friend indeed.

Nor, Mr. Editor, can I allow the present opportunity to pass, without

suggesting the propriety of adopting some new regulation as to the employ-
ment of our seamen on board merchantmen in the present limes ;

it is too

true, that ship-owners cannot afford to step forward effectually in their

behalf, as almost every voyage is now a sinking, instead of a profitable or

saving one ; but, I think, by taking more men, and diminishing the wages
n little more, much might be done to give them bread, to enable them to

live: if two additional men for every hundred tons were thus employed, it

would assuredly take a vast number of our seamen into employ, who are

at present without work or money. I trust something will soon be done for

them, bo as to preserve them to their country, whose battles they have

fought, and which will not, in the hour of need> forsake her gallant

heroes
;

let them be cherished, protected, employed, and let them not

complain of low wages ; for to live, at present, is the great ambition of all.

I trust the time is not far distant, when all ranks shall again rejoice in the

prospect of living well, and of seeing business and trade revive and flourish

until then, let us bear our distress (which will, I hope, prove evanescent)

as men who know how to suffer, and who are ready to bear each other's

burthens. Let us then devise some means of employing our seamen, and

Letter times will soon appear; the duwn of reviving prosperity will arise.

^-.^-^ tsVedfor.*^^,^%,^s

On the Necessity of watching the American Navy.

MP. EDITOR, 8'A December, 1816.

|T AM very far from wishing, by any observations of mine, to inflame the

-&- minds of our gallant countrymen against the Americans, with whom
\\e lunc so lately concluded a treaty of peace; but, whilst I disclaim all

hostile feelings towards them, so long as they preserve that moderation and

f(l>c(iranci'which is their best policy, I must be allowed occasionally to

revert to the proceedings of their naval force, and to take notice of the

great anxiety which prevails throughout America, to obtain, as soon as

po^ihle, ;i commanding navy, and safe and secure depots and dock-yards,

fortified in such a manner as to bid defiance to any hostile invaders. By
rtcent accounts from that country, it appears they have fixed on Gosport,

in the. Chesapeake, for a grand naval arsenal
;
and we know they have taken

Au expressire, but a true record.
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Measures to make great annual additions to their navy,fast rising into con-

sequence, no less from its increasing number of vessels, than from their

superior size and force. I beg to call the attention of the British public,

and f its government, to these things; they cannot, nor ought not to pass

unnoticed and unregarded, as there is no country which should feel a higher

interest in what concerns the maritime greatness of foreign powers,

Having premised thus much, I would now proceed to observe, with much

satisfaction, that the Board of Admiralty is now fully alive to the

necessity of increasing the tonnage and force of our frigates, and are assi-

duously employed in raising and re-constructing an efficient and durable

navy, which I hope will ever maintain the naval rights of Old England, and

gloriously uphold her greatness in her favorite element. If I am rightly

informed, the line-of-battle ships (or a great proportion of them) novr

building, are of a larger size, and superior construction, to the old 74'sj

and every person who has seen, or heard described, the formidable

appearance of the American ship Washington, rated at 74, but mounting

96, must allow that we ought not to lose a day, or an hour, in making
such alterations in the build of our men of war, as shall keep pace wiih the

improvements everyday taking place in those of other powers. I observe

then with pleasure, that the Admiralty are continuing to lay down more

large fifties, and I trust they will not soon think they have a sufficiency of

that description of vessels ; our smaller frigates, of 32, 36, and 38 guns,
have been found sadly defective, not only in durability, but in

efficiency,

as your Correspondent T. C. P. in the last number, has very clearly demon-

strated
;
and I think it admits of little doubt, that our frigates ought novr

to be built very large, not under 44 guns, and very small, not rated above

24, what are now denominated port sloops, and not supposed capable of

looking an enemy's frigate in the face, although they are very serviceable as

cruisers, and equal to any sloop of war, even of American construction.

I again beg to call the attention of the gentlemen belonging to the dock-

yards, to furnish you, Mr. Editor, with a list and description of new ships

now building, to supply the places of those shameful bargains we had from,

the merchant yards, which have done scarcely any service, and are now

selling every day for about a fortieth or fiftieth part of their prime cost,

being completely rotten and unserviceable.

The mention of the superior size of the American men of war, leads me
to say a few words on the proceedings of Commodore Chauncey's squadron

in the Mediterranean, and to observe, that as it is the strongest ever sent to-

sea by that power; so it has commenced its cruise by demands, affecting in

110 small degree the best interests of England in regard to trade, as well as

naval supremacy ,
in those seas. It will perhaps be remembered, that before

our navy was so much reduced last year, I ventured to recommend, that

although it was peaceable times, it would be very desirable, and much for

the interest of the country, that we should keep up something like a

respectable force in the Mediterranean, and on the coast of America ;
this

t

however, has not been deemed advisable, and already we see the American

squadron acting as if masters in the Mediterranean, and making demands

of a not more extraordinary than arrogant nature
j these, they may not
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choose to enforce, but, it is undeniable, that their squadron is fully adequate

to effect a lodgment in some of the small islands ; it is very much superiof

to that under Sir Charles Penrose, which is scattered, whilst Cotr.modore

Chauncey's is united ;
and the disagreeable^aeas at Messina, has already

proved, how likely causes of misunderstanding are to arise between the

British and Americans, who, by the last accounts, were lying at Gibraltar

in full force. I shall be glad to observe, that they leave that roadstead

without any additional disturbance happening ; but, Mr. Editor, I wish to

see us maintain our naval superiority in every sea ;
and as the American

squadron is to winter in the Mediterranean, there can be no sort of doubt

as to the propriety of our reinforcing our squadron there with two sail of

the line, and as many frigates : I recommend the same attention to our

American squadron ;
for my own part, I look in vain for any good reason

for sending a line-of-battle ship to St. Helena, to guard the state prisoner,

except government are afraid of the Americans making an attempt to carry

him off. I certainly look upon this as a groundless cause of alarm
;
but I

view their superior force in the Mediterranean in a very different liuht, and

time will shew whether my opinion is well founded or not; at all events, I

believe prevention is better than cure ; and therefore I do strongly recom-

mend an additional naval force being sent out as soon as possible ;
it will

at any rate employ two or three thousand of our distressed seamen, now

Qut of employ.

***^*^ ^/itvwn.

Improved Regulation in the issue of Naval Pay.

MR. FDITOU, 10th December, J816.

tilNKJNG, as T am persuaded most British naval officers do, that

many excellent suggestions are from time to time conveyed through
the medium of your Chronicle, I have now the pleasure of noticing a late

regulation on the part of the paymaster of the navy (Mr. Rose), which can-

not fail to give great satisfaction, and prove of incalculable benefit to

naval officers : it forms a new era in the annals of issues of half-pay, and

will enable every officer to draw on the commissioners of the navy, at three

days' xi^/it ; the advertisement does not say whether the pay is to be

allowed in advance, or the bills only to be drawn at the end of every two

months
; but even in the latter case the advantage will be great ; and the

introduction of this new system is highly praiseworthy, and honorable to

Mr. Rose, who, it is evident, being an active-minded and thorough bred

official man, has turned his thoughts and attention toward the subject since

the elose of last session of parliament. I congratulate the service, nnd

you, Mr. Editor, on this great improvement in the issue of half-pay, and as

the pages of your work contain many observations on the necessity of some
such plan being adopted, I am sure you will rejoice in the attainment of

it. I am hopefui the example of Mr. Rose will be followed by other official

men at the .Admiralty and Navy Boards, who certainly, if the assertion of

your Correspondents (',-.ho appear in general fully acquainted with their
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subjects) are at all entitled to credit, have not yet brought their labours in

the way of improvement to a close. My own opinion is, that by attention,

care, and diligence, much accurate information of no ordinary importance
might be obtained, on subjects which relate to the best interests of the

navy, and on which at present there is likely to be much discussion, what-
ever it may lead to. I trust the Boards above alluded to will not be the

hist to begin such inquiries, and to give them the most serious attention,
and accurate investigation. Measures of amelioration and improvement
ought now to be their great object, and towards these they ought to direct

their chief and most earnest attention ; by doing so, they would find that

our naval system certainly requires revision, and chat peace completely puts
it in their power, first to inquire and to investigate, and then to confirm

what is good, and to change and improve what is found defective in it.

I think your Correspondents Neslor and Alfred's efforts in this important
cause will not prove ineffectual ;

with many of their suggestions I entirely
coincide. Your's, &c.

Corrections ofour Memoir of Sir David Milne.

MR. EDITOR, Edinburgh, lllk December, 1816.

IT AM desirous of correcting an inaccuracy in your last number, respcct-
"-

ing the dates of the different appointments as captain, of my gallant
friend Sir David Milne. It is said, page 363, that in 1797,

" he assisted

in La Pique at the capture of Demerara, and that he was then appointed
to La Seine, recently taken from the enemy," &c. And pages 365 and 6,
"

having returned to England soon after (in La Seine it would appear),

Captain Milne was ordered to cruise on the coast of France. There, in

company with the Jason," &c. Now the fact is, that he continued in La

Pique until the 29th or 30th of June, 1798 ; and it was while he still com-

manded her. that, in company with the Jason, Captain Stirling, and Mer-

maid, (late) Captain Newman, they chased a frigate in Le Passage Breton,

on the coast of France, which, after a severe action, from 11 at night

until 2 in the morning, was captured, and proved to be La Seine. She

was first brought to action by La Pique, in a running fight ; the. passage
was so shoal, that the ships grounded, and La Pique unfortunately bilged,

so that it was necessary subsequently to destroy her. La Seine had 170

killed, and 100 wounded
; the Jason 7 killed, and 1'2 wounded. La

Pique 1 killed, 7 wounded. The Mermaid did not get up in time.*

In consequence of La Pique being lost, Captain Milne took possession

of La Seine, which was got off; and he was by the Admiralty appointed
to the command of her, when he afterwards had the opportunity of so

* Vide 59. &. vol. i, in statement of ships taken, lost, &c.

. C&rotu Vol. xxxvi. 3 P
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gallantly distinguishing himself by the capture of La Vengeance, on th

20th of August, 1800 : thus you perceive, that it was La Pique which was

lost in ihis action, and not La Seine, as would appear by the memoir.

He returned to England in 1802, when La Seine was paid off; and on the

breaking out of the war in 1803, he was re-appointed to her, and had the

misfortune to Jose her the same year ou the coast of Holland, by the

ignorance of the pilots.

Although unconnected with the foregoing, I seize this opportunity of

expressing my hope, that you will acquiesce in the wishes of X. Y. Z.

(which are those of many others), respecting the publication of the naval

gazette letters from 1793 to 1798. The Naval Chronicle beginning only

in 1799, and few or none of those letters appearing in your short

retrospect of naval matters, it becomes a desideratum that they should he

so collected in one point of view, that any one possessed of your valuable

miscellany, could refer at once to any action or capture since the beginning

of the war ; and should they occupy many pages of your work, they might

be so divided, as that one number should contain the gazettes of one

ycrir.

As your list of promotions is not officially correct, I subjoin one for the

battle of Algier, \vhicli will not only give satisfaction to the relations of

those promoted, but will also shew the liberality of the Admiralty on the

occasion,

Commanders made Posf.

George Bentliarn, IGth September, from Cordelia.

James Mould, ditto, from Mutine.

\Viil!am Kempthorne, ditto, from Bclzebub.

Arthur Fanshawe, 17th September, acting in Meraoder, not at Algier.

Lieutenants made Commander's.

IGih Sept. Queen Charlotte .... flag lieutenant.

do. Superb 1st lieutenant.

do. Miuden 1st do.

do. Leaiider flag lieutenant.

do. Leander 1st do.

do. Queen Charlotte 1st do.

do. Grauicus . 1st do.

do. Severn ..... 1st do.

do. Queen Charlotte 3d do.

: Ivi'Pherson .. do. Glasgow .......... 1st do.

l'.<i. II. Dc-lrtfobsc do. 'Hebrus ...... 1st do.

Janies Covie I! luington do* Impregnable 1st do.

Rube rf II;iv do. Albion 1st do.

.hn>.:c viii'-nds 17th Sept. Lr-ander 2d do.

.Hn-lwni j Icniing do. Queen Charlotte 5th do.

John Davits.. ...... 8th Oct ditto 4th do.
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Midsliipmen made Lieutenants.

The first 9, though promoted in consequence of the battle, had their

commissions dated the 5th September, to give them rank, being mostly the

sons of admirals
;

the whole of them were not at Algier, but all those whose

commissions were dated the 16th were there.

/"Hon. William Waldcgrave.
Thomas Fraser .... Leander, at Algier.
John Hood Wolseley .... Queen Charlotte, do.

Archd. M'Lean.
5th Sept. 181

6.-<(
Charles Stuart Cochrane.
John James Onslow.
John Samson Jago.
Wynne Baird Impregnable, at Algier.

LR.'S. Triscott.

William Sweeting 16th Sept. Edward Hawes 16th Sept.

George Mules do. Simon Taylor Ogilvie .. do.

Charles Ware do. John WhitBeld do.

James Strong do. Edward Aitcheson . do.

Charles March do. Ellicott Morris do.

William Cole do. James Everard do.

Edward Hilhnan...... do. Walter B. Strikes do.

James Barker do. Alfred Sainthill do.

John Ilealey do. William Radcliff ...... do.

David B Innes do. Thomas Strange do.

John Watson Price do. James Creugh do.

Francis Barre do. Robert Gordon do.

Aaron Stark Symes do. E iward Hibbert do.

I am, Your's, &c. >.

rf f^^^. \Jcca.4ionat.

Continuation of Beatson's History suggested.

MR. EDITOR, December "12th, 1816.

NOW that we are again returned to a state of peace, after more

than twenty years of continued war, I think it becomes a desideratum

to have an history of naval events, to form a continuation of Beatson's

memoirs, which should he compiled in the same full and accurate plan as

that pursued by the worthy old gentleman (Major Beatson), who brought
his work down to the close of the American war. The wars of the last

twenty years furnish abundant supplies of matter for a continuation of

naval events, and I am hopeful Captain Layman, R.N. who has already
wrote with much elegance and accuracy on the subject of colonial

improvements, and on forest timber, will soon redeem the pledge given in

the European Magazine for 1814, of laying such an history of naval evenls

before the public. There can be no doubt of such a work becoming equally

pleasing to naval and general readers, and profitable to the writer ; and it
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is undeniable, that the most proper season for obtaining accurate and cir-

cumstantial information, is immediately after the events to be narrated have

been brought to a close, whilst the officers employed are still alive, and

retain a perfect recollection of what took place ;
information of the most

accurate and authentic description can then be readily obtained, which

twenty or thirty years hence could only be got after much laborious re-

search, and tedious inquiry. Hoping Captain Layman's work is far

advanced, or that some other naval writer will profit by the hint, 1 arn,&c.

Jfefi,
tunut.

On the Distressed State ofour Seamen.

MR. EDITOR, 14YA December, 1816.

AMIDST
the great and unparalleled distress which so generally prevails

throughout I may say all ranks in the country, it is gratifying to

observe the uncommon efforts making in every town and district iu the

kingdom, to alleviate the misery of the labouring poor, by providing work

fur them, raising subscriptions, and distributing food and clothing.

Of the numerous classes of people presently out of employ, none are cer-

tainly worse off than our poor seamen, whom neither government nor ship-

owners c:m employ ;
the former having paid off so many ships, and reduced

the nav;il peace establishment to the lowest possible state
;

whilst the latter

have been forced to lay up hundreds of fine square-rigged, coppered ves-

sels, solely for want of freights, none being now offered bv which a ship's

expenses could possibly be cleared
;

this is the situation of things in the

Thames, and I believe at every sea-port in the kingdom possessed of much

shipping ;
this sad and mortifying picture I have to look on every day, in

the port from whence I write.

In tin's situation of things, there can be no doubt, that so soon as par-
H.iment meets, some proposal will he made on behalf of the London ship-

owners, to remove, if possible, some of the difficulties which at present

press so heavily on their heads
; whether any effectual relief can be given,

13 not for me to say, but I am aware that it is full time government should

not only li>tcn attentively to the petition of the ship-owners, but give relief

.is far ;;s they possibly can ; from the salutary enactments made last

icssiun, relative to foreign rape seed, and other mercantile concerns, we
have every reason to hope, that during the ensuing one, parliament will

jKit'un '/:/ mid laboriously investigate these and other causes of national

dtcay ;\M\ distress
;
and will alleviate the hardships of the different classes

of sul'.orcrs, to the utmost of their power ; as an individual, I give it as my
humble opinion, that in the present state of things, the collection of taxes

must be utterly hopeless, and that the use of the sinking fund must form
one of the mci-.sures of finance for some years to come. Being fully sen-

!c, then, that on the meeting of parliament, their great business (and
liiu-i i:iipoiiutit business it is) must be to devise means of relief for the

{.".imtry (on.-:i- i;reat and flourishing). I would now return to the subject
ot unemployed seamen, whose situation will undoubtedly admit of muck
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alleviation ; and this being in the immediate power of government to give,

I trust no time will be lost in doing it. I observe, that in consequence of

the meritwious and unceasing exertions of the Lord Mayor of London (who
seems to have been as a public blessing to the distressed of the present

period) in behalf of this deserving and suffering class of our fellow

creatures, the Board of Admiralty have agreed to station a receiving ship
in the river, for the reception and employment of destitute seamen: so far

well
;
but I certainly think, instead of confining their assistance to such

a limited scale, it would have been far better to have put in commission a

few more ships of war, into which the seamen might be allowed to enter

for one, two, or three years, as the Board might determine ; it being an

undeniable fact, that in the Mediterranean particularly, our naval force is

too small, and much inferior to the American squadron now lording it over

the different ports at which they have occasion to touch in those seas. It

is well known that they are to winter there ; and also that they mean, if

possible, to obtain a station for a naval depot, either by negociation, OF

open force.

I am very far from wishing the country to be again involved in war with

America ; but I am quite satisfied, that the motions of their squadron now

cruising in the Mediterranean Seas, ought to be attentively watched, and

jiot be allowed to remain so superior to the force under Sir Charles Penrose's

orders, as it now is ; he has, I believe, only the Albion, of 74, the Ister and

Tagu frigates, with two or three sloops ;
whilst the American force con-

sists of the Washington, of 90 guns, Java and United States, of 50, Con-

stellation, of 38, and several smaller vessels. I therefore am decidedly of

opinion, that whilst :>n increase of our force in these seas would be a politic

and wise measure, it would be one of humanity to the unemployed seamen ;

for surely it is far better to increase our naval expenses a litile, than to have

such scenes passing before us as are detailed by the patriotic Lord Mayor
to the Secretary of State. I trust in God, Mr. Editor, these days of misery
are drawing to a close, and that we shall soon see the dark cloud in which

we are at present enveloped completely dispelled ; but, in the mean time,

let us not be inactive the times call for and require exertion ; Jet us

endeavour to palliate, until we can completely relieve : the public are doing

much, and parliament will soon require from government all the aid and

assistance, and relief, it can bestow : we must not expect too much
; it

will be impossible to give entire relief to the country at once ; but much

may be done by wise and salutary measures, to bring it back to the state

in which it was before the revolutionary war began; the country will be

true to itself, I think, and hope, and continue to disregard all suggestions

to violence or tumult, which would certainly aggravate tlie general distress,

and completely defeat all endeavours towards the renovation of trade and

confidence.
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PLATE CCCCLXIX.

Plan of Algier, 1784.

[Concluded from page 404.]

FATHER
DAN gives the following account of the siege laid to Algier

\>y
the Emperor CHAKLESV.

" This prince, in the year 1511, put to sea, in a fleet of 18 gallies, 100 great

ships, without counting the barks, tartans, and other smll vessels, with an army

of 2i,',000 men, accompanied by the principal nobility of Spain and Italy, and by

a good number of knights of Malta ; this force made the land near a cape called

Mati/'ov. From this place the coast of Barbary forms a shore extremely suitable

to galleys, extending about 4 leagues towards the city of Algier. Here he de-

barked his army ; and, in a few days time, constructed a fort, which is called

" the Emperor's castle," even unto this day. Hereupon the city was all in alarm,

inasmuch as there were then iu it no more than 800 Turks and 6000 Moors, raw

troops, and men of little service, being ill-trained : besides, in those days the

city was merely fortified with walls, without outworks: so that seeing its weak-

ness, and the great forces brought against it by the Emperor, there seemed little

doubt of its being taken. In fact, it was attacked in such sort, that the besieging

arinv advanced even unto the gates, where the Chevalier DE SAUIONAC made
himself remarked above all others by his marvellous courage. For having re-

pulsed ilie Turks (who had made a sally) back to the gate called Babason ; and

willing to enter the same along with them, he saw them about to close it upon
him, so he struck his poignard forcibly into the gate, and left it slicking there, as a

murk of his prowess. The besiegers then proceeded to batter the city to that

degree that they so weakened the defence, and reduced it unto such extremity,
that the besieged quite lost courage, and made up their minds to surrender.

But, \v!ii!e they were in this disposition, it came to pass that a woman of the city,

famed as a sorceress, but whose name has not been handed down in history, went

before ASSAM Agha, who commanded therein, and entreated him to hold good
only nine <ia\s longer, within which time she assured him that he would infal-

libly witness the deliverance of Algier, and the dissipation of the besieging army.
In fact, the thing fell out as she foretold; for, on the 28th day of October, there

happened suih a continual rain en the land, and, on the sea so furious a tempest,

that the: shipping was seen, as it were, to be lifted up into the clouds, and then

precipiiated into the watery abyss: so that there ensued the loss of 15 gallies,

;::! niort' than a hundred other vessels; which caused the Emperor (seeing his

i'eet ruined !>y the storm, and his army exposed to famine from the loss of their

storeships) to raise the siege, afld retire to Sicily, with the pitiful remains of his

arii'i;i!;r-;;t. Tin- sorceress, being acknowledged as the deliverer of the city, was

richly recompensed, and her incantations accredited by authority. And, ever

si: ce that p< T:<> ', soothsaying has been freely permitted : many of the principal

persons of the city, aucl even reputed as holy, such as the religious professors

dviioiiiinaieil "iLirab'jus, being addicted to predict the future by virtue of pretended
n vrl.i'ions from their prophet MOHAMMED. Indeed, the Algerines, to cover in

some decree th;; shame and reproach of having had recourse to a witch in their

utmoit peril during the siege, are wont lo attribute the defeat of CUABLES Y
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le the prayer of one of their marabous, named Sidy VTICA ;
who then was in

great credit, not as a magician, but as a person of holy life. In memory of this

event, they have erected without the gate Babason, a small mosk, wherein ha

lies buried
;
and where they ever since maintain a number of lamps burning to

his honor
; and, as a farther testimony of their veneration, they go sometimes

thither to perform that act of worship which they term sala.

" An english pirate, whom they called Edou'drt [EDWARD] taught those of

Tunis to employ round-bottomed* vessels in their ordinary cruises. And it is

certain that when Monsieur DE BREUES went thither by the express order of the

late King, HENRY the Great, to negotiate peace with them, and treat for tha

deliverance of all the French in slavery there, he found another English corsair,

named Captain VVER, who used to repair to the port of the Goletta, and share

the produce of his depredations with them. Thus it is, that ever since that tirua

the Barbarics have always continued to cruise in sailing [instead of only rowing]

vessels; in which they are become so expert, in consequence of instructing one

another, (principally the Algerines) that they now navigate both the Levant and
the occidental seas in whatever weather it may be. To this end, every time that

they pass the columns of Hercules (vvhich by verbal corruption is now called the

strait of Gibraltar, in memory of a great moorish captain named GEBAL-TARIF,
who chose to be buried there) these superstitious pirates are all accustomed to

resort to prayer, and to perform their sala, saying, that, in that same place is the

tomb of a great samt, one of the most famous end illustrious of their marabous,

But perhaps, to speak the truth, this pretended devotion proceeds rather from

the extreme apprehension they have, that in passing this strait, which is only about

five leagues in extent, they may meet a squadren of Christian ships and be sur-

prised in the passage. And certainly this would not be difficult, if vessels were

holden in readiness against these barbarians, at the two strong places which are

situa'.ed near the straits' mouth, both in ihe Ocean and in the Mediterranean : in-

stead of which, the Christians themselves employ them to trouble the common

repose of Christendom.

" But what is the most to be deplored, is the loss of so many poor Christians who

groan in bondage under the tyranny of these barbarians; by whom some are re-

duced to deny their faith in despair, and others by the violence of the torments

they are made to suffer. It is true that there are always some who, finding their

consolation in God, patiently expect the effects of his mercy, and wait to be

ransomed by the fathers of our order. But much to our regret we cannot do in

this way all that we would, on account of the slender alms that are collected for

this charitable work, though we contribute our utmost every year. So that the

best thing to be done at this extremity is, to pray the Almighty that it may please

him to animate Christian princos witli such zeal for religion that, after the exam

pie of their devout predecessors, they may combine their arms and cross the sea

to annihilate this pernicious generation of monsters, and infidel corsairs."

Then follows an enumeration of the "
round-bottomed," alias square-

rigged, vessels possessed by the corsairs of Algier, Tunis, Tripoli, and Sa-

* That is, in contra-dis'.mction to flat-bottomed craft, gallics, &c, (TRANSL.)
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lee, respectively : being a curious naval record ;
but which want of spac

forbids transferring to these pages at present, in order to leave room for the

following testimony of some of the cruelties exercised upon the Christian

slaves, in the author's time :

" After taking any Christian vessel, and having inspected the captives, they

select from among them the infants, the youth, and such others as seem particu-

larly favoured by nature. Then, to oblige these to follow the law of MOHAMMED,

they seek to entice them by smooth words, and by fine promises of good treat-

ment. If they find they do not make the desired impression by these artifices,

their feigned mildness changes into excessive severity, and tliey have recourse to

all the coercive means that rage and malice can invent. To this end, some em-

ploy sticks and staves, or else the estrape : which latter is a cord of middling size,

about three feet long. Having stripped, and caused the poor slave to lie down on

the earth, he is there secured by the hands of four of their satellites, or else

hoisted upon the shoulders of one ef them and holden by the others, while the

master, or rather the inhuman executioner, gives him two or three hundred lashes

with the cord upon the belly and on the posteriors trying by this severe usage
tj reduce him to declare himself a renegado. Others, not less devoid of pity, tie

the poor creatures' legs unto their shoulders, and then suspending them to a pole
Jixed to boards, or holden between two attendants, discharge a hundred or two

blows with a stick on the soles of their feet. Nevertheless, the dread of this

punishment is oftentimes sufficient to extort from the mouths of these unhappy
wretches declarations that they inwardly abhor

;
that is to say, that they consent

to become Turks, in order to move the pity of their inexorable persecutors; who,
even then, employ no other remedy to heal their wounds and bruises than a little

salt and vinegar mixed together. But, among this unnatural race, there are some
that treat their unfortunate captives still more cruelly than even this. For they
tear the nails of their feet unmercifully out by the roots, together with other tor-

ments, which appear more the invention of daemons than that of men. It is true

that those who are doomed to undergo these sufferings are sometimes endowed
l>y tin- divine will with such constancy, that they exhaust the perseverance of
their tormentors before they themselves fail in patience. I could cite divers ex-
r.!ii!>K.s in proof of the truth of what I here advance : but I will content myself
vi.h ;i Miigl:; anecdote, which was related to me in Algier by certain persons
ot n:v ucquaiutai.ee.''

We arc sorry to be compelled here to take leave of our pious and be-

nevolent Father DAN without transcribing his anecdote, for the reason be-

fore assigned, but we can assure our readers that we do so with regret: so

attractive is the honest truth aud conscientious conviction expressed by him
in the quaint hut simple language of old times. This book is quite a

muiunl of barbaric piracy and enslavement; and as we do not think that

yet (j'.iiic abolished by the mere destruction of shipping, and demolition of

batteries, eiTcctcd by the recent lucky coup-de-main at Algier, we wish

i
niiiury was entirely translated and published in English.
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PLATE CCCCLXXV.

Panwell River, Dekkan, India,

IHE Dekkan, or Decan, one of the 15 provinces into which India

intra Gn.ngem has been divided, is bounded on the East by Narsinga,
on the West by the Indian Ocean, on the North by Cambaia, and on the

S >uth by iVinlavar, or Malabar and Canara, of which latter province it

was anciently a part. Or, according to the more modern limitation on

the East by the mountains which separate it from Golconda ;
on the West

bytheOci-aii: on the North by Mogulistan ;
and on the South by the

kingdom of Bisnagar, extending along the sea coast near 300 miles. The

greater part of the people are Mahometans, which religion was first intro-

duced by the conquests of Sanosaradin, about 500 years ago : they,

however, still retain a mixture of their primitive paganism.

The ancient inhabitants of Dekkan were called Venazarari, and were

heathens : these held it until the year 1300, when Sanosaradin, or Sa

Nosaradine, a Mahometan, and King of Delhi, possessed himself of a great

part of it, drove the inhabitants into the hilly parts of the country, and

compelled them to embrace Mahometanism. The farther subjugation of

the country was left by Sanosaradin to Abdessa, who, it is said, governed
with great justice fur 20 years ; when dying he left his government to his

S'in, Mamudza, who was confirmed in his father's regency by the successor

of Sanosaradin, on paying an annual tribute. But Mamudza, finding that

the young king did not possess the spirit of his predecessor, he refused to

pay the tribute, assumed the title of king of Dekkan, which name h

gave the country (before called Canara), designative of the mixed popu-
lation be had filled it with, of Christians, Mahometans, and Pagans,

differing in language, customs, and religion the word Dekkan, or Decan,

signifying an illegitimate brood; or body of bastards. The Dekkan became

ultimately subject to the Great Mogul. In the year 1748, it was in extent

larger than the largest kingdom of Europe ; but it has since been divided,

and reduced, by the conquests of the Mahrattas and the British.

Or' its rivers, that which demands our especial notice is the River Pan,

or Panwell, either deriving its name from a village situate on the river, or

the village from it, which are thus described in the Travels of Lord

Valentin :

" As the river on which Panwell is seated is, in the dry season, merely
an inlet of the sea, and navigable to that place at high-water, it was

necessary to wait for the turn of the tide. This occurred at eight o'clock,

when we set off under a salute of fifteen guns from the fort, the governor's

aides-de-camp, and Major Green, having previously attended us to the

water side. The islands are, for the most part, covered with wood
;
but

Butcher's island is clear, except on the north side, where several build-

ings have been erected near an old Mahratta fort. Among the elevatioiK

Cfcron. Vol. XXXVr
I. 3 Q
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wbictt form a back ground to the landscape, Funnel Hill is singularly con-

spicuous., as its summit resembles a vast pillar, elevated in the centre of a

flat on the top of a rock. Between the islands of Salsette and Elephanta,
the bay begins to contract in its dimensions; and here we were overtaken

by the sea breeze. A small fort built by the English, but much dilapi-

dated, commands the entrance of the River Pan
;

which was now full,

the trees being literally half covered by the water. The adjacent fields of

paddy exhibited a cheerful prospect, and even the mountains were

clothed with verdure, except where their smooth surface was broken by

rocky pinnacle?, rising to such a height as to be occasionally concealed by
the floating clouds. In a word, no part of India presents so complete a

combination of picturesque scenery and high cultivation.

" On reaching the landing-place near the village of Panwell, we were

shocked at perceiving the vultures and Paria dogs contending over the body
of a poor wretch who had fallen a victim to the recent famine. Twelve

men are employed, at an expense of 45 rupees per month, to bury the

bodies ; and they have sometimes performed this melancholy office to thirty

in a day. Want of rain setms in the first instance to have occasioned a

scarcity, and this was soon increased to a famine, by the devastations of

the iVIahratta war. The Growerat, Cokan, and the neighbouring poor of

Bombay, have been protected by the British power, which, to its everlast-

ing honour, has afforded a daily supply of food to 12,000 persons, from the

stores of rice procured from Bengal.
" On our arrival, we found Captain Young scarcely settled in his nev

habitation. His business has been to forward stores to the British garrison

at Poonah, which would otherwise have been in great want. This has

given employment to near 5,000 pocr people, who have had provisions

from the stoics, and about 150 other persons have been charitably fed at

the kitchen every day on rice; yet the deaths during six months are com-

puted at four thousand.
" The villaue of Panwell appears tolerably populous, and is pleasantly

situated on the hanks of I lie river, in a plain surrounded by elevated

jn'iunt.iii)s. Tiie tomb of Kurrun Ali Khan is a neat building, with a dome

ard two small pinnacles, embosomed in a grove of mango trees, ana has a

t.ink, covered with beautiful red and white nymphae. To this tomb are

attached t\\eiUv-tive readers of the Koran."

SHIPWRECK.

T.OS5 OF THE IIARPOOXER, TRANSPORT.
. Ilnrpooner transport, being upon her passage home, with troops,

iic;:i Quebec, struck on Cape Pine, on the night of the 10th Novem-

ber, win n upwards of 200 persons perished. The following affecting nar-

rative of :!ic luuiancholy disaster has been sent to us by one of the

survivors :

" On the 2Gth October, detachments of the 4th Royal Veteran Batla-
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lion, and their families, with a few belonging to other corps in Canada, in

all 380, embarked on board the ship Ilarpooner, Joseph Bryant, master,
and sailed from Quebec on the afternoon of the 27th, bound to Deptford,
in charge of Captain Prime. On the passage to the Gulph of St. Lawrenre,
moderate weather and favorable winds prevailed ; but on arriving in the

Gulph, the weather proved boisterous, and the wind contrary : not a sight
of land, nor an observation of the sun, could be depended upon for several

days. On Sunday evening, the 10th November, a few minutes after nine

o'clock, the second mate, on watch, called out,
" the ship's aground ;" at

which time she lightly struck on the outermost rock of St. Shott's, in the

island of Newfoundland. She beat over, and proceeded a short distance,

when she struck again and filled : encircled among rocks, and the wind

blowing strong, the night dark, and a very heavy sea, she soon fell over on

her larboard beam ends ; and, to heighten the terror and alarm, it was

perceived a lighted candle had communicated fire to some spirits in the

master's cabin, which, in the confusion, was with difficulty extinguished.

The ship still driving over the rocks, her masts were cut away, by which

some men were carried overboard. The vessel drifted over near the high
rocks towards the main. In this situation every one became terrified : the

suddenness of the sea rushing in, carried aivay the berths and stanchions be-

tween decks, when men, women, and children were drowned, and many
were killed by the force with which they were driven against the loose

baggage, casks, and staves, which floated below. All that possibly could

got upon deck; but from the crowd and confusion that prevailed, the orders

of the officers and master to the soldiers and seamen were unavailing.

Death staring everyone in the face 'the ship striking on the rocks as

though she would instantly upset! the screeching and pressing of the peo-

ple to the starboard side was so violent, that several were much hurt.

About eleven o'clock the boats on the deck were washed overboard by a

heavy sea
;
but even from the commencement of the disaster, the hopes of

any individual being saved, were but very slight; and, from this circum-

stance, combined with it appearing that the bottom of the ship was sepa-

rating from the upper deck, while the surf beat over her most violently, it

was considered as impossible. From this time until four o'clock the next

morning, all on the wreck were anxiously praying for the light of day to

break upon them : the boat from the stern was lowered down, when the

first mate and four seamen, at the risk of their lives, pushed off to the

shore : they with ditiiculty effected a landing upon the main land, behind

a high rock, nearest to where the stern of the vessel had been driven.

Thev were soon out of sight, and it was feared, they were lost; but, it was

so ordained by Providence, these deserving men, in scrambling up the

rocks, made their appearance ! they hailed us from the top, and reported

their situation, saying, to return was impossible, us the boat was staved :

the log-line was thrown from the wreck, with a hope that they might fay

hold of it, but darkness, ;md the tremendous surf that beat, rendered it

impracticable. During this awful time of suspence, it occurred to the

master, the possibility of sending a line to -them by a dog ; the animal was

brought aft, a;:d thrown into the sea, with a line tied round his middle, and.
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with it he swam towards the rock upon which the mate and seamen were

standing ! It is impossible to describe the sensations which were excited,

at seeing this faithful dog struggling with the waves, nd, reaching the

summit of the rock, dashed back again by the surf into the sea, until at

length, by his exertions, he arrived with the line ! One end of which

being on board, a stronger rope was hauled and fastened to the rock, and

by this rope the seamen were enabled to drag on shore from the wreck a

number of souls ! At about six o'clock in the morning of the llth, the

first person was landed by this means, and, afterwards, by an improvement
in rigging the rope, and placing each individual in slings, they were wiih

greater facility extricated from the wreck
; but, during the passage thither,

it was with the utmost difficulty that the unfortunate sufferers could main-

tain their hold, as the sea beat over them : some were dragged to the shore

in a state of insensibility : Lieutenant Wilson was lot, being unable to

hold on the rope with his hands
; he was twice struck by the sea, fell back-

wards out of the slings, and, after swimming for a considerable time

amongst the floating wreck, by which he was struck on the head, he

perished ! Many who threw themselves overboard, trusting to their safety

by swimming, were lost : they were dashed to pieces by the surf on the

rocks, or by tlic floating of the wreck.
" About half-past one o'clock, on the afternoon of the llth, about 30

lives were saved by the rope, several of whom were hurt and maimed.

At this period the sea beat incessantly over the wreck, and it being evident

the deck was separating, the only means of saving the distressed sufferers

failed
;

for the rope, by constant work, and by swinging across the sharp

rock, was cut in two ! From that hour, there being no means of replacing

the rope, the spectacle became more than ever terrific ; the sea beating

over the wreck with greater violence, washed numbers overboard ;
their

heart-rending cries and lamentations were such as cannot be expressed.

Fa.nilies, fathers, mothers, and children, clinging together ! The wreck

breaking up, stern from midships and forecastle, precipitated all on it into

one common instruction. Under these melancholy circumstances, 20C souls

perished ! and the survivors have to lament the loss of dear relatives and

friends.
' The officers and men of the Royal Veteran Battalion, who were

returning home after a long and arduous service in Canada, and other

remote climates, have now lost their all ihe savings of many years, what

they had looked upon with a pleasing hope of making themselves and their

families comfortable with, on retiring from the service of their King and

Country. By thi unfortunate event, the orphan daughter of Surgeon

Armstrong, lost her father, mother, brother, and two sisters; and the

ui;c an;! biimviii;; daughter of Lieutenant Wilson, are left wholly destitute.

The disaster was so sudden and unlooked for, that not. an article of

baggage could be saved
;
not even money, of which some had considerable

7LJDi<, UK: produce of their enects sold at Quebec, which weie paid for in

^'iiiu/as, on account of bills of exchange being attended with a loss of 7%
pi: i' cent. : fur immediately after the ship struck, she bilged and filled,

who, from motives of human ty, attempted to stcure
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articles of dress for the distressed females, who were hurried on deck in

an undressed state.

The rock which the survivors were landed upon was about 100 ft. above

the water, surrounded at the flowing of the tide
; it being high-water soon

after the latter of them was saved. It was found impossible for these dis-

tressed objects to be got over to the n:ain land until the next morning : on

the top of this rock they were obliged to remain during the whole of the

night, without shelter, food, or nourishment, exposed to wind and rain,

and many without shoes; the only comfort that presented itself was a

fire, which was made from pieces of the wreck that had been washed

ashore.
" At day-light on the morning of the 12th, at low-water, their removal

to the opposite land was effected, some being let down by a rope, others

slipping down a ladder to the bottom. After they had crossed over, they
directed their course to a house or fisherman's shed, distant about a mile

and a half from the wreck, where they remained until the next day : the

proprietor of this miserable shed not having the means of supplying relief

to so considerable a number as took refuge, a party went over land to

Trepassy, about 14 miles distant, through a marshy country, not inha-

bited by any human creature, and the footpath through a morass. This

party arrived at Trepassy, and reported the event to Messrs. Jackson,

Burke, Sims, and the Rev. Mr. Browne, who immediately took measures

for alleviating the distressed, by despatching men in their employ with

provisions and spirits, to assist in bringing all those forward to Trepassy
who could walk. Necessity prompted many to undertake this journey bare-

footed ; the hardships and deprivations which they were enduring, were so

excessively great. On the 13th, in the evening, the major part of the sur-

vivors (assisted by the inhabitants, who, during the journey, carried the

weak and feeble upon their backs), arrived at Trepassy, where they wer

billeted by order of the magistrate, proportionably upon each house.
" There still remained at St. Shott's, the wife of a serjeant of the

Veteran Battalion, who was delivered on the top of the rocks shortly after

she was taved ; the child and herself are doing well : a private, whose leg

was broke, and a woman severely bruised by the wreck, were also necessa-

rily left there.

"
Immediately after the arrival at Trepassy, measures were adopted for

the comfort and refreshment of the detachments: boats were provided for

their removal to St. John's. This being effected, his Excellency, Admiral

Pickmore, the Governor, Major King, commanding the troops, the mer-

chants, and gentlemen of St. John's, most promptly and generously came

forward in the most handsome manner to the relief of the surviving suffer-

ers. Alter remaining ten days at St. John's, refitting the distressed with

clothing and necessaries, his Excellency the Admiral chartered the ship

Mercury, of Poole, to bring them to Portsmouth. On this melancholy cir-

cumstance, it is 'nut justice to mention, that Mr. Joseph Bryant, master,

Mr. Atkinson, mate, and the seamen of the Harpooner, deserve great

credit for their unceasing exertions; by their labour, those that came on

shore by the rope, in a great measure, owe their safety.
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Cabin passengers saved. Captain Prime, 4th Royal Veteran Battalion,

nnd Lady ; Lieutenant Mylrea, ditto, eldest daughter and son
; Paymaster

Stott, ditto
;
Mrs. Wilson, and eldest daughter ;

Miss Armstrong ; Captain

Willock, 103d regiment ; Ensign Gleeson, ditto.

Cabin passengers lost. Surgeon Armstrong, 4th Veferan Battalion, his

lady, son, and two youngest daughters; Lieutenant Wilson, riiuo, son,

and two daughters ;
Mrs. Mylrea, and two youngest daughters ;

:Ui>s Pil-

more, and three sons of Captain Prime.
" Total numher of persons embarked at Quebec in the Harpooner.

Seven officers, 265 men, 40 women, and 68 children. The troops belonged
to the 4th Royal Veteran Battalion, 103d regiment Royal Artillery Uiivers,

Sappers and Miners, 41st, 49th, 70th, 76th, and 99th regiments, Glangary

Fencihles, and De MeuronV

ACCOUNT OF THE LANDING OF THE BRITISH TROOPS
IN EGYPT.

BY AN OrFICER ATTACHED TO THE EXPEBIT1ON.

HIE orders were given ; the men were to he in the boats by two

o'clock on the morning of the 8th (March, 1801); and upon the sig-

nal of a rocket tired into the air from the admiral's ship, the whole were to

put i -if towards the shore.

The rendezvous was appointed to be within the armed vessels stationed

to cover the landing ;
and here the boats were to form, and take their order

for proceeding to the shore.

The position of this rendezvous relatively to the coast, or site appointed
. /] the general disembarkation, may be described to be within the arch of

;i circle, whose base, on a line (of about three miles in length) drawn

Mum one extremity to the other, would be about a mile from the shore.

Within the line representing the base, were stationed the brigs of war

:.nd buinb-vessi-ls destined to cover the landing. The Mondovi, coni-

ini'.mKd by Captain Stewart, was the centre ship of these
;
and here did I

ask luavc to be, to look at this eventfid scene.

The rocket was h'red, and the boats put off from the ships. I soon after

got inio my boat, and on my way came up with and passed the whole divi-

sion ol the army, in about one hundred and
fifty boats, numbering nearly

v ix thousand men. You have anticipated my reflections upon this scene.

Hie tsiluicu of the night, and the solemnity of the business, passing along
a space of six miles toward the shore, and amid this forest of ships, will

naturally dis-pose one to many of those serious reflections, on the wonder-

lu! cast and composition of men, which particularly at an hour so full of

doom to thousands of us, will irresistibly intrude upon, and possess the

mind.

You see me in a boat, enveloped by the sable mantle of the night,

shrugged up to keep the cold from me ; my eyes turned up to the rich

bespangled heaven of Egypt, seeing the wonderful hand of the Creator in

every orb : IDS omnipotence present to my mind
; nothing heard in this
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solemnity, but the dismal murmur of oars, thousands of oars dipping in

the sea, pulling eager and hasty to destruction ! And that I should be

among them, amiil ihis tumult of war ! reluctant to war, and rushing

among the foremost into the horrors of it ! unaccountable destiny

of man !

Ah ! but ambition must have bounds ! If ambition were to have no

bounds, ambition would overawe the world ! Then who shall check am-

bition but the sons of freedom ? But who shall be worthy of freedom, but

the virtuous ? But who shall spurn at the impertinence of Gallic pride,

but Englishmen ? Then come on ! To work !

At about daylight, the whole division were arrived at the rendezvous;

and here they were employed arranging their military requisites until eight.

It appeared, to our impatience, long. The French position, fortified as it

was, ami defended by four thousand men, might have resisted the world.

I wish that 1 had talent to describe it to you ;
for having seen the display

of its effects upon the landing, from so near and central a situation, I

ought to be able to impress you with a proper idea of its force. The

commai.der-in chief saw it
;
but he viewed it with as much calm as the

opposition seemed to be stern and difficult to surmount : and there, where

there seemed to be most strength, there did he determine to make his

attack. I have been told, that it is the characteristic feature of his military

life always so to do : and he did ir and he did well !

The hour for moving forward at length came ; the whole division was in

motion : the right wing under the fire of the castle of Aboukir; the centre,

under a sand-hill near sixty yards high, in the front and centre of the

French position, and ihe left wing on the right of the French, leading from

the principal sand-hill to a low point terminating at the entrance of the

Aboukir lake. The spaces, from the extremities of the French position to

the commanding hill in the centre, were interspersed with inferior sand-

hills; and in tiie intervals between these sand-hills were stationed infantry

and artillery innumerable, to annoy us. All this scheme of fortification

appeared to refer its bearings to the great sand-hill in the centre, which,

beside the cannon which were mounted on it to defend it, was, on account

of the natural difficulty in ascending a yielding soil, deemed inaccessible.

Upon this amphitheatre of hills and hillocks, forming gradations which

may be compared to the seats in those amazing structures, and on which

cannon at frequent distances all around were placed, as well as men to

annoy us, did our brave army advance. Not a Frenchman was to be

seen ;
not in any array, nor on the beach

; but by stealth from their con-

cealments. Our flat boats, with about fifty men in each, were preceded

by armed launches, to check the fire of the enemy ; but they suffered our

boats unmolested to advance, until the whole division was within the arch

of the circle already described ; then opened such a hail storm of shot and

shells of all dimensions, from within the whole circumference of this arch,

from front and flanks; such -<i hail storm, I say (for whoever saw the

effects of a most dreadful hailstorm upo i the water, can alone conceive an

idea of it), of shut and shells upon our boats, as nothing but the interme-

diate hand of Providence could save from total submersion.
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Let a man figure to himself the effects of a single shell striking the water

near a boat, and the columns of water ic dashes into the air before it, and

then representing to himself the millions of these shot and shells, falling

all around and among our army of boats, in quantity like hail
;

then be

assured, that only one of this ocean of boats was materially hurl by the per-

cussion of a shell ;
and that none was submersed by the inundation of water

upon them; and then let him say, if any thing but the intermediate hand of

Providence could have saved them.

And let him consider, that under this storm, which is only considered as

to its real effects ; under this incessant storm f shot and shells, and grape

and missile of every denomination, filling the air with cloud, and sulphur,

and fire, and thunder, and smoke, and all the horrors of damnation ful-

minating about them, did our brave army advance : yes ! advance !

But how advance ? Cooped up in boats like sheep ; their hands across

upon their breasts ; inactive, nor insensible of the dreadful lot to which

every man was helplessly exposed : still undaunted, undauntedly advance;

and intrepid and impatient, gain at length the shore.

There was, however, a moment in this proceeding like a pause a very
awful moment

;
it was the moment which cost Major Ogle his lite. I saw

it from the poop of the Mondovi; and from the painful feeling it gave me,
I felt myself shrinking from the horror of the scene: it was that point
when

" Gone so deep in gore,

As dangerous to retreat as wade quite o'er."

1 could not conceive the reason of this pause. I was trembling at the

precipice which it presented to our affairs
; when observing the beach, I

fancied that I saw some of our men on shore; I was seized with a convul-

sion of joy ; I shouted "
They are onshore! huzza, my boys, they are

on shore !" And all our ship's company huzzaed
;

and so the next; and
so the boats : it had the effect of wildfire

;
it caught like an electric shock ;

the whole army shouted " Huzza ! huzza ! huzza ! huzza !

" and on shore

they went.

Oil landing, the enemy poured down in torrents to the beach
; they

even rushed into the sea, and killed our men in the boats
; hut our brave

ffcllows were not to be overcome. They formed steadily as they kept jump.
ing on shore, and fought under this disadvantage like lions. They were

chared by a body of cavalry; they broke this charge, and receiving con-

t.iMiii! succours from the boats, they forced the enemy to give ground.
It \\as at this moment of time that our right had gained the hill; for

t!lthouh there must be some distance in the description, there was very
litik: in the time of the actions. The French troops perceived it; and
'enable of die check they were under by this event, were forced immediately
to lliinL of a retreat.

V;t more than two thousand of our men were on shore, when they
forced the enemy to give ground: but every step was fought; was gained:

;;;id, at length, a victory (which will give a character to our army for con-

.itancy, resolution, ardor, intrepidity, and valor, never to be obliterated)
' rownct! ihcir brow with honor.
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HYDROGRAPHY, PILOTAGE, Sec.

EUROPE.

BRITAIN.

Frith of Clyde.

Edinburgh, October 12, 1816.

ALIGHT-HOUSE
5s erected upon Corscwall-Point, from which a light

will be exhibited on the evening of Friday, the loth of November

ensuing, and will thereafter continue to be lighted every night, from the

going away of day-light in the evening, till the return of day-light in

the morning. The following is a specification of the position of the

light-house, and appearance of the light, by Mr. Stevenson, engineer to

the Commissioners : Corsewall-point Light-house is situate in the

county of Wigton, and district of Galloway, in latitude 55 1' N. and

longitude 5 5'. W. It bears by compass, from Millour, on the western

side of the channel leading into Loch Ryan, W. b. S. distant about 2 miles;

from Turnberry-point, S.W. 21 miles
;
from the Craig of Ailsa, S.S.W.

15 miles; from the Mull of Kintyre, S.E. b. S. 31 miles; from the Hulin,

or Maiden rocks, off the coast of Antrim, in Ireland, E. b. S. 20 miles ;

from Copeland light-house, near the entrance of Belfast Loch, N.E. E.

22 miles
;

and from Loggan point, in Galloway, N.E. distant 3 miles.

The light will be from oil, with a reflecting and revolving apparatus. To

distinguish it from the other lights upon this coast, it will be known to

mariners as a single revolving light with colour; and will therefore exhibit

from the same light-room, a light of the natural appearance, alternating

with a light tinged with a red colour ; these lights will respectively attain

their greatest strength, or most luminous effect, at the end of every two

minutes : but in the course of each periodic revolution of the reflector-

frame, both lights will become alternately fainter, and more obscure
,
and

to a distant observer be totally eclipsed for a short period. The light-room

at Corsewall is glazed all round, but the light will be hid from the mariner

by the high land near Loggan-point towards the south, and by Turnberry-

point towards the north; and being elevated 112 feet above the medium
level of the sea, its most luminous side may be seen like a star of the first

magnitude, at the distance of 5 or G leagues, but the side tinged red,

being more obscured by the coleuring shades, will not be seen at so great

a distance.

< Spurn.

ON the 25th day of November, the present Swape, or Low Light, on the

Spurn Point, at the mouth of the Humber, was removed, and in lieu

thereof, an oil light has been exhibited, with (argand) lamps and reflectors,

in a lantern fixed on the top of a brick tower, fifty feet in height, situate in

J?afo, CJron, Vol. XXXVI. 3 R
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the same line of direction as the present light, and fortj-ftve feet to the

south-eastward of the said Swape or Low Light.

Gunjleet.

A Red Buoy is laid on the wreck of a brig sunk off the Gunfleet beacon-,
in nine fathoms

; topmast heads about six feet above the surface at low-

water; the Gunfleet beacon bearing about N. b. W. J mile.

Liverpool.

SIR, Pilot-Office, Liverpool, Odokr, 1&16.

THE entire new chart recently published by you, of an actual and cor-

rect survey of Liverpool and Chester rivers, with an extension of the survey
from thence along the coast of North Wales to Holyhead, accompanied

\vithabookofdirections, presented by you to the Pilot-Committee for

their inspection, at a meeting held on the 8ih inst. was attentively

examined ; and the chart was considered by them to possess the essential

rjualities of a good survey, and consequently they approve the same, and

recommend it to the notice of the mariner, and to all sea-faring men who
u-ade or occasionally pass within the limits of the survey.

I have the honor to be, Sir, your humble servant,

Lieut, ihomas Evans, R.N.
Chairman.

AZORES.

THK Consul-general for the Acores has issued the following notice t*>

navigators :

"
Si. MichaePs, 10th November, 1816. The following light-houses art

now establishing on the south side of this island ; viz. On the top of the

cathedral steeple of Ponta-Delgada city, at an elevation of 110 feet abovt
the surface of the water, a light-house is completed, and lighted up with

8 glass lamps and reflectors. At the east point of the bay, called Pontn-

da-Ua!e,ra, another light-house is began, which bears S.E. b. E. from the

cathcdral-liuht, distant about 9 nautic miles, will be completed about the

10th of December. A thin! light-house, on n peak situated at the south-

west quarter of the island, near Ponta-da-Ferreira, is expected to be ready

by the 1st of January, 1817; and in the event of the funds collected

proving sufficient, it is in contemplation to erect a fourth light-house nt the

north-east point of the island. The following rates are established for the

maintenance thereof : vessels under 50 tons burthen, a dollar, or 500

c<'ti ; I'nmi 5U to 100 tons, 1 dollar, or 1000 rets ; from 100 tons upwards,
I dollar, or 1500 rcis. The said lights will be shewn every night through-

i; the year, from an hour after sun-set, to \ an hour before sun-rise.

/tiam (TWarduna i/lm c.
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ASIA.

TUB following account of two shoals which were lately discovered by

H.M.3. Hesper, on a late cruise to the eastward, are copied from th

Madras GoTernmenl Gazette :

Shoal off the N. E. Coast ofSumatra.

On the 14th of April, at noon, the latitude observed was 4 3?' north,

the land of the N.E. coast of Sumatra being about 4 miles distant, we

continued to steer a course parallel to a line connecting the headlands

about N.W. N. sounding occasionally wit!) the deep-sea-lead in from 13

to 11 fathoms water, and keeping the hand lead going, as this part of the

coast is not well known.

At 5 o'clock, having run by the log 24 miles from noon, and having
Point Diamond in sight from the mast-head, bearing N.W. a little

westerly, distant about 20 miles, sounded in 7 fathoms, altered course

immediately to N.N.W. being about two points and a half off the line of

the land, shoaled gradually to five fathoms, and then gradually deepened
to seven.

When the ship was hauled-up to N.W. to regain her former distance

from the land having passed the shoalest part of this flat, and deepened
the water gradually to 12 fathoms, we lost soundings with the hand-lead*

after running about two miles to the N.W. of that part where we had th

shoalest water.

While this shoal bore to the northward of west it was not discernable,

the sun being in that direction ; but when we were past it, it was very

visible, the water being much discolored
;
and about a mile and a hall"

inside of the line which the ship passed, it appeared as if there was very

little water; this part, which appeared the shoalest, was about 24 or 5

miles from the shore.

Shoal to the Eastward <>f Dampiet's Strait,

nth December, 18 la.

Having cleared the narrowest part of Dampier's Strait before dark, we
continued to stand to the eastward during the niijht, along the south coast

of Wadgio, keeping about 6 or 7 miles off the land, and on the following

morning (','Otb) nt daylight, were 4 or 5 miles to the eastward of Point

Pigot, when the ship was hauled up to the N.E. but as I observed breakers

a considerable distance off the cast end of the island of Wadgio, I again
bore up to the eastward

; at 9 o'clock the ship :s ;tgain hauled up to the

N.E.
;

at 10 I observed the water to be discoloured, and saw the rock*

under the bottom, and by putting the helm hard apart, just cleared tha

shoaiest part of a very dangtrous rocky bank, in going over we had

the following sounding, 7, 9, 6, less i>, 5, and 14 fathoms, and then mi

bottom. This slioal is about 11 or 12 miles from the nearest land; rz'r.
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tlie east end of the island of Wadgio. The trees on the low island * off

Point Pigot, were just visible from the deck of a sloop of war 16 feet hi^h ;

the rocks on the shoalest part of it did not appear to be more than 3 or 10

feet below the water, when between the waves of the very heavy swell that

was rolling over them, and which on this part came almost to a head, but

did not break: when \ve were over the shoal the following hearings were

immediately taken ; viz. Small Island off Point Pigot W. aO S. Point Pigot

W. Q?>z S. supposed eastermnst point of the island of Wadgio W. 10 S.

the N.E. point of the island of Wadgio W. 3r| N. This shoal is the

more dangerous, from its being directly in the track that is recommended

to ships going out of Dampier's strait to the eastward, with a view to their

avoiding the danger of being set toward the north coast of New-Guinea, by
the heavy swell and light baffling winds which are said to prevail here, and

which f suppose has prevented the discovery of this shoal before by ships

not being able to fetch so far to the N.W. ;
in the Hesper we had a mode-

rate westerly wind, and were therefore able to choose a course. Though

distant, I suspect that this shoal is connected by detached patches with the

breakers I saw in the morning, and is probably the outermost of them ;

unfortunately, the weather becoming cloudy, we did not get an observation

for latitude on that day.

AMERICA.

Directions for Vessels bound to New Providence.^

WHEN yon are bound to New Providence, from Europe, the West

Indies, or America, in the summer months, your best way is to make the

(,'ow ami Dull, (lie N.W. part of Elcuthera. Its lat. 25 25' N. long, from

London, 76 32' \V. It appears like a Dutchman's thrumb cap, with a cut

t.r jrup a- if there was a passage through. The shore hereabouts is pretty

1) )K). from thence your course is N.W. b.W. along the land about 4

Unties, v, i;idi brings jv.-u
off Harbour island. You will see the church and

li"i:-' -s 0:1 th" shore, when you arc abreast of it. From thence your course

\V. !). S. <_:_;!. league?, which will bring you off Egg island, where there

i- a recl'lving off a long league from the shore, which you should be very

<. .-ireful to avoid. Dv looking overboard in a clear night, you will see the

I). it torn Before vou can run ashore
; but I would not advise a stranger by

:,r: y nuans to pass it in the. night, but lay by till day-light. From hence

your (nurse is S.W. for New Providence Bar, 12 leagues distance ;
but the

1,( s: way i? to steer S.\V. b. S. on account of the current generally setting
to ku'Aaid, winch will bring you off the east end of Rose Island, where you

,1 hte the government house, Fort Charlotte, Fort Fincasdc, and the

Mj.ppn, j;
in the harbour of Nassau.

;>rc 1*0 low islands laid down off Point Pigotj butas we had got well

;,r-d before daylight, we had probably shut them in with each other;

p .'?,.. i', 501; ix_,4<10; xi, 57%.
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In the winter months, your best way is to run down in the latitude of

26 5* N. which brings you in with Abaco, about 7 or 8 miles to the north-,

ward of the Hole in the Rock, which lies in lat. 25 56' N. and lonf.

77 20* W. from London.* The shore here runs about north and soutln

When yu are come abreast of the Hole in the Rock, you will observe a

hole running through the land, from which it takes its name, and is the

southernmost part of all Abaco ; the shore is steep close to, and you may
run unh; ,.-<u can cast a biscuit on shore, before you can run a-ground.
Frorii thence your coarse is 8 12' E. for the Bar of New Providence, 18

leases ; out it is best to keep up S. b. E. on account of a current setting

geiuTitlly u* leeward, which course will carry you in with the east part of

Rose island, r, hence you will see the government house, Fort Charlotte,
Fort Fincasile, and the shipping in the harbour of Nassau.

Observations on the Gulf Passage.

From the current frequently varying in course, as well as rapidity, and

the ed'iy currents likewise various and uncertain, the ables>t navigators and

pilots are frequently deceived after passing the Havanna, and getting up
as high as the Pan of Matanzas, from which a departure is generally taken.

Vessels not steering to the eastward sufficiently, run on the reefs and

shoals that extend along the coast of Florida, and many instances have

occurred, when a vessel has siruck on a reef, she has been reckoned on the

Bahama side
;
the helm immediately pui a starboard, which has eventually

proved her destruction.

The incorrectness of the English charts operate very much to increase the

accidents that annually happen iu this Passage. Roman's is esteemed the

best, and consequently most in use, but it is erroneous. To prove this

assertion, allow that the west part of Kay Sal Bank, and Double Headed

Shot Kays to be laid down correct in point of longitude, it appears by this

chart, that a north course from thence will carry u vessel through the pas-

sage nearly mid-channel, but in reality a N. \ E. course will not clear

Cape Florida.

This circumstance must certainly account for the loss of vessels whose

masters rely on the charts. N.N.E. or with a scant wind N.E. b. N. is-thfe

most advisable course, until you are clear of the southern and south east

part of the reefs and kays, and well up the pa*s;ige. The Bahama side

being generally a weather-shore ;
in case a weather current, which some-

times sets through the Santaren channel, may have carried the vessel far-

ther to windward than reckoned
; any danger is easily avoided, the bottom

being easily discovered, if any look is kept, long before a vessel gets into

shoal water, and the colour changes.

The tide of flood sets on the Bahama Bank from all parts of the middle,

and the ebb sets off from the middle ; and in the Cuts of Riding Rocks,
Cat Kay, Hintinis, &c. runs very rapid.

On approaching the Florida side, the eddy currents and tides setting

through the different channels in the reefs and inlets, are very variable,

* An engraving, with descriptive letter-press, is given in IS. <J, vol. ix,

p. 410, of the Hole in the Wall.
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and frequently extend a greater distance into the gulf than mariners are

aware of, insomuch that the most expert of the Bahama pilots are often

deceived in the night. Generally a strong S.\V. eddy prevails, and the

transition from the stream to the eddy is sometimes very visible, by causing

what those pilots call rip raps ;
at other times it is not to be discovered

a strict look out is about this part particularly recommended ;
and if beating

up on that shore in the night, stand four hours off and two on ;
and when

you can come up with the S.E. corner of the Florida shore, and an E.N.E.

wind, stand off until you have day-light.

From these observations, it certainly appears most advisable to incline

to the Cuba shore, and from the Pan of Matanzas, if the wind be favorable

to make the Double Headed Shot Kays, or if scant, to beat up towards

Point Jacko; there is no danger hereabouts, before you stretch across to

Double Headed Shot, and from thence shape a course full two points more

to the eastward than laid down by Roman, say N.N.E.

A corroboration of these facts will appear manifest, when it is stated,

that for several years past, only three vessels have been lost on the Bahama

side, then in violent weather, and there are annually on an average not

less than eight vessels lost on the Florida side, most of them run ashore in

the night in good weather, and the captains have reckoned themselves on

the Bahama side.

A Spanish chart, published by order of the King of Spain, and lately

issued to his officers, will also on inspection further corroborate these ob-

servations, and put them in a clearer point of view. But that author doe*

not presume to be correct about the north part of Abaco, and the reefs

which extend from them.

The Maranilla reef extends nenr 14 miles farther north than laid dowa
liv Roman.

The islands of Abaco, Grand Bahama, Great Isaacs, and all the chain

of Kays which form the east side of the gulf, as far south as Orange Kays,
:ire laid down full thirty miles to the westward, and the opposite shore of

Florida in like proportion erroneous.

sin, Nassau, December 13, 1804.

T have prnised with much satisfaction the above observations on the

Gulf Passage, and perfectly agree with the author, that the bearings, as

laid down in Roman's charts, from the Pan of Matanzas and Double
Headed Shot Kays, to the coast of Florida and Orange Kays, are very
trroneons ; nnd I am convinced, cause the loss of many vessels, whose
masters rely on those charts ; indeed I have not seen one English chart of

this passage correct.

The brig Minerva, under my command, bound from Havanna to Phila-

delphia, unfortunately got on the reef of Matacumbia, on the Florida

r;i::st, when by the reckoning kept on board I considered the vessel was
full :;o miles to the eastward of that part of the reef. Had I possessed the

information contained in those observations, I should have endeavoured to

cet still more to the eastward, and in all probability have avoided the diffi*

eultics that v.'erc experienced.
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From the extensive and increasing commerce carried through that pas-

sage, a correct chart would add much to the security of the vessels

employed that way, and prevent many heavy losses ; at present, I shall

endeavour to give the observations all the publicity in my power, and shall

recommend their circulation to every port in America, through the medium
of the different newspapers, being confident, that if attended to, many
vessels will be saved from destruction.

I am, Sir, your most obedient servant,

/ CT/
wrte<j tJS tortnce,

Mr. Robert Wilson. Captain of the brig Minerra, of Philadelphia.

From the Boston Palladium, October 25, 1805.

MESSRS. EDITORS,

On my passage from Charleston, S. C. bound to the Havanna,
island of Cuba, in the schooner William, belonging to Mr. John Rice,

merchant, I was unfortunately cast away upon Elbow Kay Reef, which

extends to the N.E. of Abaco, when I judged myself, by a careful calcu-

lation, to be at least 40 miles to the southward of it. When I got ashore,

I asked the inhabitants what distance it was to the Hole in the Wall. They''

told me 45 miles. You may judge of my surprise 'for the best English

charts extant say the distance is 80 miles. The next day, when I took

my passage on board a wrecking vessel for Nassau, New Providence, I

found, by observation, the distance was no more, and the people correct.

I feel it my duty, through the medium of your paper, to inform my sea-

faring brethren how erroneously the E. part of that island is laid down.

S^ime of the reefs extend 2 miles from kays, single coral rocks, which

are about 4 feet from the surface of the water, and will have 3 fathoms

water all round them.

"Observations on the Gulf Passage,"* taken from an Almanac pub-

iibhed at Nassau, New Providence if you have room in your paper for

Lhem, would, I have no doubt, be of great service to navigators.

Your's, &c.

(9. tSCnox.

Observations on the Old Straits.

On running down fter passing Port Padre, keep a good look out for th

Macai rees Reef, and when you are abreast of Kay Savinal, allow those

reefs to lay ten miles to the southward of what they are laid down by

Roman. The principal reef extends nearly east and west, but ihere is a

ledge of sunken rocks, that runs full 10 miles to the southward ;
on these

rocks, the ship Sarah, of Boston, was lost in 1802; and it was proved by

* The ohservatious Capta'" Knox refers to liave been highly approved gf bj

a!) explains thjsl Lave arrived here.
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two quadrants, that Roman's chart, which was then on board, was erro>-

neous, and the cause of the loss of this vessel, and supposed to be of

several others; very lately, the African ship Mary-Ellen, Captain JUMP,
run on these rocks, and from the description, it must have been near the

spot the Sarah was lost ; but in keeping to the southward, to avoid the

danger, be careful, and not run into the bay, formed by the island of

Guajava, Chesterfield Kay, and Sugar Kay, into those channels, the flood.

tide sets with amazing rapidity, and, if a vessel is caught with a north

caster, in this bay, it will be difficult to beat out of it. Vessels of twelve

feet water may anchor under the lee of Sugar Kay. To effect an anchor-

age, a knowledge of the place is necessary.

To the Editor of the ISahama Gazette.

SIR,

I have observed in your Almanac several useful remarks, on the Passages

through the Gulf Stream and the Islands adjacent, proving that most of the

charts now extant are very erroneous, especially that of Romans, in laying

down the Kays and Passages. In running down the Crooked island

Passage, and bound for New Providence, I passed the north land of Long

island, in the evening, steering W.N.W. with a moderate breeze all

night : at day-light ntxt morning, was abreast of Leeward Stocking

Island, Exuma. The breeze freshening, we made every exertion to pass

ihe Rock channel before night, but you may judge of my surprise, when

by a good meridian altitude, was in lat. 54 40' N. As the Exuma Kays
were still in sight, I concluded that I had passed Eleuthera, and immedi-

ately hauled my wind to the northward
;
but having run 36 miles in that

direction, could see no land until next day ; running westerly 25 miles,

made Point James, Eleuthera, in lat. 25 2C/ N. which shews that Exuma

Kays are laid down in the chart 27 miles further to the north than they

ought to be.

On account of these erroneous charts, strangers mistake one island for

another, svhich no doubt is the cause of so many shipwrecks.

If you think this worthy of a place, for the information of those un-

acquainted amongst the Kays, it may be relied on as correct.

Your's, &c.

December 20, 1806.

Extract from the Log-look of the Ship William Manning, JOHN MARTIH,
on her Voyage to the Island

(if'
St. Christopher.

" On the 13th of June, 1816, nt 9 A.M. a moderate breeze from E.

with studding-sails below and aloft on both sides; in latitude lfl 33' N.

longitude 5<3 12' W. steering W. going 6 knots; observed a shole on the

larbaard beam, about \ mile in length, like white sand and yellow weed
;

supposed to he the Lung^chawps shole." $Cf"
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The Strait of Dover*

Directionsfar sailing on the Coast of France in the Channel.

HE Cape of Calais, by the Dutch called Calais Cliff, is a very white

clitF, on that account named by the French, Blanc Ncz.f It is a

pretty high land, which appears 6 or 7 leagues oil"; it is near 2 leagues

W.S.W. from Calais, and its distance from the South Foreland, which

makes the south entrance of the Downs, is about 6 leagues to the N.W.
The passage between these two heads of land is called the Straits of Dover,
or Pas de Calais ;

and the depths of the channel between them are from

18 and 20 to 30 fathoms. Along the French coast, at a league's distance

from land, you find 18 or 19 fathoms water, and in the middle of the

channel '^8 or 30 fathoms ; but towards the English coast it grows
shallower.

The tides in this, strait set N.E. b. E. and S.W. b. W. ; the flood sets

towards N.E. and E.N.E. ;
and the ebb S.W. and W.S.W.

The bottom, in this sea, consists of a fine sand. Within pistol-shot

of Blanc Nez are rocks under water, which ought to be carefully

avoided.

From Blanc Nez to Cape Grisnez, by the Dutch called Stuart Ness, the

course lies N.E. b. E. and S.W. b. W. near 2 leagues, the land between

being pretty hilly. A little south of Grisnoz stands a mill with some houses,

arid all that country, down to the sea-shore, appears black, white, and

grev, with several rocks along the coast.

N.N.W. a large mile from Blanc Nez, lies the inside end of Les Quenois

Bank, it thence extends N.W. b. W. half a mile, and has only 2 fathoms

on its shoalest part.

N. W. 1 mile from Wissant lies the east end of Bank a la LigVe; it ex-

tends thence W.S.W. 2* miles, and has only 1 fathom on some parts of it;

its west end bears N. b. E J mile from Grisnez. Between Blanc N'cz and

Grisnez you may anchor if necessary ; the ground is every where good;
but the best anchorage is to the N.W. of Wissant, near Bank a la Ligne,

from 4 to 15 fathoms.

The tides set N.E. b. E. and S.W. b.W.

* Fur View o! Dover Casile, vide .0. C. vol. vi, p. 49.'3.

t From the word Nez, a :IOSB, as well as Xtss in Eujiish, in the words Slieer-

ness, Foulness, &c. signifies a po'w.t or head of land, proji-c!in<: or running out

into the water; hence Blanc Xez is in Endi-li hler:it)y AYhilfi;tv<.

\ The width of this channel 'is not ruurh above 18 sea miles, lr.it from the

South Fureland ti> Calais t'iere are ahocit 2'-', a/d l
r oni D vcr to Cala;s, about 3.

The run Ir^m Dover to Calais is shorter than that from Culais to Dover, because,

in the first case, the tide is always more favorable.

$at>. tffcnm. Vol. XXXVI. 3 s
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Culbarde. or Ridge.

W. h. S. 11| miles from Cape Grisnoz, lies theS.W. end of the CalbaroV,

on which end there are only 6 fathoms water, and bears E.S.E. 12 miles

from Dungeness ;
it thence extends N.N.E. E. miles, and is about

3 mile in breadth ;
the N.E. end bears S. b. E. J E. 11 miles from Dover

Castle, and W. N. 12 miles from Blanc Nez, and has 4 fathoms on it ;

on the middle of this bank are only 2 fathoms, and there are 11 or 12

fathoms, close to either side.

It flows at the Calbarde N.E. and S.W.; the tide runs to the eastward

till 3 o'clock at full and change, when it is half-ebb by the ground.

St. John's Road.

From Cape Griznez to Atnbleteuse, the coast extends S. | E. and

N. J W. 4 miles, and is very foul for about J of a mile distance from the

shore, and unfit for anchorage ; but in the cove, or little bay, before

Ambleteuse, is very good riding, which is called St. John's Road ;
here a

vessel finds shelter from the winds that blow from the N.E. as far as to the

S.S.E. But when they come about to the south, and thence as far as the

north and N.W. the road becomes then very bad, the sea being very

rough, and no shelter near. There is a small river above AmUeteuse, but

it serves only for fishing-boats.

The anchorage in St. John's Road is from 9 to 15 fathoms. Take care

to keep in view the tower of Ambleteuse through the middle of the houses,

and not to approach too near the land, because of some rocks which are

about a large cable's length distant from the shore.

Boulogne.

Two miles S. E. from Ambleteuse is Wimereux, where there is a bason

capable of containing several sail of vessels; S. S.W. 2| miles from

Wimereux, and near 3 leagues south from Cape Griznez, is the entrance

of Boulogne harbour. Between Ambleteuse and Boulogne are several

rocks under water, at the distance of two or three cables' length from the

land, winch are to be carefully avoided. The harbour of Boulogne is dry
at low-water, and almost barred by a sand-bank, which lies NE. and S.W.

it has a buoy on its N.E. end, and a mast with a lantern on its top on the

other end ; you may pass by either in "2- or 3 fiithor.is water; the town is

nearly a. mile from the north Jetty head, in a S.E. b. E. direction ; and on

the s-o'.ith si<le of the river opposite the town is a new bason, capable of

coD'aiiiing ^everal hundred sail of vessels. You may anchor before the

harbour at | or } of a mile from the shore, in from 6 to 9 fathoms water.

The ilood title runs north and N.N.E. and a S.S E. and N.N.W. moon
makes high- water in the harbour.

Etaples.

1'ioni Boulogne to the Canche, or river of Etaples, the coast runs

4 it:i'.-iies southward ; the land between them is very high, and appears
wi;;t<: fro--.; the sea. The river of Etaples is dry every tide, and has many
Laiil-t. at i

1

-, ('nuance, most of which are so shifting that they cannot be

\ii':tly described
; besides, the river will admit only some small vesiels>
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which pass up as far RS Montreuil. The town of Etaples is situated on the

north side of the river.

The tides in this river flow S.S.E. and N.N.W. or it is high water at 30

minutes past 10 o'clock, on the full and new moon. The first flood bears

towards thfe land, the remainder N.E. and the ebb to the contrary.

(e Petit Neptune Francais.)

The Island of Great-Britain is calculated (following its indentations) t

liave 800 leagues of coast, and presents a very irregular outline, from its

numerous gulfs, bays, and estuaries. As a general feature it may be ob-

serred, that the western coasts are elevated, rising in some places to alpine

heights, and warning the navigator of his approach at many leagues

distance, while the face of the land declines to the east, and from the

North Foreland to Duncan's Bay Head presents a comparatively level and

low line, visible but at the distance of a few leagues, or even miles. The

south coast is also generally little elevated.

The idea that Great Britain was anciently joined to the continent has

been adopted by many writers, and is principally founded on the similarity

of the strata that compose the cliffs of Dover and Calais, which are alike

composed of chalk and flints, and their length on both coasts the same,

that is six miles. A narrow ridge, of sand and stones, ten miles long,

called the Rip-raps, extends between Folkstone and Boulogne, at the

distance of ten miles from the former, over which there is l>ui fouiteea feet

water at low spring tides ;
and another bank, called the Varne, with the

same depth, lies about six miles from Dover.

The English channel, La Munche of the French (Oceanus Britannicus),

is 27G miles in length from the Strait of Dover to the Land's End, and its

breadth between this latter point and Ushant (Ouessun!), coiled by seamen

the "Chops" of the Channel, is 100 miles. In general this gulf, or inter-

nal sea, is without shoals or dangers, except near the shores. The depth
in mid-channel, from the Land's End to Dengeness, is from fifty-six to

eighteen fathoms.

The Strait of Dover { Pas de Calais of tbc French) is where narrowest,

between Dover and Cape Griznez, eighteen miles and a half, and the

distance between Dover rnd Calais piers twenty-three miles. The depth
in the middle of the Strait is twenty-four to eighteen fathoms.

The tides on the coasts of the. British Inlands are entirely conformable to

the theory of sidcriul attraction, though in some instances they come from

directions that would seem to contradict this theory.

The main or grand tide of flood coming from the south, when it strikes

against the Land's End, is broken by this promontory, and follows the

direction of either coast
;

that branch which runs up the English Channel

increases its velocity on the coast of England as it proceeds, being in spring
tidts between the Land's End and Lizard two miles an hour; from the

lizard to the Eddystone two and a half; froni the Eddystone to the Owers
Sand three and three and a hai!'; from the Owcrs to Beachy Head four;

aud from Beachy to Dengeness four and u half; th greatest rise is thirty
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feet in common springs. On the coasts of France the velocity and rise are

much greater, and the stream continues on these coasts through the Strait

of Dover, and along tlic coast of Flanders, Holland, &c. quite to the

entrance of the Btiltic. On the English shore, on the contrary, the tide

from the Ocean up Channel is met hy an opposite tide from the British or

North Sea at Dengeness. (TUCKEY'S Maritime Geography.)

Dover, in Kent, on the narrow part of the English Channel, nearly

opposite to Calais nji the coast of France. It is one of those towns which

are known hy the name of the Cinque Ports, and is situated in a valley,

round which, except to the sea, it is environed with hills. By the late act

of parliament for furnishing 20,000 seamen to the navy, this port is to

supply 259 men. The cHiTs ahont it are very high. In time of peace it is

the station for the packet boats or vessels from this country to the continent,

having a very irood tide harbour, and a place of good resort. It lies about

W.S.'.V. tVom the S. Foreland, at the distance of a league, in 'at. 51 3' N.
an;i hiiii. 1 18' E. It is high-water here at spring tides about, half-past

11 u'cl .( k. To stand into this harbour in a gale of wind the greatest care

is necessary, as there is a counter-current, which sets right athwart the

mouth ol the harbour, from the last quarter flood till the end of the first

rj'inrtci
cl>!>. There is near 20 feet .* pth in the harbour at the time of the

spni.g tiiif'S; and ti'-^iHy 10 feet on the bar at half-flood. The counter

carrvist, it is to be observed, is scarcely more than a cable's lengjh

Li-oa :!. Th;? Gunman lies about S.S.E. 8 miles from it, and the nearest

cm! <>f the Rip-raps about S. b. E. 12 miles. When a ship is about half

chai ; IK! over, it' ^iie is bound into the \orthSea, a course of E.S.E, will

C.UTY Lor C!C;M- both of the Goodwin Sands and all the Flemish Banks.

It is it! -c; to be noted, thnt the flood which comes from the westward

scS in the direction of \.E. b.N. and the ebb the contrary way towards

])m ^ci.cs- ;
but as the current of the flood-tide sets both from the N. and

Vt". ami the waters accumulate and coalesce in the neighbouring part of the

channel, grc:i:: utu ntion should be paid by ships coming into this narrow

part oi the oct an, :;s the waters must be very sensibly affected by the

ua'uvi! -:;i(l decree of force with which the winds agitate them, and acce-

IcTate or !-e!;sr:i i ho current.

! ! a ship, in coming round the S. Foreland from the N.E. be taken short

l>y '.voti'i iy <,-r S. westerly winds, and, either from choice or necessity,

fi:i<l> it e\; ,<:> nt to ;M> into Dover Road, she may s-tand in from the Fore-

lai'd a! S. ,V. b. \V till the; Whiteway which is to the N.W. of Dover Castle

co 1

; e- r:': ;.!it o\cr tlie hill iliat stretches out from Dover Cattle, or between

t'.c hhi .i;i'.i the
scjii

ire tower of St. James's church, in Dover. In that

simntinn, anchor any \\here at pleasure in the depth of from 8 to 1^
fa' i. i ;u>.

(
A 1 A LJI A M 's Gu zcllecr. )
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NAVAL LITERATURE.

TAe Life and Advcnlurfsof PETER WIIKTXS, a Cornish Man laken from
his own Mouth, in his Passase to England, from off Cape Horn in Ame-

rica, in the Sfii/> Htctor. By R. S., a Passenger in the Hector. In

2 Vols. London, J81G.

[Concluded from pnge 424.]

A T paje 66, of Vol. II. the supposed cloud mentioned in the intrnduc-
-* tion is partly explained. Pfter, it appears, had, in one of the wonder-
ful nations whitntr his extraord.narv fortune led him, heard oYa prediction
tarhich he was himself destined to accomplish ;

and having accordingly un-

dertaken so to do

"
I," says he,

" then calld in Youwnrkee [his flying wife, for such was

Peter's fate after he left Ins Pattv], told her the whole affair of the prediction,

which she had often heard, I found, and could have repeated. I told her that

the king and stales hat! pitched on me as the person intended by their prediction,

and that Nasgig was suit to fetch me over: ' And, indeed, Youwarkce, ii this be

a true prediction, it seems very applicable to me as far as I can see.' '

Yes,

truljr,' answered she,
' so it does, now I consider it in the light you say the ragan

puts it.'
'
Why,' said I,

'

prophecies and predictions are never so plain as to

mention names; hut vet upon the solution, they become as intelligible as if they

did, the circumstances tallying so exactly. .But what would yu have me do ?

Shall I, or sli.ill 1 not o.'
' Go !

'
said she,

' how can you go
J> -

(),' replied

1,
' never fear that. If this is from above, means will soon be found

;
Provi-

dence never direcis effects without mrans.'

"
Youwarke*, whose head ran onlv on the dangers of the undertaking, had a

violent conflict with herself
;
the love of me, of her children, and of her country,

divided her so, .she > as not capable of advising. I pressed her opinion again,

when she told me to follow the dictates of my own rewson ;

' And, but for the

dread of losing you, and for my childrens' sakrs, I should have no choice to

make when my country is at stake : but you know !>!.'

" I told Youwarkee, that I really found the prediction the plainer the more I

thought of it; and that above all, the change of religion was the uppermost :

For if I can reduce a state from the misery and bondage of idolatry, to a true

sense of the Supreme Being, and seemingly by his own direction, shall I fear to

risk my own life lor it
;
or will he sntT> r me to perish till somewhat at least is

done towards it? And how do I know but the whole tendency of my life has

been by impulse hither for this very purpose ? My dear Youwarkee, fear no-

thing, I will go.'

"
1 called Nasgig, and toll him my resolution, and that he had nothing now

to do but prepar a m^ans of convey ing me. He said, he begged to refer that

to me, for mv own thoughts would suggest to me both the safest and easiest

means.
' I wanted to venture on the back of some strong glumm ;

when N.isgig told

TOP, no one coula en-Jure my weight so long a flight. But what charmed me

most was, the lovely Youwarkee offered to carry me herself if she could ;

' And
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if I can't hold out,' Said she,
'

my dear, we can but at last drop both together.'

I kissed the ch&immg creature v;ith tears in my eyes, but declined the

experiment.
1 told Nasgig I wanted to divide my weight between tno or four glumms

which I believed I could easily do; and asked if each could hold out with a

fourth part of my weight. He told me there was no doubt of that
;
but he was

afraid I should drop between their graundees, lie imagining I intended to lie

long on their backs, part of me on each of them, or should bear sj much on

them as to prevent their flight. I told him I did not purpose to dispose of myself

in the manner he presumed, but if two or four could undoubtedly bear my
weight so long a flight, I would order myself without any other inconvenience to

my bearers than their burden. He made light of my weight between four, as a

trifle, and said, he would be one with all his heart. '

Nay,' said I,
" if four

cannot hold out, can eight ?' He plainly told me, as he knew not what I meant,

lie could say nothing to it, nor could imagine how I could divide so small a body
as mine into eight different weights, for it seemed impossible, he said to him

;

but if I would shew him my method, he would then give me his opinion.
" I then leaving him, took out my tools : I pitched upon a strong broad board

niy wife had sent me from the ship, about twelve feet long, and a foot and half

broud ; upon the middle of which I nailed down one of ray chairs; then I took

one cord of about thirty-four feet long, making hand-loops at each end, and

nailed it down in the middle to the under side of my board, as near I could to

the fore end of it; and I took another cord of the same length and make, and

this I nailed within three feet of the farther end of my board. I then took a

cord of about twenty feet long, and nailed about three feet before the foremast,

and a fourth of the same length, at the farther end of my board
; by which means*

the first ai.d third ropes being the longest, and at such a distance from the short

ropes, the glumms who held them would fly so much higher and farvtarder than

the short rope ones, that they and their ropes would be quite out of the other's

way, which would not have happened if either the ropes had been all of one

length, or nearer to or farther from one another : nnd then considering, that if I

should receive a sudden jerk or twitch, I might possibly be shook off my chair, I

took -A smaller rope to tie myself with fast to the chair, am] then I was sure, if I

fell into the sen, I should at least have the board and chair with me, which might

possibly buoy me up till the glutnms could descend to my assistance.
"

Having carried the machine down to the level with the help of two of Nas-

^ig'b men, he being out on a walk, and having never seen it, I ordered one of

the men to sit upon the chair, and eight more to hold by the loops, and rise with

him
; but, as I found it difficult at their first rising, not being able to mount all

equally, to carry the board up even, and the back part rising first, the front

pitched against the ground, and threw the feliow out of the chair: I therefore

bade them stop, and ordering eight others to roe, said I, 'Hold each of you one
of these ropes as high as you can over your heads; then,' speaking to the eight
bearers,

' mount on your graundees, and come round behind him in the chair

gt.-iiily, two and two, and take each of you a loop, and hover with it till you are

sill ready, and then rise together, keeping your eye on the board, that it rises

neither higher at one end orone_side than the other
; and see you all feel your

weight alike
;
then fly across the lake and back again.' They did so, and with

as much e.i.se, they told me, as if they had nothing in their hands
;
and the man

rode with so much state and composure, that I longed to try ft -myself; so shift-

ing places, Mitli the glumro, I mounted the chair, and tying myself round, I asked
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if any one knew which way Nasgig walked : one of them pointing to where he
saw him just before in ths wood, I ordered thea to ta.';e me up as before, and go
that iv ay.

"
Upon coming to the place where I expected Nasgig was, I hallooed and

called him
; who, knowing m v voice, ran to the skirt of the wood

;
and seeing mo

mounted in rnv flying chair, I jokingly told him I was going, if he had any
commands

;
but he mounting immediately, came up to me, and viewing me

round, and seeing the pleasure the men seemed to carry me with, sajs he,
' Are you all sure you can carry him safe to Battringdrigg ?' They all replied,
'
Yes, with ease.' '

This, then,* said he,
*

is your doom
;

if you perform it not,

every one shall be slit
;
but if you carry the deliverer safe, you are filgays every

man oi you !' he verily thinking I was then going off; but I undeceived him, by

ordering them to turn about, and set me down where I w;is taken up.
"

Nasgig alighting, and viewing my contrivance, 'This, Peter,' said he,
'

i

but a very plain thing.'
' It is so,' replied I,

' but it is as far as my ingenuity
could reach.' 'Ah, Peter!' said he,

'

say not so, for if the greatest difficulties,

s I and all my nation thought it would be to convey you to them, are so plain

and easy to you, what must lesser things be ? No, Peter, I did not call it plain

because it might be easily done when it was seen, but in respect to the head that

formed it
j

for the nearest way to attain one's end is always the best, and

ttended for the most part with fewest inconveniences
;
and I verily think, Peter,

though we believe the rise or fall of our state wholly depends on you, you must

have staid at Graundevolet but for your own ingenuity. Well, when shall we

et out r" I told him it would take up some time to settle tin affairs of my
family, and to consider what I had best take with me

;
and required at least

three days, being as little as I could have told him for that purpose."

In the last chapter we have the vehicle itself described, with the occa-

sion of its use :

" I had now been at Brandleguarp ten years ;
and ray childrea were all pro-

vided for by the liing but Dicky, as fast as they were qualified for employment,

end such as were fit for it were married off to the best alliances in the country ;

so that I had only to sit down, and see every thing I had put ray hand to pros-

per, arid not an evil eye in the three kingdoms cast at me : but about my eleventh

or twelfth year, my wife falling into a lingering disorder, at the end of two yars
it carried her off. This was the first real affliction I had suffered for many years,

and so soured ray temper, that I became fit for nothing, and it was painful to me

ven tc think of business.

" The king's marriage had produced four children, three sons and a daughter,;

which he would frequently tell rue were mine.

" Old Oniwheske was dead, and the king and queen divided their whole time

equr.lly between Brandleguarp and Apsilo : but he was building a palace at my
new colony, which by this time was grown to a vast city, and was called Stygena,

in compliment to the queen ;
and this new palace was designed to receive tho

court one-third of the year, as it lay almost at equal distance between both hi*

other palaces. This method, which his majesty took at my persuasion, on the

death oi'OniwbesLe, though it went against the grain at first, was now grown so

habitual to him, and he saw his own interest so much in it, in the love and esteeia

it procured him from the people, that at last he wanted no spur to it.

tl My melancholy for the death of my wife, which I hoped time would wear
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off, rather pained ground upon me ; and though I was as ranch reparded as crer

by the whole court, yet it grew troublesome to me even to he asked my advice;
and it not only surprised those about me, hut even mysrlf, to see the same

genius, without tiny vis.bl* natural deca, in so short a time, from the most

sprightly and enterprising, hecome the most pi lecmatic anil inaclr- e.

" My longings after my native country, ever sinie my wife's d?a;h, redoubled

upon me, and 1 had formed several schemes of gci'mg thith.T: at fir.*' I had

formed a project of going off by ihe islands, as I had so mans small vessels at

command there, and to get into the mam ocean, and try ray fortune that way;
bul. upon inquiry, I found lluit my vessels cmild not yet in sea, or, elsewhere,

but lo the zaps is'ands, by rec.fcon of the ninny rocks am! sandbanks which would

oppose me, unless I went through the zaps country, which in ihe light they had

reason to view me, I was afraid to do. Then I had thoughts of going from the

coast of Norhon; but that must fuive been in one of the tort ign vessels, and they

coming from a quite different quarter than I must go, in all probability, if I had

put to sea any way they were unacquainted with, they having no compass, we

must have perished ; for the more I gr^w by degrees acquainted with the

situation of Doorpt Swangeanti, the stronger were my conjectures, that my
nearest continent must be the southern coast of America; but still it was only

conjecture.
" At len yth, being tired and uneasy, I resolved, as I was accustomed to

fligh', and iovid it, 1 would take a lurn (or some days, carry me where it would,

I sliouid certainly light on some land, whence at worst I could but come back

again. 1 then 'vent lo see if my chair, board, and ropes, were sound, for I had

not used them I'or sevi ral yeart past ;
bul I fuund them all so crazy, I durst not

venture in ilnui; winch disappoi.itmet put off my journey for some t:me.

IIowi v.-r, as I had still the thought remaining, it put me on seeking some other

nit tli . (1 to put it in practice: solconlrived the poles from which you took me,

bt/.nu a .-ort <>i' hollow cane the Swangeantines make their spears of, but exceeding

stioiiL' and niiiiL'y, which in'erwoven with small cords, were, my seat, ad were

mu( h 1 gliter than my chair
; and these buoyed me up when your goodness re-

l:uvid ihe. I Lid taken Mount Alkoe bearers, as I knew I must come to a

ccnn.'rv of more liyht; and I nov/ find, if I had not fallen, I must soon have

reachi d land, if we Csmld have held out ;
for we wer<? come loo far to think of

returning, without a resting-place : and what will become of my poor bearers ?

Idriad u/ihii:k; it they attempted to return, they must have dropt, for they
had roiiipiiiini-.l all the last day and n:>;ht, and had shifted very often. If in your

lasioiy you think lit to carry down the life of a poor old man any farther, you will

as well kiicnv what 'o say of me, as I can tell you ;
and I hope what I have hitherto

laai, ill in ^(jmc measure recompence both your expense and labour."

T!i<; .'Hiilnif uf this production was Bishop Wilkins, born in the year

joli, i'ue son of Mr. Walter Wilkins, citizen and goldsmith, at Oxtord.

<j ii:i ((iiifjituit) at a private school in the parish of All Saints,

nn <!(: ;i .Mr. K<!\\ arc! Sylvester, and at the early a^e or' thirteen, wa entered

su'.iirnt of Nt \v li;n, 1627. He married llobina, widow of Peter French,

can;: 1

. a\ ( '.i : t( Iiutch, and sister to Oliver Cromwell, at that time Lord

I'f. ( rti.i; i.i j'.;;ji:uii!. As wiinlfti of Watiham College, he was p^thibited

L' iti si;;ti'tcs t'lOin nuuTving; a dispensation, however, from Oliver re-

m-v-.cd ..he diiiicuhy. By Itichard Cromwell he was, in 1G59, made master
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f Trinity College, Cambridge, but ejected on the restoration of the King
in the following year. He then became preacher to the Honorable Society

of Gray's Inn, and rector of St. Lawrence, Jewry, as successor to Dr.

Seth Ward. It was at this time that he was made a member of the Royal

Society. He was soon after made Dean of llippon ; and, in 1668, Bishop

of Chester. Dr. Tillotson, who had married his daughter-in-law, preach-

ing his consecration sermon. He is said to have obtained his bishopric by
the interest of Villiers, Duke of Buckingham. This preferment, however,

he did not long enjoy, for he died of the stone, at the house of Dr. Tillot-

son, in Chancery Lane, Nov. 19, 1672.

He was the author of several works, chiefly of an eccentric nature.

1st. The Discovery of a New World, or a Discourse tending to prove that

it is probable there may be another habitable World in the Moon
;
with a

discourse concerning the possibility of a passage thither, [very worthy of

the author of Peter Wilkins]. 2d. A Discourse concerning a new Planet,

tending to prove that it is probable our earth is one of the planets [now

generally believed]. 3d. Mercury, or the Secret and Swift Messenger ;

shewing how a man may with privacy and speed communicate his thoughts
to a friend at any distance. 4th. Mathematical Magic; or the Wonders
that may be performed by Mechanical Geometry. An Essay towards a

Real Character, and a Philosophical Language. His theological works are

Ecclesiastics; or a Discourse on the Gift of Preaching, as it falls under

the rules of Art. 2. A Discourse concerning the Reauty of Providence,

in all the rugged passages of it. Discourse concerning the Gift of Prayer ;

shewing what it is, wherein it consists, and how far it is attainable by

industry. 4. Sermons. 5. Principles and Duties of Natural Religion.

From this slight notice of the Author, our readers will see that he was
no mean man in his day ; and with respect to his eccentric work now
before us, we think the public-spirited publishers, Messrs. Allman, Prin-

ces-street, Hanover-square, in reviving it at a time when an avidity of the

marvellous so generally prevails in our novel readers, are justly entitled to

their patronage, whose taste they have so liberally considered.

*
#
* A very curious work, in manuscript, by this author, entitled,

"
Bishop WHkins's Philosophical Tables of Things and Notions," 2 vols.

1233 pages, is in the hands of the Proprietor of the Naval Chronicle, and

Kay be inspected by any person so inclined with a view to purchase.

LINES TO THE MEMORY OF LORD NELSON.

TrilS not in thee we mourn our Champion lost,

-*- A host of Champions still can Albion boast;

'Tis not thy death, by vict'ry clearly bought ;

The death by Heroes and by Patriots sought :

. Vol. XXXVI. 3 T
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Tis not that soul which scorn'd all private gain,
For Popham, Broke, and Sidney still remain.

Tis not we grieve, of skill and valor reft,

For Blackwood, Exmouth, Burlton, Keats, are left.

Had such alone been Nelson, to the grave
He would have pass'd, admir'd as he was brave;
His skill respected, and his honor prais'd,

His country's love, his monument had rais'd
;

A pompous funeral paid the public debt,

And Princes deign'd his memory to regret.

But ah ! whilst gratitude a place shall claim,

Among the social virtues, must thy name
Live in the widow's heart, the orphan's tear

Laments the loss ofone to all so dear.

Ne'er did the veteran in vain repose
In thy kind sympathising breast his woes :

The claims of merit found a friend in thee,

Nor thought disgrac'd, 'cause urged by poverfy ;

Nor was thy ear denied the poor man's prayer;

Thy country's interest was thy only care.

And every bosom own'd the fatal blow,

That laid their navy's pride, their honor'd Nelson low;
A sucHen grief oppresses all the land,

As when the first-born felt th' Almighty hand.

A nation's tears are mingled with thy dust,

Mourn'd hy the good, the mighty, and the just.

Tliy loss, the seaman's hardy soul has wrung ;

Thy tomb, his heart; thy elegy, his tongue.

ALGIER.
COMPOSED BY A SEAMAN ON BOARD H. M. S. LEANDBR.

"OW pence her olive branch displays.

And hush'd are all her fears ;

When, lo ! war's clarion loudly plays,

Quick ruin on Algiers.

The meek-ey'd maid affrighted fell,

But, justice sooth'd her fears;

Asserting Britons went to quell,

All slavery in Algiers.

Sure such an animating cause,

Should meet with three loud cheers;
Then haste Britons, and gain applause,

By conquering Algiers.
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No sooner said, but half is done,

Behold ! the fleet appears ;

All mann'd with spirits in good tons,

And destin'd for Algiers.

To weigh, the signal is Jet fly,

To sea the fleet soon steers,

On twenty-eighth day of July,
From Plymouth to Algiers.

Our vessels onward urge their way,
Till Gib's high rock appears;

Where we prepared, without delay,

To face this proud Algiers.

There reinforc'd by six Dutch sail

Of frigates, with three cheers,

Our little fleet with joy they hail

That came to scourge Algiers.

Five gun-boats from the Mole were sent,

Likewise some rocketeers,

A vessel for explosion meant

A present for Algiers.

August the 13th day we weighed,

Our fleet the Gut soon clears;

And all the arrangements being made,
We dash'd on for Algiers.

The twenty-seventh nobly gave,

A theme for gazetteers ;

Fresh laurels by the British brave,

Were gather'd at Algiers.

Bold Exmouth willing to do good,
And stop Fate's busy shears ;

The Dey is deaf, nothing but blood

Will suit you, proud Algiers.

Four bombs were moor'd abreast the town,

Well fare ye bombadiers,

Thy skill was excellently shown,

That day before Algiers.

The Queen Charlotte with bold Lord Re4

The foremost ship appears,

With broadside on she anchored,

Quite close to proud Algiers.

The young Leandcr next came in,

Chetham this day endears,

Thy name to fame is handed in, ,"

A Hero from Algiers.
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The Impregnable her station took,

And brave Milne's flag she wears ;

Her well-directed fire shook,

The basis of Algiers.

The Minden, Albion, and Saperb,
Anchor'd with hearty cheers ;

The Granicus, too, help'd to curb,

The spirit of Algiers.

The Glascow f Hebrus, Severn make,
Close to their embrasures ;

The Dey's convinc'd Britain will take,

No insult from Algiers.

Prometheus, Heron, Britomart,

All dispossess'd of fears;

Cordelia too did take her part,

That day before Algiers.

Cappellen, with his six Dutch sail,

Return'd our lively cheers ;

And vig'rously he did assail,

Those miscreants at Algiers.

Such a strong contest ne'er was seen,

I'm sure for many years ;

They were ten to one in guns and men,

So numerous at Algiers.

Their fleet in flames, it made us laugh,

The town about their cars;

Full eight long hours and a half,

We fought them at Algiers.

By signal we haul'd off that night,

To make needful repairs ;

Exmouth resolving at daylight,

To destroy all Algiers.

Next day how chang'd, would you believe.

The dawn hardly appears,
Before Lord Exmouth did receive,

Homage from proud Algiers.

The Dey invites my Lord on shore,

And sorry he appears;

Knowing had he so done before,

He might have sav'd Algiers.

Leander's loss in that great fight,

Through mercy, small appears;
One hundred and twenty nwn that night,

\Yre wounded at Algiers
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Sixteen brave fellows nobly die,

Regretted with our tears ;

Ten- fold destruction was dealt bj
Leander at Algiers.

Great God be praised, thy ways are juit,

Thy mercy strong appears ;

Our foe thou'st humbled in the dust,

And chastized Algiers.

Wilberforce's goodly tongue,
Afric from bondage clears ;

And Exmouth has redress'd each wrong*
Of Christians at Algiers.

THE WEDDING DAY.

WRITTEN IN MAY, 181&.

NOW the winter off has run,

Now the landscape rises green ;

Now the life-creating sun,

Darts on each surrounding scene.

Now the hrubs put forth their bloom,

Now the air lies down to rest ;

Now in bed the stream hath room,
And the warbler builds his nest.

Soon the spring, the summer leads,

Soon the roses open round
;

Soon the earth from thousand seeds,

Shall with thousand fruits abound.

All is joy, and all is love,

Hear the songsters on the spray ;

Hear the cooing turtle dove,

On the second day of May.

Happy be the royal pair,

Happy join the lovers' hands ;

Happy England's Princess fair,

Bound iu Hymen's silkeu bond*.

W. M. (B.)
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EXTRACT FROM " THE CRESCENT."

A NATIOMAI, POEM.

Just published, by Mrs. M'MuLLAN, Widow of Doctor M'MuLtAK,
Royal Navy.

miTANNIA pointed to the Afric Sea,

And bade her Champions set the suffering free ;

Call'd on illustrious Exmouth to prepare,
What deed in arms would not her Exmouth dare !

Ask other days, when mad, rebellious France,
Bade her proud squadrons to our shores advance ;

Whose hand first laid thfir varied standard low

And oft repeated the destructive blow?

Brav'd Biscay's thunder in December's blast,

And nail'd the red cross to the shatter'd mast?

Each honest heart, to Britain's glory true,

Thinks of those days, and shouts,
"
Long Live Pellew !"

The Tritons' shell still threw glad echoes round,
Brave Milne liasted at the inspiring sound,

As erst, when plunging, fearless, on the wave,
His hand secur'd the conquest victory gave ;

Ere ceas'd the fight, no boat was left to kunch,
But Milne swam from the subduing Blanche,

Taught the contending humble foes to seek,

Then fix'd the colours on the vanquish'd Pique.

Admiring gods still blest the heroic pair,

And mark'd the Crescent of the dark Corsair."

From the Second Canto.

" Shall Britain strike, or may she learn to spare ?"*

An awful moment for the proud Corsair.
" Call the Divan

; the Gallic Engineers !
"

Woe to their councils and thy hosts, Algiers !

"
Ready ?

"
said Exmouth to his gallant fleet,

The answer,
"
Ready, every toil to meet."

Now British bowsprits touch the Pirate's walls,
The British Lion on the Pirate falls,

Resistless vollies pour from every side,

Sunk are his gallies in th' ensanguined tide;

Thrice are his ramparts cover'd with the slain,

And tlirice his ramparts are re-mann'd again.
Exmouth defies their citadels and towers,
Milne attacks with desolating showers;
Record for ever on the page of Fame,
Leander's station, and brave Chetham's name :

Record for ever all this valiant band,
Gems of the Sea, and Glory of the Land."
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COURT MARTIAL.

AT a court martial held on hoard H.M. S. Rochefort, the 17th Decem-

ber, 1816, in Portsmouth Harbour, Sir A. Dickson, president,

assembled for the purpose of trying Captain Bremer, his officers and crew,

for the loss of H. M. late ship Comus, off St. Shott's, Newfoundland.

After the members were sworn, and had heard the charge, the Judge
Advocate read Captain Bremer's narrative of the circumstances, as trans-

mitted by him to the Admiralty. The master was then called and

examined : he stated, that on the evening of the 24th of October, at 10

o'clock, supposing from their reckoning and double altitude, which was

taken that day, they were on the inner edge of the green bank, sounded,
and found they were in 25 fathoms water, the exact depth laid down in

the chart of the water on that bank ; but for the greater safety of the ship,

it then blowing very fresh, hauled her wind, with her head offshore, and

stood on under easy sail. At 45 minutes past 11, the ship struck on a reef

of rocks, extending about a mile into the sea, from the eastern head of

St. Shott's, which was owing to the very great indraft which sets into the

different bays on that coast, and which is not mentioned in the Admiralty
charts (nor is it possible to ascertain either the strength or direction of the

current, as it is principally affected by the winds, therefore is very uncer-

tain), and which threw the ship out of her reckoning. The helm was imme-

diately put down, and the sails braced aback, to get stern way, when she

was unfortunately caught by a rock on the larboard quarter, and bilged,

before the bonrs could be got out for her assistance
; every exertion was

used, but of no avail.

Mr. Wilkinson, the officer of the watch, was then examined ; who stated

the sail the ship was under, and the orders he had received from the cap-
tain

;
which were, that the lead should be hove every two hours, and that

he was to be called every hour, and oftener if occasion required, or if

the wind changed during the night. The captain's night order-book was

then read, which agreed perfectly with the foregoing statement. It was so

foggy that he could not see half the length of the ship ;
he received his

orders at 11 o'clock. All (he other officers' evidence was to that effect.

The Court cleared about three, and did not open again till five, when the

sentence was pronounced, which was, that the Court were of opinion
that Captain Bremer was censurable, inasmuch as !;e did not order the

master to give another cast of the lead, when he found they were in such

shallow water; and that the master was also censurable, for not recom-

mending it to the captain : and they were thereby censured accordingly.

The rest of the officers, and the crew, were fully acquitted. The Court

were further of opinion, that the greatest praise is due to Captain

Uremer, the officers and crew of II. M. late ship, for their arduous exer-

rtions in iheir endeavours to save her, and also for their good and steady

conduct throughout the business, both in the boats and en shore.
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(November December.)

RETROSPECTIVE AND MISCELLANEOUS.

HE past month affords but little matter for remark in naval affairs,

except the recent augmentation of pay to officers employed.

The Lords of the Admiralty have been pleased to make an alteration and

increase in the pay of the officers of tiie navy, when employed. The loiig-

accustomed compensation for servants has been taken away, and the

following full pay established : Captains offirst rates, 800/. ; second ratei,

700/. ;
third rates, 6001. ; fourth rates, 5001.

; fifth rates, 4001. per annum

each; sixth rates, 26/ 17s. per month; seventh rates, 28/. Os. 4d. per

month ;
lieutenants of seven years rank, if serving as first lieutenant?,

1 J/. 10s. per month ;
all other lieutenants 9/. 4s. per month. Commodores

to have 20s. a day; commanders-in-chief to receive three guineas per day

as table money ; all other admirals 300/. per annum. Midshipmen who

have passed to be paid 51. per month.

The following accounts from America is brought by the Akbar, Captain

Bullcn, lately arrived at Portsmouth from Halifax, whence she sailed on

the 10th November. The Forth, 40, Sir Thomas Louis, arrived there on

the 24th of October, with the Earl and Countess of Dalhousie, from

England. Admiral Griffith shifted his flag into her, and sailed for Bermuda

on the 10th November, for the winter; the Pactolus and Saracen in com-

pany. The Dec had als sailed for Bermuda, with mails, and was to pro-

ceed from thence to New Providence, with despatches. The Niger was to

winter nt Halifax
;
she is so thoroughly infected with the dry rot, as not to

be seaworthy in the winter months. The Harrier, Saracen, and Opossum,
had lately been hove down at Halifax

; the two former having been ashore

nt Bermuda, the latter in the Bay of Fundy. The Menai was at Bermuda;
she was about to sail for England. The squadron under Admiral Griffith

had lately bren up the Bay of Fundy, and anchored some time in Passama-

quoddy. The commissioners for appointing the boundaries between

England and America were then about to proceed on that important sub-

ject. The property destroyed by the alarming fire which took place at

Halifax on tiie 9th of October, is estimated at 150,000/. sterling. The
cix\\s of the Akbar and Pactolus, as well as the military, were very suc-

cessful and persevering in their exertions to extinguish the flames. It was
occasioned by want of common care in a shop-boy, who had left a candle

burning on the counter of a shop, when no person was in the house. There
was a very heavy fall of snow at Bermuda, in the beginning of October;
and from the reports innde by the Mic-Mac Indians, it was expected *
severe winter would ensue. The Niger, Captain Jackson, arrived at

Halifax only a few days before the Akbar sailed from Boston, where

Captain Juci:'>n and his officers were treated with marked attention by the

Americans*. The Independence, ?a (a sister ship to our Superb), wa*
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lying there, bearing the broad-pendant of Commodore Baiubridge. Capt.
Jackson was on board her. She was in very high order, and remarkably

clean, though with only 150 men
; many of them were Englishmen, who

expressed themselves as being greatly dissatisfied with the severity of the

punishment, which was inflicted in the most summary way. Admiral Sir

Isaac Coffin, who had been some time at Boston, returned to Halifax in the

Niger. The Abkar is to be paid off at Portsmouth.

It is evident, from this account, that the discipline of the American navy
is not more lenient than our own.

The Hazard sloop of war, Captain Cookesley, recently arrived at Ports-

mouth from Newfoundland, brings a coufimation of the unfortunate loss of

the Comus, Captain J. G. Bremer, on the night of the 24th of October, on

Cape Mine. The officers and crew were all saved, and had arrived at St.

John's, in the Tiber. The accident was occasioned by the currents and

the then fo^gy slate of the atmosphere. Admiral Pickmore intended to

protract his stay at St. John's until the present month ; he will return home
in the Tiber. The Perseus and Fly were to sail previously. The Pike,

Captain Bucban, was intended to winter at the island. The Hazard went

into harbour on Wednesday, to be paid off.

While we are abolishing one system of piracy, as practised by barbarians,

another starts up, to the disgrace of people bearing the name of Christians,

and entitling themselves South American privateers, but who, as we are

informed, attack all ships alike, and have long committed extensive depre-
dations on our trade. Accounts received from Jamaica, give a long list of

the captures made by these desperadoes. We are glad, however, to per-

ceive that one of the most daring of the pirates, called Commodore Aury,
lias met with the just reward of his outrage, being killed in a mutiny of the

negroes, with whom he had. manned some of his vessels. The consequence
of this event was, the entire breaking up of the formidable nest of pirates

of which he was at the head. A little time previously, the capture of the

British schooner Perthshire, off. Morant Bay, with a cargo of the value of

50,000/. had excited a strong sensation in the West Indies. The piratical

vessel which captured her was commanded by Samuel Brown, an American.

The owners of the Perthshire had offered a reward of 500 dollars for the

recovery of the Perthshire, or for the apprehension of any of the owners

or master of the schooner Hunter, alias General Arismendi.

The Buenos Ayres Commodore Brown, who did so much mischief to the

Spaniards in the Pacific Ocean, has been detained at Barbadoes, with his

ship and cargo, in the following curious manner: The Hercules, Commo-

dore Brown, arrived at Barbadoes towards the enil of September; at the

same time his Majesty's ship the Beaver, Captain Stirling, came to, from

a cruise. The custom-house officers went on board the Hercules, but not

being able to read Spanish, or being otherwise deceived, they did not seize

her, and Sir James Leith ordered her to quit the island. By some circum-

stances Captain Stirlings's suspicions were excited, and on searching her

papers he found out who she was, and Brown acknowledged he Jiad aban-

doned the cause of Buenos Ayres, and was seeking a port to dispose of hi*

. Cijron. Vol. XXXVI. 3 u
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cargo. The only commissions lie had were a commission for another ves-

sel, and one to a person not on board. Captain Stirling, therefore, seized

her under the Navigation Laws, and carried her to the Admiral at Antigua,
\vho approved of what he had done. The Hercules mounts 22 guns, and

has 56 men, with a valuable cargo of quicksilver, stilks, steel, dry goods,

nnd spice, supposed to be worth a million of dollars, the produce of plun-

dered towns and vessels in the Pacific Ocean. The lawyers have no doubt

of her confiscation ; but there appears much doubt of what is to be done

with Admiral Brown and his crew, whether or not they are to be sent

home and tried as pirates.

New regulations for paying and victualling persons in attendance on flag

officers are immediately to be adopted. In addition to the regular esta-

blishments, are to be allowed at the ports of Portsmouth, Plymouth, and

Sheerness, two messengers, two signal-men, and an office-keeper ; and at

Leith and Cork, one of each. Their attendants are not to be borne on the

ship's books, but, instead of all allowances of victuals, to receive, the office-

keeper 4s. atid the messengers and signal-men 3s. per diem. These are to

be hired by the admiral at his discretion, giving a preference to those who

have served in his Majesty's service. The admiral, flag-lieutenant, secre-

tary, and clerk, and such of the retinue or domestics as live on shore, are

not to be victualled, nor any provisions or fuel whatever to be sent on

shore, from the ship, but they are to be paid in lieu thereof Is. 6d. per

diem to the admiral's domestics, and 2s. per diem tq the secretary, flag-

lieutenant, and clerk.

By letters recently received from our ships of war in the West Indies,

we are concerned to learn that a fever has prevailed on board some of them,

peculiarly fatal in its nature to those attacked by it. Among other vessels

the Scamander, it is said, has lost six officers including the* surgeon, four

midshipmen, nnd two clerks. TheChilders, in the short period of a month,
lias been deprived of several officers by the same unfortunate cause, besides

five pursers, successively appointed to her, and upwards of 30 men.

The Agent of Lloyd's Coffee-house at Bahia has sent the following me-

lauclioly intelligence relative to the expeditions intended to explore the

interior of Africa:
" October 30, 1816. You will observe, by the list herewith, the arrival

of the Coit^o and Dorothy, two vessels fitted out on the coast of Africa, for

a vo;;a::e of discovery; they have put in here from the opposite coast, iii

consfjueure of the sickly state of the remaining crew, nearly two-thirds

having died of the fever, including the commander, first lieutenant, and

botanist.
" The two vessels had been higher up the river Congo than any others

by 120 miles."

Government, with a view to alleviate the distresses of the lower classes

of the people, have directed an examination to he made as to the staff- of

the "Id naval and military clothing, bedding, &c. preparatory to a general

distribution among those who may be peculiarly in want of them at this

period.
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A METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER,
SEPT AT THE OBSERVATORY OF THE NATAL ACADEMY, CO8PORT,

From November 25th to December 24JA, 1816.

1816.
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REMARKS ON THE WEATHER.

NOVEMBER 26. A wet morning, and a thick misti from 1 till 3 P.M. Got l

the sky overcast the remainder of the day and night. 27 A thick fog, with a

disagreeable smell, till noon : the afternoon and night as the preceding, with a

hollow wind frem the South. 28. Overcast: at 5 P.M. misty, and at 8 foggy,

with light airs. 29. Overcast and foggy: at 10 A.M. the clouds dispersed

with a brisk wind, and the day was fine and clear : at 1 1 P.M. a lunar

corona, with cirri, or light lofty clouds. 30. Hoar-frost, and a stratus, or

level mist, at Spithead; also two strata of clouds: at Sun-set the Western sky
exhibited the prismatic colours: at 8 P.M. a lunar halo of large diameter,

and a corona within : the night cloudy.

DECEMBER 1. Overcast, early, and a brisk wind, afterwards a fine day,

with some intervening clouds: misty after Sun-set : at 8 P.M. a lunar corona;

the mercury in the barometer last evening and this morning, was higher than

it has been observed here for some years past 2. Overcast, as yesterday

morning, and a stratus on the harbour: P.M. fine, some low clouds inoscu-

lated with the upper stratum: at 6, completely overcast. 3. Foggy and

serene, the Sun's disc remarkably red between two dense clouds in the hori-

zon : fine from 10 till 1 1 A.M. ; the remainder of the day and night overcast.

4. Overcast, and rather misty : at the time of the greatest obscuration of the

lunar eclipse, the sky was overcast, and it was observed to be very dark here:

the Maximum of temperature at midnight. 5. Morning as yesterday, with a

strong hrreze from S.: at 2 P.M. a gale from the same quarter, with low dense

clouds, followed by transient showers, then heavy rain, and a rapid fall of the

mercury in the barometer: at 10, the gale, which has stript the neighbouring

trees of their deadly foliage, subsided, and the night was fine. 6. A clear

sky, with some intervening clouds, till 3 P.M.: at 5, a hollow wind, with a

few drops, and occasional showers in the night. 1, A slight hoar-frost, and a

f trains near: the day fine and clear : at 9 P.M. a compact lunar corona, aad

a strains: the Max. of temp, occurred in the nights of the 5th, 6th, and 7th.

8. Heavy rain early : at 8 A.M. misty, then cloudy, and at II a smart shower:

P.M. line, with some plumous, flexnous, and horizontal clouds: the evening

hazy, and a lunar halo of very large diameter. 9. A wet morning, with a

strong breeze from S.: P.M. cloudy : rain with squalls during the night. 10.

A gray morning, and a. stratus at Spithead: the afternoon and the night as the

preceding: Max. of temp, in the night. 11. Showers early, with a brisk

wind: at 1 1 A.M. a very turbid sky ; and at 2 P.M. a smart shower of hail and

rain, when the Minimum of temp, for the day and night occurred: the cloudi

passed away at Sun-set, and the night was fine. 12. A rainy and misty morn-

ninp: at noon a 'trong breeze from the S. which afterwards increased to a

gale from S.W. with showers of rain, and a rapid fall of the mercury in the

barometer: some flashes of lightning, with distant thunder, in the evening, and

a very tempestuous night, when the Max. of temp, again occurred. 13. Morn-

ing qna!ly : at 9 A.M. the wind died away, and the day and night were fair

and serene. 14. A light shower, early, and rather misty, then fine: at 3 P.M.
:i little rain, then overcast ; and at 6, heavy rain, with a strong gale from the

South: the right was very stormy, and the Max. of temp, at midnight. 15.

Lightning from the West about 4 A.M. the gale continued till 9 : the day and

night were fine. Several wherries were broken to pieces in the harbour;
the roof< of houses damaged, and walls blown down here, by the violence
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f the wind. 16. A slight hoar-frost, and some clouds: the day as the pre-

ceding, the night cloudy and hazy : Max. of temp, early in the morning.
17. A wet morning, with a moderate breeze from W. : at noon, the clouds

dispersed, and the afternoon and night were fine. 18. Cloudy, and a stratus

at Spithead : a fine day after Sun-rise: the night cloudy at intervals, with a

brisk wind. 19. A fine morning, and a keen northerly wind, which, at 10

A.M., increased to a gale: the Western sky very red after Sun-set, and the

barometer fast rising. 20. Hoar-frost, with ice, and a stratus, OB the harbour :

a blush en the twilight this and the preceding evening: at 6 P.M. the Via

Lactea, or Milky Way, very bright from E. to W. with telescopic stars ;
a fine

clear dayand night. 21. Fair and frosty, with a gentle breeze : P.M.Venus
and the Moon together, the former very refulgent, and the non-illuminated

part of the Moon's disc well defined at 5 with the naked eye. 22. As yester-

day (the ground frozen very hard), and a stratus on the harbour : a fine day,
with some low distant clouds : the Thermometer 10 below freezing point this

morning. 23. Overcast and rather misty, with a fresh breeze : drizzling rain

from 11 A.M. till 4 P.M. : the remainder of the day and night cloudy and over-

cast. 24. Overcast, and a strong breeze from S. by W. : small rain at 8 P.M. :

rte night squally.

ERRATUM.
For 2'20 inches of rain, in our last Meteorological Table, read 3 22.

Promotions anu appointments.

Memorandams.

Mr. H;iwkes, builder at Halifax dock-yard in Nova Scotia, to be assistant

to the builder of H.M. dock-yard at Deptford.
Mr. Johns, foreman of the new works at Deptford-yard, to be master-

builder of H.M. dock-yard at Halifax.

Mr. Alexander Lumsdale, ti be assistant to the master-attendant of

Plymouth dock-yard.
Mr. John Gill to be foreman of the new works at Deptford, vice Johns.

Chaplains appointed.

Rev. J. Trevanon, to be chaplain of H.M.S. the Albion; Rev. J. W.
Roberts, to the Meander; Dr. Bellamy, to' the Egeria.

Captains, &c. appointed.

Captain Tancock, to the Iphigenia ; J. Reynolds, to the Conway ; James
Atliol Murray, to the rank of post captain, and to the Spey; J. B. Curran,
is promoted to the rank of post captain ; John Davie, to the Conqueror, the,

flag-ship of Rear-admiral Plumpin.

Lieutenants, &c. appointed.

Lieutenant Thomas Lepion, to command the Lapwing revenue cruizer;

A. M'Lean, to the Leander; J. W. Caimes, to the Conqueror; W. D.

Evance, to ditto; Charles Basderr, to the Spey, at the Cape of Good Hope;
Frederick Rogers, to the Impregnable.

Messrs. Archibald Grant and Thomas Seymour are promoted to the rank

of Lieutenants.

Mr. Foster, midshipman of H.M.S. Severn, to be a lieutenant; Lieu-

tenant Charles Morton, to the Akbar.
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W. T. Carrol^ boatswain of the Caledonia, to be master of the diving
bell at Plymouth.

Mr. Pownall, late naval officer at Gibraltar, to be clerk of the survey at

Woolwich Yard, vice Wilmot, deceased.

BIRTH.

November 30, at Sir Robert Barlow's, II. M. dock-yard, Chatham, the

Viscountess Torrington, of a son.

DEATHS.

Lately, John Cullum, Esq. surgeon, R.N. Date of appointment, 8th

May, 1797.

Lately, at Cockermouth, Captain Kilner, R.N. Date of commission,
ISth April, 1796.

Lately, at her house, in Chapel-street, South Audley-street, Mrs. Gihbs,

daughter of the late Sir William Rowley, K.B. Admiral of the Fleet, of

Tendering Hall, Suffolk.

Lately, at Stoke, near Plymouth, Captain William Knight, R.N. aged 40

years. Date of commission, 22d January, 1806.

On the 15th October, at Antigua, of the yellow fever, Lieutenant Short-

laiul, of H.Ai.S. Tigris, son of the late Captain John Shortland, R.N.
Date of commission 3() February, 1812*

On the luth of November, ai Yarmouth, the wife of Edward Bromley,
Esq. surgeon, R.N.
On the 24th of November, at Edinburgh, Lieutenant George Forbes,

H.X. Date of commission, 15th October, 1793.

On the 2oth of November, at Bath, Major-general Thomas Nepean, of
the royal engineers, brother of Sir Evan Nepean, late Secretary of the

Admiralty.
On the 28th of November, at Derlangon, county of Meath, Captain

R. II. Battersby, R.N.
On the 29th of November, at Frome, of a paralytic affection, Captain

Henry Boys, R.N. leaving a widow and five children to lament his loss.

Date of commission, 26th November, 1811.

On the 3d of December, Benjamin Wilmot, Esq. clerk of the survey of

II. M. dock-yard at Deptford, and brother of Captain David Wilmot, of
II M.S. Alliance, who fell at the siege of Acre.

On the 5th of December, Lieutenant R. H. Storcks, R.N. aged 35 years,
Date of commission, 20th May, 1812.

On the 12th of December, at Bath, Captain C. Paul, R.N. aged 71,

years. His death was instantaneous. He was walking through Alfred-

street, when he was seized with an apoplectic fit and expired. Date of

commission, llth Nov. 1794.

On the 12th of December, suddenly, Mr. Walter Gray, assistant-surgeon,
of IIM.S. Queen Charlotte. Date of appointment, 22d April, 1812.

On the 21st of December, at Grove-place, near Southampton, Mrs.

Stocker, wuiow of Captain Stocker, R.N. late of Southampton.

ERRATA.
In Soi.'s letter, page 394, line I,for

" observed the lunar eclipse," read
" observed the su/ar eclipse."

Page 489, the promotion of Captains Fowler and Sir Jamrs Gordon,
as there stated, is erroneous, both those gentlemen being post captains of

several years standing. Captain Davy is appointed to the Conqueror.
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ditions against, 143. Plan and descrip-
tion of', 229. 312. 401. Thoughts re-

lative to an expedition against (reprint)
239. Minutes of the battle at, from

the log of the Leander, 287. Other

accounts, 289. 291. Comparative loss

in the battle at, with that of former

ones during the two last wars, 292.

Behaviour of the French and English

at, in I683and 1816, contrasted, 373.

Accounts of the battle at, from minutes

taken on board the Impregnable and

Superb, 397. 399. Articles of the

Treaty with the Dey for the abolition

uf Christian Slavery, 260.

ANECDOTES and SELECTIONS, 21. 113.

20 i. 287. 369. 453.

Anti-piracy, meeting of Knights, by invi-

tation of Sir Sidney Smith, President

of the Anti-Pirate Institution, 207.

293.

Aquatic Animal, 461.

r Postman, ib.

B.

Bnni, description of the, 151.

Barbary Powers, on the first treaty with

tjiem by Lord Kx mouth, 21.

Boulogne, hydrographical particulars of,

498,

Bridge, wire one, at the falls of Scliuyi-

kill, in Pennsylvania, 459.

Bridgewater, short account of, 138.

Brisbane, Captain, and the Dey of Al-

gier, conversation between, 287.

Bristol Channel, chart and description of,

137.

, City, account of, 138.

Britain, general notice of its coast, 499.

Buonaparte, interview between, and a

British naval officer, 209.

C.

Caermarthen Bay, account of, 140.

CAMPBELL, the late Captain ROBERT,
Memoir of, 441. Birth place and fa-

mily, ib. Enters the Navy at an early

age, under the patronage of Admiral

Campbell, 442. Promoted to the rank
of Lieutenant in the Spanish Armament
in 1790, ib. Serves as junior Lieute-

nant in the Illustrious, ib. His arduous
services in the battle between the Bri-

ti'sh fleet under Admiral Hotham, and
the Toulon fleet, 443. Destruction of
the Illustrious, ib. Court Martial on
the conduct of the Captain and ship's

company, 444. Joins his former Cap-
tain in the Blenheim, as first Lieute-

nant, ib. His Services in the Blockade
of Toulon, under Sir John Jervis, (now
Earl St. Vincent), ib. Evacuation of

Corsica by the English, ib. His acti-

vity on the occasion, 445. Proceed-

ings previous to the action of the 14th

February, with the Spanish fleet, 446.

Minutes of the battle, ib. Promoted to

the rank of commander in consequence,
448. Returns to England, ib. Ap-
pointed flag-captain by solicitation of



Admiral Frederick, 449. Sails for Lis-

bon, and removes from the Flora with

the Admiral into the Blenheim, ib.

Proceeds to the blockade of Cadiz, ib.

Exception of his ship's company, in the

mutinous disposition of the seamen in

1797, 450. Differs with his friend the

Admiral and appointed to the Hector,
ib. Removed to the Ville de Paris, as

supernumerary captain,;!). Appointed
to the Santa Teresa frigate, ib. At-
tached to a squadron under Captain
Markham, ib. Retires on the acces-

sion of Peace, 451. Marries the daugh-
ter of Admiral Edgar, ib. Appointed
to the Tremendous in 1810, ib. Com-
mands a squadron, and obtains the sur-

render of Naples and the fleet for the

legitimate sovereign, ib. Returns to

England, ib. Arrives in London, and

dies, ib. Character, ib. Heraldry,
4.52.

Capture of the Proserpine, narrative of

the, 405.

Capellan, Admiral, his account of the

attack at Algier, 309.

Carrots, method of preserving, 377.

Castlereagh, Lord, anecdote of, 374.

Conflagration, general, foretold, 25.

Cook, Capt. anecdote of, 456.

Cooper, Mr. singular preservation of,
113.

Copenhagen, plan and description of, 72.

CORRESPONDENCE, 27. 125. 212. 295.
377. 462.

Croker, Walter, Esq. his Letter on the

Slavery of Christians at Algier, 148.

Cruivn ofThorns, 454.

D.
Dekkan, province of India, account of

the, 48!.

Rev of Algier and Captain Brisbane, con-
vrrsation between the, 287.

Divm.: hell employed lor various purposes
a: Plymouth. '.'I. 1(5.368.

D-iruiumtary Scries annexed to the Re-

purr of t!ie ['resident of the Union of
ilie All-nil,<rs of all the Orders of

Kiuglitliood in Knrope. assembled at

\iriin.i. No. XI. Circular to the

^nli.-^nl <-r- to the Choritable Fund for

ti:c .Abolition of the White Slavery in

Ahica, .ip. Note from Viscount

CasilcTc.Tiiii to Prince Talleyrand, 55.

.Note froiii Prince, Talleyrand to

A. iicount ('as'kreauh, 56. Note from
\ i>coiiMt C.i!-(!v.T(.'a::h to Prince Talley-
rind, i\t. No. \1L. Authentic account
ol Mmdry [lira icrJ enormities com-
mitted in thn rarlv part of the year

1815, M5. Nr

o. XIII. Letter to a

.Yi..':.!ji.T of ra.i:un::-i:t
;
on the Slavery

of the Christians at Algier, hy Walter
Croker, Esq. 148. Translation of
No. IX. 317.

Dover, View of the Strait of, 497. Par-
ticulars of, 499.

, account of, 500.

Dry rot, cure of by sinking the ship, 373.

Dunster, brief account of, 138.
Dutch Tariff, 370.

Earthquake in the North of Scotland,
144.

Eclipse of the moon, 4th December,
3816, particulars of the, extracted

from the Nautical Almanack, 407.
of tht sun, in 1715, particular*

of the, 407.

Eclipses, observations on, 457.

Ekins, Captain of the Superb, presenta-
tion of a gold snuff-box to him, by the

junior officers of the ship, 868.

Etaples, hydrographical particulars of,
498.

Exmouth Haven, five large buoys placed
at, 293.

Egypt, account of the landing the British

troops in on the 8th March, 1801, 486.
F.

Falmouth harbour, sailing instructions

for, 323.

Faro Sound, hydrographical remarks for,

413.

Firebrand, American ship, capture of by
a Spanish squadron, 436.

Fisher, Mr. his diving-bell tried at Ply-

mouth, 24. A mass of rock raised by
it, 114.

Formosa, hydrographical account, 246.

Forts of Algier, description of the, 403.

France, directions for sailing on the

coast of in the Channel, 497.
G.

Genoa, description of, 46.

Gibson, Thomas Benjamin, cruel treat-

ment of by his master, John Stavers,
433.

Grelets bank, its site, 425.,

Gurnsey Isle, chart and description of,

329.

Gunpowder, Walker's copper barrels for

the preservation of, 70. 161.

H.

Halifax, brief account of the fire at, 512.

lialley, Dr. his account of the total

eclipse of the son in the year 17 15, 408.

Ilaigemeister, Captain, his voyage to the

Aleutian Island?, and north-west coast

of America, 376.

I lano, island of, directions for anchoring

at, 410.



Harpooner, loss of the,. 482.

Health of the Navy, 207.

Helier. St. brief account of, 425.

Hero, launch of the, at Deptford, 208.

HYDROGRAPHY. Europe. Revenue of

the Trinity House corporation of Dept-
ford Strond, for the year 1815, 57.

Expenditure of the same, 58. Account
of the number of Almshouses provided

by the corporation, ib. Number of per-
sons receiving pensions, 59. Monies

expended out of Surplus Revenue in the

improvement of Lights, &c. ib. Com-

parative statement of expense in the

use of Argand lamps, and coal fires, 60.

List of Appointments, 61. Disposal of

balances, &c. ib. Additions made to

penson list, 62. Account of income
from duties of Lights, Buoys, &c. ib.

ASIA. Memoir on the Geography of

the coast of China, 63. 153. 241. Ma-
cao, Sanshan, 155. Pedta-hranca,
1S6. Korea, 158. Shantory, ib.

Quelpaert, ib. Japan, 152. Firando,

159. Nangasaki, ib. Meaxima, ib.

Formosa, 24G. 160. Botel Tobago
Xima, 160. Ponghou islands, 160.

241. Lequios, 241. Bashee islands,

213. Cambrian Ree f, 246. Africa.

Barbary coast, 247. America. Strait

of Florida, 248. Note to Ilydrogra-

pher, ju-tifving the Hydrogrtipher at

the Admiralty in respect to the dut

discharge of his official duties, 321.

Admiralty circular, No. 1. to Captains,
&c. requiring them to promote the ac

quisition of tijdrographical knowledge,
321. No. 2, calling the attention of

Naval commanders to the prevention
of accidents, by running ships ashore.

322. No. 3, forbidding them to go

through the Needles during night, 32.j.

No. 4, Falmouth harbour, sailing in-

structions, ib. No. 5, Anchorage
and Watering place oft" Dar's head,

327. No. 6, Trindelen Shoal, ib.

No. 7, Fladden Shoal, St'8. Kong-
shamn, or Salo Sound, 409. llano,

410. Matvik, 411, 412. Faro Sound,
413. Slito, 414. Ostergarn, 415

Lingarn, Nygarn, and Sandvik, ib.

Wormso, 416. Europe. Britnin. Frith

of Clyde. Spurn, 489. Gunflect, Li-

verpool, Azores, 490. Asia. Shoal

off N. E. coast of Sumatra, Shoal to

the eastward of Dnmpier's Strait, 491.

America. New" Providence, 492. Pas-

sage of the Gulph of Florida, 493. Old

Straits, 495.

ftab. t&wn, Vol. XXXVL

i.

IMPERIAL PARLIAMENT. House of Com-
mons Royal Naval Asylum, 77 .

House of Lords Prorogation of Par-
liament, 78.

Impregnable, state of the, after the battle
at Algier, 397. Her minutes of the

action, 398.

Jersey Isle, chart and description of, 425.

Ill'racombe, short account of, 137.

Inverness, destructive effects of an earth-

quake at, 144.

Ipswich Humane Society, their Direc-
tions for the Recovery of Persons

apparently dead, from drowning, hang-
ing, &c. 133.

E.

Keppel, Admiral, anecdote of, 117.

Kongshamn, description of the harbour

of, 409.

Kidvvelly, brief notice of, 140.

L.

Lancaster and Portland, two frigates or-
dered to be laid down on a large scale

at Plymouth Dock, 24.

Lazarorf, Capt. his voyage of discovery to

the North Pacific Ocean, 23.

Letttr to the Editor from B r, in reply
to H. C. Observations on the Memoir
of the late Mr. Budge, 27.

to the same from Mentor, on the

necessity of reform in certain branches
of the Naval System, 33.

to the same from Nestor, relative

to the present mode of payment in the

Navy, 33.

to the same from Alfred, on the

recent improvements in Naval regula-
tions and allowances, 35.

to the same from Navalis, on the

Neglect of the Navy, 37.

to the s;mie fiom A Seaman oa
the inefficiency of our Superior Clas

Frigates, 3f .

-, extract of, from an officer at St.

Helena, 38.

to the Editor from Mr. John

Bayley, transmitting copy of an Inxcrip-
tion to the memory of the late Captain
Beaver, of his Majesty's ship Nia us, at

the Ca'pe of Good Elope, 42
to the same from Albion, on the

necessity of keeping up an efficient

Navy, 42.

3 x



Letter to tlic Editor, from A Friend to

Naval Merit, recommending to the no-

tice of government the state of old

commanders and lieutenants, 125.
. to the ssirne from A Subscriber,

rcprobatint: the insertion of Palinurus's

Letter in March last, 127.

to the same from J. H. communi-

cating an interesting Extract from the

Journal of the Hon. E. I. C.'s ship

Chambers, Captain South, 129.

to the same from T. H. transmit-
i

ting
" General Directions, recommend-

ed by the Ipswich Humane Society, for

the Recovery of Persons apparently

Dead, from Drowning, Hanging, Intoxi-

cation, Intense Cold, &c. by Dr. Wil-

liams, 133.

to the same from N. T. S. on the

mode of punishment in the Navy, 213.

to the same from Trafalgar on

Naval promotion, 213.

to the same from Albion on the

subject of Impressment, 214.

to the same from Veritas on the

inequality of pay between the Navy and

Army ollieers, 216.

to the same from Alfred, on the

building of our ships, &c. 217.

to the same from Navigator res-

pecting the Mtdile.rrunettn Pass, 218.

to the same from Veritas, on Cor*

pon nl Punishments, 218.

to the same from Mentor, on Na-
val Discipline, and Impressment, 219.

to the same, from Navaiis, on su-

perfluous Iron Work on board ships, and

deficiency of Medical aid in the Navy,
2'20.

- to the same from Joannes, on the

epitaph to Captain Wright's monument,

to the same from Viator, on the

inconvenience ofsending baggage to the

Custom-house at London for examin-

ation, 2-V.

to the same from An Officer of the

Loaiider, on the strength and efficacy
of our tiftv-gun-lrigates, "95.

to the same, from Neptnnus, on

the Expediency of reporting the pro-
cress of our ship building in the King's

Dock-yards, '-J97.

to the same, from Gracchus, on

the communication of Naval Biogra-

phy,
r

J9i5.

- to the same, from Nestor, on
\ aval i/!M,i;.'!inc, '299.

t :he same, from Nestor, on our

tia-le in the Mediterranean, 301.

i<j i;x> si;n:e li'tm Victor, on the

success of the Expedition against Al-

gier, under Lord Exmouth, 303.

Letter to the same from Albion, on the

victory at Algier, and proposing the

abolition of Impressment, 305.

to the same from A n Enemy to

Slavery, on the state of Algier, subse-

quent to the Victory, and probability
of a renewal of the piratical system,
307.

to the same, from G. T. T. on the

bravery of the Algerines, in the late

contest, and exactions of the Dey,
309.

to the snme, from T. C. P. on th

construction of our frigates, 377.

to the same, from Alfred, on Im

pressment, and a fixed System of com-

mand, 384.
to the same, from Gracchus, on

Naval Biography, 385.

to the same, from Y. suggesting a

delivery of Medals to those officers and
men who served in the late expedition

against Algier, 386.

to the same from Mentor, on Na-
val Punishment, 337.

1 to the same, from Oceanus, in

reply to An Officer of the Leande*,
389.

to the same, from Albion, on the

danger of employing ships' long boats

in carrying sugar from distant estates in

the West Indies, 390.

to the same, from A Friend to

Naval Merit, on an Extension of the

Retired List, 390.
' to the same, from Nestor, on the

Duty of Naval Members ofParliament,
392.

' to the same, from Sol, on the in-

accuracy of the Nautical Almanack,
394.

to the same, from Scriblerus, re-

commending publication of the Me-
moir of Captain Wright, in th form of

a pamphlet, 395.

to the same, from S. on the late

Eclipse of the Sun, 396.
to the same, from Thessaly, stat-

ing the first instance of breaking the

line in Naval action, 462.

to the same, from Quaestor, on
the introduction of corporeal punish-
ment in the Commercial Marine, ib.

to the same, fr"otn Thessaly, in-

closing Extract of Letter from Sir

Charles Doyglas to the Russian Admi-
ral Grey, giving an account of the bat-

tle of the 12th April, 1782, 464.

to the same, from Candidus, as-



INDEX.

sorting the late Lord Nelson no Marti-
net or strict Disciplinarian, 468.

Letter to the same, from Nestor, on Na-
val Punishments, 4C9.

to the same, from Albion, on the

necessity of watching the growth of the

American Navy, 470.

to the same, from Triton, on the

recent regulation in the issue of Naval

pay, 47 2.

t the same, from Occasional, cor-

recting en or in our memoir of Sir David

Milne, and including an official account
of the late promotions of officers who
served in the expedition against Algier,
474.

to the same from Neptunus, ex-

pressing his hope of a history of naval

events in continuation of Major Beat-

son's, to the close of the American war,
475.

to the same, from Orion, on the

present state of our seamen and navy,
476.

to the Hydrographer, from Nnvi-

gator, on the hydrography of the Bar-

bary shores being so inaccurately known,
247.

to the same, from An Observer,
on the dangers of the Florida Strait,

248.

to the same, from a Correspon-
dent, defending the conduct of the pre-
sent Hydrographer at the Admiralty,
321.

Linen, washing of by steam, 24.

Ltmcly, isle of, account of, 140.

M.

Marine, instance of dying heroism in a,

406 (note}.

MARINE LAW.
Court Martial on Captain, officers, and

crew, for the loss of the Phoenix, 77.

For running on shore li.M.S. Liver-

pool, 169. Robert Smith and Charles

Furney, for the murder of Captain
Johnson, 430. John Stavers, for differ-

ent assaults on Thomas Benjamin <iib-

son, 433. Captain, officers, ard crew

oftheComus, for the loss of that stiip,

511.

Masters in the Royal Navy, order rela-

tive to, 460.

Matvik Harbour, directions for the

entrance of, 412.

METEOROLOGICAL REGISTER. 88. 175.

261. 348. 437. 515.

MUford Haven, account of, 140.

MILNE, SIR DAVID. Memoir of, f>53.

Place and period of his birth, S5i.
Serves in the Canada, during the Ame-
rican war. as Midshipman and Master's

Mute, ib. In the action between Ad-
miral Byron and Count D'Estaing, 355.

Particulars of the Action, (Note) ib.

Action of the 12th April, 1782, in

which also he was present, described

(Note) 357. Distinguished conduct of

the Canada in that action, 359. The
Ville de Paris conquered by the Canada
360. Made master'smate on the suc-

cessful event of the battle, ib. Returns

to England in the Canada, ib. On the

accession of Peace enters the service of

the East India Company, ib. Re-en-
ters the Royal Navy, on the breaking-
out of the Revolutionary war with

France, ib. Incidental remarks on that

memorable Revolution, 361. Sails to

the West Indies under Sir John Jervis,

(now Earl St. Vincent), 363. Promoted

by him to the rank of Lieutenant, ib.

Serves in -the Blanche frigate, in her

action with Le Pique, ib. Advanced
in consequence to the rank of Comman-
der, ib. Obtains post rank soon after,

ib. Takes an active part in the night

surprise of the Saints Islands, ib. Ap-
pointed acting captain of the Alarm

frigr\te, and sinks the French corvette

Liberte, ib. In command of the Piqne

captures the Lacedemonian, French

brig, and assists at the capture of Dc-

marara, ib. Appointed to La Seine

frigate, and ordered to escort a convoy
for the West Indies, and coast of Afri-

ca, ib. His arduous contest with the

Venguer French frigate, ib. Gazette
Letters of that action and capture,

(Note) 364. Returns to England, and
ordered to cruize off the coast of France,
365. In company with the Jason, en-

gages two French frigates, ib. The

ship strikes aground, and fired by'the
crew, 366. Appointed to another ship
named after the former, La Seine, ib.

Loses her on the coast of Holland, ib.

Employed as commander of the Sea
Fencibles in the Firth of Forth, ib. , On
the discontinuance of that force, ap-

plies lor a line-of battle ship, ib. Com-
mands the Bulwark, on the American

station, and serves at the capture of

Custin, ib. Appointed to command
the Marlborough, ib. Made rear-ad-

miral of the Blue, and returns to Eng-
land, ib. Appointed to the Command
on the Halifax station, hoists his flag in'

the Leander, ib. Solicits leave to JGMI



INDEX.

the expedition against Algier, ib. His

gallant conduct there in the Impregna-
ble, 367. Returns to England and re-

ceives the honour of knighthood, and

made K. C. 13. ib. Account of his fa-

mily, ib.

Mioebead, marine account of, 138.

Ministerial Economy > 26.

Monument, .\ ational, Model for, 453.

N.

NAVAL LITERATURE. Remains of John

Tweddell, &c. 65. Walker's Patent

Copper Barrels, for the Preservation of

Gunpowder, 70. 161. Horsburglfs
India Directory, 250. Campbell's
Voyage round the World, 335. Peter

Wilkms, S38. 418 501.

HISTORY OF THE PRESENT YEAR,
81. 169. 253. 345. 435.512.

POF.TUY. Black Eyes v. Blue

Eyes, 7i>. The Season, ib. Epigram
on a French Gun, 77. Reason for

Seven l/irrls at the Admiralty, ib. On
t!u: liins, of the Minotaur, 167. Ode to

Peace, 251. Aljrior, 343. On Lord
.Exmo'.jth's IX street ion of the Aigerine
]'lr;t, 427. The Turbor, a Tale, 428.

J juts to the ^iernorv of Lord Nelson,
,

:

>05. Airier, ,">0o. The Wedding-day,
50;>. i

:
,\tr::ct from the Crescent, a

TS;,fidtr,il P.^m, 510.

Nautical spied, extraordinary instance of,

116.

New '.); leans, inundation at, 114.

Nev.-port, on the Usk, account of, 139.

O.

(-':!, Wli-ilo, method of purifying it, 376.

O.-tcivum, hydrographies! particulars of,

-115.

Otter, youn<; one, taken by Mr. Wane,
grocer, or Penritb, 115.

P.

ramvcli River, in the Dekkan, India, 481.

I'arapoii-.ic Chair, invented by Mr.
.
s ::umi(] ; , 'JI!7.

Parqueite Uock, view and description of

tin-, 2\'2.

Pan', t RI\;T, account of, 13H.

i'av. augmentation oi", 10 Naval Officers,
.'") 1 '.'.

re.iilr'jkc'; marine account of, 140.

PHILOSOPHICAL PAPERS, 4S.

Pig, in distress, 374.

Pill, marine account of, 139.

Pitt, Mr. and the Duke of Newcastle, 45<S.

Porlock, marine account of, 137.

Port Royal, Jamaica, view and description

of, 45.

Proserpine, view of her position previous
to her cnpture, 405.

Pedra Branca, account of the, 156.

Q.

Quelpaert, geographical site of, 158.

R.

Red Flag, never captured, 459.

Resistance, large frigate, hauled up near
Mutton Cove, 24.

Richelieu, Duke de, extract of despatch
from the French Consul at Palermo, to

the, 169. From the Governor of Cor-
sica to, ib.

Rivers, singular methods ofcrossing them,
117.

Rochester, fragment on the late unfor-
tunate accident at, 368.

Royal Danish yacht, taken at the battle

of Copenhagen, now employed as a
collier from Newcastle to Plymouth,
24.

Sand-bank, new one, formed in St.

George's Channel, 208.

Seas, level of, 209.

Semaphore, invented by Sir H. Popham,
worked for the first time on the 3d of

July, J816, 115.

Sepulture, in France, decree of Buona-

parte respecting, 122.

Severn, account of the, 13P.

Ships, new method of preserving, 26.

,
sale of, 80. 210.

,
list of, composing the fleet under

the command of Lord Exmouth, in the

expedition against Algier, 84.

SHIPWRECKS. Meduse, 223. Harpooncr
transport, 482.

Slavery, White, subscription for the abo-
lition of, solicited, 118.

Smyrna, Governor of, beheaded, 375.

Sovereign of the Sea, an extraordinary

ship, built in 1637, account of the, 206.

South, Captain Thomas, extnict from his

Journal, in a voyage from Amoey, in

China, 129.



IN BEX.

STATE PAPRES. Continuation of the Do-

cumentary Series of Reports made by
the President of the Union of the

Knights of Chivalry at Vienna, No. XI.

49. XII. 145. XIII. 233. XIV. 234.

XV. 230. Translation of No. IX. 317.

St. John's Road, hydrographical particu-
lars of, 498.

Sun, volcanoes in the, 43.

. spots in the, 349.

Swansea Bay, brief notice of, 139.

Town, account of, 140.

T.

Tariff, Dutch, 370.

Tower of the Temple, view and descrip-
tion of, 316.

Trade to North America, deputation to

the Admiralty on the, 25.

Trafalgar, battle of, 372.

U.

Usk River, brief notice of, 139.

VV.

Wachct, brief account of, 138.

Warden, Dr. his conversation with Buo-

naparte respecting the death of Captain

Wright, 457.

Whale oil, or water, method of purifying

it, 376.

White, Mr. as a catholic, ineligible to

promotion, 22.

Wilkins, Bishop, biographical notice of,

504.

WRIGHT, Captain JOHN WESLEY. Ad-
dendu to Memoir, 1. Original Letter

of General Julien, 2. Sent by him to

Paris, 3. Committed to ihe Temple,
ib. Brought before Judge Thuriot, ib.

Interrogated by the Judge, ib. Visited

by General Savary, 6. Again conduct-

ed before Judge Thuriot, 7. Receives

another visit from Savary, 8. Sum-
moned to appear as evidence against the

conspirators, 11. Forced into court,

12. His behaviour in court, 14. His

conversation with Colonel Curts, 17.

Conclusion of his nnrraiive, 20. Re-
flections on it by the Editor, 89. Copy
of the Pmces-vcrbal held on his being
found dead. 94. Extract from the

Register of Commitments, 97. Certi

ficate of his burial, 98. Testimony

concerning his death in a letter to Sir

Sidney Smith, signed B., 9s). Two
other Letters from Sir Sidney's corres-
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